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This report results from a study by the British Geological 
survey (BGs) to rationalise the Quaternary and Neogene 
(Tertiary) lithostratigraphy of Great Britain (england, 
scotland and wales) and the Isle of Man. The report utilises 
the new lithostratigraphical framework, published in the 
overview Report (McMillan et al., 2005), which employs the 
full hierarchy of the stratigraphical code: supergroup, group, 
subgroup and formation (together with smaller units), for 
the correlation of the onshore Quaternary deposits of Great 
Britain. This report presents an overview of the framework 

and defines the groups, subgroups and main formations (the 
principal mapping units). Important members and beds are 
also described. Regional correlation charts and representa-
tive cross-sections are included to aid an understanding of 
the framework. The objective of the report is to provide a 
regional lithostratigraphical scheme for Great Britain and the 
Isle of Man to aid future Quaternary geoscience, including 
mapping and correlation (onshore and offshore correlation), 
and to roll out a lithostratigraphical scheme capable of use 
in a wide variety of applications.
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This report presents the proposed BGs lithostratigraphi-
cal framework for the onshore Quaternary and Neogene 
(Tertiary) superficial deposits of Great Britain (england, 
scotland and wales) and the Isle of Man. The objective 
of the report is to provide a practical framework to aid 
future Quaternary correlation, mapping and research, and a 
stratigraphical scheme capable of use in a wide variety of 
applications. An overview of the framework was published 
by McMillan et al. (2005).

A framework that utilises the full hierarchy of the strati-
graphical code (supergroup, group, subgroup, formation 
and smaller units) is proposed. Although the framework is 
built around the formation, the primary unit for mapping 
and correlation, it is recommended that some classes of 
lithogenetically-defined deposits are not accorded for-
mational status. However, at group level the scheme 
embraces all Quaternary and Neogene (Tertiary) super-
ficial deposits, thus enabling a coded lithostratigraphical 
superscript to be applied to every Quaternary map symbol 
defined in the BGs specifications for the preparation of 
1:10 000 scale geological maps (Ambrose, 2000). The 
map specifications are based upon the lithogenetic clas-

sification of Quaternary deposits, as outlined in BGs Rock 
classification scheme (Rcs) for artificial and natural 
superficial deposits (McMillan and Powell, 1999). In parts 
of Great Britain lithostratigraphical mapping at forma-
tion level can be regarded only as a long-term objective. 
Products such as lithostratigraphical maps, cross-sections 
and three-dimensional models may therefore be regarded 
as an evolving layer in the geological model.

The unified lithostratigraphical framework for onshore 
Quaternary deposits is designed to be of use for regional 
mapping and correlation and may also be of relevance for 
regional hydrogeological and geotechnical applications. 
For example the lithostratigraphical classification can be 
used to enhance geological and hydrogeological domains 
maps and models depicting landform–sediment associations 
(McMillan et al., 2000).

The current report is based upon a review of published 
literature (including BGs geological maps and reports), and 
expert local knowledge. extensive reference is made to the 
Geological society (london) special Report No. 23 — A 
revised correlation of Quaternary deposits in the British 
Isles (Bowen, 1999).

summary
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1.1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to set out mainly at formation level 
the lithostratigraphical framework for onshore Quaternary 
and Neogene (Tertiary) superficial deposits of Great Britain 
(england, scotland and wales) and the Isle of Man. Although 
this report necessarily deals primarily with onshore deposits, 
the development of the British ice-sheets in present day off-
shore and nearshore areas is an important consideration, so 
that deposits, for example of North sea and Irish sea basin 
provenance may be placed in context. The framework has been 
constructed using established principles of stratigraphy that 
involve firstly the description and interpretation (lithostratigra-
phy) of Quaternary units, then correlation by all possible means 
and finally classification. There should be a clear distinction 
between factual description based upon observation and infer-
ence such as interpreted correlation with chronostratigraphical 
scales defined by climatic fluctuation or with the oxygen iso-
tope stratigraphical scale derived from ocean sediments.

The Framework, which was outlined in an overview 
report by McMillan et al. (2005) and in a paper by 
McMillan (2005), is based upon a review of the extensive 
British Quaternary scientific literature, including BGs geo-
logical maps, memoirs and sheet explanations, volumes of 
the Geological conservation Review series published by 
the Joint Nature conservation committee, Field Guides 
and Newsletters of the Quaternary Research Association 
together with the Geological society (london) special 
Report No. 23 — A revised correlation of Quaternary 
deposits in the British Isles, edited by Bowen (1999), a 
revision of Mitchell et al. (1973a). As discussed below, for 
practical reasons emphasis is placed on the application of 
the full hierarchy of lithostratigraphical codes (supergroup, 
group, subgroup, formation and member) which may have 
application for regional mapping, classification and cor-
relation (chapter 2). The group framework is described 
in chapter 3 and Tables 1b–8. chapters 4–13 and Tables 
9–19 (regional correlation charts) describe the framework 
at subgroup, formation and member level, region by region 
throughout Great Britain. Reference to members and beds is 
presented in the text and tables, with details of more impor-
tant members (e.g. terrace deposits of the major english 
river systems) included in the relevant chapter. More details 
of most units can be found in the BGs lexicon of Named 
Rock units1 (available online via http://www.bgs.ac.uk/
lexicon/home.cfm). However, full lexicon entries and 
lexicon codes are not yet available for every unit referred 
to in this report.

Most ‘named’ lithostratigraphical superficial deposits 
of Quaternary or Palaeogene–Neogene (Tertiary) age that 
have appeared on BGs 1:50 000 or 1:63 360 scale New 
series maps (see end of References section for list of maps) 
are referred to in this report, along with other units which 
may be used for modelling as the framework is developed 
regionally. superseded terminology that has been referred 
to in BGs publications is listed in Appendix 3.

The lithostratigraphical framework aims to:

•	 Conform	as	far	as	possible	with	international	strati-
graphical principles for lithostratigraphical clas-
sification as provided by the International union of 
Geosciences (IuGs) (Hedberg, 1976; salvador, 1994). 
Regional application of these Guides is published by 
the North American commission on stratigraphical 
Nomenclature (NAcsN) (1983, 2005) and for the uK 
by whittaker et al. (1991) and Rawson et al. (2002).

•	 Serve	as	a	basis	for	geological	mapping,	modelling	and	
correlation

•	 Assist	the	user	(both	the	Quaternary	specialist	and	
non-specialist) of geological data including BGs maps, 
memoirs and sheet explanations

•	 Provide	a	basis	ultimately	for	a	Quaternary	lithostrati-
graphical map of Great Britain and three-dimensional 
modelling

1.2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

As Powell (1998) has stated, ‘In science and engineering, 
classification is essential if written and oral communica-
tions are to be precise and unambiguous.’ For onshore 
Quaternary rocks the application of a strict lithostratigraphi-
cal classification presents unique difficulties. A wide range 
of processes has operated during the Quaternary (the last 
2.6 Ma, as proposed2; see also lourens et al., 1996; ehlers 
and Gibbard, 2003; Aubry et al., 2005; Zalasiewicz et al., 
2006) (Tables 1a, 1b). deposits are discontinuous, variable 
in thickness and commonly poorly exposed. The regional 
significance of unconformities and discontinuities seen in 
sections or boreholes may be poorly understood. The frag-
mentary nature of the record, the ill-defined field relation-
ships and the poorly fossiliferous nature of many deposits, 
with little organic or other dateable material, make the con-
struction of a lithostratigraphical framework a sizeable task. 

where lithostratigraphy has been applied to British 
Quaternary deposits it has usually been to define locally 
well-exposed sequences in natural sections, excavations 
and boreholes where stratigraphical relationships can be 
observed. National or regional correlation may not be 
possible. This is reflected in the stratigraphical schemes 
published by Bowen (1999) in which formations may be 
restricted to districts where correlation is secure. Tentative 
correlation may then be made with differently named units 
of adjoining areas. Many of the lower level units, particu-
larly at member and bed level, referred to in Bowen (1999) 
have been defined at only a few well-exposed sections 
or from single boreholes. such units, as Bowen (1999) 
confirms, ‘are not amenable to systematic and widespread 
mapping away from their stratotypes’. Nevertheless these 
units are important for correlation and for inferences about 
climate.

To address the need to correlate larger bodies of 
Quaternary deposits regionally, the BGs superficial 
deposits Advisory Group (a stratigraphical Framework 
committee) was tasked to prepare a new lithostratigraphi-
cal framework for the onshore Quaternary deposits of Great 

1 Introduction

1 In this report BGs lexicon codes, where assigned, are noted with each 
unit and in Appendices 2 and 3.
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Britain. This report and the overview Report (McMillan et 
al., 2005) take into account conclusions from two workshops 
on stratigraphical classification and nomenclature of British 
Quaternary deposits held at BGs, Keyworth, Nottingham, 
in February 1998 and February 2001. McMillan and 
Hamblin (2000) published initial ideas on the framework. 
The current framework was presented by McMillan (2005) 
at the TNo International workshop on Integrated land-sea 
lithostratigraphic correlation in utrecht, The Netherlands 
(April 2003).

The BGs workshops addressed a number of questions 
fundamental to the establishment of a workable lithostrati-
graphical framework that takes as its premise its ability to 
be applied to geological mapping. Principal conclusions 
from the workshops and subsequent discussion included 
the following:

•	 The	formation	is	the	fundamental	mapping	unit	
(Hedberg, 1976; North American commission on 
stratigraphic Nomenclature (NAcsN), 1983, 2005; 
whittaker et al., 1991; salvador, 1994; Bowen, 1999; 
Rawson et al., 2002)

•	 Members	and	beds	may	also	be	mappable	units	at	
appropriate scales

•	 Grouping	of	formations	is	desirable,	particularly	to	aid	
regional mapping (salvador, 1994) and interpretation 
by non-geologists

•	 Groups	and	subgroups	may	or	may	not	be	composed	
entirely of named formations (NAcsN, 1983) but the 
establishment of groups without constituent formations 
should be avoided (salvador, 1994)

•	 Lithogenetic	descriptors	for	high-level	units	(super-
groups, groups and subgroups) and for formations (if 
lithologically heterogeneous) could help to define the 
framework 

•	 Lithological/grain	size	descriptors	(e.g.	sand,	gravel)	
for formations and members are desirable where they 
clearly convey a dominant lithological/ grain size com-
ponent of the unit

•	 Morphological	descriptors	(e.g.	moraine,	terrace)	
for members could be valuable for deposits of well-
defined morphology but commonly of variable or 
poorly known lithology

•	 It	is	not	necessary	or	desirable	to	define	all	Quaternary	
units in a formal lithostratigraphy at formation level. 
In Britain and elsewhere, morpho-lithogenetic clas-
sification is a tried-and-tested practical mapping and 
descriptive tool, and will continue to be used as the 
primary method for describing Quaternary depos-
its. Morpho-lithogenetic units are locally mappable 

sediment-landform assemblages which should be con-
sidered without regard to time (schenck and Muller, 
1941; salvador, 1994). some morpho-lithogenetic 
units are not readily amenable to lithostratigraphical 
classification at formation level because their strati-
graphical relationships are poorly known (e.g. mass 
movement deposits)

•	 River	terrace	deposits	should	be	considered	as	mem-
bers of formations defined by a single catchment (i.e. 
the physiographical catchment of a major river and its 
tributaries)

Traditionally, and in common with many other geological 
surveys, the BGs has published maps and literature that 
employ a mixture of lithological, morphological and genetic 
terminology (Foster et al., 1999). The terminology has been 
developed by successive generations of survey geologists 
to map surface Quaternary deposits and to log sections and 
boreholes. observation and recording of lithology, structure 
and morphology of deposits has led to the interpretation of 
their origin. Mapping practice has led to the refinement of 
the familiar specification of mapping symbols which feature 
on BGs maps ranging from the primary mapping scales of 
1:10 000 and 1:25 000 to the most commonly published 
1:50 000 scale (Ambrose, 2000). The specification corre-
sponds to the hierarchical Rock Classification Scheme for 
Natural and Artificial Superficial Deposits (McMillan and 
Powell, 1999). The BGs classification now forms the basis 
of, and the dictionary for, digital products such as the digit-
ised and attributed 1:50 000 scale geological map coverage 
of Great Britain (diGMapGB-50), which requires the data to 
be structured for sensible retrieval of information (McMillan, 
2002). such objectives are common to many geological sur-
veys and similar lithogenetic schemes have been established in 
many european countries (e.g. in France, lebret et al., 1993).

In attempting to define a broad framework based upon 
international and national stratigraphical guidance (North 
American commission on stratigraphical Nomenclature, 
1983, 2005; whittaker et al., 1991, salvador, 1994; Rawson 
et al, 2002; see also chapter 2) the BGs superficial 
deposits Advisory Group identified a number of fac-
tors which, if not unique to British and continental north 
european Quaternary deposits, are unusual in other parts of 
the stratigraphical column.

•	 Onshore	Quaternary	deposits	vary	greatly	in	both	lat-
eral and vertical extent. Although sequences can attain 
thicknesses of 200 m or more, commonly component 
lithostratigraphical formations may be only a few 
metres thick
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2 The position of the base of the Quaternary (indeed the term itself) has been the subject of much debate over many years. As defined in 1996 
by IuGs (Gradstein and ogg, 1996) the base was placed just below the top of the olduvai magnetosubchron (Aguirre and Passini, 1985), at 
1.905 Ma on an astronomically-tuned time scale. This placed a large proportion of the east Anglian crag and dunwich groups in the Pliocene. 
However the base of the Quaternary in the uK has traditionally been taken by BGs to lie at the base of the Red crag (Mitchell et al., 1973a), 
implying that the coralline crag (the oldest of the crag Group formations) was the only unit of Neogene (Tertiary) age in east Anglia.

Following continuing debate about the status of the Quaternary and its lower boundary the International stratigraphic commission (Isc) jointly 
with the International union for Quaternary Research (INQuA) set up a Task Force in 2005. Its interim report set out the proposal to include 
the Quaternary, with its lower boundary at 2.6 Ma, as a sub-era of the cenozoic era with the Neogene as a Period spanning both Quaternary 
and Tertiary sub-eras (Aubry et al., 2005) (Table 1a). In this proposal the lower boundary of the Quaternary was decoupled from that of the 
Pleistocene epoch (defined as 1.8 Ma). In response the stratigraphy commission of the Geological society (london) proposed that Quaternary 
be established as a Period and that its base and that of the Pleistocene epoch should be established at 2.6 Ma (Zalasiewicz et al., 2006) (Table 
1a). The proposed lower boundary of the Quaternary (and Pleistocene) corresponds to the GssP of the Gelasian stage (for discussion see 
Pillans, 2004; Gibbard et al., 2005). The commission further proposed that the Tertiary should be defined as a Period with the Neogene as a 
sub-Period below the Quaternary. The proposed change to the base of the Quaternary, which has been supported by many Quaternary scientists, 
more accurately represents the onset of northern hemisphere glaciations, and is coincident with the Gauss/Matuyama palaeomagnetic epoch 
boundary, correlated with the peak of Marine Isotope stage 103. In May 2009, the Isc elected formally to redefine the base of the Quaternary 
at 2.6 Ma and also to lower the base of the Pleistocene to this position (Mascarelli, 2009). In June 2009, the executive commiteee of the 
International union of Geological sciences ratified this decision (Gibbard et al., 2010). The present BGs Quaternary stratigraphical Framework 
adopts the newly ratified proposal (Table 1b).
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•	 By	their	nature	many	Quaternary	units	(e.g.	till	
sheets) are strictly allostratigraphical, i.e. defined and 
identified on the basis of bounding discontinuities 
(Räsänen et al., 2009). However, allostratigraphy has 
not been popularly applied in Britain (Rawson et al., 
2002) 

•	 Many	Quaternary	lithostratigraphical	units,	being	surfi-
cial deposits, will have no overlying strata (or bound-
ing surface). However, the associated landform may 
show characteristic features that can aid the definition 
of a unit

•	 The	distribution	of	some	mass	movement,	fluvial	
and organic deposits can be related to the present 
day physiography, but caution should be applied 
when assigning lithostratigraphical classification 
to units that are unrelated to modern catchments 
(section 1.2.2)

•	 The	lithology	of	many	Quaternary	deposits	is	deter-
mined by the medium of transport, the depositional 
environment, and by provenance. Inferred genesis and 
provenance may aid lithostratigraphical classification 
of heterogeneous superficial deposits but always there 
should be a clear distinction made between inference 
and description. Provenance may not be directly relat-
ed to the present-day surface distribution of bedrock 
(level of erosion) 

•	 Weathering	characteristics	and	soil	development	play	
an important role in Quaternary stratigraphy

Although salvador (1994) recommended that differen-
tiation of Quaternary lithostratigraphical units by origin 
should be avoided, it has long been recognised that such 
units can be classified in this way. For example, in estab-
lishing the Pleistocene stratigraphical framework of Illinois, 
willman and Frye (1970) noted that formations, defined by 
lithology, could also be differentiated by origin into five 
general types. They commented that ‘Although these are 
genetic groupings, their different origins impart distinctive 
compositions, grain size and structure and the formations 
are differentiated on lithology and not on origin.’ These 
authors did not define groups but noted that groupings could 
be made as the need arises.

This recognition of the link between origin and lithology 
has guided the development of the proposed framework 
for Great Britain. Thus, whilst formations are defined on 
the basis of distinctive lithology, they may be grouped on 
both lithological criteria and principal sedimentary environ-
ment (e.g. glacial, fluvial, marine). For example, the newly 
proposed facies association scheme of the integrated land 
and sea stratigraphical model of the Netherlands and the 
dutch sector of the North sea (laban et al., 2003) assigns 
formations to broad facies associations (glacigenic, marine 
and fluvial). As salvador (1994) notes, ‘the degree of 
change in lithology required to justify the establishment 
of distinct formations (or other lithostratigraphic units) is 
not amenable to strict and uniform rules. It may vary with 
the complexity of the geology of a region and the detail 
needed to portray satisfactorily its rock framework and to 
work out its geologic history’. Pragmatic decisions require 
to be taken about the grouping of formations. For example 
interbedded marine and fluvial sediments of coastal embay-
ments or fenland may appropriately be grouped together. 
Additionally, it is evident that the distribution of Quaternary 
formations can be linked not only to the processes by which 
they formed or were modified, but also to geographical set-
ting (sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2). This too has influenced the 
establishment of the groups and subgroups (Figures 2–4, 
Table 1b; chapters 2 and 3).

1.2.1 Glacigenic deposits

The extent and behaviour of ice-sheets during the Quaternary 
directly influenced the distribution of a range of glacigenic 
deposits including diamictons and glaciofluvial deposits. 
Thus, in Britain the limits of the southernmost (Anglian) 
ice-sheet and the latest (devensian) ice-sheet (Figure 2) 
play an important part in defining the distribution of glaci-
genic deposits. early glacigenic deposits of the Anglian 
ice-sheet are present mainly to the south of the devensian 
ice-sheet limit (Bowen, 1973; Bowen et al., 2002 and refer-
ences therein) and north of a line approximately east-west 
from essex to the Bristol channel (Figure 2). Inferred 
Anglian deposits also occur, locally, farther north and 
may be present in the subsurface below deposits of the 
devensian ice-sheet. Pre-devensian deposits may exhibit 
complex weathering profiles (indicative of a range of cli-
matic conditions) that may aid stratigraphical correlation. 
devensian glacigenic deposits are present mainly to the 
north of the devensian ice-sheet limit (Figure 2), although 
some (e.g. glaciofluvial terrace deposits) may extend to the 
south.

1.2.2 Fluvial deposits

The linking of broad catchment geology to present-day 
drainage systems may have advantages for a wide range 
of environmental users (McMillan et al., 2005). Although 
a river catchment is defined physiographically, lithostrati-
graphical division of fluvial deposits within that catchment 
or related catchments is a valid classification. Allowing 
for glacio-isostatic and relative sea level changes, in prac-
tice within each river system late devensian to Holocene 
river terrace and alluvial deposits lying to the north of the 
devensian ice-sheet limit (Figure 4) can be related to that 
system. At, and to the south of, this ice-sheet limit the dis-
tribution, elevation and correlation of river terrace deposits 
is more complicated. River terrace deposits, such as those 
of the River Thames and its precursors, extend back to pre-
Anglian time and have been subject to variations in base 
level over time (reflecting relative sea level and isostatic 
changes). early rivers changed course during and between 
former glaciations, and deposits of palaeovalleys are com-
mon. Therefore lithostratigraphical correlation between 
formations of different river catchments needs to be applied 
with caution. The application of lithostratigraphical clas-
sification to river terrace deposits is discussed further in 
chapters 2 and 3.

1.3 CHRONOSTRATIGRAPHY AND OXYGEN 
ISOTOPE STRATIGRAPHY

chronostratigraphy is the element of stratigraphy that deals 
with the relative time relations and ages of rock bodies 
(salvador, 1994). The purpose of chronostratigraphical 
classification is to organise systematically the rocks into 
named units (systems, series and stages) that correspond to 
intervals of geological time (geochronological units includ-
ing periods, epochs and ages). some methods for dating 
and determining the time sequence of Quaternary deposits 
are described in Appendix 1. The Quaternary is the latest 
Period of the cenozoic era and embraces the Pleistocene 
and Holocene epochs (Zalasiewicz et al., 2006; Table 1a).

The concept of time plays little part in establishing or 
identifying lithostratigraphical units and their bounda-
ries. lithological character is generally influenced more 
strongly by the conditions of formation than by the time of 
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origin. Thus caution should always be applied when link-
ing ages to lithostratigraphical boundaries. However, for 
some deposits where no correlatable stratigraphical rela-
tionships are evident (e.g. isolated hill-top deposits) dating 
techniques (e.g. 14c or terrestrial cosmogenic nuclide dat-
ing — Appendix 1) may provide ages allowing the deposits 
to be placed within the framework.

The British Quaternary has been divided tradition-
ally into climato-stratigraphical temperate ‘interglacial’ and 
longer cold ‘glacial’ stages inferred primarily from the veg-
etational pollen record (Mitchell et al., 1973a; Rose, 1989a; 
Gordon and sutherland, 1993a). However the vegetational 
response during temperate stages was influenced by vari-
ation in altitude and latitude, and, furthermore, the pollen 
biozone boundaries are diachronous.

Although there is continuing debate about the application 
of a climate-driven chronostratigraphy and nomenclature 
(for discussion see Bowen, 1999) reference is made in this 
report to the British onshore climatostratigraphical stages. 
These are broadly correlated with the proposed higher status 
lithostratigraphical units (e.g. groups) (Table 1b). variation 
in depositional environment resulting in changes in gross 
lithological characteristics and lithofacies may be effected 
by climate change. The British stages are defined from 
type sections in southern Britain (Mitchell et al., 1973a) 
(Table 1b). It should be noted that there is, as yet, no formal 
proposal to replace the stage term ‘wolstonian’ (Mitchell et 
al., 1973a; Gibbard and Turner, 1988; Rose, 1988; Bowen, 
1999). This framework report adopts the lithostratigraphical 
wolston Glacigenic Formation which may correlate with 
the lowestoft Formation of east Anglia (Anglian/elsterian) 
(sumbler, p.37 in Bowen, 1999).

with the exception of some long temporal successions 
known from lake Baikal, columbia, Greece and Italy, 
the Quaternary onshore record is incomplete. Thus, in 
addition to correlation with the British and Nw european 
stages, inferred land–sea correlations are also tentatively 
proposed using the marine isotope stratigraphical scale 
derived from ocean sediments (Gordon and sutherland, 
1993a; Bowen, 1999). The oxygen isotope stratigraphical 
framework (strictly not a chronostratigraphical scale) was 

developed from the analysis of calcareous microfossils pre-
served in deep ocean floor marine sediments. In this report 
reference is made to the marine isotope stages from the 
record of cores v28-238 and ocean deep drilling Project 
667 (shackleton and opdyke, 1973; shackleton et al., 1990; 
Bowen, 1999) (Table 1b).

Marine isotope stages (18o stages, which are designated 
in a numerical scheme) provide a universal means of sub-
dividing the Quaternary (emiliani, 1954; shackleton and 
opdyke, 1973). The changing microfaunal assemblages 
preserve a record of fluctuating oceanic water temperature 
and the relative proportions of the two common isotopes 
of oxygen contained in the skeletons provide an indirect 
record of global ice volume and global sea level (Imbrie et 
al., 1984; Mix et al., 1995; clark and Mix, 2002). during 
glacial periods water is lost from the oceans to form ice-
sheets and the oceans become relatively enriched in water 
containing the heavy isotope of oxygen (18o). The chang-
ing 18o content of ocean water can be used as an index of 
ice-sheet growth and decay although it should be noted 
that a number of variables (e.g. fluctuating ocean bottom 
temperatures during the Pleistocene and local hydrological 
effects) mean that the index cannot be directly related to ice 
volume as once thought by shackleton and opdyke (1973).

The correlation of 18o stages to informal climatic 
events (e.g. interglacials) should be undertaken with cau-
tion (shackleton, 2006). The numerical scheme provides 
inexact ‘high’ and ‘low’ ice volume reference points. The 
duration of an interglacial, as defined by evidence from 
onshore Quaternary sequences, may be subject to continued 
revision. However, evenly numbered 18o stages generally 
refer to cold ‘events’ and odd numbers to warm ‘events’ 
within each global glacial–interglacial cycle. some 18o 
stages are subdivided: for example, stage 5 is subdivided 
into 5a–5e (or 5.1 to 5.5, Imbrie et al., 1984). of these 
subdivisions 5a, 5c and 5e represent low ice volume events 
and may be equated with interglacials. stage 5e is generally 
accepted to represent a full interglacial and is the approxi-
mate equivalent of the Ipswichian (eemian) climatostrati-
graphical stage and part of stage 11 may be correlated with 
the Hoxnian (Holsteinian) (Table 1b).
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2.1 THE LITHOSTRATIGRAPHICAL CODE 
AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE QUATERNARY 
DEPOSITS OF GREAT BRITAIN

salvador (1994), amplified by Rawson et al. (2002 and 
references therein) sets out the internationally accepted 
hierarchy of lithostratigraphical units. The unit-terms are 
here described in order of rank (sections 2.1.2–2.1.7).

2.1.1 Naming of lithostratigraphical units

International guidance (salvador, 1994) recommends that 
each lithostratigraphical unit should be named after an 
appropriate geographical feature combined with the appro-
priate unit-term (e.g. group, formation). To aid the user of 
the proposed lithostratigraphical framework for Quaternary 
deposits, especially the non-geologist, it is recommended 
that both a geographical and a lithological term are included 
within the unit name (e.g. clyde clay Formation). Although 
the inclusion of a lithological term is discouraged by 
salvador (1994), it serves the useful purpose of indicating 
the dominant component lithology or lithologies. The use of 
the same geographical term for units of different status (e.g. 
formation and member) is not recommended except where 
historical precedent may be an over-riding consideration.

2.1.1.1 naMing Of gROups and subgROups

one of the distinguishing characteristics of many Quaternary 
deposits is the rapidity of vertical and lateral changes in 
lithofacies. diversity of lithology may constitute a form of 
unity for bodies of sediment with similar gross depositional 
characteristics. To highlight this diversity, at the level of 
group and subgroup (see below), the proposed Quaternary 
lithostratigraphical Framework utilises a genetic epithet 
(e.g. glacigenic, catchments), albeit recognising that gen-
esis is inferred. whilst this practice is not recommended 
by salvador (1994), the proposed nomenclature serves to 
highlight that the strata are heterolithic superficial deposits 
that may be readily distinguished from bedrock lithostrati-
graphical units.

2.1.1.2 naMing Of fORMatiOns and MeMbeRs

For formations it is recommended that lithological descrip-
tors are defined by the dominant grain size (e.g. sand, 
gravel, silt, clay) or grain size range (e.g. sand and gravel) 
or lithology (e.g. peat). Morphological descriptors (e.g. 
moraine) have been used if a landform is considered to be 
an important attribute, but are generally not recommended. 
A link may be made between the deposit and the associated 
landform by referring to the lithogenetic classification and 
mapping schemes (chapter 3).

Although genetic epithets for formations should be 
avoided (salvador, 1994) the use of the descriptor ‘till’ is 
recommended as a useful practical term for the main till 
sheets (e.g. the Gretna Till Formation). This descriptor is 
widely accepted across scientific disciplines and is pre-
ferred to the term ‘diamicton’ unless genesis is unclear or 
controversial (note that not all diamictons are tills). other 
lithogenetic terms that have been used previously for forma-
tions (e.g. glacigenic, glaciolacustrine, glacial lake, glaci-

ofluvial) are not recommended except where the units are 
particularly lithologically heterogeneous.

For deposits of fluvial origin it is recommended that for-
mations be geographically named after the principal river 
valleys (e.g. severn valley Formation) or after localities 
within parts of a catchment for which formation is estab-
lished (e.g. Maidenhead Formation of the Thames valley). 
River terrace deposit members may be geographically named 
or numbered sequentially with reference to the river valley 
formation name. For terrace surfaces identified by numbers, 
the first river terrace (First Terrace) is the lowest and young-
est. Names may include terms such as ‘alluvium’ or ‘fan’ of 
a named river valley formation. where correlation is possible 
between terrace deposits of both a tributary and the principal 
river these members may be accorded the same name.

2.1.2 Supergroup

2.1.2.1 definitiOn

A supergroup may be used for several associated groups or 
for associated formations and groups with significant litho-
logical properties in common (salvador, 1994).

2.1.2.2 applicatiOn

A single supergroup is established for the onshore Quaternary 
and Neogene (Tertiary) natural superficial deposits of Great 
Britain and the Isle of Man (Table 1b). A small number of 
residual and marine superficial deposits of Palaeogene age 
are also included within the supergroup. The supergroup 
distinguishes superficial deposits from bedrock.

2.1.3 Group

2.1.3.1 definitiOn

A group is the formal lithostratigraphical unit next in rank 
above a formation and is commonly applied to a sequence 
of contiguous formations with significant diagnostic litho-
logical characteristics (salvador, 1994).

2.1.3.2 applicatiOn

Groups are established for formations of Quaternary and 
Palaeogene–Neogene (Tertiary) age that reflect the diverse 
lithologies associated with the principal modes of inferred 
origin (i.e. coastal/marine, fluvial, glacial and residual). 
seven groups are defined (Table 1b).

2.1.4 Subgroup

2.1.4.1 definitiOn

salvador (1994) noted that, exceptionally, a group may be 
divided into subgroups. Rawson et al. (2002) acknowledged 
that the term subgroup is not in the formal hierarchy but has 
been usefully employed for subdividing certain groups, for 
example the chalk.

2.1.4.2 applicatiOn

For Quaternary deposits, subgroups are introduced that are 
defined on lithological characteristics and geographical 
extent of component formations (chapter 3).

2 Principles and definitions
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Across Great Britain and the Isle of Man a series of 
catchment subgroups of the Britannia catchments Group 
has been defined for fluvial deposits of mid-Pleistocene 
to Holocene age. The geographical boundaries of the 
subgroups broadly coincide with physiographic regions 
defined by modern ‘catchment’ boundaries (see discussion 
in section 2.1.5.3) (Figure 4). The subgroups comprise for-
mations defined by river terrace deposit members, alluvium 
and associated lithogenetic units. In due course, additional 
subgroups may be established for the major scottish island 
groups (e.g. shetland, orkney and the western Isles; 
Figure 4). subgroups of the dunwich Group have also been 
defined for pre-Anglian fluvial deposits of the ancestral pre-
diversionary Thames and Bytham rivers of southern Britain.

lying mainly to the north of the devensian ice-sheet 
limit (Figure 2), a series of glacigenic subgroups is pro-
posed for formations and lithogenetic units of similar lithol-
ogy and provenance (section 3.2.7.1).

2.1.5 Formation

2.1.5.1 definitiOn

The formation is the primary formal unit of lithostrati-
graphical classification used to map, describe, and interpret 
the geology of a region (salvador, 1994). A formation is 
generally defined as the smallest mappable unit and has 
lithological characteristics that distinguish it from adjacent 
formations (Rawson et al., 2002). However, ‘mappability’ is 
a poorly defined criterion, for it depends on the scale of map-
ping. In Britain, formations should be mappable and readily 
represented on a 1:50 000 scale map. component members 
may be mappable at this scale, but are not necessarily so. In 
three-dimensional models, scale variations may allow both 
members and beds to be shown as mappable units.

A formation is defined by a type section (stratotype) 
or by type area. where possible, the top and base should 
be defined but it is recognised that the nature of these 
boundaries and the bounding deposits may vary laterally. 
Many Quaternary lithostratigraphical units have no upper 
boundary defined by an overlying unit because the upper 
geological surface is the present day land surface. Although 
salvador (1994) indicates that formations need not be 
aggregated into groups, it is here recommended that for 
Quaternary deposits there is merit in such an approach to 
aid broad correlation and regional mapping.

2.1.5.2 applicatiOn tO glacigenic depOsits

Formational status may be assigned for any regionally 
significant mappable unit. The decision to define a unit as 
a formation commonly rests with the scientist and, as has 
been demonstrated by lowe and walker (1997, fig. 6.2) for 
glacigenic deposits, this can result in a range of opinions 
as to the most useful subdivision of units. The key tests 
include demonstrating type section(s) where the unit top 
(which may be the land surface) and base can be observed, 
noting the nature of those boundaries and the lithological 
and physical characteristics of both the unit and bounding 
units and tracing lateral continuity, accepting that lateral 
and vertical lithological variation is likely.

In assessing the definition of formations established in 
Bowen (1999) it is observed that some include all the super-
ficial deposits of a geographical area (e.g. clyde valley 
Formation of sutherland in Bowen, 1999). whilst such 
units are broadly mappable, a more systematic approach has 
been adopted in this proposed framework in which signifi-
cant mappable units are established as formations.

In practice, regionally significant glacigenic units such 
as till sheets or glaciofluvial sheet deposits may be dis-

tinguished as formations. discontinuous interbedded units 
may be best assigned member or bed status.

2.1.5.3 applicatiOn tO fluvial depOsits

A single formation is normally considered sufficient to 
define the fluvial deposits (floodplain alluvium and terrace 
deposits, which are each defined as members) of a river 
and its tributaries. However, for drainage basins that have 
evolved over significant periods of time (e.g. those of the 
Thames, Trent and severn) separate formations, defined by 
terrace deposit members with broadly unified lithostrati-
graphical characteristics, have been established for both the 
deposits of the principal river valley and those of tributary 
valleys. In the case of the Thames, a major river system of 
Neogene to Quaternary age, Bridgland (2006) has argued 
the case for assigning formational status to mappable ter-
race deposits composed of several facets including organic 
(peat) and lacustrine deposits. However, this report retains 
member status for terrace deposits (cf. Gibbard, p. 45–58 
in Bowen, 1999). such terrace deposits could be ultimately 
re-assigned as formations if regional correlation allows. In 
the current framework, formations of the Thames and its 
tributaries are established within two groups. The dunwich 
Group includes formations of the pre-diversionary river 
(pre-Anglian). The Britannia catchments Group (Thames 
catchments subgroup) (Anglian and younger) includes 
formations of river terrace deposit members within the 
upper, middle and lower reaches of the main river together 
with other formations for deposits of major tributary valleys 
(e.g. the Kennet valley Formation). each formation may 
also include, at member or bed level, interbeds such as peat. 

Terrace deposits and alluvium of a present-day river 
system can be regarded, respectively, as the abandoned and 
modern parts of the present fluvial system. These deposits 
can be mapped as members of a river valley formation 
within a catchments subgroup.

River terrace sequences fall into three categories:

•	 Terraces	representing	discrete	aggradational	events
•	 Terraces	 representing	 multiple	 incisions	 of	 a	 single	

(syn- to post-glacial) aggradational event
•	 A	combination	of	the	above

on BGs maps currently no distinction is drawn between 
discrete aggradational terrace-forming events and the mul-
tiple terrace staircases formed by incision and erosion with 
little or no deposition on the terrace flat. Modern mapping 
practice would allow truly erosional landforms to be distin-
guished by form lines only. For recommendations on the 
mapping, interpretation and classification and of aggrada-
tional and erosional terraces see McMillan et al. (2005).

palaeOvalley teRRace and ‘buRied cHannel’ depOsits

Terrace deposits of early fluvial systems and ‘buried chan-
nel’ (palaeovalley) deposits may be unrelated to the present 
day physiography. where such deposits cannot be corre-
lated with older terrace deposits of present-day valleys it is 
recommended that they be designated as a separate forma-
tion within the Britannia catchments Group (McMillan et 
al., 2005).

2.1.5.4 applicatiOn tO OtHeR supeRficial depOsits

extensive lacustrine deposits, peat and mass movement 
deposits (e.g. head) may be accorded formation status or 
merely remain as lithogenetic units within a catchments 
subgroup or, if related to more than one subgroup, a group 
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(section 3.2.5). similarly, coastal and marine deposits with 
lateral continuity and lithology may be raised to formational 
status within a group.

2.1.6 Member

2.1.6.1 definitiOn

A member is the formal lithostratigraphical unit next in 
rank below a formation and is always part of a formation 
(salvador, 1994). Formations need not be divided either 
wholly or partially into members. A member may extend 
from one formation to another (salvador, 1994).

2.1.6.2 applicatiOn

lithologically distinctive units interbedded within more 
regionally significant glacigenic formations may be sepa-
rated as members (cf. lowe and walker, 1997). For fluvial 
deposits, see recommendations under section 2.1.5.3. For 
members, grain size descriptors (e.g. sand, gravel, silt) 
or lithological descriptors (e.g. peat) may be used. For 
pedostratigraphical units the term ‘soil’ or ‘palaeosol’ are 
recommended.

2.1.7 Bed

A bed is the smallest formal unit in the hierarchy of sedi-
mentary lithostratigraphical units (salvador, 1994). Bed 
names are commonly applied to distinctive units that may 
be thin and laterally restricted or known only from a bore-
hole or single exposure. some beds may be fossiliferous 
or yield dateable material (e.g. a soil, peat or bone bed). 
Bed status tends to be assigned for units with some pal-
aeogeographical, geochronological or specific lithological 
significance.

2.2 APPLICATION OF THE BGS ROCK 
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

2.2.1 Lithogenetic unit

lithogenetic units are locally mappable assemblages of 
rock strata, considered without regard to time (schenck 
and Muller, 1941; salvador, 1994). A lithogenetic unit, 
mappable or otherwise, is defined by its lithology, mor-
phology and inferred mode of origin (genesis). For Great 
Britain, BGs classifies lithogenetic units according to the 
BGs Rock classification scheme (Rcs) for artificial and 
natural superficial deposits (McMillan and Powell, 1999). 
The Rcs forms the standard for mapping, section and 
borehole logging and for digital dictionaries and maps 
(McMillan, 2002). The BGs mapping classification of 
superficial deposits offers a tried-and-tested method of 
assigning various attributes to deposits. These include the 
lithology, morphology, genesis, lithostratigraphy and age 
of deposit. It is recognised that types of slope (mass move-
ment) deposits (dines et al., 1940) have been inconsist-
ently mapped and are lithologically poorly known. unless 
such deposits can be correlated it is recommended that 
initially they be assigned only a lithogenetic classifica-
tion and be informally related to a catchments subgroup 
or group.

At group and subgroup level the lithostratigraphical 
framework embraces all lithogenetically-defined units, 
thus enabling a coded lithostratigraphical superscript to 
be applied to every Quaternary map symbol defined in the 
BGs specifications for the preparation of 1:10 000 scale 
geological maps (Ambrose, 2000). The framework also 
offers a unique designation for use in digital databases and 
for digital map production where a strict hierarchy of units 
is necessary.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this report is to establish a practical 
lithostratigraphical framework for Quaternary and Neogene 
(Tertiary) superficial deposits. To achieve this aim the 
framework utilises the full hierarchy of lithostratigraphical 
codes (supergroup, group, subgroup, formation, member 
and bed). It is concluded that not all deposits (e.g. some 
surficial mass movement deposits) are capable of being sat-
isfactorily assigned formational status and for these deposits 
the lithogenetic or morphogenetic classification (McMillan 
and Powell, 1999) is recommended. However, as noted in 
section 2.2.1, all lithogenetic units are assigned to a group. 
For the BGs framework, the ‘top down’ approach enables 
the full classification hierarchy to be employed for complex 
successions. It also allows traditional morpho-lithogenetic 
units to be embraced at subgroup and group level on BGs 
maps where formal lithostratigraphical division has not 
been attempted. on BGs maps, where formal lithostrati-
graphical division is possible lithostratigraphical coded 
superscripts may be added to the standard BGs morpho-
lithogenetic symbols (Ambrose, 2000).

The framework establishes a single supergroup, the 
Great Britain Superficial Deposits Supergroup, for the 
onshore Quaternary and Palaeogene–Neogene (Tertiary) 
natural superficial deposits of Great Britain and the Isle of 
Man.

seven groups are defined (McMillan et al., 2005; McMillan, 
2005) (Table 1b, Figure 1):

•	 Crag Group: marine deposits, Pliocene–Pleistocene 
•	 Dunwich Group: mainly fluvial deposits of the ances-

tral Thames and Bytham rivers, early to mid-Pleisto-
cene

•	 Residual Deposits Group: including the clay-with-
flints, Paleocene–Pleistocene

•	 British Coastal Deposits Group: coastal and marine 
deposits, Pliocene–Holocene, excluding formations of 
the crag Group

•	 Britannia Catchments Group: fluvial, organic and 
mass movement deposits, mid-Pleistocene–Holocene

•	 Albion Glacigenic Group: glacigenic deposits, mid-
Pleistocene (pre-Ipswichian)

•	 Caledonia Glacigenic Group: glacigenic deposits, 
late Pleistocene (devensian)

Two of these groups broadly correspond with the event-
stratigraphical groups described by Rose (2003). The crag 
and dunwich groups include deposits of Rose’s shallow 
Marine systems and Major River systems, respectively.

It is recognised that in some regions where formations 
have not been defined, some groups may currently consist 
solely of lithogenetic units. such units may be referred to 
a group. All groups are defined by component formations. 
Rarely, a formation may stand outside of the group frame-
work. where appropriate, subgroups defined by formations 
are established for the groups (currently the dunwich 
Group, Britannia catchments Group, and the two glacigenic 
groups — see below).

subgroups, formations and members are listed by group 
(Tables 2 to 8), and presented in regional correlation charts 
(Tables 9 to 19) and in alphabetical order (Appendix 2). 
superseded terms are shown in Appendix 3. chapters 4 to 
13 describe the lithostratigraphical units region by region. 
The units are either newly established or have been defined 
or re-defined on the basis of descriptions in a range of 
scientific publications including published BGs maps and 
memoirs and Bowen (1999).

3.1.1 Changes to definitions of formations and 
members adopted by Bowen (1999)

Particularly in northern Britain some formations established 
by Bowen (1999) and co-authors are effectively the equivalent 
of higher level units (e.g. groups) that include all of the super-
ficial deposits occurring in a district. other formations include 
only minor elements of the local succession. Nevertheless, 
many of Bowen’s (1999) units, both at formation and member 
level, have been adopted in the BGs framework with the addi-
tion of lithological qualifiers. The status of some members 
has been changed either to ‘formation’ where the unit is con-
sidered mappable or regionally significant, or to ‘bed’ where 
the unit is confined to a single type section. The nomenclature 
adopted for supergroup, groups and subgroups follows that 
defined by McMillan (2005) and McMillan et al. (2005).

3.2 GREAT BRITAIN SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS 
SUPERGROUP

The supergroup distinguishes superficial deposits from bed-
rock. constituent groups and their component units are shown 
in Tables 1–8. correlation charts are shown in Tables 9–19.

Name
Great Britain superficial deposits supergroup (GBG) (after 
McMillan, 2005 and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
The Great Britain superficial deposits supergroup is 
established for all natural superficial deposits including till 
(diamicton), sand, gravel, silt, clay and peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
The Great Britain superficial deposits supergroup is subdi-
vided into seven groups (sections 3.2.1–3.2.7 and Table 1b; 
Figure 1). exceptionally, a formation may stand outside a 
group (e.g. the castle eden Fissure-fill Formation).

Type area/Reference section
Great Britain and the Isle of Man. see type areas and sec-
tions of component units at group, subgroup, formation, 
member and bed levels.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally sharp, unconformable contact with variably 
weathered bedrock of Neogene (Tertiary) age and older.

The ground surface

3 lithostratigraphical framework
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Landform description and genetic interpretation
A wide range of landforms from those associated with 
glacigenic processes to fluvial and marine terraces and 
planated surfaces.

Thickness
up to 200 m in onshore Britain.

Distribution and extent
Great Britain (england, scotland and wales) and the Isle of 
Man together with adjacent offshore areas.

Age
Palaeogene–Neogene (Tertiary) to Quaternary.

The focus of this stratigraphical framework report is on super-
ficial deposits of Neogene to Quaternary age. However, the 
oldest deposits of the Great Britain Superficial Deposits 
Supergroup include the karstic fissure-fill sediments, of 
cenozoic and possible latest Mesozoic (cretaceous) age, 
that are found on the durham coast and in the Peak district. 
These deposits, the castle eden Fissure-fill Formation and 
the Brassington Formation have been assigned formal status 
but currently remain unattached to a group (section 9.1). 
Remanié deposits originating during the Palaeogene includ-
ing the clay-with-flints Formation, the lenham Formation 
and the Buchan Gravels Formation are assigned to the 
Residual Deposits Group (next section).

other onshore deposits of Palaeogene age are considered 
as formal bedrock groups and formations. These units, 
which will be described in a forthcoming BGs stratigraphi-
cal framework report on the Palaeogene, include the Thanet 
sand Formation (Paleocene), lambeth Group (Paleocene), 
Thames Group (eocene), Bracklesham Group (eocene) 
and Barton Group (eocene) in south-east england; and the 
Haldon Gravel Formation (eocene), Aller Gravel Formation 
(eocene), Bovey Formation (eocene–oligocene), and the 
st Agnes Formation (oligocene) of south-west england.

3.2.1 Residual Deposits Group

The Residual deposits Group (Tables 1b, 4, 10, 18a, 18b and 
19) is established for residual deposits that have undergone 
modification over lengthy periods during the cenozoic era 
(Palaeogene–Neogene, Tertiary) and Quaternary. Included 
within this group is the Clay-with-flints Formation, a 
remanié deposit formed by weathering and solifluction of 
the original Palaeogene cover and early Quaternary deposits 
and dissolution of the underlying chalk of southern Britain 
(Pepper, 1973; catt, 1986; ellison et al., 2004). clay-with-
flints may be compared with the argile à silex of the Paris 
Basin (Quesnel et al., 2003). These deposits may have result-
ed primarily from pedogenesis and clay illuviation during 
interglacials and cryoturbation under periglacial conditions.

The deeply weathered Buchan Gravels Formation 
of north-east scotland and the Lenham Formation of 
Kent are also assigned to the Residual deposits Group. 
The former comprises flint and quartzite remnant gravels 
have undergone prolonged weathering during the Pliocene 
(Neogene) (Merritt et al., 2003).

Name
Residual deposits Group (ResId) (after McMillan, 2005 
and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Typical deposits include the clay-with-flints Formation 
of southern Britain and the Buchan Gravels Formation of 

north-eastern scotland. clay-with-flints lithologies include 
reddish brown clay with large unworn flint cobbles, yellow 
fine- to medium-grained sand, reddish brown clayey silt 
and sandy clay. Buchan Gravels lithologies include well-
rounded gravel and cobbles of quartzite and flint with sand, 
silt and kaolinitic clay.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the clay-with-flints Formation, lenham 
Formation and Buchan Gravels Formation. Tables 1b, 4, 
10, 18a, 18b and 19.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: In southern Britain, the type area of the 
clay-with-flints coincides with the outcrop of the chalk 
(cretaceous) over the North downs, the chiltern Hills and 
as far west as somerset and dorset.

Type areas
In north-east scotland, the type areas of the Buchan Gravels 
Formation are the Buchan Ridge and windyhills, west of 
Peterhead.

Lower and upper boundaries
Irregular and unconformable contact with bedrock of 
Neogene (Tertiary) age or older. In the case of clay-with-
flints, dissolution of underlying chalk has resulted in local 
development of pipes and hollows that are infilled with the 
residual deposits.

Generally the ground surface or overlain unconformably by 
Quaternary deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Mainly remanié deposits and other units that have under-
gone dissolution and disturbance, formed by weather-
ing and solifluction of original Palaeogene bedrock and 
Neogene (Tertiary) to early Quaternary superficial depos-
its. some units may have originated in fluvial, marine or 
coastal environments.

Thickness
clay-with-flints Formation: 2–10 m; Buchan Gravels 
Formation: greater than 25 m.

Distribution and extent
southern Britain across the chalk outcrop, northern england 
and north-eastern scotland (Buchan) (for grid references 
see stratotype details).

Age
Palaeogene to cromerian.

3.2.2 Crag Group

The crag Group (Tables 1b, 2, 15, 18a and 18b) is estab-
lished for mainly marine deposits of east Anglia that 
formed during the Pliocene and early Pleistocene. The 
group straddles the currently recommended age of 2.6 Ma 
for the base of the Quaternary (Gradstein et al., 2004; Aubry 
et al., 2005; Zalasiewicz et al., 2006).

These deposits lie mainly to the south of the devensian 
ice-sheet limit (Figure 2) and their distribution is unrelated 
to the present-day physiography. The term ‘crag’ originates 
from the descriptions in the 18th and 19th centuries with for-
mations being established in the 20th century (for a review 
of the literature see Reid, 1890; Funnell and west, 1977; 
Arthurton et al., 1994; Moorlock et al., 2000a). The name 
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is probably derived from the celtic word ‘cregga’, meaning 
a shell, because shells constitute a large part of some of the 
beds. The group is defined with reference to stratotypes in 
suffolk of the four principal constituent formations recog-
nised in east Anglia (Table 2), namely the Coralline Crag 
Formation (Balson et al., 1993), the Red Crag Formation 
(term first used by Funnell and west, 1977; with members 
defined from the Aldeburgh–sizewell transect borehole, 
suffolk, Zalasiewicz et al., 1988), a redefined Norwich 
Crag Formation (chillesford church Pit, suffolk, Funnell 
and west, 1977; Mathers and Zalasiewicz, 1988) and a 
newly defined Wroxham Crag Formation (Hamblin, 
2001a; Rose et al., 2001; Moorlock et al., 2002a; to include 
the marine members of the cromer Forest Bed series of 
Funnell and west, 1977). Hamblin et al. (1997) correlated 
the onshore deposits of the Red crag Formation with the 
westkapelle Ground Formation of the southern North sea, 
which contains pollen spectra of Thurnian type (cameron et 
al., 1992). onshore deposits of the redefined Norwich crag 
Formation (Antian/Bramertonian–Baventian age) are corre-
lated with the offshore smith’s Knoll Formation (Hamblin 
et al., 1997). Marine strata that succeed the Baventian 
regression form the wroxham crag Formation (Rose et al., 
2001), the oldest part of which (including the sidestrand 
Member, formerly of the Norwich crag Formation) may 
correlate with the winterton shoal Formation offshore 
(Hamblin et al., 1997).

The Stanmore Gravel Formation of the Middle and 
lower Thames, thought to be a correlative of the Red crag 
Formation, together with the Well Hill Gravel Formation 
(ellison et al., 2004) are also assigned to the crag Group.

Name
crag Group (cRAG) (after Reid, 1890; Funnell and west, 
1977; Arthurton et al., 1994; McMillan, 2005 and McMillan 
et al., 2005).

Lithology
sands, gravels, silts and clays. The sands are characteristi-
cally dark green from glauconite, but weather bright orange 
with haematite ‘iron pans’. The gravels in the lower part 
of the group are almost entirely composed of flint. Those 
higher in the group include up to 10% of quartzite from the 
Midlands, igneous rocks from wales, and chert from the 
upper Greensand of south-eastern england.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into coralline crag Formation, the Red crag 
Formation, the Norwich crag Formation and the wroxham 
crag Formation. The stanmore Gravel Formation and the 
well Hill Gravel Formation (ellison et al., 2004) are also 
assigned to the crag Group (Tables 2, 15, 18a and 18b).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: east Anglia (Hamblin et al., 1997) and deposited 
on the south-west flank of the North sea Basin.

Lower and upper boundaries
A sharp, planar unconformity upon strata extending from 
the chalk Group (cretaceous) in the west to the london 
clay Formation (Palaeogene) of the Thames Group in the 
east. usually there is a glauconitic conglomerate of rounded 
flints at the base of the crag Group.

overlain by deposits of the dunwich Group, Albion 
Glacigenic Group, Britannia catchments Group or British 
coastal deposits Group. Also interdigitates with the 
dunwich Group, from which it can be distinguished by the 

marine origin of the sediments (all dunwich Group forma-
tions are fluvial). May be distinguished from the Albion 
Glacigenic Group by the absence of northern British erratic 
clasts in the crag Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of shallow-water marine and estuarine deposits.

Thickness
up to 70 m onshore.

Distribution and extent
east Anglia, and extending south-westwards into Hertfordshire.

Age
Pliocene to Pleistocene (MIs pre-103–?17).

3.2.3 Dunwich Group

A new palaeo-catchment dunwich Group (Tables 1b, 3, 
15–18) is established for mainly fluvial sands and gravels of 
the Ancaster, Bytham and ancestral pre-diversionary Thames 
rivers, which formed in pre-Anglian time and were overrid-
den by ice of the Anglian glaciation (Figure 2). These depos-
its lie to the south of the devensian ice-sheet limit and their 
distribution is unrelated to the present day catchment physi-
ography. The dunwich Group also includes some deposits 
of interfluvial areas such as the ‘high level’ gravels for-
merly referred to the ‘Pebble Gravel Group’ (Pebble Gravel 
Formation of Gibbard, p. 48 in Bowen, 1999) of southern 
england (section 12.3, Tables 18-19). Most of these depos-
its, being of uncertain origin and age, are currently classified 
as lithogenetic units although some have formation status. 
Most of the deposits of the ancestral Thames and Bytham 
rivers are placed within two subgroups (section 3.2.3.1), 
the Kesgrave Catchment Subgroup (Kesgrave Group of 
whiteman and Rose, 1992; Moorlock et al., 2000a; Northern 
drift Formation of Gibbard and sumbler, p. 47 in Bowen, 
1999) and the Bytham Catchments Subgroup (Tables 3 
and 15–18). The Kesgrave Catchment Subgroup includes 
the Sudbury and Colchester formations of whiteman and 
Rose (1992). The Bytham catchments subgroup includes 
the Ingham and Shouldham formations of lewis (1993), 
the Bytham Sand and Gravel Formation of Rose (1994) 
and the Baginton Sand and Gravel Formation of the Proto-
soar (shotton, 1953). The dunwich Group also includes the 
Nettlebed Formation (Rose et al., 2001), the Caesar’s Camp 
Gravel Formation, the Milton Formation, pedogenic units 
of suffolk (Hey, 1965; Rose and Allen, 1977) which overlie 
the deposits of the two subgroups, the Letchworth Gravels 
Formation of Hertfordshire (smith and Rose, 1997) and 
part of the Cromer Forest-bed Formation of Funnell and 
west (1977). The latter is redefined to include only the non-
marine members exposed on the weybourne to Kessingland 
coast of suffolk and Norfolk.

Name
dunwich Group (duNw) (after Rose et al., 2002, McMillan 
and Hamblin, 2000, McMillan, 2005, and McMillan et al., 
2005)

Lithology
Gravels with subsidiary sands, clays and silts.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Kesgrave catchment subgroup and the 
Bytham catchments subgroup. The Nettlebed Formation, 
caesar’s camp Gravel Formation, Milton Formation, 



letchworth Gravels Formation and cromer Forest-bed 
Formation are also assigned to the dunwich Group 
(Tables 1b, 3, 15–18).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: east Anglia (Rose et al., 2001).

Lower and upper boundaries
A sharp planar unconformity, resting on strata on bedrock 
of Triassic–Palaeogene age or the crag Group (Pliocene–
Pleistocene). deposits of the dunwich Group also interdigi-
tate with those of the crag Group.

Most commonly overlain by deposits of the Albion 
Glacigenic Group, from which it can be distinguished by 
the presence of northern-British derived erratics in the 
Albion Glacigenic Group. It is less commonly overlain 
by deposits of the Britannia catchments Group or British 
coastal deposits Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The Group comprises the interpreted fluvial terrace sequences 
of those rivers that were either destroyed by or, in the case of 
the Proto-Thames, significantly modified by, the overriding 
ice-sheets that deposited the Albion Glacigenic Group. The 
pebble contents of these various gravels can be used to dem-
onstrate the denudation history of the source areas of the sedi-
ments. The group can be distinguished from the crag Group 
which shows shallow marine to estuarine characteristics.

Thickness
up to 15 m.

Distribution and extent
The southern limit is taken as the course of the River 
Thames above its point of diversion, and below that, the 
southern limit of the Kesgrave catchment subgroup; i.e. a 
line from [su 770 830] near Marlow to [TM 120 160] near 
clacton-on-sea. There is no northern limit but no depos-
its are currently identified north of east Anglia and the 
Midlands. Farther north all such deposits could have been 
destroyed by the advancing ice responsible for deposition of 
the Albion Glacigenic Group.

Age
Pliocene to Pleistocene (MIs ?61–13)

3.2.3.1 palaeO-catcHMent subgROups

The term subgroup was recognised by salvador (1994) 
as a formal subdivision of a group, although Rawson et 
al. (2002), whilst acknowledging its usage, considered it 
was not in the formal hierarchy. For Quaternary deposits 
the BGs framework adopts the term subgroup as a useful 
subdivision enabling geographically sourced sediments 
to be identified within the overall group hierarchy. The 
dunwich Group has been subdivided into two subgroups 
for fluvial formations of palaeo-catchments of the early–
Middle Pleistocene Bytham and Proto-soar rivers (Bytham 
catchments subgroup) and the ancestral pre-diversionary 
River Thames (Kesgrave catchment subgroup).

Name
Bytham catchments subgroup (BycA) (after lewis, 1993 
and Rose, 1994).

Lithology
sands, gravels, clays and organic deposits. Gravels of all 
contain a high proportion of rounded pebbles of grey and 

purple ‘Bunter’ quartzite of Triassic derivation, and pebbles 
of vein quartz, Jurassic and cretaceous rocks are locally 
important constituents.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
component formations include the Baginton sand and 
Gravel Formation (Proto-soar, leicestershire), Bytham 
sand and Gravel Formation (pre-Glacial Bytham River, 
lincolnshire), Ingham sand and Gravel Formation (pre-
Glacial Bytham River, central east Anglia) and shouldham 
sand and Gravel Formation (pre-Glacial Bytham River, 
Norfolk) (Tables 3 and 15–16).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: Bytham sand and Gravel Formation, 
Thunderbolt Pit, 800 m east of castle Bytham [sK 998 184] 
(lewis, 1993; Rose, 1994).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on older superficial deposits or on bedrock 
of carboniferous to Palaeogene age.

commonly overlain by Middle Pleistocene glacigenic 
deposits. upper boundary may be difficult to determine 
where overlain by glaciofluvial sand and gravel, but the 
presence of angular clasts, chalk, and poorer sorting in the 
latter is generally helpful.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial, lacustrine and organic deposits. sedimentary struc-
tures indicate that the fluvial deposits were laid down in 
braided rivers.

Thickness
About 18 m.

Distribution and extent
deposits of the subgroup follow the courses of the pre-Gla-
cial Proto-soar and Bytham rivers, from snitterfield near 
stratford-upon-Avon in the west, to croft and Huncote, 
leicester, castle Bytham and witham-on-the-Hill, towards 
the Fen edge south of Bourne, through shouldham Thorpe, 
south along the eastern margin of Fens to High lodge, 
Mildenhall, along the valleys of the lark, little ouse, 
and waveney, to the North sea coast at Pakefield and 
Kessingland.

Age
Pleistocene (MIs ?61–13).

Name
Kesgrave catchment subgroup (KGcA) (after Kesgrave 
Group of whiteman and Rose, 1992 and Moorlock et al., 
2000a; Northern drift Formation of Gibbard and sumbler, 
p. 47 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Mainly gravels characterised by quartz and quartzite from 
the Triassic, carboniferous and devonian rocks of the west 
Midlands, welsh Borderland and possibly south-western 
Pennines, and by felsic volcanic rocks from northern wales. 
The members comprise bodies of cross-bedded and mas-
sive, moderately sorted sand and gravel. The upper part 
of the gravels that dominate the subgroup are commonly 
affected by pedogenesis. The valley Farm soil is a rubified 
and clay-enriched horizon affecting the top 1.0–1.5 m and 
indicating warm interglacial conditions. The Barham Arctic 
structure soil is a complex pedogenic horizon affecting 
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the topmost 1.0 to 1.5 m of the subgroup and of the valley 
Farm soil (Rose and Allen, 1977; Rose et al., 1985).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the colchester Formation and sudbury 
Formation (Tables 3, 15, 17, 18a and 18b).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Gravel pit at Kesgrave [TM 228 465] (Rose 
and Allen, 1977)

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock (cretaceous–Palaeogene) and 
crag Group. The deposits are generally entrenched into 
bedrock with a difference in surface elevation of at least 
5 m. differentiation from the crag Group can be difficult 
where the latter is reworked, and the distinction must 
be made on the basis of sedimentological structures: the 
crag Group is of shallow marine to estuarine origin, the 
Kesgrave catchment subgroup is fluvial.

commonly overlain by mid-Pleistocene glacigenic depos-
its. The upper boundary may be difficult to determine where 
overlain by glaciofluvial sand and gravel, but the presence 
of more angular clasts, chalk, and poorer sorting in the over-
lying beds is usually helpful. The uppermost 1.0–1.5 m of 
the subgroup is commonly marked by the pedogenic valley 
Farm soil and/or the Barham Arctic structure soil.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
encompasses fluvial, lacustrine and organic deposits of the 
pre-diversionary River Thames, and the pre-glacial soils 
developed on such deposits. Most of the surviving deposits 
are fluvial gravels, with sedimentary structures indicating 
deposition by braided rivers. The presence of mega-erratics 
and glacially-fractured sand grains indicate glacial erosion 
in the headwater regions of the river. The fluvial gravels 
occupy terrace levels, and formations and members are 
defined on the basis of altitude and pebble clast content. 
Rare lacustrine silts and clays and organic peats are present.

Thickness
About 21.3 m aggregate thickness with individual terrace 
aggradations typically 5–12 m thick.

Distribution and extent
The subgroup is restricted to the Thames valley, essex 
and suffolk. BGs 1:50 000 sheets e206–208, 221–225, 
239–242, 255–257.

Age
Pleistocene (MIs ?61–13).

3.2.4 British Coastal Deposits Group

excluding the deposits of the crag Group of east Anglia 
(section 3.2.2), the British coastal deposits Group 
(Tables 1b, 5, 9–15, 18a and 19) is established for Pliocene 
and younger gravels, sands and silts of estuarine, marine 
and beach origin (including beach dune deposits). Peat is 
also included where it forms a part of coastal sequences. 
Thin, interbedded fluvial strata may also be included within 
dominantly marine and estuarine sequences. The defining 
formations occur at or near the present day coast and within 
estuaries and also as raised marine and beach units.

The group is defined with reference to established stra-
totypes of constituent formations. The earliest deposits 
include remnants of Pliocene marine deposits, not associat-

ed with the crag Group, such as the St Erth Formation of 
cornwall (Table 19) (edmonds et al., 1975). other deposits 
of marine origin that have been subjected to dissolution and 
disturbance are assigned to the Residual deposits Group 
(section 3.2.1).

Formations of mid-Pleistocene age and younger include 
the Ayre Formation (Thomas, p. 94 in Bowen, 1999), 
Fenland Formation (after ventris, 1985), Nar Clay 
Formation (Nar Member of lewis, p.18 in Bowen, 1999) 
and, although not yet formalised in the BGs lexicon, the 
West Sussex Coast Formation (modified after Gibbard 
and Preece, pp. 61–62 in Bowen, 1999). late Pleistocene 
to Holocene formations include the St Fergus Silt and 
Kessock Bridge Silt formations of north-east scotland 
(Merritt et al., 2003), Errol Clay, Forth Clay, and Carse 
Clay formations of east scotland (modified after Paterson 
et al., 1981), the Clyde Clay Formation of west–central 
scotland (modified from Browne and McMillan, 1989), 
Glannoventia and Hall Carleton formations of cumbria 
(Merritt and Auton, 2000), Grange-over-Sands, Seacombe 
Sand and Shirdley Hill sand formations of lancashire 
(after Thomas, pp. 95–96 in Bowen, 1999), Morston 
Formation of east Anglia (Morston Member of lewis, 
p. 18 in Bowen, 1999), and Burtle Formation of somerset 
(campbell et al., pp. 77–78 in Bowen, 1999). Formal 
units of solely Holocene age include the Clydebank Clay 
(modified from Browne and McMillan, 1989), Point of 
Ayre (Thomas, p. 94 in Bowen, 1999), Drigg Point Sand 
(Merritt and Auton, 2000), Lytham (after Thomas, p. 95 
in Bowen, 1999), Kenfig (after Bowen, p. 83 in Bowen, 
1999), Ynyslas (after Bowen, p. 90 in Bowen, 1999), 
Breydon and North Denes (Arthurton et al., 1994), Gwent 
Levels (after Bowen, p. 90 in Bowen, 1999), Oldbury and 
Avonmouth Levels (after welch and Trotter, 1961), and 
Somerset Levels (campbell et al., pp. 77–78 in Bowen, 
1999) formations.

Name
British coastal deposits Group (coAs) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
sands, gravels, silts and clays that contain clasts derived 
from rocks cropping out throughout Great Britain and the 
Isle of Man. Peat is also included where it forms a part of 
coastal sequences. The group includes glacio-isostatically 
uplifted (raised) deposits lying to the north of a hinge-
line crossing northern england between the Ribble and 
Tyne rivers, and isostatically uplifted interglacial shoreline 
deposits around the coast of southern Britain. excludes 
deposits of the crag Group of east Anglia.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
The British coastal deposits Group is divided into forma-
tions (Tables 5, 9–15, 18a and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The coastline and estuaries of Great Britain 
and the Isle of Man. see also the stratotypes of constituent 
formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with units of the Britannia 
catchments Group, the caledonia Glacigenic Group, the 
Albion Glacigenic Group, the dunwich and/or crag groups, 
and bedrock.
Generally the ground surface, but units of this Group com-
monly interfinger with units of the Britannia catchments 
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Group. Raised beaches of late devensian age commonly 
interdigitate with units of the caledonia Glacigenic Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of near-shore shallow marine, coastal and estuarine 
deposits including Blown sand and sediments deposited in 
deltaic and beach environments. Raised marine and raised 
beach deposits are included.

Thickness
up to 80 m.

Distribution and extent
Great Britain (england, scotland, wales and the Isle of Man).

Age
Pliocene to Holocene.

3.2.5 Britannia Catchments Group

excluding the deposits of the dunwich Group (section 3.2.3), 
the Britannia catchments Group (Tables 1b, 6, 9–19; 
Figure 4) is established for mid-Pleistocene and younger 
gravels, sands and silts of fluvial and lacustrine deposits. 
Aeolian (cover sands and loess) and organic beds (includ-
ing peat and soils) and mass movement (head) deposits are 
also included within the group. The term ‘Britannia’ was 
referred to by Pliny as an alternative name for ‘Albion’, i.e. 
scotland, england and wales.

constituent subgroups (section 3.2.5.1) are defined with 
reference to the stratotypes of terrace deposits of principal 
river valley formations. separate formations may be estab-
lished within the Britannia catchments Group for non-
fluvial deposits (e.g. lacustrine deposits, blanket peat) that 
do not form part of a river valley formation and may extend 
across catchment boundaries. The Britannia catchments 
Group also includes lithogenetic units such as head and 
other mass movement deposits, which cannot be assigned 
formal lithostratigraphical status.

Name
Britannia catchments Group (BcAT) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005; includes the catchment 
groups proposed by McMillan and Hamblin, 2000).

Lithology
clays, silt, sands, gravels and peat. Gravels are composed 
of clasts derived from rocks cropping out throughout Great 
Britain and the Isle of Man.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Fluvial deposits and related interbedded organic and lacus-
trine deposits are assigned formational status within sub-
groups defined geographically by drainage systems. other 
organic, lacustrine and mass movement deposits (e.g. 
those representing interglacials) are assigned formational 
status or are defined as lithogenetic units of the Britannia 
catchments Group (Tables 1b, 6, 9–19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Great Britain and the Isle of Man.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with units of the Albion Glacigenic 
Group, the caledonia Glacigenic Group, the dunwich 
Group, the crag Group or bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, but locally units of this group 
interfinger with units of the British coastal deposits Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of fluvial, lacustrine, organic, mass movement, per-
iglacial and aeolian deposits. Includes alluvium and river 
terrace deposits, head, and cover sands.

Thickness
up to 100 m.

Distribution and extent
Great Britain and the Isle of Man.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene–Holocene (MIs 13–1).

3.2.5.1 catcHMent subgROups

Pre-Anglian fluvial deposits of the Ancaster, Bytham and 
ancestral pre-diversionary Thames rivers are referred to the 
dunwich Group and its subgroups (section 3.2.3).

catchments subgroups (groups of McMillan and Hamblin, 
2000) of the Britannia catchments Group have been iden-
tified geographically and are generally related either to 
present-day river systems draining to a major estuary (e.g. 
Forth Catchments Subgroup) or to a broad physiographic 
region drained by several rivers (e.g. Cumbria–Lancashire 
Catchments Subgroup, Sussex Catchments Subgroup) 
(Tables 6, 9–19; Figure 4; McMillan, 2005; McMillan et 
al., 2005). Normally each subgroup is defined by Anglian 
to Holocene fluvial (terrace and alluvial) deposits of one or 
more river valley formations (section 2.1.5.3), named after 
the principal rivers or river valleys within the subgroup area. 
However where there is evidence to link the successions of 
earlier palaeo-catchments with those of the present day, 
the catchment subgroup is so defined. In southern Britain 
examples include the Thames Catchments Subgroup, 
defined by the Upper Thames Valley and Maidenhead 
formations (after Gibbard, pp. 45–58 in Bowen, 1999), the 
Trent–Witham Catchments Subgroup, defined by the 
Trent Valley, Bain Valley and Soar Valley formations 
(after Brandon, p. 41 in Bowen, 1999) and the Severn 
and Avon Catchments Subgroup, defined by the Severn 
Valley, Warwickshire Avon Valley and Bristol Avon 
Valley formations (after sumbler and Maddy, pp. 34–36 
in Bowen, 1999). In northern Britain river valley forma-
tions include the Clyde Valley Formation (modified from 
sutherland, pp. 109–110 in Bowen, 1999, with members 
originally defined as formations by Browne and McMillan, 
1989) of the Clyde Catchments Subgroup.

In total, twenty-four subgroups of the Britannia 
catchments Group have been defined (Figure 4; Tables 6, 
9–19). detailed descriptions of the subgroups are presented 
in the regional chapters 4–14. of these subgroups, the depos-
its of eleven lie fully to the north of the devensian ice-sheet 
limit (Figure 4) and are defined by formations of generally 
late devensian to Holocene age. six subgroups straddle the 
devensian limit, three straddle the Anglian ice-sheet limit, 
and four lie to the south of this line. In the proximity of, 
and to the south of devensian ice-sheet limit, the catchment 
subgroups comprise formations that range from Anglian to 
Holocene age. Also included are the earliest, possibly pre-
Anglian, terrace deposits of southern england catchments.

3.2.6 Albion Glacigenic Group

The Albion Glacigenic Group comprises all formations and 
lithogenetic units of pre-Ipswichian age (Tables 1b, 7a–c, 9, 
10, 12–18a and 19; Figures 1, 2, 8, 12–13). The term glaci-
genic is taken to include deposits of glacial, glaciofluvial, 
glaciolacustrine and proximal glaciomarine origin together 
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with associated periglacial and paraglacial units. The name 
is derived from the old english (via latin) from the celtic 
name for Great Britain. The group comprises mainly, 
but not exclusively, the glacigenic deposits between the 
Anglian and devensian ice-sheet limits of southern Britain 
(Figure 2). deposits of this group are also present locally, 
both at the surface and as concealed sequences, in Britain 
within the main devensian ice-sheet limit (section 3.2.7.1). 
In southern Britain, the surface, having been subjected to 
denudation and weathering over varying lengths of time and 
under a range of extreme climatic regimes, exhibits a gener-
ally subdued morphology. The group may be considered the 
equivalent of the ‘older drift’ of previous classifications 
(wright, 1937). The group is defined with reference to stra-
totypes of several component formations. These include the 
Happisburgh Glacigenic and Lowestoft formations of east 
Anglia (after lewis, pp. 11, 15–16 in Bowen, 1999) and, in 
the english Midlands, the Wolston (after sumbler, p. 37 in 
Bowen, 1999), Nurseries Glacigenic (after Maddy, p. 34 
in Bowen, 1999), Oakwood Glacigenic (after worsley, 
pp. 32–34 in Bowen, 1999) and Ridgacre formations (after 
Maddy and sumbler, p. 34 in Bowen, 1999).

Name
Albion Glacigenic Group (AlBI) (after McMillan, 2005, 
and McMillan et al., 2005; includes deposits of the southern 
British Glacigenic Group proposed by McMillan and 
Hamblin, 2000).

Lithology
Tills (diamictons), sands, gravels, silts and clays. sands 
and gravels contain clasts derived from rocks cropping out 
throughout northern, central and eastern england, scotland 
and wales, and offshore.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into formations south of the devensian ice-
sheet limit and into subgroups north of this limit (Tables 1b, 
7a–c, 9, 10, 12–18a and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The deposits occur mainly between the glacial 
limits of the devensian and Anglian ice-sheets. Isolated 
remnants are present to north of the devensian glacial limit. 
see the stratotypes of the constituent formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, planar unconformable contact with units of the 
dunwich and/or crag groups, or bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformable contact with units of the 
caledonia Glacigenic Group, the Britannia catchments 
Group or the British coastal deposits Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of glacial, glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine and glacio-
marine deposits.

Thickness
up to 120 m.

Distribution and extent
The whole of Great Britain lying to the north of the Anglian 
glacial limit crossing southern england, but mainly occur-
ring between the Anglian and devensian glacial limits.

Age
cromerian–pre-Ipswichian (MIs 16–6).

3.2.7 Caledonia Glacigenic Group

The caledonia Glacigenic Group comprises all formations 
and lithogenetic units of devensian glacigenic deposits 
(Tables 1b, 8–15, 17, 18a and 19; Figures 1, 2, 3, 5–18). The 
name is derived from the latin name for the Highlands of 
scotland, where the principal British ice-sheets originated. 
The group comprises the glacigenic deposits of scotland, 
most of wales, northern england and parts of the english 
Midlands. component formations are mainly distributed 
across land lying within the main devensian ice-sheet limit 
(Figures 2 and 3). some deposits assigned to the group (e.g. 
glaciofluvial gravels) may extend beyond the limit. Being 
the products of the latest glaciations, the deposits commonly 
have distinct morphological expression and this morphology 
is commonly an important part of the definition of com-
ponent formations and their subdivisions. In terms of age, 
distribution and morphology, the group comprises deposits 
of the ‘Newer drift’ of earlier workers (wright, 1937).

The group and constituent subgroups (section 3.2.7.1) 
are defined with reference to stratotypes of regionally sig-
nificant till formations and associated formations of glaci-
ofluvial, glaciolacustrine and glaciomarine origin. defining 
formations are described from lincolnshire and from the 
cheshire and the severn valley in the english Midlands. In 
lincolnshire, the Holderness Formation (North sea coast 
Glacigenic subgroup) is a succession of diamicton, gravel, 
sand, silt and clay with three till members, the Bridlington 
(Basement Till of catt and Penny, 1966; catt, 1991), 
Skipsea Till and the Withernsea members, all interpreted 
to be of devensian age (Mccabe and Bowen, pp. 13–14 in 
Bowen, 1999; Bowen et al., 2002). In Norfolk, two mem-
bers are recognised, the Holkham Till and the Ringstead 
Sand and Gravel members (after lewis, pp. 18–19 in 
Bowen, 1999).

In cheshire, the Four Ashes Sand and Gravel Formation 
(partly Ipswichian and partly early–Middle devensian and 
correlated with MIs 5d–3), of the Britannia catchments 
Group, is overlain by the Stockport Glacigenic Formation 
(after worsley, 1991; worsley in Bowen, 1999) of the 
Irish sea coast Glacigenic subgroup. In west cumbria, 
regionally important units include the Maudsyke Till 
and Blengdale Glacigenic formations (central cumbria 
Glacigenic subgroup) and Seascale Glacigenic, Gosforth 
Glacigenic and Aikbank Farm Glacigenic formations 
(Merritt and Auton, 2000).

In central scotland, regionally significant till formations of 
the Midland valley Glacigenic subgroup include the pre-late 
devensian Baillieston Till Formation and the Littlestone 
Till Formation, and the dimlington stadial (late devensian) 
Wilderness Till Formation (Rose et al., 1988; Browne 
and McMillan, 1989; Jardine et al., 1988). In north-east 
scotland, Merritt et al. (2003) have defined the Whitehills 
Glacigenic Formation (here assigned to the Banffshire coast 
and caithness Glacigenic subgroup), the Banchory Till 
Formation (here assigned to the east Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup) and the Hatton Till Formation (here assigned to 
the logie-Buchan Glacigenic subgroup).

Name
caledonia Glacigenic Group (cAlI) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005; includes deposits of the 
Northern British Glacigenic Group proposed by McMillan 
and Hamblin, 2000).

Lithology
Tills (diamictons), sands, gravels, silts and clays. sands 
and gravels contain clasts derived from rocks cropping out 
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throughout northern england, scotland and wales, and 
offshore.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into subgroups defined by formations north of 
the devensian ice-sheet limit (Tables 1b, 8–15, 17, 18a and 
19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Great Britain lying to the north and west of the 
devensian glacial limit. see also the stratotypes of the con-
stituent subgroups and formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with bedrock or units of the 
Albion Glacigenic Group.

At the ground surface or at unconformable contact with 
various units of the Britannia catchments Group or the 
British coastal deposits Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of glacial, glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine and glacio-
marine deposits.

Thickness
up to 120 m.

Distribution and extent
At the ground surface or at unconformable contact with 
various units of the Britannia catchments Group or the 
British coastal deposits Group.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–1).

3.2.7.1 glacigenic subgROups

The term subgroup is not in the formal lithostratigraphical 
hierarchy (salvador, 1994) but is here used to distinguish 
formations of glacigenic origin with broadly similar litho-
logical characteristics and common geographical distribu-
tion.

In scotland, northern england and wales, north of the 
devensian limit, the lithology, and inferred provenance, of 
glacigenic deposits is strongly influenced by the build-up 
and decay of regionally distinct sectors of former ice-sheets 

(e.g. central Grampians–Rannoch Moor) or ice domes (e.g. 
central cumbria–lake district). In these areas, it is pos-
sible, and potentially useful, to demonstrate lithological 
similarities of Quaternary sediments of varying age. The 
caledonia Glacigenic Group is divided into a series of sub-
groups that are defined primarily geographically (Figure 2) 
on the basis of the distribution of mappable formations of 
till (Figure 3). The till formations are related geographically 
to the principal areas of ice accumulation and dispersal, 
but their gross lithological characteristics and provenance 
is determined by lithologies of the regional bedrock. each 
subgroup embraces associated formations of glaciofluvial, 
glaciolacustrine and glaciomarine deposits. All deposits 
are placed in the caledonia Glacigenic Group unless they 
are known to be older, as has been demonstrated locally in 
north-east scotland (Auton et al., 2000; Merritt et al., 2003; 
Tables 8–10; Figures 6–8).

To maintain a strict hierarchy, within the main devensian 
ice-sheet limit known pre-devensian units are assigned to a 
set of glacigenic subgroups that mirror those of the caledonia 
Glacigenic Group and are identified by the addition of the 
word ‘Albion’, e.g. Irish sea coast (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup. It is not presently intended to propose subgroups 
of the Albion Glacigenic Group south of the devensian ice-
sheet limit because the origin and lithological variation is less 
clear. However, lithological and palynomorph provenance 
analysis of Middle Pleistocene tills in east Anglia, reported 
by lee et al. (2004) and Hamblin et al. (2005), may offer 
the potential to extend the subgroup concept into this area. 
detailed descriptions of the currently defined subgroups are 
presented in the regional chapters 4 to 13.

As indicated above, glacigenic subgroups are defined 
on the basis of lithological characteristics and properties 
common to two or more till formations. subgroups assume 
parental status for formations in areas where they are adopt-
ed. There are examples where it is possible to demonstrate 
interdigitation of formations belonging to different sub-
groups that are the product of different ice streams during 
several glaciations (e.g. in north-east scotland, Figure 5; 
Auton et al., 2000; Merritt et al., 2003). The complexity of 
glacigenic sequences may depend on preservation potential 
associated with the location of a site with respect to the ice-
dispersal centre (McMillan et al., 2005, fig. 12; Andrews, 
1979; lowe and walker, 1997). The thickest and most com-
plex sequences may be preserved at sites that were glaciated 
for the shortest time.
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The oldest superficial deposits of this district are of residual 
origin (Residual deposits Group) and probably date back 
to the Miocene. Representatives of the two glacigenic 
groups (Albion Glacigenic Group and caledonia Glacigenic 
Group) are present: the most extensive deposits being 
of devensian age. deposits of the Britannia catchments 
Group and British coastal deposits Group in the region 
range in age from devensian to Holocene.

4.1 RESIDUAL DEPOSITS GROUP

4.1.1 Formations of the Residual Deposits Group

deeply weathered residual deposits of flint and quartzite 
gravels occur in the Buchan district of Aberdeenshire. They 
were assigned to two members of the Buchan Gravels 
Formation by Merritt et al. (2003), having been previously 
named the Pliocene Gravels by Flett and Read (1921), the 
Buchan Ridge Gravels and windyhills Gravels by McMillan 
and Merritt (1980) and Hall (1982, 1984), and the cruden 
Flint Gravels and windyhills Gravels by Kesel and Gemmell 
(1981). The deposits, which are of probable Miocene to early 
Quaternary age, were first described by christie (1831). 
Ferguson (1850, 1855) and Jamieson (1865, 1874) deduced 
that they were beach gravels although Jamieson (1906) sub-
sequently considered them to have been deposited by ice 
moving south from the Moray Firth. Kesel and Gemmell 
(1981) and Gemmell and Kesel (1982) favoured a fluvial and 
glaciofluvial origin for the cruden Flint Gravels (Buchan 
Ridge Gravel Member of Merritt et al., 2003) and fluvial ori-
gin for windyhills Gravels; McMillan and Merritt (1980) and 
Merritt and McMillan (1982) considered the former deposits 
to be marine (beach) gravels and the latter to be fluvial.

4.1.1.1 bucHan gRavels fORMatiOn

Name
Buchan Gravels Formation (BuG) (after McMillan and 
Merritt, 1980, and Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
well-rounded gravel and cobble gravel comprising white 
quartzite, vein quartz and flint, in white, micaceous, silty 
sand matrix or in a white, sandy, kaolinitic clay matrix.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the windy Hills Gravel Member and the 
Buchan Ridge Gravel Member (Table 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section (windy Hills Gravel Member)

sand and gravel pit section [NJ 7999 3997] near cottown 
of Fetterletter, 6.5 km west-north-west of Methlick, and 
borehole NJ73Ne2.

Reference sections (Buchan Ridge Gravel Member): 
Borehole NK04sw3 [NK 0288 4020] and Borehole 
NK04se6 [NK 0594 4144].

Type area: Buchan Ridge [NK 010 390–NK 070 410], 
11 km south-west of Peterhead, comprising Moss of 
Auquharney, Moss of cruden, corse of Balloch, Hill of 
Aldie and windy Hills, Fyvie.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on Neoproterozoic rocks, or on the Moreseat 
sandstone Formation.

overlain unconformably by till or head, or at the surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Residual beach and river gravels forming broad ridges and 
plateaux up to 140 m above od (McMillan and Merritt, 
1980; Merritt et al., 2003).

Thickness
up to 25 m or more.

Distribution and extent
North-east scotland.

Age
Miocene–Quaternary
Buchan Ridge Gravel Member (BuRG).

The Buchan Ridge Gravel Member comprises at least 25 m 
of well-rounded cobble gravel composed of flint and white 
quartzite in a white, sandy, kaolinitic clay matrix. It rests 
unconformably on bedrock of devonian or cretaceous age 
or on deeply weathered crystalline basement. It is present at 
ground surface or lies unconformably beneath till or head.

Windy Hills gRavel MeMbeR (Wing)

The windy Hills Gravel Member comprises at least 10 m 
of well-rounded gravel composed of white quartzite and 
vein quartz in white micaceous, silty sand matrix. It rests 
unconformably on bedrock of deeply weathered crystalline 
basement. It is present at ground surface or lies unconform-
ably beneath till or head.

4.2 GLACIGENIC GROUPS AND SUBGROUPS OF 
THE SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS

The most intensive stratigraphical studies of superficial 
deposits in the Highlands and Islands have been focused 
in north-east scotland for which a regional memoir 
was published (Merritt et al., 2003). The stratigraphical 
framework for the Inverness area is based on Fletcher 
et al. (1996), Merritt et al. (1995) and Bowen (1999). 
several recently published BGs 1:50 000 sheets adopt 
elements of the framework for north-east scotland and 
Inverness (BGs sheets s64w, 66e, 67, 76e, 77, 87w, 
96w, and 96e). Recent research has extended the appli-
cation of lithostratigraphy to caithness and the north-
west Highlands. The formal lithostratigraphical units for 
caithness are those adopted for the geological mapping 
that is being currently undertaken, and have been adapted 
from those proposed by omand (1973) and Hall and 
whittington (1989). The stratigraphical framework for the 
north-west Highlands is based on Bradwell (2003). Bowen 
(1999) documents the many lithostratigraphical units 
for the Northern Highlands and Islands that have been 
described in the extensive literature.

4 Highlands and Islands of scotland
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It has been the practice to relate the glacigenic deposits 
of north-east scotland to one of three distinct bodies of ice 
that existed in the region during past glaciations (Figure 5). 
each ice mass gave rise to a distinctive ‘series’ of deposits 
and the names are entrenched in the literature (sutherland, 
1984; Hall and connell, 1991). Ice moving north-eastwards 
along the east coast led to the deposition of the ‘Red series’ 
(Jamieson, 1906; synge, 1956), which includes a variety 
of materials of a typically vivid reddish brown colour. Ice 
moving eastwards along the Moray Firth impinged on the 
coastal lowlands and was responsible for laying down a 
suite of typically dark grey deposits assigned to the ‘Blue-
grey series’ (synge, 1956). The typically sandy, yellowish 
brown diamictons laid down in the interior by ice flowing 
from the eastern Grampian Highlands were assigned to an 
‘Inland series’ (Hall, 1984).

The tripartite division was modified by Merritt et al. 
(2003) who subdivided the ‘series’ into five ‘drift Groups’, 
with deposits of the ‘Red series’ being divided into two 
groups and the addition of a group for deposits whose prov-
enance is in the central Highlands. In the present frame-
work the groups are divided into subgroups of either the 
Albion Glacigenic Group for pre-devensian deposits or 
the Caledonia Glacigenic Group for devensian deposits 
(Tables 1b, 7c, 8–10).

Most of the deposits are of devensian age (Caledonia 
Glacigenic Group). Pockets of pre-devensian deposits 
(Albion Glacigenic Group) are preserved at type sections 
in north-east scotland, and representatives of this group 
are also present in the shetland Islands and possibly in the 
western Isles. Precise dating of these deposits is commonly 
not possible. However, weathering characteristics and the 
presence of palaeosols aid the interpretation of relative age 
and some deposits can be tentatively referred to marine 
isotope stages. Most non-glacigenic materials such as pal-
aeosols and organic beds, which may relate to interglacial 
stages, are assigned to the Britannia catchments Group. 
These units represent important events in the Quaternary 
geological record in the district. However some periglacial 
deposits are retained as beds within formations of glaci-
genic origin, as these units are closely associated with the 
glacigenic sequence.

The subgroups are defined mainly by the lithology of 
the constituent formations. clast composition is the most 
important attribute in deciding from which ice stream a 
deposit was derived. colour remains a useful parameter 
for general classification of a unit, but it can be mislead-
ing locally. The distribution of the glacigenic subgroups in 
north-east scotland is shown in Figure 5. The relative posi-
tions of the ice streams and lobes changed with time. More 
than one glaciation may have affected the region. earlier 
glaciations probably did not affect exactly the same ground 
as the more recent. There is consequently local interdigita-
tion of formations belonging to the different subgroups 
(Tables 9, 10, Figures 5–9).

In north-east scotland, the ‘Blue-grey series’ (Jamieson, 
1906; Bremner, 1934; synge, 1956; sutherland, 1984; 
Hall and connell, 1991; sutherland and Gordon, 1993) 
or ‘Banffshire coast drift Group’ (Merritt et al., 2003) 
is redefined as the Banffshire Coast and Caithness 
(Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup (section 4.3.3) and the 
Banffshire Coast and Caithness Glacigenic Subgroup 
(section 4.4.5). deposits of these subgroups contain clasts 
derived from the Moray Firth basin in addition to more 
locally-occurring rock types. deposits occur from Inverness 
eastwards towards Peterhead (Tables 9, 10, Figures 5, 7, 
8), within the eastern part of caithness and sutherland and 
across orkney (Table 9, Figure 9). The diamictons, silts and 

clays are typically dark grey, calcareous and contain ice-
worn Quaternary shell fragments in addition to abundant 
reworked early Jurassic–early cretaceous microfossils and 
sporadic macrofossils. Permo-Triassic and lower Jurassic–
upper cretaceous strata crop out within the Moray Firth 
basin. Both clasts and large glacial rafts of these forma-
tions are common in the tills of these subgroups. locally, 
both the colour and composition of the tills strongly reflect 
the lithology of the underlying bedrock. The glaciofluvial 
sands and gravels generally contain similar suites of clasts 
to the tills, and shell fragments are common. The silts and 
clays of both glaciolacustrine and glaciomarine origin typi-
cally contain abundant reworked Mesozoic and Quaternary 
microfossils. Information reported by Merritt et al. (2003) 
indicates that some units described by Bowen (1999) are 
in fact glacial rafts. on the Banffshire coast at Boyne 
Bay and Gardenstown it is considered that the castleton 
Formation of Bowen (1999) is almost certainly a collec-
tion of large glacial rafts and not an in situ glaciomarine 
deposit (Peacock and Merritt, 1997, 2000a). Three members 
of the clava Formation of Bowen (1999) (here defined as 
the clava shelly Formation) are also interpreted as rafts 
(Merritt, 1992).

The ‘Inland series’ (Hall, 1984; Hall and connell, 
1991; sutherland and Gordon, 1993) or ‘East Grampian 
Glacigenic Group’ (Merritt et al., 2003) is redefined 
as the east Grampian (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup 
(section 4.3.4) and the East Grampian Glacigenic 
Subgroup (section 4.4.7). These deposits contain clasts 
derived from the eastern Grampian Highlands (Table 10, 
Figures 5 and 6). Although erratics from farther afield do 
occur sporadically, the colour and clast composition of 
the tills closely reflect the nature of underlying bedrock, 
or of rocks cropping out within a few kilometres to the 
west. The tills are generally yellowish brown, sandy, thin 
(less than 2 m in thickness) and patchy, especially across 
central Buchan. Thicker and more widespread tills occur 
in the valleys of the dee and don, where colours range 
from browns to grey. The sandiness and pale colour of the 
deposits of the East Grampian Glacigenic Subgroup in 
central Buchan commonly give them a weathered appear-
ance, which has suggested that they may result from either 
a pre-late devensian glaciation (Hall, 1984; sutherland, 
1984; Hall and connell, 1991) or a pre-devensian one 
(synge, 1956). These characteristics are more likely to 
result from the incorporation of significant proportions 
of deeply weathered bedrock, which is very common in 
the area. Furthermore, there is now robust evidence that 
most of the deposits of the subgroup are of late devensian 
age (clapperton and sugden, 1977; Hall and Bent, 1990; 
whittington et al., 1998; Merritt et al., 2003).

Part of the ‘Red series’ (of Jamieson, 1906), the 
‘red drift’ (Merritt, 1981), the ‘Red series’ (Hall, 1984; 
Hall and connell, 1991) or ‘logie-Buchan drift Group’ 
(Merritt et al., 2003), is redefined as the Logie-Buchan 
(Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup (section 4.3.5) and the 
Logie-Buchan Glacigenic Subgroup (section 4.4.8). 
These deposits comprise interbedded clayey diamictons, 
clays, silts, muds, sands and gravels laid down by ice that 
moved onshore from the North sea basin (Tables 7c, 8, 10). 
Most deposits are typically vivid reddish brown in colour 
and calcareous. The sands are typically fine- to medium-
grained, silty and micaceous, and contain shell fragments. 
In addition to locally-occurring rock types such as amphi-
bolite, feldspathic psammite, quartzite and meta-wacke, the 
deposits contain appreciable proportions of rocks derived 
from the sea bed to the east, including limestone, calcare-
ous siltstone, white and red sandstone of devonian, Permo-
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Triassic, Jurassic, cretaceous and Palaeocene age. Most of 
the deposits are restricted to the coastal lowlands north of 
Aberdeen, east of ellon and south of Peterhead (Figure 5), 
where they form distinctive, fresh-looking, hummocky 
topography comprising kettleholes, mounds, plateaux, esker 
ridges and narrow, winding, steep-sided valleys.

Reddish brown tills derived entirely from scottish ice 
flowing within strathmore, the north-eastern part of the 
Midland valley of scotland, are referred to the Mearns 
Glacigenic Subgroup (Mearns drift Group of Merritt et 
al., 2003) (section 5.1.1).

deposits of the Central Grampian (Albion) Glacigenic 
Subgroup (section 4.3.6) and the Central Grampian 
Glacigenic Subgroup (section 4.4.6) (‘central Grampian 
drift Group’ of Merritt et al., 2003) were laid down by ice 
that radiated from a centre over Rannoch Moor in the west-
ern Highlands, carrying rock fragments from the central 
Highland Migmatite complex and caledonian igneous 
rocks as well as from more local bedrock. The ice entered 
north-east scotland via the Great Glen and the lower reaches 
of the Nairn, Findhorn and spey valleys. It merged with the 
cairngorm–east Grampians ice-sheet and the more power-
ful Moray Firth ice stream (Figure 5). The relative power of 
the merging ice streams varied through time, resulting in the 
local interdigitation of deposits (Figures 7 and 8).

Additional glacigenic subgroups have been established 
for deposits of other parts of the Northern Highlands and 
Islands. Pre-devensian and devensian glacigenic deposits 
around and to the east and north-east of Inverness domi-
nated by old Red sandstone rock types (devonian) are 
assigned to the Inverness (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup 
(section 4.3.2) and the Inverness Glacigenic Subgroup 
(section 4.4.4) respectively (Table 10, Figure 7). The 
deposits were laid down by ice that flowed from the Great 
Glen and north-west Highlands, where it crossed devonian 
strata (mainly red sandstones, siltstones and conglomer-
ates). This ice was forced to flow eastwards towards the 
elgin area, across high ground, by the more powerful flow 
of ice emanating from the north-west Highlands. As the lat-
ter ice crossed onto devonian strata it also laid down tills 
dominated by these rock types.

Ice that flowed outward from the mountains of the 
Northern Highlands laid down tills and outwash charac-
terised by clasts of crystalline basement rocks (Table 9) 
(Auton, 2003; Bradwell, 2003). These sediments, assigned 
here to the Northwest Highlands Glacigenic Subgroup 
(section 4.4.3), are typically thin (less than 5 m thick), 
gravelly and pale grey to light brown in colour. Apart from 
where they occur in western caithness (Figure 9), much of 
their outcrop is poorly known and awaits modern re-survey.

Although devensian glacigenic deposits of local source 
underlain by organic deposits occur at sel Ayre [Hu 176 
540], walls Peninsula, shetland Mainland (Mykura and 
Phemister, 1976; Hall et al., 1993b; Bowen, 1999) formal 
units have yet to be defined within the Shetland (Albion) 
Glacigenic Subgroup (section 4.3.1) or the Shetland 
Glacigenic Subgroup (section 4.4.1) (Table 9). evidence 
of easterly-derived scandinavian ice (Golledge et al., 2008) 
may also indicate the presence of deposits of the Banffshire 
coast and caithness Glacigenic subgroup (section 4.4.5).

Glacigenic and associated marine and organic deposits 
of the outer Hebrides and st Kilda are all provision-
ally assigned to the Western Isles Glacigenic Subgroup 
(section 4.4.2, Table 9). An early devensian age is consid-
ered likely for the oldest deposits (Bowen, 1999), although 
it is possible that some of the earliest deposits could be 
pre-Ipswichian in age. Glacigenic and organic sediments 
in cliff sections [NB 448 600] at sgarbh sgeir and Toa 

Galson (Tobha Ghabhsainn) are described by sutherland 
and walker (1984) and Peacock (1984, 1991). Glacigenic 
and organic deposits of devensian age are described from 
Tolsta Head [NB 5572 4682], north-west lewis, western 
Isles (weymarn and edwards, 1973; weymarn 1979; 
sutherland et al., 1984, Bowen, 1999). sutherland (p.106 
in Bowen, 1999) refers all the deposits of the western Isles 
and st Kilda to the lewis Formation. only the Lewis Till 
Formation (section 4.4.2.1) (dun Member of Bowen, 
1999) has been defined in the BGs lexicon.

4.3 ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

4.3.1 Shetland (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
shetland (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup (sdAG) (after 
McMillan et al., 2005)

Lithology
sandy diamicton (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. clasts 
are derived predominantly from rocks cropping out on the 
shetland archipelago.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
south wick Till Formation (currently undefined in the BGs 
lexicon): Fugla Ness Till, lower Till of Hall et al. (1993a). 
see also units of Mykura and Phemister (1976) and south 
wick Member (correlated with MIs 12) of the shetland 
Formation of sutherland (p. 106 in Bowen, 1999) (Tables 
7c and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The shetland archipelago, Foula and Fair Isle. 
see also the stratotypes of constituent informal formations 
documented in Bowen (1999).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with bedrock.

unconformably overlain by units of the shetland Glacigenic 
subgroup or Holocene deposits, predominantly peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of glacial, glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine and organic 
sediments deposited by ice that radiated from an ice divide 
positioned along the axis of the archipelago.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The shetland archipelago, Foula and Fair Isle.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (MIs 13–6).

4.3.2 Inverness (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
Inverness (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup (IAG) (after 
McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
sandy diamictons (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. clasts are 
derived predominantly from the comminution of devonian 
(old Red sandstone) sandstone, siltstone and conglomerate.
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Formal subdivisions and correlation table
sections 4.3.2.1–4.3.2.4 and Tables 7c and 10.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: see the stratotypes of constituent formations, 
including the cassie Till, drummore Gravel, craig an 
daimh Gravel and suidheig Till.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable, uneven contact with bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformably overlain by various units 
of the Inverness Glacigenic subgroup or other subgroups.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
suite of glacial, glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine and glacio-
marine deposits.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The hinterland of the Moray Firth, including the north-
eastern end of the Great Glen, the southern shores of the 
Moray Firth as far east as Buckie, the Black Isle and the 
land surrounding the cromarty and dornoch firths.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (MIs 13–6).

4.3.2.1 cassie till fORMatiOn

Name
cassie Till Formation (cAss) (after Horne et al., 1894; 
cassie Till of Merritt, 1992; cassie Member of clava 
Formation of sutherland, p. 103 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
yellowish brown, sandy clayey diamicton.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Boreholes 1 and 3 of Horne et al. (1894), 
drilled in the vicinity of the type section of the clava shelly 
clay Formation. Boreholes at site of the ‘Main Pit’ of 
Horne et al. (1894). section NH74se e5 [NH 7656 4411] 
of BGs standard map NH74se.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

sharp contact with overlying drummore Gravel 
Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit presumed to be a lodgement till.

Thickness
6.6 m.

Distribution and extent
drummore of clava, strath Nairn (BGs 1:50 000 sheet 
s84w, Fortrose).

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or 12).

4.3.2.2 dRuMMORe gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
drummore Gravel Formation (dRGR) (after Horne et al., 
1894; Peacock, 1975a; Merritt, 1990, 1992; drummore 
Member of clava Formation of sutherland, p. 103 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
clayey, sandy, gravelly diamicton containing abundant 
clasts of sandstone. distinctly weathered.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 9).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: ‘Main Pit’ composite section of Horne 
et al. (1894), including their Boreholes 1 and 3. section 
in former clay pit by cassie Burn, excavated by Horne et 
al. (1894). section NH74se e5 [NH 7656 4411] on BGs 
standard map NH74se.

Partial type section: River cliff of Finglack Burn. section 
NH74se e1 on BGs standard map NH74se. ‘Finglack 
section’ [NH 7688 7422] of Merritt (1990).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, with cassie Till Formation.

unconformable, glaciotectonic, with clava lodge clay 
Member of the clava shelly Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
4.6 m.

Distribution and extent
drummore of clava, strath Nairn (BGs 1:50 000 sheet 
s84w, Fortrose).

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or 12).

4.3.2.3 suidHeig till fORMatiOn

Name
suidheig Till Formation (suTI) (dearg Till Formation of 
walker et al., 1992; dearg Member of dalcharn Formation 
of sutherland, p.103 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
stony sandy clayey diamicton, matrix-supported, moder-
ate yellowish brown, extremely compact, containing clasts 
of devonian sandstone and siltstone with some psammite, 
granite and schist. Many clasts are decomposed, especially 
pelitic rocks and granite, with orange weathering rinds.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: exposed at the base of a river cliff of the Allt 
odhar, immediately upstream of its confluence with the 
caochan nan suidheig, Moy estate, 16 km south-east of 
Inverness [NH 7980 3680].

Reference section: River cliff sections of the Allt dearg, 
6 km south-west of cawdor, Nairnshire. Basal unit of 
the dalchard east section of walker et al. (1992) at the 
dalcharn Interglacial site [NH 815 452–NH 816 454].
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Lower and upper boundaries
uneven, unconformable contact with bedrock.

erosional, undulating, unconformable contact with the 
odhar Gravel Bed at the Allt odhar Interstadial site, 
the craig an daimh Gravel Formation at the dalcharn 
Interglacial site, or unconformable planar contact with 
Athais Till Formation elsewhere.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
2 m.

Distribution and extent
Allt odhar and dalcharn, south-east of Inverness (BGs 
1:50 000 sheet s84w, Fortrose).

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or 12).

4.3.2.4 cRaig an daiMH gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
craig an daimh Gravel Formation (cdGR) (dalcharn 
Gravel Formation of walker et al., 1992; craig an daimh 
Member of dalcharn Formation of sutherland, p.103 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
cobble gravel with a sandy, silty, clayey matrix, clast-sup-
ported, very dense, containing clasts mainly of devonian 
sandstones and siltstones, with some granite and psammite. 
strong weathering profile developed with pelitic schist 
clasts decomposed.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: exposed near the base of river cliff sections 
of the Allt dearg, 6 km south-west of cawdor, Nairnshire, 
at the dalcharn Interglacial site (west) [NH 815 452–NH 
816 454].

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, undulating, erosional, unconformable contact 
with stony sandy clayey diamicton of the suidheig Till 
Formation.

Gradational contact with white clayey gravel of the 
Rehiran cryoturbate Member of the dalcharn Palaeosol 
Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
3 m.

Distribution and extent
Allt odhar and dalcharn, south-east of Inverness (BGs 
1:50 000 sheet s84w, Fortrose).

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or 12).

4.3.3 Banffshire Coast and Caithness (Albion) 
Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
Banffshire coast and caithness (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup (BcAG) (after McMillan et al., 2005; pre-
devensian formations of the Banffshire coast drift Group 
of Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
Reddish to dark blue-grey clayey diamictons containing 
clasts and rafts of Mesozoic rocks derived from the bed 
of the Moray Firth; also pre-late devensian glaciomarine 
shelly muds.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
camp Fauld Till Formation (Merritt et al., 2003) (Tables 
7c and 10); Red Burn Till Formation (possibly MIs 8; Red 
Burn Member of Teindland Formation of sutherland, p.102 
in Bowen, 1999).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The hinterland of the Moray Firth, including the 
north-eastern end of the Great Glen, the southern shores 
of the Moray Firth as far east as Buckie, the Black Isle, 
the land surrounding the cromarty and dornoch firths, 
caithness and orkney.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformably overlain by deposits of 
the caledonia Glacigenic Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
suite of glacial, glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine and glacio-
marine deposits.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The hinterland of the Moray Firth, Buchan, caithness and 
orkney.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (MIs 13–6).

4.3.3.1 caMp fauld till fORMatiOn

Name
camp Fauld Till Formation (cFTI) (after Merritt et al., 
2003, p. 125); corse of Balloch Member of camp Fauld 
Formation of sutherland, p. 102 in Bowen (1999).

Lithology
sandy, silty diamicton (till), very stiff, grey to very 
dark grey, massive to crudely horizontally-bedded, with 
sparse pebbles. clast lithologies comprise mainly rounded 
quartzite and flint, with lesser amounts of subangular grey 
granite, mafic igneous rocks, red sandstone and soft grey 
siltstone. The matrix is a micaceous sandy silt and clay; 
clay mineralogy is largely kaolinite, illite-smectite and 
minor glauconite.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No formal subdivisions but includes the Hardslacks 
Gelifluctate Bed of Merritt et al., (2003), Tables 7c and 
10.
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Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: The camp Fauld site lies on the south-
ern slope of the Moss of cruden, about 900 m north-west 
of Moreseat, Buchan [NK 049 410] (whittington et al., 
1993).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with compressed humified 
peat and organic sand of the Berryley Peat Bed, where the 
upper part of the till is mottled (weathered).

The diamicton rests on, locally passes down into, and incor-
porates rafts of glauconitic Moreseat sandstone (lower 
cretaceous). The upper part of the till is mottled (weathered) 
and unconformably overlain by compressed humified peat 
and organic sand of the Berryley Peat Bed and Moreseat 
Farm sand Bed (Moy Burn Palaeosol Formation), which is 
in sheared glaciotectonic contact with either the Aldie Till 
Member (whitehills Glacigenic Formation) or with sand 
and gravel with stringers of peat passing up into a head 
deposit named informally as the Hardslacks Gelifluctate 
Bed, in turn overlain by Aldie Till Member.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
At least 2 m.

Distribution and extent
Moss of cruden, Buchan.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6).

4.3.3.2 Red buRn till fORMatiOn

Name
Red Burn Till Formation (RdBRN) (after Merritt et al., 
2003, p.126).

Lithology
stiff, reddish brown, massive, matrix-supported sandy, 
silty, clayey diamicton. Quartzite and psammite clasts are 
dominant, but the presence of devonian sandstone and 
Mesozoic siltstone and sandstone suggests ice movement 
from the north-west.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Pipeline trench, since reinstated, located 
700 m south-west of Teindland Quarry [NJ 294 568] (Hall 
et al., 1995a).

Partial type section: Teindland Quarry [NJ 297 570], a 
small sand and gravel pit, located in Teindland Forest, 5 km 
south-west of Fochabers, Morayshire (Merritt et al., 2003).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, uneven, unconformable contact with bedrock, local-
ly a gradational unconformable contact with weathered 
devonian conglomerate.

At the Red Burn site, the Red Burn Till is overlain uncon-
formably by a unit of sand with sporadic clasts that appears 
to correlate with the deanshillock Gravel Formation at the 
base of the known sequence at Teindland Quarry.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
At least 1.5 m.

Distribution and extent
Morayshire.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6).

4.3.4 East Grampian (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
east Grampian (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup (eGAG) 
(after McMillan et al., 2005; pre-devensian formations of 
the east Grampian drift Group of Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
sandy diamictons (till), sands, gravels, silts and clays. clasts 
are derived predominantly from weathered Neoproterozoic 
metamorphic rocks (psammite, meta-wacke sandstone, 
slate) and caledonian igneous rocks (granite, granodiorite, 
gabbro).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into nine formations: sections 4.3.4.1–4.3.4.9 
and Tables 7c and 10.

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with bedrock.

unconformably overlain by deposits of the caledonia 
Glacigenic Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
suite of glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine deposits. 
deposited from ice that radiated from the eastern Grampian 
mountains.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The east Grampian Highlands, cairngorm Mountains and 
Gaick Plateau.

Age
Mid Pleistocene (MIs 13–6).

4.3.4.1 leys till fORMatiOn

Name
leys Till Formation (leysT) (after Merritt et al., 2000, 
and Merritt et al., 2003, p. 135; leys Till of Hall and Jarvis, 
1993; leys Member of Kirkhill Formation of sutherland, 
p. 99 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Non-calcareous, matrix-supported, gravelly, slightly clay-
ey, silty sand diamicton. dominantly pale olive-brown 
and olive-brown (upper interval shows extensive yellow-
ish brown and strong brown mottling). Non-calcareous, 
matrix-supported, gravelly, slightly clayey, silty sand. 
clast types include quartzites, psammitic and pelitic meta-
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sedimentary rocks, felsite, mafic igneous rocks and grey 
granite. The lower intervals contain lenses and small rafts 
of kaolinised metasedimentary rocks and grussified mafic 
igneous rocks.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Partial Type section: BGs Trial Pit NK05sw44 in the floor 
of leys Quarry (disused) (NK 0047 5234), 6.5 km south-
east of strichen, Buchan, 1–3.5 m depth. Base of unit seen 
in pit (Hall et al., 1989).

Partial Type section: BGs Trial Pit NK05sw47 in the 
floor of leys Quarry (disused) (NK 0037 5230), 6.5 km 
south-east of strichen, Buchan, 1.6–3.6 m depth. Top of 
unit seen in pit (Hall et al., 1989).

Lower and upper boundaries
Trial pits show either sharply unconformable, planar bound-
ary on weathered bedrock or gradational, glaciotectonised 
boundary (over about 0.4 m) showing incorporation of 
lenses and small rafts of weathered metasedimentary or 
mafic igneous rock types.

Trial pits show sharp, planar, erosive upper bound-
ary with overlying felsite-rich gravels of the leys Gravel 
Formation (denend Gravel of Merritt et al., 2003).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Interpreted as a sub-glacial till.

Thickness
up to 2.5 m.

Distribution and extent
Buchan, north-east scotland. This formation is currently 
known only from within the confines of leys Quarry (dis-
used) (centred on NK 0040 5250), sheet scotland 87w 
(ellon). The unit might be regionally significant and present 
locally across north-east scotland.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 8 or older).

4.3.4.2 leys gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
leys Gravel Formation (ley) (leys lower Gravel of 
Kirkhill sequence described by Hall and connell, 1986; 
includes the denend Gravel Formation of Merritt et al., 
2003).

Lithology
Gravel, subrounded–rounded, up to boulder-sized clasts, 
over 90% felsite.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: sections in leys sand and Gravel Pit [NK 
0029 5228].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on diamicton of the leys Till Formation.

unconformably overlain by rubbly felsitic ‘head’ deposit, 
named as the ‘Kirkhill Gelifluctate I’ by Hall and connell 
(1986).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposits.

Thickness
About 5 m.

Distribution and extent
Buchan, north-east scotland. sheet scotland 87w (ellon).

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 8 or older).

4.3.4.3 pitscOW sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Pitscow sand and Gravel Formation (PowsG) (after 
Merritt et al., 2000, and Merritt et al., 2003, p. 136; Kirkhill 
lower sand and Gravel of Hall and connell, 1991; Pitscow 
Member of Kirkhill Formation of sutherland, p. 99 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
sand with subsidiary beds of gravel. dominantly pale 
olive-brown and pale pinkish brown quartzose and felsitic 
medium- to coarse-grained sand. Typically horizontally 
stratified with some planar and trough cross-beds indicating 
transport towards the west. The gravel component dimin-
ishes upwards and is typically of pebble–cobble grade. 
Angularity varies significantly from rounded–angular. clast 
lithologies are dominated by felsite, with smaller quantities 
of quartzite, psammite, hornfels and red and grey granites.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Kirkhill Palaeosol Bed, Kirkton Gelifractate Bed. Tables 
7c and 10.

Type area/Reference section
Partial Type section: east face, Kirkhill Quarry (infilled) 
[NK 0130 5290], 7 km south-east of strichen, Buchan, 
north-east scotland (connell et al., 1984).

Partial Type section: North-east face, leys Quarry 
(disused) [NK 0045 5257], 6.5 km south-east of strichen, 
Buchan, north-east scotland (Hall and Jarvis, 1993).

Lower and upper boundaries
In Kirkhill Quarry south-east face A and east face, the 
base of the unit rests unconformably on unweathered fel-
site bedrock. In south-east face B the formation in part 
both overlies and interdigitates with felsitic rubble of 
the Kirkton Gelifractate Bed. To the south-west at leys 
Quarry, north-east face, a sand and gravel body interpreted 
to be the Pitscow sand and Gravel Formation unconform-
ably overlies the leys Gravel Formation. Here the Pitscow 
Formation rests in a 2 m-deep erosive channel feature.

At both Kirkhill Quarry south-east face A and east face, and 
leys Quarry, north-east face, the upper boundary of the unit 
is a gradational, undulatory boundary with the overlying 
bleached, podzolic Kirkhill Palaeosol Bed.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Interpreted as a periglacial fluvial deposit (possibly glaci-
ofluvial in part).

Thickness
up to 4 m.

Distribution and extent
Buchan, north-east scotland. The formation is currently 
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known only within the immediate vicinity of Kirkhill 
Quarry (infilled) and leys Quarry (disused) on sheet 
scotland 87w (ellon). The unit may be regionally signifi-
cant and present locally across north-east scotland.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (MIs 8 or older).

4.3.4.4 West leys sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
west leys sand and Gravel Formation (wlsG) (after 
Merritt et al., 2000 and Merritt et al., 2003, p. 135).

Lithology
sandy gravel and gravelly sand, very pale brown–pale 
brown, pebble–cobble grade, clast-supported with quartzose 
medium- to coarse-grained sand matrix; locally sand with 
dispersed pebbles. clasts are subangular to rounded. clast 
lithologies are dominated by psammitic and quartzite meta-
sedimentary rock, with subsidiary felsite, mafic igneous 
rocks, pelites, red and grey granites and red sandstone. The 
sediments display tabular cross-beds showing palaeocur-
rents from the north-west, and crude horizontal bedding.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
camphill Gelifluctate Bed, swineden sand Bed. Tables 7c 
and 10.

Type area/Reference section
Type section: North-east face of leys Quarry (disused) [NK 
0045 5257], 6.5 km south-east of strichen, Buchan, north-
east scotland (Hall and Jarvis, 1993).

Lower and upper boundaries
The lower boundary of this unit is a sharp erosional uncon-
formity on angular gravel of the camphill Gelifluctate Bed. 
It represents a discontinuous channel, (up to 1 m in depth) 
eroded into the underlying deposit.

The upper boundary of the unit is unconformable: a subhor-
izontal, planar erosion surface at the base of the yellowish 
brown diamicton of the Rottenhill Till Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Interpreted as either a proglacial or sub-glacial glaciofluvial 
sediment.

Thickness
up to 1 m.

Distribution and extent
Buchan, north-east scotland. The formation is currently shown 
only from leys Quarry (disused) (centred on NK 0040 5250) 
on sheet 87w (ellon). The unit might be regionally signifi-
cant and present locally across north-east scotland.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or 12).

4.3.4.5 ROttenHill till fORMatiOn

Name
Rottenhill Till Formation (RoTIl) (after Merritt et al., 
2000, and Merritt et al., 2003, p. 135; Kirkhill lower Till 
of Hall and connell, 1991; Rottenhill Member of Kirkhill 
Formation of sutherland, p. 100 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
diamicton, dominantly yellowish brown, very stiff, non-

calcareous, matrix-supported, gravelly, slightly clayey, silty 
sand. clast types include pebbles and cobbles of quartzitic, 
psammitic and pelitic metasedimentary rocks, phyllite/slate, 
felsite, grey and red granites, basic igneous rocks, red sand-
stone and red-stained quartzite. clast fabric indicates glacial 
transport from the north-west. In the north-west and north-
east faces of leys Quarry (disused) thin beds of deformed 
and attenuated silty fine–medium-grained sand are present. 
Interpreted as a sub-glacial till.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Includes the corsend Gelifluctate Bed. Tables 7c and 10.

Type area/Reference section
Type section: east face, Kirkhill Quarry (infilled), 7 km 
south-east of strichen, Buchan [NK 0130 5290] (connell 
et al., 1984).

Reference section: North-east face of leys Quarry (dis-
used), 6.5 km south-east of strichen, Buchan [NK 0045 5257] 
(Hall and Jarvis, 1993).

Lower and upper boundaries
In Kirkhill Quarry (infilled) the basal boundary of the 
unit is a sharp, planar, subhorizontal unconformity. The 
till rests on units from the camphill Gelifluctate Bed 
(cHlGe), the swineden sand Bed (swdeN) and the 
Kirkhill Palaeosol Bed (KHlPs) down to the Pitscow sand 
and Gravel Formation. It is also seen to unconformably 
overlie unweathered felsite bedrock close to the margins of 
channels/basins. In leys Quarry (disused) the till has been 
observed to have a sharp, planar, subhorizontal, unconform-
able basal boundary on the west leys sand and Gravel 
Formation and the camphill Gelifluctate Bed.

In Kirkhill Quarry (infilled) the upper boundary of the unit 
is a sharp, planar, subhorizontal unconformity overlain by 
gravelly, sandy, silty diamicton of the corsend Gelifluctate 
Bed (cseNd). The uppermost part has undergone pedo-
genesis to form the Fernieslack Palaeosol Bed (FslcK). 
In leys Quarry (disused) the upper boundary of the unit 
is a sharp, undulatory unconformity overlain by the corse 
diamicton Member (whitehills Glacigenic Formation).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 2.5 m.

Distribution and extent
Buchan, north-east scotland. The formation is currently 
known only within the immediate vicinity of Kirkhill 
Quarry (infilled) and leys Quarry (disused) on sheet 
scotland 87w (ellon). The unit may be regionally signifi-
cant and present locally across north-east scotland.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6).

4.3.4.6 bellscaMpHie till fORMatiOn

Name
Bellscamphie Till Formation (BlTI) (Bellscamphie lower 
Till of Hall and Jarvis, 1995 and Merritt et al., 2003; Inland 
series Till of Hall, 1984; elton Member of Bellscamphie 
Formation of sutherland, p. 102 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
diamicton, stony, sandy, strong brown or yellowish brown. 
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Mostly rock types derived a short distance to the north-
west. locally containing flint and quartzite from the 
Buchan Gravels Formation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Railway cutting at Bellscamphie (abandoned) 
[NK 0184 3368]. Trial pits 7 km east-north-east of ellon 
(Hall and Jarvis, 1995).

Reference section: Tillybrex gravel pit (now infilled) 
[NK 0005 3489], 6 km north-east of ellon, BGs section 
NK03sw1 (Merritt, 1981).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

unconformably overlain by the Pitlurg Farm Till Member 
of the whitehills Glacigenic Formation or other, younger 
glacial or glaciofluvial deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
2 m or more.

Distribution and extent
Probably widespread over central Buchan and as pockets to 
the south and east (beneath Hatton Till Formation).

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or 12).

4.3.4.7 tillybRex sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Tillybrex sand and Gravel Formation (TBsXG) (after 
Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
A clayey gravel and yellowish brown sand, with subround-
ed to well-rounded pebbles of psammite, meta-wacke and 
quartzite, with some gneiss and slate, the latter two rock 
types being strongly weathered.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (see Tables 7c and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Former Tillybrex gravel pit section [NK 001 
347] and BGs-registered borehole NK03sw1 drilled on the 
quarry floor (Merritt, 1981, Merritt et al., 2003).

Lower and upper boundaries
A sharp, erosional, undulating contact with very com-
pact, yellowish brown sandy clayey diamicton of the 
Bellscamphie Till Formation, containing clasts of psam-
mite, meta-wacke and quartzite derived from the west.

A sharp, planar, unconformable contact with an unnamed 
brown till, containing clasts of psammite, meta-wacke 
and quartzite derived from the west, or with dark grey 
pebbly clayey diamicton of the Pitlurg Farm Till Member 
(whitehills Glacigenic Formation), with sparse erratics and 
fossils derived from Jurassic strata beneath the Moray Firth 
to the north-west.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposits.

Thickness
12 m.

Distribution and extent
eastern Aberdeenshire. sheet scotland 87w (ellon).

Age
Mid Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6).

4.3.4.8 biRnie gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Birnie Gravel Formation (BeGR) (after campbell, 1934, 
and Auton et al., 2000).

Lithology
Matrix-rich, red-brown, clayey gravel containing cobbles 
of schistose semipelite, quartzite, psammite and sandstone.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: stream section of Burn of Benholm [No 7955 
6915], locality B of campbell (1934).

Reference section: Burn of Benholm stream section 
(BBs4) [No 7923 6914]. BGs section No76Ne8 (Auton 
et al., 2000).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

Tectonic or unconformable contact with Mill of Forest Till 
Formation or Benholm clay Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposits.

Thickness
up to 3 m.

Distribution and extent
Burn of Benholm and local developments on the Kincardine 
coast between Inverbervie and Gourdon.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or 12).

4.3.4.9 pisHlinn buRn gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Pishlinn Burn Gravel Formation (PIGB) (after Read, 1923; 
Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
clast- or matrix-supported cobbly gravel with a matrix of 
silty sand. clasts are angular to subrounded.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: North side of castle Hill [NJ 794 640], 
Gardenstown (Merritt et al., 2003).

Lower and upper boundaries
overlies bedrock.
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upper limit defined by base of whitehills Glacigenic 
Formation or crovie Till Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Mass movement or water-lain deposit.

Thickness
up to 15 m.

Distribution and extent
Portnockie to Troup Head (BGs 1:50 000 sheet s96e, 
ellon).

Age
Mid Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or earlier).

4.3.4.10 cROssbRae till fORMatiOn

Name
crossbrae Till Formation (cBTIl) (after Merritt et al., 
2000, and Merritt et al., 2003, p. 135; lower diamicton 
of whittington et al. 1998; crossbrae Member of Kirkhill 
Formation of sutherland, p. 101 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
dominantly brown/dark brown, very stiff, weakly calcare-
ous, matrix-supported, gravelly, slightly clayey, silty sand 
diamicton. clast lithologies are dominated by quartzite/
psammite and red-brown devonian sandstones, with less 
common pelitic/semipelitic metasediments, felsite, grey 
granite and mafic igneous rocks. clasts are typically sub-
angular to subrounded (with the pelitic metasedimentary 
rocks commonly striated). clast fabrics indicate glacial 
transport from the north-west.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Includes crossbrae Gelifluctate Bed. Tables 7c and 10.

Type area/Reference section
Partial Type section: Temporary drainage pipe excava-
tion (site A, pit 1) [NJ 7529 5119], near crossbrae Farm, 
3 km north-east of Turriff, Buchan, north-east scotland 
(whittington et al., 1998).

Partial Type section: Temporary drainage pipe excava-
tion (site A, pit 2) [NJ 7531 5122], near crossbrae Farm, 
3 km north-east of Turriff, Buchan, north-east scotland 
(whittington et al., 1998).

Lower and upper boundaries
A sharp, planar unconformity on devonian red-brown peb-
bly sandstones.

A sharp, planar, subhorizontal surface overlain by perigla-
cial diamicton of the crossbrae Gelifluctate Bed (cBGel). 
The crossbrae Till Formation is believed to be locally over-
lain by the crossbrae Farm Peat Bed (cBFMP).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Interpreted as a sub-glacial till.

Thickness
up to 0.7 m observed.

Distribution and extent
Buchan, north-east scotland. The formation is currently 
known only from the vicinity of crossbrae Farm, Turriff 
(BGs 1:50 000 sheet s86e). The unit may be regionally 
significant and present locally across north-east scotland.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6).

4.3.5 Logie-Buchan (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
logie-Buchan (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup (lBAG) 
(after McMillan et al., 2005; pre-devensian formations of 
the logie-Buchan drift Group of Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
clayey diamictons (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. clasts 
were derived predominantly from off the Aberdeenshire 
coast (calcareous siltstone, limestone, red sandstone, shell 
fragments).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
comprises one formation: section 4.3.5.1 and Tables 7c 
and 10.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: slains, north-east of Aberdeen [NK 030 310] 
(Merritt et al., 2003). see also the stratotypes of constituent 
formations, including Benholm clay and Auchleuchries 
sand and Gravel.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with bedrock.

unconformably overlain by units of the logie-Buchan and 
east Grampian Glacigenic subgroups.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
suite of glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine deposits. 
deposited from ice that pushed onshore from the North sea 
Basin.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
coastal lowland north of Montrose, east of ellon and south 
of Peterhead.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (MIs 13–6).

4.3.5.1 benHOlM clay fORMatiOn

unlike the majority of younger units assigned to the 
logie-Buchan Glacigenic subgroup in the Aberdeen area, 
the Benholm Clay Formation of the stonehaven and 
Montrose districts (Auton et al., 2000) is grey rather than 
red in colour (Figure 6). It is calcareous and contains fossils 
and clasts derived from the North sea basin.

Name
Benholm clay Formation (Becl) (after Auton et al., 2000 
and Merritt et al., 2003, p. 134; Black shelly Boulder 
clay of campbell, 1934; High level Marine shell Bed of 
sutherland, 1981).

Lithology
dark grey, shelly, silty clay with broken marine bivalve 
shells and sparse clasts of sandstone, andesite, siltstone and 
limestone.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 10).
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Type area/Reference section
Type section: BGs Trial Pit (BBP4); Registered number 
No76Ne4 [No 7943 6914].

Reference section: BGs measured section (BBs1), 
No76Ne5, Burn of Benholm area [No 7943 6916].

Reference section: Horse crook stream section [No 
8310 7124].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock and conformable or glaciotec-
tonic contact on Birnie Gravel Formation.

Tectonic contacts with Burn of Benholm Peat Bed (BBP) 
and Mill of Forest Till Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit; a deformation till derived from and 
including glacially transported rafts of marine sediment 
(Auton et al., 2000).

Thickness
Greater than 4.6 m.

Distribution and extent
Burn of Benholm area and coastal exposures on Kincardine 
coast between Inverbervie and st cyrus.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or 12).

4.3.6 Central Grampian (Albion) Glacigenic 
Subgroup

Name
central Grampian (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup (cGAG) 
(after McMillan et al., 2005; pre-devensian formations 
of the central Grampian drift Group of Merritt et al., 
2003).

Lithology
sandy diamictons (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. clasts 
are predominantly of micaceous psammite, mica schist, 
granite and granodiorite.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into Boyne craig Till, Ailleag diamicton, 
Pattack Till, and deanshillock Gravel formations; sections 
4.3.6.1–4.3.6.4 and Tables 7c and 10.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: BGs 1:50 000 sheet s63e (dalwhinnie). see 
also the stratotypes of constituent formations, including the 
Boyne craig Till and Ailleag diamicton.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with bedrock.

unconformably overlain by units of the central Grampian 
Glacigenic subgroup.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
suite of glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine deposits 
mainly deposited from ice that radiated away from an ice-
divide centred over Rannoch Moor.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The Grampian Highlands bounded by the Great Glen and 
Moray Firth to the north, the cairngorms and Gaick Plateau 
to the east, strathmore to the south, and including the Inner 
Hebrides lying to the south of Mull.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (MIs 13–6).

4.3.6.1 bOyne cRaig till fORMatiOn

Name
Boyne craig Till Formation (BcTI) (after Peacock and 
Merritt, 2000b; craig of Boyne Till Formation of Merritt et 
al., 2003, p. 137).

Lithology
diamicton: clayey, sandy, gravelly, dark yellowish brown 
to orangey brown. containing much decomposed calcsil-
icate-rock and clasts of quartzite, psammite, gabbro and 
probable Triassic sandstone.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: sections in western side of the Boyne 
limestone Quarry [NJ 6114 6581–NJ 6135 6604].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

conformably overlain by the whitehills Glacigenic Formation 
(Banffshire coast and caithness Glacigenic subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
4.6 m or more.

Distribution and extent
Known only in Boyne limestone Quarry, Portsoy district.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or 12).

4.3.6.2 ailleag diaMictOn fORMatiOn

Name
Ailleag diamicton Formation (AIll) (Ailleag diamicton 
Member of Merritt, p.142–143 in lucas et al., 2004).

Lithology
compact, very poorly sorted, clast-supported, matrix-
rich diamicton formed of angular fragments of weathered 
psammite (locally granite or porphyry) to boulder size in a 
yellow-brown or orange, commonly ferruginous, matrix of 
silty sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: River cliff of the Feith Ghorm Ailleag [NN 
8029 7984], Gaick Plateau, exposing the full thickness of 
the unit.

Partial reference section: River cliff of the Feith Ghorm 
Ailleag [NN 7990 7953], exposing the upper contact and 
overlying unit.
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Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, on bedrock.

sharp, unconformable with the Gaick Plateau Moraine 
Formation (central Grampian Glacigenic subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 5 m.

Distribution and extent
central Grampian Mountains (BGs 1:50 000 sheet s63e, 
dalwhinnie).

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or 12).

4.3.6.3 pattack till fORMatiOn

Name
Pattack Till Formation (PATT) (after Merritt, 1999).

Lithology
Gravelly sandy clayey diamicton with angular to rounded 
clasts of micaceous psammite, grey granite, porphyry and 
quartzite. Pale olive-brown and slightly weathered.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: River cliff section 350 m downstream of the 
confluence of the River Pattack and the Allt coire nam 
Plaidean [NN 5478 8273].

Reference section: River cliff section 250–350 m 
upstream of the confluence of the River Pattack and the 
Allt coire nam Plaidean [NN 5475 8221–NN 5478 8206].

Reference section: River cliff section at the confluence 
of the River Pattack and the Allt Beinn eilde [NN 5493 
8368].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, on bedrock.

Generally unconformable with the Ardverikie Till 
Formation, but locally conformable with overlying linn 
of Pattack silt Formation (central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
less than 4 m.

Distribution and extent
valley of the River Pattack and around the Gaick Plateau 
(BGs 1:50 000 sheets s63e, s64e and s64w).

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6).

4.3.6.4 deansHillOck gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
deanshillock Gravel Formation (dHKG) (after Merritt et 
al., 2003, p. 119; Teindland Gravel and Teindland lower 
sand of Hall et al., 1995a; orbliston and deanshillock 

members of the Teindland Formation of sutherland, p.102 
in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
At Teindland Quarry the deanshillock Gravel comprises 
coarse cobble gravel with clasts of quartzite and psammite. 
It passes upwards into very pale brown sand, the orbliston 
sand Bed. At the Red Burn site, the deanshillock Gravel 
Formation comprises a unit of sand with sporadic clasts.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Informal orbliston sand Bed (Table 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Teindland Quarry, a small sand and gravel 
pit, is located in Teindland Forest, 5 km south-west 
of Fochabers, Morayshire. [NJ 297 570] (Merritt et al., 
2003).

Partial reference section: Pipeline trench, since rein-
stated, located 700 m south-west of Teindland Quarry [NJ 
294 568] (Hall et al., 1995a).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on diamicton of the Red Burn Till Formation
At Teindland Quarry, the pale brown sand of the orbliston 
sand Bed is overlain unconformably by bleached sand 
at the base of the Teindland Palaeosol Formation. At 
the Red Burn site, the upper contact of the deanshillock 
Gravel Formation is gradational with overlying bleached, 
silty, sandy gravel at the base of the Teindland Palaeosol 
Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The deanshillock Gravel and orbliston sand Bed are of 
probable glaciofluvial origin.

Thickness
6.5 m or more.

Distribution and extent
Morayshire.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene. The deanshillock Gravel and orbliston 
sand Bed, together with the underlying Red Burn Till 
Formation, probably date from MIs 6.

4.4 CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

4.4.1 Shetland Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
shetland Glacigenic subgroup (sHeTG) (after McMillan 
et al., 2005).

Lithology
sandy diamicton (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. clasts 
are derived predominantly from rocks cropping out on the 
shetland archipelago.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Informal Burrier wick Till (BwTI) and sandness Till 
formations (currently undefined in the BGs lexicon): 
see units of Mykura and Phemister (1976), and Burrier 
wick and sandness members of the shetland Formation 
of sutherland (pp. 106–107 in Bowen, 1999) (Tables 8 
and 9).
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Type area/Reference section
Type area: shetland archipelago, Foula and Fair Isle.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with bedrock or with units of 
the shetland (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup.

Ground surface or unconformable contact with various 
Holocene deposits, predominantly peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine sedi-
ments deposited by ice that radiated from an ice divide 
positioned along the axis of the archipelago.

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
The shetland archipelago, Foula and Fair Isle.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

4.4.2 Western Isles Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
western Isles Glacigenic subgroup (wIsG) (after McMillan 
et al., 2005).

Lithology
sandy diamicton (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. clasts are 
derived predominantly from lewisian rocks of the western 
Isles.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into two formations (Tables 8 and 9): lewis Till 
Formation (dun Member of lewis Formation of sutherland, 
p. 106 in Bowen, 1999, and previously Ruaival drift of 
sutherland et al., 1984); and Port Beag Till Formation (Port 
Beag Member of lewis Formation of sutherland, p. 106 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with bedrock or planar 
unconformity with units of the western Isles (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup.

Ground surface or unconformable contact with various 
Holocene deposits, predominantly peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine sedi-
ments deposited by ice that mainly radiated outwards from 
an ice divide positioned along the western seaboard of the 
western Isles archipelago.

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
The western Isles archipelago (western Isles and st Kilda).

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

4.4.2.1 leWis till fORMatiOn

Name
lewis Till Formation (lewTI) (Includes, on st Kilda, the 
dun Member of lewis Formation of sutherland, p. 106 in 
Bowen, 1999, and previously Ruaival drift of sutherland 
et al., 1984).

Lithology
compact greyish brown, matrix-supported diamicton 
with cobble to boulder-sized subangular clasts mainly of 
lewisian gneiss lithologies in a silty sand matrix. Generally 
becomes more gravelly towards the base, with angular 
clasts, and interstratified with sand in the uppermost metre 
or so, where boulders up to 2 m in diameter are common. 
Forms gently undulating sheets.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
currently no subdivisions (Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: sea cliff section at the head of Holm Bay, 
Holm [NB 453 307], 4 km south-east of stornoway, Isle of 
lewis (Peacock, 1991).

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests on broken or striated rock surface.

Generally capped by peat or alluvial deposits. unconformably 
overlain by brown, matrix-supported, clast-rich diamicton 
of the Ruaival diamicton Formation (Head) on st Kilda 
(sutherland et al., 1984).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 6 m.

Distribution and extent
The western Isles archipelago (western Isles and st Kilda).

Age
devensian (possibly MIs 4).

4.4.2.2 pORt beag till fORMatiOn

Name
Port Beag Till Formation (PBTI) (after weymarn and 
edwards, 1973; Port Beag Member of lewis Formation of 
sutherland, p. 106 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Reddish brown, matrix-supported diamicton with a notable 
proportion of clasts of Torridonian sandstone and, at the 
type section, blocks of the underlying organic sand and silt. 
Generally occurs as an interbedded and locally glaciotec-
tonically deformed sequence of shelly diamicton, silt, sand 
and gravel.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
currently no subdivisions (Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: cliff top section at Port Beag on the southern 
side of the Tolsta Head peninsula [NB 557 468], Isle of 
lewis (Gordon and sutherland, 1993b).

Lower and upper boundaries
Irregular, unconformable contact with underlying deposits 
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of organic sand and silt belonging to the mid-devensian 
Tolsta Head Member of the lewis Formation of sutherland 
(p. 106 in Bowen, 1999).

Ground surface or unconformably overlain by glaciofluvial 
sand and gravel.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
Northern lewis, north-east of a prominent lateral moraine.

Age
devensian (MIs 2).

4.4.3 Northwest Highlands Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
Northwest Highlands Glacigenic subgroup (NwHG) (after 
McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
sandy diamictons (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. clasts 
are derived predominantly from lewisian, Torridonian, 
cambrian, caledonian igneous and Moine psammitic rocks 
of the Northern Highlands.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into dunbeath Till, Reay Burn Till, loch 
Broom Till, Assynt Glacigenic and ullapool Gravel forma-
tions: see sections 4.4.3.1–4.4.3.5 and Tables 8 and 9.

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformable contact with various 
Holocene deposits, predominantly peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine depos-
its deposited by ice that radiated outwards from an ice 
divide positioned inland of the western seaboard of the 
Northern Highlands.

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
The north-west Highlands north of the Great Glen, and 
the Inner Hebrides from Mull northwards, but excluding 
caithness, the hinterland of Inverness and the western 
Isles.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

4.4.3.1 dunbeatH till fORMatiOn

Name
dunbeath Till Formation (duTI) (after omand, 1973 and 
Hall and whittington, 1989).

Lithology
sandy, silty and commonly gritty diamicton, typically pale 
to dark brown in colour; clasts include devonian mud-
stones, sandstones and flagstones, some caledonian igne-
ous and Moine metamorphic rocks.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Figure 9, Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: dunbeath water, about 200 m upstream of 
the A9T road bridge [Nd 158 300].

Reference section: River cliff at Balantrath on dunbeath 
water [Nd 146 303].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

overlain by the Reisgill Burn Till Formation (Banffshire 
coast and caithness Glacigenic subgroup), typically the 
base of the Forse Till Member.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 12 m thick.

Distribution and extent
caithness and sutherland north-east of a line between Reay 
and Berridale (BGs 1:50 000 sheets s110, 115e and w, 
116e and w).

Age
early devensian (possibly MIs 4).

4.4.3.2 Reay buRn till fORMatiOn

Name
Reay Burn Till Formation (ReBu) (after Reay Till of 
omand, 1973; reddish brown ground moraine of Peach and 
Horne, 1881).

Lithology
diamicton, clayey and sandy, typically reddish brown to 
pale yellowish brown, with clasts mainly of caledonian 
igneous and Moine metamorphic rocks (Thormaid Till 
Member) when overlying or near basement outcrops. 
where overlying devonian strata the diamicton contains 
boulder-sized clasts mainly of orcadian devonian sand-
stones, conglomerates, siltstones and mudstones (Broubster 
Till Member).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Broubster Till Member and Thormaid 
Till Member (Figure 9, Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: River cliff on the western side of Reay Burn 
[Nc 960 652], about 50 m upstream of the mouth at Mean 
High water springs, sandside Beach.

Reference section: cliff section on the eastern side of 
sandside Bay [Nc 9686 6576], about 200 m north of the 
mouth of the Burn of Isauld, BGs Registered Field locality 
cA 1409.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.
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unconformably overlain by Holocene strata of Britannia 
catchments Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 10 m thick.

Distribution and extent
caithness and sutherland mainly east of a line between Reay 
and Berridale (BGs 1: 50 000 sheets s100, 115e and w).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

tHORMaid till MeMbeR (tHti)

The Thormaid Till Member (Figure 9) is a gravelly and 
sandy diamicton, typically light brown with clasts of pre-
dominantly caledonian igneous and Moine metamorphic 
rocks (Hall and whittington, 1989). The unit is up to 5 m 
thick and rests unconformably on bedrock.

bROubsteR till MeMbeR (bRbu)

The Broubster Till Member (Figure 9) is a clayey and sandy 
diamicton, typically reddish brown to moderate brown, with 
clasts of orcadian devonian sandstones, conglomerates, 
siltstones and mudstones, some caledonian igneous and 
Moine metamorphic rocks. The unit is up to 10 m thick and 
rests unconformably on bedrock.

4.4.3.3 lOcH bROOM till fORMatiOn

Name
loch Broom Till Formation (lBTI) (after stoker et al., 
2009).

Lithology
Matrix-supported clay/silt-rich diamicton with strong east-
west clast fabric and pervasive shear planes. clast lith-
ologies include Moine psammite, eriboll quartzite and 
Torridon Group sandstone. Becomes increasingly sand-
stone-dominated with distance west.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Allt an t-srathain [NH 1085 9673] (Bradwell and stoker, 
2010).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformably overlies bedrock.

unconformably overlain by members of the Assynt 
Glacigenic Formation and/or ullapool Gravel Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit: sub-glacial lodgement till of the Minch 
palaeo-ice stream.

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
loch Broom and Gruinard Bay, North-west Highlands. 
extends offshore.

Age
Mid to late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 3-2).

4.4.3.4 assynt glacigenic fORMatiOn

Name
Assynt Glacigenic Formation (AsGl) (after Bradwell, 
2003; stoker et al., 2009).

Lithology
Heterogeneous, poor to well-consolidated, red-brown to 
grey, clast-rich to clast-supported sandy diamicton and 
interbedded sands and gravels with wide ranging sedimen-
tological properties. contains a diverse suite of clast litholo-
gies including lewisian gneiss, Torridon Group sandstone, 
eriboll Formation sandstone (quartzite), Moine supergroup 
psammite, durness Group limestone, canisp porphyry, 
Borralan syenite and other minor igneous rocks. deposits 
range in texture from poorly consolidated, clast-supported 
(even openwork) gravels to well-consolidated, matrix-rich 
diamictons with shear planes and aligned macrofabric.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
composed of the following geographically distinct mem-
bers, each representing late-stage glacier oscillations: Allt 
na h-Airbhe Member (ANHA) (almost exclusively off-
shore), Allt an t-srathain Till Member (sTTI), Rhiroy 
Member (RHIR) (after stoker et al., 2009) and Glen 
douchary Member (Bradwell and stoker 2010) (Tables 8 
and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: (Assynt Glacigenic Formation) Road 
cutting (gravel pit) on unclassified Achiltibuie road 
[Nc 0470 0412], 400 m north-west of Achduart, coigach, 
wester Ross.

Reference section: (Allt an t-srathain Till Member) 
Allt an t-srathain river bank [NH 1070 9678], 300 m from 
A835, 2.5 km north-west of ullapool, wester Ross.

Reference section: (Rhiroy Member) cutting in moraine, 
north side of Allt Ardcharnich gorge [NH 1772 8988], 
100 m above A835 on east side of loch Broom.

Reference section: (Glen douchary Member) cutting in 
mound [NH 2465 8930], part of hummocky moraine suite, 
between Alltan Ban and River douchary, wester Ross.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on the loch Broom Till Formation or bed-
rock.

Interdigitates with glaciofluvial gravel of the ullapool 
Gravel Formation and locally overlain by Holocene depos-
its, typically peat or fluvial gravel.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit composed mainly of till. The till is typi-
cally autochthonous, being largely derived from the under-
lying bedrock, however it may also contain reworked glaci-
ofluvial and/or morainic deposits of devensian age or older.

Thickness
variable, ranges from 0.5–7.8 m (maximum observed 
thickness).

Distribution and extent
Patchy, discontinuous extent across wester Ross and 
western sutherland, west of the main Highland watershed. 
extends offshore.
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Age
late devensian (MIs 2).

4.4.3.5 ullapOOl gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
ullapool Gravel Formation (ulGR) (after stoker et al., 
2009).

Lithology
clast-supported cobble-grade gravel and sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: ullapool fan-delta at ullapool [NH 1284 9461].

Lower and upper boundaries
Interdigitates with members of the Assynt Glacigenic 
Formation.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial fan, deltaic and outwash deposits relating to 
former higher sea-levels (+10–20 m above od).

Thickness
ullapool fan-delta is up to 45 m thick.

Distribution and extent
well-developed in the ullapool district, including the mar-
gins of loch Broom, loch Kanaird and little loch Broom, 
Ross and cromarty. distributed locally along the seaboard 
of north-west Highlands.

Age
late devensian, windermere Interstadial (MIs 2).

4.4.4 Inverness Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
Inverness Glacigenic subgroup (INvG) (after McMillan et 
al., 2005).

Lithology
sandy diamictons (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. clasts are 
derived predominantly from the comminution of devonian 
(old Red sandstone) sandstone, siltstone and conglomerate.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into four formations: sections 4.4.4.1–4.4.4.4 
and Tables 8–10.

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable, uneven contact with bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformable contact with various 
Holocene deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
suite of glacial, glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine and glacio-
marine deposits.

Thickness
up to 40 m.

Distribution and extent
The hinterland of the Moray Firth, including the north-
eastern end of the Great Glen, the southern shores of the 
Moray Firth as far east as Buckie, the Black Isle, and the 
land surrounding the cromarty and dornoch firths.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

4.4.4.1 Red cRaig gRavels fORMatiOn

Name
Red craig Gravels Formation (RcGR) (after Fletcher et 
al., 1996).

Lithology
Gravel, clast-supported but locally matrix-supported with 
matrix of reddish brown sandy mud. Angular clasts of sand-
stone and psammite.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: cliff immediately to north of Rosemarkie 
village (forming base of cliff), Ross and cromarty [NH 
7361 5783].

Type area
Rosemarkie Glen, a deep glacial meltwater channel extend-
ing north-westwards from Rosemarkie [NH 7200 5900–NH 
7370 5780].

Lower and upper boundaries
Not seen, but probably rests directly on bedrock.

sharp, gently undulating erosion surface. overlain by 
Kincurdy silts Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposits.

Thickness
12 m or more.

Distribution and extent
confined to Rosemarkie Glen, Rosemarkie, Black Isle.

Age
early devensian (MIs 4).

4.4.4.2 kincuRdy silts fORMatiOn

Name
Kincurdy silts Formation (KsI) (after Fletcher et al., 1996).

Lithology
Thinly interlaminated silt, sandy silt and plastic clay with 
drop-stones and lenses of diamicton; becoming coarser-
grained upwards.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: cliff immediately to the north of Rosemarkie 
village [NH 7361 5783].

Type area: Rosemarkie Glen, a deep glacial meltwater 
channel extending north-westwards from Rosemarkie [NH 
7200 5900–NH 7370 5780].
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Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, gently undulating erosion surface on Red craig 
Gravels Formation below.

sharp, planar, associated with glaciotectonic shearing at 
base of overlying (unnamed) till.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposits.

Thickness
6.5 m.

Distribution and extent
confined to Rosemarkie Glen, Rosemarkie, Black Isle.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

4.4.4.3 finglack till fORMatiOn

Name
Finglack Till Formation (FINT) (after Fletcher et al., 1996).

Lithology
stiff stony sandy clayey diamicton with predominantly 
sandstone clasts.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Baddock Till Member in the Ardersier 
district and the Balmakeith Till Member in the Nairn–
Forres district (see Figures 7 and 8 and Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: ‘Main Pit’ composite section of Horne et al. 
(1894). River cliff section of cassie Burn exposure NH74se 
e5 [NH 7656 4411] on BGs standard map NH74se.

Type section: River cliff of Finglack Burn. section 
NH74se e1 [NH 7688 7422] on standard map NH74se. 
‘Finglack section’ of Merritt (1990).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable, glaciotectonic contact with clava 
shelly Formation or with bedrock.

sharp contact with glaciofluvial sheet deposits, ice-contact 
deposits or moundy glacial deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit, lodgement till.

Thickness
8 m or more.

Distribution and extent
cromarty and Beauly Firths, BGs 1:50 000 sheet s84w.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

baddOck till MeMbeR (bti)

The Baddock Till Member (Figure 8) is a stony, sandy, 
stratified clay-rich diamicton, yellowish brown, containing 
clasts mainly of sandstone. The formation is up to 2 m thick 
on the Ardersier Peninsula where it rests unconformably 
on glaciotectonised sands and silts of the Ardersier silts 
Formation (Banffshire coast and caithness Glacigenic 
subgroup, section 4.4.5.9).

balaMakeitH till MeMbeR (balt)

The Balamakeith Till Member is a firm, sandy and silty 
diamicton, moderate reddish brown to reddish yellow, with 
abundant rounded clasts of red-brown upper devonian 
(Nairn sandstone Formation) sandstone. The formation is 
up to 3.2 m thick in the Nairn district where it rests uncon-
formably on glaciotectonised pebbly sands of the Ardersier 
silts Formation (Banffshire coast and caithness Glacigenic 
subgroup, section 4.4.5.9) or on bedrock.

4.4.4.4 atHais till fORMatiOn

Name
Athais Till Formation (ATTI) (dalcharn lower Till of 
Auton et al., 1990; Paraglacial Member and Moy lower 
Till Member of walker et al, 1992, and Fletcher et al., 
1996; Kincraig Member and Beinn Bhreac Member of 
the Allt odhar Formation of sutherland, p. 105 in Bowen, 
1999).

Lithology
stony, clayey sand diamicton, matrix-supported, moderate 
brown to yellowish brown, extremely compact, contain-
ing clasts of devonian sandstone and siltstone, with some 
psammite, granite and schist. Many clasts are weathered, 
with orange weathering rinds. Mainly massive lodgement 
till, but contains lenses of stratified gravelly, sandy diam-
icton and bedded sandy gravel. locally includes a bed of 
glaciotectonite at the base (Allt odhar site).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No formal subdivisions; includes the Kincraig Paraglacial 
Bed (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Principal reference section: exposed towards the top of a 
river cliff of the Allt odhar, immediately upstream of its 
confluence with the caochan nan suidheig, Moy estate, 
16 km south-east of Inverness. The Allt odhar Interstadial 
site [NH 798 368].

Reference section: 30 m-high river cliff sections of the 
Allt dearg, 6 km south-west of cawdor, Nairnshire. The 
dalcharn Interglacial site [NH 815 452–NH 816 454].

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, undulating or planar, glaciotectonic, unconformable 
contact with white, sandy, organic deposits of the dalcharn 
Palaeosol Formation, compressed peat of the Moy Burn 
Palaeosol Formation, or bedrock.

either a gradational contact with dark yellowish brown 
to olive-grey stony sandy clayey diamicton of the over-
lying Beinn an uain Till Formation (central Grampian 
Glacigenic subgroup) or a sharp, glaciotectonic boundary 
with some wedge structures filled by that till.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
10 m.

Distribution and extent
strath Nairn, south-east of Inverness (BGs 1:50 000 sheet 
s84w).

Age
early devensian (possibly MIs 4).
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4.4.5 Banffshire Coast and Caithness Glacigenic 
Subgroup

Name
Banffshire coast and caithness Glacigenic subgroup 
(Bcd) (after McMillan et al., 2005; devensian formations 
of the Banffshire coast drift Group of Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
suite of reddish to dark blue-grey, clayey diamictons con-
taining clasts and rafts of Mesozoic rocks derived from the 
bed of the Moray Firth, also pre-late devensian glacioma-
rine shelly muds.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into ten formations: sections 4.4.5.1–4.4.5.10 
and Tables 8–10.

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock or units of the Banffshire coast 
and caithness (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup.

extends to the surface or buried by late-glacial–postglacial 
deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
30 m or more.

Distribution and extent
southern coast of Moray Firth from elgin to Peterhead, 
caithness and orkney.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

4.4.5.1 clava sHelly fORMatiOn

Name
clava shelly Formation (clsH) (after Horne et al., 1894; 
Peacock, 1975a; Merritt, 1992).

Lithology
diamicton, olive-grey, very stiff, fissile, with sparse shell 
material and silty sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the dalroy sand, clava lodge clay 
and culdoich Till members (after members of the clava 
Formation of sutherland, p. 103 in Bowen, 1999) (Tables 
8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: section in former clay pit by cassie Burn; 
boreholes 1 and 3 of Horne et al. (1894). section NH74se 
e5 [NH 7656 4411] on BGs standard map NH74se.

Reference section: River cliff section of cassie Burn. 
section NH74se e9 [NH 7638 4371] on BGs standard 
map NH74se (Peacock, 1975a).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, glaciotectonic boundary of the clava 
lodge clay Member of the clava shelly Formation with 
the drummore Gravel Formation of the Inverness (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup.

unconformable, glaciotectonic boundary with Finglack Till 
Formation (Inverness Glacigenic subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
11 m at type section.

Distribution and extent
drummore of clava, strath Nairn (BGs 1:50 000 sheet 
s84w).

Age
Middle devensian (MIs 3).

dalROy sand MeMbeR (dROy)

The dalroy sand Member comprises up to 6 m of silty fine- 
to medium-grained, micaceous sand, containing graded 
beds and sparse drop-stones. Typically the unit is glacio-
tectonised.

culdOicH till MeMbeR (cuti)

The culdoich Till Member comprises 2.5 m of pebbly silty 
clayey diamicton containing shell fragments of high-boreal 
to low-arctic aspect. clasts are typically well-rounded and 
of high sphericity. The formation has a sharp, unconform-
able or glaciotectonic boundary with either the cassie Till 
Formation or bedrock.

clava lOdge clay MeMbeR (clOcl)

The clava lodge clay Member comprises up to 5 m of 
silty clay with sparse well-rounded, high sphericity pebbles 
of psammite and quartzite, containing in situ high-boreal 
shells/microfauna. It rests with a sharp, unconformable 
contact on the drummore Gravel Formation.

4.4.5.2 HOWe Of bytH gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Howe of Byth Gravel Formation (HoBGR) (after Merritt et 
al., 2000, and Merritt et al., 2003; Byth Gravel of Hall et al., 
1995a; Howe Member of Kirkhill Formation of sutherland, 
p. 101 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Gravel with subsidiary beds of diamicton and sand. Typically 
brown to dark brown and olive-grey. dominantly clast-
supported with a medium- to coarse-grained quartzose sand 
matrix. clasts are subrounded or rounded and composed 
mainly of quartzite (probably reworked from devonian 
conglomerates) with sparse metasedimentary rock, granites 
and grey and black mudstones of possible Mesozoic age. 
Red sandstone clasts are present in the lowest part of the 
formation where it directly overlies devonian red sand-
stone bedrock. The gravels are crudely horizontally-bedded 
and interbeds of sand show both horizontal stratification 
and local planar cross-bedding. Both gravels and sands 
display locally strong staining and cementation by Fe and 
Mn. Palaeocurrent measurements from cross-beds and 
imbricate clasts is towards the south. common medium 
beds of yellowish brown gravelly, silty, sandy diamicton 
are present and are interpreted as debris flow deposits. The 
upper 1–2 m of the deposit display crude involutions and 
erected clast fabric indicating disruption by periglacial soil 
processes.
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Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: North face (as at May 2002) of Howe of Byth 
Quarry [NJ 8381 5768], 18 km south-west of Fraserburgh, 
Buchan, north-east scotland (Hall et al., 1995a).

Lower and upper boundaries
In the most recent exposures in Howe of Byth Quarry the 
lower boundary of the unit was a sharp, locally channelled, 
unconformity on weathered devonian red sandstone.

The upper boundary of the formation is a sharp, planar, sub-
horizontal, unconformity overlain by reddish brown diamic-
ton of the Byth Till Formation (east Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Interpreted as glaciofluvial outwash and debris flow depos-
its.

Thickness
up to 13 m.

Distribution and extent
The formation is currently known only from the vicinity of 
the Howe of Byth Quarry, Buchan, on sheet scotland 97 
(Fraserburgh). The unit might be of regional significance 
and present locally across north-east scotland.

Age
late devensian, possibly mid-devensian (MIs 3).

4.4.5.3 Reisgill buRn till fORMatiOn

Name
Reisgill Burn Till Formation (RedR) (after lybster 
Formation (in part) of Hall and whittington, 1989; shelly 
Boulder clay of crampton and carruthers, 1914; caithness 
shelly drift of sissons, 1967; lybster Till of omand, 1973; 
shelly Till of Johnstone and Mykura, 1989). Note that the 
partially synonymous term lybster Formation (Hall and 
whittington, 1989) was previously used by the BGs for 
Middle devonian strata (lybster Flagstone Formation).

Lithology
dominantly calcareous glacial diamicton containing 
clasts of orcadian devonian rocks, Mesozoic erratics and 
Quaternary shells.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
To date only one member, the Forse Till Member, has been 
recognised (Hall and whittington, 1989) (Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: sections in the Reisgill Burn, inland of lybster, 
caithness.

Type section: stream section at ellanmore, Reisgill 
Burn (Hall and whittington, 1989).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock or on the dunbeath Till 
Formation.

Taken at the base of overlying Holocene strata.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits. Hall and whittington (1989) included 

late-glacial peats and gelifluctates, but here only glacial 
sediments are included in the Reisgill Burn Till Formation.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
caithness and sutherland north-east of a line between Reay 
and Berridale (BGs 1:50 000 sheets s110, 115e and w, 
116 e and w).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

fORse till MeMbeR (fOti)

The Forse Till Member comprises up to 25 m of sandy, silty 
and clayey diamicton, typically dark grey to olive-grey and 
grey-brown, often weathered and mottled in the upper parts to 
orange, brown and yellow. cobble- and boulder-sized clasts 
include devonian flagstones, Jurassic and lower cretaceous 
mudstones, siltstones, sandstones and shell fragments together 
with Moine metamorphic and caledonian igneous rocks.

4.4.5.4 WHiteHills glacigenic fORMatiOn

Name
whitehills Glacigenic Formation (wHGl) (after Peacock, 
1966, 1971, Peacock and Merritt, 1997, and Merritt et al., 
2003).

Lithology
dark blue-grey clayey till with erratics and rafts of Mesozoic 
strata, pre-late devensian glaciomarine shelly mud, shell 
fragments and rafts of sand and clay.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the corse diamicton Member, Pitlurg Farm 
Till Member, Aldie Till Member and informal Bearnie Till 
and Anderson drive diamicton members (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Boyne limestone Quarry [NJ 614 660].

Reference section: cliff sections at castle Hill, 
Gardenstown [NJ 795 642].

Lower and upper boundaries
on bedrock or overlying the Pishlinn Burn Gravel Bed.

At the surface or, in the Banff–Gardenstown district, 
overlain by the Kirk Burn silt Formation or by the Byth 
Till Formation (east Grampian Glacigenic subgroup); 
in Buchan overlain by the Hatton Till Formation (east 
Grampian Glacigenic subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
20 m.

Distribution and extent
elgin to ellon.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

cORse diaMictOn MeMbeR (cORse)

The corse diamicton Member (after Merritt et al., 2003; 
east leys Till of Hall and Jarvis, 1993; east leys Member 
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of the Kirkhill Formation of sutherland, p. 101 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises up to 4.7 m of pebbly, clayey, sandy silt 
diamicton known only from its partial type sections at 
Kirkhill Quarry [NK 0120 5285], and leys Quarry [NK 
0045 5257], Buchan. Typically the unit is black and dark 
grey, weakly calcareous, and matrix-supported. The matrix 
contains a rich Mesozoic (principally Jurassic and lower 
cretaceous) palynoflora. clasts are of pebble grade, typi-
cally subangular to rounded and composed of quartzitic and 
psammitic metasedimentary rocks, with sparse felsite, chalk 
and shell fragments. deformed and attenuated beds and 
rafts of pinkish yellow, fine-grained, slightly pebbly sand 
are locally common. Interpreted as having been initially 
deposited as sub-glacial till but subsequently, at least in 
part, glaciotectonically deformed and rafted into position 
during a later glacial event.

pitluRg faRM till MeMbeR (pgti)

The Pitlurg Farm Till Member (after Hall and Jarvis, 1995; 
Indigo Boulder clay of Jamieson, 1906) comprises at least 
7 m of very dark to dark grey, clayey, silty, pebbly, slightly 
calcareous diamicton. Besides local rock types, it includes 
red (devonian) sandstone, white (probably Mesozoic) sand-
stone, and shell fragments. The unit is generally unconform-
able on bedrock or on older tills, such as the Bellscamphie 
Till Formation. It is generally unconformably overlain 
by the Hatton Till Formation (logie–Buchan Glacigenic 
subgroup).

aldie till MeMbeR (aldti)

The Aldie Till Member (after Merritt et al., 2003) com-
prises up to 10 m of gravelly, clayey sand and diamicton 
(till), greenish grey (5Gy 6/1), stiff, massive to crudely 
horizontally-bedded, with broken rounded pebbles and 
cobbles of flint and quartzite reworked from the Buchan 
Ridge Gravels Formation (Residual deposits Group), 
together with sparse mica schist, granite, mafic igneous 
and red sandstone clasts. The matrix is kaolinitic quartz 
sand. The lithology of the till varies laterally with the 
underlying bedrock. The deposit thickens to the south 
and east of the Moss of cruden, near Peterhead, where it 
includes red granite and has a weak north-west–south-east 
orientated clast fabric. The till locally incorporates large 
masses of weathered brown sand with sparse quartzite 
clasts of unknown derivation and origin.

beaRnie till MeMbeR

The Bearnie Till Member was assigned as an informal 
member of the Banchory Till Formation (east Grampian 
Glacigenic subgroup) by Merritt et al. (2003). In the present 
framework it is reassigned to the whitehills Glacigenic 
Formation. It contains clasts of local provenance but is typi-
cally dark grey and contains a rich Jurassic palynoflora. The 
last two attributes are probably the result of glacial rework-
ing of the older Pitlurg Farm Till Member.

andeRsOn dRive diaMictOn MeMbeR

The ‘dark shelly boulder clay’ observed by Bremner 
(1934, 1943) at south Anderson drive, Aberdeen, was 
named the Anderson drive diamicton Formation of the 
Banffshire coast drift Group by Merritt et al. (2003). In 
this framework the deposits are named the Anderson drive 
diamicton Member of the whitehills Glacigenic Formation 
(Banffshire coast and caithness Glacigenic subgroup).

4.4.5.5 blackHills sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Blackhills sand and Gravel Formation (BlsG) (after 
Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
sand and gravel, locally with shell fragments. silt and clay 
in local pockets.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Kirkhill church sand Member and Auchmeddon Gravel 
Member (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Blackhills Quarry [NJ 926 609–NJ 926 615].

Reference section: Brandon Howe Quarry, Hills of 
Boyndie [NJ 667 637].

Partial reference section: Broomhead Quarry [NJ 983 640].

Lower and upper boundaries
lies (in part) on the essie Till Formation, the whitehills 
Glacigenic Formation, and on bedrock.

Normally the ground surface. locally overlain by the 
Arnhash Till Member of the essie Till Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial outwash and ice-contact deposits with local 
pockets of glaciolacustrine deposits.

Thickness
30 m.

Distribution and extent
From elgin to Fraserburgh, southwards to New Pitsligo [NJ 
880 560]. Members of the formation are also identified at 
Kirkhill Quarry [NK 0120 5285], ellon.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

kiRkHill cHuRcH sand MeMbeR (kHlcH)

The Kirkhill church sand Member (formation of Merritt et 
al., 2000, and Merritt et al., 2003), known only in the vicin-
ity of Kirkhill Quarry [NK 0120 5285], ellon, comprises up 
to 1.5 m of pale yellow-brown, slightly gravelly, fine- and 
medium-grained quartzose sand. It contains sparse, rounded 
quartzite and psammite metasedimentary pebbles. The 
basal boundary of the deposit is an unconformable, sharp, 
channelled surface cut into underlying dark grey to black 
diamicton of the corse diamicton Member (whitehills 
Glacigenic Formation). The upper boundary of the forma-
tion is generally the present ground surface.

aucHMeddOn gRavel MeMbeR (aMngR)

The Auchmeddon Gravel Member (formation of Merritt et 
al., 2000, and Merritt et al., 2003; Auchmeddon Member 
of the Kirkhill Formation of sutherland, p. 101 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises up to 3 m of clast-supported, pebble 
to boulder grade gravel with medium- to coarse-grained 
quartzose sand matrix. clasts are subrounded to rounded 
and composed mainly of quartzite (probably reworked from 
underlying gravel deposits and devonian conglomerates). 
other lithologies are rare. The gravels are crudely horizon-
tally-bedded with local sand interbeds displaying horizontal 
stratification. clast imbrication measurements indicate 
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palaeocurrents flowing towards the south. The deposit is 
interpreted as glaciofluvial outwash (Hall et al., 1995a).

4.4.5.6 essie till fORMatiOn

Name
essie Till Formation (esTI) (after Merritt et al., 2003 
pp. 124–125; ‘Blue-grey series’ of Hall and connell, 1991).

Lithology
Pebbly sandy silty clayey diamicton, calcareous, dark bluish 
grey but mottled orange-brown near top, containing well-
dispersed clasts of red granite, quartzite and schistose meta-
sediments, and sparse fragments of shell, red marl, red sand-
stone and chalk. The unit locally includes rafts of red clayey 
diamicton and black fossiliferous mudstone. commonly 
including a lower unit that is dark reddish brown.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Arnhash Till Member (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: Pipeline trenches logged by M. Munro 
(Aberdeen university) at south essie Farm, near st Fergus, 
7 km north-west of Peterhead [NK 083 523].

Partial type section: BGs-registered borehole NK05se9, 
0.6–9.2 m depth, drilled at Kinloch Farm, 4 km north-west 
of Peterhead [NK 0989 5093] (McMillan and Aitken, 1981).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharply unconformable, undulating contact with Hatton 
Till Formation or bedrock, or gradational, planar, glaciotec-
tonic contact with laminated silt and clay of the ugie clay 
Formation.

Generally sharp, erosional with overlying glaciofluvial or 
alluvial sand and gravel, or ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
Buchan, north-east scotland, between Peterhead and 
Fraserburgh (BGs 1:50 000 sheets s87e and 97.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

aRnHasH till MeMbeR (aRti)

The Arnhash Till Member (after Peacock and Merritt, 
1997, and Merritt et al., 2003) comprises up to 2 m of 
reddish brown to brownish grey till or diamicton, depos-
ited by local re-advances of the Moray Ice stream in the 
elgin to Fraserburgh district. It unconformably overlies the 
Blackhills sand and Gravel Formation.

4.4.5.7 kiRk buRn silt fORMatiOn

Name
Kirk Burn silt Formation (KBsI) (after Peacock, 1971, and 
Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
Interbedded silt, clay and fine-grained sand, yellowish 
brown to dark grey. local ferruginous nodules. very locally 
interbedded with, or overlain by, thin diamicton (Arnhash 
Till Member).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: castle Hill, Gardenstown [NJ 795 642].

Lower and upper boundaries
overlies bedrock (Middle old Red sandstone) or older 
Quaternary deposits of the Byth Till Formation (east 
Grampian Glacigenic subgroup) or whitehills Glacigenic 
Formation (Banffshire coast and caithness Glacigenic 
subgroup).

surface, or overlain by younger deposits of Holocene age 
(peat, alluvium, etc.).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposits.

Thickness
30 m.

Distribution and extent
Portknockie to New Aberdour.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

4.4.5.8 gRange Hill sand fORMatiOn

Name
Grange Hill sand Formation (GRHs) (after Peacock et al., 
1968).

Lithology
sand with diamicton and sandy silt.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the east Grange Till, Hempriggs sand, and 
Milton Hill silt members (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section of the east Grange Till Member: disused clay 
pit, 560 m north of east Grange farm. Red-brown sandy 
diamicton, at least 2.5 m thick, containing drop-stone cob-
bles deforming laminated lenses of silty fine white sand.

Lower and upper boundaries
Not seen; mapping indicates erosional contact on till of the 
Finglack Till Formation (Inverness Glacigenic subgroup), 
glaciofluvial outwash of the Main late devensian Glaciation 
or old Red sandstone bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, but locally unconform-
ably overlain by late devensian raised beach deposits or 
Holocene raised marine deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciomarine ice-contact deltaic deposits forming a dis-
sected curvilinear ridge that generally rises up to 25 m 
above the surrounding land surface.

Thickness
At least 20 m.

Distribution and extent
discontinuous curvilinear ridge that extends north-west-
wards from 2.6 km east of the centre of Forres, a distance of 
8.5 km to easter coltfield [NJ 1202 6440]. Isolated undulat-
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ing ridges rising to between 45 m and 55 m above od are 
also present east of Forres. All known exposures lie within 
the south-west corner of BGs 1:50 000 sheet s95 (Peacock 
et al., 1968).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

east gRange till MeMbeR (egti)

The east Grange Till Member is composed of at least 2.5 m 
of red-brown sandy, silty, matrix-supported diamicton with 
isolated drop-stone cobbles of Moine psammite. It gener-
ally underlies the Hempriggs sand Member and rests with 
erosional contact on glaciofluvial outwash of the Main late 
devensian Glaciation.

HeMpRiggs sand MeMbeR (HRgs)

The Hempriggs sand Member is composed of 5 to 10 m of 
sand with subsidiary silt and diamicton interpreted as glaci-
omarine ice-contact deltaic deposits. locally there are thin 
discontinuous beds (typically 5 to 10 cm thick) of sandy, 
pale brown diamicton. The sands display soft-sediment 
deformation and glaciotectonic deformation structures.

MiltOn Hill silt MeMbeR (MHsi)

The Milton Hill silt Member is composed of up to 5 m of 
red-brown micaceous sandy silt with sparse scattered cob-
bles and boulders on the ground surface. The member is 
generally conformable on the Hempriggs sand Member. 
The deposits are interpreted to be topset beds of glacioma-
rine ice-contact delta sequences.

4.4.5.9 aRdeRsieR silts fORMatiOn

Name
Ardersier silts Formation (ARds) (after Merritt et al., 
1995, and Fletcher et al., 1996; Ardsier Member of clava 
Formation of sutherland, p. 103 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Rhythmically-bedded sequence of silty clays, silts and silty 
sands, typically graded, with soft-sediment deformation 
structures. subordinate diamicton and gravel.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Kirkton clay Member (Kirkton Member of clava Formation 
of sutherland, p. 103 in Bowen, 1999) (Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: ‘contorted silts of Ardersier’. cliff 
section in Main late-glacial cliffline (trimmed in Mid-
Holocene times) [NH 7800 5595].

Partial type section: ‘Kirkton Pit’, an old clay pit 
(re-excavated sept 1990) in Main late-glacial cliffline 
(trimmed in mid-Holocene times) [NH 7849 5647].

Lower and upper boundaries
lower boundary not seen but likely to be lodgement till or 
bedrock.

Gradational contact with Alturlie Gravels Formation above, 
or unconformable boundary with younger deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The deposits are locally glaciotectonised and of mainly 
glaciomarine origin (Merritt et al., 1995).

Thickness
At least 20 m.

Distribution and extent
southern shores of the inner Moray Firth, between Inverness 
and elgin.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

kiRktOn clay MeMbeR (kicl)

The Kirkton clay Member comprises up to 12 m of stiff, 
thinly horizontally interbedded and rhythmically interlami-
nated clay, silt and silty sand, pale yellowish brown to orange 
in colour. Individual beds are generally graded. convolute 
bedding is common in silt beds. The beds are stacked into 
packages, probably glaciomarine cyclopels, 0.3–0.8 m thick.

4.4.5.10 altuRlie gRavels fORMatiOn

Name
Alturlie Gravels Formation (AlGR) (after Merritt et al., 
1995; Fletcher et al., 1996).

Lithology
sand and gravel.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Bothyhill Gravels Member (Bothyhill Member of clava 
Formation of sutherland, p. 103 in Bowen, 1999), Braicklaich 
sand Member (Tables 8 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: Bothyhill Gravel Pit, Alturlie Point 
[NH 7150 4910].

Partial type section: Mid coul Gravel Pit, Tornagrain, 
12 km east-north-east of Inverness [NH 776 502].

Lower and upper boundaries
Gradational contact with the Ardersier silts Formation, or 
unconformably overlies lodgement till or bedrock.

unconformable with late devensian raised marine deposits 
above, or the present ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Typically deltaic coarsening-upwards sequences. undulating 
spreads with kettleholes, locally glaciotectonised, of mainly 
glaciomarine origin (Merritt et al., 1995).

Thickness
At least 20 m.

Distribution and extent
The area surrounding the southern shore of the inner Moray 
Firth, between Inverness and elgin.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

bOtHyHill gRavels MeMbeR (bOgR)

The Bothyhill Gravels Member comprises up to 20 m of a 
coarsening-upwards deltaic sequence of sand and gravel, 
containing sparse cobbles of Inchbae granite-gneiss.

bRaicklaicH sand MeMbeR (bRsa)

The Braicklaich sand Member comprises up to 7 m of rhyth-
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mically-bedded, pale yellowish brown sand, silty sand and 
silt, capped by sand and gravel. Individual beds are gener-
ally graded sand/silt couplets, 0.2 to 0.4 m thick, exhibiting 
planar or ripple-drift cross-lamination. The beds are stacked 
into packages and are probably glaciomarine cyclopsams.

4.4.6 Central Grampian Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
central Grampian Glacigenic subgroup (cGdR) (after 
McMillan et al., 2005; devensian formations of the central 
Grampian drift Group of Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
diamicton, sands, gravels and silts. clasts mainly derived 
from central Highland Migmatite complex and caledonian 
igneous rocks.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into seven formations in the Highlands of 
scotland: sections 4.4.6.1–4.4.6.7 and Tables 8–10, and 
three formations in the Midland valley of scotland: 
sections 5.1.3.1–5.1.3.3 and Tables 8 and 11.

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

Generally the ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine sediments depos-
ited by ice that mainly radiated from a centre over Rannoch 
Moor.

Thickness
Generally 5–10 m, but locally 30 m or more.

Distribution and extent
The Grampian Highlands as far as strath spey, the 
cairngorm Mountains and Gaick Plateau to the east, 
strathmore, Menteith and loch lomond to the south, 
including the Inner Hebrides to the south of Mull.

Age
devensian (MIs 2–5e).

4.4.6.1 linn Of pattack silt fORMatiOn

Name
linn of Pattack silt Formation (lPsI) (after Merritt, 1999).

Lithology
silty clay and clayey silt, thinly laminated, pale olive-grey. 
some drop-stones. coarsening upwards into ripple cross-
laminated sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: River cliff section 250–350 m upstream 
of the confluence of the River Pattack and the Allt coire 
nam Plaidean [NN 5475 8221–NN 5478 8206].

Partial type section: River cliff section 350 m down-
stream of the confluence of the River Pattack and the Allt 
coire nam Plaidean [NN 5478 8273].

Partial type section: River cliff of the Allt coire na 
ceardaich at its confluence with the River Mashie [NN 
5746 5441].

Lower and upper boundaries
conformable on the Pattack Till Formation.

unconformable with the Ardverikie Till Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposit.

Thickness
10 m or more.

Distribution and extent
catchments of the rivers Pattack and Mashie and around the 
Gaick Plateau.

Age
devensian (MIs ?3)

4.4.6.2 ceaRdaicH sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
ceardaich sand and Gravel Formation (ceAR) (after 
Merritt, 1999).

Lithology
sand and gravel; clasts mainly psammite, with granodior-
ite, granite and porphyry; large scale deltaic cross-bedding 
common.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: River cliff of Allt coire na ceardaich [NN 
5746 8441].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock; erosional on the Pattack 
Till Formation; gradational on the linn of Pattack silt 
Formation.

unconformable or glaciotectonic contact with Ardverikie 
Till Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposit.

Thickness
5 m.

Distribution and extent
central Grampian Mountains of scotland.

Age
early devensian–late devensian (MIs ?3).

4.4.6.3 aRdveRikie till fORMatiOn

Name
Ardverikie Till Formation (ARdT)

Lithology
stony sandy clayey diamicton with angular–subrounded 
clasts up to boulder size; a typical lodgement till. locally 
overlying a unit of deformation till derived from the 
destruction of underlying linn of Pattack silt Formation.
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Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: River cliff of the Allt coire na ceardaich 
at its confluence with the River Mashie [NN 5746 8441].

Partial type section: River cliff section 250–350 m 
upstream of the confluence of the River Pattack and the Allt 
coire nam Plaidean [NN 5475 8221–NN 5478 8206].

Partial type section: River cliff of River Pattack at its 
confluence with the Allt Beinn eilde [NN 5493 8368].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on the linn of Pattack silt Formation, or 
the Pattack Till Formation, or bedrock.

conformable with units of outwash sand and gravel, 
morainic deposits or peat, etc.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 12 m.

Distribution and extent
central highlands west of the cairngorms and Gaick Plateau.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

4.4.6.4 gaick plateau MORaine fORMatiOn

Name
Gaick Plateau Moraine Formation (GPM) (after lucas et 
al., 2004).

Lithology
diamicton, mainly clast-supported, gravelly, sandy, silty, 
and matrix-rich gravel. Poorly consolidated, formed of 
angular–subangular fragments of weathered psammite and 
porphyry mainly less than 64 mm in diameter with some 
cobbles and boulders; yellowish brown.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: drumochter to Glen dee [NN 630 730–NN 
990 870] including the Gaick Plateau in central Grampian 
Highlands [NN 720 780–NN 980 810].

Type locality: valley of Tarf water upstream of Falls of 
Tarf [NN 983 797].

Lower and upper boundaries
Bedrock or unconformable contact on Ailleag diamicton 
Formation of the central Grampian (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup.

Generally ground surface or peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits that form a distinct suite of low, reces-
sional moraine ridges, possibly formed annually, typically 
2–5 m high, that are predominantly composed of commi-
nuted deeply weathered rock. They are closely associ-
ated with ice-marginal glacial drainage channels and occur 
across the Gaick Plateau in the central Grampian Highlands 
of scotland.

Thickness
up to 8 m.

Distribution and extent
The deposits occur across the Gaick Plateau in the central 
Grampian Highlands (BGs 1:50 000 sheet s64e (Ben 
Macdui).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

4.4.6.5 beinn an uain till fORMatiOn

Name
Beinn an uain Till Formation (BuTI) (after walker et al., 
1982 and Fletcher et al., 1996).

Lithology
stony sandy clayey diamicton, matrix-supported, dark 
yellowish brown to olive-grey, fissile, massive, extremely 
compact, containing angular–subrounded clasts of gneissose 
psammite and semipelite, granite and some devonian sand-
stone and siltstone. Typical lodgement till with well-devel-
oped north-easterly fabric and containing concavo-convex 
discontinuities that are commonly sand-filled.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Ruallan Till Member and cantray Till Member (Tables 8 
and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: exposed at the top of river cliffs of the 
Allt odhar, immediately upstream of its confluence with the 
caochan nan suidheig [NH 798 368], Moy estate, 16 km 
south-east of Inverness.

Partial type section: River cliff sections of the Allt dearg, 
6 km south-west of cawdor, Nairnshire. The dalcharn 
Interglacial site [NH 815 452–NH 816 454].

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally a gradational contact over 10–20 cm, or locally 
a sharp, planar one, with stony, sandy diamictons of the 
underlying Athais Till Formation, or on bedrock.

erosional contact with gravel of the carn Monadh Gravel 
Formation at the Allt odhar Interstadial site, various young-
er deposits or the ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
10 m.

Distribution and extent
BGs sheet scotland 84w (Fortrose), south-east of Inverness.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

Ruallan till MeMbeR (Rnti)

The Ruallan Till Member comprises up to 3.5 m of dark 
yellowish brown, compact, matrix-supported, stony sandy 
clayey diamicton, containing angular to subrounded clasts 
of gneissose psammite and semipelite, pink and grey granite 
and some devonian sandstone and siltstone. It is interpreted 
as a lodgement till.
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cantRay till MeMbeR (cyti)

The cantray Till Member comprises up to 6.5 m of strong 
brown to dark yellowish brown, compact, matrix-supported, 
stony sandy clayey diamicton, containing angular to subround-
ed clasts of gneissose psammite and semipelite, granite and 
devonian sandstone and siltstone. It is interpreted as a lodge-
ment till. The diamicton has a well-developed north-easterly 
orientated fabric and commonly includes rip-up masses of the 
underlying till unit of the Athais Till Formation. The cantray 
Till has a generally gradational contact, but with a sharp 
change in colour, with the overlying Ruallan Till Member.

4.4.6.6 caRn MOnadH gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
carn Monadh Gravel Formation (cMoGR) (after walker et 
al., 1992, and Fletcher et al., 1996).

Lithology
silty, sandy gravel, horizontally stratified, thin-bedded, pale 
olive-grey, with subsidiary beds of sand, clast-supported 
gravel and silty sandy gravel diamicton. Pebbles consist 
of red and grey granites, semipelitic gneiss, psammite and 
brown flaggy sandstone.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: exposed at the tops of river cliff sections of 
the Allt odhar, immediately upstream of its confluence with 
the caochan nan suidheig, Moy estate, 16 km south-east of 
Inverness, in the vicinity of the Allt odhar Interstadial site 
[NH 798 368].

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, undulating, erosional, unconformable contact with 
stony, sandy, clayey diamictons of the underlying Beinn an 
uain Till Formation.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Forming ice-marginal fans.

Thickness
10 m.

Distribution and extent
Moy estate, south-east of Inverness (BGs 1:50 000 sheet 
s84w).

Age
devensian (MIs 2 dimlington stadial).

4.4.6.7 Old HytHe till fORMatiOn

Name
old Hythe Till Formation (oHT) (after Peacock, 1966, and 
Peacock and Merritt, 2000b).

Lithology
diamicton, silty, clayey, stony, dark yellowish brown to 
dark grey, angular to well-rounded clasts of psammite, 
quartzite, pink granite, devonian and Triassic sandstone, 
amphibolite and (importantly) fresh gabbro and troctolite.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: sections in the western side of Boyne 
limestone Quarry [NJ 6114 6581–NJ 6135 6604].

Lower and upper boundaries
Gradational contact with underlying diamictons (including 
rafts) of the whitehills Glacigenic Formation, or uncon-
formable contact with Boyne craig Till Formation, or on 
bedrock.

Generally the land surface or overlain conformably by gla-
ciofluvial or glaciolacustrine deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
over 10 m.

Distribution and extent
BGs 1:50 000 sheets s95 (elgin) and 96w (Portsoy).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

4.4.6.8 infORMal till fORMatiOns Of tHe elgin distRict

In the elgin district, the late devensian Altonside Till, 
waterworks Till and Tofthead Tills were named by Hall et 
al. (1995b) and Hall (2000). These units are treated in the 
current framework as informal formations. The Altonside 
Till Formation (Altonside Member of the Teindland 
Formation of sutherland, p. 102 in Bowen 1999) is a dark 
grey to grey-brown compact diamicton containing shell 
fragments and Mesozoic erratics from the bed of the Moray 
Firth to the north-west (Peacock et al., 1968, Aitken et al., 
1979). It is assigned to the Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup (Banffshire coast drift Group of 
Merritt, 2003). The Altonside Till Formation is overlain by 
younger tills of the Waterworks Till and Tofthead Till 
formations. These are brown sandy tills derived from old 
Red sandstone conglomerates to the west, and are assigned 
to the central Grampian Glacigenic subgroup (central 
Grampian drift Group of Merritt et al., 2003).

At Teindland Quarry [NJ 297 570], organic sediments 
(Badentinan sand Bed of the Moy Burn Palaeosol Formation, 
and underlying sediments of the Teindland Palaeosol 
Formation, sections 4.6.1.2–4.6.1.3) are overlain by up to 
2.2 m of bedded sandy diamicton, the Woodside Diamicton 
Formation (currently informal; after Merritt et al., 2003, 
p. 121; woodside Member of sutherland, p. 102 in Bowen, 
1999; Teindland Till of Hall et al., 1995b). It is considered 
to be early devensian (MIs 4) in age by Hall et al. (1995b).

4.4.6.9 infORMal fORMatiOns Of tHe centRal gRaMpian 
glacigenic subgROup in aRgyll and sOutHeRn gRaMpian 
HigHlands

devensian glacigenic deposits of Argyll are referred to 
informal formations of the central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup. Moundy and flat-terraced sand and gravel of the 
Achnacree-Achnaba area [NM 930 360], north of connel 
are referred by sutherland (pp.110–111 in Bowen, 1999) to 
the etive Formation. This name is pre-occupied by a unit 
of the Jurassic Brent Group and in this framework the unit 
is provisionally named the informal Achnacree Sand and 
Gravel Formation. These deposits are considered to be of 
glaciofluvial and ice-marginal origin (Mccann, 1966; Gray, 
1975, 1993). The Roy Formation (sutherland, p. 111 in 
Bowen, 1999) (type area: Glen Roy, NN 300 880) com-
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prises two facies the first of laminated fine sand and silt, and 
the second of laminated silt and clay, both glaciolacustrine 
in origin (Miller, 1987).

In the southern Grampian Highlands between Rannoch 
Moor and loch lomond, Golledge (2007) presented a 
detailed sedimentological and stratigraphical analysis of 
the glacial deposits of the district enabling them to be 
related to pre-Main late devensian, late devensian and 
loch lomond stadial glacial events. Although, the deposits 
remain un-named, all of the units (comprising eight litho-
facies) can be initially assigned to the central Grampian 
Glacigenic subgroup.

4.4.7 East Grampian Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
east Grampian Glacigenic subgroup (eGd) (after McMillan 
et al., 2005; devensian formations of the east Grampian 
drift Group of Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
sandy diamicton (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. clasts 
are derived predominantly from weathered Neoproterozoic 
metamorphic rocks (psammite, meta-wacke sandstone, 
slate) and caledonian igneous rocks (granite, granodiorite, 
gabbro).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into six formations: sections 4.4.7.1––4.4.7.6 
and Tables 8 and 10.

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on units of the Albion Glacigenic Group 
or bedrock.

surface or unconformable contact with units of the Britannia 
catchments Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
suite of glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine deposits 
laid down from ice that radiated from the eastern Grampian 
mountains.

Thickness
very variable, generally 5–10 m; more than 40 m proved in 
some sections.

Distribution and extent
The east Grampian Highlands, cairngorm Mountains and 
Gaick Plateau.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

4.4.7.1 bancHORy till fORMatiOn

Name
Banchory Till Formation (BATI) (after Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
Gravelly and sandy diamicton composed principally of 
decomposed Neoproterozoic metamorphic rocks and 
caledonian igneous rocks.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
divided into informal members: Tables 8 and 10.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Banchory-strachan area, Kincardineshire.

Reference section: River cliff section of the Burn of 
Granney, 400 m west of the Mill of clinter.

Reference section: small working, 400 m west-south-
west of Finzean House. BGs section and pit reference 
number No69sw2, 0.3–4.9 m depth.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable: on pre-late devensian superficial depos-
its or bedrock.

conformably overlain by Glen dye silts Formation or 
lochton sand and Gravel Formation; otherwise uncon-
formably overlain by Holocene deposits, or at the ground 
surface. locally overlain unconformably by the Blairdaff 
Moraine Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
very variable, generally 2–5 m, over 8 m proved in some 
sections.

Distribution and extent
east Grampian Highlands.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

The informal Nigg Till Member of the Banchory Till 
Formation is dark greyish brown, contains clasts derived 
from the west to the west-south-west and is typical of surfi-
cial tills in the lower dee valley and to the south (Merritt 
et al., 2003). The brown Kingswell Till Member is probably 
a local variant, having a west-south-west to east-north-east 
fabric and containing much ‘Hill of Fare’ granite (Merritt et 
al., 2003). It is equivalent to Till B of Murdoch (1977) and 
its type area is the Kingswell-culter-Aberdeen city area. 
A third unit, the dark grey Den Burn Till Member with 
locally-derived clasts, underlies the above-mentioned till 
in the vicinity of the Kingswell Roundabout [NJ 878 061] 
(Merritt et al., 2003). It has a north-west to south-east fabric 
and is equivalent to Till A of Murdoch (1977). It is possibly 
equivalent to the ‘grey boulder clay’ with clasts derived 
from the north-west, which Bremner (1934, 1943) recorded 
as overlying ‘dark shelly boulder clay’ (the Anderson Drive 
Diamicton Member of the whitehills Glacigenic Group) in 
excavations for the Anderson drive Ring Road.

4.4.7.2 blaiRdaff MORaine fORMatiOn

Name
Blairdaff Moraine Formation (BdMo) (after Merritt et al., 
2003).

Lithology
Typically yellowish brown, crudely-bedded, with extremely 
variable sorting of both matrix- and clast-supported clayey 
gravel, with boulders and sandy diamicton, containing 
angular to well-rounded clasts composed of psammite, 
meta-wacke sandstone, granite and quartzite, with some 
gneiss, slate and dolerite, elsewhere locally formed of main-
ly granite or gabbroic rocks, forming hummocky ground 
and cross-valley moraine ridges.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).
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Type area/Reference section
Type section: sand and gravel pit section at Blairdaff [NJ 
7001 1797], 4 km north-west of Kemnay, Aberdeenshire 
(Merritt et al., 2003).

Reference section: exposure in bank in forestry track 
300 m north of Toll Farm [NJ 8495 1168], 11 km north-
west of Aberdeen.

Reference section: small working, 400 m west-south-
west of Finzean House (BGs section and pit reference 
number No69sw2, 0.3–4.9 m depth).

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally a sharp, undulating, unconformable contact with 
a yellowish brown, gravelly, clayey sand diamicton of the 
Banchory Till Formation and other sandy tills of the east 
Grampian Glacigenic subgroup.

Generally the present ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits, forming hummocky ground and cross-
valley moraine ridges.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
east Aberdeenshire (BGs 1:50 000 sheets s76e, s77, 
s66e, s67).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

4.4.7.3 glen dye silts fORMatiOn

Name
Glen dye silts Formation (GdsI) (after Merritt et al., 
2003).

Lithology
laminated brown to olive-grey silt and clay.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: River cliff sections on the southern bank of 
Miller Burn 600–800 m upstream of its confluence with the 
water of dye, Glen dye.

Reference section: BGs borehole No69se8, 400 m 
north-east of Bogarn, 14.3–18.8 m in borehole.

Reference section: BGs section and pit reference number 
No68Nw2 at Miller’s Bog, Glen dye, 9.3–11.3 m depth 
in pit.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally conformable on the Banchory Till Formation.

Generally overlain conformably by the lochton sand and 
Gravel Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposit.

Thickness
Generally 2–3 m; 5 m proved in boreholes.

Distribution and extent
The east Grampian Highlands.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

4.4.7.4 lOcHtOn sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
lochton sand and Gravel Formation (losG) (after Merritt 
et al., 2003).

Lithology
sand and gravel composed predominantly of clasts of 
Neoproterozoic metamorphic rocks and caledonian igne-
ous rocks.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Informal Ness sand and Gravel Member (Merritt et al., 
2003) Tables 8 and 10.

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: BGs borehole No69se15 at Heughhead, 
about 3 km south-west of Banchory, 0.4–5.2 m depth in 
borehole.

Reference section: BGs section and pit reference num-
ber No69sw6, 300 m south-west of easter clune Farm, 
0.3–5.0 m depth.

Partial type section: lochton Gravel Pit, 6 km south-
east of Banchory, BGs section and pit reference number 
No79se1, 0–5.4 m depth.

Reference section (Ness sand and Gravel Member): 
Nigg Bay [NJ 965 045], south of Aberdeen (Jamieson, 
1882; Bremner, 1928; simpson, 1948; synge, 1963; Merritt 
et al., 2003).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock or conformable on Banchory 
Till Formation or Glen dye silts Formation.

At ground surface or unconformably overlain by Holocene 
deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposits.

Thickness
very variable, generally 3–5 m; 14 m proved in boreholes.

Distribution and extent
The east Grampian Highlands.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

The Ness Sand and Gravel Member (unit 1 of the Nigg 
Bay section, Merritt et al., 2003) comprises up to 9 m of 
coarse gravel, locally bouldery, passing upwards into sand 
and minor gravel beds. The deposit contains clasts predomi-
nantly derived from the dee valley to the west (synge, 1963) 
with sparse erratics of flint and of scandinavian provenance 
(Bremner, 1928; Read et al., 1923; Merritt et al., 2003). It is 
overlain unconformably by grey sandy diamicton of the Nigg 
Till Member (Banchory Till Formation, section 4.4.7.1).

4.4.7.5 HytHie till fORMatiOn

Name
Hythie Till Formation (HyTIl) (after Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
Gravelly, clayey, silty sand diamicton, typically brown/
dark brown, with greyish brown/grey ped faces, very stiff, 
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non-calcareous, matrix-supported. clast angularity ranges 
from angular to subrounded. clast lithologies are varied and 
include psammitic, pelitic and quartzitic metasedimentary 
rock, felsite, mafic igneous rocks, slate, grey granite and 
sparse red sandstone, flint and a single piece of Norwegian 
rhomb porphyry.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
sandford Bay Till Member, Manse Gelifluctate Bed (Merritt 
et al., 2003) (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Partial Type section: east face, Kirkhill Quarry (infilled) 
[NK 0130 5290], 7.0 km south-east of strichen, Buchan, 
north-east scotland (connell et al., 1984).

Partial Type section: North-east face of leys Quarry 
(disused) [NK 0045 5257], 6.5 km south-east of strichen, 
Buchan, north-east scotland (connell, unpublished work, 
1990).

Lower and upper boundaries
Typically the formation has a sharp, planar, subhorizontal, 
erosional basal boundary on sediments of the corsend 
Gelifluctate Bed (e.g. east and south faces, Kirkhill Quarry). 
In other situations the basal boundary can be more com-
plex — e.g. north-east face, leys Quarry (disused). Here 
the formation displays either a sharp, undulating, uncon-
formable, basal boundary on brown diamicton of the 
Rottenhill Till Formation; or a sharp to gradational basal/
lateral, glaciotectonic, boundary with sheets and rafts of 
black clayey diamicton of the corse diamicton Member 
(whitehills Glacigenic Formation).

Typically the upper boundary is the present ground surface. 
within the valleys of the North and south ugie waters 
the upper boundary can be sharp, erosional with overly-
ing glaciofluvial or alluvial sands and gravels. The Manse 
Gelifluctate Bed is a mass movement deposit of felsite rub-
ble, crudely bedded sand and pebbly diamicton resting on 
the Hythie Till Formation (connell and Hall, 1987, Merritt 
et al., 2000, 2003).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit. Interpreted as a sub-glacial till (Merritt 
et al., 2003). clast fabrics indicate glacial transport from the 
west and west-south-west.

Thickness
up to 3 m.

Distribution and extent
Buchan, north-east scotland. The formation is known in 
the vicinity of Kirkhill Quarry (infilled) [centred on NK 
0120 5285] and leys Quarry (disused) [centred on NK 
0040 5250], and more widely as a surface, or subsurface 
deposit in the area of the North and south ugie water 
valleys on sheet scotland 87w (ellon). The unit may be 
regionally significant and present locally across north-east 
scotland.

Age
devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs ?2).

sandfORd bay till MeMbeR

The informal sandford Bay Till Member is a granite-rich 
till assigned to the Hythie Till Formation by Merritt et al. 
(2003). It occurs at the base of the glacial sequence in cliff 

sections near sandford lodge [NK 125 434], sandford Bay, 
south of Peterhead.

4.4.7.6 bytH till fORMatiOn

Name
Byth Till Formation (ByTIl) (after Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
Gravelly, slightly clayey, silty sand diamicton. dark reddish 
brown, weakly calcareous, matrix-supported. clast lithologies 
are dominated by quartzite, psammitic metasedimentary rocks 
and red devonian sandstones and shale. clasts are typically 
subangular to subrounded and devonian shale lithologies are 
striated. clast lithologies are dominated by quartzite, psam-
mitic metasediments and red devonian sandstones and shale.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Includes the crovie Till Member (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: North face (as at May 2002) of Howe of Byth 
Quarry, 18.0 km south-west of Fraserburgh, Buchan, north-
east scotland (Hall et al., 1995a).

Lower and upper boundaries
The lower boundary of the unit is a sharp, planar, sub-
horizontal unconformity on gravels of the Howe of Byth 
Gravel Formation. To the west of the Howe of Byth quarry 
the Byth Till has been observed sharply unconformable on 
devonian red sandstones.

The upper boundary of the formation is a sharp, undulatory 
(relief of up to 1.0 m) erosional unconformity overlain by 
the Auchmeddon Gravel Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit. Interpreted as a sub-glacial till. clast 
fabrics indicate glacial transport from the west.

Thickness
up to 5 m.

Distribution and extent
Buchan, north-east scotland. The formation is known 
from the vicinity of the Howe of Byth Quarry on BGs 
1:50 000 sheet s97 (Fraserburgh) inland to New Pitsligo 
[NJ 880 560], but may be regionally significant and present 
locally across north-east scotland.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

cROvie till MeMbeR (cRti)

The crovie Till Member comprises up to 5 m of commonly 
reddish brown till with predominantly local psammitic 
rocks together with erratics from the west or north-west 
(Read, 1923).

4.4.8 Logie–Buchan Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
logie–Buchan Glacigenic subgroup (lBd) (after McMillan 
et al., 2005; devensian formations of the logie–Buchan 
drift Group of Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
Red clayey diamictons and gravels with a distinctive suite of 
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clasts derived from the floor of the North sea Basin, includ-
ing calcareous siltstone, red sandstone and shell fragments.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into four formations: sections 4.4.8.1–4.4.8.4 
and Tables 8 and 10.

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock or older superficial deposits.

Ground surface or beneath postglacial deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
coastal lowland north of Aberdeen, east of ellon and south 
of Peterhead.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

4.4.8.1 aucHleucHRies sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Auchleuchries sand and Gravel Formation (AlssG) (after 
Merritt et al., 2003, p. 132).

Lithology
A mostly pale yellowish brown pebbly sand, containing 
a relatively large proportion of pink granite and seams of 
chocolate brown or dark grey clay, which is interpreted as 
having been derived from the underlying till.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: BGs registered borehole NK03Nw01 
[NK 0057 3649], sited on the hill of Auchleuchries, 8 km 
north-east of ellon, Aberdeenshire (Merritt, 1981).

Reference section: Trial pits dug in the vicinity of 
Bellscamphie railway cutting [NK 018 337], 8 km east-
north-east of ellon, Aberdeenshire.

Lower and upper boundaries
A sharp, undulating, erosional, unconformable contact with 
a dark grey, pebbly clayey diamicton (currently un-named, 
originally the lower unit of the Pitlurg Till Formation of 
Merritt et al., 2003).

sharp, planar or gradational glaciotectonic, unconformable 
contact with a reddish brown, gravelly sandy clayey diam-
icton of the Hatton Till Formation, and elsewhere overlain 
by yellowish brown, gravelly clayey sand diamictons of the 
east Grampian Glacigenic subgroup, which contain psam-
mite, meta-wacke sandstone and granite clasts.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposit.

Thickness
up to 12 m.

Distribution and extent
ellon district, eastern Aberdeenshire.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs2).

4.4.8.2 HattOn till fORMatiOn

Name
Hatton Till Formation (HATT) (after Hall and Jarvis, 1995, 
and Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
diamicton, clayey, pebbly, calcareous, red, crudely stratified. 
Besides local rock types it contains red (devonian) sand-
stone, Mesozoic mudstone and limestone, shell fragments.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Abandoned railway cutting of Bellscamphie 
[NK 0184 3368], trial pits (Hall and Jarvis, 1995) and bore-
holes (Merritt, 1981), 7 km east-north-east of ellon.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock, on Kippet Hills Gravels 
Formation or older tills, e.g. Pitlurg Farm Till Member of 
the whitehills Glacigenic Formation.

Ground surface or beneath post-glacial deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
10 m or more.

Distribution and extent
coastal lowland north of Aberdeen, east of ellon and south 
of Peterhead.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

4.4.8.3 kippet Hills gRavels fORMatiOn

Name
Kippet Hills Gravels Formation (KHG) (after Hall and 
Jarvis, 1995, and Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
Gravels and sands. Besides local rock types (e.g. psam-
mite) clasts include distinctive Mesozoic limestones and 
mudstone and shell fragments of Red crag affinity from the 
Aberdeen Ground Formation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: Bellscamphie railway cutting (aban-
doned) [NK 0184 3368], 7 km east-north-east of ellon. 
Trial pits described in Hall and Jarvis (1995).

Partial type section: whitefields Pit (section NK03sw12 
of Merritt, 1981) [NK 0327 3206] 7.5 km east-north-east of 
ellon.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally unconformable on bedrock or older tills (e.g. 
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Pitlurg Farm Till Member of the whitehills Glacigenic 
Formation). locally interbedded with Hatton Till Formation.

occurs to surface or capped unconformably by the Hatton 
Till Formation or postglacial deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposit.

Thickness
15 m or more locally.

Distribution and extent
coastal lowland north of Aberdeen, east of ellon and south 
of Peterhead.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

4.4.8.4 ugie clay fORMatiOn

Name
ugie clay Formation (uGcl) (after Merritt et al., 2003; 
‘Red series’ clays of connell et al., 1985, and Hall and 
connell, 1991).

Lithology
A typically reddish brown, but locally dark grey, black, 
brown and yellowish brown, laminated clay, silt and fine-
grained sand, with localised black organic laminae formed 
of reworked Jurassic material.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Tullos clay Member (Tables 8 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: stream section [NK 0050 4732], 400 m 
north-north-west of Balluss Bridge, Mintlaw.

Partial type section: Abandoned clay-pit at errolston 
[NK 088 368], cruden Bay (connell et al., 1985).

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally a sharp, undulating, draped, unconformable con-
tact with the gravelly, clayey, sand diamictons (tills) of the 
east Grampian Glacigenic subgroup, but locally a sharp, 
undulating, draped, unconformable contact with deposits of 
glaciofluvial gravel with erect pebbles at the top, a fabric 
probably formed in a periglacial environment.

Generally a sharp, undulating, draped, erosional and uncon-
formable contact with glaciofluvial or alluvial sand and 
gravel. locally the boundary is seen as a sharp, planar, 
unconformable glaciotectonic contact with red clayey diam-
ictons (deformation tills, glaciotectonites) of the logie-
Buchan Glacigenic subgroup towards the North sea coast.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposit.

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
Buchan, north-east scotland, between Peterhead, ellon and 
Aberdeen.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

tullOs clay MeMbeR (tscl)

The Tullos clay Member comprises up to 30 m of reddish 
brown and olive-brown silt and clay, mainly massive, but 
with some laminae of sand (Merritt et al., 2003). It is dis-
tributed along the coast between Newburgh and Aberdeen. 
The deposits have a sharp, draped, undulating, unconform-
able contact with underlying massive, gravelly, silty, sandy, 
clayey diamicton of the Hatton Till Formation.

4.5 BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

4.5.1 Formations of the British Coastal Deposits 
Group

Pre-devensian shell-bearing clays from cleongart Glen 
[NR 668 347], Kintyre, initially identified by Horne et al. 
(1897), have been assigned to the Tangy Glen Member of 
the cleongart Formation by sutherland (p. 110 in Bowen, 
1999; Table 9). Referred to by sutherland (1981, 1993) as 
the Tangy Glen High level shell Bed, the deposits com-
prise up to 8 m of blue-grey shelly clay resting on unfos-
siliferous sand and gravel (Barr Member of sutherland, 
p. 109 in Bowen, 1999) and overlain by up to 22.5 m of 
reddish brown diamicton (corputechan Member) interpret-
ed as a till. The shell-bearing deposits were considered by 
synge and stephens (1966) to be a till and by Horne et al. 
(1897), Jessen (1905) and sutherland (1981) to be marine 
or glaciomarine. None of the units is currently defined in 
the BGs lexicon. This report refers the shelly clays infor-
mally to the Tangy Glen shelly clay Bed (TGsc) of the 
British coastal deposits Group. Mean d-alle/l-alle ratios 
on Arctica islandica of 0.249 indicate a MIs 8 age for the 
fauna (Bowen and sykes, 1988).

late devensian and Holocene raised marine, estuarine, 
tsunami and beach deposits and blown sand of the Highlands 
and Islands are included within the British coastal deposits 
Group (Tables 5, 9 and 10). Around the Beauly, cromarty 
and Moray firths coastal and marine deposits described 
by Peacock et al. (1980), Firth and Haggart (1989), Auton 
et al. (1990), and Fletcher et al. (1996) were assigned as 
members of the clava Formation and of the cromarty 
Formation of sutherland (p. 103–106 in Bowen, 1999). 
Most units remain informal and are currently not described 
in the BGs lexicon. The group also includes the sequence 
of raised marine deposits in the Fraserburgh area (Merritt et 
al., 2003, p. 115).

The earliest marine deposits of the late devensian are 
assigned to the Errol Clay Formation, which is distributed 
along the east coast and firths of scotland (Peacock, 1999) 
(see also chapter 5) and the St Fergus Silt Formation 
confined to the Peterhead area (McMillan and Aitken, 1981; 
Peacock, 1999; Merritt et al., 2003).

4.5.1.1 eRROl clay fORMatiOn

Name
errol clay Formation (eRRcl) (after Peacock, 1999; errol 
Beds of Paterson et al., 1981; errol Member of sutherland, 
p. 114 in Bowen, 1999, and correlated offshore with st 
Abbs Formation by stoker et al., 1985, and cameron and 
Holmes, p. 130 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Massive to thinly-bedded and coarsely laminated, calcare-
ous, silty and sandy clay interbedded with sand, commonly 
forming a fining-upwards sequence. Generally reddish 
brown, but locally brownish and yellowish grey or pale 
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to dark grey. streaks and mottling of dark grey to black 
sulphide are common and calcareous concretions occur 
towards the base locally.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the spynie clay Member (Tables 5 and 
10); and lunan clay Member of the Midland valley of 
scotland (section 5.2.1.2; Tables 5 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Auger holes A and B sited in the vicinity of 
the former Inchcoonan Brick and Tile works clay-pit, near 
errol [No 241 233] (Peacock, 1999).

Type section: spynie clay Member, spynie clay-pit [NJ 
232 672] (spynie clay Formation of Peacock, 1999).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, draped contact with underlying glacioflu-
vial sand and gravel or till.

overlain conformably at the type section by dark grey clay 
of the Powgavie clay Member (Forth clay Formation).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The sparse fauna indicate distal glaciomarine to high Arctic 
marine depositional conditions (Peacock, 1999).

Thickness
up to at least 20 m.

Distribution and extent
east coast and firths of scotland from Berwick-upon-
Tweed to Inverness.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2). laid down 
diachronously at the retreating ice-sheet of the Main late 
devensian Glaciation between 14c 15 000–13 000 cal. 
years BP.

spynie clay MeMbeR (spycl)

In the elgin area, the errol clay Formation is represented 
by the spynie clay Member (spynie clay Formation of 
Peacock, 1999), a dark bluish grey to yellowish red, com-
monly laminated clay, up to 20 m thick, containing well-
dispersed clasts and lenses of sand, gravel and diamicton, 
and low diversity, high-Arctic microfossils, indicative of a 
glaciomarine environment (Peacock, 1999).

4.5.1.2 st feRgus silt fORMatiOn

In the Peterhead–cruden area, a separate formation, the 
st Fergus silt Formation, is established (Peacock, 1999; 
Merritt et al., 2003), which may be a correlative of the errol 
Formation but which is probably older.

Name
st Fergus silt Formation (sFsI) (after Peacock, 1999 and 
Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
A dark grey, silty clay with laminae of sand and well-dis-
persed gravel drop-stone clasts, containing boreal to boreal 
arctic marine microfossils.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: BGs registered borehole NK15sw1 [NK 
1030 5344], 1.9–17.9 m depth (McMillan and Aitken, 1981).

Lower and upper boundaries
A sharp, undulating, unconformable contact with underly-
ing till, comprising grey, pebbly clayey diamicton, yellow-
ish brown, gravelly, clayey sand diamicton, and reddish 
brown gravelly silty sandy clayey diamicton.

A gradational contact with overlying organic silts and clays, 
interpreted as lacustrine alluvium.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciomarine to glaciolacustrine depositional environment.

Thickness
up to 16 m.

Distribution and extent
Buchan, north-east scotland (BGs 1:50 000 sheets s87e 
and 97).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

4.5.1.3 kessOck bRidge silt fORMatiOn

The Kessock Bridge silt Formation of the windermere 
Interstadial (MIs 2) of the Inner Moray Firth and Beauly 
Firth is here formally defined (Figure 8).

Name
Kessock Bridge silt Formation (KeBR) (after Merritt et 
al., 1995; Kessock Bridge Member of clava Formation of 
sutherland, p. 103 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
clayey silt and fine-grained sand with well-dispersed, angu-
lar lithic pebbles, chiefly of psammite and sandstone. shell 
fragments particularly common towards the top of the unit. 
contains a mid-boreal, shallow-water fossil assemblage of 
windermere Interstadial age.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: commercial boreholes drilled along the line of 
the Kessock Bridge, Inverness [NH 687 455–NH 662 478] 
(Peacock and wilkinson, 1995).

Lower and upper boundaries
conformable contact with Ardersier silt Formation.

erosional contact with longman Gravel Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine deposit.

Thickness
up to 30 m.

Distribution and extent
Area around the Inner Moray Firth and Beauly Firth, 
Inverness. BGs 1:50 000 sheet s84w.

Age
late devensian, windermere Interstadial (MIs 2).
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4.5.1.4 infORMal fORMatiOns Of late devensian tO 
HOlOcene age

Around the cromarty Firth and Beauly Firth several other 
late devensian to Holocene units of marine and coastal 
origin are currently informally-defined formations of the 
British coastal deposits Group (Figure 8; Table 5; Auton 
et al., 1990; Fletcher et al., 1996).

Peacock et al. (1980) established from boreholes in the 
cromarty Firth [NH 51 61] the following units: Lower 
Findhorn Beds (culbokie Member of the clava Formation 
of sutherland, p. 103 in Bowen, 1999; Culbokie Silt 
Formation, MIs 2); Upper Findhorn Beds (Balmeanach 
Member of the clava Formation of sutherland, p. 103 
in Bowen, 1999, Balmeanach Silt Formation, loch 
lomond stadial, MIs 2–1); Ardullie silt (Ardullie Member 
of the cromarty Formation of sutherland, p. 105 in 
Bowen, 1999, Ardullie Silt Formation, Holocene MIs 1); 
Lower Cromarty Beds (lemlair Member of the cromarty 
Formation of sutherland, p. 106 in Bowen, 1999, Lemlair 
Sand Formation, Holocene, MIs 1) and Upper Cromarty 
Beds (Foulis Member of the cromarty Formation of 
sutherland, p. 106 in Bowen, 1999, Foulis Silt Formation, 
Holocene, MIs 1).

In the Moniack district [NH 540 440], south-east of 
Beauly, Firth and Haggart (1989) established the Moniack 
Member (Moniack Member of the cromarty Formation 
of sutherland, p. 105 in Bowen, 1999, named here infor-
mally the Moniack Peat Formation, Holocene, MIs 1) 
up to 15 m of dark brown to black peat, the Barnyards 
Beds (Barnyards Member of the cromarty Formation 
of sutherland, pp. 105–106 in Bowen, 1999, named 
here informally the Barnyards Silt Formation, loch 
lomond stadial, MIs 2–1) 3 m of pink to grey laminated 
clayey silt; and the Beauly Beds (Beauly Member of the 
cromarty Formation of sutherland, p.106 in Bowen, 
1999, named here informally the Beauly Silt Formation, 
Holocene, MIs 1), 4 m of grey silt and clay with shells. 
All may be provisionally correlated with units of the 
Carse Clay Formation of the Midland valley of scotland 
(section 5.2.1.6).

In the south-west Highlands late devensian marine sedi-
ments (windermere Interstadial to loch lomond stadial, 
MIs 2–1) were described by Peacock et al. (1978) at 
Ardyne Point [Ns 007 684]. sutherland (p. 110 in Bowen, 
1999), based on Peacock et al. (1978), established the 
Killellan, Toward and Ardyne Point members (currently 
not defined in the BGs lexicon) of his Ardyne Formation 
which may be correlatives of the Paisley clay and linwood 
clay Members of the clyde clay Formation (section 
5.2.1.3).

4.5.1.5 HOlOcene beacH-dune-MacHaiR depOsits

Beach-dune-machair systems of Holocene age occupy 
coastal areas in parts of the Highlands and Islands (Ritchie, 
1975; Ritchie and Mather, 1974). The machair comprises 
mainly deposits of sand rich in shell debris, which in 
orkney are locally underlain by aeolianite (cemented 
dune sand) (Nature conservancy council, 1978). These 
coastal deposits have not been formally defined lithostrati-
graphically, although there is potential for a framework 
to be developed. For example, the informal Northton 
Formation (Table 9) of late Holocene age (stratotype 
at Northton, NF 980 911, south Harris) was recognised 
by sutherland (p. 106 in Bowen, 1999) to include aeolian 
sands interstratified with thin palaeosols and lacustrine 
units.

4.6 BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

4.6.1 Formations of the Britannia Catchments Group

several organic and soils units ascribed to the Ipswichian 
Interglacial stage (MIs 5e) or earliest devensian (MIs 
5a–d) have been recognised in the Grampian Highlands. 
Although most palaeosols are assigned as beds related 
to an underlying parent unit, the Dalcharn Palaeosol is 
elevated to formational status in the Britannia catchments 
Group owing to its regional significance as a representative 
of the Ipswichian stage (MIs 5e) or possibly the Hoxnian 
(MIs 11) (Tables 6 and 10). The Teindland Palaeosol 
Formation (MIs 5e) and the Moy Burn Palaeosol 
Formation (MIs 5a–d) are also formally defined (Tables 6 
and 10). The organic units of Fugla Ness and sel Ayre in 
shetland (Hall et al., 1993a, 1993b; sutherland, p.106–107 
in Bowen, 1999) await definition in the BGs lexicon 
(Table 9).

4.6.1.1 dalcHaRn palaeOsOl fORMatiOn

Name
dalcharn Palaeosol Formation (dNPs) (after walker et al., 
1992, and Fletcher et al., 1996).

Lithology
sandy, pebbly, clayey silt (diamicton), very dense, crudely 
laminated, fissile, olive-grey, with wisps of white, silty, peb-
bly sand, disseminated peaty material and charcoal. Pebbles 
are bleached white. containing pollen of Interglacial aspect. 
Passing down into clayey, sandy, silty gravel (diamicton), 
matrix-supported, very dense, very pale grey to white, with 
disseminated black charcoal and peaty material. Gravel 
similar in composition to that occurring in craig an daimh 
Gravel Formation of the Inverness (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup, but bleached white or pale yellow.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the drummournie Biogenic Member 
(dMBG) and Rehiran cryoturbate Member (RecR). 
(Tables 6 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: exposed towards the base of river cliff 
section of the Allt dearg [NH 815 452–NH 816 454], 
6 km south-west of cawdor, Nairnshire, at the dalcharn 
Interglacial site (west).

Lower and upper boundaries
Gradational contact over 20–50 cm with weathered, clayey 
cobble gravel of the craig an daimh Gravel Formation of 
the Inverness (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup.

sharp, gently undulating, unconformable contact with 
stony sandy clayey diamicton of the Athais Till Formation 
(Inverness Glacigenic Group).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Biogenic, organic and soil.

Thickness
1.6 m.

Distribution and extent
BGs sheet s84w (Fortrose), south-east of Inverness.

Age
Ipswichian (MIs 5e) or possibly Hoxnian (MIs 11).
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4.6.1.2 teindland palaeOsOl fORMatiOn

Name
Teindland Palaeosol Formation (TelNd) (Teindland 
Buried soil of Hall et al., 1995a; Teindland Palaeosol Bed 
of sutherland, p. 102 in Bowen, 1999, and Merritt et al., 
2003).

Lithology
The Teindland Palaeosol Formation is developed on the 
surface of the orbliston sand Bed and is podzolic in char-
acter. It comprises a thin redeposited humic ‘H’ horizon, 
a bleached ‘ea’ horizon up to 15 cm thick, an intermit-
tently developed iron pan and a lower ‘strong brown’ ‘Bs’ 
horizon, 5–15 cm thick. overlying the humic horizon are 
thin layers of organic sand with charcoal fragments. At 
Teindland Quarry, the Badentinan sand Bed (Moy Burn 
Palaeosol Formation), up to 1.5 m thick, overlies the organ-
ic sands. The lower 80–100 cm comprises parallel thin beds 
of brown polleniferous sand. This pollen was partly derived 
from reworking of soils around the site and partly from 
contemporaneous sparse grassland. The upper 50–70 cm of 
the sand is non-polleniferous. The presence of small gravel 
clusters, silt balls, an isoclinal fold and of shear zones sug-
gest a glacial or glaciotectonic influence on, or more likely 
following, deposition in a small pond. The formation is less 
well-developed at Red Burn, where the parent material is 
a greenish grey sandy diamicton and where the overlying 
organic sediments are thin and disturbed by cryoturbation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Includes the Fernieslack Palaeosol Bed (FslcK) (Kirkhill 
Quarry) (Tables 6 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Teindland Quarry [NJ 297 570], a small sand 
and gravel pit, which is located in Teindland Forest, 5 km 
south-west of Fochabers, Morayshire.

Partial reference section: Pipeline trench, since rein-
stated, located 700 m south-west of Teindland Quarry [NJ 
294 568] (Hall et al., 1995a).

Lower and upper boundaries
At Teindland Quarry, the formation rests unconformably 
on up to 3 m of very pale brown sand (orbliston sand 
Bed of the deanshillock Gravel Formation). At the Red 
Burn site, the formation rests unconformably on a unit of 
sand with sporadic clasts, that appears to correlate with the 
deanshillock Gravel Formation at the base of the known 
sequence at Teindland Quarry.

At Teindland Quarry, the organic sediments of the forma-
tion are overlain by up to 2.2 m of bedded sandy diamicton, 
the woodside diamicton Formation (currently informal, 
after Merritt et al., 2003, p. 121; woodside Member of 
sutherland, p. 102 in Bowen, 1999), with crude parallel 
bedding and localised wash horizons.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Pollen analysis of the formation and the overlying organic 
sands shows that the earliest vegetation recorded at the site 
was woodland of ‘interglacial’ character with grassland 
openings. Pine and alder are represented at Teindland, and 
alder and hazel at Red Burn. Podzolisation of the palaeosol 
ended with an influx of sands derived from erosion of the 
surrounding slopes, perhaps in response to burning during a 
grassland phase. The combined evidence of environmental 
deterioration from pollen and sediments suggests events 
characteristic of the end of an interglacial episode.

Thickness
less than 4 m.

Distribution and extent
Morayshire.

Age
Ipswichian (MIs 5e). luminescence dates of 79 and 67 ka 
BP for the sands (Badentinan sand Bed) overlying the soil 
suggest that the soil developed towards the close of the 
Ipswichian stage.

4.6.1.3 MOy buRn palaeOsOl fORMatiOn

Name
Moy Burn Palaeosol Formation (MBP) (after walker et al., 
1992, and Fletcher et al., 1996; Allt odhar Formation of 
sutherland, p. 105 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Peat: highly compressed, black, with lenses of pebbly, peaty 
sand and bleached white sand conformably overlying cob-
ble gravel with lenses of finer gravel and sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
At the Allt odhar type section subdivided into the Allt 
odhar Peat Member (AoPT) and odhar Gravel Member 
(odGR). other units referred to the formation include the 
Badentinan sand Bed (Teindland Quarry), crossbrae Farm 
Peat Bed (cBFMP) (crossbrae), Berryley Peat Bed (BlyP) 
(Moss of cruden, Buchan), Moreseat Farm sand Bed and 
Burn of Benholm Peat Bed (BBP) (stonehaven) (Tables 6 
and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: exposed midway up a river cliff of the Allt 
odhar, immediately upstream of its confluence with the 
caochan nan suidheig [NH 798 368], Moy estate, 16 km 
south-east of Inverness. Till occurs both lower and higher 
in this section.

Reference section: camp Fauld [NK 049 410], Moss 
of cruden, west of Peterhead. The Berryley Peat Bed and 
underlying Moreseat Farm sand Bed rest unconformably 
on the camp Fauld Till Formation (section 4.3.3.1). The 
Moreseat Farm sand Bed is considered to be Ipswichian 
(MIs 5e) in age (whittington et al., 1993; Merritt et al., 
2003). The Berryley Peat Bed lies below the Aldie Till 
Member (whitehills Glacigenic Formation).

Lower and upper boundaries
The odhar Gravel Member has a sharp, erosional, undulat-
ing contact with underlying sandy, clayey diamicton of the 
suidheig Till Formation.

The Allt odhar Peat Member is unconformably overlain 
by or has a glaciotectonic contact with stiff, stony sand and 
clayey diamicton of the overlying Athais Till Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
organic and fluvial deposits.

Thickness
2.6 m, of which the Allt odhar Peat Member is 0.6 m.

Distribution and extent
south-east of Inverness (BGs 1:50 000 sheet s84w).

Age
Ipswichian to early devensian (MIs 5e–a).
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OdHaR gRavel MeMbeR (OdgR)

The odhar Gravel Member comprises 2 m of cobble gravel 
with lenses of finer gravel and sand. The deposit is dense, 
mainly clast-supported, containing subangular to rounded 
clasts of pink granite with psammites, gneiss and schist. All 
but the psammite clasts are commonly weathered. An iron-
pan is commonly developed.

allt OdHaR peat MeMbeR (aOpt)

The Allt odhar Peat Member comprises 0.6 m of highly 
compressed, black peat, with lenses of pebbly, peaty sand 
and bleached white sand. The deposit contains beetle 
remains and pollen indicative of (early devensian) intersta-
dial conditions. At the Allt odhar type section (see above) 
the contact between Allt odhar Peat and the overlying 
Kincraig Paraglacial Bed (Athais Till Formation, section 
4.4.4.4), is gradational.

In the cromarty Firth and Beauly Firth areas, sequences 
of organic and lacustrine deposits of late devensian to 
Holocene age, described by Auton et al. (1990) and Fletcher 
et al. (1996), are referred to the Britannia catchments 
Group. The informal Moniack Peat Formation (MIs 1) 
(section 4.5.1.4; Tables 5 and 9) together with other named 
gelifluctate, gravel and peat beds of similar age in the 
eastern Grampian Highlands (Table 10) remain to be 
defined in the BGs lexicon.

In Argyll, formal units for the organic and fluvial depos-
its of Holocene age (MIs 1) (cf. the Argyle Formation of 
sutherland, p. 111 in Bowen, 1999; Table 9) remain to be 
defined in the BGs lexicon.

Fluvial deposits (alluvium and river terrace deposits) 
of the Highlands mainland are currently assigned to two 
subgroups, the Grampian Catchments and the Northern 
Highlands and Argyll Catchments subgroups.

4.6.2 Grampian Catchments Subgroup

The Grampian catchments subgroup of the Britannia 
catchments Group (Table 10, Figure 8) encompasses the 
mainly late-devensian and Holocene alluvial and river 
terrace deposits that occur in the Grampian Highlands. 
Formally named units are presently restricted to the depos-
its occurring around the Beauly, cromarty and Moray 
firths. Fluvial, lacustrine and organic deposits of each 
substantial river system, defined by river catchment, are 
placed in a separate formation. currently one formation is 
defined, the Strath Spey Formation. organic (peat), aeo-
lian (blown sand) and mass movement (head) deposits are 
retained as lithogenetic units of the Britannia catchments 
Group.

Name
Grampian catchments subgroup (GRcA) (after McMillan 
et al., 2005).

Lithology
sand, gravel, clay and organic deposits. sand, gravel, and 
boulders include clasts derived from rocks cropping out in 
the eastern Grampian Mountains and Buchan.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
strath spey Formation (Tables 6 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The eastern Grampian Highlands and 
Aberdeenshire and Moray Firth lowlands.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with units of the central Grampian, 
east Grampian, Inverness, Banffshire coast and caithness, 
and logie-Buchan Glacigenic subgroups, and with bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, but units of this subgroup 
locally interfinger with units of the British coastal deposits 
Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Alluvium and river terrace deposits, and associated organic 
and lacustrine deposits.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
The eastern Grampian Highlands and Buchan.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

4.6.2.1 stRatH spey fORMatiOn

Name
strath spey Formation (sPey) (after McMillan et al., 
2005).

Lithology
Mainly sand and gravel forming river terraces and silty, 
clayey sand forming floodplains and concealing sand and 
gravel. Includes units of silty sand, silt, clay and peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 10).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: the valley of the River spey and its tributaries, 
Grampian Highlands [NN 400 900–NJ 400 650].

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, undulating, erosional contact, mainly on yellow-
ish brown tills (diamicton) of the central Grampian, east 
Grampian or Banffshire coast and caithness Glacigenic 
subgroups, or on bedrock.

Ground surface, locally covered by peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace floodplain deposits.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River spey and its tributaries, Grampian 
Highlands.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

4.6.2.2 late-glacial ORganic depOsits

Peat, organic muds and organic-rich sand occur at numerous 
sites in north-east scotland buried by later sediments (Merritt 
et al., 2003). Most commonly found are late Glacial organic 
deposits (Gunson, 1975), chiefly lake or pond muds and thin 
peat beds, organic muds and sands. The pollen record from 
these sites reveals that in the windermere Interstadial, from 
about 13 000 BP, an initial phase of open habitat vegeta-
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tion was succeeded by closed heath and scrub vegetation, 
with local growth of tree birch and pine. After about 11 500 
BP, the temperature began to decline and tundra vegetation 
had become established by the start of the loch lomond 
stadial at 11 000 BP. Beds named by Merritt et al. (2003) 
and assigned to the Grampian catchments subgroup include 
the Garral Hill Peat Bed (11 888 ± 225–10 808 ± 230 BP, 
Godwin and willis, 1959), under the Garral Hill Gelifluctate 
Bed (remobilised till) at Garral Hill [NJ 444 551], Keith; the 
Woodhead Peat Bed (10 780 ± 50 BP, connell and Hall, 
1987) under the Woodhead Gelifluctate Bed (remobilised till) 
at woodhead [NJ 788 384], Fyvie; the Loch of Park Gytta 
Bed (11 900 ± 260 –0 280 ± 220, vasari and vasari, 1968), 
kettlehole infill at loch of Park [No 72 988]; the Mill of Dyce 
Peat Bed (11 640 ± 70–11 550 ± 80, Harkness and wilson, 
1979), kettlehole infill at Mill of dyce [NJ 8713 1496]; and 
the Glenbervie Peat Bed (12 460 ± 130–12 305 ± 50), peat 
under remobilised till at Glenbervie [No 767 801].

At Howe of Byth [NJ 822 471] the Thinfolds Peat Bed, 
up to 1 m thick, lies within a shallow basin on the surface of 
the Byth Till Formation. Pollen analysis shows typical late 
Glacial (windermere) Interstadial pollen assemblages, sup-
ported by a radiocarbon age determination of about 11.3 ka 
BP (sRR-4830) (Hall et al., 1995a; Merritt et al., 2003). 
The peat is overlain by about 1 m of cryoturbated gravel, 
the Todholes Gravel Bed.

4.6.3 Northern Highlands and Argyll Catchments 
Subgroup

The Northern Highlands and Argyll catchments subgroup 
of the Britannia catchments Group includes all of the late-
glacial and post-glacial deposits within river catchments of 
the Northern Highlands and Argyll (Figures 4 and 9, Tables 
6 and 9). The subgroup contains a similar suite of deposits to 
those of the Grampian catchments subgroup, but the drainage 
basins of the rivers are much less extensive than those of the 
cromarty area. Few of the Northern Highland sequences have 
been surveyed in detail, but it is recommended that typical flu-
vial-lacustrine-organic sequences of each the major river sys-
tems (such as those within the Helmsdale and Halladale river 
catchments) are assigned formation status (Figure 9). late 
devensian and Holocene deposits in smaller adjacent catch-
ments may also be assigned to these formations. currently 
one formal unit has been established. organic (peat), aeolian 
(blown sand) and mass movement (head) deposits are retained 
as lithogenetic units of the Britannia catchments Group.

Name
Northern Highlands and Argyll catchments subgroup 
(NHc) (after McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
sand, gravel, silt, and clay. clasts are derived from sedi-
mentary, metamorphic and igneous rocks cropping out in 
the northern and western Highlands and Argyll.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
longman Gravel Formation; currently mainly lithogenetic 
units (Tables 6 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valleys of the northern and western Highlands, 
western Grampians and Argyll.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with units of the Northwest 
Highlands Glacigenic subgroup, the central Grampian 

Glacigenic subgroup, the Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup, and with bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, but units of this subgroup 
locally interfinger with units of the British coastal deposits 
Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of fluvial (alluvium, river terrace) and associated 
organic and lacustrine deposits.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
The northern and western Highlands, western Grampians 
and Argyll.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

4.6.3.1 lOngMan gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
longman Gravel Formation (lNGR) (after Peacock, 1977, 
Merritt et al., 1995, and Fletcher et al., 1996).

Lithology
cobble gravel with sand and clay, and sparse shell frag-
ments.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 9).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: site investigation boreholes (570 l3–11 
and M1–6) (BGs Registered Nos. NH64sw16839 and 
NH64Nw17718 suffixes 1–7 [NH 687 455–NH 662 478] 
drilled along the line of the Kessock Bridge, Inverness 
(Merritt et al., 1995).

Lower and upper boundaries
An undulating, channelled and erosional unconformable 
contact with the underlying clayey silt and fine-grained 
sand of the Kessock Bridge silt Formation.

The present ground surface or a sharp, generally planar, 
erosional and unconformable contact with the overlying 
Holocene raised beach deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
deltaic deposit.

Thickness
About 30 m.

Distribution and extent
The area around the Inner Moray Firth and Beauly Firth, 
Inverness. BGs sheet scotland 87w (Fortrose).

Age
late devensian, loch lomond stadial (MIs 2–1).

4.6.4 Catchments of the Scottish islands

Fluvial, organic, lacustrine and mass movement sediments 
of the scottish islands are currently informally defined 
within the Britannia catchments Group. A possible early 
devensian peat bed, the Toa Galson Bed (Table 9), over-
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lain by interbedded succession of sand, diamicton and 
sand and gravel, is described from a cliff section [NB 448 
600] on the west coast of the Isle of lewis (sutherland and 
walker, 1984; sutherland, p.106, in Bowen, 1999). Mid 
devensian organic deposits (the Tolsta Head Member of 

the lewis Formation of sutherland, p. 106 in Bowen, 1999) 
at Tolsta Head [NB 5572 4682] on the east coast of lewis 
are unconformably overlain by diamicton of the Port Beag 
Till Formation (section 4.4.2.2) (Gordon and sutherland, 
1993b).
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The oldest superficial deposits of this district are of glacigenic 
origin and of pre-late devensian age (caledonia Glacigenic 
Group): the most extensive deposits relate to the late 
devensian including the loch lomond stadial. deposits of 
the Britannia catchments Group and British coastal deposits 
Group range in age from late devensian to Holocene.

The stratigraphical framework is based on the research 
of Rolfe (1966), dickson et al. (1976), Rose (1981), Rose 
et al. (1988), Browne and McMillan (1989), and Hall et 
al. (1998) in west–central scotland, Jardine et al. (1988) 
in Ayrshire, Kirby (1968, 1969a,b), Francis et al. (1970), 
Browne et al. (1984) and Barras and Paul (1999) in the 
Forth valley and Paterson et al. (1981) and Armstrong et 
al. (1985) in the Tay–earn area. one of the difficulties 
with the Geological society’s Revised correlation report 
for the region (sutherland, pp. 107–114 in Bowen 1999) is 
that some all-embracing formations (e.g. the clyde valley 
Formation of sutherland, p. 109 in Bowen, 1999 — rede-
fined in the present report to include only fluvial and 
related organic deposits: section 5.3.2.1) are not useful 
for mapping purposes. This account favours a systematic 
modification of previously proposed formations, which it is 
considered will be of use for correlation.

5.1 CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

Most of the glacigenic and meltwater deposits relate to the 
Main late devensian Glaciation, sourced predominantly 
from the Grampian Highlands, Rannoch Moor in the west 
and, to a lesser extent the cairngorms in the east. A subsidi-
ary southerly source from the southern uplands is recog-
nised in parts of Midlothian and lanarkshire (Mccall and 
Goodlet, 1952; McMillan et al., 1981). Formations of four 
glacigenic subgroups are established.

5.1.1 Mearns Glacigenic Subgroup

The Mearns Glacigenic subgroup (Tables 8, 10 and 11; 
Figures 5 and 6) (Mearns drift Group of Merritt et al., 
2003) is restricted to strathmore and Angus and comprises 
interbedded diamictons, glaciolacustrine silts and clays, and 
glaciofluvial sands and gravels that are all typically vivid 
reddish brown in colour. sutherland (p. 114 in Bowen, 
1999) referred all of the deposits to members of the Mill of 
Forest Formation. The clasts are mostly derived from the 
devonian conglomerates and andesitic volcanic rocks of 
strathmore, whereas till matrices and fine-grained deposits 
are derived mainly from devonian sandstones and mud-
stones. The subgroup broadly equates with the southern 
outcrop of the ‘Red series’ of Bremner (1916), sutherland 
(1984), Hall and connell (1991) and sutherland and 
Gordon (1993). The deposits were laid down by, or at the 
margins of, late devensian ice that flowed north-eastwards 
into the North sea basin from strathmore.

Name
Mearns Glacigenic subgroup (MdR) (after McMillan et al., 
2005; devensian formations of the Mearns drift Group of 
Merritt et al., 2003).

Lithology
Till, sand and gravel and laminated silt composed princi-
pally of decomposed silurian and devonian rocks and asso-
ciated with deposition from glacial ice of the strathmore 
ice-stream.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into three formations: sections 5.1.1.1–5.1.1.3 
and Tables 8, 10 and 11.

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformably overlain by Holocene 
deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
very variable, generally 5–10 m, but in excess of 24 m 
proved in boreholes.

Distribution and extent
strathmore, east of Perth, and as isolated spreads along the 
coast between stonehaven and the mouth of the River dee.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

5.1.1.1 Mill Of fORest till fORMatiOn

Name
Mill of Forest Till Formation (MFT) (after Merritt et al., 
2003, p. 129).

Lithology
sandy diamicton, red-brown with clasts predominantly of 
devonian rocks.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Arbikie diamicton Member (ARBI) (Tables 8, 10 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: River cliff on the north side of the carron 
water [No 8617 8545–No 8624 8532], 200 m downstream 
(east) of Mill of Forest Farm, stonehaven.

Reference section: BGs trial pit, reference number 
No77Nw1 [No 7110 7897], about 320 m south-west of 
drumelzie Farm, near Auchenblae, 0.3–3.8 m depth.

Reference section: BGs trial pit, reference number 
No77Ne11 [No 7805 7966], 250 m north-east of east 
Mondynes, 0.3–3.2 m depth.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on pre-late devensian deposits or bedrock. 
The Burn of Benholm Peat Bed (BBP) is in tectonic con-
tact with the overlying diamicton of the Mill of Forest Till 

5 Midland valley of scotland
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Formation and rests with tectonic contact on the Benholm 
clay Formation (Figure 6).

Generally conformably overlain by ury silts Formation and 
drumlithie sand and Gravel Formation (Figure 6).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
very variable, generally 5–8 m, up to 7 m exposed at type 
section.

Distribution and extent
Howe of Mearns area and flanking the coastline between 
stonehaven and the mouth of the River dee.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

Arbikie Diamicton Member (ARBI)

The Arbikie diamicton Member comprises up to 1.3 m of 
red-brown, silty clayey, stony sand diamicton. It overlies 
reddish brown, pebbly sand (un-named) or rests unconform-
ably on bedrock.

5.1.1.2 uRy silts fORMatiOn

Name
ury silts Formation (usI) (after Merritt et al., 2003, p. 129).

Lithology
laminated silt and clay, generally red-brown.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8, 10 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: cliff exposure [No 8300 7350], 550 m 
south of Pitcorry Farmhouse, Inverbervie.

Reference section: BGs borehole Registered No. 
No88Nw13 [No 8389 8514] at craigie’s wood, 
stonehaven, from 6.5–12.8 m depth in borehole.

Partial type section: BGs borehole Registered No. 
No88Ne4 [No 8557 8897], 20 m west of the Houff of ury, 
stonehaven, from 14.5–18.5 m depth in borehole.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally conformable on Mill of Forest Till Formation.

Generally overlain conformably by the drumlithie sand 
and Gravel Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposit.

Thickness
very variable, generally 3–4 m; 7.7 m proved in boreholes.

Distribution and extent
Howe of Mearns area and flanking the coastline between 
stonehaven and the mouth of the River dee.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

5.1.1.3 dRuMlitHie sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name

drumlithie sand and Gravel Formation (dsG) (after Merritt 
et al., 2003, p. 129).

Lithology
sand and gravel, red-brown, with clasts predominantly of 
devonian sandstone, mudstone and andesite. locally with 
lenses of silt and clay.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8, 10 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: British Geological survey borehole 
Registered No. No78se4 [No 7848 8066], at orchard Hill, 
drumlithie, from 0.3–3.4 m depth in borehole.

Reference section: British Geological survey borehole 
Registered No. No77Ne1 [No 7526 7888] at causeywell 
Brae, about 2.2 km east of Auchenblae, from 0.1–23.5 m 
depth in borehole.

Partial type section: Kaim of clearymuir Gravel Pit 
[No 7983 8149], 1.3 km east-north-east of drumlithie 
crossroads.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock or the lunan clay Member of 
the errol clay Formation. elsewhere the unit is conforma-
ble on Mill of Forest Till Formation or ury silts Formation.

either at the ground surface or unconformably overlain by 
Holocene deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial sand and gravel.

Thickness
very variable, generally 5–10 m; more than 23 m proved 
in boreholes.

Distribution and extent
Howe of Mearns area and flanking the coastline between 
stonehaven and the mouth of the River dee.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

5.1.2 Midland Valley Glacigenic Subgroup

The Midland valley Glacigenic subgroup (Tables 8 and 
11; Figures 10a and 10b) extends over most of the Midland 
valley of scotland. It comprises glacial, glaciofluvial and 
glaciolacustrine formations of mainly late devensian 
age. deposits associated with the loch lomond stadial 
glaciers emanating from the southern Grampian Highlands 
are referred to the central Grampian Glacigenic Group 
(section 5.1.3). The deposits of west-central scotland 
including the clyde valley and loch lomond district 
have been the subject of detailed research over the past 
forty years (e.g. Rolfe, 1966; Rose and letzer, 1977; 
Jardine, 1980; Rose, 1981; Jardine et al., 1988; Browne and 
McMillan, 1989; Finlayson et al., 2010).

Name
Midland valley Glacigenic subgroup (MvG) (after 
McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Till (diamicton), sand, gravel, silt and clay. The deposits 
contain clasts derived predominantly from carboniferous 
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to Permian sedimentary rocks (sandstone, siltstone, and 
mudstone) and volcanic and intrusive rocks (basalt, micro-
diorite) of the Midland valley of scotland with varying 
but minor proportions of dalradian metasedimentary rocks 
(metasandstone, metapelite) and caledonian igneous rocks 
(granite, granodiorite, and gabbro). In contrast to the 
Mearns Glacigenic subgroup of the strathmore Basin, with 
red tills dominated by clasts and matrix of devonian origin, 
the Midland valley Glacigenic subgroup tills have char-
acteristically grey and brownish grey matrices. However, 
locally they can be red where the diamictons are derived 
from red sandstone or reddened measures (e.g. upper coal 
Measures, Permian strata and small outcrops of devonian 
rocks).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into seven formations: sections 5.1.2.1–5.1.2.7 
and Tables 8 and 11.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: the Midland valley of scotland.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with bedrock. Pre-Ipswichian 
Quaternary deposits are not proven within the Midland 
valley of scotland.

unconformable contact with units of the Britannia 
catchments Group (Forth catchments subgroup, Tay 
catchments subgroup, clyde catchments subgroup) and 
the British coastal deposits Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
suite of glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine deposits. 
The sediments were deposited by or are the deglaciation 
products of ice that emanated from the western Grampian 
Highlands and streamed generally eastwards across the 
Midland valley of scotland.

Thickness
up to 100 m.

Distribution and extent
The Midland valley of scotland (most of strathclyde, 
stirlingshire, the lothians and Fife) excluding Arran. 
Approximately bounded to the south by the line of the 
southern upland Fault. units of the subgroup may occur 
locally beyond these geographical boundaries and beyond 
the approximate surface boundaries with adjacent glaci-
genic subgroups. units may also extend offshore.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

5.1.2.1 bailliestOn till fORMatiOn

on the eastern fringes of Glasgow at Baillieston subsur-
face data and temporary sections reveal deposits of the 
pre-late devensian Baillieston Till Formation (Baillieston 
Formation of Browne and McMillan, 1989; Baillieston 
Member of the clyde valley Formation of sutherland, 
p. 109 in Bowen, 1999). In temporary sections at the 
Baillieston M8 Motorway Interchange it consists of up to 
14 m of stiff to hard, reddish brown till.

Name
Baillieston Till Formation (BNTI) (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
The typical lithology is a till (diamicton), composed of 
isolated boulders, gravel and pebbles in a matrix of sandy 
silty clay. The more elongated clasts are preferentially 
orientated and the deposit usually has systematic sets of 
joints. The deposit is of a stiff to hard consistency and low 
plasticity. In general the colour of the till reflects that of the 
local bedrock so may be totally different from one area to 
the next and can be reddish brown (devonian and upper 
coal Measures) or brownish grey or black (carboniferous).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: clyde valley between erskine Bridge [Ns 450 
730] and Baillieston Interchange [Ns 700 640].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformity or glacial deformation boundary on bedrock 
or on assumed older (usually unclassified) Quaternary 
strata.

unconformity or glacial deformation boundary below 
younger Quaternary strata. where data are available the 
Baillieston Till Formation is seen to be overlain by the 
Broomhill clay Formation and/or the cadder sand and 
Gravel Formation or the wilderness Till Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
From a veneer to over 20 m.

Distribution and extent
Glasgow area.

Age
early devensian (MIs ?4).

5.1.2.2 bROOMHill clay fORMatiOn

Glaciolacustrine sediments of the Broomhill clay Formation 
(Broomhill Formation of Browne and McMillan, 1989; 
Broomhill Member of the clyde valley Formation of 
sutherland, p. 109 in Bowen, 1999) have been proved 
in several boreholes and in temporary sections for the 
Baillieston M8 Motorway Interchange.

Name
Broomhill clay Formation (BRll) (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
The typical lithology is thinly-bedded silty clay with wisps, 
laminae and bands of silt and, locally, sand. The deposit 
is reddish brown in colour with grey or buff silt and sand. 
Isolated clasts up to 14 cm mean diameter are present and 
are considered to be drop-stones. The deposit is of a hard to 
stiff consistency and medium to high plasticity. Thin diam-
icton bands and patches occur locally, with some graded 
bedding (turbidity flows) and microfaulting. laminations 
are probably varves, and, if so, together represent 600–1000 
years of sedimentation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 11).
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Type area/Reference section
Type section: The erskine Bridge Borehole [Ns 4634 
7251], BGs Registered No. Ns47se 18 (Browne and 
McMillan, 1989, fig. 11) contains the standard section for 
the Broomhill clay Formation (from 16.31–32.75 m depth). 
Its stratigraphical position between the Baillieston and 
wilderness till formations is clearly established here (see 
also Browne and McMillan, 1989, figs. 3B and d).

Type section: Broomhill Park Borehole No.2 [Ns 5985 
6650] (Browne and McMillan, 1989; Forsyth et al., 1996).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformity on older Quaternary strata such as the 
Baillieston Till Formation or bedrock, or a glacial deforma-
tion boundary.

unconformably overlain by younger Quaternary strata 
or most commonly a glacial deformation boundary with 
the overlying glacial diamicton of the wilderness Till 
Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposit.

Thickness
From a veneer to over 15 m.

Distribution and extent
Glasgow area.

Age
early devensian (?MIs 4).

5.1.2.3 caddeR sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

In the Kelvin valley and under western Glasgow thick 
deposits of sand and gravel referred to the cadder sand 
and Gravel Formation (cadder Formation of Browne and 
McMillan, 1989; cadder Member of the clyde valley 
Formation of sutherland, p.109 in Bowen, 1999) occur 
under the wilderness Till Formation formed during the Main 
late devensian Glaciation. An age of 27 550 + 1370/-1680 
14c BP on a humerus of woolly rhinoceros (Coelodonta 
antiquitatis) was obtained from a fine-grained sand bed 
within the formation at wilderness Pit [Ns 60060 72297], 
Bishopbriggs (Rolfe, 1966). This age was questioned by 
sutherland (1984). A new AMs radiocarbon determination 
of 35 864–34 675 cal BP on the humerus from wilderness 
Pit, following ultrafiltration pre-treatment, indicates that 
western central scotland was ice-free at this time (Jacobi 
et al., 2009).

Name
cadder sand and Gravel Formation (cAdR) (after Browne 
and McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
The typical lithological assemblages consist of mainly 
framework-supported bouldery gravel and sand, and coarse 
to fine-grained, locally pebbly, sand with silt. In a geotech-
nical sense, the deposits are usually dense to very dense. 
Much of the gravel is thickly-bedded and trough cross-
bedded in sets up to 3 m thick. These interfinger with sands. 
The sands are trough cross-bedded, ripple-laminated and 
horizontally laminated.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Temporary sections at wilderness Plantation 
north of Bishopbriggs [Ns 6050 7200–Ns 3410 7768].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformity on bedrock or on older unnamed Quaternary 
strata or the Baillieston Till Formation.

unconformity or glacial deformation boundary below 
younger devensian till deposits, mainly the wilderness Till 
Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposit.

Thickness
From a veneer to more than 45 m.

Distribution and extent
central scotland, related to ice streams sourced in the 
Highlands (in contrast to the southern uplands); currently 
identified in the Glasgow area.

Age
Possible early devensian (MIs 4).

5.1.2.4 WildeRness till fORMatiOn

The till sheet of the wilderness Till Formation (wilderness 
Till of Rose, 1981 and Rose et al., 1988; wilderness 
Formation of Browne and McMillan, 1989; wilderness 
Member of the clyde valley Formation of sutherland, 
p. 109 in Bowen, 1999) may be correlated across much of 
west–central scotland. Following the classification of Rose et 
al. (1988), the wilderness Till Formation is named after the 
wilderness Plantation, north of Bishopbriggs [Ns 605 720] 
(Browne and McMillan, 1989; Hall et al., 1998). In this area 
the formation comprises a hard, reddish brown, sandy, silty 
diamicton which rests with stepped but low-angle discon-
formity on a thick series of cross-bedded sands and gravels 
of the cadder sand and Gravel Formation (section 5.1.2.3).

Name
wilderness Till Formation (wITI) (after Rose, 1981, Rose 
et al., 1988, and Browne and McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
The typical lithology is a till (diamicton) composed of isolat-
ed boulders, cobbles, gravel and pebbles in a matrix of sandy 
silty clay. The more elongate clasts are preferentially ori-
ented and the deposits usually have systematic sets of joints. 
It is of a hard to stiff consistency and low plasticity. The 
colour varies, depending upon that of the local bedrock, and 
can be reddish brown (devonian and upper coal Measures), 
brownish grey or black (carboniferous) and also greenish 
grey (Highland metamorphic rocks). Minor features include 
pockets and bands of medium-grained sand and laminated 
clay bands up to 10 cm thick. In the cadder area, tempo-
rary sections revealed that the diamicton is locally graded, 
displaying both upward and downward coarsening of the 
dispersed pebble to boulder-sized clasts. At Baillieston, the 
till includes slices (one of considerable size, estimated to 
be tens of metres long and up to 10 m thick) of laminated 
clay sandwiched between two discordant planes (low angle 
thrusts) near the base of the formation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Auchenwinsey Till Member and eglinton shelly Till 
Member. Tables 8 and 11.
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Type area/Reference section
Type section: Temporary sections at wilderness Plantation 
[Ns 6050 7200–Ns 3410 7768], north of Bishopbriggs.

Reference section: BGs Bellshill Borehole [Ns 7304 
6161], BGs Registered No. Ns76sw 451.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformity or glacial deformation boundary on bedrock 
or on older Quaternary strata, e.g. the cadder sand and 
Gravel Formation.

unconformity below younger Quaternary strata, or a gla-
cial deformation boundary that is partly represented by the 
upper surface of drumlinoid landforms. These landforms 
are commonly seen at surface but may also form buried 
features in the Glasgow conurbation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
commonly drumlinoid landforms.

Thickness
up to over 30 m.

Distribution and extent
onshore, central scotland, related to ice streams sourced in 
the Highlands (in contrast to the southern uplands) during 
the dimlington stadial; Glasgow area, Ayrshire, stirling, 
clackmannan, Tayside, north and south lanarkshire, 
lothians and edinburgh, Fife.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

Two members of the wilderness Till Formation are 
defined in central Ayrshire (see also section 5.1.2.7)..

eglintOn sHelly till MeMbeR (esHti)

The organic deposits of the sourlie organic silt Formation 
(section 5.3.1.1) are overlain by up to 3.5 m of pinkish 
brown, very stiff, pebbly sandy silty clayey diamicton con-
taining clasts of local sandstone, mudstone, coal and dol-
erite, ‘far-travelled sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic 
rocks’ and shell fragments, including sparse paired valves 
of marine molluscs yielding late devensian amino acid 
ratios (Jardine et al., 1988). This unit (eglinton Member 
of the sourlie Formation of sutherland, p. 109 in Bowen, 
1999), is here named the eglinton shelly Till Member of 
the wilderness Till Formation. It is similar to the shelly 
lodgement tills of Ayrshire. It is probably a deformation till, 
which elsewhere contains rafts of cold-water marine silts 
and clays, notably at Afton lodge.

aucHenWinsey till MeMbeR (aWti)

The uppermost glacigenic unit at sourlie comprises up to 
12 m of stiff, dark grey ‘lodgement till’ of similar com-
position to the littlestone Till Formation, but containing 
relatively more basic igneous rock types. This unit (upper 
grey diamicton of Jardine et al., 1988; Auchenwinsey 
Member of the sourlie Formation of sutherland, p. 109 
in Bowen, 1999) is named here as the Auchenwinsey Till 
Member of the wilderness Till Formation. It forms most of 
the drumlin into which the opencast site was excavated and 
its base is defined by a ‘convex-upwards erosion surface’ 
(Jardine et al., 1988) that crosses both the eglinton shelly 
Till Member and littlestone Till Formation to lie directly 
on bedrock.

5.1.2.5 bROOMHOuse sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

In the valleys of the Kelvin water and River clyde gla-
ciofluvial sand and gravel and glaciolacustrine deposits 
associated with deglaciation during the late devensian are 
referred to the Broomhouse sand and Gravel Formation 
(Broomhouse Formation of Browne and McMillan, 1989; 
Broomhouse Member of the clyde valley Formation of 
sutherland, pp. 109–110 in Bowen, 1999), named after the 
Broomhouse area of eastern Glasgow where it usually over-
lies the wilderness Till Formation.

Name
Broomhouse sand and Gravel Formation (BHse) (after 
Browne and McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
Three members are identified, the Greenoakhill sand and 
Gravel, Ross sand and Bellshill clay. lithological associa-
tions of the Greenoakhill sand and Gravel Member are of 
rare matrix-supported bouldery gravel with sand, common 
framework-supported bouldery gravel with sand and peb-
bly coarse- to fine-grained sand, silt and clay. The most 
abundant is sand. The unit varies from loose to very dense. 
Much of the gravel is massive to crudely bedded but planar 
beds and trough cross-bedded units are present. sands are 
planar and trough cross-bedded, and ripple and horizontally 
laminated. deformed bedding (including reverse faults and 
folds) probably marks the former contacts with dead ice. 
The Bellshill clay Member comprises silty clay with wisps, 
laminae and bands of silt, and the Ross sand Member is 
predominantly flat- and ripple-laminated, medium- to fine-
grained sand with bands of silt.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Greenoakhill sand and Gravel Member, 
Ross sand Member, and Bellshill clay Member (Tables 8 
and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Broomhouse, eastern Glasgow [Ns 650 630–Ns 
690 610].

Type section: Greenoakhill [Ns 675 625] in the 
Broomhouse–Tollcross area of Glasgow.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable boundary on bedrock or most commonly 
on older Quaternary strata particularly the wilderness Till 
Formation.

unconformable boundary below younger Quaternary strata 
such as the clyde clay Formation but also exposed at sur-
face.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
surface morphologies of the Greenoakhill sand and Gravel 
Member are of ice-contact origin (esker ridges, mounds 
and closed hollows). The Bellshill clay Member occurs as 
drapes on the sides of drumlins and in drumlin hollows, and 
the Ross sand Member as alluvial fans; both members hav-
ing formed in ice-dammed lakes.

Thickness
up to about 25 m.

Geographical limits
central scotland; Glasgow area, stirling, clackmannan, 
Tayside, north and south lanarkshire, lothians and 
edinburgh, Fife and probably also Ayrshire.
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Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial–windermere 
Interstadial (MIs 2).

deltaic sands and glaciolacustrine laminated clays of 
the clyde valley (‘lake clydesdale’ of Browne and 
McMillan, 1989) are referred respectively to the Bellshill 
clay Member and Ross sand Member of the Broomhouse 
sand and Gravel Formation. The lake clays are extensive 
and occur in tributary valleys such as that of the Avon 
water (Nickless et al., 1978).

gReenOakHill sand and gRavel MeMbeR (gOHl)

The Greenoakhill sand and Gravel Member (after the 
Broomhouse Formation of Browne and McMillan, 1989; 
Broomhouse Formation of the clyde valley Formation of 
sutherland, p. 110 in Bowen, 1999) comprises up to 25 m 
of glaciofluvial ice-contact sand and gravel in the form of 
eskers, mounds and flat-topped kames in the clyde valley.

bellsHill clay MeMbeR (bill)

The Bellshill clay Member (after the Bellshill Formation 
of Browne and McMillan, 1989; Bellshill Member of the 
clyde valley Formation of sutherland, p. 110 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises up to 10 m silty clay with wisps, laminae 
and bands of silt and locally sand. The member usually rests 
unconformably on the wilderness Till Formation.

ROss sand MeMbeR (Rssa)

The Ross sand Member (Ross Formation of Browne 
and McMillan, 1989; Ross Member of the clyde valley 
Formation of sutherland, p. 110 in Bowen, 1999) com-
prises up to 20 m of flat and ripple-laminated medium- to 
fine-grained sand with laminae and thin bands of silt. The 
member interdigitates with the Bellshill clay Member.

In central Ayrshire, deposits of the Midland valley 
Glacigenic subgroup are defined on the basis of the 
succession formerly exposed in an opencast coal site 
at sourlie [Ns 3380 4139], 3.5 km north-east of Irvine 
(Jardine et al., 1988). The lithostratigraphy established in 
this report (sections 5.1.2.4, 5.1.2.6, 5.1.2.7 and 5.3.1.1) 
is based on units A–F described by Jardine et al. (1988) 
and named by Bowen (1999) as members of his sourlie 
Formation. The site was excavated into the drumlinised 
north-western side of sourlie Hill. Thin lenses of organic 
material occurring between two units of till yielded a 
rich flora and fauna deposited within a shallow pond in 
a treeless, low-shrub to sedge-moss tundra environment, 
and included bones of woolly rhinoceros and reindeer. 
Radiocarbon dates on antler fragments, plant debris and 
bulk organic matter range between 33.5 and 29.0 ka 14c 
BP, confirming a mid-devensian age (Bos et al., 2004). 
sourlie is one of very few reliably described and sam-
pled localities in scotland where ice-free conditions can 
be proven immediately before the Main late devensian 
Glaciation; others notably include Balglass Burn (gla-
ciotectonised organic deposits referred to MIs 3), in the 
campsie Fells (Brown et al., 2006), and Tolsta Head, on 
the Isle of lewis (whittington and Hall, 2002). sourlie is 
also important because the succession includes a unit of 
shelly diamicton above the organic deposits that is cor-
related with other shelly tills in Ayrshire, placing them in 
a firm stratigraphical context.

5.1.2.6 littlestOne till fORMatiOn

The basal unit (basal grey diamicton of Jardine et al., 
1988) comprises up to 7.5 m of very stiff, dark grey, silty 
sandy stony clayey diamicton (‘lodgement till’), contain-
ing clasts of mainly local westphalian lithologies (sand-
stone, mudstone, limestone, coal), and dolerite. This unit, 
the littlestone Till Formation (littlestone Member of the 
sourlie Formation of sutherland, p.107 in Bowen, 1999), 
locally encloses deformed sheets (possible glacial rafts) of 
sand up to 7.5 m thick.

Name
littlestone Till Formation (lsTI) (Basal grey diamicton of 
Jardine et al., 1988).

Lithology
silty sandy stony clayey diamicton, very stiff, dark grey, 
containing clasts of mainly local westphalian lithologies 
(sandstone, mudstone, limestone, coal), and dolerite. locally 
enclosing deformed sheets of sand up to 7.5 m thick.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
lawthorn diamicton Member (Tables 8 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Former sourlie opencast coal site [Ns 33803 
41395], excavated into the north-west side of sourlie Hill, 
3.5 km north-east of Irvine, Ayrshire (Jardine et al., 1988).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, irregular contact with bedrock, with relief amplitude 
of 7.5 m, part controlled by faults in the bedrock.

The upper unit of the formation is a clay-rich gravel or 
clayey sand of the lawthorn diamicton Member. The 
lawthorn Member has a sharp, irregular, erosional contact 
with overlying sand and gravel of the Armsheugh sand and 
Gravel Formation with relief amplitude of about 3.5 m.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Interpreted as a lodgement till. Moundy landforms (morain-
ic deposits) are commonly associated, exposures in which 
also reveal closely related sand and gravel deposits. small 
drumlins have locally been sculpted into the till sheet.

Thickness
up to 7.5 m.

Distribution and extent
Probably widespread in west central scotland.

Age
early devensian (MIs 4) or mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 
6 or earlier).

laWtHORn diaMictOn MeMbeR (ltnd)

The littlestone Till Formation is overlain by up to 3.5 m of 
unstratified, clay-rich gravel and clayey sand interpreted as 
an ‘ablation deposit’ by Jardine et al. (1988), now consid-
ered to be debris flow deposits. This unit is named as the 
lawthorn diamicton Member (lawthorn Member of the 
sourlie Formation of sutherland, pp. 107–109 in Bowen, 
1999) of the littlestone Till Formation. The age of these 
two units is not known. They are assumed to have been 
deposited during an early devensian glaciation, but they 
could be older.
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5.1.2.7 aRMsHeugH sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

The lawthorn diamicton Member is overlain by up to 5.5 m 
of partially cross-stratified sand and gravel, the Armsheugh 
sand and Gravel Formation (Armsheugh Member of the 
sourlie Formation of sutherland, p. 109 in Bowen, 1999), 
which is interpreted by Jardine et al. (1988) to have formed 
as glaciofluvial outwash. It could, however, have formed in 
a periglacial environment by reworking of glacial material. 

Name
Armsheugh sand and Gravel Formation (AHsG) (after 
Jardine et al., 1988).

Lithology
sand and gravel, horizontal and cross-stratified.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Former sourlie opencast coal site [Ns 33803 
41395], excavated into the north-west side of sourlie Hill, 
3.5 km north-east of Irvine, Ayrshire (Jardine et al., 1988).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, irregular, erosional contact with underlying clay-rich 
gravel or clayey sand of the lawthorn diamicton Member, 
with relief amplitude of about 3.5 m.

sharp, conformable contact with laminated sand and organ-
ic-rich clay and silt of the sourlie organic silt Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial outwash deposit interpreted to represent 
longitudinal bars of proximal to medial reaches of a glaci-
ofluvial outwash fan (Jardine et al., 1988).

Thickness
up to 5.5 m.

Distribution and extent
Probably local to west Ayrshire.

Age
early devensian (MIs 4) or possibly mid-Pleistocene (MIs 
6 or earlier).

Mid-devensian organic deposits, named here as the Sourlie 
Organic Silt Formation (Redburn Member of the sourlie 
Formation of sutherland, p. 109 in Bowen, 1999) of the 
Britannia catchments Group (section 5.3.1.1), occupy shal-
low depressions within the surface of the sand and gravel. 
The sourlie organic silt Formation is locally capped by 
laminated sand.

Two members of the wilderness Till Formation are 
defined in central Ayrshire, where they occur in the top-
most part of the succession at sourlie (section 5.1.2.4).

5.1.3 Central Grampian Glacigenic Subgroup

Glacigenic deposits associated with the loch lomond 
stadial glaciers of loch lomond, Menteith and callander 
are referred to the central Grampian Glacigenic subgroup 
(section 4.4.6). Formal units defined after Browne and 
McMillan (1989) include the Gartocharn Till Formation 
(Gartocharn Member of the clyde valley Formation of 
sutherland, p. 111 in Bowen, 1999), glaciolacustrine clays 
and silts of the Blane Water Silt Formation (Blane valley 

laminated silts and clays of Rose, 1981; Blane Member of 
the clyde valley Formation of sutherland, p. 111 in Bowen, 
1999), and outwash sand and gravel of the Drumbeg Sand 
and Gravel Formation (drumbeg Member of the clyde 
valley Formation of sutherland, p. 111 in Bowen, 1999).

These deposits occur within the type area of the 
loch lomond stadial. The BGs borehole at Mains of 
Kilmaronock (section 5.1.3.1) is a possible type locality 
for this stadial although Gordon (chapter 13 in Gordon and 
sutherland, 1993a) notes that three localities on the south 
shore of loch lomond about 6 km north-east of Balloch, 
at Portnellan [Ns 404 873], Ross Priory [Ns 413 876] and 
claddochside [Ns 427 878], illustrate important aspects of 
the late Glacial and Holocene history of the loch lomond 
area.

5.1.3.1 gaRtOcHaRn till fORMatiOn

Name
Gartocharn Till Formation (GATI) (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
The Gartocharn Till Formation is of variable lithology 
reflecting the extremes of deposition by terminal ice front 
deformation to sub-glacial lodgement processes. At the 
reference section the deposit is a brown to dark brownish 
grey silty clayey diamicton with dark sulphide patches and 
marine shells. The clay is massive and contains isolated 
pebbles, gravel and boulders, and knots of sand. It is stiff–
hard and of medium–high plasticity and is characterised by 
joints and low angle thrust surfaces. The combined char-
acteristics reflect the nature of the linwood clay Member 
(clyde clay Formation) that has been glacially reworked 
by advancing ice.

elsewhere, inboard from the terminal moraine, the till is 
a more typical, glacial lodgement diamicton composed of 
boulders, gravel and pebbles in a sandy silty clay matrix. 
The constituent clasts are of two general types: a) locally 
derived rocks of devonian and carboniferous ages from the 
Midland valley, and b) more generally in the Highlands, 
dalradian metamorphic rocks. Quaternary marine shells are 
locally incorporated.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: loch lomond Basin within the limits of the 
loch lomond stadial ice-sheet [Ns 448 883–Ns 389 800].

Reference section: The BGs Mains of Kilmaronock 
Borehole (BGs Registered No. Ns48Nw3) [Ns 4483 8829] 
(28.07–32.99 m depth) (Browne and McMillan, 1989).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformity or glacial deformation boundary on older 
Quaternary strata such as the linwood clay Member and 
the wilderness Till Formation, also on bedrock. complex 
relationships laterally with the lacustrine sediments of Blane 
water silt Formation and deltaic/lacustrine sediments of the 
drumbeg sand and Gravel Formation (forming part of the 
loch lomond stadial Terminal Moraine complex in the 
leven and endrick valleys in the loch lomond basin).

unconformity below younger Quaternary strata or glacial 
deformation boundary. where data are available the till of 
the Gartocharn Till Formation is overlain by the drumbeg 
sand and Gravel Formation and by the Buchanan clay 
Member (clyde clay Formation) in the loch lomond area.
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Landform description and genetic interpretation
Moundy landforms (morainic deposits) are commonly asso-
ciated landforms, exposures in which also reveal closely 
related sand and gravel deposits. small drumlins have 
locally been sculpted into the till sheet.

Thickness
up to over 6 m.

Distribution and extent
loch lomond and the Trossachs.

Age
late devensian, loch lomond stadial (MIs 2–1).

5.1.3.2 blane WateR silt fORMatiOn

Name
Blane water silt Formation (BlAw) (after Rose, 1981, and 
Browne and McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
The typical lithology is of regular interbedded clay and silt 
forming varves with dark coloured tops. The clays are silty, 
reddish brown and brownish grey, with grey silt, some sand 
layers and wisps, and thin beds of diamicton up to 7 cm 
thick. The clay is firm–stiff and of medium–high plasticity. 
Isolated stones up to 2 cm are interpreted as drop-stones.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: loch lomond Basin within the limits of the 
loch lomond stadial ice-sheet [Ns 448 883–Ns 389 800].

Reference section: BGs Gartness Borehole [Ns 4973 
8672] BGs Registered No. Ns48Ne2, 10.17–23.55 m 
(Browne and McMillan, 1989).

Reference section: BGs Killearn Borehole 
[Ns 5100 8467] BGs Registered No. Ns58sw3, 0.5–
15.61 m (Browne and McMillan, 1989).

Lower and upper boundaries
The formation rests with angular unconformity on older 
Quaternary sediments including the Gartocharn Till 
Formation inside the loch lomond stadial ice limit and 
outside on the wilderness Till Formation (Midland valley 
Glacigenic subgroup). In strathblane the formation rests 
on members of the clyde clay Formation (British coastal 
deposits Group).

The formation is overlain conformably and by glaciotecton-
ically emplaced younger sediments of the drumbeg sand 
and Gravel Formation and Gartocharn Till Formation in the 
endrick valley outside and at the loch lomond stadial ice 
limit. In strathblane it is exposed at the surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
lithological associations of the formation are consistent 
with deposition of muds on a lake bottom in contact and 
near to glacier ice.

Thickness
From a veneer to over 15 m.

Distribution and extent
Recognised in the lower endrick valley near its confluence 
with loch lomond and in the Blane water valley above 
strathblane.

Age
late devensian, loch lomond stadial (MIs 2–1).

5.1.3.3 dRuMbeg sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
drumbeg sand and Gravel Formation (dRBG) (after Rose, 
1981 and Browne and McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
sand, reddish-brown or orange, fine- to medium-grained, 
with silt or sand and clay layers, and abundant shelly layers 
derived from older units; pebbly, and with diamicton layers 
near the top.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: BGs Gartness Borehole [Ns 4973 8672] 
BGs Registered No. Ns48Ne2, 0.5–10.17 m depth (Browne 
and McMillan, 1989).

Partial type section: drumbeg Gravel Pit [Ns 484 882] 
(Rose, 1981; Browne and McMillan, 1989; Phillips et al., 
2002).

Lower and upper boundaries
The formation interdigitates with clays and silts of the 
Blane water silt Member (Gartocharn Till Formation).

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
deltaic deposits in contact with active and decaying glacier 
ice.

Thickness
About 10 m.

Distribution and extent
stirlingshire near, at and within the limits of the loch 
lomond stadial ice-sheet in the endrick, Blane and leven 
valleys.

Age
late devensian, loch lomond stadial (MIs 2–1).

5.1.4 Southern Uplands Glacigenic Subgroup

The southern uplands Glacigenic subgroup (after McMillan 
et al., 2005; section 6.1.1) includes deposits of southern 
uplands provenance on the southern margin of the Midland 
valley in south lanarkshire and parts of Midlothian. In the 
lothians the wilderness Till Formation (Midland valley 
Glacigenic subgroup) of west–central scotland may be 
correlated with the lower till unit (the Park Burn Member 
of the Forth–Teith Formation of sutherland, p. 113 in 
Bowen, 1999) of the Roslin multiple till–sand succession 
(Kirby, 1968, 1969a,b) of the North esk valley, Midlothian. 
some authors (e.g. Mccall and Goodlet, 1952) consider 
the upper till unit (Roslin Till of Kirby, 1968, 1969a; 
Roslin upper Boulder clay of Mitchell and Mykura, 1962; 
Roslin Member of the Forth–Teith Formation of sutherland 
p. 113 in Bowen, 1999; Table 11) to have been depos-
ited by re-advancing ice from the southern uplands. This 
might establish it as a formation in the southern uplands 
Glacigenic subgroup. others (Martin, 1981) modelled the 
entire sequence as a product of a single easterly-moving 
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late devensian ice-sheet which incorporated an element of 
southern uplands-derived material.

southerly derived glacigenic deposits, which poten-
tially could also be ascribed to the southern uplands 
Glacigenic subgroup, occur in the dolphinton and Biggar 
areas (Mccall and Goodlet, 1952; McMillan et al., 1981; 
shaw and Merritt, 1982) and also in parts of the suc-
cessions exposed in the valley of the Keith water, east 
lothian (Gordon, 1993b) and River Nith, Ayrshire (Holden, 
1977a,b; Holden and Jardine, 1980; sutherland, 1993). The 
extensive deposits of kamiform sand and gravel and associ-
ated diamictons of the carstairs area of south lanarkshire 
have variously been ascribed as the products of ice-sheets 
originating from the Grampians (charlesworth, 1926a, b) 
and the southern uplands (Gregory, 1915; Goodlet, 1964). 
However, although carstairs deposits contain a component 
of southern uplands-derived material (laxton and Nickless, 
1980) lithologies are dominated by locally-derived rock 
types more appropriately correlated with formations within 
the Midland valley Glacigenic subgroup.

5.2 BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

5.2.1 Formations of the British Coastal Deposits 
Group

Formations of the British coastal deposits Group are estab-
lished for marine and raised marine deposits of devensian–
Holocene age for the Midland valley of scotland (including 
the Tay and Forth estuaries) and west–central scotland 
(including the Glasgow district, the Firth of clyde and 
Ayrshire).

5.2.1.1 aftOn lOdge clay fORMatiOn

Name
Afton lodge clay Formation (AFTl) (after Gordon, 1993a; 
see also smith, 2002 and smith et al., in prep. 2009).

Lithology
stiff, calcareous, grey, silty clay with well-dispersed small 
pebbles, shells, foraminiferids, ostracods and inclusions of 
diamicton, sand and gravel. The clay is generally massive, 
although locally laminated with concentrations of dark min-
erals and/or organic material. The lenses of diamicton, sand 
and gravel are sparse and disrupted in deformation zones 
within a metre or so of the upper boundary.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: Trial pit (No. 2) [Ns 4158 2586] exca-
vated 200 m south-south-east of shawwood Farm, Ayrshire 
(smith et al., in prep. 2009).

Partial type section: Auger hole sunk into the bed of the 
ladykirk Burn at the confluence with an un-named minor 
tributary joining the main stream from the south [Ns 4156 
2584], of 200 m north-north-east of Afton lodge, Ayrshire 
(smith et al., in prep. 2009).

Lower and upper boundaries
Not observed, probably unconformable directly on bed-
rock, but possibly a gradational glaciotectonic contact with 
underlying till.

either a sharp, concavo-convex to planar boundary with 
overlying reddish brown, sandy, silty clay with scattered 

cobbles (Auchenwinsey Till Member of the wilderness Till 
Formation; section 5.1.2.4), or a gradational, glaciotectonic 
boundary involving intercalation and intermixing with the 
overlying till.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine deposits. The foraminiferal and dinoflagellate cyst 
associations present in the clay both indicate a cold, but 
not fully glacial estuarine environment. The deposit is 
very likely to have been ice-rafted from an original posi-
tion nearer to the coast to the west or from the Firth of 
clyde.

Thickness
Greater than 5 m.

Distribution and extent
south Ayrshire.

Age
Mid-devensian (MIs 3). Two samples of benthonic 
foraminiferids from near the top of the sequence have yield-
ed a conventional Radiocarbon age of 41 002 ± 803 years 
BP. The calculated calendar age is 45 605 ± 731 years BP 
(a minimum mid-devensian age) (smith et al., in prep. 
2009).

5.2.1.2 eRROl clay fORMatiOn

In the eastern Midland valley (stirlingshire, east coast 
and Tay and Forth estuaries), late devensian (dimlington 
stadial) glaciomarine deposits are represented by the 
errol clay Formation (Peacock, 1999) (section 4.5.1.1) 
of which the lunan clay Member crops out in the lunan 
and Brothock valleys, Angus. The loanhead clay Member 
(loanhead Beds of Browne et al., 1984; loanhead Member 
of the Forth–Teith Formation of sutherland p. 113 in 
Bowen, 1999), currently undefined in the BGs lexicon 
(Table 11), may also represent early marine sedimentation 
during deglaciation.

lunan clay MeMbeR (lcl)

The lunan clay Member comprises up to 11 m of red, 
laminated plastic clay with laminae of very fine-grained 
sand. AMs radiocarbon dates of 17 065 and 17 720 years 
BP on marine fauna were reported by Mccabe et al. (2007). 
The lunan clay rests with a sharp conformable contact on 
gravel (un-named) and is unconformably overlain by the 
drumlithie sand and Gravel Formation (Mearns Glacigenic 
subgroup) (section 5.1.1.3).

5.2.1.3 clyde clay fORMatiOn

In the west–central part of the Midland valley, glacioma-
rine deposits of windermere–loch lomond stadial age 
are assigned to the clyde clay Formation (Tables 5 and 
11). In the Glasgow, Paisley and loch lomond districts 
the formation is subdivided into six members defined after 
formations of Browne and McMillan (1989), namely the 
Bridgeton Sand, Paisley Clay, Linwood Clay, Killearn Sand 
and Gravel, Inverleven Gravel, and Balloch Clay members. 
A seventh member, the Portavadie Sand and Silt Member is 
established from sections described by Peacock et al. (1978) 
and Peacock (1997) at Ardyne [Ns 100 681] and Portavadie 
[NR 926 692] in the south-west Highlands. sutherland 
(p. 110 in Bowen, 1999), based on Peacock et al. (1978), 
defined the Ardyne Formation with Killellan, Toward and 
Ardyne Point members. These units are correlatives of the 
Paisley clay, linwood clay and Portavadie sand and silt 
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members of the clyde clay Formation and are not included 
in the current framework.

Name
clyde clay Formation (clyd) (after Peacock, 1997, 
Peacock et al., 1978, and Browne and McMillan, 1989; 
clyde Beds of Peacock, 1975b, and sutherland, 1984; parts 
of clyde valley and Ardyne formations of sutherland, 
pp. 110–111 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
laminated and massive clay and silt with sand and gravel.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into seven members. The stratigraphical relation-
ships and geographical distribution of the Bridgeton sand, 
Paisley clay, linwood clay, Killearn sand and Gravel, 
Inverleven Gravel, and Balloch clay members are summa-
rised in Browne and McMillan (1989, figs. 2, 3 and 4). The 
Portavadie sand and silt Member (Firth of clyde and loch 
Fyne) is established after Peacock et al. (1978) and Peacock 
(1997). see Figures 10a and 10b, and Tables 5 and 11.

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Geilston Burn, valley side exposures [Ns 
3410 7783–Ns 3410 7768], by cardross, clyde estuary.

Lower and upper boundaries
The clyde clay Formation rests with angular unconformity 
on older Quaternary sediments or bedrock. It normally rests 
on the wilderness Till Formation.

The clyde clay Formation is overlain unconformably 
by younger Quaternary sediments, normally either the 
clydebank clay Formation or the clippens Peat Formation 
or clyde valley Formation. It is also extensively exposed at 
surface in the lower clyde valley.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine deposits.

Thickness
up to over 50 m.

Distribution and extent
The clyde clay Formation is recognised in the lower 
clyde valley north of lanark, in and around the estuary of 
the clyde and Firth of clyde and linked sea lochs, and in 
loch lomond. It is also present under the coastal plain of 
Ayrshire.

Age
late devensian, windermere Interstadial–loch lomond 
stadial (MIs 2–1).

bRidgetOn sand MeMbeR (bROn)

The Bridgeton sand Member (Bridgeton Formation of 
Browne and McMillan, 1989; Bridgeton Member of the 
clyde valley Formation of sutherland p. 110 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises up to over 20 m of beds of fine– to medi-
um–grained sand, and sandy, fine- to coarse-grained gravel 
in an upward–fining succession. The member rests with 
angular unconformity on bedrock or older Quaternary sedi-
ments. It commonly rests on the wilderness Till Formation. 
It is overlain unconformably or disconformably by younger 
Quaternary sediments, normally the Paisley clay Member 
(British coastal deposits Group) or the clyde valley 

Formation of the clyde catchments subgroup (Britannia 
catchments Group).

paisley clay MeMbeR (pais)

The Paisley clay Member (Paisley Formation of Browne 
and McMillan, 1989; Paisley Member of the clyde valley 
Formation and correlative of the Killellan Member of the 
Ardyne Formation of sutherland p. 110 in Bowen, 1999) 
comprises up to 25 m or more of beds of clay and silt that 
are finely colour-banded in shades of greyish brown, grey 
and reddish brown. The member normally rests on the 
wilderness Till Formation but adjacent to the River clyde 
it is underlain by the Bridgeton sand Member.

linWOOd clay MeMbeR (liWd)

The linwood clay Member (linwood Formation of Browne 
and McMillan, 1989; linwood Member of the clyde valley 
Formation and correlative of the Toward and Ardyne Point 
members of the Ardyne Formation of sutherland p. 110 in 
Bowen, 1999) consists of thickly-bedded to massive silts, 
clayey silts and silty clays, medium to dark grey becoming 
brownish grey downwards, with sand layers, black sulphide 
bands and many marine shells. A rich boreal fauna includes 
Arctica islandica (linné) and Modiolus modiolus (linné). 
The member rests with angular unconformity and conform-
ity on older Quaternary sediments or bedrock. It normally 
rests conformably on the Paisley clay Member of the clyde 
clay Formation or unconformably on the wilderness 
Till Formation. It is overlain unconformably by younger 
Quaternary sediments, normally either the clydebank clay 
Formation (British coastal deposits Group) or the clippens 
Peat Formation or clyde valley Formation (Britannia 
catchments Group).

pORtavadie sand and silt MeMbeR (pRts)

The Portavadie sand and silt Member (Portavadie Formation 
of Peacock, 1997: unit 2 at Portavadie; units 3 and 4 at 
Ardyne) comprises up to 3 m or more of poorly sorted, 
grey to dark grey, silty sand and sandy silt with angular to 
subangular clasts up to 200 mm across. The deposit con-
tains seaweed, plant fragments and intact marine shells of 
arctic aspect, and normally rests unconformably on either 
the linwood clay or Paisley clay members. It is overlain 
unconformably by younger Quaternary sediments, normally 
either the Gourock sand Member of the clydebank clay 
Formation (British coastal deposits Group).

killeaRn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (kaRn)

The Killearn sand and Gravel Member (Killearn Formation 
of Browne and McMillan, 1989; Killearn Member of the 
clyde valley Formation of sutherland p. 111 in Bowen, 
1999) is composed of up to 15 m or more of commonly red-
dish brown and yellow, fine– to medium–grained sand with 
clay layers and beds of gravel. The member rests with angu-
lar unconformity on older Quaternary sediments or bedrock. 
It normally rests either unconformably or with interdigita-
tion on the Paisley clay and linwood clay members of the 
clyde clay Formation or on the wilderness Till Formation.

inveRleven gRavel MeMbeR (invn)

The Inverleven Gravel Member (Inverleven Formation of 
Browne and McMillan, 1989; Inverleven Member of the 
clyde valley Formation of sutherland p. 111 in Bowen, 1999) 
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is typically composed of up to 3 m or more of angular–sub-
rounded boulders, cobbles and gravel in a clayey sand matrix 
with barnacles. The member rests with angular unconformity 
on older Quaternary sediments or on bedrock. Most com-
monly it rests on the Paisley clay Member of the clyde clay 
Formation or on the wilderness Till Formation. It is over-
lain conformably or disconformably by younger Quaternary 
sediments, commonly either the Balloch clay Member of the 
clyde clay Formation or the clydebank clay Formation.

ballOcH clay MeMbeR (bOcH)

The Balloch clay Member (Balloch Formation of Browne 
and McMillan, 1989; Balloch Member of the clyde valley 
Formation of sutherland p. 111 in Bowen, 1999) consists of 
up to 40 m or more of clayey silt, silt, clay and sand, mid to 
dark grey, brownish grey and locally reddish brown, bedded 
and thinly laminated, normal and reverse graded units, with 
dark sulphide patches and rare marine shells. The mem-
ber rests with angular unconformity on older Quaternary 
sediments or bedrock. It normally rests on the Inverleven 
Gravel Member of the clyde clay Formation or possibly on 
the wilderness Till Formation. It is overlain unconformably 
by younger Quaternary sediments, normally the clydebank 
clay Formation (British coastal deposits Group) but is 
expected to include buried deposits belonging to the degla-
cial phase at the end of the loch lomond stadial.

5.2.1.4 clydebank clay fORMatiOn

Marine deposits of Holocene age in the clyde valley are 
represented by the clydebank clay Formation. The Girvan 
Formation established by sutherland (p. 109 in Bowen, 
1999) is recommended for the Holocene deposits of marine 
and organic origin of the Ayrshire coast. This unit has yet 
to be included in the BGs lexicon (Table 11).

Name
clydebank clay Formation (cBcl) (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
clay and silt, with subsidiary sand and gravel deposits.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into four members, the Buchanan clay, 
longhaugh sand and Gravel, erskine clay, and Gourock 
sand members (Figures 10a and 10b, and Tables 5 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: lower clyde valley, clyde estuary and loch 
lomond [Ns 160 580–NN 520 160].

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests with angular unconformity on older Quaternary sedi-
ments or bedrock. It most commonly rests on the wilderness 
Till Formation (Midland valley Glacigenic subgroup).

overlain unconformably by younger Quaternary sediments, 
normally either the clippens Peat Formation or clyde valley 
Formation of the clyde catchment subgroup (Britannia 
catchments Group). It is also extensively exposed at sur-
face in the lower clyde valley.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine and coastal deposits.

Thickness
up to more than 15 m.

Distribution and extent
The clydebank clay Formation is recognised in the lower 
clyde valley north of lanark, in the estuary of the clyde, 
and in loch lomond.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

bucHanan clay MeMbeR (bcHn)

The Buchanan clay Member (Buchanan Formation of 
Browne and McMillan, 1989; Buchanan Member of the 
clyde valley Formation of sutherland p. 111 in Bowen, 
1999) is typically composed of up to 7 m or more of thinly-
bedded, silty clay with many laminae and thin beds of silt 
and locally of sand. The member rests with angular conform-
ity on older Quaternary sediments including the Gartocharn 
Till Formation (central Grampian Glacigenic subgroup). It 
is overlain conformably by younger Quaternary sediments 
of the Kilmaronock silt Member (strathendrick Formation).

lOngHaugH sand and gRavel MeMbeR (lugH)

The longhaugh sand and Gravel Member (longhaugh 
Formation of Browne and McMillan, 1989) consists of 
up to 15 m or more of mainly grey, loose, fine– to 
medium–grained, locally silty sand containing some com-
minuted shell debris. Gravel with shells is recorded below 
the sand units in the longhaugh No. 20 Borehole [Ns 
4291 7319]. The member rests with angular unconformity 
on older Quaternary sediments, commonly the wilderness 
Till Formation, or on bedrock. It is overlain by younger 
Quaternary sediments of the clydebank clay Formation.

eRskine clay MeMbeR (eRsk)

The erskine clay Member (erskine Formation of Browne 
and McMillan, 1989; erskine Member of the clyde valley 
Formation of sutherland p. 110 in Bowen, 1999) comprises 
up to more than 4 m of very silty clay with sand and silt 
laminae and beds. The member rests with angular uncon-
formity on older Quaternary sediments or on bedrock. It 
is known to rest unconformably on the Inverleven Gravel 
Member of the clyde clay Formation and possibly discon-
formably on the endrick sand Member of the strathendrick 
Formation. It is overlain by younger Quaternary sediments, 
normally the Gourock sand Member. It is also exposed at 
the surface in the lower clyde valley.

gOuROck sand MeMbeR (gOsa)

The Gourock sand Member (Gourock Formation of Browne 
and McMillan, 1989; Gourock Member of the clyde valley 
Formation of sutherland p. 110 in Bowen, 1999) is typical-
ly composed of up to 5 m or more of grey, fine– to coarse–
grained sand. The member rests, possibly by passage, on 
the underlying erskine clay Member where developed, and 
with angular unconformity on older Quaternary sediments 
or bedrock. It is exposed at surface in the lower clyde val-
ley and in lower strathendrick.

5.2.1.5 fORtH clay fORMatiOn

Post–dimlington stadial estuarine and marine deposits 
of the principal estuaries of the Forth and Tay have been 
described in detail by sissons and smith (1965), sissons 
(1966, 1969, 1972, 1974, 1983), Francis et al. (1970), 
Paterson et al. (1981), Browne et al. (1984), Armstrong 
et al. (1985), Peacock (1998), Barras and Paul (1999), 
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and sutherland (p. 113–114 in Bowen, 1999). The pre-
sent framework establishes two formations, the Forth 
Clay Formation with six members (early windermere 
Interstadial, MIs 2 to early Holocene, MIs 1) and the 
Carse Clay Formation (sections 5.2.1.6 and 6.2.1.1) with 
nine members (loch lomond stadial to Holocene, MIs 
2–1).

Name
Forth clay Formation (Focl) (after Paterson et al., 1981).

Lithology
The Forth clay Formation comprises in the Tay–earn (and 
by association the eden–Montrose) basins: Marine clay and 
silt of the Powgavie clay Member containing subangular 
ice-rafted clasts (drop-stones), characterised by graded 
units from 2–10 cm thick consisting of a thin basal layer 
of pale-coloured silt or sand passing up into dark brownish 
grey clay. The culfargie sand Member is more arenaceous 
but generally laminated with varying proportions of clay, 
silt and sand. The formation is considered to be prodeltaic 
to estuarine in origin but with a significant unit of gravel, 
the Tay–earn Gravels Member that is supposedly fluvial 
in origin. In the Forth area, the formation is represented by 
the Kinneil Kerse silt Member, Abbotsgrange silt Member 
with the unconformable Bothkennar Gravel Member at the 
top of the formation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into six members: the Powgavie clay, culfargie 
sand, and the Tay–earn Gravels members in the Tay–earn 
area and the Kinneil Kerse silt, Abbotsgrange silt, and 
Bothkennar Gravel members in Forth area: Tables 5 and 11.

Type area/Reference section
Partial Type section: Powgavie B Borehole, BGs Registered 
No. No22Ne31 [No 2912 2532] from 6.15–35.10 m depth, 
carse of Gowrie west of Perth (Paterson et al., 1981).

Partial Type section: culfargie Borehole, BGs Registered 
No. No11Ne2 [No 1675 1749], from 7.8–46.2 m depth; 
lower River earn valley (Paterson et al., 1981).

Lower and upper boundaries
In the Tay–earn (and by association the eden–Montrose) 
basins: the relationship of the Powgavie clay Member to the 
(supposedly) underlying errol clay Formation is not clearly 
demonstrable at any known locality. At the type section this 
member rests unconformably on glaciofluvial sand and gravel. 
This relationship is assumed to have come about by mass 
movement on the sea floor causing removal of the errol clay 
before deposition of this member. However the errol clay 
Formation passes up into the culfargie sand Member in the 
deltaic setting of the lower earn and Tay valleys. In the Forth 
area, the errol clay Formation passes up into the Kinneil 
Kerse silt Member which in turn passes up and into the 
Abbotsgrange silt Member, where developed. The Bothkennar 
Gravel Member rests unconformably on a wide range of units 
and also on bedrock. This unit, the ‘buried gravel layer’ of the 
scientific literature from the 1960s onwards, is widely recog-
nised in the Forth valley and under the Firth of Forth.

unconformable top related to marine transgression and 
regression and associated erosion, overlain by members 
of the carse clay Formation including the carey silt and 
carse of Gowrie members (Tay area), and the letham silt, 
carse of stirling and claret clay members (Forth area), and 
the sub-carse Peat of the Flanders Moss Peat Formation 
(Forth, Tay and earn).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine and coastal deposits.

Thickness
Ranges from a veneer to more than 38 m.

Distribution and extent
River Tay from just north-west of Perth and the earn 
from Forgandenny eastwards and adjacent to the Tay/earn 
estuaries; some of the units may occur in the eden and 
Montrose basins. River Forth east of Aberfoyle, Forth estu-
ary and Firth of Forth.

Age
late devensian, early windermere Interstadial (MIs 2)–
early Holocene (MIs 1).

In the Tay–earn area the members are:

pOWgavie clay MeMbeR (pgcl)

The Powgavie clay Member (Powgavie Member of the Tay 
Formation of sutherland, p. 114 in Bowen, 1999) comprises 
up to 20 m of marine clay containing subangular ice-rafted 
clasts (drop-stones) characterised by graded units from 
2–10 cm thick consisting of a thin basal layer of pale-col-
oured silt or sand passing up into dark brownish grey clay 
(Paterson et al., 1981). sporadic laminae and thicker beds 
are stained black by sulphide. The deposit is considered to 
be prodeltaic in origin. The member has a reasonably abun-
dant and diverse fauna resembling that of the clyde clay 
Formation on the west coast of scotland. The relationship 
of the Powgavie clay to the (supposedly) underlying errol 
clay Formation is not clearly demonstrable at any known 
locality. At the type section the member rests unconform-
ably on glaciofluvial sand and gravel. This relationship is 
assumed to have come about by mass movement on the sea 
floor causing removal of the errol clay before deposition 
of this member. The member has a diachronous transi-
tional top with and passes laterally into the culfargie sand 
Member.

culfaRgie sand MeMbeR (cusa)

The culfargie sand Member (culfargie Beds of Armstrong 
et al., 1985; culfargie Member of the Tay Formation of 
sutherland, p. 114 in Bowen, 1999) comprises up to 35 m 
of deltaic and estuarine deposits. Typically these are com-
posed of very fine- to medium-grained, finely micaceous, 
mainly flat laminated grey sand with silt and some clay 
laminae. scattered pebbles occur up to 2 cm size along 
with rare pebble beds, and there are black sulphidic patches. 
The member has a limited fauna resembling that of the 
Powgavie clay Member and also the clyde clay Formation 
on the west coast of scotland. coarser deposits including 
much higher proportions of coarse sand and gravel beds are 
known in the western areas of occurrence. The member has 
a diachronous transitional base with and passes laterally 
into the Powgavie clay and also the errol clay Formation.

tay–eaRn gRavels MeMbeR (tegR)

The Tay–earn Gravels Member (Friarton Gravel and earn 
Gravel of Armstrong et al., 1985; Friarton Member of the 
Tay Formation of sutherland, p. 114 in Bowen, 1999) com-
prises up to 25 m of rounded–subangular, coarse gravel, 
and fine- to coarse-grained sand. The gravel is recorded 
by Armstrong et al. (1985) as composed of vein quartz, 
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quartzite and other metamorphic rocks, lower devonian 
lavas and dolerite. This fluvial unit is mostly found in a 
deep channel cut into pre-existing deposits but is recognised 
on the flanks too. The member has a markedly erosive base 
cut into the errol clay Formation and the culfargie sand 
Member of the Forth clay Formation. It is overlain uncon-
formably by the transgressive estuarine sand, silt and clay 
of the carey silt Member (carse clay Formation) and also 
younger units including the sub-carse Peat of the Flanders 
Moss Peat Formation and carse of Gowrie Member (carse 
clay Formation). It is also exposed at the surface locally.

In the Forth area members are:

kinneil keRse silt MeMbeR (kksi)

The Kinneil Kerse silt Member (Kinneil Kerse Beds of 
Browne et al., 1984; Kinneil Kerse Member of the Forth–
Teith Formation of sutherland, p. 113 in Bowen, 1999) 
comprises up to 12 m of grey, soft to firm, interlaminated 
clayey silt and dusky yellowish brown silty clay of marine 
origin (Browne et al., 1984). It contains subangular ice-
rafted clasts (drop-stones) of coal, basalt, mudstone and 
sandstone. It is characterised by laminations and, in some 
cases, many thin beds of pale-coloured silt and sand that 
are ripple bedded in places. The silt exhibits sporadic black 
mottling and banding caused by the concentration of oxi-
dised sulphide minerals. The deposit is considered to be 
prodeltaic in origin. The member has a reasonably abun-
dant and diverse fauna resembling that of the clyde clay 
Formation on the west coast of scotland. The relationship 
of the Kinneil Kerse silt Member (Forth clay Formation) 
to the underlying errol clay Formation is transitional. The 
member has a diachronous transitional top. It may pass 
laterally into the Abbotsgrange silt Member but this is 
speculative. It is known only to be overlain unconformably 
by younger deposits such as the claret clay Member (carse 
clay Formation) and Bothkennar Gravel Member.

abbOtsgRange silt MeMbeR (agsi)

The Abbotsgrange silt Member (Abbotsgrange Beds of 
Browne et al., 1984; Abbotsgrange Member of the Forth–
Teith Formation of sutherland, p. 113 in Bowen, 1999) 
comprises up to 37 m of well-bedded, very micaceous, 
black, grey and brownish grey, loose silts, with many lami-
nae and thin beds of fine-grained sand and dark grey silty 
clay. It is of marine origin (Browne et al., 1984). The unit 
has clasts up to 8 cm mean diameter, in sandy silt, of coal, 
basalt, mudstone and quartzite near its base suggestive of 
local erosion of underlying strata. The deposit is considered 
to be prodeltaic in origin. The member has a reasonably 
abundant and diverse fauna resembling that of the clyde 
clay Formation on the west coast of scotland. The rela-
tionship of the Abbotsgrange silt Member (Forth clay 
Formation) to the underlying errol clay Formation is prob-
ably unconformable. It is not known to be in contact with 
the slightly older Kinneil Kerse silt Member. The member 
is overlain unconformably by younger deposits such as the 
letham silt and claret clay members of the carse clay 
Formation and Bothkennar Gravel Member.

bOtHkennaR gRavel MeMbeR (bkgR)

The Bothkennar Gravel Member (Buried Gravel layer of 
sissons, 1969; Bothkennar Gravel Formation of Peacock, 
1998; Bothkennar Member of the Forth–Teith Formation 
of sutherland, p. 113 in Bowen, 1999) comprises up to 

3.5 m or more of fine- to coarse-grained gravel, subangular 
to rounded cobbles and boulders (one was recorded to be 
at least 1.8 m across in an old excavation at Bo’ness) in a 
matrix where present or recorded that varies from loose sand 
to firm clayey sandy silt (Browne et al., 1984). some cob-
bles and boulders are striated. clasts are of mainly locally-
derived carboniferous and devonian lithologies. The depos-
it is poorly sorted. It is considered to have been deposited 
by ice-rafting of materials from the shore during the loch 
lomond stadial (MIs 2–1) (sissons, 1974). The member 
has a markedly erosive base cut into the various local mem-
bers of the Forth clay Formation, wilderness Till Formation 
(Main late devensian Glaciation) and bedrock (Browne et 
al., 1984; Paul et al., 1995). It is overlain unconformably by 
the early Holocene transgressive estuarine sand, silt and clay 
of the letham silt Member and also younger units including 
the carse of stirling clay Member and the later claret clay 
Member (all members of the carse clay Formation).

5.2.1.6 caRse clay fORMatiOn

Name
carse clay Formation (cARcl) (after Francis et al., 1970, 
Paterson et al., 1981, Browne et al., 1984, and Armstrong 
et al., 1985).

Lithology
The carse clay Formation comprises clayey silt and clay, 
often rooty and structureless; also highly laminated with silt 
and very fine- to medium-, sometimes coarse-grained sand 
with pebbles up to 5 mm and fragments of vivianite; grey 
and brownish grey, finely micaceous, dark sulphidic patches. 
In sand-dominated successions in outer estuary situations, 
coarse gravel also occurs at the base of the local member.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into nine members: the Gowrie, carse of 
Gowrie, carey silt and Kingston sand members in the 
Tay–earn area; the letham silt, carse of stirling clay, 
claret clay and Grangemouth silt members in Forth area: 
Tables 5 and 11, and the Newbie silt Member in the solway 
lowlands (section 6.2.1.1).

Type area/Reference section
Partial Type section: culfargie Borehole, BGs Registered 
No. No11Ne2, from surface to 7.34 m depth; lower earn 
estuary (Paterson et al., 1981).

Reference section: Burnside Borehole, BGs Registered 
No. No32Nw11, from surface to 7.97 m depth; lower Tay 
estuary (Paterson et al., 1981).

Lower and upper boundaries
Internally unconformable on the sub-carse Peat (Flanders 
Moss Peat Formation); unconformable on the Forth clay 
and errol clay formations and older deposits including the 
wilderness Till Formation and bedrock.

upper boundary unconformable with modern alluvium, and 
commonly at surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine and coastal deposits.

Thickness
Ranges from a veneer to more than 27 m.

Distribution and extent
The carse clay Formation is recognised in the lower Tay 
valley from north-west of Perth, Tay estuary and Firth of 
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Tay; lower earn valley east of Forteviot, and estuary (carse 
of Gowrie); lower eden valley east of cupar and estuary; 
Montrose Basin area; and Forth valley from Aberfoyle east-
wards (carse of stirling) and Forth estuary.

Age
late devensian, loch lomond stadial–Holocene (MIs 
2–1).

In the Tay–earn area the members are:

gOWRie MeMbeR (gWR)

The Gowrie Member comprises up to 10 m of clayey silt 
and clay of estuarine origin (Paterson et al., 1981). It may 
be rooty and structureless but otherwise is highly laminated 
with silt and very fine- to medium-grained sand. It is grey 
and brownish grey, and finely micaceous, with dark sulphid-
ic patches. In more open marine situations, it is composed 
of brown and grey, fine-grained shelly sand. The member 
is unconformable on terraced estuarine deposits, often on 
the Tay–earn Gravels Member, and other Holocene and late 
devensian units. Its upper boundary is most commonly at 
the surface. It is thought to be younger than about 4500 BP.

caRse Of gOWRie MeMbeR (cOgW)

The carse of Gowrie Member comprises up to 10 m of 
clayey silt and clay, which is often rooty and structureless 
but otherwise highly laminated with silt and very fine- to 
medium-, sometimes coarse-grained sand with pebbles 
up to 5 mm in diameter and fragments of vivianite. It is 
grey and brownish grey, and finely micaceous, with dark 
sulphidic patches (Paterson et al., 1981). The member is 
unconformable on the sub-carse Peat of the Flanders Moss 
Peat Formation, and older Holocene and late devensian 
units including the carey silt Member. Its upper boundary 
is possibly overlain unconformably by the transgressing 
Gowrie Member, but is commonly at surface. However, it 
tends to lie at a higher level than the Gowrie Member, being 
somewhat older (about 8500 BP to about 6000 BP).

caRey silt MeMbeR (cysi)

The carey silt Member (carey Member of the Tay 
Formation of sutherland, p. 114 in Bowen, 1999) com-
prises up to 8 m of grey and brownish grey, well-laminated 
to thin-bedded, very fine- to coarse-grained sand, silt and 
clay (Paterson et al., 1981). The deposit contains some 
pebbles up to 4 cm and is finely micaceous. It is rooty near 
the top below the sub-carse Peat of the Flanders Moss 
Peat Formation. depending on location within the palaeo-
estuary, the dominant material varies from sand to clay. 
The deposit forms a series of raised beaches and terraces 
related to transgressive and regressive cycles of sea-level 
change. The member has an unconformable and transgres-
sive base on older units including the Tay–earn Gravels and 
culfargie sand members of the Forth clay Formation, and 
the errol clay Formation. It is overlain unconformably by 
the sub-carse Peat of the Flanders Moss Peat Formation, 
and transgressive estuarine clay, silt and sand of the carse 
of Gowrie Member (carse clay Formation).

kingstOn sand MeMbeR (knsa)

The Kingston sand Member (formerly Kingston Beds and 
Buddon sands of Paterson et al., 1981; Kingston and Buddon 
members of the Tay Formation of sutherland, p. 114 in 

Bowen, 1999) comprises up to 20 m of very fine- to medium-
grained sand with silt and clay laminae. It is grey and brown-
ish grey, and finely micaceous, with some shells and com-
minuted shell debris and dark sulphidic patches (Paterson 
et al., 1981). The sediments contain marine microfauna of 
temperate estuarine type. At Barry Buddon, the unit has a 
gravelly base with clasts to 20 cm of schist and quartzite. The 
member has an unconformable, assumed deep channelised 
base upon the errol clay Formation at Kingston but no cores 
of the basal boundary have been recovered. The member is 
possibly overlain unconformably by the transgressing carse 
of Gowrie Member but may pass laterally into the carey silt 
Member. At Barry Buddon, the unit is difficult to distinguish 
from overlying sands of the Main Post-Glacial Raised Beach.

In the Forth area the members are:

letHaM silt MeMbeR (lesi)

The letham silt Member (letham Beds of Browne et 
al., 1984; letham Member of the Forth–Teith Formation 
of sutherland, p. 113 in Bowen, 1999) comprises up to 
9 m of very fine- to coarse-grained sand, silt and clay, 
which is grey and brownish grey, and well-laminated to 
thin-bedded, with some pebbles up to 4 cm. It is finely 
micaceous, and rooty near its top below the sub-carse Peat 
(where developed) of the Flanders Moss Peat Formation 
(Browne et al., 1984). depending on location within the 
palaeo-estuary, the dominant material varies from sand to 
clay. The deposit forms a series of buried raised beaches/
terraces related to transgressive and regressive cycles of 
sea-level change from the latest part of the loch lomond 
stadial to the Holocene (MIs 2–1). The member has an 
unconformable and transgressive base on older units includ-
ing the Bothkennar Gravel, Abbotsgrange silt and Kinneil 
Kerse silt members of the Forth clay Formation, and the 
errol clay Formation. It is overlain unconformably by the 
sub-carse Peat (where present) of the Flanders Moss Peat 
Formation, and by transgressive estuarine clay, silt and sand 
of the carse of stirling clay Member.

caRse Of stiRling clay MeMbeR (cOscl)

The carse of stirling clay Member (carse clay of Francis 
et al., 1970) comprises up to 15 m of clayey silt and clay, 
often rooty and structureless but otherwise highly laminated 
with silt and very fine- to medium-, sometimes coarse-
grained sand. It is grey, black and brownish grey, and finely 
micaceous, with dark sulphidic patches, shells and shell 
fragments, and vivianite grains (Francis et al., 1970). These 
are deposits of an estuarine tidal flat complex formed just 
before and at the time of highest Holocene sea-level (Main 
Post-Glacial shoreline). The member is unconformable on 
the sub-carse Peat of the Flanders Moss Peat Formation, 
and older Holocene and late devensian units including the 
letham silt Member (deposits of the High, Main and low 
Buried Beaches). Its upper boundary is partly unconform-
ably overlain by the transgressing claret clay Member 
and is also unconformably overlain by surface peats. The 
member is commonly exposed at the surface, partly because 
of peat clearances from the 18th century onwards. It also 
passes laterally into the peat bodies of the Flanders Moss 
Peat Formation on east and west Flanders Mosses.

claRet clay MeMbeR (ctcl)

The claret clay Member (claret Beds of Browne et al., 
1984; claret Formation of Paul et al., 1995; claret Member 
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of the Grangemouth Formation of sutherland, p. 113 in 
Bowen, 1999) comprises up to 18 m of clayey silt and 
silty clay, which is typically finely laminated and crudely 
stratified with silt and very fine- to medium-, sometimes 
coarse-grained sand. It is grey, black and brownish grey, 
finely micaceous, and sulphide-rich, with shells and shell 
fragments, and vivianite grains (Francis et al., 1970). The 
sediments are massive where the lamination has been 
disturbed by burrowing organisms and, sometimes, by 
roots. These are deposits of an estuarine tidal flat complex 
formed after the time of highest Holocene sea-level (Main 
Post-Glacial shoreline). The member is unconformable 
on older Holocene and late devensian units including the 
Bothkennar Gravel Member and also on the wilderness 
Till Formation. locally in the Alloa–Grangemouth area 
of the Forth estuary the carse of stirling clay Member 
passes upwards into this member. The upper boundary of 
the claret clay Member is mainly at the surface or it is 
overlain unconformably by modern alluvial deposits, e.g. 
the Grangemouth silt Member.

gRangeMOutH silt MeMbeR (gMsi)

The Grangemouth silt Member (Grangemouth Beds of 
Browne et al., 1984; Grangemouth docks Member of the 
Grangemouth Formation of sutherland, p. 113 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises up to 18 m of clayey silt and silty clay, 
which is finely laminated and crudely stratified with silt 
and very fine- to medium-, sometimes coarse-grained sand. 
The base of the member is gravelly. It is grey, black and 
brownish grey, finely micaceous, and sulphide-rich, with 
shells and shell fragments (Browne et al., 1984). The sedi-
ments are massive where lamination has been frequently 
disturbed by burrowing organisms. decaying vegetable 
matter is present locally as thin peat beds (maximum 9 cm). 
cross-bedded sands, which represent tidal channel deposits, 
are also developed. These strata are deposits of an estuarine 
tidal flat complex formed after the time of highest Holocene 
sea-level (Main Post-Glacial shoreline), up to modern 
times. The member is generally unconformable on claret 
clay Member, and on older Holocene and late devensian 
units including the wilderness Till Formation. Its upper 
boundary is mainly at the surface or the sea bed.

5.3 BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

5.3.1 Formations of the Britannia Catchments Group

5.3.1.1 sOuRlie ORganic silt fORMatiOn

Middle devensian organic silts of the sourlie organic silt 
Formation (Redburn Member of the sourlie Formation of 
sutherland, p. 109 in Bowen, 1999) were reported from 
sections at an opencast coal site at sourlie [Ns 3380 4139], 
3.5 km north-east of Irvine, by Jardine et al. (1988) (section 
5.1.2.4).

Name
sourlie organic silt Formation (sosI) (after Jardine et al., 
1988).

Lithology
Mainly dark brown, laminated organic silt and clay con-
taining fragments of bone, antler and plant debris, with 
lenses of pebbly sand, pale and dark brown silt, black silty 
clay and about 30 cm of pale grey to white clay at base. 
containing a rich fauna and flora indicative of a shallow 
pond within a treeless low-shrub to sedge-moss tundra of 

Middle devensian age, including bone of woolly rhinoceros 
and reindeer. Radiocarbon dates on antler fragments range 
between 33.5–29.0 ka BP.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Former sourlie opencast coal site [Ns 3380 
4139], excavated into the Nw side of sourlie Hill, 3.5 km 
north-east of Irvine, Ayrshire (Jardine et al., 1988).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, conformable contact with sand and gravel of the 
Armsheugh sand and Gravel Formation at 10.8 m above 
od.

sharp unconformable, planar to gently undulating contact 
with pinkish brown shelly clayey diamicton of the eglinton 
shelly Till Member (wilderness Till Formation) at 11.10 m 
above od.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
lacustrine deposits.

Thickness
up to 1.5 m.

Distribution and extent
west central scotland.

Age
Middle devensian (MIs 3).

5.3.1.2 clippens peat fORMatiOn

late devensian to Holocene peat of the Glasgow area 
is assigned to the clippens Peat Formation (clippens 
Formation of Browne and McMillan, 1989; clippens 
Member of the clyde valley Formation of sutherland, 
p. 110 in Bowen, 1999) (Figure 10a).

Name
clippens Peat Formation (clPT) (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
Peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: linwood Moss, near Paisley [Ns 446 659].

Reference section: BGs linwood Borehole [Ns 4459 
6588] BGs Registered No. Ns46Nw62 (Browne and 
McMillan, 1989, fig. 17) records 45 cm of very peaty stony 
soil overlying 1.3 m of peat, resting on 5 cm of grey rooty 
clay, followed by 84 cm of peat to the base of the formation at 
2.64 m depth. The base of the upper bed of peat was at 8.43 m 
above od and the base of the lower at 7.54 m above od.

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests possibly by transitional passage on underlying mem-
bers and formations or with angular unconformity on older 
Quaternary sediments or bedrock.

Ground surface in the clyde valley catchment and also 
locally overlain by younger sediments.
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Landform description and genetic interpretation
organic deposits.

Thickness
up to more than 5 m.

Distribution and extent
The clippens Peat Formation is recognised discontinuously 
throughout the clyde valley catchment.

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1). The basal 3 cm 
of each peat bed from the BGs linwood Borehole (see 
Reference section) have been radiocarbon dated to 
7110 ± 50 years BP for the base of the upper peat and 
9540 ± 50years BP for the base of the lower. A single speci-
men of the marine gastropod onoba semicostata was found 
in the clay bed, tentatively indicating a marine origin, the 
transgression ending earlier than 7100 years BP.

5.3.1.3 flandeRs MOss peat fORMatiOn

Peat of Holocene age in the Forth, earn, Tay, and eden 
catchments and the Montrose Basin (for details see Francis 
et al., 1970, Paterson et al., 1981 and Browne et al., 1984) 
is assigned to the Flanders Moss Peat Formation.

Name
Flanders Moss Peat Formation (FlMP) (after Paterson et 
al., 1981).

Lithology
Peat with subordinate silt, clay and sand. Peat, fine and 
coarse textured, dark to pale brown and sometimes orange, 
with wood fragments and a wide variety of other organic 
remains including sphagnum; in some areas wedges later-
ally into laminated minerogenic sediments.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions currently in BGs lexicon (Tables 6 and 
11); includes the sub-carse Peat of Francis et al. (1970) 
or Flanders Moss Member of the Grangemouth Formation 
of sutherland (p. 113 in Bowen, 1999); see also Jamieson 
(1865), sissons (1966, 1969, 1972, 1983); sissons and 
smith (1965) and Robinson (1993). The formation also 
includes the Hole of clein Bed of the Tay Formation of 
sutherland (p. 114 in Bowen, 1999).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: east and west Flanders Mosses [Ns 6300 9800], 
western Forth valley (smith and Holloway, 2000).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable base on various local members of the Forth 
clay Formation, wilderness Till Formation and bedrock; 
also transitional base on clay gyttja and laterally passing 
into laminated minerogenic sediments (wedging into the 
carse clay Formation).

overlain partly unconformably by Holocene transgressive 
estuarine sand, silt and clay of the carse clay Formation 
including the letham silt Member and also younger units 
including the carse of stirling clay Member; and at surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
organic deposits.

Thickness
From a veneer to over 7 m.

Distribution and extent
surface and buried peats in the Forth (from east of 
Aberfoyle), earn (from dalreoch Bridge eastwards) and 
Tay (eastwards from just north of Perth) valleys and Forth, 
eden and Tay estuaries, Montrose basin areas.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

Mass movement (lithogenetically defined units includ-
ing head) and periglacial deposits are also referred to the 
Britannia catchments Group.

Fluvial deposits (alluvium and river terrace deposits) of 
the Midland valley are assigned to three subgroups, the 
Clyde Catchments, the Forth Catchments and the Tay 
Catchments subgroups (sections 5.3.2–5.3.4).

5.3.2 Clyde Catchments Subgroup

The clyde catchments subgroup (Tables 6 and 11; Figures 
10a and 10b) includes the fluvial deposits of the River 
clyde and its tributaries. Formations are based on the defi-
nitions of Browne and McMillan (1989). Fluvial deposits of 
the leven, Ayr and Irvine valleys have yet to be defined in 
the BGs lexicon.

Name
clyde catchments subgroup (clycA) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
The deposits include alluvium and river terrace deposits 
of the clyde valley Formation and fluvial deposits of the 
strathendrick Formation and other units defined simply by 
lithogenetic categories. The deposits of the subgroup com-
prise gravel, sand, silt, peat and head. Rock types found 
in clasts are principally of carboniferous and devonian 
strata (sandstone, siltstone) with volcanic (basalt) and 
intrusive igneous rocks (microdiorite) of Midland valley 
provenance. variable but generally minor components of 
dalradian metasedimentary and caledonian igneous rocks 
derived from the Grampian Highlands are present. wacke 
sandstone and siltstone sourced in the southern uplands 
and caledonian igneous rocks form a component of clastic 
fluvial deposits in parts of catchments close to the southern 
uplands.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the clyde valley Formation and 
strathendrick Formation (Table 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: catchments of the rivers clyde, Kelvin, endrick 
and the rivers of Ayrshire.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contacts with units of the Midland valley, 
Mearns, central Grampian and southern uplands Glacigenic 
subgroups, and bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, but units of this subgroup 
interfinger locally with units of the British coastal deposits 
Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of fluvial (alluvium and river terrace deposits) and 
associated organic and lacustrine sediments that contain 
clasts derived from Palaeozoic rocks and glacigenic depos-
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its cropping out in the catchment of the River clyde and 
other rivers flowing directly to the Firth of clyde, including 
the River leven, and waters of Girvan, Ayr and Irvine.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
The present physical catchments of the rivers clyde, 
Kelvin, endrick and the rivers of Ayrshire. The catchments 
extend across strathclyde, (Ayrshire, lanarkshire and 
dumbartonshire).

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

5.3.2.1 clyde valley fORMatiOn

Name
clyde valley Formation (clvy) (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
In the clyde valley catchment, especially the clyde and its 
major tributaries, the formation consists of a wide range 
of lithologies encompassing pebbles, fine to coarse gravel, 
cobbles and boulders in a sandy matrix and coarse- to fine-
grained sand, silt and clay. Beds rich in organic remains 
occur as well as peat (in the floodplain deposits). The strati-
graphical relationships and geographical distribution of the 
clyde valley Formation (formerly the law Formation of 
Browne and McMillan, 1989) are illustrated in Browne and 
McMillan (1989, figs. 2e and 3).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the lochwinnoch clay, law sand and 
Gravel, and strathkelvin clay and silt members (Tables 6 
and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: clyde catchment [Ns 577 649–Ns 963 159].

Reference section: BGs law Borehole (BGs Registered 
No. Ns85sw436) [Ns 8357 5247], castlehill Ridge, law 
(Browne and McMillan, 1989).

Reference section: BGs lochwinnoch Borehole (BGs 
Registered No. Ns35Ne26) [Ns 3518 5812] (Browne and 
McMillan, 1989).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformably overlies older Quaternary deposits and 
bedrock.

upper boundary normally the land surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial (alluvium and river terrace deposits) and associated 
organic and lacustrine sediments.

Thickness
From a veneer to several metres.

Distribution and extent
onshore, recognised in the clyde catchment area as the 
alluvial deposits of the clyde and all its tributaries, from 
highest to lowest order.

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

lOcHWinnOcH clay MeMbeR (lncH)

The lochwinnoch clay Member (lochwinnoch Formation 
of Browne and McMillan, 1989; lochwinnoch Member of 
clyde valley Formation of sutherland, p. 110 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises up to at least 4 m of silty clay with many 
layers of silt and locally of sand. Bands relatively rich in 
organic detritus also occur, typically about 20 units per 
metre. Grains and flecks of vivianite are common except 
in the lowest metre of the unit. In the basal 50 cm or so the 
deposit is almost all minerogenic and thinly colour-laminat-
ed in shades of orange, brown and grey. In general the clays 
are dark brown, of a firm consistency and medium plasticity, 
locally displaying folded slumped bedding. The base of the 
unit is a 10 cm-thick ripple-laminated sand. The lithofacies 
association is typical of lake-bottom muds, the presence of 
vivianite supporting this interpretation. The presence of dark 
organic-rich bands suggests seasonal banding. The deposits 
are interpreted to have formed as an alluvial fan laterally 
infilling the basin in the lochwinnoch Gap, lochwinnoch, 
Ayrshire, during the windermere Interstadial (MIs 2).

laW sand and gRavel MeMbeR (laWsg)

The law sand and Gravel Member (formerly the law 
Formation of Browne and McMillan, 1989; law Member 
of clyde valley Formation of sutherland, p. 110 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises up to 7.6 m of massive, flat-laminated 
and also cross-bedded grey, fine- to coarse-grained sand 
with silt and traces of fine gravel, locally loose to dense, 
dark brownish grey, framework-supported, subangular to 
rounded fine to medium gravel with sand. Bedded silt with 
thin peat units and organic layers are intercalated. In places 
the member may encompass an even wider range of grain 
sizes including coarse gravel, cobbles and boulders. The 
deposits are interpreted to have formed in a minor meander-
ing stream during the Holocene (MIs 1).

stRatHkelvin clay and silt MeMbeR (kelv)

The strathkelvin clay and silt Member of the Kelvin valley 
(Kelvin Formation of Browne and McMillan, 1989) com-
prises up to at least 9 m of silty clay with many layers of silt 
and locally of sand. Interbedded peat is also found. Bands 
relatively rich in organic detritus also occur. In general the 
clays are dark brown. The deposits are of either floodplain 
or lacustrine origin.

5.3.2.2 stRatHendRick fORMatiOn

Name
strathendrick Formation (sRcK) (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989).

Lithology
In addition to alluvium of the present day floodplain and 
river terrace deposits, the strathendrick Formation includes 
a wide range of lithologies encompassing pebbles, fine to 
coarse gravel, cobbles and boulders in a sandy matrix and 
coarse- to fine-grained sand, silt and clay. Beds rich in organ-
ic remains occur as well as peat (in the floodplain deposits).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Kilmaronock silt Member and endrick 
sand Member (Tables 6 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the endrick water, in the clyde 
catchment [Ns 426 896–Ns634 863].
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Partial type section: BGs Mains of Kilmaronock 
Borehole, near drymen (BGs Registered No. Ns 48Nw3) 
[Ns 4483 8829] (endrick Formation of Browne and 
McMillan, 1989).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformably overlies older Quaternary deposits and 
bedrock.

upper boundary normally the land surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial (alluvium and river terrace deposits) and associated 
organic and lacustrine sediments.

Thickness
From a veneer to several metres.

Distribution and extent
Recognised in the clyde catchment area as the fluvial and 
lacustrine deposits of the valley of the endrick water.

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

kilMaROnOck silt MeMbeR (kilk)

The Kilmaronock silt Member (after Kilmaronock Formation 
of Browne and McMillan, 1989; Kilmaronock Member of 
clyde valley Formation of sutherland, p. 111 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises up to at least 6 m of very thinly-bedded 
lacustrine silt with many clayey silt and silty clay layers. 
sand layers are also common. The deposits are brown, dark 
brown, brownish grey and grey, with plant remains and 
locally with dark organic-rich bands. Grains and flecks of 
vivianite are present throughout. The deposit is of a firm and 
locally stiff consistency and medium to low plasticity. The 
Mains of Kilmaronock Borehole (Browne and McMillan, 
1989, fig. 6) contains the standard (and only) section in the 
Kilmaronock silt Member (13.6–19.95 m in depth).

endRick sand MeMbeR (endR)

The endrick sand Member (endrick Formation of Browne 
and McMillan, 1989; endrick Member of clyde valley 
Formation of sutherland, pp. 111–113 in Bowen, 1999) 
comprises up to at least 7.5 m of loose, fine- to medium-
grained sand with some silt layers. The deposit is reddish 
brown and contains abundant plant remains and some dark 
organic clay bands. The sand usually appears to be flat-bed-
ded but traces of cross-bedding are also present. overall the 
deposit becomes coarser-grained upwards. The sediment 
at Mains of Kilmaronock might have been deposited by a 
meandering river in similar environments to those of the 
present River endrick. They could also be partly deltaic in 
origin. The Mains of Kilmaronock Borehole (Browne and 
McMillan, 1989, fig. 6) contains the standard section in the 
endrick sand Member (5.99–13.6 m depth).

5.3.3 Forth Catchments Subgroup

The Forth catchments subgroup (Tables 6 and 11) is 
defined in this framework to include the fluvial and related 
organic deposits of the catchments surrounding the Forth 
estuary. The alluvium and river terrace deposits of the river 
valleys of the Forth, Avon, carron, Almond and Tyne (east 
lothian), water of leith, devon and Teith are assigned to 
the Forth valley Formation.

Name
Forth catchments subgroup (FoRcA) (after McMillan et 
al., 2005).

Lithology
The deposits include alluvium and river terrace deposits 
comprising gravel, sand, silt and peat. Rock types are 
principally of carboniferous and devonian strata (sand-
stone, siltstone) with volcanic (basalt and andesite) and 
intrusive igneous rocks (microdiorite) of Midland valley 
provenance. variable but generally minor components of 
dalradian metasedimentary and caledonian igneous rocks 
derived from the Grampian Highlands are present.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Forth valley Formation (FovA) (Tables 6 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: catchment of the River Forth and Firth of Forth.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contacts with units of the Midland valley, 
Mearns and central Grampian Glacigenic subgroups and 
bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, but units of this subgroup 
interfinger locally with units of the British coastal deposits 
Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of fluvial (alluvium and river terrace deposits) and 
associated organic and lacustrine sediments that contain 
clasts derived from Palaeozoic rocks and glacigenic depos-
its cropping out in the catchment of the River Forth and 
other rivers flowing directly to the Firth of Forth, including 
the rivers Teith, Almond, carron, Allan water, and the riv-
ers esk and Tyne of the lothians.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
The present physical catchment of the River Forth and the 
Firth of Forth. The catchments extend across stirlingshire, 
clackmannanshire, south Fife and the lothians.

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

5.3.3.1 fORtH valley fORMatiOn

Name
Forth valley Formation (FovA) (after Francis et al., 1970).

Lithology
In the Forth valley catchment, especially the Forth and its 
major tributaries, the formation consists of a wide range 
of lithologies encompassing pebbles, fine to coarse gravel, 
cobbles and boulders in a sandy matrix and coarse- to fine-
grained sand, silt and clay. Beds rich in organic remains 
occur as well as peat (in the floodplain deposits).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Forth valley upstream of the tidal limit at stirling 
[Ns 5300 9900–Ns 800 9450].
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Lower and upper boundaries
unconformably overlies older Quaternary deposits and 
bedrock.

upper boundary normally the land surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial (alluvium and river terrace deposits) and associated 
organic and lacustrine sediments.

Thickness
From a veneer to several metres.

Distribution and extent
onshore, recognised in the Forth catchment area as the 
alluvial deposits of the River Forth and all of its tributaries, 
from highest to lowest order. Includes the valleys of the 
water of leith, Almond, Avon, carron, devon and Teith.

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

5.3.4 Tay Catchments Subgroup

The Tay catchments subgroup (Tables 6 and 11) is defined 
in this framework to include the fluvial and related organic 
deposits of the catchments surrounding the Tay estuary. 
The alluvium and river terrace deposits of the river valleys 
of the Tay, earn, eden, Almond, Isla, Tummel and Garry 
are assigned to the Strathtay Formation. Formal status for 
deposits of the North esk and south esk has not yet been 
established.

Name
Tay catchments subgroup (TAycA) (after McMillan et 
al., 2005).

Lithology
The deposits include alluvium and river terrace deposits 
comprising gravel, sand, silt, peat and head. Rock types are 
principally of carboniferous and devonian strata (sand-
stone, siltstone) with volcanic (basalt) and intrusive igneous 
rocks (microdiorite) of Midland valley provenance. North 
of the Highland Boundary Fault the deposits are dominantly 
derived from dalradian metasedimentary and caledonian 
igneous rocks of the Grampian Highlands. south of the 
fault variable but generally minor components of dalradian 
metasedimentary and caledonian igneous rocks are present.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
strathtay Formation (Tables 6 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: catchments of the River Tay and Firth of Tay.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contacts with units of the Midland valley, 
Mearns and central Grampian Glacigenic subgroups and 
bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, but units of this subgroup 
interfinger locally with units of the British coastal deposits 
Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of fluvial (alluvium and river terrace deposits) and 
associated organic and lacustrine sediments that contain 
clasts derived from Palaeozoic rocks and glacigenic depos-
its cropping out in the catchment of the River Tay and other 
rivers flowing directly to the Firth of Tay, including the riv-
ers earn, Almond, Tummel, Isla, and the rivers North esk 
and south esk of Angus.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
The present physical catchments of the River Tay and 
the Firth of Tay and the Montrose Basin. The catchments 
extend across Perthshire and Angus (strathmore).

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

5.3.4.1 stRatHtay fORMatiOn

Name
strathtay Formation (sTAy) (after Armstrong et al., 1985).

Lithology
In the Tay valley catchment, especially the Tay and its 
major tributaries, the formation consists of a wide range 
of lithologies encompassing pebbles, fine to coarse gravel, 
cobbles and boulders in a sandy matrix and coarse- to fine-
grained sand, silt and clay. Beds rich in organic remains 
occur as well as peat (in the floodplain deposits).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Tay valley upstream from the tidal limit at Perth 
to the outlet of loch Tay at Kenmore [No 1300 2150–NN 
7700 4500].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformably overlies older Quaternary deposits and 
bedrock.

upper boundary normally the land surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial (alluvium and river terrace deposits) and associated 
organic and lacustrine sediments.

Thickness
From a veneer to several metres.

Distribution and extent
onshore, recognised in the Tay catchment area as the allu-
vial deposits of the River Tay and all of its tributaries, from 
highest to lowest order. Includes valleys of the earn, eden, 
Almond, Isla, Tummel and Garry.

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).
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The oldest superficial deposits of this district are of glaci-
genic origin and of devensian age including the period of 
the loch lomond stadial (caledonia Glacigenic Group). 
Pre-devensian deposits are not known from southern 
scotland although pockets may be preserved beneath parts 
of deep valley-fill. deposits of the Britannia catchments 
Group and British coastal deposits Group range in age 
from late devensian to Holocene.

6.1 CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

6.1.1 Southern Uplands Glacigenic Subgroup

The southern uplands Glacigenic subgroup comprises 
lithogenetically-defined glacigenic deposits with a signifi-
cant proportion of locally-derived early Palaeozoic wacke 
sandstone, siltstone and mudstone components. These 
deposits are distributed widely over the southern uplands 
of scotland but a formal lithostratigraphy has yet to be 
applied over much of the area. within the Midland valley, it 
is likely that formations of the southern uplands Glacigenic 
subgroup and Midland valley Glacigenic subgroup inter-
digitate (e.g. to the south-east of the Pentland Hills). The 
principal centres of ice build-up were the Galloway Hills, the 
Moffat Hills, and the cheviot Hills, all of which may have 
nourished small ice caps during the loch lomond stadial 
and at earlier times during the devensian. New lithostrati-
graphical glacigenic formations have been established in 
the dumfries–carlisle area (BGs 1:50 000 special sheets 
solway east and solway west; McMillan et al., in prep.).

Name
southern uplands Glacigenic subgroup (sudR) (after 
McMillan, 2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
diamicton, gravel, sand, silt and clay containing clasts 
predominantly of wacke sandstone and siltstone with 
some granite, granodiorite, porphyry and dolerite. deposits 
locally dominated by granite or granodiorite. Typically yel-
lowish brown but locally reddish brown.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into four formations: sections 6.1.1.1–6.1.1.4 
and Tables 8 and 12.

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformable contact with units of 
the Britannia catchments Group (solway catchments 
subgroup, Tweed catchments subgroup) and the British 
coastal deposits Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
see landforms associated with component formations.

Thickness
up to 30 m.

Distribution and extent
southern uplands of scotland.

Age
devensian (MIs 2–5e).

6.1.1.1 langHOlM till fORMatiOn

The langholm Till Formation, first described in the 
langholm district (lumsden et al., 1967; McMillan et al., 
in prep.), is widespread across the southern uplands.

Name
langholm Till Formation (lHTI) (after lumsden et al., 
1967, Phillips and Auton, 2007, and McMillan et al., in 
prep.)

Lithology
stiff, pale yellowish brown to pale grey, stony, sandy, silty 
clayey diamicton containing subangular to subrounded 
clasts of wacke sandstone and siltstone, and other rocks 
cropping out in the southern uplands.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
New Abbey Till Member (NATI); Hoghill Gravel Bed 
(HGGR) Tables 8 and 12.

Type area/Reference section
Type section: River cliff on the southern side of the Hoghill 
Burn, 1 km upstream of Hoghill Farm [Ny 3820 8905]. 
Here, the base of the langholm Till Formation is represent-
ed by a 2.5 m-thick unit of dense clast-supported diamicton 
with angular–subangular wacke sandstone and siltstone 
clasts in a pale yellowish brown, silty sand that is referred 
to the Hoghill Gravel Bed (HGGR) (possibly MIs 3). This 
unit, interpreted as a gelifractate (scree), may rest on red-
dish brown, stony clayey diamicton (seen in nearby expo-
sures) that possibly correlates with the chapelknowe Till 
Formation (Irish sea coast Glacigenic subgroup).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock or older Quaternary deposits.

Ground surface or conformable with younger Quaternary 
deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 15 m.

Distribution and extent
southern uplands of scotland.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

6 southern scotland and the solway
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neW abbey till MeMbeR (nati)

The New Abbey Till Member (NATI) comprises a pale 
grey to yellow-brown sandy and gravelly diamicton with 
a predominance of clasts of granodiorite derived from the 
criffel Pluton.

6.1.1.2 dalsWintOn MORaine fORMatiOn

Morainic deposits around dumfries are assigned to the 
dalswinton Moraine Formation and in the valley of the esk 
north of langholm to the Mouldy Hills Gravel Formation.

Name
dalswinton Moraine Formation (dsMo) (after McMillan 
et al., in prep).

Lithology
diamicton, bouldery, silty and sandy; very poorly exposed.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: North-western flank of the valley of the River 
Nith in the vicinity of the village of dalswinton [NX 935 
856–NX 960 840], about 8 km north-west of dumfries.

Lower and upper boundaries
Not seen; probably unconformable on lower Palaeozoic 
wacke sandstone or Permian sandstone bedrock.

Present ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit; large lateral moraine ridges rising 
10–20 m above the level of the floodplain of the River Nith.

Thickness
up to 15 m.

Distribution and extent
valley of the River Nith, dalswinton, dumfries and 
Galloway (BGs 1:50 000 special sheet solway west).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

6.1.1.3 MOuldy Hills gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Mouldy Hills Gravel Formation (MoHI) (after McMillan 
et al., in prep).

Lithology
very poorly-sorted, matrix-rich gravel with boulders com-
prising angular–subrounded clasts mostly of wacke sand-
stone and siltstone with a matrix of yellowish brown, clayey 
sand. subordinate beds of both clast- and matrix-supported, 
stratified diamicton, and lenses of silty sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Road cutting section on the western side 
of the A7(T), 1 km south of langholm, dumfries and 
Galloway [Ny 3695 8313].

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally conformable boundary with the underlying 
langholm Till Formation; otherwise unconformable con-
tact with bedrock.

Generally at the ground surface, locally a conformable 
upper boundary with overlying Holocene deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Morainic deposits forming valley-side spreads.

Thickness
20 m.

Distribution and extent
langholm district, southern uplands of scotland (BGs 
1:50 000 special sheet solway east).

Age
devensian.

6.1.1.4 kiRkbean sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Kirkbean sand and Gravel Formation (KN) (after McMillan 
et al., in prep.)

Lithology
sand and gravel, with cobbles and pebbles of ordovician, 
silurian, devonian and carboniferous rocks in a matrix of 
medium- to coarse-grained sand; typically pale yellow to 
pale brown. Granitic clasts are commonly a major compo-
nent. esker deposits are typically poorly sorted, being cob-
bly and bouldery, and well-bedded with high-angle cross-
bedding, involutions and slumps. There are some interbeds 
of coarse sand. Kame and kettle deposits are poorly 
exposed, but appear to be typically moderately sorted, silty, 
sandy, clast-supported gravel with rounded–subrounded 
cobbles and pebbles. Glaciofluvial sheet deposits are poorly 
exposed but appear typically to be well-sorted sandy gravel, 
with interbeds of coarse- to medium-grained sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided on maps into three morpho-litho-genetic classes 
(Table 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Kirkbean Quarry [NX 9793 5892], Kirkbean .

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on older glacigenic sediments, such as 
till of the Gretna Till Formation; locally rests directly on 
bedrock.

locally overlain by Holocene alluvium and peat, and by 
Holocene and late-glacial raised marine deposits. some 
exposures are capped by gravelly, friable, pale brown to 
reddish brown diamicton (supraglacial flow till typically 
0.3–0.7 m in thickness).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
esker ridges (glaciofluvial sub-glacial deposits), kame and 
kettle mounds and ridges (glaciofluvial ice-contact depos-
its) and fans and terraces (glaciofluvial sheet deposits).

Thickness
variable, typically 4–10 m; esker deposits may be greater 
than 12 m thick; moundy ice-contact deposits and sheet 
deposits are typically 2–8 m thick.
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Distribution and extent
dumfries and Galloway (BGs 1:50 000 special sheets 
solway west and solway east).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

6.1.2 Irish Sea Coast Glacigenic Subgroup

In the solway lowlands the devensian glacigenic deposits of 
the Irish sea coast Glacigenic subgroup are typically reddish 
brown and are derived predominantly from Permo-Triassic 
‘red-beds’. The subgroup subsumes the ‘west cumbria 
drift Group’ defined by Akhurst et al. (1997) and Merritt 
and Auton (2000) (sections 7.1 and 7.3.2). The deposits 
include material derived from south-west scotland and the 
solway lowlands together with predominantly glaciomarine 
sediments from the Irish sea Basin. The deposits were laid 
down from ice that flowed from southern scotland across the 
solway lowlands and around the north-western side of the 
lake district southwards across the Irish sea Basin.

Name
Irish sea coast Glacigenic subgroup (IscG) (after 
McMillan et al., 2005; devensian formations of the west 
cumbria drift Group of Akhurst et al., 1997 and Merritt 
and Auton, 2000).

Lithology
diamictons, gravel, sand, silt and clay, typically reddish 
brown and containing clasts of red and yellow sandstone, 
wacke sandstone and siltstone, granite and granodiorite. 
welded tuff (Borrowdale volcanic Group), mudstone, coal, 
shell fragments and reworked marine microfossils are com-
mon to the south of the solway Firth.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into Gretna Till, chapelknowe Till, Plumpe 
sand and Gravel, Kerr Moraine, Kilbane sand and Gravel, 
and cullivait silt formations of the solway district; the 
Gillcambon Till and Great easby clay formations of the 
vale of eden and north cumbria; the carleton silt, seascale 
Glacigenic, Aikbank Farm Glacigenic, and Gosforth 
Glacigenic formations of west cumbria; the shellag, 
orrisdale and Jurby formations in the Isle of Man; the 
Kirkham Till Member (stockport Glacigenic Formation) 
of lancashire, the stockport Glacigenic Formation of 
cheshire, staffordshire and North wales, and the st Asaph 
Glacigenic and Teifi clay formations of west wales. 
offshore units include the cardigan Bay and Morecambe 
Bay formations. see Tables 8, 12, 13 and 17.

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformable contact with units of 
the Britannia catchments Group and the British coastal 
deposits Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits. see landforms associated with compo-
nent formations.

Thickness
up to 50 m.

Distribution and extent
solway lowlands, vale of eden, west cumbria, Isle of Man, 
lancashire, cheshire, north and west wales.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

The ‘tripartite’ sequence of the solway region has been the 
subject of debate over many years. A recurrent conclusion 
in the older literature is that several glacial re-advances 
occurred across the solway lowlands during the Main 
late devensian Glaciation. However, although Pennington 
(1970), evans and Arthurton (1973) and Thomas (1985a) 
concluded that the proposed major re-advance episodes 
were largely illusory and devoid of stratigraphical and 
chronological foundation, the re-advance concept has 
gained renewed support in the past thirty years (Huddart, 
1970, 1971a, b, 1991, 1994; Huddart and Tooley, 1972; 
Huddart et al., 1977; Huddart and clark, 1994; Merritt and 
Auton, 2000).

Re-advances of the last ice-sheet were first recognised 
within the carlisle district by Trotter (1922, 1923, 1929). 
The ‘tripartite’ re-advance model was developed by Trotter 
and Hollingworth (1932a, b), who concluded that at least 
one major expansion of scottish ice occurred that laid 
down a suite of deposits quite distinct from those formed 
during the main glaciation. Glaciofluvial and glaciolacus-
trine sediments were laid down in the coastal lowlands of 
west cumbria during the initial deglaciation, later to be 
over-ridden during glacial re-advances. each re-advance is 
considered to have caused minimal recognisable sub-glacial 
erosion, and laid down a thin, widespread mantle of diamic-
ton (‘upper till’).

The ‘tripartite’ sequence identified by Trotter in the 
Gretna area has been confirmed (McMillan et al., in prep). 
It appears to be confined to a buried valley lying to the east 
of Gretna and Gretna Green. Here crumbly red sandy till 
overlies a thick sequence of red fine-grained sands and silts 
resting on gravel, which in turn rests on stiff red clayey till. 
The upper till is patchy and very variable in lithology. The 
underlying sequence has been glaciotectonised to a varying 
degree. Two type sections have been identified. At Plumpe 
Farm, Gretna [Ny 3344 6813] the upper till has been 
assigned to the Plumpe Bridge Till Member (PlBT) of the 
Gretna Till Formation. The underlying sands have been 
named as the Plumpe Farm Sand Member (PFs) of the 
Plumpe Sand and Gravel Formation (Figure 11).

In the valley of the logan Burn [Ny 3110 7181], south 
of chapelknowe, two red tills are separated by 5 m of dense 
gravel. The lower till is referred to the Chapelknowe Till 
Formation. The gravel, probably glaciofluvial, has been 
named as the loganhouse Gravel Member (loGG) of the 
Plumpe Sand and Gravel Formation.

6.1.2.1 gRetna till fORMatiOn

At Plumpe Farm and elsewhere in the solway district the 
surficial tills of the Irish sea coast Glacigenic subgroup 
are assigned to the Gretna Till Formation. The tills are 
predominantly reddish brown with matrices composed of 
variable proportions of clay, silt and fine-grained sand. 
Gravel content is also variable. The tills are generally very 
compact, poorly stratified, matrix-supported diamictons 
containing angular–rounded clasts up to boulder-size. The 
most abundant clasts are generally wacke sandstones and 
siltstones from the southern uplands, with smaller pro-
portions of red sandstone and vivid red to purple siltstone 
from the local Permo-Triassic outcrops. sparser lithologies 
include granodiorites and granites from criffel and the 
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Galloway Hills respectively, more locally-derived Permian 
and carboniferous andesites and basalts (mainly from the 
Birrenswark volcanic Formation), and dolerite from dykes. 
Tills overlying outcrops of carboniferous sedimentary 
rocks are commonly yellowish brown in colour and contain 
much yellow and white sandstone. large angular blocks of 
underlying strata are common towards the base of tills.

The tills vary up to about 25 m in thickness, but prob-
ably average about 5 m. In general they become increasing 
compact and more homogeneous downwards. The upper-
most few metres are commonly crudely stratified and vary 
considerably in lithology and compactness over distances of 
a few metres (both horizontally and vertically). lenses of 
sand, gravel, silt and clay are common towards the surface, 
but locally there are thicker and more laterally-persistent 
beds that represent mappable units within the local glaci-
genic sequence (see below).

Name
Gretna Till Formation (GReT) (after Trotter, 1929, Trotter 
and Hollingworth, 1932a, and McMillan et al., in prep.)

Lithology
Reddish brown, sandy, silty, clayey diamicton with clasts 
of wacke sandstone, red sandstone, siltstone and grey 
granodiorite. uppermost 3 m generally variable in lithology 
and compactness, with lenses of sand, gravel, silt and clay. 
commonly becoming more compact and stony with depth.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Plump Bridge Till Member (PlBT) (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: River cliff of the logan Burn [Ny 
3110 7181], 1.5 km south of chapelknowe, dumfries and 
Galloway.

Partial type section: Plumpe Farm [Ny 3344 6813], 1 km 
east of Gretna, dumfries and Galloway. Note, however, that 
the unit is named for the nearby ’Plump Bridge’(sic).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

Ground surface or overlain conformably by glaciofluvial/
glaciolacustrine or Holocene sediments.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution/extent
solway lowlands.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

pluMp bRidge till MeMbeR (plbt)

The Plump Bridge Till Member comprises up to 10 m of 
reddish brown, sandy, silty, clayey diamicton with clasts of 
wacke sandstone, red sandstone, siltstone and grey grano-
diorite. The uppermost 3 m is generally variable in lithol-
ogy and compactness, with lenses of sand, gravel, silt and 
clay. The member commonly has a gradational, glaciotec-
tonic contact with the underlying Plumpe sand and Gravel 
Formation, or chapelknowe Till Formation. otherwise it 

is unconformable on bedrock. The upper boundary of the 
member is at surface or it is overlain conformably by gla-
ciofluvial, glaciolacustrine or Holocene sediments.

6.1.2.2 cHapelknOWe till fORMatiOn

The chapelknowe Till Formation can be distinguished from 
the Gretna Till Formation only where it is separated from 
it by members of the Plumpe sand and Gravel Formation.

Name
chapelknowe Till Formation (cHAK) (after lower Boulder 
clay of Trotter and Hollingworth, 1932a; McMillan et al., 
in prep.)

Lithology
Reddish brown, sandy, silty, clayey, stony diamicton with 
clasts of wacke sandstone and siltstone, red sandstone, and 
grey granodiorite. Generally very compact.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 12, Figure 11).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: river cliff of the logan Burn [Ny 3110 7181], 
1.5 km south of chapelknowe, dumfries and Galloway.

Lower and upper boundaries
lower boundary unconformable on bedrock.

upper boundary sharp, erosional contact with deposits of 
the overlying Plumpe sand and Gravel Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
20 m.

Distribution and extent
solway lowlands.

Age
early devensian (MIs ?4) or younger.

6.1.2.3 pluMpe sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Plumpe sand and Gravel Formation (PlsG) (Middle sands 
of Trotter and Hollingworth, 1932a).

Lithology
sand and gravel, typically reddish brown and silty, contain-
ing clasts of red sandstone, wacke sandstone and siltstone, 
and grey granodiorite.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Plumpe Farm sand Member and 
loganhouse Gravel Member (Tables 8 and 12, Figure 11).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: River cliff of the logan Burn, 1.5 km 
south of chapelknowe, dumfries and Galloway.

Partial type section: Plumpe Farm [Ny 3344 6813], 1 km 
east of Gretna, dumfries and Galloway.

Lower and upper boundaries
erosional contact with the underlying chapelknowe Till 
Formation.
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commonly a gradational, glaciotectonic contact with the 
overlying Plump Bridge Till Member of the Gretna Till 
Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposits.

Thickness
15 m.

Distribution/extent
solway lowlands.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

pluMpe faRM sand MeMbeR (pfs)

The Plumpe Farm sand Member comprises up to 15 m of 
reddish brown, silty sand with subordinate beds of silt, clay 
and gravel. locally the unit is composed dominantly of silt 
and clay. It has a conformable contact with the underlying 
chapelknowe Till Member (Gretna Till Formation) or with 
the loganhouse Gravel Member (Plumpe sand and Gravel 
Formation). commonly there is a gradational, glaciotec-
tonic contact with the overlying Plump Bridge Till Member 
(Gretna Till Formation). otherwise the member is uncon-
formable on bedrock.

lOganHOuse gRavel MeMbeR (lOgg)

The loganhouse Gravel Member comprises up to 5 m of 
dense, reddish brown, silty gravel with clasts of red sand-
stone, wacke sandstone and siltstone. The member has an 
erosional contact with the underlying chapelknowe Till 
Member Formation. It has either a conformable contact 
with the overlying Plumpe Farm sand Member (Plumpe 
sand and Gravel Formation) or a sharp, glaciotectonic con-
tact with the overlying Plump Bridge Till Member (Gretna 
Till Formation).

6.1.2.4 keRR MORaine fORMatiOn

These hummocky deposits are highly variable in lithology 
and include complex interdigitating beds of diamicton, 
boulder gravel, sand, silt and clay. Most deposits are ‘con-
structional’ moraines that formed at the ice-sheet margin 
during ‘active’ glacial retreat. They were deposited by 
several processes, including ‘dumping’ of debris from the 
glacier surface, and ‘bulldozing’ of loose debris at the ice 
front during forward movement of the ice.

Many morainic ridges are closely associated with ice-
marginal glacial drainage channels. Good examples of such 
channels are found in the vicinity of Kerr Height [Ny 338 
800], 5 km south-west of langholm, where southward-
flowing meltwater at the westward retreating ice margin cut 
a series of interconnecting channels down the valleyside. 
The channels abut ridges, one of which includes a kettle-
hole. This is the type area of the Kerr Moraine Formation, 
which includes most of the morainic deposits of the Irish 
sea coast Glacigenic subgroup.

Name
Kerr Moraine Formation (KeMo) (after McMillan et al., 
in prep.)

Lithology
Interbedded diamicton, boulder gravel, sand, silt and clay. 
Typically reddish brown with clasts of red sandstone 

dominant, but locally yellowish brown with clasts of yellow 
sandstone dominant.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Marchfield Moraine Member (MMo) (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: mounds and ridges found in the vicinity of 
Kerr Height, 5 km south-west of langholm, dumfries and 
Galloway [Ny 338 800]. The ridges are generally closely 
associated with ice-marginal glacial drainage channels and 
formed at the ice margin during glacial retreat.

Lower and upper boundaries
lower boundary generally conformable with the Gretna Till 
Formation, or rests unconformably on bedrock.

upper boundary generally the ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
large recessional moraine forming discontinuous mounds 
and ridges typically rising 10–15 m above the level of the 
surrounding glaciofluvial sand and gravel deposits; a large 
mound at cargenbridge rises up to 22 m above the glaci-
ofluvial deposits on the western bank of the River Nith.

Thickness
Generally up to 5 m and locally at least 12 m.

Distribution and extent
solway lowlands.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

MaRcHfield MORaine MeMbeR (MMO)

The Marchfield Moraine Member comprises a lithologically 
heterogeneous sequence, at least 12 m thick, of interstrati-
fied sand and gravel, reddish brown glacial diamicton (till), 
silt and clay. surface exposures show extensive small-scale 
normal faulting and some low-angle glaciotectonic thrust-
ing. The lower boundary is not exposed, but is probably a 
gradational contact on till of the Gretna Till Formation. The 
upper boundary is normally the ground surface but locally 
the deposit is overlain by Holocene peat in hollows in the 
moraine surface.

6.1.2.5 kilblane sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

The glaciofluvial deposits of the Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup are composed of a similar range of rock types to 
the tills, except that clasts of Permo-Triassic red sandstone 
are relatively more abundant. The glaciofluvial deposits that 
extend to the present land surface have been assigned to the 
Kilblane sand and Gravel Formation. The three morpho-
genetic categories of deposit may be regarded as informal 
members of the formation. Most of the deposits were laid 
down during the final deglaciation, either sub-glacially as 
eskers, or proglacially as glacial outwash fans and deltas 
(sandar).

Name
Kilblane sand and Gravel Formation (KBsG) (after 
Huddart, 1999, and McMillan et al., in prep.)

Lithology
sand and gravel, with cobbles and pebbles predomi-
nantly of Permo-Triassic sandstone and lower Palaeozoic 
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sedimentary and volcanic rocks in a matrix of medium- 
to coarse-grained sand; typically pale yellow to reddish 
brown. wacke sandstone and granitic clasts are common 
in subordinate amounts. esker deposits are typically poorly 
sorted, cobbly and bouldery, well-bedded with high-angle 
cross-bedding. some interbeds of coarse sand. Fluted kame 
and kettle deposits are typically moderately sorted, thickly-
bedded, cobbly, commonly in upward-fining, steeply tabu-
lar cross-bedded or trough cross-bedded units. Glaciofluvial 
sheet deposits are typically thickly-bedded well-sorted 
gravels, with interbeds of coarse- to medium-grained sand. 
commonly horizontally-bedded, but tabular high-angle 
cross-bedded units are common. The upper surface is com-
monly involuted and beds of laminated and rippled sandy 
silt and clay with drop-stone cobbles are present locally, 
indicating the presence of temporary glacial lakes.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into three types of morpho-litho-genetic cat-
egory (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Partial Type section: Kilblane Quarry [NX 9846 8212].

Reference section: locharbriggs sand and Gravel Pit 
[NX 9937 8156].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on older glacigenic sediments, such as till 
of the Gretna Till or langholm Till formations, or sandy 
and silty glaciolacustrine deposits of the cullivait silts 
Formation; locally rests directly on bedrock.

locally overlain by Holocene alluvial and raised marine 
deposits, and peat. some exposures in sheet deposits are 
capped by gravelly friable pale brown to reddish brown 
diamicton (supraglacial flow till), typically 0.3–0.6 m in 
thickness. Involutions and possible frost-wedge casts are 
present in the upper parts of terraced and kame-terrace 
deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
esker ridges (glaciofluvial sub-glacial deposits), fluted 
kame and kettle mounds and ridges (glaciofluvial ice-
contact deposits), kame terraces, sandar plains, fans and 
terraces (glaciofluvial sheet deposits).

Thickness
variable, typically 3–10 m, esker deposits may be greater 
than 15 m thick, the worked spreads of ice-contact deposits 
may exceed 10 m in thickness locally; kame terrace depos-
its and sandar are typically 2–8 m thick.

Distribution and extent
Northern margin of the solway Firth, principally between 
dumfries and Gretna, but extending inland to beyond 
dalswinton, lochmaben, lockerbie and canonbie.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

6.1.2.6 cullivait silts fORMatiOn

The glaciolacustrine deposits within the Irish sea coast 
Glacigenic subgroup are assigned to the cullivait silts 
Formation. Fine-grained sand, silt and clay laid down in 
standing water form part of many glaciofluvial sequences 
in the district, but only those deposits that are sufficiently 
extensive have been identified separately as being ‘gla-
ciolacustrine’. These are commonly laminated and contain 

drop-stones. They were mainly deposited in ice-marginal, 
proglacial lakes that formed in the upper reaches of valleys 
during ice-sheet deglaciation whilst the lower reaches were 
blocked by ice. extensive deposits of laminated silt and clay 
occur to the east of the solway.

Name
cullivait silts Formation (cus) (after McMillan et al., in 
prep.)

Lithology
Interbedded silty clay, sandy silt, and silty sand, forming 
upwards coarsening flat-lying units; generally moderate 
reddish brown to brown or greyish brown. sandy silts and 
silty clays are typically thinly-bedded in finely-laminated to 
massive beds; silty sands display planar lamination, ripple 
lamination and small-scale tabular cross-bedding. Rounded 
wacke sandstone drop-stone cobbles disrupt the lamination 
in silt and clay units at the Partial Type section.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 12).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: BGs Registered Borehole Ny 37Ne1 
[Ny 3934 7538], about 1 km south-south-east of canonbie, 
dumfries and Galloway (A7 Improvement-canonbie site 
Investigation Record se 1054, Borehole 4).

Partial Type section: locharbriggs sand and Gravel 
Pit. BGs Registered section cA1320 [NX 9956 8138] 
about 250 m south-east of cullivait House, dumfries and 
Galloway.

Lower and upper boundaries
either overlies bedrock or red-brown diamicton of the 
Gretna Till Formation. Base of unit is not exposed at the 
Partial Type section.

Taken at the base of the Kilblane sand and Gravel Formation 
at the Partial Type section; overlain by red-brown diamic-
ton of the Gretna Till Formation in the Reference section.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposits infilling basins and hollows asso-
ciated with glaciofluvial outwash deposited during late 
devensian deglaciation.

Thickness
Typically 3–5 m, but greater than 10 m proved in boreholes 
south of canonbie.

Distribution and extent
Northern margin of the solway Firth, principally between 
dumfries and Gretna, but extending inland to dalswinton 
and canonbie. These deposits also occur concealed beneath 
the alluvial sediments of the River esk between Gretna and 
carlisle.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

6.1.3 Borders Glacigenic Subgroup

The Borders Glacigenic subgroup comprises a suite of gla-
cial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine deposits including 
sandy diamictons (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. The sedi-
ments were deposited by or are the deglaciation products of 
ice that emanated from the southern uplands and streamed 
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eastwards around the northern margins of the cheviot Hills 
across the Merse of Berwickshire.

Name
Borders Glacigenic subgroup (BdRGl) (after McMillan 
et al., 2005).

Lithology
sandy diamictons (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. The 
deposits contain clasts derived from predominantly 
devonian to carboniferous sedimentary rocks (sandstone, 
siltstone and mudstone) with carboniferous volcanic rocks 
of the Kelso district. varying proportions of devonian vol-
canic and intrusive rocks (basalt, andesite) of the cheviot 
Hills and lower Palaeozoic wacke sandstone and siltstone 
are also present. Tills are generally matrix-supported diam-
ictons with characteristically brownish grey or yellowish 
grey matrices. However, locally they can be reddish brown 
either where the diamictons are weathered or are derived 
from red strata (e.g. devonian outcrops).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Norham Till Formation and informal Greenlaw Gravel 
Formation (Tables 8 and 12); other units (e.g. glaciofluvial 
sand and gravel) yet to be formalised.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The glacigenic deposits of the Borders Glacigenic 
subgroup are distributed across the Merse of Berwickshire 
and around the northern margins of the cheviot Hills. They 
are dominated by tills but also include glaciofluvial sheet 
sand and gravels and sub-glacial (esker) deposits such as 
the Bedshiels Kames between Greenlaw and duns. Minor 
outcrops of glaciolacustrine silty clays are present in small 
basins, notably between swinton and coldstream.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with bedrock. Pre-Ipswichian 
Quaternary deposits are not proved within the scottish Borders.

unconformable contact with units of the Britannia 
catchments Group (Tweed catchments subgroup) and the 
British coastal deposits Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
suite of glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine deposits. 
Tills are drumlinised. Glaciofluvial deposits occur as mounds 
(kames) and eskers. Terrace deposits are also present.

Thickness
up to 30 m.

Distribution and extent
distributed across the Merse of Berwickshire from the 
lammermuir Hills in the north to the margins of the 
cheviot Hills in the south. units of the subgroup may 
occur locally beyond these geographical boundaries and 
beyond the approximate surface boundaries with adjacent 
glacigenic subgroups (e.g. the North sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup). units may also extend offshore.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

6.1.3.1 nORHaM till fORMatiOn

Name
Norham Till Formation (NMTI) (after carruthers et al., 
1932).

Lithology
dark red sandy, silty clayey diamicton containing clasts 
of gravel to cobble grade (1–10 cm). semi-consolidated, 
matrix-supported. clasts are subrounded to subangular con-
sisting of sandstone, quartz and a hard, red mudstone, and 
have no apparent preferred orientation

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Top of bank on the north side of the River 
Tweed [NT 0054 7821], north of the village of Norham, 
Berwickshire.

Reference section: Pressen Farm [NT 836 359], 
Northumberland.

Lower and upper boundaries
Base of till not seen at type section, but probably rests on 
bedrock.

At surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 4 m.

Distribution and extent
Merse of Berwickshire (BGs 1:50 000 sheet s26w, 
coldstream, in prep.)

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

The informal Greenlaw Gravel Formation (proposed by 
McMillan et al., 2005) comprises sand and gravel of gla-
ciofluvial origin and late devensian age. The deposits are 
best exposed in sections of the esker system of Bedshiel 
Kaims [NT 3707 6512], on Greenlaw Moor, 4 km north of 
Greenlaw, Berwickshire (evans et al., 2006). The esker var-
ies in height between 6 and 12 m above the flattish surface 
of till on which it rests. The gravel is dominated by locally-
derived wacke sandstone.

6.1.4 Cheviot Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
cheviot Glacigenic subgroup (cHvG) (after carruthers et 
al., 1932, clapperton, 1970, douglas and Harrison, 1985, 
1987, and Mitchell, 2005, 2008; includes linhope spout 
Formation of Thomas, p.98 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
suite of sandy diamictons (till, morainic and solifluction 
deposits), sand, gravel, silt and clay originating from the 
cheviot Hills. The deposits contain clasts derived predomi-
nantly from volcanic and intrusive rocks (basalt, andesite 
and granite) of the cheviot Hills. varying proportions of 
lower Palaeozoic wacke sandstone and siltstone are also 
present near the western limits of the subgroup. Tills are 
generally matrix-supported diamictons with characteristi-
cally brownish grey or yellowish grey matrices. However, 
locally they can be reddish brown either where the diam-
ictons are weathered or are derived from red strata (e.g. 
devonian outcrops).
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Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Kale water Till Formation (after Mitchell, 2005, 2008) 
(Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: uplands of the cheviot Hills between carter 
Bar and Harehope, south-east of wooler [NT 693 071–NT 
101 184].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with bedrock. Bedrock is com-
monly weathered to depths of several metres.

unconformable contact with peat or fluvial deposits of 
the Britannia catchments Group (Tweed catchments or 
Northumbria catchments subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic sediments deposited by ice which emanated 
from the cheviot Hills.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
distributed over the cheviot Hills massif.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

6.1.4.1 kale WateR till fORMatiOn

Name
Kale water Till Formation (KwTI) (after Mitchell, 2005, 
2008).

Lithology
compact matrix-supported diamicton with numerous sub-
rounded, striated boulder-sized clasts. clast lithology is 
dominated by the local andesite but there are also striated 
clasts of sandstones and other sedimentary rocks which 
have been brought from the south and west of the Kale 
water (Mitchell, 2005, 2008).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
linhope spout Member (after douglas and Harrison, 1985, 
1987, and douglas, 1991; linhope spout Formation of 
Thomas, p.98 in Bowen, 1999) (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: east bank of the Kale water [NT 7694 1561], 
south of swanlaws: at least 3 m of highly compact diam-
icton with large subangular to subrounded erratic clasts of 
sandstone and fine-grained igneous rock (Mitchell, 2005, 
2008).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

This diamicton is at surface or is overlain either by re-
sedimented diamicton which can be defined as a solifluctate 
(head) or by gravel.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
At least 3 m.

Distribution and extent
valley of the Kale water, cheviot Hills.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

linHOpe spOut MeMbeR

The linhope spout Member (linhope spout Formation of 
Thomas, p. 98 in Bowen, 1999) comprises locally-derived 
basal till overlain by 4 m of bedded solifluction deposits 
composed of coarse-grained granite debris (Tables 8 and 
12). The stratotype is linhope spout [NT 958 171] in the 
Breamish valley, south of the cheviot.

6.2 BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

6.2.1 Formations of the British Coastal Deposits 
Group

The British coastal deposits Group includes estuarine, 
beach and marine deposits of the solway lowlands. 
sutherland (p. 107 in Bowen, 1999) defines seven mem-
bers of one formation, the Redkirk Formation, comprising 
late devensian to Holocene marine, estuarine, organic, 
lacustrine and fluvial sediments. In the present framework 
the non-marine units are referred to the Blelham Peat 
Formation of the Britannia catchments Group (section 
6.3.1.1) and the Holocene estuarine deposits are assigned 
to the informal Newbie silt Member of the Carse Clay 
Formation (sections 5.2.1.6 and 6.2.1.1). Beach and raised 
beach deposits of the solway have yet to be defined for-
mally in the BGs lexicon.

6.2.1.1 caRse clay fORMatiOn

see section 5.2.1.6 for a description of this formation.

neWbie silt MeMbeR

The Newbie silt Member comprises 6 m or more of silt and 
fine sand with lenses of peat. It rests unconformably on the 
Redkirk Point Peat Bed (Blelham Peat Formation) or till or 
bedrock. It is overlain by or interdigitates with the Racks 
Moss Peat Member (Blelham Peat Formation). The type 
section is Newbie shore [Ny 165 651] (Gordon, 1993c).

6.3 BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

6.3.1 Formations of the Britannia Catchments Group

late devensian to Holocene organic (blanket peat) and 
lacustrine beds are known from many parts of the south of 
scotland (for a summary see Nichols, 1967; Moar, 1969). 
Blanket peat is extensive on the cumbrian side of the 
Border (dixon et al., 1926). In the solway, such deposits 
have been described from sections at Bigholms Burn [Ny 
316 812], south-west of langholm, Redkirk Point [Ny 301 
652] and Racks Moss [Ny 030 730], part of lochar Moss, 
dumfries (Nichols, 1967; Moar, 1969; Bishop and coope, 
1977; Gordon, 1993d; sutherland, p. 107 in Bowen, 1999).

6.3.1.1 blelHaM peat fORMatiOn

The fluvial, lacustrine and organic deposits of Bigholms 
Burn, [Ny 3141 8131], 6 km south-west of langholm 
(Moar, 1969; Bishop and coope, 1977; Gordon, 1993d) are 
considered to be of windermere Interstadial–Holocene age 
(MIs 2–1). Informal members and beds (members of the 
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Redkirk Formation of sutherland, p.107 in Bowen, 1999) 
are here referred to the Blelham Peat Formation (BHBT) 
(section 7.5.1.3). Informal units include the Redkirk Point 
Peat Bed, Bigholms Burn Peat Bed, Bigholms Burn Gravel 
Member, Healy Hill Organic Mud Member and Racks Moss 
Peat Member (modified after sutherland, p.107 in Bowen, 
1999) (Tables 6 and 12).

Fluvial deposits (alluvium and river terrace deposits) 
of the south of scotland are assigned to two subgroups, 
the Solway Catchments and the Tweed Catchments sub-
groups.

6.3.2 Solway Catchments Subgroup

The solway catchments subgroup includes fluvial deposits 
(alluvium and river terrace deposits) of the entire catchment 
of the solway Firth bordering the coast between stranraer 
and st Bees Head (McMillan and Hamblin, 2000). The sub-
group partially subsumes the solway Formation of Thomas 
(p.96 in Bowen, 1999) and the solway drift Group defined 
in the sellafield area of the west cumbrian coast by Merritt 
and Auton (2000). The deposits range from late Glacial–
Holocene (MIs 2-1) in age.

Formations are assigned to the fluvial deposits of 
the principal river valleys (Table 12). These include in 
dumfries and Galloway, the formally defined Solway 
Esk Valley Formation (BGs 1:50 000 special sheet 
solway east; McMillan et al. In prep.) and the informal 
Cree Valley, Fleet Valley, Kirkcudbright Dee Valley, 
Nithsdale, Annan Valley formations. In north cumbria 
informal units include the Eden Valley, Wampool Valley, 
Waver Valley, Ellen Valley and Derwent Valley forma-
tions. The informal formations have yet to be defined in the 
BGs lexicon.

Name
solway catchments subgroup (sydR) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005; partially subsumes solway 
drift Group of Merritt and Auton, 2000).

Lithology
A suite of fluvial and associated organic deposits that con-
tain clasts derived from Palaeozoic rocks and glacigenic 
deposits cropping out in the catchment of the solway Firth, 
including the Rivers cree, dee (Kirkcudbright), Nith, 
Annan, esk, eden.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Includes the solway esk valley Formation and informal 
cree valley, Fleet valley, Kirkcudbright dee valley, 
Nithsdale, Annan valley, eden valley, wampool valley, 
waver valley, ellen valley and derwent valley forma-
tions. section 6.3.2.1 and Tables 6 and 12.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The catchment of the solway Firth.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally an unconformable boundary with units of the 
caledonia Glacigenic Group.

Generally the ground surface, but units of this subgroup 
interfinger locally with units of the British coastal deposits 
Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terraces and floodplains.

Thickness
up to 30 m.

Distribution and extent
The catchment of the solway Firth.

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

6.3.2.1 sOlWay esk valley fORMatiOn

Name
solway esk valley Formation (sesKv) (after dixon et al., 
1926, and McMillan et al., in prep.)

Lithology
Mainly comprises sand and gravel and silty, clayey sand. 
Includes units of sand, silt and clay, which are typically 
reddish brown.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into terrace deposit members; formation only 
shown in Tables 6 and 12.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: the valley of the River esk and its tributaries 
[Ny 205 965–Ny 340 640], dumfries and Galloway.

Lower and upper boundaries
A sharp, undulating, erosional contact, mainly on reddish 
brown, clayey, sandstone-rich diamictons of the Gretna Till 
Formation, or yellowish brown, wacke-rich diamictons of 
the langholm Till Formation.

At the present ground surface or, locally, covered by peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terraces and floodplain.

Thickness
up to 15 m.

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River esk and its tributaries, dumfries 
and Galloway.

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

6.3.3 Tweed Catchments Subgroup

The Tweed catchments subgroup comprises a suite of fluvi-
al, lacustrine, mass movement (head), periglacial and organic 
(peat) deposits. The subgroup includes the alluvium and river 
terrace deposits of the River Tweed and tributaries (Tweed 
valley Formation). The fluvial deposits contain clasts derived 
from rocks cropping out within the catchment of the River 
Tweed in northern Northumberland and the scottish Borders 
(mainly devonian–carboniferous sandstone, siltstone with 
limestone, lower Palaeozoic wacke sandstone and silt-
stone and varying proportions of volcanic rocks including 
devonian andesites of the cheviot Hills and carboniferous 
basalts of the Kelso district). No formal units have been 
established. The Tweed valley Formation will be defined 
during the course of ongoing survey revision mapping.

Name
Tweed catchments subgroup (Tweed) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).
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Lithology
Gravel, sand, silt and clay.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Tweed valley Formation (TwvA) Tables 6 and 12.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The Tweed catchment of the scottish Borders 
and Northumberland.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with units of the caledonia 
Glacigenic Group.

Generally the ground surface, but units of this subgroup 
interfinger locally with units of the British coastal deposits 
Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of fluvial and lacustrine deposits that contain clasts 
derived from Palaeozoic rocks and glacigenic deposits 
cropping out in the catchment of the River Tweed.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
The Tweed catchment of the scottish Borders and 
Northumberland.

Age
late devensian–Holocene (MIs 2–1).
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The oldest superficial deposits of west cumbria and the Isle 
of Man are of glacigenic origin and of pre-devensian age 
(Albion Glacigenic Group). The most extensive deposits 
are assigned to the caledonia Glacigenic Group and are of 
late devensian age including the loch lomond stadial. 
deposits of the Britannia catchments Group and British 
coastal deposits Group range in age from late devensian 
to Holocene.

The onshore lithostratigraphy of the region (Table 12) is 
based mainly on type sections in west cumbria described 
by Huddart et al. (1977), Huddart (1991), Nirex (1997a, 
1997b) and Merritt and Auton (2000). A summary appears 
in Akhurst et al. (1997). Table 12 also shows the strati-
graphical equivalence with formations defined by Thomas 
in chadwick et al. (2001) for the Isle of Man and for certain 
offshore units. However, only broad regional correlation is 
possible with the generally seismically determined stratig-
raphy of the Irish sea Basin (Nirex, 1997a; Jackson et al., 
1995).

7.1 GLACIGENIC GROUPS AND SUBGROUPS

Pre-devensian glacigenic deposits of the Albion Glacigenic 
Group are preserved locally in the lake district and are 
known from borehole evidence in west cumbria and the 
Isle of Man. These deposits are referred to the Central 
Cumbria (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup (section 7.2.1) 
and the Irish Sea Coast (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup 
(section 7.2.2). The effect of re-advances of scottish ice 
during the devensian complicates the stratigraphical frame-
work for the widely distributed glacigenic deposits of the 
caledonia Glacigenic Group. The deposits are referred to 
formations of the Central Cumbria Glacigenic Subgroup 
(section 7.3.1), the Irish Sea Coast Glacigenic Subgroup 
(sections 6.1.2, 7.3.2), and the Manx Glacigenic Group 
(section 7.3.3).

The Central Cumbria (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup 
and the Central Cumbria Glacigenic Subgroup (formerly 
defined as the central cumbria drift Group by Merritt and 
Auton, 2000) (Table 12) include deposits that principally 
occur within the lake district and over shap Fell but also 
in parts of the vale of eden and along the west cumbrian 
coast. The deposits contain material locally derived from 
the lake district, shap Fell and the Howgill Fells pre-
dominantly from devonian, silurian and ordovician rocks, 
together with clasts of igneous intrusive rocks of various 
ages (Nirex, 1997b). The deposits were mostly laid down 
directly from, or were derived from, the melting of glaciers 
and isolated ice caps that existed in the lake district at 
various times.

The Irish Sea Coast (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup 
and Irish Sea Coast Glacigenic Subgroup (formerly 
west cumbria drift Group of Nirex, 1997b; Merritt and 
Auton, 2000) comprise predominantly glacigenic (glacial, 
glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine) deposits that occur in the 
solway lowlands (chapter 6), the vale of eden and in west 
cumbria (this chapter), and lancashire, cheshire and North 
wales (chapter 8, Table 13). The subgroups include pre-
Holocene (mainly late devensian) formations of Bowen 

(1999), together with others proposed by Merritt and Auton 
(2000). constituent formations (and informally named 
members) are defined from relatively thin, laterally vari-
able sequences of sediments. Pre-late devensian deposits 
are recognised from boreholes. lithologies are defined 
by locally-occurring rocks of carboniferous, Permian and 
Triassic age. The deposits were laid down mainly directly 
from, or were derived from, the melting of ice that streamed 
around the north-western side of the lake district to merge 
with ice moving directly down the Irish sea basin from 
southern scotland (Merritt and Auton, 2000). This pattern 
of ice movement probably occurred during several glacia-
tions.

There is a recurrent conclusion in the older literature 
that one or more major glacial re-advances of scottish 
ice occurred across the solway lowlands and the coast of 
west cumbria during the latter stages of the last glaciation. 
several limits have been postulated for the main event, 
the ‘scottish Re-advance’, that extend across the Irish 
sea, link with the Bride Moraine in the north of the Isle of 
Man and continue into Ireland, but they since have been 
generally dismissed as being largely illusory and devoid of 
stratigraphical or chronological foundation. However, the 
re-advance concept has gained renewed support from new 
evidence in the solway lowlands, west cumbria, the Isle of 
Man and Ireland.

evidence for a re-advance of scottish ice was first 
reported from the carlisle district and subsequently two 
re-advances, the ‘Gosforth oscillation’ and the subsequent 
‘scottish Re-advance’ sensu stricto were established in 
west cumbria and farther south. evidence for another, 
earlier, re-advance of the Irish sea ice stream has been 
reported from near Barrow-in-Furness. It has since been 
confirmed from extensive investigations in west cumbria 
(Merritt and Auton, 2000) that the ‘Gosforth oscillation’ 
event, in particular, caused large ice-dammed proglacial 
lakes to form in the lower reaches of the ehen valley and 
in lower wasdale, accompanied by deposition of gla-
ciofluvial and glaciolacustrine members of the Seascale 
Glacigenic Formation and the Aikbank Farm Glacigenic 
Formation of the Irish Sea Coast Glacigenic Subgroup. 
deposits were extensively over-ridden and locally glaci-
otectonically-disturbed during several glacial re-advances 
that caused minimal sub-glacial erosion, yet laid down thin, 
widespread units of sandy or clayey diamicton containing 
well-dispersed pebbles and shell fragments (deformation 
till). This thinly-bedded and heterogeneous package of 
sediments constitutes the Gosforth Glacigenic Formation 
(Irish Sea Coast Glacigenic Subgroup). There are minor-
ity views that tills of the Gosforth Glacigenic Formation 
are either solely the products of proglacial, cohesive debris 
flows (flow till) or, most contentiously, are glaciomarine 
mud drapes. The stratigraphical relationship of constituent 
members of the three formations is presented in Figure 12.

The type area for the scottish Re-advance is at st Bees 
Head, where there are splendid cliff sections through progla-
cially tectonised deposits in the st Bees Moraine. However, 
the regional significance of the scottish Re-advance at 
st Bees remains problematic. It generally has been cor-
related with the creation of the Bride Moraine on the Isle 

7 The vale of eden, lake district, west cumbria and the Isle of Man
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of Man, which recently has been linked with the Killard 
Point stadial. The Gosforth oscillation and other earlier 
re-advances probably occurred during the post-18 ka BP 
phase of the Main late devensian Glaciation, in response 
to expansions of the Irish sea ice stream, causing it to 
encroach inland repeatedly, overriding ground glaciated 
earlier by ice sourced inland.

7.2 ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

7.2.1 Central Cumbria (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
central cumbria (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup (ccAG) 
(after McMillan et al., 2005; pre-devensian formations 
of the central cumbria drift Group of Nirex, 1997b, and 
Merritt and Auton, 2000).

Lithology
A suite of mappable units of diamicton, gravel, sand, silt 
and clay, typically yellowish or greyish brown and contain-
ing clasts derived from the lake district, shap Fell and the 
Howgill Fells, including welded tuff (Borrowdale volcanic 
Formation), slate, granite, granophyre, limestone and sand-
stone.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Thornsgill Till Formation (section 7.2.1.1 and Tables 7c 
and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: the central lake district, shap Fell and the 
Howgill Fells.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

locally the ground surface, but generally overlain uncon-
formably by deposits of gravel, sand, silt, clay and peat of 
the central cumbria Glacigenic subgroup.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The central lake district, shap Fell and the Howgill Fells.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (MIs 13–6).

7.2.1.1 tHORnsgill till fORMatiOn

The Thornsgill Formation is the oldest of three forma-
tions of glacigenic deposits established in the north-eastern 
lake district by Boardman (1981, 1991) and formalised 
by Thomas (p. 95 in Bowen, 1999). The deposits are all 
derived mainly from Borrowdale volcanic Group litholo-
gies, slate and Threlkeld microgranite. The type localities of 
the Thornsgill Formation occur in the valleys of Thornsgill 
[NH 3814 2427] and Mosedale [NH 3556 2388], between 
Keswick and Penrith, where the Thornsgill Till Member 
is the main component. The latter is renamed here as the 
Thornsgill Till Formation. It is severely weathered and 
glaciotectonised. The weathering profile of the till, which is 
known as the Troutbeck Palaeosol (Britannia catchments 

Group) (section 7.5.1.1), is considered to have taken at least 
150 000 years to form in a temperate climate, suggesting 
that the till may be Anglian in age. It is given bed status here. 
A deposit of compressed peat overlying the till in Mosedale 
has been assigned tentatively to an early devensian intersta-
dial or the end of the Ipswichian Interglacial (Boardman and 
walden, 1994; Boardman, 2002); the unit is named here as 
the Mosedale Beck Peat Bed.

Name
Thornsgill Till Formation (THGTI) (after Boardman, 1991).

Lithology
extremely compact, silty sandy gravelly diamicton contain-
ing clasts mainly of slate, ‘Borrowdale volcanic Group’ 
lithologies and Threlkeld microgranite. dark grey at base 
becoming increasingly weathered upwards to yellowish 
brown with olive brown, orange and white mottling where it 
has been cryoturbated. Most clasts are decomposed towards 
the top and are commonly bleached. The deeply weathered 
zone above the unit is named the Troutbeck Palaeosol.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: River sections in the banks of Mosedale 
Beck [Ny 3556 2388], 3 km south of wallthwaite, cumbria.

Partial type section: River cliff sections in the banks of 
Thornsgill Beck [Ny 3814 2427], 1 km south of Troutbeck 
Head, cumbria.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally an uneven, unconformable boundary with slate 
bedrock (skiddaw Group), but locally a thin unit of weathered 
sand and gravel intervenes. Bedrock commonly decomposed.

Generally a sharp, planar, or gradational glaciotectonic 
boundary with greyish brown stony clayey diamicton 
(Threlkeld Till Formation).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 15 m.

Distribution and extent
vale of Threlkeld, cumbria.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 10 or 12).

7.2.2 Irish Sea Coast (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
Irish sea coast (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup (IscAG) 
(after McMillan et al., 2005; pre-devensian formations of 
the west cumbria drift Group of Nirex, 1997b, and Merritt 
and Auton, 2000).

Lithology
diamicton, gravel, sand, silt and clay, typically reddish 
brown and containing clasts of red and yellow sandstone, 
wacke sandstone and siltstone, granite and granodiorite. 
welded tuff (Borrowdale volcanic Group), mudstone, coal, 
shell fragments and reworked marine microfossils are com-
mon to the south of the solway Firth.
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Formal subdivisions and correlation table
drigg Till Formation, Ayre lighthouse Formation, 
Kiondroughad Formation (Tables 7c and 12); seisdon sand 
and Gravel Formation and oakwood Glacigenic Formation 
(sections 8.1.2.1 and 8.1.2.2, Table 7c and 13).

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformable contact with units of the 
caledonia Glacigenic Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
see landform associated with component formations.

Thickness
up to tens of metres.

Distribution and extent
cheshire, lancashire, North wales, western cumbria and 
the solway lowlands.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (MIs 13–6).

7.2.2.1 dRigg till fORMatiOn

The oldest till in cumbria, the drigg Till Formation has 
been found only in a few deep boreholes in lower wasdale 
and around drigg. It comprises a weathered, stony diam-
icton that contains clasts of both lake district and north-
ern provenance (rocks derived from north-west cumbria, 
southern scotland and the Irish sea basin).

Name
drigg Till Formation (dGTI) (after Merritt and Auton, 
2000).

Lithology
stony sandy silty clayey diamicton, reddish brown, 
extremely compact, with clasts mainly of welded tuff, 
wacke sandstone, slate and granite derived from the west-
ern lake district, together with red (Permian) and yellow 
(carboniferous) sandstone and coal from west cumbria, 
and sparse granodiorite from scotland.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: commercial borehole drilled at the drigg 
landfill site [sd 0504 9855], BNFl off-site Borehole d, 
43.2–37.6 m depth.

Reference section: Nirex Borehole 10c [sd 0434 0309], 
20.4–17.3 m depth.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, irregular, unconformable contact with bedrock 
(mostly sandstone of the sherwood sandstone Group).

sharp, gently undulating, unconformable contact with lami-
nated silt and clay of the stubble Green silt Member of the 
Glannoventia Formation, or sharp, planar, unconformable 
contact with sandy clayey diamicton of the Holmrook Till 
Member of the Blengdale Glacigenic Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
5 m.

Distribution and extent
drigg area and lower wasdale, west cumbria.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6).

Based on borehole evidence two formations, the Ayre 
Lighthouse Formation and Kiondroughad Formation, were 
established for pre-devensian (possibly as early as Anglian) 
glacigenic deposits of the Isle of Man (chadwick et al., 2001).

7.2.2.2 ayRe ligHtHOuse fORMatiOn

Name
Ayre lighthouse Formation (AyRl) (after lamplugh, 
1903, and chadwick et al., 2001).

Lithology
sand, gravel and diamicton of northern origin that rests on 
Permo-Triassic bedrock (known only from boreholes).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 7c and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Borehole Iv, Point of Ayre [NX 440 035] 
(lamplugh, 1903; smith, 1930).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformably overlies Permo-Triassic bedrock.

Base of the shelly silts and sands of the overlying Ayre 
Formation (British coastal deposits Group).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
About 70 m at borehole type section. Base on bedrock at 
140 m below od.

Distribution and extent
Northern part of the Isle of Man (BGs 1:50 000 sheets e36 
and possibly 46).

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 8, 10 or 12).

7.2.2.3 kiOndROugHad fORMatiOn

Name
Kiondroughad Formation (KdRd) (after lamplugh, 1903, 
and chadwick et al., 2001).

Lithology
sand, gravel and diamicton (till) of lithologies derived from 
the north of the Isle of Man (chadwick et al., 2001).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 12).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: Borehole 16, Kiondroughad [NX 395 
015] (lamplugh, 1903).
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Lower and upper boundaries
overlain unconformably by the shellag Formation (Irish 
sea coast Glacigenic subgroup).

Rests on an extensive bedrock platform between 41 and 
53 m below od and partly on the Ayre Formation (British 
coastal deposits Group).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
About 60 m.

Distribution and extent
The Isle of Man (BGs 1:50 000 sheets e36, 45, 46 and 56).

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6 or 8) or early devensian 
(MIs 4).

7.3 CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

7.3.1 Central Cumbria Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
central cumbria Glacigenic subgroup (ccGl) (after 
McMillan et al., 2005; devensian formations of the central 
cumbria drift Group of Nirex, 1997b, and Merritt and 
Auton, 2000).

Lithology
diamicton, gravel, sand, silt and clay, typically yellowish 
or greyish brown and containing clasts derived from the 
lake district, shap Fell and the Howgill Fells, including 
welded tuff (Borrowdale volcanic Group), slate, granite, 
granophyre, limestone and sandstone.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Maudsyke Till, Threlkeld Till, lobbs 
sand and Gravel, Greystoke Till, Baronwood sand and 
Gravel, Blengdale Glacigenic, and wolf crags formations 
(Table 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The central lake district, shap Fell and the 
Howgill Fells [sd 100 600–Ny 700 400].

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally unconformable on bedrock, but locally uncon-
formable on older deposits of diamicton, gravel, sand, 
silt and clay assigned to the central cumbria (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup.

Generally the ground surface, but commonly overlain 
unconformably by deposits of gravel, sand, silt, clay and 
peat of the solway or cumbria–lancashire catchments 
subgroups (Britannia catchments Group).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 40 m.

Distribution and extent
The central lake district, shap Fell and the Howgill Fells.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

7.3.1.1 Maudsyke till fORMatiOn

In west cumbria, pre-late devensian diamictons of the 
Maudsyke Till Formation have been proved at depth in 
boreholes. These deposits were previously regarded Merritt 
and Auton (2000) as the oldest member of the Blengdale 
Glacigenic Formation (section 7.3.1.6).

Name
Maudsyke Till Formation (MsyT) (after Merritt and 
Auton, 2000).

Lithology
extremely dense, moderate to pale reddish brown, cobbly 
sandy clayey diamicton, mainly matrix-supported, with 
clasts predominantly of Borrowdale volcanic Group lith-
ologies (rhyolite, welded tuff, slate).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: BNFl ‘off-site’ borehole c [sd 0547 9805], 
from 50.3–60.2 m depth (Nirex, 1997b).

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally a sharp, undulating to uneven, unconformable 
contact with bedrock, but locally a sharp, probably planar 
contact with extremely stiff, reddish brown, gravelly sandy 
clayey diamicton of the drigg Till Formation.

sharp, draped, unconformable contact with overlying thinly 
laminated (varved) silt and clay of the stubble Green silt 
Member of the carleton silt Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
At depth beneath lower wasdale, western side of the lake 
district.

Age
early devensian (MIs 4).

7.3.1.2 tHRelkeld till fORMatiOn

The Thornsgill Till is overlain by unweathered till of prob-
able late devensian age and following Boardman (1991, 
2002), it is named here the Threlkeld Till Formation. This 
till unit forms the topmost till sheet in the area (north-east 
lake district) and passes laterally into the Greystoke Till 
Formation (section 7.3.1.4) in edenside.

Name
Threlkeld Till Formation (TKTI) (after Boardman, 1991).

Lithology
very compact, olive-grey, sandy, silty, clayey, stony diam-
icton containing clasts mainly of ‘Borrowdale volcanic 
Group’ lithologies, slate and Threlkeld microgranite. 
locally includes masses of weathered diamicton (Thornsgill 
Till) at base. commonly weathered to yellowish grey.
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Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section:
Type area: North-east lake district, cumbria.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally an unconformable boundary on bedrock. locally 
a sharp, planar, or gradational glaciotectonic boundary 
with yellowish brown sandy gravelly clayey diamicton 
(Thornsgill Till Formation).

Mostly ground surface or overlain unconformably by glaci-
ofluvial sand and gravel.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
North-east lake district, cumbria.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

7.3.1.3 lObbs sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Glaciofluvial sand and gravel associated with the Threlkeld 
Till Formation was named the lobbs sand and Gravel 
Member by Boardman (1991). This unit has here been 
raised to formation status to include all superficial glaci-
ofluvial deposits occurring the north-east lake district.

Name
lobbs sand and Gravel Formation (loBsG) (after 
Boardman, 1991).

Lithology
Mainly sand and gravel with subordinate beds of silt and 
clay, containing clasts mainly of Borrowdale volcanic 
Group rocks, slate and Threlkeld microgranite. Forming 
both moundy and terraced spreads of glaciofluvial sand and 
gravel in the northern lake district.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Keswick [Ny 250 200–NH 360 320], vale of 
st. Johns and Naddle, cumbria.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally an erosional, unconformable boundary on olive 
grey, sandy, silty, clayey, stony diamicton (Threlkeld Till 
Formation).

Mostly ground surface or overlain unconformably by 
Holocene deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Forms both moundy and terraced spreads of glaciofluvial 
sand and gravel in the northern lake district.

Thickness
up to 15 m.

Distribution and extent
North-east lake district, cumbria.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

7.3.1.4 gReystOke till fORMatiOn

The shape and distribution of elongate drumlins in the vale 
of eden and around the north of the lake district, together 
with the composition of glacial erratics, indicate unam-
biguously that during the last Glacial Maximum (lGM) 
ice flowed northwards, down the vale of eden, swinging 
around to the west around the lake district and into the 
Irish sea basin. There is northward progression from spin-
dle-shaped drumlins, through elongate drumlins and trans-
verse asymmetrical forms, to rogen moraines that indicate 
diminishing rates of flow northwards towards carlisle. The 
glacial reorganisation possibly followed partial deglaciation 
and is recorded between Appleby and Brough, where the 
‘stainmore suite’ of drumlins is overprinted by the younger 
Howgill suite, created by ice flowing northwards from an 
important ice divide crossing the Howgill Fells from west 
to east.

The till deposited in the vale of eden following the 
reorganisation is named here the Greystoke Till Formation. 
Although most clasts are derived from the lake district 
and edenside, the till also contains some scottish erratics, 
especially towards the north, which have probably been 
reworked from the products of the early scottish Advance 
(Huddart, 1971b). The Ravenglass Till and lowca Till 
members of the seascale Glacigenic Formation were prob-
ably formed at this time in west cumbria, by ice swinging 
around the north of the lake district, picking up clasts 
from the cumberland coalfield. The tills are generally 
red, extremely compact and stony. They are up to 10 m 
thick, but locally infill buried valleys 70 m deep. The 
Greystoke Till Formation covers a substantial part of north-
ern cumbria. Its type section is the same as for the older 
Gillcambon Till, where clasts of the latter are enclosed 
within the base of the overlying Greystoke Till, a grey-
brown diamicton containing clasts of only lake district 
volcaniclastic rocks and local carboniferous limestone 
(eastwood et al., 1968, p. 231). Till fabric analysis on the 
till indicated that ice flowed from the south-west (Huddart, 
1971b). The Greystoke Till is equivalent to the eden and 
lanerstock members of Thomas (pp. 95–96 in Bowen, 
1999), which represent tills in the Penrith and Brampton 
areas respectively.

The flaw in many published glacial reconstructions is 
that scottish ice is envisaged to funnel through the Tyne 
Gap from the solway lowlands contemporaneously with 
ice flowing from the vale of eden, either adjacently in the 
opposite direction, or at different levels in the ice-sheet. 
It is more likely that ice ceased to flow through the Tyne 
Gap following either a major glacial readjustment resulting 
from changing mass balances of ice accumulation areas, or 
a significant partial deglaciation.

Name
Greystoke Till Formation (GyTI) (after eastwood et al., 
1968, Trotter, 1929, and Trotter and Hollingworth, 1932a; 
eden Member of Penrith Formation of Thomas, p. 96 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Grey stony sandy clayey diamicton with clasts of lake 
district volcaniclastic rocks and carboniferous limestone. 
contains rip-up clasts of underlying Gillcambon Till at type 
section. elsewhere in edenside the unit contains relatively 
more Permo-Triassic red sandstone and carboniferous 
sandstones.
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Formal subdivisions and correlation table
edenside Till Member (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: west Bank of Gillcambon Beck [Ny 3888 
3474], 275 m above the road bridge.

Lower and upper boundaries
Planar or uneven unconformable boundary with red diamic-
ton of the Gillcambon Till Formation below, or unconform-
able on bedrock.

At land surface or overlain unconformably by glaciofluvial, 
glaciolacustrine or Holocene sediments.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
10 m.

Distribution and extent
The vale of eden and southern solway lowlands north of 
the ‘scottish Re-advance’ limit.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

edenside till MeMbeR (edti)

The edenside Till Member (eden Member of Penrith 
Formation of Thomas, p. 96 in Bowen, 1999) comprises 
up to 20 m of stiff, reddish brown, very sandy, silty clayey 
diamicton with clasts mainly derived from the vale of eden 
(mostly brown ‘Penrith’ and red ‘st Bees’ sandstones, but 
including carboniferous limestone and yellow sandstones), 
the lake district (including andesitic lavas and welded 
tuffs), and the Alston Block (sandstone and grit), but also 
with sparse granodiorite, granite and wacke sandstones 
from the Galloway Hills of scotland.

7.3.1.5 baROnWOOd sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

All deposits of glaciofluvial sand and gravel laid down 
during ice-sheet deglaciation and lying to the south and 
east of the ‘scottish Re-advance’ limit of Trotter (1929) 
in edenside and around the north of the lake district are 
placed here in the Baronwood sand and Gravel Formation. 
These deposits contain clasts mainly derived from the 
edenside (including brown ‘Penrith’ and red ‘st Bees’ 
sandstones, carboniferous limestone and yellow sand-
stones), the lake district (including andesitic lavas and 
welded tuffs) and the Alston Block (sandstone and grit), but 
also with some granodiorite, granite and other rocks from 
the Galloway Hills. deposits occur as ice-marginal fans, 
flat-topped plateaux, mounds, ridge systems and terraces. 
Fans and plateaux commonly include deltaic sequences that 
coarsen upwards from laminated silt and clay, through fine- 
and coarse-grained sand to cobble gravel. Ridge systems 
commonly include cores of cobble gravel partially over-
lain and surrounded by sand and gravel that fine upwards. 
Terraces are commonly underlain by dense gravel. All 
deposits include lenses of, and are locally capped by, red 
gravelly diamicton (flow till). The ‘Brampton Moraine 
Belt’ east of Brampton exemplifies this suite of landforms. 
It is an ice-marginal, glaciofluvial complex bounded by ice-
contact slopes that face west or north-west. It includes the 
Hallbankgate esker, which extends towards a major sub-
glacial drainage channel within the Tyne Gap.

The formation subsumes the Baronwood Member of 
the Penrith Formation of Thomas (p. 96 in Bowen, 1999). 
Partial type sections in former gravel pits at Baronwood 
[Ny 516 433] and at low Plains [Ny 502 417] are described 
by Huddart (1970, 1981) and Huddart and Glasser (2002). 
The formation also subsumes the Brampton Member of 
the Irthing Formation of Thomas (p. 95 in Bowen, 1999), 
which represented the extensive spreads of sand and gravel 
forming the Brampton Kame Belt described by Huddart 
(1970, 1981) and Huddart and Glasser (2002).

Name
Baronwood sand and Gravel Formation (BwsG) (after 
Huddart, 1981; Baronwood Member of the Penrith 
Formation and Brampton Member of the Irthing Formation 
of Thomas (pp. 95–96 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
sand and gravel with clasts mainly derived from the vale 
of eden (including brown ‘Penrith’ and red ‘st Bees’ sand-
stones, carboniferous limestone and yellow sandstones), 
the lake district (including andesitic lavas and welded 
tuffs) and the Alston Block (sandstones and grit), but also 
with some granodiorite, granite and other rocks from the 
Galloway Hills. deposits occur as fans, flat-topped plateaux, 
mounds, ridge systems and terraces. Fans and plateaux com-
monly include deltaic sequences that coarsen upwards from 
laminated silt and clay, through fine- and coarse-grained 
sand to cobble gravel. Ridge systems commonly include 
cores of cobble gravel partially overlain and surrounded by 
sand and gravel that fine upwards. Terraces are commonly 
underlain by dense gravel. All deposits include lenses of, 
and are locally capped by, red gravelly diamicton (flow till).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: sections in former sand and gravel pit at 
low Plains Farm [Ny 502 417], 6 km west of Kirkoswald, 
cumbria.

Partial type section: sections in former sand and gravel 
pit at Baronwood Farm [Ny 516 433], 4 km north-west of 
Kirkoswald, cumbria.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable boundary on red diamicton of the Greystoke 
Till Formation or on bedrock.

Ground surface or overlain unconformably by Holocene 
sediments.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
deposits occur as fans, flat-topped plateaux, mounds, ridge 
systems and terraces.

Thickness
up to 30 m.

Distribution and extent
The vale of eden and the southern solway lowlands north 
of the ‘scottish Re-advance’ limit.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

7.3.1.6 blengdale glacigenic fORMatiOn

In lower wasdale, west cumbria, the Blengdale Glacigenic 
Formation crops out inland of the eastern extent of the 
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Aikbank Farm Glacigenic Formation (section 7.3.2.6). It 
also extends to the present coastline, and probably beyond, at 
depth. It includes lodgement tills and other types of diamicton 
in addition to sands, gravels, silts and clays. All contain clasts 
that have been derived predominantly from the lake district. 
The glacigenic deposits in this formation would have been 
deposited mostly during the Main late devensian Glaciation, 
but probably also during the subsequent Gosforth oscillation/
scottish Re-advance event if local glaciers existed at that time.

Name
Blengdale Glacigenic Formation (BlGl) (after Merritt and 
Auton, 2000).

Lithology
Interbedded units of gravelly sandy clayey diamicton, sand, 
gravel, silt and clay, typically reddish brown, with clasts 
mainly of Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks (rhyolite, weld-
ed tuff, slate), granite and granophyre from the lake district.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
In west cumbria the formation is subdivided into the 
Holmrook Till, scale Beck Till, Bark Butts silt, and whin 
Garth Gravel members (Merritt and Auton, 2000); in the 
southern lake district the Kendal Till Member is identified 
(Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: waterfall in deep gulley on eastern 
side of Blengdale, lake district [Ny 0860 0543], 120 m 
downstream of Bleng Bridge (exposing Holmrook Till 
Member only).

Partial type section: BGs registered borehole sd19Nw11 
(Aikbank Farm Borehole 1) [sd 1008 9988], from 49.2–
55.1 m depth.

Partial type section: 40 m high natural section cut in 
the side of a drumlin on the west bank of the River Belah 
[sd 4945 8080], south of Milnthorpe centre (Kendal Till 
Member).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, irregular, unconformable contact of diamicton on bed-
rock, or undulating to planar, unconformable contact of diam-
icton on laminated silt and clay of the stubble Green silt or 
carleton Hall clay members of the Glannoventia Formation.

Ground surface or sharp, undulating, unconformable con-
tact of diamicton with overlying dark brown laminated clay 
of the whinneyhill coppice clay Member of the Aikbank 
Farm Glacigenic Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 40 m.

Distribution and extent
western side of the lake district and at depth beneath 
lower wasdale.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

HOlMROOk till MeMbeR (HRti)

The Holmrook Till Member comprises up to 11 m of very 
dense, pale reddish grey to red, very gravelly sandy clayey 

diamicton with many cobbles and boulders, with clasts of 
Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks (rhyolite, welded tuff 
and slate), granite and granophyre. The unit is generally 
matrix-supported and massive, but contains some interbeds 
of cobble and boulder gravel, and of pebbly clay.

scale beck till MeMbeR (sbti)

The scale Beck Till Member comprises up to 6 m of red-
dish brown cobbly sandy clayey diamicton, very compact, 
generally massive and matrix-supported, containing clasts 
mainly of Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks (rhyolite, 
welded tuff, slate), granite and granophyre from the lake 
district. The unit has a tightly clustered clast fabric typical 
of a lodgement till.

baRk butts silt MeMbeR (bbsi)

The Bark Butts silt Member comprises up to 1.9 m of 
interbedded clayey silt, sandy silt and silty sand with thin 
horizontal lamination and upward-fining varved interlami-
nation towards its base.

WHin gaRtH gRavel MeMbeR (Wggv)

The whin Garth Gravel Member comprises up to 1.4 m 
of poorly-sorted boulder and cobble gravel, matrix-rich, 
with poorly-developed sub-horizontal stratification and 
thin interbeds of brown silt and red silty diamicton present 
in some exposures. clasts are generally angular–sub-
rounded and comprise locally-derived igneous rocks from 
the Borrowdale volcanic Group and metamorphic rocks. 
The gravel forms narrow kame terraces within the Bleng 
valley area.

kendal till MeMbeR (klti)

The Kendal Till Member is distributed over the southern 
lake district, east of the duddon, including the lancashire 
coast north of carnforth and stretching eastwards to the 
foot of the Pennines. It comprises generally less than 5 m 
of stiff, yellowish brown, reddish brown or dark grey, silty, 
sandy, clayey diamicton; thicker deposits, up to 40 m thick, 
are known from drumlins. The diamicton contains angular 
to rounded clasts up to boulder-size of rocks derived from 
the southern lake district and the Howgill Fells, including 
Borrowdale volcanic Group lithologies (rhyolite, welded 
tuff, slate), granite, wacke sandstones and siltstones of the 
windermere supergroup and, locally, carboniferous basal 
conglomerate and limestone. large erratics of wacke sand-
stone, shap granite and Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks 
are ubiquitous.

7.3.1.7 WOlf cRags fORMatiOn

A terminal moraine that was deposited on the Threlkeld 
Till Formation by a small cirque glacier of presumed loch 
lomond stadial age (MIs 2–1) at wolf crags [NH 355 
225] is named by Boardman (1991) as the wolf crags 
Formation.

Name
wolf crags Formation (wocR) (after Boardman, 1991).

Lithology
diamicton and gravel that form moraines, fluted hummocks 
and terraces laid down in the uplands of the central part 
of the lake district by corrie glaciers and their associated 
meltwaters during the loch lomond stadial. Two members 
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are recognised: The wolf crags Till Member is a yellowish 
brown sandy diamicton, with clasts of Borrowdale volcanic 
Group and skiddaw Group rocks, and subordinate numbers 
of clasts of Threlkeld microgranite. The wolf crags Gravel 
Member forms a series of terraces in the Mosedale Beck 
valley. It is composed of coarse gravel (with clasts up to 
1 m diameter) with subordinate amounts of finer gravel and 
sand. It contains clasts of Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks 
and Threlkeld microgranite.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into two informal members, the wolf crags 
Till Member and the wolf crags Gravel Member (Tables 
8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: exposure in the western side of the gap cut by 
the Mother syke stream in the moraine ridge (at Mothersike 
Brow) of the wolf crags corrie [Ny 354 227], about 3 km 
south-east of the village of Threlkeld, central cumbria.

Type area: The Mosedale valley area, central cumbria, 
from the vicinity of Mosedale Beck Fold to lobbs [Ny 354 
229–Ny 357 238], about 3 km south-east of the village of 
Threlkeld, central cumbria.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock or disconformable on the 
Threlkeld Till Formation of the central cumbria Glacigenic 
Group.

Generally the ground surface, but locally overlain by 
Holocene peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Morainic and fluted hummocks.

Thickness
About 15 m at the type section

Distribution and extent
central lake district (BGs 1:50 000 sheet e29), but prob-
ably could also be applied to loch lomond stadial depos-
its of the central cumbria Glacigenic subgroup on BGs 
sheets e30, 38 and 39, and elsewhere in cumbria.

Age
late devensian, loch lomond stadial (MIs 2–1).

7.3.2 Irish Sea Coast Glacigenic Subgroup

The deposits of the Irish sea coast Glacigenic subgroup 
(section 6.1.2; after McMillan et al., 2005) include mate-
rial derived from south-west scotland, the solway lowlands 
and the west cumbrian coast together with predominantly 
glaciomarine sediments from the Irish sea Basin. They are 
typically reddish brown because they are derived predomi-
nantly from Permo-Triassic ‘red-beds’. The subgroup sub-
sumes the ‘west cumbria drift Group’ defined in Akhurst 
et al. (1997) and Merritt and Auton (2000).

7.3.2.1 gillcaMbOn till fORMatiOn

Based upon evidence of glacial erratics (Goodchild, 1875) 
there is little doubt that ice sourced in the Galloway Hills 
of the southern uplands of scotland flowed up edenside, 
across the stainmore Gap and towards the coast north of the 
cleveland Hills at a stage prior to the last Glacial Maximum 
(lGM). The scottish ice was joined by easterly-flowing 
lake district ice (Trotter, 1929; Trotter and Hollingworth, 

1932a, b). only remnants of till deposited during this 
episode remain in cumbria, within bedrock depressions 
and the cores of some drumlins. The older ‘scottish’ unit 
is named here as the Gillcambon Till Formation from 
its type locality, a river cliff on the western bank of the 
Gillcambon Beck [Ny 3888 3474], 275 m upstream of the 
bridge, on the fringe of Greystoke Forest. Here the till is 
reddish brown and contains scottish rocks (granodiorite, 
granite) in addition to lake district volcaniclastic rocks, 
carboniferous limestone and coal Measures sandstones 
(eastwood et al., 1968, p.231; Huddart, 1970). A till fabric 
analysis undertaken by Huddart (1971b) indicated ice flow 
from the north-west.

The Gillcambon Till is correlated with other units of 
older ‘scottish’ till described by Trotter (1929) in the 
southern bank of the River Irthing at willowford [Ny 618 
658], near Gilsland, and in till overlying st Bees sandstone 
at Glassonby, in the eden valley. Huddart (1971b) reports 
that the till at willowford contains 3.6 per cent criffel 
granodiorite in addition to carboniferous limestone and 
coal Measures sandstones and has a fabric confirming 
easterly flow. Another correlative of the Gillcambon Till 
is the lowest of three units of diamicton occurring within 
the valley of the wizza Beck [Ny 296 449], near wigton, 
which eastwood et al. (1968, p. 228) described as includ-
ing criffel granodiorite and silurian wacke sandstone, but 
including no definite lake district lithologies. Judging 
from Goodchild (1875), who described many railway-cut-
ting sections in edenside, the Gillcambon Till is widespread 
within drumlins and concealed valleys.

Name
Gillcambon Till Formation (GcBTI) (after eastwood et al., 
1968, Trotter, 1929, and Trotter and Hollingworth, 1932).

Lithology
extremely compact, reddish-brown, stony silty sandy clay-
ey diamicton containing clasts of red sandstone and scottish 
rock types (granodiorite, granite, wacke sandstone) in addi-
tion to lake district volcaniclastic rocks and carboniferous 
rocks.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 12); the formation contains 
possible rafts of Ipswichian age, the wigton Marine Bed 
and the scandal Beck Peat Bed.

Type area/Reference section
Type section: west bank of Gillcambon Beck [Ny 3888 
3474], 275 m above the road bridge.

Lower and upper boundaries
uneven, unconformable on bedrock.

unconformable, planar or uneven. At the type section there 
are rip-up clasts of Gillcambon Till within the overlying 
grey diamicton of the Greystoke Till Formation (central 
cumbria Glacigenic subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 5 m.

Distribution and extent
The vale of eden and the southern solway lowlands.
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Age
early devensian (MIs 4).

The wigton Formation of Thomas (p. 95 in Bowen, 1999) 
refers to lenses of ‘drab’ clay within red clay found beneath 
drab till and gravel in BGs Registered Borehole Ny24Ne2 
[Ny 2532 4865] drilled 229 m south of wigton station [Ny 
2532 4866] (eastwood et al., 1968, p. 227). core recov-
ery was poor, but the clays apparently rested on bedrock 
(stanwix shale Formation, Triassic) within a buried chan-
nel at about 46 m depth (21 m below od) and contained 
Turritella communis, foraminiferids and ostracods. The fos-
siliferous deposits are possibly Ipswichian in age, but were 
probably transported as glacial rafts from the solway Firth 
during the early scottish Glaciation, deposited and then 
preserved within the deep channel at wigton. The deposits 
are assigned here to the Wigton Marine Bed (wIGM) within 
the Gillcambon Till Formation.

A more certain Ipswichian deposit occurs at scandal 
Beck [Ny 742 024] at the southern edge of the vale of eden 
drumlin field (carter et al., 1978; letzer, 1978). Named 
here as the scandal Beck Peat Bed (sBPT) (scandal Beck 
Bed of Thomas, p. 95 in Bowen, 1999), it comprises at least 
4 m of organic mud, sand, gravel and compressed peat con-
taining pollen, coleoptera and plant macrofossils indicative 
of the closing stages of an interglacial. The organic deposits 
occur in the core of a drumlin orientated south-south-east–
north-north-west, but the stratigraphy at the site is not com-
pletely clear (Mitchell, 2002). letzer (1978) concluded that 
the organic deposits have been glacially disturbed by ice 
advancing from the north-west and are overlain by two units 
of till, the lower one yellowish brown and sandstone-rich, 
the upper brownish grey and limestone-rich. compositional 
and fabric analyses done by her suggest that the lower 
till was derived from the west whereas the upper till was 
derived from the south-west. she correlated the lower 
till with the phase of glaciation responsible for her older, 
‘stainmore suite’ of drumlins, whereas she correlated the 
upper till with her younger, Howgill suite (letzer, 1987). 
The lower and upper tills may therefore correlate with the 
Gillcambon Till and Greystoke Till formations respectively.

difficulties remain, however, because diamicton similar 
to the lower till also occurs beneath the organic depos-
its. letzer originally interpreted this to indicate that the 
organics represent a glacial raft within the lower till unit, 
although probably not transported very far, but after revis-
iting the site she (1981) concluded that the lower till was 
stratigraphically older than the organic deposits and of pos-
sible saalian age. Rose and Mitchell (1989) subsequently 
confirmed the presence of two distinct units of till above 
the organics. Mitchell (2002) concludes that the relatively 
unweathered condition of the lower till as compared with 
the basal till at Thornsgill suggests that it is devensian in 
age and that the organics are indeed ice-rafted albeit over 
a short distance. The scandal Beck Peat Bed is therefore 
assigned to the Gillcambon Till Formation.

7.3.2.2 gReat easby clay fORMatiOn

Fine-grained glaciolacustrine deposits were laid down 
in the carlisle area during ice-sheet deglaciation and the 
subsequent ‘scottish Re-advance’ when ice occupied the 
solway Firth and blocked drainage within the solway 
lowlands (Trotter, 1929; Hollingworth, 1929, 1931; Trotter 
and Hollingworth, 1932a, b; Huddart, 1970, 1981, 1991; 
Huddart and Glasser, 2002). The levels of ‘lake carlisle’ 
thus formed were first determined by the heights of over-
flow channels within the Tyne Gap, many of which exploit-
ed previously formed sub-glacial channels, and later by 

ice-marginal channels to the south-west of carlisle. A misfit 
valley linking the modern rivers caldew and wampool by 
way of the dalston Gap, south-west of carlisle, functioned 
as a major glacial spillway. The fine-grained glaciolacus-
trine deposits that accumulated in the lake are assigned to 
the Great easby clay Formation. They include dark reddish 
brown clays, silts and very fine-grained sands that are gen-
erally thinly laminated and locally varved. The laminated 
deposits contain sparse drop-stones and convolute bedding; 
slump and water-escape structures are common. sands and 
gravels deposited in and around the lake to the north have 
been assigned to the Plumpe sand and Gravel Formation. 
sediments of this formation and the Great easby clay 
Formation are commonly disturbed glaciotectonically and 
capped by red diamicton of the Gretna Till Formation 
(section 6.1.2.1), which occurs extensively to the north.

uncertainty remains whether the ‘scottish Re-advance’ 
at carlisle was synchronous with the creation of the st Bees 
Moraine, and whether ice over-rode all deposits within the 
Irthing valley, as claimed by Trotter and Hollingworth 
(1932a, b), or only those occurring in the lower stretches 
of the valley near carlisle, as according to Huddart. 
Furthermore, there are reasons to believe that at least parts 
of the Great easby clay and Plumpe sand and Gravel 
formations (‘middle sands’) (section 6.1.2.3) formed ear-
lier, because they occur within drumlins sculptured by ice 
flowing from the vale of eden, not scotland. These older 
parts overlie an extensive landscape unconformity devel-
oped on the chapelknowe Till Formation, described by 
Trotter, which contains scottish clasts and which probably 
is laterally equivalent to the Gillcambon Till of edenside. 
The age of the Plumpe sand and Gravel and Great easby 
clay formations is unknown, but they possibly formed dur-
ing a partial deglaciation of the ice-sheet of the Main late 
devensian Glaciation following the last Glacial Maximum 
between 22 and 18 ka BP.

The Great easby clay Formation subsumes the Great 
easby Member of the Irthing Formation of Thomas (p. 95 in 
Bowen, 1999). It is equivalent to the lower part of the Rose 
Hill Member of the carlisle Formation of Thomas (p. 96 
in Bowen, 1999), described by Huddart (1970, 1981) and 
Huddart and Glasser (2002). Both the lanerstock Member 
of the Irthing Formation and the Brunstock Member of the 
carlisle Formation of Thomas (pp. 95–96 in Bowen, 1999) 
are probably equivalent to the Plumpe Bridge Till Member 
of the Gretna Till Formation (section 6.1.2.1).

Name
Great easby clay Formation (Gecl) (after Huddart, 1970, 
1981, and Huddart and Glasser, 2002; Great easby Member 
of the Irthing Formation of Thomas, p. 95 in Bowen, 1999)

Lithology
dark reddish brown clay, silt and very fine-grained sand, 
generally thinly-laminated and locally varved. sparse drop-
stones

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 12)

Type area/Reference section
Type section: River cliff sections in the southern bank of the 
River Irthing [Ny 540 633–Ny 547 632], 3 km north-east 
of Brampton, cumbria

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable boundary with red diamicton of the under-
lying Gillcambon Till Formation, or on bedrock.
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Generally a sharp, planar, or gradational glaciotectonic 
boundary with red diamicton correlated with the Plumpe 
Bridge Till Member of the Gretna Till Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposits.

Thickness
10 m or more.

Distribution and extent
The solway lowlands around carlisle.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

7.3.2.3 caRletOn silt fORMatiOn

The carleton silt Formation has been found only in deep 
boreholes in lower wasdale and around drigg. The for-
mation comprises varved, fine-grained glaciolacustrine 
deposits.

Name
carleton silt Formation (cNsI) (after Merritt and Auton, 
2000).

Lithology
silt and clay, laminated, very stiff, pinkish grey, dusky red 
and light reddish brown. laminae up to 10 mm thick, fining 
upwards.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Nirex Borehole QBH 20 (sd09Ne22) [sd 
0730 9739], from 38.3–49.9 m depth.

Reference section: Nirex Borehole QBH2A (sd09Ne21) 
[sd 0810 9904], from 56.3–59.8 m depth.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, gently undulating, unconformable, draped con-
tact with underlying stony sandy clayey diamicton of the 
Maudsyke Till Formation.

Gradational, conformable contact with overlying dark 
brown calcareous clay of the carleton Hall clay Member 
of the Glannoventia Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposits.

Thickness
up to 11.6 m.

Distribution and extent
west cumbria.

Age
early devensian (MIs 4).

7.3.2.4 seascale glacigenic fORMatiOn

The seascale Glacigenic Formation is widespread, but its 
distribution is not well-defined. It includes silts, sands, 
diamictons and lodgement tills containing clasts derived 
from the north-western valleys of the lake district in 
addition to north-west cumbria and scotland. Its relation-
ship with the Holmrook Till Member of the Blengdale 

Glacigenic Formation is unclear, but the formation was 
probably laid down during the maximum build-up of the 
ice-sheet of the Main late devensian Glaciation.

Name
seascale Glacigenic Formation (seAG) (after Merritt and 
Auton, 2000).

Lithology
Interbedded sand, gravel, silt, clay, pebbly clayey diamic-
ton and gravelly sandy clayey diamicton, typically reddish 
brown, containing clasts mostly derived from the north-
western valleys of the lake district (granophyre, red sand-
stone, wacke sandstone, welded tuff), the west cumbrian 
coalfield (yellow and white sandstone, coal), but with some 
from scotland (wacke sandstone, granodiorite).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the lowca Till, st Bees silt, st Bees sand 
and Gravel, Townhead Boulder Gravel members of the 
st Bees coast; the Meadow view sand and Gravel, low 
wath Till, catgill wood sand and Gravel, ehen valley silt 
and ehen valley sand and Gravel members of the ehen 
valley; and the Barn scar sand and silt, and Ravenglass 
Till members of the Ravenglass district (Merritt and Auton, 
2000) (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: sea cliffs at st Bees [NX 9586 1186–
NX 9705 1046], cumbria (exposing lowca Till, st Bees 
silt, st Bees sand and Gravel members only).

Partial type section: sea cliff section 500 m south 
of Ravenglass [sd 0871 9582–sd 0873 9574], cumbria 
(exposing Ravenglass Till Member only).

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally a sharp, irregular, unconformable contact with 
bedrock, or locally a sharp, undulating, unconformable 
contact with stony clayey diamicton of the Holmrook Till 
Member of the Blengdale Glacigenic Formation.

variable, but commonly the ground surface or a sharp, 
planar, unconformable contact with reddish brown pebbly 
sandy clayey diamicton units of the Gosforth Glacigenic 
Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
west cumbrian coast to the west of the lake district and 
west of the limit of the ‘Gosforth oscillation’ between 
cleator and Ravenglass.

Age
devensian (MIs 2–3).

Four members are present at the st Bees coast.

lOWca till MeMbeR (lcti)

The lowca Till Member comprises up to 5 m of reddish 
brown, gravelly sandy silty clayey diamicton, massive, 
matrix-supported, very compact, containing angular–sub-
rounded clasts up to boulder-size of red sandstone, with 
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some granite, granophyre, yellow sandstone, mudstone, 
limestone, Borrowdale volcanic Group lithologies (rhyo-
lite, welded tuff), wacke sandstone and siltstone. The till 
has well-developed clast fabric and fissility typical of 
lodgement tills.

st bees silt MeMbeR (sbsi)

The st Bees silt Member comprises at least 3.7 m of thinly-
interlaminated calcareous, bluish grey, silty clay, reddish 
brown clay and yellowish brown silt passing upwards into 
ripple-drift cross-laminated sand with much finely dissemi-
nated coal. Palaeocurrents are mostly directed towards the 
north-west.

st bees sand and gRavel MeMbeR (sbsg)

The st Bees sand and Gravel Member comprises up 
to 10 m of sand and gravel, coarsening upwards from 
dense pebbly sand–boulder gravel, composed of angu-
lar–subrounded clasts of red (Permian) sandstone, white 
and yellow (carboniferous) sandstone and ganister, black 
(carboniferous) mudstone and coal, with some Borrowdale 
volcanic Group rocks (rhyolite, welded tuff), wacke sand-
stone and siltstone, limestone and grey (criffel) granite. 
commonly, the top of the unit is cemented by calcite. 
Palaeocurrents are directed between north-west and south-
west.

tOWnHead bOuldeR gRavel MeMbeR (tHbg)

The Townhead Boulder Gravel Member comprises up 
to 10 m of clast-supported, very poorly-sorted boulder 
gravel, with clasts up to 2.5 m in diameter. clasts are gener-
ally angular–subrounded and mainly comprise red Permian 
sandstone, yellow and white coal Measure sandstones, 
black coal Measure mudstone, together with some coal, 
green Borrowdale volcanic Group lavas, grey criffel gran-
ite, ironstone, wacke sandstone and limestone.

Five members are present in the ehen valley:

MeadOW vieW sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Mvsg)

The Meadow view sand and Gravel Member comprises up 
to 5 m of sand and gravel forming part of the infill of the 
buried valleys of the ehen and calder. clasts are generally 
of Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks, granite and olive-
brown sandstone possibly from the latterbarrow sandstone 
Formation.

lOW WatH till MeMbeR (lWti)

The low wath Till Member comprises up to 20 m of stony 
sandy clayey diamicton, which is matrix-supported, mas-
sive, very stiff, and red, dark greyish brown to yellowish 
brown in colour, with sand (possibly as lenses) locally. It is 
a typical lodgement till, with angular–subrounded clasts up 
to boulder-size. clasts derived from the north-west of the 
lake district include olive-brown sandstone (possibly from 
the latterbarrow sandstone Formation), slate, limestone 
and granophyre. The till is locally dominated by clasts of 
the underlying red sandstone bedrock.

catgill WOOd sand and gRavel MeMbeR (cgWd)

The catgill wood sand and Gravel Member comprises up 
to 10 m of clast-supported, poorly-sorted gravel with lenses 

of sand. clasts are mainly subangular to rounded, up to 
cobble-size and composed of red (Permo-Triassic) and yel-
low (carboniferous) sandstones, and coal.

eHen valley silt MeMbeR (evsi)

The ehen valley silt Member comprises up to 21.3 m of 
very fine-grained sand, silt and clay, greyish brown to dark 
grey, typically fines downwards and contains much finely 
disseminated coal debris; generally thickly-laminated. Thin 
diamictons present in thick silt sequences are recorded in 
boreholes. It forms part of the infill of the buried valleys 
of the ehen, calder and lower uldale and was laid down 
principally in a glaciolacustrine environment, probably 
during the deglaciation of the ice-sheet of the Main late 
devensian Glaciation.

eHen valley sand and gRavel MeMbeR (evsg)

The ehen valley sand and Gravel Member comprises up 
to 30 m of pale yellowish brown fine- to medium-grained 
quartzose sand, which coarsens upwards into pebbly sand 
and then into gravel. coal debris is a common component 
and microfaults, shears and cracks (lined with reddish brown 
silt and clay) are characteristic of its upper few metres. It 
forms part of the infill of the buried valleys of the ehen, 
calder and lower uldale. cross-lamination within the sand 
indicates that it was deposited by southward-directed braid-
ed outwash streams on sandar, probably during the deglacia-
tion the ice-sheet of the Main late devensian Glaciation.

Two members are present in the Ravenglass district:

baRn scaR sand and silt MeMbeR (bsss)

The Barn scar sand and silt Member comprises up to 27 m 
of thinly-interbedded and laminated reddish brown and yel-
lowish brown fine- to medium-grained sand, silt and clay 
with sparse gravel. disseminated coal fragments are present 
throughout.

Ravenglass till MeMbeR (Rvti)

The Ravenglass Till Member comprises up to 10 m of mod-
erate brown, sandy, silty, gravelly diamicton, very compact, 
matrix-supported, generally massive, containing moder-
ately well-dispersed, subangular to subrounded clasts of 
granophyre, granite, and Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks 
(rhyolite, welded tuff, slate), with some red sandstone, iron-
stone and shell fragments.

7.3.2.5 gOsfORtH glacigenic fORMatiOn

The Gosforth Glacigenic Formation is mapped seaward of 
the limit of the Gosforth oscillation established in Nirex 
(1994, 1997b). It generally includes a complex, thinly-inter-
bedded sequence of sands, gravels, silts, clays and deforma-
tion tills (pebbly clay-rich diamictons) containing relatively 
large proportions of scottish, Irish sea and other ‘northern’ 
rock types. once formed, the deposits were commonly 
folded, faulted, sheared and sliced-up by glaciotectonic 
processes operating beneath or adjacent to the Irish sea ice 
stream during the later stages of the Main late devensian 
Glaciation and the subsequent Gosforth oscillation/scottish 
Re-advance glacial events.

Name
Gosforth Glacigenic Formation (GoGl) (after Merritt and 
Auton, 2000).
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Lithology
The formation includes a complex, commonly thinly-
interbedded sequence of sands, gravels, silty clays, pebbly 
clayey diamictons and stony sandy clayey diamictons (tills) 
containing clasts from scotland and the northern Irish sea 
basin and the west cumbrian coalfield, as well as from the 
western lake district.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the st Bees Till, Rothersyke Till, Gutterfoot 
sand, How Man Till, low Mill Gravel, Peckmill sand, and 
Meadow House clay members in the northern part of west 
cumbria; and the Kirkland wood sand and Gravel, drigg 
Beach Till, drigg Holme sand, Fishgarth wood Till, drigg 
Moorside silt, and Peel Place sand and Gravel members 
in the southern part of west cumbria (Merritt and Auton, 
2000) (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: coastal area between seascale [Ny 040 010–sd 
090 965], Holmrook and Ravenglass, west cumbria.

Reference section: BGs Registered borehole sd09Ne 
21 (carleton Hall) (Nirex Borehole QBH2a) [sd 0809 
99036], 0–20 m depth, on the eastern side of valley of River 
Irt about 1 km south of Holmrook, west cumbria.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally undulating erosional contact onto older sequenc-
es including the Ravenglass Till Member of the seascale 
Glacigenic Formation.

Generally the land surface, but locally the base of the Hall 
carleton, drigg Point sand and ehen Alluvium formations 
(Holocene).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
Typically 10 to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
seascale, Ravenglass and lower wasdale areas, western 
cumbria: BGs 1:50 000 sheet e37 (Gosforth).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

There are seven members in the northern part of west 
cumbria.

st bees till MeMbeR (stbt)

The st Bees Till Member comprises up to 3 m of pebbly 
silty clayey diamicton, which is calcareous, very stiff, mas-
sive, matrix-supported. It is dark greyish brown in colour. 
It contains well-dispersed subangular to rounded pebbles of 
red sandstone, white and yellow coal Measure sandstones, 
coal, wacke sandstone, slate, limestone and Borrowdale 
volcanic Group rocks. The diamicton is typically thinly-
interlaminated with dark yellowish orange silt towards its 
base; locally a dense, thickly-interlaminated bed (less than 
3 m thick) of fine-grained sand and silt (showing ripple-
drift lamination) occurs at the base of the member.

ROtHeRsyke till MeMbeR (Rsti)

The Rothersyke Till Member comprises up to 2 m of grav-

elly sandy clayey diamicton, which is compact and massive, 
matrix-supported, and generally reddish brown in colour. The 
diamicton contains well-dispersed angular–well-rounded clasts 
of red sandstone, Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks, skiddaw 
Group slates, limestone, yellow and white coal Measure sand-
stones, coal, granophyre, granodiorite (possibly from criffel) 
and wacke sandstone. The member also contains ‘rip-up’ clasts 
of underlying deposits and its composition can vary consider-
ably locally (being largely determined by the nature of the 
underlying sequences from which it is mainly derived).

gutteRfOOt sand MeMbeR (gfsa)

The Gutterfoot sand Member comprises up to 12 m of a 
coarsening-upwards sequence of yellowish brown, clayey 
silt and silty clay, passing upwards into silty, fine-grained 
sand and finally into fine- and medium-grained sand.

HOW Man till MeMbeR (HMti)

The How Man Till Member comprises up to 1.7 m of stiff, 
reddish brown, matrix-supported sandy clayey diamicton, 
with well-dispersed angular–subrounded clasts up to boul-
der-size. The clasts are mainly of red sandstone, skiddaw 
Group slate, Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks, coal 
Measures sandstone, coal, limestone, ironstone, dolomite, 
grey (?criffel) granite, granophyre, granodiorite, quartzite, 
vein quartz, andesite and shell fragments.

lOW Mill gRavel MeMbeR (lMgv)

The low Mill Gravel Member comprises up to 4 m of clast-
supported, poorly-sorted cobble gravel forming glacioflu-
vial terraces. clasts are generally rounded–well rounded 
and comprise Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks, slate, red, 
yellow and white sandstones, granophyre and granite.

peckMill sand MeMbeR (pksa)

The Peckmill sand Member comprises up to 3 m of thinly-
interbedded sand, sandy silt, pebbly silty sandy clay, diam-
icton and gravel, and is typically red-brown in colour. The 
member typically drapes older glacial and glaciofluvial 
deposits, and thickens into hollows and kettleholes in their 
surface. synsedimentary small-scale normal faulting and 
collapse structures are common within the unit.

MeadOW HOuse clay MeMbeR (MWHO)

The Meadow House clay Member comprises up to 5.1 m of 
graded, finely-laminated silt-clay varves. It is soft to firm, 
finely colour-banded in yellowish red, reddish brown and 
dark greyish brown.

There are six members in the southern part of west cumbria:

kiRkland WOOd sand and gRavel MeMbeR (kWsg)

The Kirkland wood sand and Gravel Member comprises 
up to 6.8 m of clast-supported gravel with subrounded–
rounded clasts up to cobble grade of Borrowdale volcanic 
Group igneous rocks, siltstone, and lithic sandstone, with 
some red sandstone, white sandstone, coal and granite. 
sparse (reworked) shell fragments and dinoflagellate cysts 
are present in the sandier parts of the unit.

dRigg beacH till MeMbeR (dbti)

The drigg Beach Till Member comprises over 1 m of 
dusky red, stiff, plastic, silty and clayey diamicton with 
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well-dispersed sand grains and angular clasts (up to 30 mm) 
of Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks, skiddaw Group silt-
stones and sandstones, with some granite, red and white 
sandstone and sparse shell fragments. Rip-up clasts of 
underlying units are common.

dRigg HOlMe sand MeMbeR (dgHs)

The drigg Holme sand Member comprises up to 3.5 m 
of fine- to medium-grained sand with stringers of granule 
gravel and channels containing clast-supported gravel. 
The gravel comprises subangular to subrounded clasts of 
skiddaw Group sandstones and siltstones, red and yellow 
sandstone, Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks, granite, 
granophyre, coal and ironstone. The member is possibly 
equivalent to part of the ‘shelly sands at 50 ft od’ of 
Trotter et al. (1937).

fisHgaRtH WOOd till MeMbeR (fWti)

The Fishgarth wood Till Member comprises up to 5 m of 
hard, moderate reddish brown, matrix-supported, massive, 
calcareous sandy silty clayey diamicton, with dispersed 
subangular to rounded clasts up to 15 cm in diameter. The 
clasts are mainly of red sandstone, Borrowdale volcanic 
Group rocks, granite, granophyre, brown siltstone and 
sandstone, with some coal, black shale and comminuted 
shell fragments.

dRigg MOORside silt MeMbeR (dgMs)

The drigg Moorside silt Member comprises up to 8.6 m of 
thinly-interbedded brown silty clay, clayey silt, very fine-
grained sand and yellow brown fine- to medium-grained 
sands. some beds of clay contain granules and fine pebbles. 

peel place sand and gRavel MeMbeR (ppsg)

The Peel Place sand and Gravel Member comprises up to 
20 m of well-bedded, cross-stratified gravel and sand that 
typically forms upward-coarsening sequences. clasts are 
generally rounded–well rounded and comprise a mixture 
of Permo-Triassic and carboniferous rocks, with igneous 
and metamorphic rocks derived from the lake district. The 
deposit fines downwards into horizontally-bedded sand 
with horizontal and climbing ripple lamination.

7.3.2.6 aikbank faRM glacigenic fORMatiOn

The Aikbank Farm Glacigenic Formation is mapped land-
ward of the proposed limit of the Gosforth oscillation 
(Irish sea ice stream) in lower wasdale. It is composed 
mainly of glaciolacustrine silts and clays capped by deltaic 
deposits of sand and gravel. several units of diamicton of 
possible northern provenance occur towards the middle 
of the sequence. An informal lithostratigraphical unit, the 
‘snellings sand Formation’ has been identified from bore-
holes. It is formed mainly of decomposed red sandstone 
that has probably been partly redeposited by periglacial 
processes, and partly remoulded by sub-glacial processes.

Name
Aikbank Farm Glacigenic Formation (AIK) (after Merritt 
and Auton, 2000).

Lithology
Rhythmically laminated silt and clay (whinneyhill coppice 
clay Member), overlain by pebbly silty clayey diamicton 
and sand (Green croft Till Member), overlain by laminated 

clay and silt (Holmeside clay Member), overlain by coars-
ening-upwards sequences of sand and gravel (Mainsgate 
wood sand and Gravel Member).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the whinneyhill coppice clay, Green croft 
Till, Holmeside clay and Mainsgate wood sand and Gravel 
members (Merritt and Auton, 2000) (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: BGs registered borehole sd19Nw12 
(Aikbank Farm Borehole 2) [sd 1008 9988], from 1.5–
57.8 m depth.

Reference section: BGs registered borehole sd19Nw11 
(Aikbank Farm Borehole 1) [sd 1016 9986], from 1.06–
49.17 m depth.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, undulating, unconformable contact with pale red 
stony clayey diamicton and cobble gravel of the Holmrook 
Till Member of the Blengdale Glacigenic Formation.

At ground surface or overlain by Holocene peat or alluvial 
deposits (Britannia catchments Group).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 60 m.

Distribution and extent
lower wasdale, west cumbria.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

WHinneyHill cOppice clay MeMbeR (Wcc)

The whinneyhill coppice clay Member comprises up to 
24.7 m of dark brown clay with laminae of silt and fine-
grained sand, and sparse drop-stone pebbles. Rhythmic 
graded lamination is common.

gReen cROft till MeMbeR (gcti)

The Green croft Till Member comprises up to 10 m of 
mainly dark reddish brown pebbly silt diamicton with inter-
beds of sub-glacially sheared pebbly sand, silt and clay. 
The diamicton contains clasts of igneous and metamorphic 
rock types from the lake district together with some red 
sandstone and coal.

HOlMeside clay MeMbeR (Hscly)

The Holmeside clay Member comprises up to 17.7 m of 
interbedded moderate to reddish brown clay and silt with 
subordinate beds of gravel and silty sand. The fine-grained 
lithologies are typically laminated and some laminae are 
graded (rhythmites). sparse shell fragments are present.

Mainsgate WOOd sand and gRavel MeMbeR (MgW)

The Mainsgate wood sand and Gravel Member com-
prises up to 9 m of sand and gravel. These deposits coarsen 
upwards from pale brown fine-grained sand, with low-angle 
cross-stratification and ripple-drift cross lamination, to peb-
bly sand disposed in planar deltaic foresets (dip towards 
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the south), and capped by gravel deltaic topsets. clasts 
comprise local lake district igneous and metamorphic 
rock-types together with some red and yellow sandstone, 
and coal. The deposit forms flat-topped plateaux some 20 
m above the surrounding, poorly-drained ground underlain 
by the Holmeside clay Member.

7.3.2.7 caRdigan bay fORMatiOn

offshore glacigenic formations of the eastern Irish sea 
include the cardigan Bay Formation (Jackson et al., 1995).

Name
cardigan Bay Formation (cBAy) (after chadwick et al., 
2001).

Lithology
upper and lower tabular unstratified (till) members, later-
ally grading to sands and gravels, separated by an interven-
ing lenticular and tabular infill member. The lower Till 
Member comprises stiff clay with abundant pebbles, and 
slightly pebbly sand with shell clasts, together suggestive 
of a sub-glacial lodgement till, and elsewhere includes 
sands interpreted as ice-proximal glaciomarine deposits. 
The lenticular component comprises sands with subordinate 
muds, whereas the associated overlying tabular beds consist 
of fine-grained silty sands and sandy clays. The upper Till 
Member comprises a stiff to hard diamicton of clay with 
varying content of sand, gravel, shell, cobbles and boulders.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Tables 8, 12 and 13; currently three informal members of 
chadwick et al. (2001).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: offshore BGs borehole No. 71/64 
[NX 74353 12265] at 28–77 m depth and 54° 29.1’ N, 3° 
96.4’ w.

Reference section: offshore BGs borehole No. 71/62 [NX 
76732 04407] at 44–77 m depth and 54° 25.4’ N , 3° 53.8 
‘ w, (and borehole 71/41 but no depths noted), in conjunc-
tion with Nirex seismic line 89/29 shot points 2621–2630.

Partial type section: Borehole NX40se3 [NX 46800 
04900], Point of Ayre, Isle of Man, from surface to 111 m 
depth.

Lower and upper boundaries
An erosion surface with a gentle topographic variation 
of about 15 m on the underlying st George’s channel 
Formation. locally on pre-Quaternary erosion surface.

unconformity at base of overlying upper western Irish sea 
Formation. locally crops out at sea bed.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
28–158 m.

Distribution and extent
offshore, eastern Irish sea.

Age
early–late devensian (MIs 4–2 dimlington stadial).

For the Isle of Man, three formations of the Irish sea coast 
Glacigenic subgroup have been established (chadwick et 
al., 2001).

7.3.2.8 sHellag fORMatiOn

Name
shellag Formation (sHlAG) (after chadwick et al., 2001).

Lithology
Glacially tectonically deformed complex sequence of diam-
ictons, gravels and shelly sands. It is dominated by material 
derived from offshore within the Irish sea basin.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Tables 8 and 12; currently six informal members of 
chadwick et al. (2001).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: coastal cliff section at shellag Point [NX 460 
000], 4 km north of Ramsey, on the eastern side of the Isle 
of Man.

Lower and upper boundaries
The base of the shellag Formation rests on sand, gravel 
and diamicton of northern origin forming the top of the 
Kiondroughad Formation.

overlain unconformably by the orrisdale Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits. The formation includes rafts of marine 
sediment.

Thickness
About 50 m (but glaciotectonically thickened by folding 
and repeated by faulting) at its type section.

Distribution and extent
Isle of Man.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

7.3.2.9 ORRisdale fORMatiOn

Name
orrisdale Formation (oRRIs) (after chadwick et al., 2001).

Lithology
stratified, coarse-grained diamictons, sands and gravels. It 
is dominated by material derived from offshore within the 
Irish sea basin.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Tables 8 and 12; currently ten informal members of 
chadwick et al. (2001).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: coastal cliff section at orrisdale Head [sc 
319 930], about 2 km north of Kirk Michael, on the western 
side of the Isle of Man.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformably overlies the glacially tectonically deformed 
complex of diamictons, gravels and shelly sands of the 
shellag Formation.

At the base of the stratigraphically complex sequence of 
laminated and massive muds with drop-stones, gravel, sand 
and muddy diamicton comprising the Jurby Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits. The formation includes tills that 
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formed sub-glacially or by glaciomarine deposition, and 
some of sands and gravels show extensive flow folding.

Thickness
up to at least 60 m.

Distribution and extent
Northern part of the Isle of Man.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

7.3.2.10 JuRby fORMatiOn

Name
Jurby Formation (JuRBy) (after chadwick et al., 2001).

Lithology
laminated and massive muds with drop-stones, interstrati-
fied gravel sand and mud, and muddy diamicton.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Tables 8 and 12; currently three informal members of 
chadwick et al. (2001).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: coastal cliff section at Jurby Head [sc 343 
980], about 1 km west of the village of Jurby west, on the 
western side of the Isle of Man.

Lower and upper boundaries
disconformably overlies diamictons, sands and gravels 
(that contain exotic clasts) of the orrisdale Formation. The 
unit crops out along the north-west coast of the Isle of Man.

unconformably overlain by peat, organic mud and calcare-
ous marl of the Glen Balleira Formation that in-fills ket-
tlehole basins.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
stratigraphically complex glacigenic sequence of local 
provenance.

Thickness
unrecorded but probably over 10 m.

Distribution and extent
Northern part of the Isle of Man.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

7.3.3 Manx Glacigenic Subgroup

The Snaefell Formation was established by chadwick et 
al. (2001) for locally derived diamictons on the Isle of Man. 
The formation is referred to the Manx Glacigenic subgroup.

Name
Manx Glacigenic subgroup (MXGl) (after McMillan et 
al., 2005).

Lithology
Boulder scree and redeposited gravels and diamictons.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
snaefell Formation (Tables 8 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally unconformable on bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, locally overlain unconform-
ably by deposits of gravel, sand, silt, clay and peat of the 
Britannia catchments Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Head, scree and slope wash deposits, covering upland areas.

Thickness
unrecorded, less than 10 m.

Distribution and extent
Mainly the central uplands of the Isle of Man, but also pre-
sent on low ground around the coast.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

7.3.3.1 snaefell fORMatiOn

Name
snaefell Formation (sNAeF) (after chadwick et al., 2001).

Lithology
Boulder scree and ‘redeposited’ gravels and diamictons.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Tables 8 and 12; currently three informal members of 
chadwick et al. (2001).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: the valley of druidale [sc 355 878], 3.5 km west 
of snaefell, Isle of Man.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally unconformable on bedrock, except where the 
head and scree deposits interdigitate with glacigenic sedi-
ments of the orrisdale Formation.

The ground surface or overlain by Holocene fluvial and 
organic sediments.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Head, scree and slope wash deposits, covering upland areas. 
Head and scree deposits intercalate with glacigenic sedi-
ments of the orrisdale Formation at low elevations around 
the island margin.

Thickness
unrecorded, probably less than 10 m.

Distribution and extent
Mainly the central uplands of the Isle of Man, but also pre-
sent on low ground around the coast.

Age
early–late devensian (MIs 4–2 dimlington stadial).

7.4 BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

7.4.1 Formations of the British Coastal Deposits 
Group

Raised beach and estuarine deposits together with near-
shore sequences formed by successive marine transgres-
sions during glacio-isostatic and eustatic sea level recovery 
form an important component of this group. Although 
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mostly of Holocene age, some sequences began to accumu-
late earlier, in late devensian times.

7.4.1.1 ayRe fORMatiOn

Ipswichian or pre-Ipswichian deposits referred to the Ayre 
Formation are recorded at depth in a borehole at the Point 
of Ayre, Isle of Man (chadwick et al., 2001).

Name
Ayre Formation (AyRe) (after lamplugh, 1903, and 
chadwick et al., 2001).

Lithology
shelly silts and sands with a marine fauna (known only 
from boreholes).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Borehole Iv, Point of Ayre [NX 465 050] 
(lamplugh, 1903; smith, 1930).

Lower and upper boundaries
overlies sand, gravel and diamicton of the Ayre lighthouse 
Formation.

Base of sand and gravel of the overlying Kiondroughad 
Formation (Irish sea coast Glacigenic subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine deposits.

Thickness
8 m at borehole type section (at a depth of 65–73 m below 
od).

Distribution and extent
Northern part of the Isle of Man.

Age
Ipswichian or possibly older (MIs 5e or possibly 7 or 9).

7.4.1.2 glannOventia fORMatiOn

The oldest sediments belong to the Glannoventia Formation 
which overlies the Carleton Silt Formation (Irish sea 
coast Glacigenic subgroup) (section 7.3.2.3). The sedi-
ments have been found only in deep boreholes in lower 
wasdale and around drigg.

Name
Glannoventia Formation (GvA) (after Merritt and Auton, 
2000).

Lithology
yellow and grey, laminated, shelly, silty sand passing 
downwards into brownish grey, shelly silt and dark brown, 
laminated, calcareous clay. The deposits contain cold water 
marine microfauna.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the carleton Hall clay, stubble Green silt 
and Kokoarrah shelly sand members (Merritt and Auton, 
2000) (Tables 5 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: BGs Registered borehole sd09Ne21 (Nirex 
Borehole QBH2A [sd 0810 9904], from 49.5–56.3 m depth

Reference section: BNFl drigg off-site Borehole d [sd 
5166 4186], from 33.21–37.23 m depth.

Lower and upper boundaries
Gradational, conformable contact with underlying pinkish 
grey, dusky red and pale reddish brown laminated silt and 
clay of the carleton silt Formation.

sharp, planar, unconformable contact with stiff stony 
diamicton of the Holmrook Till Member of the Blengdale 
Glacigenic Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine deposits.

Thickness
up to 11.9 m.

Distribution and extent
west cumbria, wasdale basin and coastal zone immedi-
ately to the west (around drigg and Hall carleton).

Age
Middle devensian (MIs 3).

caRletOn Hall clay MeMbeR (cHcl)

The carleton Hall clay Member comprises up to 11.9 m of 
calcareous, laminated, very stiff, dark brown, silty clay, with 
sparse drop-stone pebbles and cold water marine microflora. 
laminae are stacked within graded, rhythmic units.

stubble gReen silt MeMbeR (sgsi)

The stubble Green silt Member comprises up to 2.3 m of 
brownish grey, sandy silt with shell fragments and diverse 
assemblages of cold water marine dinoflagellate cysts and 
foraminiferids.

kOkOaRRaH sHelly sand MeMbeR (kssa)

The Kokoarrah shelly sand Member comprises up to 4 m 
of yellow to grey, thinly laminated, silty sand with laminae 
of silt, containing fragmentary marine bivalves of probable 
mid-devensian age.

7.4.1.3 Hall caRletOn fORMatiOn

The Hall carleton Formation comprises silts, clays, sands 
and gravels that form raised beach and estuarine sequences 
of late Glacial–Holocene age.

Name
Hall carleton Formation (HAlc) (after Merritt and Auton, 
2000).

Lithology
Generally a fining-upward sequence of medium- to fine-
grained pale brown sand with interlaminations of silt that 
passes upwards into mottled olive clay and silt with thin 
beds and partings of peat and peaty (humic) silt. The fine-
grained sediments contain a marine and estuarine microfos-
sil assemblage. The formation also includes sand and gravel 
forming raised beaches of Holocene age.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into four informal members, the Fern Bank silt, 
Netherholme sand, Rabbit cat silt, and Nethertown Gravel 
members (Merritt and Auton, 2000) (Tables 5 and 12).
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Type area/Reference section
Reference section: BGs Registered borehole sd09Ne22 
(Nirex borehole QBH 20A) [sd 0727 9727], 1.4–14 m 
depth (Nirex, 1997b).

Type area: Ground lying below 10 above od on eastern 
side of the lower course of River Irt, immediately south-east 
of Hall carleton Farm, about 1.5 km south-east of drigg 
village, west cumbria.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on all older glacial diamictons and glaci-
ofluvial sand and gravel deposits. In its type area it overlies 
diamictons of the Gosforth Glacigenic Formation.

The ground surface or overlain by blown sand of the drigg 
Point sand Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
deposits of marine, estuarine and brackish water environ-
ments.

Thickness
Typically about 3–6 m, but 14 m thick in BGs/Nirex bore-
hole QBX 20A (BGs Registered borehole sd09Ne22).

Distribution and extent
coastal zone of Gosforth district (BGs 1:50 000 sheet 
e37), around western cumbria. The formation could be 
applied to all Holocene–late Glacial raised marine and 
estuarine deposits and raised beaches of the cumbria and 
lancashire coastal area.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

Holocene sediments include blown sands of the Drigg 
Point Sand Formation and estuarine deposits of the 
Grange-over-Sands Formation of the cumbrian part of 
Morecambe Bay.

7.4.1.4 dRigg pOint sand fORMatiOn

Name
drigg Point sand Formation (dGPs) (after Merritt and 
Auton, 2000).

Lithology
Fine- to medium-grained quartz sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: drigg Point Nature Reserve, which covers 
3.5 square km of ground between drigg and mouth of the 
River esk (Ravenglass estuary) [sd 050 985–sd 090 959], 
west of the village of Ravenglass, west cumbria.

Reference section: Nirex Borehole QBH 11. (BGs 
Registered borehole sd09Ne 20) [sd 0676 9709], 0–1.1 m 
depth.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable (blanket) on all older Quaternary deposits.

The ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
coastal dunes.

Thickness
Typically 5–10 m, but up to 15 m in type area.

Distribution and extent
western cumbria (BGs 1:50 000 sheets e37 and 38). The 
formation could be applied to coastal Blown sand along the 
cumbria–lancashire coasts.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

7.4.1.5 gRange-OveR-sands fORMatiOn

Name
Grange-over-sands Formation (GRos) (after Huddart et al., 
1977; Grange Formation of Thomas, p. 96 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Probably silt, clay and sand with gravel and peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Grange-over-sands, Morecambe Bay [sd 4100 
7800] (Huddart et al., 1977).

Lower and upper boundaries
Probably bedrock or sediments of the Irish sea coast 
Glacigenic subgroup.

The ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
estuarine and alluvial deposits.

Thickness
At least 12 m.

Distribution and extent
cumbrian part of Morecambe Bay.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

7.4.1.6 pOint Of ayRe fORMatiOn

Name
Point of Ayre Formation (PoA) (after Thomas, p. 94 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
coastal marine and brackish water deposits including: 
gravel (beach shingle ridges, beach deposits), and blown 
sand (dunes) of the Ayre sand and Gravel Member (Ayre 
Member of Thomas, p. 94 in Bowen, 1999; chadwick et al., 
2001); diatomite, fen-peat, lagoonal and lake mud (brackish 
and fresh water deposits) of the lough cranstall Member 
(chadwick et al., 2001; cranstal Member of Thomas p. 94 
in Bowen, 1999) and submerged forest peat, laminated silt 
and palaeosols (Phurt Member of Thomas p.94 in Bowen, 
1999; chadwick et al., 2001).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Three informal members (see above) defined by Thomas 
p.94 in Bowen (1999); see Tables 5 and 12.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: the Point of Ayre area [NX 450 030–NX 470 
052], extending between Rue Point, Point of Ayre and 
cranstal, northern tip of the Isle of Man.
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Lower and upper boundaries
Generally unconformably overlying glacigenic diamicton 
or sand and gravel, or late Glacial sediments (head gravels 
or humic sands, silts and clays), or bedrock.

usually the ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
coastal, marine, beach and brackish water deposits and 
dune sands. some units deposited in lagoonal and lacustrine 
environments.

Thickness
unrecorded but probably commonly exceeds 5 m locally.

Distribution and extent
Applies to all onshore coastal/marine deposits on the Isle 
of Man.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

offshore, the devensian to Holocene marine and glacioma-
rine sediments are subdivided into two formations (Jackson 
et al., 1995).

7.4.1.7 uppeR WesteRn iRisH sea fORMatiOn

Name
upper western Irish sea Formation (uwIs) (after Jackson 
et al., 1995, and chadwick et al., 2001).

Lithology
Glaciomarine and marine clay and silt with local concentra-
tions of sand. seismically well-ordered character, exhibit-
ing drape, onlap and progradation features.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Informal members (facies) described by chadwick et al. 
(2001); Tables 5 and 12.

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: offshore BGs borehole No. 71/64 at 
5–28 m depth and 54° 29.1’ N, 3° 56.4’ w[NX 74353 
12265].

Reference section: offshore BGs borehole No. 71/62 
at 7–44 m depth and 54° 25.4’ N, 3° 53.8’ w[NX 76732 
04407], (and borehole 71/41 but no depths), in conjunction 
with Nirex seismic line 89/29 shot points 2621–2630.

Lower and upper boundaries
disconformity at top of underlying cardigan Bay Formation 
or incised into pre-Quaternary rockhead surface.

unconformity at base of overlying surface sands Formation 
(the ‘y’ seismic unconformity surface of Akhurst et al., 
1997). locally crops out at sea bed.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciomarine and marine deposits.

Thickness
10–20 m, locally thickening to 60 m in channel in-fills.

Distribution and extent
Irish sea.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 4–1).

7.4.1.8 suRface sands fORMatiOn

Name
surface sands Formation (suRF) (after Jackson et al., 
2005).

Lithology
dominantly sands, with subordinate mud, peat and some 
basal lag gravel, together with a rich fossil assemblage of 
present day species.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: offshore BGs borehole no. 71/64 
at 0–5 m depth and 54° 29.1’ N, 3° 56.4’ w[NX 74353 
12265].

Reference section: offshore BGs borehole no. 71/62 at 
0–7 m depth and 54° 25.4’ N, 3° 93.8’ w, (and borehole 
71/41 but no depths), in conjunction with Nirex seismic line 
89/29 shot points 2621–2630 [NX 76732 04407].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable erosion surface (the ‘y’ seismic uncon-
formity of Akhurst et al., 1997) proved by seabed cores, 
lying upon the western Irish sea Formation.

Present-day sea-bed surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine deposits.

Thickness
Generally from 0.5–2 m, reaching 40 m in sandbanks and 
up to 100 m in channel in-fills.

Distribution and extent
Irish sea.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

7.5 BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

7.5.1 Formations of the Britannia Catchments Group

early devensian or Ipswichian organic deposits referred to 
the Britannia catchments Group are present at several sites 
in cumbria. The Troutbeck Palaeosol is of Ipswichian age 
(MIs 5e) or possibly older. The stratigraphical relationship 
of the Scandal Beck Peat Bed (possibly MIs 5a–e) is uncer-
tain. As this unit may have been glacially rafted over a short 
distance it is referred to the Gillcambon Till Formation 
(Irish sea coast Glacigenic subgroup) (section 7.3.2.1).

7.5.1.1 tROutbeck palaeOsOl

Name
Troutbeck Palaeosol (TBPs) (after Boardman, 1981, 1991, 
1994, 2002).

Lithology
The Troutbeck Palaeosol comprises the deeply weathered 
zone of the extremely compact, silty, sandy, gravelly diam-
icton of the Thornsgill Till Formation. The latter contains 
clasts mainly of slate, Borrowdale volcanic Group lith-
ologies and Threlkeld microgranite. The weathered zone 
is dark grey at the base becoming increasingly weathered 
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upwards to yellowish brown with olive brown, orange 
and white mottling where it had been cryoturbated. Most 
clasts are decomposed towards the top and are commonly 
bleached.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Mosedale Beck Peat Bed (Tables 6 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: River cliff sections in banks of the Thornsgill 
Beck [Ny 3814 2427], 1 km south of Troutbeck Head, 
cumbria (Boardman, 1981, 1991, 1994, 2002; Boardman 
and walden, 1994).

Reference section: River cliff sections in banks of 
the Mosedale Beck [Ny 3556 2388], 3 km south of 
wallthwaite, cumbria (Boardman, 1981, 1991, 1994, 2002; 
Boardman and walden, 1994).

Lower and upper boundaries
A gradational boundary with relatively unweathered dark 
grey diamicton of the Thornsgill Till Formation of the 
central cumbria (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup, or decom-
posed slate bedrock.

Generally a sharp, planar, or gradational glaciotectonic 
boundary with overlying greyish brown stony clayey diam-
icton (Threlkeld Till Formation).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Palaeosol.

Thickness
up to 14 m.

Distribution and extent
vale of Threlkeld, cumbria.

Age
Ipswichian (MIs 5e) or possibly older, Hoxnian (MIs 11).

MOsedale peat bed (MOpt)

A deposit of compressed peat overlying till in Mosedale 
has been assigned tentatively to an early devensian inters-
tadial (MIs 5d–a) or the end of the Ipswichian Interglacial 
(Boardman, 2002; Boardman and walden, 1994). The unit 
is named here as the Mosedale Beck Peat Bed.

7.5.1.2 WindeRMeRe clay and silt fORMatiOn

sediments of the windermere clay and silt Formation, cored 
in lake windermere, form the type section for the windermere 
Interstadial (MIs 2) (coope and Pennington, 1977).

Name
windermere clay and silt Formation (wMcs) (after 
coope and Pennington, 1977; windermere Formation of 
Thomas, p.96 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
lacustrine and organic sediments infilling lake 
windermere, comprising upper (upper laminated clay), 
and lower (lower laminated clay) units of laminated clay 
separated by a sequence of silt or organic silt (non-organic 
and organic silt unit). occasional rock fragments are present 
in the organic silt.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: cored borehole (5 inch diameter) taken 
in low wray Bay, lake windermere [sd 3760 0130], 
cumbria. The core represents the type section for the 
windermere Interstadial of the late devensian.

Lower and upper boundaries
overlies gravel and till of the central cumbria Glacigenic 
subgroup (caledonia Glacigenic Group).

The upper laminated clay passes conformably upwards 
into organic muds of the cumbria–lancashire catchments 
subgroup (Britannia catchments Group) of Holocene age.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
lacustrine and organic deposits.

Thickness
cores of up to 6 m have been taken in the lake floor in 
water depths of 30 m depth. echo sounding in deeper water 
indicates 21–40 m of sediment (Howell, 1971).

Distribution and extent
cumbria.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial and windermere 
Interstadial (MIs 2).

7.5.1.3 blelHaM peat fORMatiOn

Most of the organic deposits of the cumbria–lancashire 
catchment are of Holocene age, although some sequences 
began to accumulate in late devensian times. The Blelham 
Formation of Thomas (p. 96 in Bowen, 1999), here referred 
to the Blelham Peat Formation (Britannia catchments 
Group), encompasses fine-grained inorganic and organic 
sediment in numerous lake basins and bogs in north-west 
england, including the coastal mosslands of the duddon 
and leven estuaries and the raised mosses of the solway 
lowlands (section 6.3.1.1; sutherland, p. 107 in Bowen, 
1999). lithogenetic units of mass movement deposits 
(head) are also referred to the Britannia catchments Group.

Name
Blelham Peat Formation (BHPT) (after Blelham Formation 
of Thomas, p. 96 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Peat, organic mud and silt, and fine silty sand infilling lake 
basins, lowland bogs and mires, kettleholes and alluvial 
tracts, also blanketing upland areas. It may contain fossil-
ised remains of trees, herbs, grasses, etc., plus pollen, leaves 
and insect remains. In cumbria two informal members are 
recognised: Pow Beck Peat Member, which comprises com-
pressed peat with wood fragments, twigs and seeds, inter-
bedded with grey silt and tufa and some friable peat. It is of 
Holocene age and underlies alluvial deposits of the flood-
plain of the Pow Beck at st Bees, cumbria; it locally under-
lies beach sand at st Bees beach. It overlies the lowca Till 
Member of the seascale Glacigenic Formation on st Bees 
beach, and overlies the Fern Bank silt Member of the Hall 
carleton Formation in the Pow Beck valley. The seacote 
Peat Member comprises felted peat, thinly interbedded with 
humic sands in places. It contains insects and pollen of late 
Glacial age (typically about 14 000–10 000 14c years BP) 
and forms part of the infill of kettleholes (notably within 
the st Bees Moraine); it also occurs beneath the Pow Beck 
Member in the Pow Beck valley. In the kettleholes within 
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the st Bees Moraine it is overlain by solifluction deposits 
of pebbly silty sand (of loch lomond stadial age) and it 
overlies the glaciotectonised sequence of deposits forming 
the moraine.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
In cumbria two informal members are recognised, the Pow 
Beck Peat Member and the seacote Peat Member. To the 
north of the Inner solway Firth the following informal units 
are recognised: Redkirk Point Peat Bed, Bigholms Burn Peat 
Bed, Bigholms Burn Gravel Member, Healy Hill organic 
Mud Member and Racks Moss Peat Member (modified after 
sutherland, p. 107 in Bowen, 1999) (Tables 6 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Peat core transects from a kettlehole in the 
eastern, un-wooded, portion of Blelham Bog (about 300 m 
south of Blelham Tarn) [Ny 336 006–Ny 264 005], 
about 3 km south of Ambleside and 1 km west of lake 
windermere, central cumbria.

Partial type section: dissected kettlehole at top of cliff 
section (log NX91se Me7) [NX 966 112], 400 m north 
of footbridge at sea Mill, 300 m west of st Bees village, 
west cumbria.

Partial type section: Borehole QBH 19 (BGs Registered 
borehole NX19se 251) [NX 97237 12238], 1.2–2.8 m 
depth, sited on the floodplain of the Pow Beck, about 300 m 
north-north-west of st Bees Railway station, west cumbria.

Lower and upper boundaries
varies from sharply unconformable on bedrock and all late 
devensian or older Quaternary deposits (particularly tills), 
to disconformable on late Glacial marine deposits of the 
Fern Beck silt Member of the Hall carleton Formation.

The ground surface or overlain by Holocene blown sand of 
the drigg Point sand Formation or alluvium of the ehen 
Alluvium Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
organic and lacustrine deposits.

Thickness
up to 5 m thick in the Blelham Bog type area.

Distribution and extent
cumbria and the solway.

Age
late devensian (dimlington stadial) to Holocene (MIs 
2–1).

7.5.2 Cumbria–Lancashire Catchments Subgroup

Fluvial (alluvium and river terrace deposits) sediments of 
south cumbria and lancashire are assigned to the cumbria–
lancashire catchments subgroup, including most of the 
former solway drift Group (Nirex, 1997b; Merritt and 
Auton, 2000) and fluvial deposits of lancashire (Bowen, 
1999) (Tables 6, 12 and 13). The subgroup also includes 
the alluvial deposits of rivers flowing into Morecambe Bay 
(within the Grange Formation of Thomas, p. 96 in Bowen, 
1999). The fluvial deposits of the catchments are of late 
devensian to Holocene age (MIs 2–1).

Name
cumbria–lancashire catchments subgroup (clcA) (after 
McMillan, 2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Alluvial silt, sand, clay and gravel with some peat. 
Associated river terraces are dominated by sand and gravel, 
gravelly sand or sandy gravel with rare clay and silt.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into ehen Alluvium, cumbrian esk valley, 
lune valley, wyre valley and Ribble valley formations 
(sections 7.5.2.1–7.5.2.5 and Tables 6 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: River valleys in west and south cumbria and 
lancashire.

Lower and upper boundaries
Probably unconformable and in places strongly incised 
into highly variable sediments of the caledonia or Albion 
Glacigenic groups, and bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, but units of this subgroup 
interfinger locally with units of the Great Britain coastal 
deposits Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terraces and floodplain deposits.

Thickness
Highly variable depending on the relative stratigraphical 
positions of each of the component units. In the major river 
valleys the thickness may vary from 2 to 5 m, but probably 
does not exceed 10 m. For deposits flanking the major river 
valleys, the thickness probably varies from 1 to 3 m.

Distribution and extent
west and south cumbria (valleys of the Rivers ehen and 
esk), lancashire (valleys of the Rivers lune, wyre, Ribble, 
and Mersey), cheshire and North wales (weaver, dee), the 
westerly and southerly catchments of the lake district and 
lancashire west of the Pennines between whitehaven and 
liverpool, including the catchments of the river valleys and 
their tributaries.

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

The Ehen Alluvium Formation (ehen Alluvial Formation 
of Merritt and Auton, 2000) and Cumbrian Esk Valley 
Formation, in cumbria, comprise silts, sands and grav-
els forming the floodplains and low-lying terraces of the 
respective rivers and other alluvial tracts.

7.5.2.1 eHen alluviuM fORMatiOn

Name
ehen Alluvium Formation (eHeN) (after ehen Alluvial 
Formation of Merritt and Auton, 2000).

Lithology
sands, gravels, silts and clays.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Two informal members, the Middlebank silt Member and 
the starling sand and Gravel Member (Merritt and Auton, 
2000) (Tables 6 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Alluvium and river terraces within the valley of 
the River ehen between egremont and sellafield [Ny 020 
030 to Ny 010 110], west cumbria.
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Partial type section: Northern bank of the River ehen 
200 m south of Middlebank Farm [Ny 0133 0561], south-
south-west of Beckermet, west cumbria.

Partial type section: Nirex borehole QBH9 [Ny 01395 
05489], 0.9 to1.5 m depth, 1 km north of starling castle 
(west of sellafield), west cumbria.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharply erosional, unconformable on all older Quaternary 
deposits (particularly till) and bedrock.

The ground surface, or overlain by peat of the Blelhem Peat 
Formation, or overlain by blown sand of the drigg Point 
sand Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain deposits.

Thickness
Typically up to 12 m thick in the type area.

Distribution and extent
west cumbria (BGs 1:50 000 sheets e37 and 38) and 
applied to all alluvial deposits within the west cumbria 
area, between whitehaven and Muncaster, of the cumbria–
lancashire catchments subgroup area.

Age
Mainly Holocene (MIs 1) but terraces may extend from 
late Glacial (MIs 2).

7.5.2.2 cuMbRian esk valley fORMatiOn

Name
cumbrian esk valley Formation (cevy) (after Trotter et 
al., 1937).

Lithology
sands, gravels, silts and clays.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
cumbrian esk Alluvium Member (Tables 6 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of the River esk, between Muncaster 
castle and lindbeck farm [sd 1059 6330–sd 141 983], 
west cumbria.

Partial type section: BGs Registered Borehole sd19Nw1 
(Muncaster Bridge Borehole 1) [sd 1124 9639], from 
0–11.58 m depth, southern side of River esk, about 1 km 
east of Muncaster castle, west cumbria.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharply erosional, unconformable on all older Quaternary 
deposits (particularly till) and bedrock.

The ground surface, or overlain by peat of the Blelhem Peat 
Formation, or overlain by blown sand of the drigg Point 
sand Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain deposits.

Thickness
11.58 m thick at Partial Type section, but otherwise prob-
ably typically 5–10 m thick in the type area.

Distribution and extent
BGs 1:50 000 sheet e37, south of Muncaster Fell.

Age
Mainly Holocene (but terraces may extend from late 
Glacial) (MIs 1–2).

cuMbRian esk alluviuM MeMbeR (ceal)

The cumbrian esk Alluvium Member comprises up to 
about 11.6 m of silts, clays, sands and gravels, underlying 
the floodplains of the River esk catchment in cumbria.

Fluvial deposits of the Rivers lune, Ribble, and wyre 
in lancashire and their tributaries (parts of the lytham 
and swettenham formations of Thomas, p. 95 in Bowen, 
1999) are treated as separate formations namely the Lune 
Valley, Wyre Valley, and Ribble Valley formations of 
the cumbria–lancashire catchments subgroup (Tables 6 
and 13).

7.5.2.3 lune valley fORMatiOn

Name
lune valley Formation (luNv) (parts of the swettenham 
and lytham formations of Thomas, p. 95 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
dominantly silty and sandy alluvial sediments with gravel 
and sporadic cobbles and boulders. River terrace deposits 
are mainly sand and gravel.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The area encompassing the three river terraces 
and alluvium of the River lune (included in the swettenham 
and lytham formations of Thomas, p. 95 in Bowen, 1999), 
[sd 4200 5400–Ny7500 0100].

Reference section: lansil ltd. water borehole, lancaster. 
BGs Registered No. sd46se1B [sd 4830 6360].

Lower and upper boundaries
Probably unconformable, irregular and in places strong-
ly incised into lithologically variable sediments of the 
caledonia and Albion Glacigenic groups or bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain deposits.

Thickness
Generally less than 10 m.

Distribution and extent
cheshire and south lancashire within the river valley and 
tributaries of the River lune west of the Peak district.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

7.5.2.4 WyRe valley fORMatiOn

Name
wyre valley Formation (wyRv).

Lithology
dominantly silt, sand and clay with gravel and peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Two terrace deposit members (wyRe1and wyRe2) 
(Tables 6 and 13).
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Type area/Reference section
Type area: Alluvium and river terrace deposits of the val-
ley of the River wyre [sd 3400 4800–sd 6000 5200], 
lancashire.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, irregular and in places strongly incised 
into lithologically variable sediments of the caledonia 
Glacigenic Group or into bedrock.

The ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain deposits.

Thickness
Highly variable depending on the relative stratigraphical 
position of the component units. In the major river valleys 
the thickness might usually vary between 2 and 5 m, and 
probably does not exceed 10 m.

Distribution and extent
catchment of the River wyre from Forest of Bowland to 
Fleetwood estuary, lancashire.

Age
Mainly Holocene but terraces may extend from late Glacial 
time (MIs 1–2).

7.5.2.5 Ribble valley fORMatiOn

Name
Ribble valley Formation (RIBv) (parts of the swettenham 
and lytham formations of Thomas, p. 95 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
silt, sand and clay in alluvium grading into gravel at base. 
River terraces are dominated by gravel grading upwards 
into silt and sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of the River Ribble and tributaries west 
of the Peak district, [sd 3800 2600–sd 7900 8100].

Reference section: whitbread Brewery Borehole, 
Preston, BGs Registered No. sd523Ne12 [sd 5800 2900].

Lower and upper boundaries
Probably unconformable, irregular and in places strong-
ly incised into lithologically variable sediments of the 
caledonia and Albion Glacigenic groups or bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain deposits.

Thickness
Generally less than 5 m but locally up to 12 m.

Distribution and extent
cheshire and south lancashire within the valley of the 
River Ribble and tributaries west of the Peak district.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

7.5.3 Isle of Man Catchments Subgroup

The Isle of Man catchments subgroup is identified for the flu-
vial (alluvium, river terrace deposits and alluvial fan deposits) 
and associated organic sediments of the island. constituent 
formations are taken from chadwick et al. (2001).

Name
Isle of Man catchments subgroup (IMcA) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Alluvial gravel, sand, silt and clay forming floodplains, 
alluvial fans and river terrace deposits.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the sulby Glen, Ballaugh, curragh and 
Glen Balleira formations (sections 7.5.3.1–7.5.3.4 and 
Tables 6 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: River valleys of the Isle of Man.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally an unconformable boundary with units of the 
caledonia Glacigenic Group.

Generally the ground surface, but units of this subgroup 
interfinger locally with units of the British coastal deposits 
Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain.

Thickness
Typically 2.5 m thick, but highly variable and greater than 
20 m locally.

Distribution and extent
Isle of Man.

Age
late devensian–Holocene (MIs 2–1).

7.5.3.1 sulby glen fORMatiOn

Name
sulby Glen Formation (suGl) (after chadwick et al., 
2001).

Lithology
well-sorted, stratified alluvial gravel, sand, silt and clay, 
forming floodplains and river terraces.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The sulby Glen area [Nc 380 900–sc 3853 920], 
about 3 km north-north-west of snaefell, north-west part of 
the Isle of Man.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally unconformably overlying glacigenic diamictons 
and outwash debris flows and alluvial fan sediments or 
bedrock.

usually the ground surface.
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Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain.

Thickness
Terraces up to 6 m high are recorded.

Distribution and extent
Isle of Man.

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

7.5.3.2 ballaugH fORMatiOn

Name
Ballaugh Formation (BAlGH) (after chadwick et al., 
2001).

Lithology
Gravel-dominated sequences forming mountain-front allu-
vial fans, commonly cryoturbated.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Ballaugh area [sc 340 930–sc 360 960], north-
west part of the Isle of Man.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally alluvial fan gravels of the Ballaugh Formation 
unconformably overlie the mixed sequence of the orrisdale 
Formation (though some fan gravels interdigitate with 
deposits of that formation). In other exposures the fan 
gravels overlie late Glacial organic sediments of the Glen 
Balleira Formation.

usually the ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Alluvial fan deposits.

Thickness
unrecorded but possibly up to 20 m thick locally.

Distribution and extent
Northern part of the Isle of Man.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial to Holocene (MIs 
2–1).

Peat deposits and lacustrine and organic infill deposits of 
kettlehole in-fills on the Isle of Man are referred to two 
formations (chadwick et al., 2001).

7.5.3.3 glen balleiRa fORMatiOn 

Name
Glen Balleira Formation (GlNBA) (after chadwick et al., 
2001).

Lithology
Peat, organic mud and calcareous marl.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: coastal cliff sections between Glen Balleira and 
Glen wyllin [sc 314 915–sc 310 906], about 0.5 km west 
and north-west of Kirk Michael, Isle of Man.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformably overlies glacigenic deposits (diamictons, 
laminated muds, sands and gravels) of the Jurby and 
orrisdale formations.

usually the ground surface, but may be overlain by 
Holocene sediments (such as peat, with Holocene plant and 
insect remains, or brown sand).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
organic and biogenic deposits infilling kettlehole basins.

Thickness
2 m of calcareous marl, capped by peaty clay, is recorded in 
a kettlehole infill at Glen wyllin.

Distribution and extent
Northern part of the Isle of Man.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

7.5.3.4 cuRRagH fORMatiOn

Name
curragh Formation (cAGH) (after chadwick et al., 2001).

Lithology
Peat-dominated accumulations in lowland basins and on 
upland plateaux. some mud and pebbly sand may occur in 
the lower parts of basinal sequences.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 12).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The curragh area [sc 360 940–sc 373 955], 
about 15 km north-west of Ballaugh, north-west part of Isle 
of Man.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally unconformably overlying glacigenic or late 
Glacial sediments or bedrock.

Generally the ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
organic deposits.

Thickness
up to 6 m recorded.

Distribution and extent
Isle of Man.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).
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The oldest known superficial deposits of this district are 
of glacigenic origin and of pre-devensian age (Albion 
Glacigenic Group). The most extensive deposits are 
assigned to the caledonia Glacigenic Group and are of 
devensian age. deposits of the Britannia catchments 
Group and British coastal deposits Group range in age 
from late devensian to Holocene (see also chapter 7).

8.1 ALBION GLAGICENIC GROUP

8.1.1 Formations of the Albion Glacigenic Group

Pre-Ipswichian (MIs 5e) glacigenic deposits, lying on or 
beyond the maximum limit of the devensian ice-sheet limit, 
are documented from south wales and the border counties. 
Bowen (pp. 78–83 in Bowen, 1999) refers to two forma-
tions, the llanddewi Formation of south and west Gower, 
of possible MIs 12 age (Bowen, 1989), and the Penfro 
Formation of Pembrokeshire and carmarthenshire, of possi-
ble MIs 16 age (Bowen, 1970, 1994; campbell and Bowen, 
1989). The present framework adopts the Llanddewi 
Glacigenic Formation and the Penfro Till Formation as 
units of the Albion Glacigenic Group.

8.1.1.1 llanddeWi glacigenic fORMatiOn

Name
llanddewi Glacigenic Formation (lITI) (after Bowen, 
p. 79 in Bowen, 1999, and Bowen, p.148 in lewis and 
Richards, 2005).

Lithology
deeply weathered sand and gravel and red clay (till). 
erratics include both welsh sandstone boulders (Millstone 
Grit Group, Namurian) and clasts of Irish sea provenance 
(George, 1933).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7a and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: Hills Farm Borehole [ss 4525 8615], 
Port eynon, on the crest of the Paviland Moraine (Bowen, 
p. 79 in Bowen, 1999; Bowen, p. 148 in lewis and 
Richards, 2005).

Reference section: Hangman’s cross Borehole [ss 
483 867], oxwich (Bowen, p. 148 in lewis and Richards, 
2005).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with bedrock (limestone of the 
Pembroke limestone Group, dinantian).

overlain by reworked sands and gravels or at ground sur-
face.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial and till deposits.

Thickness
23 m at Hills Farm Borehole Reference section.

Distribution and extent
south and west Gower.

Age
Possibly Anglian (MIs 12) (Bowen, 1989).

8.1.1.2 penfRO till fORMatiOn

Name
Penfro Till Formation (PoTI) (after Bowen, p. 147 in lewis 
and Richards, 2005).

Lithology
sand and gravel and red and purple stony clayey diamicton 
(till) with distinctive igneous clasts of western provenance 
(Bowen, p. 147 in lewis and Richards, 2005). erratic boul-
ders include tuff (at Pentre), quartz felsite (at Newton and 
st Athan).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7a and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: llandre Gravel Quarry [sN 093 203], 
Pembrokeshire: glacial gravels with local clasts and erratics 
from North Pembrokeshire (Bowen, 1999).

Partial type section: west Angle Bay [sM 853 031], 
Milford Haven: stiff purplish stony clay with igneous clasts 
(till), overlain by raised beach deposits (dixon, 1921; west 
Angle Member of Bowen, 1999).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with bedrock of silurian–
carboniferous age.

Ground surface or overlain by Glamorgan Glacigenic 
Formation, as at Pencoed (Griffiths, 1940).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial and glacial deposits.

Thickness
Generally up to 5 m (Bowen, p. 83 in Bowen, 1999); up to 
9.5 m at Pencoed (strahan and cantrill, 1904).

Distribution and extent
Highly dissected in Pembrokeshire and western 
carmarthenshire. widespread in south Pembrokeshire.

Age
Possibly MIs 16 (Bowen, 1994; campbell and Bowen, 
1989).

8.1.2 Irish Sea Coast (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup

In staffordshire and cheshire well-documented evidence 
from several gravel pits (worsley, 1991) shows that the 
oldest glacigenic deposits of the Seisdon Sand and Gravel 
Formation and the Oakwood Glacigenic Formation 
lie within the maximum limit of the devensian ice-sheet. 
These deposits comprise diamictons that contain clasts of 

8 lancashire, cheshire, staffordshire and wales
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both lake district and northern provenance (rocks derived 
from north-west cumbria, southern scotland and the Irish 
sea basin) and consequently are referred to the Irish sea 
coast (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup (section 7.2.2).

8.1.2.1 seisdOn sand and gRavel fORMatiOn 

The seisdon sand and Gravel Formation (Tables 7c and 
13) comprises glaciofluvial sediments lying beneath the 
Trysull Silt Formation (Britannia catchments Group) of 
Hoxnian (MIs 5e) age (Morgan, 1973) (section 8.4.1.1).

Name
seisdon sand and Gravel Formation (sdNsG) (after Morgan, 
1973, worsley, 1991, and worsley, p. 32 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
yellowish red sand or sandy gravel with occasional cob-
bles. Gravel and cobbles are dominated by well-rounded 
quartzite derived from the sherwood sandstone but with 
occasional rounded erratics of granite, felsite and coal 
Measures sandstone. Fossiliferous in part.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 13 and 17).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Former quarry at seisdon (lowe’s Pit) [sJ 
8470 9500], staffordshire (Morgan, 1973).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, erosive, unconformable contact with bedrock. 
strongly channelled.

either the ground surface or basal surface of red silt of the 
Trysull silt Formation (Britannia catchments Group) or 
silt, sand and gravel of the stockport Glacigenic Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposits.

Thickness
3–34 m.

Distribution and extent
Narrow, linear belt between seisdon and Trysull, 
staffordshire.

Age
Anglian (MIs 10 or 12).

8.1.2.2 OakWOOd glacigenic fORMatiOn 

Name
oakwood Glacigenic Formation (oKwdG) (after worsley 
et al., 1983, and worsley, pp. 32–34 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Till (sandy, gravelly clay with pebbles, cobbles and boul-
ders) and silt, sand and gravel.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7c and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: oakwood Quarry [sJ 8240 7170], chelford, 
cheshire (worsley et al., 1983).

Lower and upper boundaries
Irregular, unconformable contact with bedrock.

unconformably underlies sand of the chelford sand 
Formation (Britannia catchments Group).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
unknown but probably greater than 5 m.

Distribution and extent
cheshire.

Age
Possibly Anglian (MIs 12) (worsley, 1991) or alternatively 
MIs 6 and correlated with the Ridgacre Formation of the 
Birmingham area (Maddy et al., 1995).

8.2 CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

8.2.1 Irish Sea Coast Glacigenic Subgroup

The late devensian glacigenic tills and sands of the 
Stockport Glacigenic Formation (after worsley, 1967, 
1991; worsley, p. 34 in Bowen, 1999; see also Thomas, 
1985b) of cheshire and lancashire and the Brewood Till 
Formation (named here after Morgan, 1973; Mitchell et 
al., 1973a) are included in the Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup, although it is recognised that these deposits 
contain variable proportions of both local and lake district-
derived rocks. The Morecambe Bay Formation was estab-
lished by Knight (1977) for the offshore glaciofluvial and 
glaciolacustrine sediments overlying till that may be equiv-
alent to the Kirkham Till Member (stockport Glacigenic 
Formation) in lancashire.

A generalised cross section of the subgroups and for-
mations is presented in Figure 13. Further research on the 
tripartite sequence, ‘upper Boulder clay–Middle sands–
lower Boulder clay’ (Hull, 1864), may enable subdivi-
sion into two subgroups (see central cumbria Glacigenic 
subgroup, section 7.3.1).

The relationships between the stockport Glacigenic 
Formation and the underlying Chelford Sand Formation 
(Britannia catchments Group, section 8.4.1.2) and 
Oakwood Glacigenic Formation (section 8.1.2.2) are 
described by worsley (1991) and shown in Figure 14.

8.2.1.1 stOckpORt glacigenic fORMatiOn

Name
stockport Glacigenic Formation (sTPTG) (after worsley, 
1967, 1991; stockport Formation of worsley, p. 34 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
A mixed sequence of till (sandy, gravelly clayey diam-
icton with cobbles and boulders), sand, gravel and lami-
nated clay and silt. erratics are dominated by lake district 
(Borrowdale volcanic Group rocks and eskdale Granite), 
and carboniferous rock fragments but locally include mate-
rial derived from the Irish sea Basin.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Kirkham Till Member (Tables 8, 13 and 17).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Northern bank of the River Mersey [sJ 908 
915] (worsley, 1967, 1991; worsley, p. 34 in Bowen, 
1999).
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Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable and in places heavily incised contact with 
bedrock.

either the ground surface or various units of the Britannia 
catchments Group or other formations or subgroups of the 
caledonia Glacigenic Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
Highly variable from 3 m to locally in excess of 100 m.

Distribution and extent
cheshire, staffordshire and south lancashire approxi-
mately corresponding to the area between the Kirkham 
Moraine, near Kirkham [sd 4300 3200] in the north and 
the ellesmere Moraine, wood lane Quarry, ellesmere [sJ 
4220 3280], in the south.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

kiRkHaM till MeMbeR (kMgl)

The Kirkham Till Member comprises up to 100 m of till 
(sandy, gravelly clayey diamicton with cobbles and boul-
ders) and laminated silt and clay separated by variably 
continuous lenses or beds of sand and gravel which form 
the Kirkham Moraine [sd 4300 3200] in north lancashire 
(Gresswell, 1967; Thomas, p. 95 in Bowen, 1999). erratics 
in the till are dominated by carboniferous rocks and by 
lake district and Irish sea-derived bedrock.

8.2.1.2 bReWOOd till fORMatiOn

Name
Brewood Till Formation (BdTI) (after Morgan, 1973).

Lithology
Reddish brown, gravelly, sandy, silty, clayey diamic-
ton dominated by locally-derived clasts such as of the 
Kidderminster Formation (Bunter Pebble Beds) conglomer-
ates, but with a significant proportion of erratics including 
grey granite from the southern uplands, striated volcanic 
rocks, eskdale Granite, ennerdale Granophyre and slates 
from the lake district, limestone, flint and marine shells. 
The tills are typically thinner, more eroded, more weath-
ered and considerably more cryoturbated than those of the 
stockport Glacigenic Formation lying to the north of the 
wrexham–ellesmere–whitchurch–Barr Hill Moraine in 
cheshire.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Former sand and gravel quarry [sJ 916 
082] on the north side of saredon Brook, Four Ashes, 
staffordshire (Morgan, 1973), formerly chosen as the type 
site for the devensian (Mitchell et al., 1973a).

Partial reference section: Ketley Grange opencast site [sJ 
690 100], Telford (Hamblin and coppack, 1995).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with fluvial gravel (Four 
Ashes sand and Gravel Formation) containing mainly well-

rounded clasts derived from the Kidderminster Formation 
(Bunter Pebble Beds) conglomerates and numerous organic-
rich lenses of Ipswichian–Middle devensian age. The diam-
icton is heavily cryoturbated at the type section at Four Ashes 
where it has been loaded down into the underlying gravel.

The ground surface or unconformable contacts with glaci-
ofluvial sand and gravel or younger Quaternary deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
3 m at type section. up to 17 m at Madeley in Telford 
district.

Distribution and extent
The ground lying within the generally accepted late 
devensian glacial limit in staffordshire, but outside the 
wrexham–ellesmere–whitchurch–Barr Hill Moraine in 
cheshire.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

8.2.1.3 MORecaMbe bay fORMatiOn 

Name
Morecambe Bay Formation (MoBAy) (after Knight, 1977, 
and Thomas, p. 96 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine sediments including 
sand, silt, laminated clay with gravel.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8, 12 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: cumbria and offshore in Morecambe Bay.

Lower and upper boundaries
overlies extensive deposits of till (Knight, 1977) prob-
ably equivalent of the Kirkham Till Member (stockport 
Glacigenic Formation).

Gradational with overlying post-glacial sequence of clay, 
silt and sand.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 18 m.

Distribution and extent
cumbria and offshore in Morecambe Bay.

Age
devensian (MIs 2).

Two formations referable to the Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup are established for the devensian glacigenic 
deposits of wales. These are the St Asaph Glacigenic 
Formation (after McKenny-Hughes, 1887; strahan, 1902; 
Bowen, 1999) of north-east wales and the Teifi Clay 
Formation of south ceredigion, north Pembrokeshire and 
north carmarthenshire (Hambrey et al., 2001).
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8.2.1.4 st asapH glacigenic fORMatiOn

Name
st Asaph Glacigenic Formation (sAGl) (after Bowen, 
p. 89 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
stiff, generally calcareous, red, purple or bluish-black, ill-
sorted, massive to crudely stratified, variably pebbly, sandy 
clay, characteristically containing exotic clasts and shell 
fragments. Includes other glacigenic deposits, notably strat-
ified sand and gravel and morainic deposits (clayey gravel). 
colour and dominant clast composition is variable and 
generally reflects the local bedrock geology: in ceredigion 
and Pembrokeshire it is generally green-grey with abundant 
lower Palaeozoic clasts.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the lleyn Till Member and the llangelynin 
Till Member (Tables 8 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: coastal cliff section in Porth Neigwl (lleyn 
Peninsula). Most of the section is dominated by a clay-rich 
diamicton, locally with some crude stratification. layers 
and lenses of sand and gravel are generally uncommon but, 
where present, tend to occur towards the top of the sec-
tion. The south-eastern end of the section is more complex 
and shows the lleyn Till Member to be overlain by till of 
the eryri Glacigenic Formation and to be separated from 
it by glaciofluvial sand and gravel and glaciolacustrine 
deposits. The section records the early advance of Irish 
sea Ice into the area, followed by welsh Ice, with ponding 
on the surface of the Irish sea Ice during stagnation being 
represented by the intervening laminated deposits (young 
et al., 2002).

Lower and upper boundaries
Base not seen at type locality, but could potentially overlie pre-
late devensian deposits (young et al., 2002); locally the for-
mation overlies bedrock and devensian head deposits (Gibbons 
and Mccarroll, 1993). In ceredigion and Pembrokeshire, 
the base is unconformable on bedrock, head and regolith 
(Hambrey et al., 2001); near llanrhystud it rests on the elenid 
Till Member of the Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation (wales 
Glacigenic subgroup) (elenid Formation of campbell and 
Bowen, 1989; Bowen, 1999; davies et al., 1997). Along 
liverpool and conwy bays the base overlies bedrock and, 
locally, tills of welsh origin (warren et al., 1984).

Generally the ground surface or unconformable contact 
with fluvial, organic and mass movement deposits of the 
Britannia catchments Group. However, at the eastern end 
of the type section the st Asaph Glacigenic Formation is 
overlain by till of the eryri Glacigenic Formation (wales 
Glacigenic subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
Highly variable: locally over 17 m in the cardigan dis-
trict (Maddison et al., 1994); over 60 m in the dee valley 
(davies et al., 2004); and over 30 m on the lleyn Peninsula 
(Gibbons and Mccarroll, 1993).

Distribution and extent
coastal fringe of ceredigion and Pembrokeshire approxi-
mately between llanrhystud and st Brides Bay; Anglesey; 

north coast and western tip of lleyn Peninsula as far east as 
Porth Neigwl; coastal fringe of conwy and liverpool bays.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

lleyn till MeMbeR (lleyn)

The lleyn Till Member (after Gibbons and Mccarroll, 
1993) of the lleyn Peninsula comprises up to 30 m of stiff, 
generally ill-sorted, massive to crudely stratified, variably 
pebbly, sandy clay, characteristically containing exotic 
clasts and shell fragments. subordinate clayey gravels and 
stratified sand and gravel are locally present. The type sec-
tion, a coastal cliff at Porth Neigwl, exposes predominantly 
clay-rich diamicton, locally with some crude stratification. 
layers and lenses of sand and gravel are generally uncom-
mon but, where present, tend to occur towards the top of 
the section. The south-eastern end of the section shows 
the lleyn Member to be overlain by the till of the eryri 
Glacigenic Formation and to be separated from it by glaci-
ofluvial sand and gravel and glaciolacustrine deposits. The 
section records the early advance of Irish sea Ice into the 
area, followed by welsh Ice, with ponding on the surface of 
the Irish sea Ice during stagnation being represented by the 
intervening laminated deposits (young et al., 2002).

llangelynin till MeMbeR (lnti)

The llangelynin Till Member (llangelynin Member of 
the eryri Formation of Bowen, 1999) comprises till with 
clasts of Mesozoic rocks from offshore and red clay from 
the oligocene Bed of Tremadoc Bay, together with errat-
ics from cadair Idris and Aran Fawddwy. It occurs along 
part of the coast south of Barmouth Bay and north of 
Aberystwyth, between llwyngwril and Tonfannau. The till 
overlies head (of the Pennard Formation, Bowen, 1999) and 
redeposited till (Bowen, 1974). North of Barmouth, 77 m 
of glacigenic sediments, comprising two tills and inter-
bedded laminated sediments, were proved in the Mochras 
Farm Borehole [sH 5533 2594] (BGs Registered No. 
sH52Ne1; woodland, 1971; Allen and Jackson, 1985). The 
borehole lies immediately north of the line of an offshore 
gravel ridge (sarn Badrig), interpreted as one of a series 
of medial moraines thought to delimit the confluence of 
Irish sea and welsh glacial masses (etienne et al., p. 96 in 
lewis and Richards, 2005). of the succession referred to 
as the Mochras Member of the eryri Formation by Bowen 
(1999) the lower till may possibly be correlated with the 
llangelynin Till.

8.2.1.5 teifi clay fORMatiOn

Name
Teifi clay Formation (TFIcl) (after Hambrey et al., 2001).

Lithology
Brown and grey clay and silt-laminated clay, with inter-
beds of grey/yellow stratified silt and fine sand that locally 
increase in abundance towards the top. drop-stones may be 
locally abundant and form thin beds of diamicton. clasts 
are dominated by local bedrock lithologies but characteristi-
cally include shell fragments.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: BGs Pen-y-Bryn (cardigan 2) borehole 
(sN14se12), depth 3 to 64 m. The type section forms part 
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of the fill of a buried abandoned meander loop of the Afon 
Teifi and was deposited within a former proglacial lake 
system which developed in front of the advancing Irish sea 
Ice as it dammed the mouth of rivers along the ceredigion 
coast. The unit typically coarsens upwards, indicating 
advance of the ice into the lake basin(s), and contains shell 
material derived from the Irish sea Basin (Hambrey et al., 
2001).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock or contact with ?late devensian 
regolith, head and fluvial deposits.

Ground surface or (sheared) contact with overlying lleyn 
Till Member (st Asaph Glacigenic Formation), or uncon-
formably overlain by glaciofluvial deposits of the st Asaph 
Glacigenic Formation and Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation, 
peat or fluvial deposits of the west wales catchments 
subgroup.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposits.

Thickness
up to 75 m in borehole at llwynpiod (sN14Ne156).

Distribution and extent
south ceredigion, north Pembrokeshire and north 
carmarthenshire. Predominantly within pre-glacial valley 
systems.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

8.2.2 Wales Glacigenic Subgroup

The wales Glacigenic subgroup is divided into five 
local formations, based on lithological characteris-
tics of tills, the provenance of which have been influ-
enced by local ice-sheet accumulation. These are the 
Brecknockshire Glacigenic Formation (west and south 
wales), the Eryri Glacigenic Formation (snowdonia), 
Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation (north, central and 
south-west wales), the Glamorgan Glacigenic Formation 
(south wales coalfield), and the Shrewsbury Glacigenic 
Formation (the shropshire lowlands). The composition of 
morainic sands and gravels is diverse, the extent of such 
deposits being largely associated with ice lobes and valley 
glaciers. No formal units have been established.

Glaciofluvial gravels in the form of valley-side terrace 
deposits and glaciolacustrine clays of major pro-delta lakes 
are not currently named or formally defined in the BGs 
lexicon. There are a number of sites within wales which 
are known to comprise deposits that formed during the loch 
lomond re-advance (shakesby and Matthews, 1993; carr, 
2001). An assessment of the stratigraphical status of these 
deposits for BGs mapping purposes remains to be under-
taken (Bowen, 1999).

Name
wales Glacigenic subgroup (wAles) (after McMillan et 
al., 2005).

Lithology
suite of glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine depos-
its including sandy diamictons (till), sand, gravel, silt 
and clay. The sediments were deposited by, or are the 
deglaciation products of, ice that emanated from the 

welsh mountains and radiated across wales and the 
welsh Border. The till deposits vary in colour and clast 
content reflecting local bedrock. constituent formations 
include the Brecknockshire Glacigenic Formation con-
taining clasts derived predominantly from the devonian 
(Black Mountain, Fforest Fawr and Brecon Beacons) and 
carboniferous sources (sedimentary rocks of the south 
wales coalfield), the Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation 
and shrewsbury Glacigenic Formation containing lower 
Palaeozoic clasts of the cambrian Mountains and the eryri 
Till Formation with lower Palaeozoic volcanic clasts 
derived from snowdonia. The till formations contain sub-
ordinate stratified sand and gravel. The principal centres of 
ice build-up were in the cambrian Mountains.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Brecknockshire Glacigenic Formation, eryri Till Formation, 
Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation, Glamorgan Glacigenic 
Formation, shrewsbury Glacigenic Formation (Tables 8 
and 13).

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally sharp, unconformable contact with bedrock. 
locally on head of Ipswichian or early devensian age or 
on units of the Irish sea coast Glacigenic subgroup (e.g. 
stockport Glacigenic Formation).

At surface or unconformable contact with units of the 
Britannia catchments Group (west wales catchments 
subgroup and cheshire-North wales catchments subgroup) 
and the British coastal deposits Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 30 m.

Distribution and extent
south, south-east, mid and north-east wales and welsh 
Borderland.

Age
devensian (MIs 2).

8.2.2.1 bRecknOcksHiRe glacigenic fORMatiOn

Name
Brecknockshire Glacigenic Formation (BNocK) (after 
Bowen, p.90 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Generally stiff, structureless, stony, sandy and silty diam-
icton and clayey gravel, characteristically containing abun-
dant old Red sandstone clasts (derived from Black 
Mountain, Fforest Fawr and the Brecon Beacons) and 
sparse (if any) lower Palaeozoic clasts. subordinate strati-
fied sand and gravel are locally present. colour and domi-
nant clast composition are variable and generally reflect 
the local bedrock geology: in the usk valley the diamicton 
is red and composed exclusively of old Red sandstone 
material.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Hereford Till Member, langland Till Member (Tables 8 
and 13).
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Type area/Reference section
Type section: coastal section at Rotherslade in langland 
Bay exposing 14 m of lodgement till, crudely stratified 
ablation till and well-imbricated glaciofluvial sand and 
gravel of the Brecknockshire Glacigenic Formation overly-
ing 3.5 m of early devensian head and 0.6 m of Ipswichian 
raised beach deposits of the Pennard Formation (of Bowen, 
1999) on bedrock. locally, colluvium and loess of possible 
loch lomond age overlie the Brecknockshire Glacigenic 
Formation (campbell and Bowen, 1989, pp. 25–26).

Lower and upper boundaries
At the type locality the formation unconformably overlies 
early devensian head deposits and Ipswichian raised beach 
deposits of the Pennard Formation (of Bowen, 1999); else-
where it is generally unconformable on bedrock or regolith 
(Barclay et al., 2005).

Generally the ground surface or overlain by late Glacial 
organic deposits infilling kettleholes (see Bowen, 2005, 
p. 155) (Britannia catchments Group), or Kenfig Formation 
or Gwent levels Formation (British coastal deposits 
Group).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
Highly variable, locally up to 25 m (waters and lawrence, 
1987).

Distribution and extent
usk valley west of Talybont, swansea Bay, cardiff, 
Newport, Fforest Fawr and Brecon Beacons.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

HeRefORd till MeMbeR (Hdti)

The Hereford Till Member (Newer Till of Brandon, 1989; 
Hereford Member of the Herefordshire Formation of 
Brandon, p. 31 in Bowen, 1999) comprises generally 
less than 4 m of stiff, structureless, stony, sandy and silty 
diamicton and clayey gravel, characteristically contain-
ing abundant old Red sandstone clasts (derived from 
Black Mountain, Fforest Fawr and the Brecon Beacons), 
nodular calcrete and relatively few lower Palaeozoic clasts. 
subordinate stratified sand and gravel are locally present. 
colour and dominant clast composition are variable and 
generally reflect the local bedrock geology. Its distribution 
is confined to Herefordshire and the Brecon Beacons west 
of the River lugg.

langland till MeMbeR (ldti)

The langland Till Member comprises up to 25 m of stiff, 
structureless, stony, sandy and silty diamicton and clayey 
gravel, characteristically containing abundant old Red 
sandstone clasts (derived from the Black Mountains, 
Fforest Fawr and the Brecon Beacons) and very few 
lower Palaeozoic clasts. subordinate stratified sand and 
gravel are locally present. colour and dominant clast 
composition are variable and generally reflect the local 
bedrock geology. The member extends from the Brecon 
Beacons to swansea Bay (excluding the south wales 
coalfield).

8.2.2.2 eRyRi glacigenic fORMatiOn

Name
eryri Glacigenic Formation (eRyG) (after Bowen, 
pp. 86–88 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Moderately stiff, dark grey to blue-grey, generally massive, 
pebbly, silty clay, characteristically containing snowdonian 
ordovician volcanic clasts but dominated by local lower 
Palaeozoic clasts. colour and dominant clast composition are 
variable and generally reflect the local bedrock geology. Also 
includes other glacigenic deposits of similar composition, 
notably glaciofluvial sand and gravel and morainic deposits.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No formal subdivisions (Tables 8 and 13); may include 
several members, as yet undefined in the BGs lexicon e.g. 
Penrhos Member of Bowen (1999).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Pen-y-bryn brickworks [sH 490 615], 
caernarfon (Addison and edge, 1992); succession of Irish 
sea-derived till on welsh-provenanced till and glaciofluvial 
gravels on biogenic muds, sands and gravels (Addison and 
edge, 1992; chambers et al., 1995; Bowen, 1999).

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally unconformable on bedrock, but locally may 
overlie devensian head deposits (Mccarroll, 2005, p. 29); 
lleyn Till Member of st Asaph Glacigenic Formation 
(lleyn Formation of young et al., 2002), or post-Ipswichian 
preglacial peats (Addison and edge, 1992).

Generally the ground surface or unconformable contact 
with overlying alluvial deposits, peat and head (Britannia 
catchments Group). May locally be unconformably over-
lain by red diamicton of the lleyn Till Member, st Asaph 
Glacigenic Formation (lleyn Formation of Harris et al., 
1997).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
Highly variable, locally likely to greatly exceed 10 m 
(warren et al., 1984).

Distribution and extent
Mountains of snowdonia, Rhinogs and cadair Idris; eastern 
lleyn Peninsula.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

8.2.2.3 plynliMOn glacigenic fORMatiOn

Name
Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation (PlyNT) (after davies 
et al., 1997; includes most of the deposits of the elenid 
Formation of Bowen, pp. 84–86, in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Generally stiff, blue-grey, stony, sandy and silty clay and 
clayey gravel, characteristically containing clasts of lower 
Palaeozoic rocks (derived from the cambrian Mountains). 
subordinate stratified sand and gravel are locally present. 
colour and dominant clast composition are variable and 
generally reflect the local bedrock geology; in central and 
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west wales it is generally grey and the clasts are exclusively 
lower Palaeozoic. In Broughton Bay the formation con-
tains shell fragments (Bowen, 1999).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Ruabon Till, elenid Till and Merion 
Till members (Tables 8 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: coastal section between Morfa Bychan and 
Mynachdy’r-graig in cardigan Bay (ceredigion), exposing up 
to 40 m of superficial deposits overlying and blanketed against 
a pre-devensian ‘fossil cliff’. A basal head deposit is sharply 
overlain by up to 30 m of Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation 
exhibiting evidence of solifluction, itself sharply overlain and 
overstepped by head and loess (davies et al., 1997).

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally unconformable on bedrock or regolith/head 
(e.g. davies et al., 1997). At Broughton Bay it unconform-
ably overlies Ipswichian raised beach gravels and head 
(campbell and Bowen, 1989, pp. 52–54) assigned to the 
Pennard Formation by Bowen (1999).

Generally the ground surface or contact with overlying peat, 
head (severn and Avon and west wales catchments sub-
groups), Kenfig Formation or ynyslas Formation (British 
coastal deposits Group). Near llanrhystud it is overlain 
by the lleyn Till Member of the st Asaph Glacigenic 
Formation (lleyn Formation of campbell and Bowen, 
1999; davies et al., 1997) and in the shropshire lowlands 
by the shrewsbury Glacigenic Formation (Thomas, 1989).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
Highly variable, locally in excess of 30 m.

Distribution and extent
denbighshire, mid- and west wales, south-west wales 
approximately north of Black Mountain and east of st clears 
and llandysul.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

Three till members of the Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation 
are identified:

RuabOn till MeMbeR (Rbnti)

The Ruabon Till Member comprises 5 m or more of grey or 
brown, calcareous, sandy, stony diamicton containing sig-
nificant proportion of locally-derived carboniferous rocks 
(mainly limestone, sandstone and mudstone). It occurs in 
the eastern clwydian Hills and extends eastwards at depth 
to Mold and wrexham.

elenid till MeMbeR (elti)

The elenid Till Member (central wales drift of Bowen, 
1970; elenid Formation of Bowen, 1999) is locally over 
30 m thick. It comprises generally stiff, blue-grey, stony, 
sandy and silty clay and clayey gravel, characteristi-
cally containing lower Palaeozoic clasts (derived from 
the cambrian Mountains). subordinate stratified sand 
and gravel are locally present. colour and dominant clast 

composition are variable and generally reflect the local 
bedrock geology. In the Gower it contains shell fragments 
(Bowen, 1999). It is distributed over mid- and west wales, 
with south-west wales approximately west of swansea and 
including the Gower.

MeRiOn till MeMbeR (Mnti)

The Merion Till Member (Meirion Formation of Bowen, 
1999) is locally over 30 m thick. It comprises gener-
ally stiff, blue-grey, stony, sandy and silty clay and clayey 
gravel, characteristically containing lower Palaeozoic clasts 
(derived from the cambrian Mountains) with some erratics 
from snowdon and the Harlech dome. subordinate stratified 
sand and gravel are locally present. colour and dominant 
clast composition are variable and generally reflect the local 
bedrock geology. It occurs in mid- and north-east wales, and 
the northern welsh Borderlands. A thin head deposit, up to 
1 m thick (named the Hiraethog Member by Bowen, 1999), 
occurs locally at the base of the till (warren et al., 1984).

8.2.2.4 glaMORgan glacigenic fORMatiOn

Name
Glamorgan Glacigenic Formation (GlGl) (after woodland 
and evans, 1964, and Bowen, p. 90 in Bowen, 1999; 
Glamorgan drift of david, 1883).

Lithology
stony clayey diamicton (till) and sand and gravel with clasts 
predominantly of carboniferous rocks (sandstone, siltstone, 
mudstone) derived from the south wales coalfield. Brown 
and purplish red clays, silts and sands with small pebbles 
are developed locally.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of Rhondda Fawr [sN 900 200–sT 100 
900] (Bowen, p. 90 in Bowen, 1999).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock of the south wales coal 
Measures and warwickshire groups.

Ground surface or overlain by fluvial deposits (severn and 
Avon catchments subgroup) or head.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 30 m (woodland and evans, 1964).

Distribution and extent
Rhondda Fawr, Maesteg, Pontypridd, Pencoed districts 
(south wales coalfield).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

8.2.2.5 sHReWsbuRy glacigenic fORMatiOn

Name
shrewsbury Glacigenic Formation (sHRew) (after 
worsley, 1991, and worsley, p. 34 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
stratified sand and gravel with interbeds of laminated clay, 
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silt and diamicton (till), all characteristically containing 
lower Palaeozoic clasts derived from the welsh massif.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Mousecroft lane Quarry (abandoned) [sJ 
476 109], south-west suburbs of shrewsbury. A complex 
of ice-marginal glacigenic sediments deposited by welsh 
ice (severn Glacier) during its advance and retreat in a 
5–10 km wide zone of interaction with the Irish sea ice-
sheet extending from wrexham to shrewsbury (worsley, 
2005). The sequence coarsens upwards from laminated 
muds into sand and gravel, reflecting sandur prograda-
tion, and is overlain by till. Its contact with the underly-
ing sequence of Irish sea Ice-derived till and outwash 
(stockport Glacigenic Formation, after worsley, p.34 in 
Bowen, 1999) shows large scale, low amplitude wave-like 
deformation attributed to the melt-out of buried ice within 
the latter.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on elements of the stockport Glacigenic 
Formation (after Bowen, 1999) at the stratotype local-
ity, and locally on the Merion Till Member (Plynlimon 
Glacigenic Formation) in the shrewsbury area (Thomas, 
1989). At some locations farther north, it interdigitates 
with glacigenic deposits of the Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup derived from the Irish sea Basin in a complex 
manner (worsley, 2005; cannell, 1982). locally, it overlies 
bedrock unconformably.

Irregularly overlain at the stratotype locality by late Glacial 
solifluction deposits and then windermere interstadial 
peat (worsley, 1991) of the Britannia catchments Group. 
elsewhere forms the present ground surface or is overlain 
unconformably by fluvial deposits of the severn and Avon 
catchments subgroup.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to about 6 m at stratotype locality.

Distribution and extent
shropshire lowlands to the west of shrewsbury and 
dorrington, extending north of Four crosses (see Pocock et 
al., 1938; cannell, 1982) in a narrow band (5–10 km wide) 
as far as wrexham (worsley, 1991).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

8.3 BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

8.3.1 Formations of the British Coastal Deposits 
Group

The Seacombe Sand Formation (glaciomarine sands 
of Reade, 1894, 1895), Shirdley Hill Sand Formation 
(coastal blown sand of de Rance, 1877, or outwash sands 
of Tooley, 1977) and the Lytham Formation (estuarine 
deposits of the lower Mersey, Ribble and lune) are estab-
lished as component units of the group.

8.3.1.1 seacOMbe sand fORMatiOn

Name
seacombe sand Formation (scMBs) (after Thomas, p.95 
in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
At seacombe comprises a shell-rich sand with fine gravel, 
containing boulders and cobbles of till; it is developed over 
a foraminiferid-rich till at crosby and Blackpool.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type locality: seacombe [sJ 3200 0950] (Reade, 1894).

Lower and upper boundaries
unknown lower boundary.

overlain unconformably by till at type locality at seacombe.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation may be of marine origin and is a possible 
correlative of glaciomarine sediments of the informal dog 
Mills Member, orrisdale Formation (chadwick et al., 
2001), Isle of Man.

Thickness
up to 45 m.

Distribution and extent
North wirral and liverpool Bay coast.

Age
devensian (MIs 2).

8.3.1.2 sHiRdley Hill sand fORMatiOn

Name
shirdley Hill sand Formation (ssA) (after Thomas, p. 95 
in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Moderately well-sorted, fine-grained sand with peat layers 
in the lower part. sand grains are dominated by rounded–
subrounded quartz grains. The formation is divisible into 
an upper ‘white’ sand and a lower ‘brown’ sand, which is 
olive-grey and brown in colour.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: shirdley Hill [sd 3640 1340] (de Rance, 
1869).

Lower and upper boundaries
overlies various sediments of the caledonia Glacigenic 
Group.

either the ground surface or the base of overlying peat 
deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The sediments are interpreted as coastal blown sands, pos-
sibly a coastal facies of the seacombe sand Formation 
(Tooley, 1985).

Thickness
up to 5 m.
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Distribution and extent
discontinuous distribution between wigan, liverpool and 
southport in lancashire and Merseyside.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.3.1.3 lytHaM fORMatiOn

Name
lytham Formation (lTHM) (part of the lytham Formation 
of Thomas, p. 95 in Bowen, 1999)

Lithology
sand, clay, silt with gravel and peat. Gravel becomes domi-
nant in the outer parts of the Mersey estuary.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Includes informal units including the scrobicularia and 
lower cyclas clays, leasowe Marine Bed, Preesall shingle 
Bed and coastal peat beds (Tables 5 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The Mersey, Ribble and lune valleys and the 
low coast between these valleys.

Lower and upper boundaries
Probably underlain by bedrock or deposits of the caledonia 
Glacigenic Group.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine and estuarine sediments.

Thickness
5–25 m.

Distribution and extent
cumbria, lancashire and north cheshire. It includes all 
estuarine deposits of the rivers lune, Ribble and Mersey.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

Marine deposits pre-dating the late devensian are located 
mostly south of the maximum limit of the devensian ice-
sheet in south wales, but are also found in a few areas of 
north-east wales and the welsh Borderlands, and also in 
somerset (section 13.1.1). They comprise a series of marine 
beach gravels (south wales) and cave deposits (south and 
north-east wales), broadly equating with the Ipswichian 
interglacial period (MIs 5e) or earlier (e.g. Hunts Bay 
Member, Pennard Formation of Bowen, 1999). Allen (2000a, 
2001a) records a discontinuous development of littoral shelly 
sands and gravels along the margins of the Gwent levels, 
commonly overlain by head. Temperate-water molluscan 
and foraminiferal assemblages have been amino-acid dated to 
the Ipswichian (MIs 5e). correlation is tentatively proposed 
with the Ipswichian marine deposits of south-west england 
that are referred to the Burtle Formation (section 13.1.1.2).

There are, in addition, assemblages of gravelly deposits 
in Pembrokeshire and the Gower Peninsula that generally 
have been assigned to one or more periods predating the 
Ipswichian interglacial. They are usually referred to as 
‘pre-Ipswichian’ as they fall broadly within the spectrum 
of MIs 7–12 (Anglian–pre-Ipswichian) (members of the 
Pennard Formation of Bowen, 1999), although their age and 
stratigraphical relationships are poorly constrained.

extensive estuarine deposits of Holocene age occur along 
the Gwent levels of south-east wales forming the northern 
coastline of the inner Bristol channel and severn estuary 
(Allen, 1987a, 2000b, 2001a) (see also section 13.1.1). 
Allen (1987a) proposed four formations, the Northwick, 
Awre, wentlooge and Rumney formations. These units 
were referred to the Gwynllwg Formation by Bowen (1999) 
and are here named the Gwent Levels Formation. Allen’s 
(1987a, 2000b) wentlooge Formation is assigned member 
status. Formal status for the deposits of the infilled estuary 
of the Afon Glaslyn behind the cob in North wales could 
be considered.

8.3.1.4 gWent levels fORMatiOn

Name
Gwent levels Formation (Glev) (after welch and Trotter, 
1961, and Allen, 2001a).

Lithology
The deposits are dark blue-grey silty clays and silts with 
subordinate sands and beds of peat, submerged forests 
and gravel. The deposits rest on a rockhead platform at 
5–7.5 m below od, intricately dissected by river valleys. 
Their upper surface is approximately level at about 4.5–7 m 
above od. The river valleys are infilled with gravels and 
sands that become shelly upwards. Typically there are two 
beds of peat up to 0.6 m thick. The lower of these forms 
the lowest unit in the formation, except where it rests upon 
the valley-fill sands and gravels, and was formed about 
8500–8000 years BP when a birch forest was inundated by 
the rising sea. The other formed about 5000–4500 years BP 
during a slowing down of the rising sea level, and is now 
found resting horizontally at od.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
wentlooge Member (Tables 5 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The Gwent levels from caldicot, Monmouthshire, 
to cardiff.

Lower and upper boundaries
The formation rests unconformably on bedrock or locally 
on devensian tills, glaciofluvial gravels and head or littoral 
sands.

Generally the ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation encompasses marine, estuarine and terres-
trial deposits that were formed in the Gwent levels area 
during the Holocene transgression.

Thickness
10–15 m, increasing to 35 m in buried channels.

Distribution and extent
The Gwent levels including the coast from Awre, 
Gloucestershire, to cardiff.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

WentlOOge MeMbeR (Wllev)

The wentlooge Member comprises up to about 15 m of soft 
to very soft, blue-grey clay, with scattered diffuse silt lami-
nae and peats. A basal gravel and diachronous basal peat is 
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present. The type area is the coastal plain between cardiff 
and Newport on the wentlooge level [sT 1770 7275–sT 
3187 8555].

extensive Holocene dune systems occur in south wales 
(e.g. Kenfig Burrows), mid-wales (e.g. Borth/ynyslas) and 
North wales (e.g. caernarfon/Anglesey). The BGs frame-
work adopts the Kenfig Formation (Higgins, 1933; Bowen 
p. 90 in Bowen, 1999). The Ynyslas Formation is defined 
for the coastal dune complex of cardigan Bay described by 
cave and Hains (1986).

8.3.1.5 kenfig fORMatiOn

Name
Kenfig Formation (KNFIG) (after wilson et al., 1990, and 
Bowen, pp. 79–90, in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
stratified, unconsolidated, fine- to medium-grained, quartz 
sand with shell debris.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Kenfig Burrows [ss 790 815]. dune complex 
developed in response to exposed beach deposits being 
blown inland by prevailing winds (Higgins, 1973; wilson 
et al., 1990).

Lower and upper boundaries
laterally variable at type locality: conformable on Holocene 
deposits in the vicinity of Kenfig pool (cheney et al., 2000) 
and elsewhere unconformable on bedrock or superficial 
deposits.

Generally the ground surface; locally contact with overly-
ing Holocene deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
coastal dune complex.

Thickness
exceptionally up to 10 m, but generally varies in accord-
ance with the topographic expression of dune forms.

Distribution and extent
coastal embayments on the north shore of the Bristol 
channel, particularly in swansea Bay, carmarthen Bay and 
Freshwater Bay.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

8.3.1.6 ynyslas fORMatiOn

Name
ynyslas Formation (yNyss) (after cave and Hains, 1986).

Lithology
stratified, unconsolidated, fine- to medium-grained, quartz 
sand with shell debris.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Borth to Aberlerry Farm [sN 609 910], mostly 
an active dune complex consisting of a narrow strip behind 
the storm beach, widening northwards to about 1 km north 

of Foel-ynys [sN 607 929] and terminating at Twyni Bach. 
Relict, older sand hills occur at [sN 612 899]. The deposits 
developed in response to exposed beach deposits being 
blown inland by prevailing winds (cave and Hains, 1986).

Lower and upper boundaries
commonly unconformable on Holocene or late devensian 
superficial deposits. In the type area it overlies Holocene 
storm beach gravels in the west and peat in the east; locally, 
it overlies bedrock (Godwin, 1943).

Generally the ground surface, but locally the contact with 
overlying Holocene deposits. In the type area the formation 
is locally overlain by tidal flat deposits (British coastal 
deposits Group).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
coastal dune complex.

Thickness
exceptionally up to 10.5 m in the type area, but generally 
less, varying in accordance with the topographic expression 
of dune forms (cave and Hains, 1986).

Distribution and extent
cardigan Bay; principally at Morfa Bychan, Morfa 
Harlech, Morfa dyffryn, Poppit sands, whitesands Bay 
and Freshwater west.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

8.4 BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

8.4.1 Formations of the Britannia Catchments Group

The Britannia catchments Group includes three forma-
tions referred to the Hoxnian and Ipswichian interglacials. 
The Trysull Silt Formation (Tables 6 and 13) comprises 
organic silts beneath the stockport Glacigenic Formation 
in two pits at Trysull [so 85 94] near wolverhampton, 
yielding pollen of Hoxnian age (Morgan, 1973; Morgan 
and west, 1988) and thus may belong to either stage 9 or 
11 (sumbler, 1995). It may be equivalent to the Quinton 
Peat Formation of the Birmingham area (section 11.3.1.1, 
Table 17).

8.4.1.1 tRysull silt fORMatiOn

Name
Trysull silt Formation (TslsI) (after Morgan, 1973; 
Trysull Member of seisdon Formation of worsley, p. 32 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
A heterogeneous, fossiliferous sequence of silt, clay, sand, 
clayey sand, gravel and organic rich horizons. strong iron 
and manganese staining along some horizons.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Former quarries at lowe’s Pit and cooper’s 
Pit [sJ 8470 9500], staffordshire (Morgan, 1973).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on sand and gravel of seisdon sand and 
Gravel Formation.
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either the ground surface or underlying till of the stockport 
Glacigenic Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial and lacustrine.

Thickness
2.8–5 m.

Distribution and extent
linear belt between seisdon and Trysull, staffordshire.

Age
Hoxnian (MIs 11 or 9)

8.4.1.2 cHelfORd sand fORMatiOn

Name
chelford sand Formation (cHFds) (congleton sand of 
evans et al., 1968; chelford Formation of worsley, p. 34 
in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
white to buff-coloured, well-sorted sand, with minor grav-
el, silt and peat lenses with occasional in situ tree stumps 
and wood clasts.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided by worsley (p. 34 in Bowen, 1999) into infor-
mal units at type section comprising an organic-rich sand 
(Arclid Member) (simpson and west, 1958), peat (Farm 
wood Member) and organic clays and silts (Burland 
Member); a thin biogenic-rich, fluvio-lacustrine sequence 
of silt, sand and gravel (worsley et al., 1983; worsley, 
1991; the lapwing Bed) lies at the base of the sequence 
(Figure 14, Table 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Farm wood Quarry [sJ 8100 7300], chelford.

Partial reference section: New windsor Road Quarry [sJ 
8570 6430], congleton. Here, the white sands were named 
the congleton sand (evans et al., 1968).

Lower and upper boundaries
Irregular contact with bedrock or deposits of the oakwood 
Glacigenic Formation.

unconformably overlain by till, sand and gravel of the 
stockport Glacigenic Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvio-aeolian (Boulton and worsley, 1965; worsley, 
1966).

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
cheshire.

Age
Ipswichian–early devensian (MIs 5e–5a).

8.4.1.3 fOuR asHes sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

The type locality for the Four Ashes sand and Gravel 
Formation (Table 9) is Four Ashes [sJ 916 082], north of 
wolverhampton, the devensian stratotype. It comprises 
fluvial sand and gravel with organic lenses beneath the 
Brewood Till Formation (section 8.2.1.2). Palaeoecological 

data (Morgan, 1973) suggest that it spans the Ipswichian 
and early devensian stages.

Name
Four Ashes sand and Gravel Formation (FAsG) (after 
Morgan, 1973, and worsley, p. 34 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Gravel with organic-rich horizons of peat and grey peaty 
clay. Gravel is dominantly well rounded; sandstone derived 
from the sherwood sandstone Group.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Former sand and gravel quarry [sJ 916 082] on 
the north side of saredon Brook, Four Ashes, staffordshire 
(Morgan, 1973), the type site for the devensian (Mitchell 
et al., 1973a).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharply erosional and unconformable on bedrock (sherwood 
sandstone Group).

either ground surface or sharp contact with lower surface 
of red, sandy gravelly clay of the Brewood Till Formation 
(Irish sea coast Glacigenic subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
No landform details known. ? Fluvial.

Thickness
0.45–4.6 m.

Distribution and extent
Four Ashes, staffordshire and the immediately surrounding 
area.

Age
Ipswichian–devensian (MIs 5e–5a).

The Britannia catchments Group includes peat and asso-
ciated lacustrine deposits of Holocene age of the region. 
currently two formal units, the Tregaron Formation and 
the Ystog Formation (after Bowen, 1999) have been estab-
lished regionally across Mid-wales, Powys and shropshire 
for late Glacial–Holocene organic and lake deposits.

8.4.1.4 tRegaROn fORMatiOn

Name
Tregaron Formation (TReGN) (after campbell and Bowen, 
1989, and Bowen, pp.70–90 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Peat with silt; the margins of the formation are more silt-
rich.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: cors Garon [sN 685 635] comprises three sepa-
rate areas of raised peat bog, at the head of the Afon Teifi 
(campbell and Bowen, 1989).

Lower and upper boundaries
defined by the base of bed 3 (Hibbert and switsur, 1976) 
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where peats replace late devensian muds and lacustrine 
clay, corylus is first represented continuously in the pro-
file, and a 14c date of 9750 ± 220 (11 600 cal.) BP was 
obtained. locally unconformably overlies late devensian 
head deposits (Godwin and Mitchell, 1938) and Plynlimon 
Glacigenic Formation.

Ground surface, locally unconformably overlain by Teifi 
valley Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
organic deposits.

Thickness
5 m.

Distribution and extent
Tregaron Bog, ceredigion.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 1).

8.4.1.5 ystOg fORMatiOn

The Ystog Formation is established for late devensian to 
Holocene lake deposits of lake camlad-caebitra.

Name
ystog Formation (ysToG) (after cave and Hains, 2001, 
and Bowen, pp. 70–90 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Grey, laminated and massive, silty clay and silt. Gravelly 
shoreline deposits and sandy deltaic deposits are present 
locally (cave and Hains, 2001). likely to contain drop-
stones and interbedded thin diamictons at depth.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Boggy ground in the caebitra and upper camlad 
valleys, in the vicinity of church stoke. The deposits are 
of lake camlad-caebitra, one of a series of interconnected 
lakes that developed initially in front of welsh ice during 
the late devensian and persisted against moraines into the 
Holocene. Pollen analyses have failed to provide a date; 
persistence into the Holocene is inferred from geomorpho-
logical criteria (cave and Hains, 2001).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock and Plynlimon Glacigenic 
Formation. laterally, it may interdigitate with head depos-
its.

Generally the ground surface or unconformable contact 
with Holocene alluvial deposits of severn and Avon 
catchments subgroup.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
lacustrine deposits.

Thickness
likely to be in excess of 10 m. A railway cutting at [so 
1696 9105] exposes 7 m of sand and fine gravel.

Distribution and extent
upper camlad valley and caebitra valley, upper Mule 
valley and lower camlad valley, Powys/shropshire.

Age
late devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

devensian to Holocene fluvial (alluvium and river terrace) 
deposits of western england and wales are referred to 
three subgroups, the Cheshire–North Wales Catchments, 
the West Wales Catchments and the Severn and Avon 
Catchments subgroups.

8.4.2 Cheshire–North Wales Catchments Subgroup

Fluvial deposits of the River Mersey and its tributar-
ies (parts of the lytham and swettenham formations of 
Thomas, p. 95 in Bowen, 1999) are treated as a separate 
formation namely the Mersey Valley Formation of the 
cheshire–North wales catchments subgroup (Table 13). 
valley formations for fluvial deposits of the principal river 
valleys in south cheshire and north wales, including the 
Weaver Valley, Dee Valley, Clwyd Valley and Conwy 
Valley formations, are also assigned to this subgroup.

Name
cheshire–North wales catchments subgroup (cNwcA) 
(after McMillan, 2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Alluvial silt, sand, clay and gravel with some peat. 
Associated river terraces are dominated by sand and gravel, 
gravelly sand or sandy gravel with rare clay and silt. The 
subgroup also includes coastal and inland basin peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Mersey valley, weaver valley, dee 
valley, clwyd valley and conwy valley formations 
(Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: catchments of cheshire and North wales 
including the valleys and tributaries of the rivers Mersey, 
weaver, dee, clwyd and conwy.

Lower and upper boundaries
Probably unconformable and in places strongly incised 
into highly variable sediments of the caledonia or Albion 
Glacigenic groups and bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformable below artificial deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain.

Thicknes
Highly variable depending on the relative stratigraphical 
positions of each of the component units. In the major river 
valleys the thickness may vary between 2 and 5 m, but 
probably does not exceed 10 m. For deposits flanking the 
major river valleys, the thickness probably varies between 
1 and 3 m.

Distribution and extent
catchments of cheshire and North wales.

Age
devensian–Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.4.2.1 MeRsey valley fORMatiOn

Name
Mersey valley Formation (MsyvA) (after Johnson, 1969, 
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and Harvey, 1985; part of swettenham and lytham forma-
tions of Thomas, p. 95 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
silt, sand and clay (with peat locally) alluvium, grading to 
gravel at base. River terraces are composed of gravel or 
gravelly sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No formal subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley and tributaries of the River Mersey west 
of the Peak district. Tributary valleys include the dane, 
Goyt, etherow and Irtwell.

Lower and upper boundaries
Probably unconformable, irregular and in places strong-
ly incised into lithologically variable sediments of the 
caledonia and Albion Glacigenic groups or bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain deposits.

Thickness
Generally less than 10 m but locally in excess of 20 m.

Distribution and extent
cheshire and south lancashire within the river valley and 
tributaries of the River Mersey west of the Peak district.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.4.2.2 WeaveR valley fORMatiOn

Name
weaver valley Formation (wvRvA) (after Johnson, 1969, 
evans et al., 1968, and earp and Taylor, 1986).

Lithology
silt, sand and clay alluvium, grading to gravel at base. River 
terraces are composed of gravel or gravelly sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley and tributary valleys of the River weaver.

Lower and upper boundaries
Probably unconformable, irregular and in places strong-
ly incised into lithologically variable sediments of the 
caledonia or Albion Glacigenic groups or bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformable below artificial deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain deposits.

Thickness
Probably does not exceed 10 m.

Distribution and extent
cheshire within the river valley and tributaries of the River 
weaver.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.4.2.3 dee valley fORMatiOn

Name
dee valley Formation (deevA) (after earp and Taylor, 
1986).

Lithology
Alluvium of silt, sand and clay with some peat grading to 
gravel towards the base. River terraces are composed of 
silty sand or sandy gravel with rare clay.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley and tributaries of the River dee, cheshire.

Lower and upper boundaries
Probably unconformable, irregular and in places strong-
ly incised into lithologically variable sediments of the 
caledonia or Albion Glacigenic groups or bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain deposits.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
cheshire, within the river valley and tributaries of the River 
dee.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.4.2.4 clWyd valley fORMatiOn

Name
clwyd valley Formation (cwydv) (after warren et al., 
1984 and davies et al., 2004; part of the Tywi Formation of 
Bowen, p.90 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
unconsolidated, stratified gravels, sands, silts and clays 
forming the alluvial deposits of the River (Afon) clwyd 
and its tributaries. Includes contemporaneous head, col-
luvium and pedogenic deposits within the catchment area. 
clasts comprise variable proportions of lower Palaeozoic 
turbidites, ordovician volcanic rocks, Permian/Trias sand-
stone and carboniferous limestone and coal Measures 
reflecting the underlying bedrock geology and com-
plex local glacigenic sequence. North of approximately 
denbigh, the deposits in the clwyd and the wheeler 
valleys, as well as those in the lower reaches of the elwy 
valley, may contain exotic (Irish sea ice-derived) materi-
als reworked from the st Asaph Glacigenic Formation. 
Aggradational river terraces and major alluvial fans are 
characterised by pebble and cobble gravels and medium- 
to coarse-grained sand; the modern floodplain is domi-
nated by silt and clay, and locally includes lenses of peat 
(warren et al., 1984).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).
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Type area/Reference section
Type area: clwyd valley between Bodfari and Rhewl [sJ 
0928 7020–sJ 1109 6055]. This reach contains numerous 
well-developed alluvial fans, abandoned peat-filled chan-
nels, staircases of terraces and a broad floodplain, mostly 
developed on till and glaciofluvial deposits. Rowlands 
(1955) has proposed that some of the terraces may relate 
to a moraine-dammed lake (lake clwyd) formed after the 
complete withdrawal of ice from the vale. He also pro-
posed that some older deposits originated in a lake confined 
between the retreating Irish sea Ice and the welsh Ice, but 
warren et al. (1984) found little evidence for this.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable and locally channelised, predomi-
nately on bedrock and late devensian head and glacigenic 
deposits, e.g. Ruabon Till Member (Plynlimon Glacigenic 
Formation) and wheeler Member (of Bowen, 1999 p. 89) 
and lleyn Till Member (st Asaph Glacigenic Formation). 
Interdigitates in a complex manner with tidal flat deposits 
of the Gwent levels Formation (Gwynllwg Formation of 
Bowen, 1999) in the estuary (warren et al., 1984).

Generally the present ground surface or, locally, overlain 
by peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain deposits.

Thickness
Generally up to around 10 m; 8 m were recorded by warren 
et al. (1984) in the vale of clwyd and 6 m are exposed near 
Plasnewydd [sH 9460 6640].

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River clwyd and its tributaries (clwyd).

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.4.2.5 cOnWy valley fORMatiOn

Name
conwy valley Formation (coNwy) (after warren et al., 
1984; part of the Tywi Formation of Bowen, p.90 in Bowen, 
1999).

Lithology
unconsolidated, stratified gravels, sands, silts and clays 
forming the alluvial deposits of the Afon conwy (River 
conway) and its tributaries. Includes contemporaneous head, 
colluvium and pedogenic deposits within the catchment 
area. clasts principally consist of local lower Palaeozoic 
turbidites admixed with ordovician volcanic clasts derived 
from snowdonia and the Harlech dome (either primarily, 
or secondarily from the reworking of glacigenic deposits). 
Aggradational river terraces and major alluvial fans are 
dominated by pebble cobble gravels and medium- to coarse-
grained sand, and locally by silty clay with pebble and cobble 
beds (warren et al., 1984); the modern floodplain is domi-
nated by silt and clay, and locally includes lenses of peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: conwy valley between Tal-y-Bont and llanrwst 
[sH 7749 6895–sH8030 6108]. This reach contains numer-

ous well-developed alluvial fans, large terraces, a broad 
floodplain and sections of abandoned channel filled with 
peat. The formation largely overlies the eryri Glacigenic 
Formation and undifferentiated glaciofluvial deposits.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable and locally channelised, predomi-
nately on bedrock and late devensian head and welsh 
glacigenic deposits (e.g. eryri Glacigenic Formation). 
Interdigitates in a complex manner with tidal flat deposits 
of the Gwent levels Formation (Gwynllwg Formation of 
Bowen, 1999) in the estuary.

Generally the present ground surface or, locally, peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain deposits.

Thickness
Generally up to around 10 m; up to 2 m are locally exposed 
(warren et al., 1984).

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River conwy and its tributaries (Gwynedd 
and clwyd).

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.4.3 West Wales Catchments Subgroup

River valley formations have been established for the ter-
race deposits and alluvium of several major rivers in west 
wales. currently four formations have been formalised. 
Many small tracts of alluvium in river valleys should 
remain as a lithogenetic category only within a valley 
formation. They are lithologically highly variable, deriv-
ing from glacigenic deposits of welsh and Irish sea coast 
provenance, as well as local bedrock. They grade into, 
and in places are mapped with primary glacial deposits. 
It is recommended that at present they remain as a single 
lithogenetic division within the catchment subgroup. Most 
other Holocene deposits (e.g. tufa, storm beaches, etc.) 
are too small in extent and too spatially separated to be 
accorded a formal status and should remain as lithogenetic 
units within the Britannia catchments Group. Head depos-
its, as mapped, range in age from pre- to post-devensian 
(see Bowen, 1999) and are also assigned to the Britannia 
catchments Group.

Name
west wales catchments subgroup (wwAcA) (after 
McMillan, 2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Alluvial silt, sand, clay and gravel with some peat. 
Associated river terraces are dominated by sand and gravel, 
gravelly sand or sandy gravel with rare clay and silt.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the dovey valley, Teifi valley, Tywi 
valley and Neath valley formations (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: catchments of rivers draining west wales to 
cardigan Bay and south wales to the Bristol channel, 
including the valleys and tributaries of the Prysor, wnion, 
Afon dyfi (River dovey), Rheidol, ystwyth, Afon, Tywi, 
Afon Teifi and Afon Nedd (River Neath).
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Lower and upper boundaries
Probably unconformable and in places strongly incised into 
lithologically highly variable sediments of the caledonia 
Glacigenic Group or bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain.

Thickness
Highly variable depending on the relative stratigraphical 
positions of each of the component units. In the major river 
valleys the thickness may vary between 2 and 5 m, but 
probably does not exceed 10 m. For deposits flanking the 
major river valleys, the thickness probably varies between 
1 and 3 m.

Distribution and extent
catchments of west and south wales.

Age
devensian–Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.4.3.1 dOvey valley fORMatiOn

Name

dovey valley Formation (dovey) (after Thomas et al., 
1982, cave and Hains, 1986, and Pratt et al., 1995).

Lithology
unconsolidated, stratified gravels, sands, silts and clays 
forming the alluvial deposits of the River dovey (Afon dyfi) 
and its tributaries. Includes contemporaneous head, col-
luvium and pedogenic deposits within the catchment area. 
clasts principally consist of local, lower Palaeozoic turbid-
ites. Aggradational river terraces and major alluvial fans are 
characterised by pebble and cobble gravels and medium- to 
coarse-grained sand; the modern floodplain is dominated by 
silt and clay, and locally includes lenses of peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: dovey valley between Mallwyd and cemmaes 
Road [sH 8615 1270–sH 8213 0445]. This reach contains 
numerous well-developed alluvial fans, a staircase of ter-
races and a broad floodplain, mostly developed on gla-
ciofluvial deposits; the ages of several of the post-glacial 
alluvial deposits (surfaces) are well constrained (sheppard 
and davies, 2004; wilby et al., 2005).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable and locally channelised on bedrock 
and late devensian head deposits and welsh glacigenic 
deposits (including eryri and Plynlimon Glacigenic for-
mations). Interdigitates in a complex manner with tidal 
flat deposits of the Gwent levels Formation (Gwynllwg 
Formation of Bowen, 1999) in the estuary.

Generally the present ground surface or, locally, overlain 
by peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain.

Thickness
Generally up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River dovey and its tributaries (Gwynedd, 
Powys and dyfed).

Age
devensian–Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.4.3.2 teifi valley fORMatiOn

Name
Teifi valley Formation (TeIFI) (after waters et al., 1997, 
and Jones et al., 2006; included in Tywi Member of 
Gwynllwg Formation of Bowen, p. 86 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
unconsolidated, stratified gravels, sands, silts and clays 
forming the alluvial deposits of the River Teifi (Afon 
Teifi) and its tributaries. Includes contemporaneous head, 
colluvium and pedogenic deposits within the catchment 
area. clasts principally consist of local lower Palaeozoic 
turbidites but, west of a line approximately running between 
Talgarreg [sN 4267 5096] and Pentrecagal [sN 3385 4030], 
a substantial admixture of ‘Irish sea’ material derived from 
the lleyn Formation may be present. Aggradational river 
terraces and major alluvial fans are characterised by pebble 
cobble gravels and medium- to coarse-grained sand; the 
modern floodplain is dominated by silt and clay, and locally 
includes lenses of peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Teifi valley between lampeter and Pencarreg [sN 
5771 4745–sN 5423 4584]. This reach consists of a broad 
floodplain, largely overlying late devensian glaciolacus-
trine deposits, and encompasses a number of well-defined 
terraces incised into fluvioglacial deposits. Parts of the allu-
vial sequence have been radiocarbon dated indicating deposi-
tion from 14c 11 170–10 740 BP (cal.) (Jones et al., 2006).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable and locally channelised on bedrock, 
devensian head deposits and late devensian glacigenic 
deposits (particularly the Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation 
and, west of llandysul [sN 4190 4043], the Teifi clay 
Formation and lleyn Till Formation). In Tregaron Bog it 
overlies peat of the Tregaron Formation (Bowen, 1999, 
p. 86). Interdigitates in a complex manner with Tidal 
Flat deposits of the Gwent levels Formation (Gwynllwg 
Formation of Bowen, 1999) in the estuary.

Generally the present ground surface or, locally, peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain.

Thickness
Generally 4 to5 m, possibly ranging up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River Teifi and its tributaries (dyfed).

Age
devensian–Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.4.3.3 tyWi valley fORMatiOn

Name
Tywi valley Formation (TywI) (after strahan et al., 1909; 
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included in Tywi Member of Gwynllwg Formation of 
Bowen, p. 86 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
unconsolidated, stratified gravels, sands, silts and clays 
forming the alluvial deposits of the River Towy (Afon 
Tywi) and its tributaries. Includes contemporaneous head, 
colluvium and pedogenic deposits within the catchment 
area. clasts principally consist of local lower Palaeozoic 
turbidites, admixed to the west of llandovery with old Red 
sandstone clasts. Aggradational river terraces and major 
alluvial fans are characterised by pebble and cobble gravels 
and medium- to coarse-grained sand; the modern floodplain 
is dominated by silt and clay, and locally includes lenses 
of peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Tywi valley between Pont-ar-gothi and 
Abergwili. This reach contains numerous well-developed 
alluvial fans, abandoned meander loop lakes, a staircase of 
terraces and a broad floodplain, mostly developed on glaci-
ofluvial deposits (strahan et al., 1909).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable and locally channelised, predomi-
nantly on bedrock and late devensian head and welsh 
glacigenic deposits (e.g. Brecknockshire and Plynlimon 
Glacigenic formations). locally, beyond the ice limit 
of the last Glacial Maximum (e.g. north and west of 
cwmduad [sN 3748 3125]), it may overlie older alluvial, 
periglacial and glacial deposits. Interdigitates in a com-
plex manner with tidal flat deposits of the Gwent levels 
Formation (Gwynllwg Formation of Bowen, 1999) in the 
estuary.

Generally the present ground surface or, locally, peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain.

Thickness
Generally up to around 10 m; may be locally greater in the 
lower reaches of the Tywi.

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River Tywi and its tributaries (dyfed).

Age
devensian–Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.4.3.4 neatH valley fORMatiOn

Name
Neath valley Formation (NeATH) (after Anderson and 
owen, 1979, and Barclay et al., 1988; included in Tywi 
Member of Gwynllwg Formation of Bowen, p. 86 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
unconsolidated, stratified gravels, sands, silts and clays 
forming the alluvial deposits of the River Neath (Afon 
Nedd) and its tributaries. Includes contemporaneous head, 
colluvium and pedogenic deposits within the catchment 

area. clasts consist exclusively of old Red sandstone 
and carboniferous limestone, sandstone and coal sourced 
either directly from the bedrock or via the reworking of 
late devensian glacigenic deposits (e.g. Brecknockshire 
Glacigenic Formation). Aggradational river terraces and 
major alluvial fans are characterised by pebble and cobble 
gravels and medium- to coarse-grained sand (strahan et 
al., 1932); the modern floodplain is dominated by silt and 
clay, or by poorly sorted gravel (Barclay et al., 1988, p. 39). 
locally, the deposits include lenses of peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 13).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Neath valley between Pontneddfechan and 
cwmgwrach [sN 9041 0771–sN 8618 0523]. This reach 
contains numerous well-developed alluvial fans, a later-
ally continuous terrace and a broad floodplain, mostly 
developed on glacigenic deposits (components of the 
Brecknockshire Glacigenic Formation). The thickness of 
the valley deposits has been documented by Anderson and 
owen (1979); they considered the fans and the terrace to 
potentially represent late glacial to post-glacial lake terraces 
(Anderson and owen, 1979).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable and locally channelised, predomi-
nately on bedrock and late devensian head and glaci-
genic deposits (e.g. Brecknockshire Glacigenic Formation). 
Interdigitates in a complex manner with tidal flat deposits 
of the Gwent levels Formation (Gwynllwg Formation of 
Bowen, 1999) in the estuary.

Generally the present ground surface or, locally, peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and floodplain.

Thickness
Generally up to around 10 m; 6 m of (fluvial) gravel over 
15 m of ?glaciofluvial sand were recorded in a borehole 
near Resolven at [sN 8346 0313] (strahan et al., 1932).

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River Neath and its tributaries (west 
Glamorgan, mid-Glamorgan and Powys).

Age
devensian–Holocene (MIs 2–1).

8.4.4 Severn and Avon Catchments Subgroup

Fluvial deposits (alluvium, alluvial fan and terrace depos-
its) of river valleys in south wales and the welsh Borders, 
including those of the upper severn, Teme, lugg, wye 
and usk, are assigned to the severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup (after McMillan, 2005 and McMillan et al., 2005; 
Table 6, Figure 4). The subgroup and principal formations 
are described in section 11.3.4. Bowen (1999, chapter 7) 
assigned all late devensian to Holocene fluvial deposits 
in wales to the Tywi Formation, the definition of which 
is revised in this report to include only the deposits of the 
valley of the River Tywi and its tributaries (Tywi valley 
Formation; section 8.4.3.3).
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The oldest superficial deposits of this district are karstic fis-
sure-fill breccias that may extend in age from the Mesozoic 
to the mid Pleistocene. The earliest glacigenic sediments 
are of pre-devensian age and are assigned to the Albion 
Glacigenic Group. The most extensive superficial deposits 
are assigned to the caledonia Glacigenic Group and are of 
late devensian age. deposits of the Britannia catchments 
Group and British coastal deposits Group range in age 
from late devensian to Holocene.

9.1 GREAT BRITAIN SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS 
SUPERGROUP

9.1.1 Castle Eden Fissure-fill Formation

Name
castle eden Fissure-fill Formation (cedN) (after smith 
and Francis, 1967, and Francis, 1970; Blackhall colliery 
Formation of Thomas, p. 98 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Breccia formed of limestone and dolostone together with 
sparse clasts of red mudstone filling subvertical karstic 
fissures in the limestone and dolostones of the Zechstein 
Group (formerly Magnesian limestone) (Francis, 1970). 
Two distinct units occur. The lower ‘unfossiliferous fissure-
fills’ are likely to be either Mesozoic or early Palaeogene in 
age as they are similar to evaporite dissolution breccias that 
occur elsewhere within the Permian limestones. In addition 
to limestone debris, the upper ‘fossiliferous fissure-fills’ 
contain clay that has yielded assemblages of partially pyri-
tised organic material including peat, seeds, tree trunks, 
ostracods, mammalian bones and freshwater molluscs. The 
remains of over 100 species of plant have been identified 
from lower parts. of this ‘castle eden Flora’, 64% of the 
species no longer grow in Britain, or are extinct. This flora 
suggests an early Pleistocene age, which is supported by 
the identification of Mammuthus meridionalis, an elephant 
that was common in europe during the early Pleistocene 
up to the cromerian. sparse glacial erratics of supposed 
scandinavian origin have been found in fissure-fill deposits 
south of limekiln Gill [NZ 4776 3813].

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 4 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Hawthorn Hive and crimdon Park [NZ 443 
462–NZ 480 375], county durham, a 9 km stretch of cliff 
sections (smith and Francis, 1967).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with underlying fractured lime-
stones and dolostones of the Zechstein Group. The fissures 
are generally linear, vary from 1–7 m wide and extend 
down 25 m vertically through the limestone cliffs from 
rockhead, locally along faults. other fissure-fills are cylin-
drical in shape. Fissure walls commonly bear subvertical 
slickensides resulting from compaction and many of the 
fragments are striated and polished.

channelled, erosional, unconformable contact with over-
lying limestone-rich gravel of the limekiln Gill Gravel 
Formation or planar subhorizontal, unconformable contact 
with dark grey stony sandy silty clayey diamicton of the 
Blackhall Till Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fissure-fill deposits.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
coast of county durham.

Age
Mesozoic–cromerian (pre-MIs 13).

9.1.2 Brassington Formation

Name
Brassington Formation (BToN) (after Boulter et al., 1971).

Lithology
white, pink and yellow siliceous sands with brightly col-
oured silts and clays, lying in pockets caused by karstic 
dissolution of carboniferous limestones.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the informal Kirkham Member, Bees’ 
Nest Member and Kenslow Member (Klow); Tables 4 
and 14.

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Bees’ Nest Pit, about 0.7 km due east of 
Brassington [sK 241 545] (Boulter et al., 1971).

Lower and upper boundaries
The lower boundary is a sharp, unconformable contact on 
karstified limestones which form hollows, or ‘pockets’, for 
the formation.

Generally not preserved, but where present it is an uncon-
formity upon which rests Quaternary till (boulder clay).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fissure-fill deposits.

Thickness
Highly variable. 1 to 45 m recorded.

Distribution and extent
confined to scattered pockets on the carboniferous lime-
stone outcrop, recognised from north of Ramshorn [sK 088 
463] to south of Monyash [sK 134 635] (chisholm et al., 
1988).

Age
Neogene (Tertiary).

9 Northumberland, durham, yorkshire and the Pennines
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9.2 ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

In yorkshire representatives of the Albion Glacigenic 
Group lying outside the late devensian ice sheet limit 
include the informal Balby Formation (after catt, 1991, 
and Thomas, p. 97 in Bowen, 1999), parts of which were 
referred to the Harrogate Till Formation (cooper and 
Burgess, 1993). deposits of pre-devensian age have also 
been reported in the selby district (Ford et al., 2008) and 
in the vale of Pickering (Powell, oral communication, 
2010).

In the Peak district of derbyshire the Bakewell 
Formation was established by Thomas (p. 97 in Bowen, 
1999) for basal tills and interbedded lacustrine clays and 
sands (after Burek, 1991; see Table 14). currently these for-
mations are regarded as informal and remain to be entered 
into the BGs lexicon.

Formations of pre-Ipswichian age sourced from the north 
by ice that flowed south-eastwards along the eastern coast 
of england and from offshore areas are assigned to the 
North Sea Coast (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup.

9.2.1 North Sea Coast (Albion) Glacigenic Subgroup

Name
North sea coast (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup (NscA) 
(after McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
clayey diamictons (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. clasts 
are predominantly from north-east england (yellow, grey 
and white sandstones, mudstone, limestone, coal, dolerite), 
southern scotland (wacke sandstone and mudstone, granite, 
andesite, red sandstone) and offshore (marl, gypsum, chalk 
and sparse scandinavian erratics).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Includes the warren House Gill Till Formation (Tables 7c 
and 14).

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable contact with bedrock

unconformable, mainly planar contact with units of the 
North sea coast Glacigenic subgroup. Possible lateral 
interdigitation with units of the North Pennine (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
suite of glacial, glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine and possibly 
glaciomarine deposits laid down by ice sourced mainly in 
the scottish Borders and central scotland that flowed south-
eastwards along the eastern coast of england (but mainly 
offshore) as far as north Norfolk.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The North sea coast and coastal plains of north-eastern and 
eastern england between Berwick-upon-Tweed and north 
Norfolk.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (MIs 13–6).

The Harrogate Till Formation, a unit which does not yet 
appear in the BGs lexicon, occurs to the west of the 
vale of york, beyond the extent of devensian deposits. It 
comprises slightly sandy clay with large, locally-derived 
blocks of sandstone that forms a dissected capping, typi-
cally between 4 and 8 m in thickness, over the hills in and 
around Harrogate and to the north-east and south-east of 
leeds. This till differs from the devensian till that occurs 
east of the River Nidd in Knaresborough in that the younger 
deposit contains abundant sub-rounded cobbles and gravel 
(cooper and Burgess, 1993). The occurrences near leeds 
are among the disparate patches of ‘older drift’ mentioned 
by catt (1991), and included in the Balby Formation of 
Thomas in Bowen (1999).

9.2.1.1 WaRRen HOuse gill till fORMatiOn

Name
warren House Gill Till Formation (wAHG) (after Huddart, 
2002; warren House Formation of Thomas, p. 98 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
dark grey, very compact, pebbly sandy clayey diamicton 
containing scandinavian erratics but not rocks from the 
British mainland excepting local limestone and dolostone 
of the Zechstein Group. More than 80% of the erratics 
have been matched with igneous and metamorphic rocks 
occurring in the oslo area of southern Norway, including 
larvikite and nordmarkite. chalk, flint, red sandstone, red 
and green (Triassic) marl and belemnite fragments consti-
tute about 6% of the erratics, and, together with numerous 
marine shell fragments, have been derived from the North 
sea Basin. The overlying warren House Gill loess Bed 
(wAHl) (after Trechmann, 1919) comprises up to 4 m of 
pale brown, massive, very fine-grained sand and silt, typi-
cally with vertical cracks, containing rounded concretions 
and sparse pebbles. It grades upwards into horizontally 
stratified, very fine-grained sand and silt, with thin beds of 
coarser sand and stringers of fine pebbles.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
warren House Gill loess Bed (Tables 7c and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: warren House Gill [NZ 4478 4217]. crops 
out at the foot of cliffs adjacent to the coastal dene, north of 
county durham.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, undulating erosional contact on limestone 
and dolostone of the Zechstein Group within the floor of a 
buried valley at the mouth of warren House Gill. locally 
overlies limestone rubble-filled fissures in the Zechstein 
Group.

sharp, conformable, draped contact with overlying warren 
House Gill loess Bed.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
5 m.

Distribution and extent
county durham.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6).
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9.3 CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

9.3.1 North Sea Coast Glacigenic Subgroup

The complex interplay between glaciers emanating from the 
North Pennines and ice moving southwards along the North 
sea coast is depicted in Figure 15. This figure also shows the 
putative terminal position of the late devensian ice and the 
distribution of glacial lakes beyond that position. deposits 
of both the North Sea Coast Glacigenic Subgroup and the 
North Pennine Glacigenic Subgroup (see below) of the 
caledonia Glacigenic Group are the product of glacial (till 
and morainic deposits), glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine 
sedimentation during the advance and punctuated recession 
of ice in the vale of york and in Teesside. Figures 16 and 
17 show generalised relationships of constituent formations.

Name
North sea coast Glacigenic subgroup (NsG) (after 
McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
diamictons, sands and gravels that contain clasts derived pre-
dominantly from north-east england (yellow, grey and white 
sandstones, mudstone, limestone, coal and dolerite), southern 
scotland (wacke sandstone and mudstone, granite, andesite, 
red sandstone) and offshore (marl, gypsum, chalk). Including 
clayey diamictons (till), sand, gravel, silt and clay. deposited 
by ice sourced mainly in the scottish Borders and central 
scotland that flowed south-eastwards along the eastern coast 
of england (but mainly offshore) as far as north Norfolk.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Holderness, limekiln Gill Gravel, 
Blackhall Till, Horden Till, Peterlee sand and Gravel and 
Teesside clay formations (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, unconformable, mainly planar contact with units of 
the North sea coast (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup, or with 
bedrock.

Ground surface or unconformable contact with various 
units of the Britannia catchments Group or British coastal 
deposits Group. lateral interdigitation with units of the 
North Pennine Glacigenic subgroup.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of glacial, glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine and pos-
sibly glaciomarine deposits.

Thickness
up to 50 m.

Distribution and extent
The North sea coast and coastal plains of north-eastern and 
eastern england between Berwick-upon-Tweed and north 
Norfolk.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

9.3.1.1 HOldeRness fORMatiOn

sections at dimlington cliff at Holderness on the yorkshire 
coast provide the type locality for the late devensian 
dimlington stadial. Here catt and Penny (1966) described 

in upwards succession, as re-named by Mccabe and Bowen 
(pp. 13–14 in Bowen, 1999), the Sewerby Member (a 
beach gravel with an Ipswichian faunal assemblage), the 
‘Basement Till’ (a glaciotectonically sheared diamicton 
named the Bridlington Member), the Dimlington Bed 
(‘dimlington silts’; organic silts 14c dated to 18 500 ± 400 
and 18 240 ± 250, Penny et al., 1969), the skipsea Member 
(‘drab clay’ of Bisat, 1940; here renamed the Skipsea 
Till Member), the Mill Hill Bed, the Withernsea Member 
(‘Purple clay’ of Bisat, 1940), the Hornsea Member (glacial 
deposits forming a belt of hummocky topography over east 
Holderness), and the Flamborough Member (extensive grav-
el at Flamborough Head). These units are included within 
the Holderness Formation of lewis (p. 13 in Bowen, 1999).

The Holderness Formation of lincolnshire and Holderness 
(Mccabe and Bowen, pp. 11–12 in Bowen, 1999) is extend-
ed in the BGs lithostratigraphical framework to include 
the devensian tills and outwash deposits of north Norfolk 
(Moorlock et al., 2002a, 2008) (section 10.4.1.1). The gen-
eral distribution of the surficial till, labelled the ‘Holderness 
Till Formation’ is shown in Figure 3.

Name
Holderness Formation (Hold) (after catt, 1991, catt and 
Penny, 1966, and Madgett and catt, 1978; includes mem-
bers of the Holderness Formation of Mccabe and Bowen, 
pp. 13–14 in Bowen, 1999; includes the Filey Formation of 
Thomas, p.97 in Bowen, 1999 and discussed by catt, 2007).

Lithology
diamicton, sand, gravel, silt and clay.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into sewerby Member, Bridlington Member, 
dimlington Bed (dimlington silts), skipsea Till Member, 
Mill Hill Bed, withernsea Member, Hornsea Member and 
Flamborough Member on the Holderness coast (Tables 8 and 
14; these members are currently informal and remain undefined 
in the BGs lexicon); and Ringstead sand and Gravel, Red lion 
Till and Holkham Till members in north Norfolk (Table 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: dimlington cliff [TA 376 237] (catt and 
Penny, 1966; Madgett and catt, 1978).

Lower and upper boundaries
overlies chalk bedrock at Holderness. Till of the Holkham 
Till Member overlies raised beach deposits of the Morston 
Formation in north Norfolk.

overlain unconformably by Holocene marine and organic 
deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
About 70 m thick in type area of Holderness.

Distribution and extent
Holderness, east yorkshire extending southwards to north 
Norfolk.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

9.3.1.2 liMekiln gill gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
limekiln Gill Gravel Formation (lGGR) (after smith and 
Francis, 1967).
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Lithology
Partially cemented gravel typically containing a high (50–60%) 
proportion of locally derived limestone and dolomite pebbles 
of the Zechstein Group (formerly Magnesian limestone) and a 
varied suite of far-travelled clasts including carboniferous lith-
ologies, andesite, granite, gneiss, schist, flint, quartz, quartzite 
and dolerite, together with unabraded shell fragments.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: cliff section [NZ 4465 4250], 490 m south 
of Horden Point.

Lower and upper boundaries:
unconformable, erosional, channelled contact with lime-
stones and dolostones of the Zechstein Group (formerly 
Magnesian limestone).

Generally a sharp, subhorizontal, planar to gently undulat-
ing contact with dark grey, stiff, sandy silty stony clayey 
diamicton of the Blackhall Till Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposit.

Thickness
up to 6 m known.

Distribution and extent
coast of county durham.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

9.3.1.3 blackHall till fORMatiOn

Name
Blackhall Till Formation (BHTI) (after Blackhall Member 
of east durham Formation of Thomas, p. 98 in Bowen, 
1999).

Lithology
dark grey to greyish brown, locally reddish brown, very 
stiff, stony sandy silty clayey diamicton with sparse frag-
ments of shell. It contains clasts mostly of carboniferous 
lithologies in southern Northumberland, with far-travelled 
rocks from the southern uplands and, south of Blyth, from 
the lake district too; local Permian lithologies predominate 
south of the Tyne. Generally becomes more clayey and 
plastic upwards. Includes local lenses of sand and gravel.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: cliff sections in the vicinity of, and south 
of Black Halls Rocks [NZ 4732 3858–NZ 4763 3825], 
Peterlee, county durham.

Lower and upper boundaries
either rests directly on bedrock or as a sharp, subhorizon-
tal, planar to gently undulating contact with limestone-rich 
gravel of the limekiln Gill Gravel Formation.

Generally a sharp, uneven, erosional contact with overlying 
red fine-grained sand of the Peterlee sand Formation along 
the durham coast.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 15 m.

Distribution and extent
coast of county durham and southern Northumberland.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

9.3.1.4 HORden till fORMatiOn

Name
Horden Till Formation (HNTI) (after Francis, 1970; Horden 
Member of east durham Formation of Thomas, p. 98 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Typically very stiff, dark brown or purplish brown, stony 
silty sandy diamicton containing clasts mainly of limestone 
and dolostone of the Zechstein Group (formerly Magnesian 
limestone; mostly upper division), carboniferous lith-
ologies, purple porphyry from the cheviots and shell frag-
ments. The till is invariably weathered reddish brown at the 
top, and locally throughout.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
elwick Moraine Member, Prismatic clay Member (Tables 
8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: cliff sections in the vicinity of warren 
House Gill [NZ 4465 4250–NZ 4464 4224], 490 m south 
of Horden Point.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally planar, unconformable, subhorizontal boundary 
with underlying gravel of the Peterlee sand and Gravel 
Formation, where the contacts may be sharp or grada-
tional with glaciotectonic intercalation. The till locally rests 
directly on bedrock.

commonly a gradational contact with overlying brown 
pebbly clay with vertical prismatic jointing (Prismatic clay 
Member). lateral interdigitating boundary with the Tyne 
and wear Glaciolacustrine Formation to the west.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 12.2 m.

Distribution and extent
coast of county durham and southern Northumberland.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

elWick MORaine MeMbeR (elWk)

The elwick Moraine Member (after smith and Francis, 
1967) comprises up to about 12 m of varied lithologies 
including ill-sorted gravel, red sand and red sandy diamic-
ton with clasts of limestone and dolostone of the Zechstein 
Group (formerly Magnesian limestone), carboniferous 
lithologies (sandstone, limestone) and cheviot andesite. 
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The deposit forms linear ridges and mounds with kettle-
holes.

pRisMatic clay MeMbeR (pRis)

The Prismatic clay Member (after smith and Francis, 1967) 
comprises up to 1.5 m of dull brown or reddish brown, 
sandy silty clay with well dispersed fine pebbles and sparse 
ironstone nodules. The Prismatic clay derives its name 
from the closely-spaced, subvertical, prismatic jointing, 
which formed during dry periglacial conditions.

9.3.1.5 peteRlee sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Peterlee sand and Gravel Formation (PesG) (after Francis, 
1970; Peterlee Member of east durham Formation of 
Thomas, p.98 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Typically comprises a unit of horizontally-bedded, red, 
fine-grained sand with beds of silt, clay, coarse sand and 
fine gravel, overlain by a more laterally extensive unit of 
gravel, coarsening upwards and locally cemented. Beds of 
red and grey diamicton may occur throughout, representing 
intercalation with underlying and overlying tills. clasts are 
mainly limestone and dolostone from the upper divisions 
of the Zechstein Group (formerly Magnesian limestone), 
together with carboniferous lithologies, cheviot andesite 
and sparse shell fragments.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Ryhope sand Member (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: warren House Gill [NZ 4465 4250–NZ 4464 
4224], 250 m cliff sections 500 to750 m south of Horden 
Point.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally sharp, erosional and forming broad depressions 
on underlying dark grey, stony silty sandy clayey diam-
icton of the Blackhall Till Formation. lower unit mainly 
restricted to depressions whereas the upper unit commonly 
oversteps directly onto the Blackhall Till Formation.

Generally planar, subhorizontal contact with overlying dark 
brown to purplish brown, stony silty sandy clayey diamic-
ton of the Horden Till Formation. contacts may be sharp or 
gradational with glaciotectonic intercalation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 22 m.

Distribution and extent
coast of county durham and southern Northumberland.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).
The informal Ryhope Sand Member (Ryhope Member of 
Thomas, p. 98 in Bowen, 1999) comprises strongly cryo-
turbated, cross-bedded sand and gravel interpreted by smith 
(1981) to be of deltaic and proglacial fluviatile origin.

9.3.1.6 teesside clay fORMatiOn

Name

Teesside clay Formation (Tsdc) (after smith and Francis, 
1967, and Horton et al., 1999).

Lithology
Red or reddish brown, pebbly, sandy, silty clay containing 
well-dispersed pebbles mainly of limestone and dolostone 
of the Zechstein Group (formerly Magnesian limestone), 
with some carboniferous lithologies (sandstone, mudstone, 
limestone, coal), typically overlying thinly laminated silts 
and clays, or locally overlying sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Borehole T9 [NZ 515 257] (unregistered in BGs 
borehole database) sited west of seal sands in the Tees 
estuary (Horton et al., 1999, fig. 30).

Lower and upper boundaries
uneven, conformable, draped contact with underlying dark 
brown, stony silty sandy clayey diamicton of the Blackhall 
Till Formation (possibly of the Horden Till Formation).

uneven, erosional contact with overlying alluvial or estua-
rine sands, silts and clays.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposit.

Thickness
up to 9.1 m.

Distribution and extent
widespread beneath the Teesside lowlands to an elevation 
of about 92 m above od.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2). varves in 
the laminated clays have been tentatively correlated with 
the late glacial Greenland ice core record, and dated very 
approximately by thermoluminescence to 18 365 cal. years 
BP.

9.3.2 North Pennine Glacigenic Subgroup

The North Pennine Glacigenic subgroup includes deposits 
of the devensian (MIs 5d–2) ice-sheets originating pre-
dominantly from the Pennines.

Name
North Pennine Glacigenic subgroup (NPeG) (after 
McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
dominantly glacial till (clay, sandy clay and clayey sand 
with gravel and boulders) with interbedded sand, gravel and 
laminated clay, plus more substantial areas of those indi-
vidual lithologies incorporated in the till sheet, moraines 
and eskers.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the stainmore Forest Till, yorkshire dales 
Till, Acklinton Till, Maiden’s Hall sand and Gravel, Tyne 
and wear Glaciolacustrine, wear Till, and ebchester sand 
and Gravel formations in durham and Northumberland; 
and the vale of york, Hemingbrough Glaciolacustrine, 
elvington Glaciolacustrine, Alne Glaciolacustrine, and 
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Pocklington Gravel formations in the vale of york (Tables 
8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
see type sections of component formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock or older superficial deposits of 
the Albion Glacigenic Group.

Ground surface or overlain by younger deposits such as 
blown sand.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to about 50 m.

Distribution and extent
east of the Pennines from the southern margin of the 
cheviot Hills in the north to the southern edge of the 
escrick Moraine in the south.

Age
devensian (MIs 5d–2).

9.3.2.1 stainMORe fORest till fORMatiOn

Name
stainmore Forest Till Formation (sFTI) (after Burgess and 
Holliday, 1979).

Lithology
dark bluish grey, brown or reddish brown, extremely 
compact, stony sandy silty clayey diamicton with clasts 
dominated by local carboniferous lithologies (sandstone, 
granule-conglomerate, limestone, mudstone, gannister, 
coal), including whin sill dolerite and far-travelled clasts 
from scotland and the lake district (wacke sandstone and 
siltstone, welded tuffs and rhyolites, shap Granite, grano-
diorite), and the vale of eden (red sandstone, Brockram). 
In Teesdale this till grades up into, or is overlain uncon-
formably by yellowish brown, rubbly diamicton with clasts 
mainly of sandstone.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The stainmore Gap west of Barnard castle 
and Teesdale [Ny 800 300–Ny 200 050] (Mills and Hull, 
1976)

Partial type section: River cliff section in a drumlin on the 
northern bank of the River Tees immediately downstream 
of the confluence with the Harwood Beck [Ny 861 296] 
(Burgess and Holliday, 1979).

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally a sharp uneven contact on bedrock, but locally a 
complex gradational glaciotectonic contact with fractured 
or decomposed bedrock. overlies dolerite of the whin sill 
at the partial type section.

Generally the ground surface or overlain unconformably 
by glaciofluvial sand and gravel or younger superficial 
deposits. overlain unconformably by a thin bed of cross-
laminated silt and sand capped by loose, yellowish brown 
stony diamicton at the partial type section.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 50 m, thicker in some buried valleys.

Distribution and extent
stainmore Gap to the west of darlington, and Teesdale 
upstream of Barnard castle, extending towards the vale of 
york.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

9.3.2.2 yORksHiRe dales till fORMatiOn

Name
yorkshire dales Till Formation (ydTI) (after Mitchell, 
1991).

Lithology
Generally dark grey to greyish brown, extremely compact, 
stony sandy silty clayey diamicton with clasts dominated 
by, or exclusively, local carboniferous lithologies (lime-
stone, sandstone, granule-conglomerate and mudstone). 
Mostly mudstone and limestone at partial type section. 
some clasts of wacke sandstone and siltstone from the 
Howgill Fells occur in tills in upper wensleydale.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The yorkshire dales south of the stainmore 
Gap between Appleby-in-westmoreland and Barnard 
castle [Ny 790 145–Ny 990 130], and north of the 
devensian glacial limit (Mitchell, 1991; Howard and 
Macklin, 1998).

Partial type section: River cliff section in a drumlin on 
the northern bank of the widdale Beck at its confluence 
with the snaiseholme Beck [sd 834 886], 4 km south-west 
of Hawes (Rose, 1991).

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally a sharp uneven contact on bedrock, but locally a 
complex gradational glaciotectonic contact with fractured 
or decomposed bedrock.

Generally the ground surface or overlain unconformably 
by glaciofluvial sand and gravel or younger superficial 
deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
Generally less than 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The yorkshire dales south of the stainmore Gap and north 
of the devensian glacial limit.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

9.3.2.3 acklintOn till fORMatiOn

Name
Acklinton Till Formation (ANTI) (after stone et al., 2009; 
Acklinton Formation of Thomas, p. 98 in Bowen, 1999).
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Lithology
Typically very stiff, dark brown or purplish brown, stony 
silty sandy clayey diamicton with moderately- to well-
dispersed clasts mainly of brown Fell sandstone, pinkish 
grey calcareous siltstone (cementstone), limestone and 
dolerite with other carboniferous lithologies (yellow sand-
stone, black mudstone, coal and white silicified sandstone 
seatearth), purple porphyry and andesite from the cheviots, 
wacke sandstone and wacke siltstone from the southern 
uplands. The till is commonly weathered reddish brown 
and decalcified at the top, locally with vertical prismatic 
jointing. The till typically includes elongate, meandering 
lenses (palaeochannels) of gravel, fine- to medium-grained, 
cross-laminated sand and laminated silt and clay, typically 
in fining-upwards sequences that have been increasingly 
sub-glacially sheared and folded upwards. The lenses typi-
cally are up to 1.5 m thick but locally as much as 12 m, and 
have planar horizontal contacts with overlying till units. up 
to seven cyclic sequences have been recorded.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Buried valley exposed in former Maiden’s 
Hall opencast coal site [NZ 2370 9845 to NZ 2370 9815], 
13 km north-north-east of Morpeth, Northumberland.

Partial reference section: logged sections in the former 
Acklinton opencast coal site [Nu 230 012], 17 km north-
north-east of Morpeth, Northumberland (eyles et al., 1982).

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally a sharp uneven contact on bedrock, but locally a 
complex gradational glaciotectonic contact with fractured 
or decomposed bedrock. locally a sharp, uneven to planar 
horizontal contact with orange-brown sand and gravel of the 
Maiden’s Hall sand and Gravel Formation.

Ground surface or unconformable contacts with younger 
superficial deposits. Towards the coast the formation is 
capped by very stiff, dark brown or purplish brown, weath-
ering to reddish brown, stony silty sandy clayey diamicton 
containing clasts similar to the Acklinton Till, but includ-
ing shell fragments (Horden Till Formation). The contact is 
either gradational or a sharp, planar, unconformable contact.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
The coastal lowlands of Northumberland, north of the River 
Tyne, but excluding the coastal fringe underlain by the 
Horden Till Formation.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

9.3.2.4 Maiden’s Hall sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Maiden’s Hall sand and Gravel Formation (MHsG) (after 
smith, 1981).

Lithology
sandy gravel, yellowish brown with orange staining, with 
angular–well rounded clasts up to cobble size mainly of 

yellow, red and white sandstone, black fissile mudstone 
and coal. sand mainly coarse-grained with shell fragments. 
Horizontal to trough cross-stratification with palaeocurrents 
towards the north. locally passes upwards into granule 
gravel and sand with laminae of silt 10–15 mm thick.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: superficial deposit-filled buried val-
ley exposed in former Maiden’s Hall opencast coal site 
[NZ 2370 9845], 13 km north-north-east of Morpeth, 
Northumberland.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, erosional contact on bedrock or very compact, fis-
sile, dusky yellowish brown to dark olive-grey, gravelly, 
sandy, silty, clayey diamicton (lodgement till) containing 
angular–well rounded clasts up to cobble-size of yellow and 
white sandstone, dolerite, porphyritic lavas, limestone, coal, 
wacke sandstone, pebbly wacke sandstone (‘Haggis rock’), 
vein quartz, jasper, flint, granitic gneiss, numerous shell 
fragments and metamorphic rock of possible scandinavian 
origin (warren House Gill Till Formation).

sharp, planar contact with dark olive-grey, very stiff, 
gravelly, sandy, silty, clayey diamicton with angular–well-
rounded clasts up to boulder-size mainly of yellow and 
white sandstones, wacke sandstone, porphyritic lava and 
shell fragments (possibly the Blackhall Till Formation, 
North sea coast Glacigenic subgroup).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposit.

Thickness
up to 3 m.

Distribution and extent
North-east england.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

9.3.2.5 WeaR till fORMatiOn

Name
wear Till Formation (weTI) (after Francis, 1970; winch 
Gill Member of wear Formation of Thomas, p. 98 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
dark greyish brown to dark yellowish brown, extremely 
compact, stony sandy silty clayey diamicton with clasts 
dominated by carboniferous lithologies (sandstone, gritty 
sandstone, limestone, mudstone, ganister, coal), but includ-
ing whin sill dolerite and far-travelled clasts from scotland 
and the lake district (wacke sandstone and siltstone, gran-
ite and granodiorite). Includes some large rafts of local rock 
types towards the base.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Butterby Till Member, Hutton Henry Peat (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: River cliff section in the valley of winch Gill 
[NZ 3072 4572], a minor tributary of the River wear, south-
south-west of leamside, durham city.
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Lower and upper boundaries
Generally a sharp uneven contact on bedrock, but locally a 
complex gradational glaciotectonic contact with fractured 
or decomposed bedrock.

Generally irregular, draped, conformable contact with over-
lying thinly laminated, greyish brown to brownish grey, 
silty clay and micaceous clayey silt, or gravel of the Tyne 
and wear Glaciolacustrine Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
Generally 3–10 m, locally to 30 m.

Distribution and extent
lowlands of county durham and southern Northumberland.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

butteRby till MeMbeR (butti)

The Butterby Till Member (after Francis, 1970; upper 
stony clays of smith and Francis, 1967; Butterby Member 
of wear Formation of Thomas, p. 98 in Bowen, 1999) 
comprises up to 15 m of stiff, brown, gravelly sandy 
clayey diamicton, commonly with well-dispersed clasts 
of andesite, tuff and granite from the lake district; wacke 
sandstone and granodiorite from southern scotland, and red 
sandstones probably of both Triassic and devonian age, 
in addition to carboniferous lithologies (sandstone, gritty 
sandstone, limestone, mudstone, coal). commonly it is 
thinly intercalated with dark grey, laminated silts and clays, 
and lenses of sand and gravel, e.g. of the Tyne and wear 
Glaciolacustrine Formation. some contacts are possibly 
glaciotectonic (Figure 18).

The Hutton Henry Peat (HuHy) is a transported gla-
cial raft within the wear Till Formation of very strongly 
compressed, sheared and folded peat. This peat contains 
well preserved fragments of moss and high percentages of 
Hornbeam palynomorphs indicative of the later temperate 
stages of the Ipswichian Interglacial (Beaumont et al., 1969; 
Hutton Henry Bed of Thomas, p. 98 in Bowen, 1999).

9.3.2.6 tyne and WeaR glaciOlacustRine fORMatiOn 

The Tyne and wear Glaciolacustrine Formation shows a 
complex interdigitation of laminated clay and diamicton 
(Figure 18).

Name
Tyne and wear Glaciolacustrine Formation (Tywe) (after 
smith, 1981, 1994, and stone et al., 2009; Herrington 
Member of sunderland Formation of Thomas, p. 98 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
laminated greyish brown to brownish grey, silty clay and 
micaceous, clayey silt with subordinate beds and laminae 
of fine-grained sand, pebbly clayey diamicton and gravel. 
complex interdigitation of units is common, especially 
towards the coast. drop-stones are common and worm trac-
es can be seen locally on partings. The complex sequence 
was deposited in several lake basins including Glacial lake 
wear and Glacial lake edderacres where it tends to fine 
upwards and southwards with fine-grained units succes-
sively overlapping coarser ones northwards.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Pelaw clay Member (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Herrington colliery [NZ 335 540], sunderland. 
Former sections in opencast workings.

Lower and upper boundaries
Generally in irregular, draped, conformable contact with 
underlying dark grey, stony sandy silty clayey diamicton of 
the wear Till Formation.

Generally a planar, subhorizontal to undulating, grada-
tional, glaciotectonic boundary.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposit.

Thickness
up to 60 m within buried channels.

Distribution and extent
lowlands of county durham.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

pelaW clay MeMbeR (pelc)

The Pelaw clay Member comprises up to 9 m of blocky, 
brown pebbly and silty clay forming the surface deposits of 
sunderland and adjacent districts (Thomas, p. 98 in Bowen, 
1999). It was interpreted as a flow till by Francis (1970) and 
as a solifluction deposit by smith (1981).

9.3.2.7 ebcHesteR sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
ebchester sand and Gravel Formation (eBsG) (after Allen 
and Rose, 1986; glacial sand and gravel of the ebchester 
Formation of Thomas, p. 98 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
sand and gravel containing clasts of carboniferous lith-
ologies (sandstone, gritty sandstone, limestone, mudstone, 
gannister, coal), including far-travelled clasts from scotland 
and the lake district (wacke sandstone and siltstone, gran-
ite and granodiorite).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Broadoak sand and gravel pit [NZ 097 567], 
1.5 km north-north-west of ebchester, county durham.

Lower and upper boundaries
erosional unconformable contact with stiff, dark greyish 
brown, stony sandy silty clayey diamicton of the wear Till 
Formation.

Generally the land surface, or erosional unconformable con-
tact with sand and gravel forming more recent river terraces.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposit.

Thickness
up to 10 m.
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Distribution and extent
Northern Pennines.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

Five formations are defined within the vale of york (after 
Ford et al., 2008).

9.3.2.8 vale Of yORk fORMatiOn

Name
vale of york Formation (vyoRK) (after cooper and 
Burgess, 1993, and Ford et al., 2008).

Lithology
dominantly glacial till (sandy clay, clayey sand and clay 
with gravel and boulders) with interbedded sand, gravel and 
laminated clay, plus more substantial areas of those individ-
ual lithologies incorporated in the till sheet and moraines.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the escrick Moraine, york Moraine, 
crockley Hill esker, Newby wiske-Aldwark esker, 
Hunsingore esker and Poppleton Glaciofluvial members 
(Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: The Park Farm borehole se46sw52 [se 
4049 6429], 2 km south-south-east of Boroughbridge.

Partial type section: Grafton Gravel Quarry [se 4200 
6310], about 220 m south-east of Grafton village.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock or older superficial deposits 
such as valley deposits, outwash deposits and laminated 
clays formed in front of the advancing glacier.

Ground surface or overlain by younger deposits such as 
glacial lake deposits, outwash deposits and blown sand.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to about 50 m in moraines, generally 10–30 m.

Distribution and extent
vale of york, northwards to Teesside, southwards to the 
escrick Moraine.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

escRick MORaine MeMbeR (eskRM)

The escrick Moraine Member (after Gaunt, 1970, and Ford 
et al., 2008) comprises up to 30 m of mainly greyish brown 
to yellowish brown, poorly sorted, gravelly, sandy clay to 
slightly gravelly clay matrix with a little, ranging to much, 
gravel and cobbles.

yORk MORaine MeMbeR (yORkM)

The york Moraine Member (after Ford et al., 2008) com-
prises up to 50 m of till composed of sandy clay, clayey 
sand and clay with erratic pebbles, cobbles and boulders 
mainly of carboniferous sandstone and limestone. The 
member also includes local deposits of sand and gravel plus 

local deposits of clay and laminated clay incorporated into 
the sequence.

cROckley Hill eskeR MeMbeR (cRHe)

The crockley Hill esker Member (after Ford et al., 2008) 
comprises 7 m or more of pale brown, reddish brown and 
brownish yellow, slightly silty, gravelly, fine- to coarse-
grained sand. It is generally thinly bedded. The deposits may 
interdigitate laterally with interbedded glaciofluvial and gla-
ciolacustrine sand and clay. Their distribution is restricted to a 
narrow north-south to north-west–south-east trending belt to 
the south of york from escrick to Fulford (Ford et al., 2008).

neWby Wiske-aldWaRk eskeR MeMbeR

The Newby wiske-Aldwark esker Member (Powell et al., 
1992; cooper and Burgess, 1993) comprises up to 20 m or 
more of sand and gravel forming a beaded ridge that extends 
discontinuously for about 55 km in a north-north-west–
south-south-east direction from the Thirsk area in the north 
to Aldwark in the south. At its southern end it terminates as 
a delta deposit in the Alne pro-glacial lake. south of this the 
Poppleton Glaciofluvial Member and the crockey Hill esker 
Member both have the same orientation and may be related 
as precursor deposits when the ice-front was further south.

HunsingORe eskeR MeMbeR

The Hunsingore esker Member (cooper and Burgess, 1993) 
comprises up to about 16 m of sand and gravel forming a 
sinuous, beaded ridge that bifurcates in places that extends 
for 13 km from Brooms House [se 399 633] in the north 
through Hunsingore to lingcroft [se 437 512] in the south.

pOppletOn glaciOfluvial MeMbeR (pOpp)

The Poppleton Glaciofluvial Member (after Ford et al., 
2008) comprises up to 20 m of glaciofluvial sand and gravel 
in esker ridges, outwash fans and less definite spreads of 
sand and gravel.

9.3.2.9 HeMingbROugH glaciOlacustRine fORMatiOn

Name
Hemingbrough Glaciolacustrine Formation (HeM) (after 
cooper and Burgess, 1993, Gaunt, 1994, and Ford et 
al., 2008; Hemingbrough Formation of Thomas, p. 97 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
unfossiliferous laminated clays, silts and sands with rare 
drop-stones (typically fine-grained pale-coloured sand-
stone, grey limestone and dark mudstone).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the lawns House Farm sand, Park Farm 
clay and Thorganby clay members (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: working clay pit at Hemingbrough [se 675 316].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, resting directly on bedrock or underlain by 
basal glaciofluvial deposits.

Ground surface or overlain by later superficial deposits, 
commonly represented by sand deposits of the Breighton 
sand Formation or its constituent members.
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Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposit.

Thickness
up to 30 m.

Distribution and extent
Present at or near the surface in the vale of york, from 
the escrick Moraine in the north to doncaster in the south, 
extending as a concealed unit beneath till deposits to the 
north of the escrick Moraine beyond york to approximately 
2 km east of Knaresbrough (BGs 1:50 000 sheet e71).

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

laWns HOuse faRM sand MeMbeR (lHf)

The lawns House Farm sand Member (after Ford et al., 
2008; silt and clay of the ‘25 Foot drift’ of the vale of 
york, BGs 1:50 000 sheet e71, 1973) comprises up to 
2.5 m of reddish yellow, very silty, fine- to medium-grained 
sand with beds of silt or sand and very sparse fine gravel. 
sparse bands of fine-grained dark detrital material are 
present.

paRk faRM clay MeMbeR (paf)

The Park Farm clay Member (after Ford et al., 2008) com-
prises up to 16 m of greyish brown to dark grey, slightly 
fissured, laminated, soft silt and clay with rare fine sand 
layers. laminations are 0.2–2 cm thick and are interpreted 
as varves. Horizons of fine-grained sand up to 1 m thick 
occur within the unit. The member rests on either a sand and 
gravel lag deposit or directly on bedrock, and is succeeded 
by the lawns House Farm sand Member. It is distributed in 
the vale of york, south of the escrick Moraine between the 
rivers ouse, Foulness and Humber where the lawns Farm 
sand Member is present, and extends northwards beneath 
the escrick Moraine, the york Moraine and the tills of the 
vale of york Formation (Ford et al., 2008).

tHORganby clay MeMbeR (tHOR)

The Thorganby clay Member (after Ford et al., 2008; sand, 
silt and clay of the ‘25 Foot drift’ of the vale of york, 
BGs 1:50 000 sheet e71, 1973) comprises up to 3.5 m 
of greyish brown, soft, locally fissured, laminated silt and 
clay. The top metre of the member commonly contains a 
higher percentage of silt and sand and is reddish yellow 
to grey colour-mottled. Its laminated structure has been 
destroyed by periglacial and soil processes. This unit can 
contain gravel drop-stones and display glaciotectonic struc-
tures, particularly near the escrick Moraine.

9.3.2.10 elvingtOn glaciOlacustRine fORMatiOn

Name
elvington Glaciolacustrine Formation (elv) (after Ford et 
al., 2008).

Lithology
Firm to stiff, rarely soft, mottled reddish brown (5yR 4/3) 
and grey (Gley 2 3/1), thinly laminated clay. sporadically 
interlaminated with silt and reddish brown, fine-grained 
sand. commonly fissured. Gypsum, in the form of opaque, 
tabular selenite is found locally within the laminated clay 
below a depth of 2.5 m; crystal size is typically 15–35 mm 
along the longest axis.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Reference section: Borehole se64Ne10 [se 6830 4620] in 
a clay pit.

Lower and upper boundaries
The elvington Glaciolacustrine Formation overlies tills 
of the vale of york Formation as proved in borehole 
se64Ne10, where 4.6 m of soft, grey-brown clay is record-
ed resting on ‘brown boulder clay’ (glacial till).

An outcrop overlain by aeolian or fluvial sand or clayey 
sand. The contact is sharp where proven in hand auger 
bores.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposit.

Thickness
Minimum thickness of 4.2 m proved in borehole se64Ne17 
[se 6838 4634] but generally exceeds 5 m in thickness.

Distribution and extent
The elvington Glaciolacustrine Formation is constrained 
between the york Moraine Member to the north (between 
york in the west and sand Hutton in the east) and the 
escrick Moraine Member to the south (from stillingfleet in 
the west to sutton in the east (BGs 1:50 000 sheet e71). 
It extends as far west as copmanthorpe and as far east as 
sutton upon derwent.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

9.3.2.11 alne glaciOlacustRine fORMatiOn

Name
Alne Glaciolacustrine Formation (AlNe) (after cooper and 
Burgess, 1993, Powell et al., 1992, and Ford et al., 2008).

Lithology
laminated clay with silt (varved) and subordinate fine-
grained sand beds, plus a little marginal sand and gravel.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 8 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Alne clay Pit [se 520 663], about 3.5 km 
south-south-west of easingwold, North yorkshire.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on the vale of york Formation and locally 
on bedrock.

Ground surface or overlain by the sutton sand Formation, 
or other cover sand deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciolacustrine deposit.

Thickness
up to 22 m. Type section exposed downwards soil and 
sandy clay, 0.9 m thick; brown to greenish grey, well-lam-
inated, stone-free clay, 4.6 m thick; dark brown laminated, 
stone-free clay with thin brown silt laminae, 3.0 m thick 
(cooper and Burgess, 1993).
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Distribution and extent
vale of york north of the york Moraine as far north 
as Thirsk, west to littlethorpe and Hunsingore, east to 
stockton on the Forest. lake deposits generally below 30 m 
above od, down to 14 m above od near york.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

9.3.2.12 pOcklingtOn gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
Pocklington Gravel Formation (PocKG) (Ford et al., 2008; 
older littoral sand and Gravel of BGs 1:50 000 sheet e71, 
1973).

Lithology
Matrix- to clast-supported, clayey, sandy, medium to coarse 
gravel. clast composition is typically polymict, dominated 
by chalk and flint. Average clast composition is 75% well-
rounded chalk, 15% subangular flint, plus 10% accessory 
lithologies including ironstone and oolitic limestone. clast 
composition varies to 100% chalk or 100% flint, although 
the increased flint content may be due in part to differential 
dissolution of chalk clasts. Matrix material is characterised 
by reddish brown, clayey sand varying to sandy clay with 
varying content of partially decomposed chalk.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 14).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: Balk Field [se 8042 4801], temporary 
section in foundation trench of housing development on 
southern edge of Pocklington, 375 m south-east of cem-
etery.

Lower and upper boundaries
sandy gravel of the Pocklington Gravel Formation rests 
unconformably on Mesozoic bedrock with a sharp to vari-
ably disturbed (cryoturbated, soliflucted) basal contact.

The upper contact with the Breighton sand Formation is 
proved in auger holes to be relatively sharp. elsewhere, the 
Pocklington Gravel Formation is known to be overlain by 
alluvial, aeolian and artificial deposits with varying degrees 
of incision and disturbance.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposit.

Thickness
Greater than 1 m.

Distribution and extent
The Pocklington Gravel Formation exists as a blanket 
deposit at the eastern limit of the vale of york. The gravel 
is known to extend beneath the Breighton sand Formation 
to the west of Bielby. To the north and south the gravel 
flanks the elevated ground in the york and Beverley areas.

Age
late devensian, dimlington stadial (MIs 2).

9.4 BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

9.4.1 Formations of the British Coastal Deposits 
Group

9.4.1.1 easingtOn Raised beacH fORMatiOn

Name
easington Raised Beach Formation (eAsN) (after smith 
and Francis, 1967; easington Formation of Thomas, p. 98 
in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Partly cemented, well-sorted gravel and sand containing 
marine shells. The gravel is composed predominantly of 
limestone and dolostone of the Zechstein Group towards the 
base, with an increasing content upwards of carboniferous 
rock types, cheviot andesite, Borrowdale volcanic Group 
rock types and dolerite. Also includes sparse felsite, 
rhomb-porphyry and garnet-hornblende schist of supposed 
scandinavian origin. Twelve temperate genera of marine 
molluscs have been identified from the deposit, and borings 
by marine molluscs and annelid worms in the rock platform 
as well as in cobbles confirm that the deposit is in situ.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: easington, a 300 m-long cliffline back-
ing shippersea Bay [NZ 4425 4528], north of the former 
easington colliery, county durham, where the beach 
gravel crops out between 27 and 32 m above od.

Lower and upper boundaries
The beach gravel rests on a bevelled, subhorizontal plat-
form, bored by marine molluscs, cut into limestones and 
dolostones of the Zechstein Group at about 30 m above od.

Thought to be a planar horizontal or undulating unconform-
able contact with dark grey diamicton of the Blackhall Till 
Formation, but contact is obscured and inaccessible.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Beach deposit.

Thickness
4 m.

Distribution and extent
coast of county durham.

Age
MIs 7 or 9.

The informal Raincliff Formation was established by 
Thomas (p. 97 in Bowen, 1999) for the former speeton 
shell Bed or speeton Formation, comprising some 3 m of 
fossiliferous sands and silts at speeton [TA 147 758] of 
cool temperate estuarine origin. The deposits, which are 
overlain by the Filey Formation (glacigenic deposits cor-
related with the Holderness Formation by Thomas, p. 97 
in Bowen, 1999), were regarded as Hoxnian by catt and 
Penny (1966) and catt (1991) but as Ipswichian by west 
(1969). correlation with MIs 5 was shown by Knudsen and 
serjup (1988) and Bowen and sykes (1991).

9.5 BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

9.5.1 Formations of the Britannia Catchments Group

In the valley of the River dove at the southern margins 
of the Pennines in the Ashbourne district (BGs 1:50 000 
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sheet e124) calcite-cemented gravels interpreted as fluvial 
deposits, overlain by red-brown stony till are referred to the 
informal Ashbourne Gravel (AsGR) by chisholm et al. 
(1988). These gravels are considered to be pre-devensian 
and could be of Hoxnian age.

several pre-devensian cave deposits of yorkshire and 
derbyshire (not described in this report) are assigned bed 
status by Thomas (p. 97 in Bowen, 1999) who also assigns 
the early Pleistocene fossiliferous clay of victoria cave 
[sK 079 679], derbyshire (spencer and Melville, 1974; 
stuart, 1982), to the Dove Hole Formation.

lake alluvium and associated organic deposits of late 
Glacial (windermere to loch lomond stadial) to Holocene 
(MIs 2–1) in kettle basins are referred to the Bamburgh 
Formation in Northumberland (Thomas, p.98 in Bowen, 
1999). similar deposits in yorkshire and derbyshire are 
divided into the Bingley Bog Formation (late Glacial: 
windermere to loch lomond stadial) and the Ringingslow 
Formation (Holocene) by Thomas (pp. 97–98 in Bowen, 
1999). The latter includes upland peat of the Pennines and 
North york Moors. These formations are regarded as infor-
mal in the present framework.

Fluvial (alluvium, river terrace deposits and alluvial 
fan deposits) of the region are assigned to two sub-
groups, the Northumbria Catchments and the Yorkshire 
Catchments subgroups.

9.5.2 Northumbria Catchments Subgroup

The Northumbria Catchments Subgroup comprises 
alluvial and terrace deposits, organic and mass movement 
deposits. River valley formations named after the princi-
pal rivers flowing to the North sea have been formally 
established for the deposits of the rivers coquet, Tyne and 
wear.

Name
Northumbria catchments subgroup (NcAT) (after 
McMillan, 2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Alluvium and river terrace deposits composed of sand, 
gravel, silt and clay. clasts are derived from rocks cropping 
out in north-eastern england (mainly sandstone, gritstone, 
mudstone, limestone and coal).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the coquet valley, Tyne valley, and wear 
valley formations (Tables 6 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: catchments of the Northumbrian rivers.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with units of the North Pennine 
and North sea coast Glacigenic subgroups, and with 
bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, but units of the subgroup 
locally interfinger with units of the British coastal deposits 
Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A suite of fluvial (river terrace deposits and alluvium) and 
associated lacustrine and organic deposits.

Thickness
up to 25 m.

Distribution and extent
Northumberland and county durham east of the Pennine 
watershed.

Age
devensian–Holocene (MIs 2–1).

9.5.2.1 cOquet valley fORMatiOn

Name
coquet valley Formation (cQu) (after McMillan et al., 
2005).

Lithology
Mainly sand and gravel forming river terraces and silty, 
clayey sand forming floodplains and concealing sand and 
gravel. Including units of silty sand, silt, clay and peat. 
clasts mainly sandstone, gritstone, mudstone, limestone 
and coal.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valleys of the rivers coquet, Aln and wansbeck 
and their tributaries [NT 900 800–Nu 250 350], northern 
england.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, undulating, erosional contact, mainly on grey tills 
(diamicton) of the North Pennine or North sea coast 
Glacigenic subgroups, or on bedrock.

Ground surface, locally covered by peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace deposits and alluvium.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The valleys of the rivers coquet, Aln and wansbeck and 
their tributaries, northern england.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

9.5.2.2 tyne valley fORMatiOn

Name
Tyne valley Formation (TyNe) (after McMillan et al., 
2005).

Lithology
Mainly sand and gravel forming river terraces and silty, 
clayey sand forming floodplains and concealing sand and 
gravel. Including units of silty sand, silt, clay and peat. 
clasts mainly sandstone, gritstone, mudstone, limestone 
and coal.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the River Tyne and its tributaries 
[Ny 650 350–Nu 350 750], northern england.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, undulating, erosional contact, mainly of grey tills 
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(diamicton) of the North Pennine or North sea coast 
Glacigenic subgroups, or on bedrock.

Ground surface, locally covered by peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace deposits and alluvium.

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River Tyne and its tributaries, northern 
england.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

9.5.2.3 WeaR valley fORMatiOn

Name
wear valley Formation (weAR) (after McMillan et al., 
2005).

Lithology
Mainly sand and gravel forming river terraces and silty, 
clayey sand forming floodplains and concealing sand and 
gravel, including units of silty sand, silt, clay and peat. clasts 
mainly sandstone, gritstone, mudstone, limestone and coal.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: [Ny 650 350–Nu 800 350] The valley of the 
River wear and its tributaries, northern england.

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, undulating, erosional contact, mainly on grey tills 
(diamicton) of the North Pennine or North sea coast 
Glacigenic subgroups, or on bedrock.

Ground surface, locally covered by peat.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace deposits and alluvium.

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River wear and its tributaries, northern 
england.

Age
devensian to Holocene (MIs 2–1).

9.5.3 Yorkshire Catchments Subgroup

The Yorkshire Catchments Subgroup comprises alluvial 
and terrace deposits and associated organic deposits. River 
valley formations named after the principal rivers flowing 
eastwards from the Pennines and Peak district have yet to 
be formally established. loess and mass movement deposits 
of the catchments are also included.

Name
yorkshire catchments subgroup (yKc) (after McMillan, 
2005, McMillan et al., 2005, and Ford et al., 2008).

Lithology
The yorkshire catchments subgroup includes fluvial (river 
terrace and alluvium) clay, silt, sand, gravel, boulders and 
associated peat beds, with blown sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Breighton sand Formation and sutton sand Formation 
(Tables 6 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: River valleys of lincolnshire and yorkshire east 
of the Pennines watershed.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with older superficial deposits 
including units of the North Pennine, North sea coast and 
central cumbria Glacigenic subgroups, and bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, but units of this subgroup 
locally interfinger with units of the British coastal deposits 
Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace deposits and alluvium; plus blown sand.

Thickness
Alluvial and terrace deposits may reach up to a maximum 
of around 25 m. The individual formations and members in 
the subgroup are highly variable in thickness.

Distribution and extent
yorkshire, east of the Pennine watershed, including the 
valleys of the River ouse and tributary rivers of the swale, 
ure, Nidd, wharfe, Aire and calder and derwent.

Age
devensian–Holocene (MIs 2–1).

9.5.3.1 bReigHtOn sand fORMatiOn

Name
Breighton sand Formation (BReI) (after Ford et al., 2008; 
sand of ‘25 Foot drift’, BGs 1:50 000 sheet e71, 1973).

Lithology
dominantly yellow to pale brown and reddish yellow, 
slightly clayey sand to silty sand with a variably developed 
very dusky red to black compressible peat to clayey sandy 
peat base. Typically composed of moderately well-sorted 
medium quartz grains with minor bands of finer, coarser or 
poorly sorted material, including finely comminuted flint 
and lithic clasts. Thin beds of clayey sandy peat and poorly 
developed fine- to medium-grained slightly gravelly clayey 
sand are noted towards the base of the formation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Bielby sand, skipwith sand and 
Naburn sand members (Tables 6 and 14).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: Breighton Airfield [se 7100 3530].

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp to gradational (over several tens of centimetres) tran-
sition to underlying clay, silt or sand of the Hemingbrough 
Glaciolacustrine Formation, gravels of the Pocklington 
Gravel Formation, or directly to bedrock. A moderate to 
well-developed basal dark brown peat, the skipwith Peat 
Bed or the Bielby Peat Bed, is present in some localities. 
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The presence of sparsely disseminated fine flint gravel is 
noted close to the lower boundary, particularly towards the 
formation’s eastern limits (Bielby sand Member).

Typically the ground surface beneath a thin (0.2–0.5 m 
thick) sandy soil or locally overlain by alluvial and aeolian 
deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
loess deposit.

Thickness
Average 1–2 m but can exceed 6 m in some cases.

Distribution and extent
The Breighton sand Formation is known to extend across 
the vale of york, from the River ouse in the west, to 
beyond Holme-on-spalding-Moor in the east.

Age
late devensian (MIs 2–1).

bielby sand MeMbeR (bies)

The Bielby sand Member (after Ford et al., 2008) comprises 
up to 6 m of yellow to pale brown and reddish yellow slightly 
clayey to slightly silty sand with occasional fine gravels. The 
material is usually reddish brown and grey colour-mottled as 
a result of near-surface weathering processes. It is typically 
composed of moderately well-sorted medium-grained quartz 
grains with minor bands of finer, coarser or poorly-sorted 
material, including flint and chert. Thin beds (less than 5 cm) 
of clayey sandy peat can occur within the unit.

nabuRn sand MeMbeR (nabs)

The Naburn sand Member (after Ford et al., 2008) com-
prises up to 2.5 m of mottled brownish yellow, yellowish 
brown, brown and grey silty, sporadically clayey fine- to 
coarse-grained sand. characteristically the sand is poorly 
sorted and locally laminated. Grains are dominated by 
quartz with sporadic plagioclase feldspar. commonly the 
unit shows a fining upwards sequence from its lower bound-
ary with underlying laminated clay.

skipWitH sand MeMbeR (skis)

The skipwith sand Member (after Ford et al., 2008) com-
prises up to 2.4 m of dominantly yellow to pale brown 
slightly clayey sand. The sand is typically composed of 
moderately well-sorted medium quartz grains with minor 

bands of finer, coarser or poorly sorted material, including 
finely comminuted flint and lithic clasts. Thin laminae of 
clayey sandy peat and poorly developed fine- to medium-
grained slightly gravelly clayey sand are noted towards base 
of the member. There is a sharp to gradational transition 
(over several tens of centimetres) to underlying sands and 
clays of the Hemingbrough Glaciolacustrine Formation. A 
moderate to well-developed dark brown peat, the Skipwith 
Peat Bed (sKPe) is present at some localities, as is the 
basal Bielby Peat Bed (BIeP) which is underlain by the 
Hemingbrough Glaciolacustrine Formation.

9.5.3.2 suttOn sand fORMatiOn

Name
sutton sand Formation (suTN) (after Matthews, 1970, 
Gaunt, 1994, and Ford et al., 2008; sutton Formation of 
Thomas, p. 98 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Fine-grained silty sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Table 14).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: sutton-on-the-Forest [se 608 640], auger 
holes in areas where sand forms slightly elevated bodies 
(Matthews, 1970).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on older superficial deposits, mainly 
devensian glacial lake deposits (e.g. Alne Glaciolacustrine 
Formation at type locality) and glacial till or underlying 
bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Blown sand.

Thickness
up to about 7 m.

Distribution and extent
vale of york from near Hutton sessay [se 48707 75623], 
to sutton-on-the-Forest, southwards into the area east of 
doncaster and in lincolnshire to the west of scunthorpe 
(Gaunt, 1994).

Age
late devensian (MIs 2–1).
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The oldest superficial deposits of this district are marine 
deposits of the crag Group and fluvial deposits of the 
dunwich Group, which may extend in age from the 
Neogene (Tertiary) to early Pleistocene. The most exten-
sive deposits refer to the Anglian Glaciation and are 
assigned to the Albion Glacigenic Group. Representatives 
of the caledonia Glacigenic Group of late devensian age 
are present in north Norfolk. deposits of the Britannia 
catchments Group and British coastal deposits Group 
range in age from late devensian to Holocene. Formal 
lithostratigraphy for the Pleistocene strata of east Anglia 
is already widely used. Most of the formal terms already 
in use by BGs are retained. The terminology proposed by 
Bowen (1999) has been accepted where it is applicable.

10.1 CRAG GROUP

during the early Neogene (Tertiary), east Anglia became 
submerged as part of the marine North sea Basin, around 
the margins of which there developed a system of prograd-
ing deltas (cameron et al., 1992). The area lay on the west-
ern margin of this rapidly subsiding basin, which retained 
a geometry similar to that of the present day (Anderton et 
al., 1979). The crag formations of east Anglia represent 
tidal and sub-tidal sediments within that basin. In total, 
they nowhere exceed 70 m in thickness in east Anglia, 
compared to 350 m of equivalent sediments in the southern 
North sea Basin and 800 m in the central North sea Basin 
(cameron et al., 1992). This is partly because of a thinning 
of the individual formations towards the margin of the 
basin, and partly as a result of erosion beneath unconformi-
ties within the sequence. The regional distribution of the 
crag Group is shown in Figure 19.

west (1961) examined pollen from a Royal society bore-
hole at ludham, Norfolk, and named four Quaternary cli-
matic stages. From the base upwards these are: ludhamian 
(warm), Thurnian (cold), Antian (warm) and Baventian 
(cold). He correlated these with the foraminiferal horizons 
of Funnell (1961), which similarly indicated alternations 
of temperature. Further climatic stages were later pro-
posed: Pre-ludhamian (cold; Beck et al., 1972) below 
the ludhamian, and Bramertonian (warm; Funnell et al., 
1979), Pre-Pastonian (cold; west, 1980) and Pastonian 
(warm; west, 1980) above the Baventian. A summary of 
these stages is given in Funnell (1987). However, it is now 
believed (Zalasiewicz et al., 1991) that the Bramertonian 
pre-dates rather than post-dates the Baventian. Thus the 
Antian and Bramertonian represent a single warm stage, 
and may be synonymous. Further, the Baventian and Pre-
Pastonian are believed to represent the early and late parts 
of a single cold stage, correlated with Tiglian Tc4c in the 
Netherlands (Gibbard et al., 1991a; lister, 1998, 2000), 
whereas the Pastonian is correlated with the upper part of 
Tiglian Tc5 and the lower part of Tc6 (lister, 1998). This 
is supported by a record of reversed magnetic polarity in 
Pastonian sediments at sheringham, corresponding to the 
later part of Tc5 and Tc6, after the olduvai event (Hallam 
and Maher, 1994).

Former BGs practice, e.g. on BGs 1:50 000 sheet 
e162, has been not to distinguish the Red and Norwich 
crag as formations, but to combine the two as the crag 
Group, while retaining the coralline crag as a separate 
formation not within the crag Group (Arthurton et al., 
1994). More recently, Hamblin et al. (1997) have re-
defined the Red crag and Norwich crag as formations, 
and these appear along with the newly-named wroxham 
crag Formation (Hamblin, 2001a; Rose, et al., 2001) on 
BGs 1:50 000 sheet e148. The BGs lithostratigraphi-
cal framework redefines the crag Group to include the 
coralline, Red, Norwich and wroxham crag formations 
(Tables 2 and 15, Figure 19). The group thus includes all 
the wholly or dominantly marine Neogene (Tertiary) and 
Quaternary formations that precede the Anglian glaciation 
in east Anglia.

10.1.1 Formations of the Crag Group

10.1.1.1 cORalline cRag fORMatiOn

The coralline crag Formation is characterised by car-
bonate-rich bioclastic sands and has an onshore outcrop 
restricted to south-east suffolk. Here it rests unconformably 
on an undulose surface of london clay Formation (Thames 
Group), reaching a maximum thickness of approximately 
25 m. offshore, seismic records show the formation to 
reach about 25 m in thickness and to extend some 14 km to 
the north-east of Thorpeness as a partially concealed elon-
gate body (Moorlock et al., 2000a).

Name
coralline crag Formation (ccG) (after Balson et al., 1993).

Lithology
carbonate-rich bioclastic sands. The siliciclastic sand frac-
tion is moderately- to poorly-sorted medium-grained sand; 
the mud content is low. There is a basal lag gravel that is 
rich in pebbles of phosphatic mudstone largely derived from 
the Thames Group.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
The formation has been subdivided on lithology and 
biofacies into a sequence of members (Balson et al., 
1993), which, from the bottom up, constitute the Ramsholt 
Member, the sudbourne Member, and the Aldeburgh 
Member. None of these units has yet been defined in the 
BGs lexicon (Tables 2 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Pits around Aldeburgh [TM 45 55], suffolk 
(Balson et al., 1993).

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests unconformably on an undulose surface of the Thames 
Group.

overlain unconformably by the Red crag and Norwich 
crag formations.

10 east Anglia and the ancestral River Thames
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Landform description and genetic interpretation
shallow marine deposit.

Thickness
About 25 m.

Distribution and extent
Restricted to south-east suffolk, as far north as Thorpeness, 
and the adjacent offshore area.

Age
Pliocene (MIs pre-103).

10.1.1.2 Red cRag fORMatiOn

The Red crag was accorded formation status by Funnell and 
west (1977). According to the classification of Hamblin 
et al. (1997), the Red crag Formation includes all the 
strata bounded by the marine transgression during the 
Pre-ludhamian and the regression during the Thurnian. 
It thus includes all the Pre-ludhamian, ludhamian and 
Thurnian sediments known in east Anglia. Hamblin et al. 
(1997) correlate the Red crag Formation onshore with the 
westkapelle Ground Formation of the southern North sea, 
which contains pollen spectra of Thurnian type (cameron 
et al., 1984, 1992), and the transgression at the base of the 
Red crag in eastern suffolk with the seismic reflector at the 
base of the westkapelle Ground Formation. The Red crag 
Formation in south-eastern suffolk comprises 10–40 m of 
poorly sorted, cross-bedded, medium- to coarse-grained, 
shelly sands (Mathers and Zalasiewicz, 1988).

Name
Red crag Formation (RcG) (after Funnell and west, 1977, 
Mathers and Zalasiewicz, 1988, Zalasiewicz et al., 1988, 
Hamblin et al., 1997, and lewis, p. 22 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
coarse-grained, poorly sorted, cross-bedded, abundantly 
shelly sands (in east Anglia). dark green and glauco-
nitic when fresh, but typically oxidised to yellow or reddish 
brown with ferruginous concretions (iron pan). Basal bed of 
rounded flint pebbles. offshore, fine- to medium-grained, 
muddy, calcareous, glauconitic sands.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Mathers and Zalasiewicz (1988) and Zalasiewicz et al. 
(1988) distinguish two members, an older sizewell Member 
and a younger Thorpeness Member. Red crag of more shal-
low-water facies has been proved at the stradbroke bore-
hole in west suffolk (Beck et al., 1972) and the ludham 
and ormesby boreholes in Norfolk (Funnell, 1961; west, 
1961; Arthurton et al., 1994). At ludham, grey organic 
sands, silts and clays are termed the ludham Member by 
lewis (p.15 in Bowen, 1999). Also includes the informal 
Netley Heath Beds (section 12.2.1.3) (Tables 2 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: walton-on-the-Naze, essex [TM 267 237]. 
Type samples offshore in Borehole 81/51 (Zalasiewicz et 
al., 1988).

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests unconformably on the coralline crag Formation, 
Palaeogene formations and chalk Group bedrock.

overlain unconformably by sands of the Norwich crag 
Formation, which are less coarse-grained, better sorted, less 
shelly and generally paler in colour.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
shallow marine deposit.

Thickness
10–40 m.

Distribution and extent
eastern and southern east Anglia, extending south-west-
wards into Hertfordshire and north-east to Norfolk, at least 
as far as ludham.

Age
Piacenzian (waltonian) to Thurnian (MIs ?103–?82).

sizeWell MeMbeR (szWl)

The sizewell Member comprises up to 13 m of shelly sands 
with clay layers. The type section is BGs registered borehole 
TM46se37 [TM 471 622], Aldeburgh–sizewell transect, from 
-34.3 to -47.6 m od (Zalasiewicz et al., 1988). It rests uncon-
formably on the coralline crag Formation or on bedrock.

tHORpeness MeMbeR

The Thorpeness Member comprises 20 to 30 m of shelly 
sands with thin clay laminae. The type section is BGs 
registered borehole TM46se37 [TM 471 622], Aldeburgh–
sizewell transect, from -13.3 to -34.3 m od (Zalasiewicz 
et al., 1988).

10.1.1.3 nORWicH cRag fORMatiOn

The Norwich crag was formalised with formation status by 
Funnell and west (1977). According to the classification 
of Hamblin et al. (1997), the formation includes all of the 
crag strata above the transgression that occurred during 
the Antian. Further research has shown that the strata that 
succeed the Baventian regression are better included in a 
further formation, the wroxham crag Formation (described 
below). Thus the Norwich crag Formation is restricted to 
strata of Antian/Bramertonian and Baventian age. Hamblin 
et al. (1997) correlate this sediment package with the 
smith’s Knoll Formation offshore, since that formation 
contains dinoflagellate cyst and pollen assemblages resem-
bling those of the Antian (cameron et al., 1992).

The Norwich crag comprises a widespread sheet of well-
sorted, fine- to medium-grained sands, but also includes sig-
nificant bodies of gravel and clay. sedimentary structures in 
the sands include horizontal bedding, ripple marks, flaser 
bedding, thin clay drapes, trough cross-sets up to 0.3 m 
thick, vertical burrows, channel scours and mud cracks 
(Zalasiewicz and Mathers, 1985; Mathers and Zalasiewicz, 
1988; Zalasiewicz et al., 1988).

Name
Norwich crag Formation (NcG) (after Funnell and 
west, 1977, Zalasiewicz and Mathers, 1985, Mathers and 
Zalasiewicz, 1988, Zalasiewicz et al., 1988, and Hamblin 
et al., 1997).

Lithology
The formation comprises a widespread sheet of well-
sorted, fine- to medium-grained micaceous, glauconitic, 
locally shelly sands (chillesford church sand Member in 
south-east suffolk), with localised beds of laminated silty 
clays (chillesford clay Member) and rounded flint gravels 
(westleton Beds). The formation is marine, with the clay 
members being estuarine and the westleton Beds represent-
ing beach-face gravels.
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Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the chillesford church sand and chillesford 
clay members. several informal subdivisions (Tables 2 and 
15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The area around wickham Market and Aldeburgh 
[TM 30 55–TM 45 55], suffolk (southern east Anglia) 
(Mathers and Zalasiewicz, 1988).

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests with discontinuity on the Red crag Formation and 
oversteps onto coralline crag Formation, Palaeogene for-
mations and chalk Group bedrock.

overlain disconformably by wroxham crag Formation, 
unconformably by Kesgrave catchment subgroup and mid-
Pleistocene glacigenic deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine and estuarine deposits.

Thickness
About 70 m.

Distribution and extent
Restricted to east Anglia, the formation is well-defined 
throughout suffolk and north essex, as far as stanstead 
Mountfichet. It continues north into Norfolk and the area of 
ludham, but farther north it is cut out beneath the base of 
the wroxham crag Formation.

Age
Pliocene to Pleistocene (MIs ?81–?68).

cHillesfORd cHuRcH sand MeMbeR (cfb)

Prestwich (1849) introduced the term chillesford sand 
to describe these sands where they overlie the Red crag 
in suffolk, and Mathers and Zalasiewicz (1988) simi-
larly referred to the sands in this area as the chillesford 
sand Member (cFB), but Bowen (1999) renamed it the 
chillesford church Member. The name chillesford church 
sand Member is proposed here. equivalent sands in the 
Gipping valley have been termed creeting Beds (dixon, 
1978) or creeting sand Member (Allen, P, 1984; Gibbard 
et al., 1996). North of the Aldeburgh area, the sand units of 
the Norwich crag have not been named as members.

cHillesfORd clay MeMbeR (cfc)

clay bodies within the Norwich crag are typically silty, 
with lenticular bedding, plant remains and moulds of 
bivalves. evidence of intermittent desiccation is recorded at 
covehithe (west et al., 1980). Prestwich (1849) introduced 
the term chillesford clay to describe a particular clay 
body that overlies the chillesford church sand Member 
at chillesford in the woodbridge district of suffolk, 
although later workers applied the term to virtually any 
micaceous clay in the crag of east Anglia. ultimately it 
was accepted that the term should be restricted to the one 
particular clay body (Funnell, 1961; dixon, 1972), and 
this is termed the chillesford clay Member (chillesford 
Member of Bowen, 1999). A clay body at easton Bavents 
near covehithe has been termed the Easton Bavents Clay 
Member (eBc) (Gibbard and Zalasiewicz, 1988), or easton 
Bavents Member (lewis, p. 22 in Bowen, 1999). However, 
BGs surveys along the coast from easton Bavents to north 

of covehithe [TM 515 784–TM 534 836] (BGs 1:50 000 
sheet e176, lowestoft) revealed several beds of clay, that 
pass laterally and vertically into sands and gravelly sands 
and that are interbedded with sands and gravel bodies (the 
westleton Beds, see below), so Moorlock et al. (2000a) 
recommended dropping the member status of the easton 
Bavents clay. Both the chillesford and easton Bavents 
clays are Baventian in age. A slightly older (Antian/
Bramertonian) clay, which overlies the creeting sand 
Member in the Gipping valley, has been termed the college 
Farm silty clay Member (Allen, P, 1984; Gibbard et al., 
1996) or college Farm Member (Allen, P., p. 22 in Bowen, 
1999), and is here named the College Farm Clay Member, 
although this unit is currently not formally defined in the 
BGs lexicon.

over a large area around southwold in suffolk, the sands 
of the Norwich crag are interbedded with lenticular bodies 
of flint gravel, that Prestwich (1871) named the Westleton 
Beds. At the time he believed them to overlie the crag 
rather than to form a part of it, and later authors continued 
to portray them as a discrete unit, the highest in the local 
crag succession, most commonly portrayed as a member 
of the Norwich crag (e.g. Gibbard and Zalasiewicz, 1988). 
However, mapping of the saxmundham and lowestoft dis-
tricts (BGs 1:50 000 sheets e191 and e176; Hamblin et al., 
1997; Moorlock et al., 2000a) has demonstrated that there 
are many bodies of gravel that are interbedded with sands 
and clay bodies of normal Norwich crag type. Rather than 
give a member name to each gravel body, it is recommend-
ed that the term westleton Beds (wBds) be used in a facies 
sense to describe these various bodies of beach-face gravel.

10.1.1.4 WROxHaM cRag fORMatiOn

The wroxham crag Formation was introduced (Hamblin, 
2001a; Moorlock et al., 2002a; BGs 1:50 000 sheets e132 
and 148) to include crag strata deposited following a fur-
ther transgression post-dating the Norwich crag Formation. 
The main feature that distinguishes the wroxham crag from 
the Norwich crag is the presence of a significant propor-
tion of quartz and quartzite pebbles in the gravels, whereas 
the westleton Beds, high in the Norwich crag, comprise 
almost wholly of flint. Following Rose et al. (2001), the 
wroxham crag includes all marine strata deposited in the 
area from the start of the influx of substantial quantities of 
quartz and quartzite, during the Pre-Pastonian, to the onset 
of glaciation represented by the Happisburgh Formation 
(section 10.3.1.1). The wroxham crag Formation thus 
includes strata previously included in either the Norwich 
crag Formation or the cromer Forest-bed Formation (see 
below). Hamblin et al. (1997) suggested that the earlier part 
of the wroxham crag Formation (then considered as part of 
the Norwich crag Formation) probably correlates with the 
winterton shoal Formation that succeeds the smith’s Knoll 
Formation offshore.

The wroxham crag Formation has been proved over a 
wide area of Norfolk and suffolk, from the southwold area 
in the south-east to weybourne in the north-west. eastwards 
from weybourne, interbedded marine and freshwater strata 
of early Pleistocene age are discontinuously exposed along 
the whole length of the north Norfolk coast, although the 
outcrop is much disrupted by land-slipping and glacial 
tectonics. It is believed that the freshwater deposits were 
formed by south-bank tributaries within the catchment of 
the Ancaster River (Rose et al., 2001) (see cromer Forest-
bed Formation, section 10.2.1.3), and that the alternation 
between marine and freshwater strata reflects local fluc-
tuations of relative sea levels. The lowest, marine unit of 
the north Norfolk coast succession is traditionally styled 
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weybourne crag (wood and Harmer, 1872; Reid, 1882). 
equivalent strata cropping out inland along the valley of 
the River Bure were styled Bure valley Beds (wood and 
Harmer, 1868). wood and Harmer realised from the fossil 
content that these beds were marine, although because of 
the presence of the cold-water mollusc Macoma balthica 
they classed them as the lowest horizon of the Glacial series 
rather than with the crag.

Reid (1882) included all the strata overlying the 
weybourne crag in the coastal succession in the cromer 
Forest Bed series, while Funnell and west (1977) included all 
the strata in the coastal succession, including the weybourne 
crag, in the cromer Forest Bed series/Formation. Gibbard 
and Zalasiewicz (1988) and lewis (p. 15 in Bowen, 1999) 
styled the weybourne crag as the sidestrand Member of 
the Norwich crag, and followed Funnell and west (1977) 
in subdividing the overlying strata of the cromer Forest-
bed Formation into the sheringham, Paston, Runton, west 
Runton, Mundesley, and Bacton members. The present 
framework establishes all the marine units of this succession 
within the wroxham crag Formation. Thus the formation 
includes the Sidestrand Member (weybourne crag), the 
Paston and Mundesley members and the marine part of the 
Runton Member. The freshwater units (the Sheringham, 
West Runton and Bacton members and the freshwater part 
of the Runton Member) are included in the Cromer Forest-
bed Formation (section 10.2.1.3). currently none of these 
members is formally defined in the BGs lexicon.

Name
wroxham crag Formation (wRcG) (after Rose et al., 1996, 
2001, Hamblin, 2001a, and Moorlock et al., 2002a; marine 
units of the cromer Forest-bed Formation of lewis, p. 15 
in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
The formation comprises a sheet of interbedded gravels, 
sands, silts and clays. The gravels are dominated by flint 
(up to about 80%) and by quartz and quartzite (up to 
about 60%), with far-travelled minor lithologies includ-
ing carboniferous chert, Rhaxella chert, Greensand chert, 
spilsby sandstone and felsic volcanic rocks from North 
wales.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivisions, not formally defined in the BGs lexicon, 
include the sidestrand Member (formerly of the Norwich 
crag), the Paston and Mundesley members and the marine 
part of the Runton Member — see discussion below. The 
dobb’s Plantation, How Hill and Mundesley members were 
established by Rose et al. (2001) (Tables 2 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The area between wroxham, weybourne and 
sidestrand, Norfolk, including the North Norfolk coast [TG 
30 14–TG 12 43] (Rose et al., 2001).

Lower and upper boundaries
disconformable on the Norwich crag, from which it can be 
distinguished by the generally coarser and less well-sorted 
nature of the sediments and by the presence of significant 
quantities of quartz, quartzite and far-travelled clasts in the 
gravels. The formation cuts down through the Norwich 
crag Formation northwards and comes to rest on chalk 
Group bedrock in north Norfolk.

widely overlain by mid-Pleistocene glacial deposits, less 
widely by deposits of the Bytham catchments subgroup 

and the cromer Forest-bed Formation. It is distinguished 
from the latter units by sedimentary and other features 
related to its marine origin.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The deposits are interpreted as estuarine and near-shore 
marine.

Thickness
About 20 m.

Distribution and extent
Restricted to eastern Norfolk and north-eastern suffolk, at 
least as far south as Halesworth.

Age
Pre-Pastonian to cromerian (MIs ?67–17).

Rose et al. (2001) proposed a subdivision of the wroxham 
crag Formation into members based on the pebble content 
of the gravels, which in turn reflects varying input from 
the Thames, Bytham and Ancaster river systems. The three 
members are:

dObb’s plantatiOn MeMbeR (dObp)

The earliest member, the dobb’s Plantation Member, is 
characterised by local materials (flint), with only 10 per 
cent of far-travelled material, comprising mainly white or 
colourless quartz and quartzite, with a little carboniferous 
and Rhaxella (late Jurassic) chert (Rose et al., 2001). This 
indicates derivation from Thames and Ancaster River sedi-
ments, showing that at this time the Bytham River was still 
transporting only suspended sediment into the sea.

HOW Hill MeMbeR (HOWH)

From analyses so far performed, the overlying How Hill 
Member appears to be geographically the most exten-
sive. The gravel fraction contains significantly more far-
travelled material than in the dobb’s Plantation Member: 
up to around 60 per cent of white and colourless quartz 
and quartzite, with small quantities of carboniferous and 
Rhaxella chert and traces of spilsby sandstone, Greensand 
chert and acid and basic volcanic rocks (Rose et al., 2001). 
Acid volcanic rocks and Rhaxella chert indicate contribu-
tions by the Thames and Ancaster rivers, which is con-
firmed by the dominantly pale nature of the quartz and 
quartzite. However a contribution from the Bytham River 
is indicated by the presence of spilsby sandstone and of a 
higher proportion of coloured quartz and quartzite than in 
the dobbs’ Plantation member.

Mundesley MeMbeR

The Mundesley Member of Rose et al. (2001) corre-
sponds to that of Funnell and west (1977). It comprises 
tidal laminated silty clays and beach gravels and sands 
up to about 2.5 m thick (west, 1980) and includes the 
leda Myalis Bed of Reid (1882) at west Runton and the 
Mundesley clay at Mundesley and Paston (lewis, p. 15 
in Bowen, 1999). The gravel fraction of this member is 
characterised by a lower frequency of quartzose rocks than 
in the How Hill Member, indicating a reduced influx of 
far-travelled material, although input continued from the 
Thames, Ancaster and presumably Bytham rivers (Rose 
et al., 2001).
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10.2 DUNWICH GROUP

The dunwich Group includes all of the wholly or dominant-
ly non-marine deposits of east Anglia and of the present-day 
Thames valley that predate the Anglian glaciation (Tables 3 
and 15). These deposits were formed largely by three 
major eastward-flowing river systems. The pre-glacial River 
Thames rose in the uplands of wales, and in its lower reach-
es followed a more northerly course than the Thames does 
now, flowing to an estuary in the vicinity of Aldeburgh. It 
was diverted into its present course by the Anglian ice-sheet 
that deposited the lowestoft Formation till in east Anglia. 
The Bytham River flowed from the english Midlands to 
an estuary in the vicinity of lowestoft. The third river was 
the Ancaster River (clayton, 2000), which is believed to 
have flowed from the southern Pennines eastwards along a 
course north of the present coast of north Norfolk (Rose et 
al., 1996). No deposits of this river have yet been described, 
but its existence is inferred from derived clasts within the 
wroxham crag. Both the Ancaster and Bytham rivers 
ceased to exist after their catchments were overrun by ice.

The three rivers probably existed throughout the Neogene 
(Tertiary), but the only part of the dunwich Group believed 
to be older than the wroxham crag is the Nettlebed 
Formation. The remainder of the group is thus believed 
to span a period of some 1.2 Ma, from the Pre-Pastonian 
onwards (whiteman and Rose, 1992). The sediments are 
inherently difficult to date, but in the case of the Bytham 
and Ancaster rivers, sedimentation clearly ceased when 
the courses of the rivers were overrun by the advance of 
the ice-sheets that deposited the corton, Happisburgh and 
lowestoft formation sediments. The Thames was never 
overrun by the ice. The deposits of the post-diversionary 
Thames (Anglian and later) are included in the Thames 
catchments subgroup (section 12.5.1).

10.2.1 Formations of the Dunwich Group

There are currently two subgroups of the dunwich Group, 
the Kesgrave catchment subgroup (section 10.2.2) and the 
Bytham catchments subgroup (section 10.2.3). Formations 
not attached to a subgroup include the Nettlebed Formation, 
Caesar’s Camp Gravel Formation (section 12.3.1.1), 
Letchworth Gravels Formation (section 10.2.1.2), 
Cromer Forest-bed Formation (section 10.2.1.3), and the 
Milton Formation (section 10.2.1.4).

10.2.1.1 nettlebed fORMatiOn

The Nettlebed Formation (NBed) (Tables 3 and 15) is the 
earliest stratigraphical unit of the dunwich Group, and the 
earliest deposit which can be clearly ascribed to the River 
Thames. The formation has yet to be formally defined in the 
BGs lexicon. It comprises gravelly sand with local occur-
rences of fine-grained organic material (Horton and Turner, 
1983). The gravel fraction (bedload sediment) is dominated 
by flint of local origin, with only a trace of chert from the 
weald and far-travelled quartzose rocks from west of the 
london basin. The Nettlebed Formation has been corre-
lated with the Norwich crag Formation (Rose et al., 2001), 
although a longer time span, allowing correlation with both 
the Red and Norwich crag formations, cannot be ruled out.

10.2.1.2 letcHWORtH gRavels fORMatiOn

The letchworth Gravels Formation comprises a thin (about 
3.5 m) deposit of sand and gravel, rich in quartzite and 
quartz, occurring as a gravel cap to a flat-topped hill at about 
70 m od near Hitchin, Hertfordshire. It was named the 
letchworth Gravel Formation by smith and Rose (1997).

Name
letchworth Gravels Formation (lTH) (after smith and 
Rose, 1997).

Lithology
Pebbly quartzose sand and sandy gravel with a high propor-
tion (commonly 50% or more) of rounded quartzose peb-
bles (quartz, quartzite and sandstone).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 3 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Hill top at former Fairfield Hospital 
[Tl 2020 3550–Tl 2065 3550], particularly open farmland 
to north.

Reference section: Hand auger hole Tl23Nw113 [Tl 
2048 3540], 100 m north-east of church at former Fairfield 
Hospital.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on chalk. Mostly found at surface.

overlain in part by (Anglian) chalky till.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
? Fluvial deposit.

Thickness
3.55 m proven in borehole Tl23Nw113 [Tl 2048 3540]. 
May be up to 5 m elsewhere.

Distribution and extent
capping hill top above about 65 m od around Fairfield 
Hospital, near letchworth, with smaller spreads along 
the Pix Brook and to the south-west of lower wilbury 
Farm. Possibly underlying till-covered ground, south of the 
Hospital.

Age
early to mid-Pleistocene (MIs pre-13).

10.2.1.3 cROMeR fORest-bed fORMatiOn

The name cromer Forest Bed series was given by Reid 
(1882) to a series of marine, brackish and freshwater 
sediments deposited in the coastal region of northern and 
north-eastern east Anglia. west and wilson (1966) and 
west (1980) extended the scope of the formation somewhat 
beyond that envisaged by Reid, to encompass strata of 
Pastonian, Beestonian and cromerian age, while Funnell 
and west (1977) also included the weybourne crag. Funnell 
and west (1977) first formalised the term cromer Forest 
Bed Formation, and estimated the maximum thickness as 
8 m. The formation was later included in the Kesgrave 
Group by Arthurton et al. (1994). However, as has been 
explained under the wroxham crag Formation above, it is 
the recommendation of this report that the cromer Forest 
Bed Formation should be restricted to non-marine strata, 
while the marine strata should be included in the wroxham 
crag Formation. Furthermore, it is current BGs practice to 
hyphenate the term ‘Forest-bed’, because of the unfortunate 
juxtaposition of the terms ‘bed’ and ‘Formation’.

As it is traditionally understood, the cromer Forest-
bed Formation extends discontinuously throughout the 
coastal outcrop from weybourne in north-west Norfolk to 
Kessingland in north-east suffolk. However, the formation 
is not recorded between corton at the northern end of the 
suffolk coast, and Happisburgh in north-eastern Norfolk, 
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and it is now clear that the Norfolk and suffolk outcrops 
represent the deposits of two separate coastal complexes: 
the Norfolk deposits formed within the catchment of the 
Ancaster River, and the suffolk deposits within that of 
the Bytham River. Thus it is proposed here that the term 
cromer Forest-bed Formation be restricted to the deposits 
of the Ancaster River in north Norfolk, while the deposits 
at Kessingland are included in the Bytham Formation (see 
above). The cromer Forest-bed Formation has been corre-
lated offshore with the delta-top sediments of the yarmouth 
Roads Formation (Bowen et al., 1986; Arthurton et al., 
1994), which have recently been dated as Pastonian to 
Beestonian (Funnell, 1987) or cromerian complex in age 
(cameron et al., 1992).

Name
cromer Forest-bed Formation (cRF) (after Funnell and 
west, 1977, and west, 1980).

Lithology
Four members are recognised in north Norfolk coastal 
sections. The oldest, the sheringham Member, compris-
es freshwater organic mud, clay and sand. The Runton 
Member includes laminated freshwater silty clay. The 
west Runton Member comprises layers of alluvial clay and 
organic freshwater mud. The youngest, the Bacton Member, 
comprises clay and organic mud.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the sheringham, Runton, west Runton and 
Bacton members (Tables 3 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The coast of North Norfolk from weybourne 
to Happisburgh [TG 11 43–TG 38 31] (Moorlock et al., 
2002a).

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests disconformably on chalk. Interdigitates the wroxham 
crag Formation as follows, from top down: Bacton Member 
(cromer Forest-bed Formation); Mundesley Member 
(wroxham crag Formation); Runton Member (upper part, 
woman Hythe Gravel of Reid, 1882; wroxham crag 
Formation); Runton Member (lower part, woman Hythe 
clay of Reid, 1882; cromer Forest-bed Formation); Paston 
Member (wroxham crag Formation); sheringham Member 
(cromer Forest-bed Formation); sidestrand Member 
(wroxham crag Formation).

overlain by Middle Pleistocene glacial deposits 
(Happisburgh Glacigenic, lowestoft, sheringham cliffs 
and Briton’s lane formations).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation encompasses the fluvial, lacustrine and 
organic deposits of the catchment of the postulated ‘Ancaster 
River’, which is believed to have flowed from the Pennines 
to the North sea along a line corresponding approximately 
to the present north coast of Norfolk.

Thickness
About 6 m.

Distribution and extent
The formation is restricted to North Norfolk. If deposits of 
the Ancaster River were discovered farther west, i.e. west of 
the wash, they would constitute a new formation.

Age
early to Middle Pleistocene (MIs pre-17).

The members which have been recognised on the north 
Norfolk coast (Funnell and west, 1977; Gibbard and 
Zalasiewicz, 1988), and which it is here recommended 
should remain in the cromer Forest-bed Formation, as they 
are of non-marine origin, are as follows (currently none are 
formally defined in the BGs lexicon):

sHeRingHaM MeMbeR

of Pre-Pastonian age (Funnell and west, 1977), the 
sheringham Member comprises up to 2.5 m of fresh-
water organic muds, clays and sands. It includes Reid’s 
upper Freshwater Bed at Beeston and the Forest Bed at 
Happisburgh.

RuntOn MeMbeR

The Runton Member is considered to be of Beestonian 
age (Funnell and west, 1977; west 1980). These authors 
and west (1980) recognised the Beeston Beds (freshwa-
ter muds) and a lower bed of laminated freshwater silty 
clays known as the woman Hythe clay. The type local-
ity at Beeston [TG 169 434] is also the stratotype for the 
Beestonian stage.

West RuntOn MeMbeR

of cromerian I–II age, the west Runton Member comprises 
layers of alluvial clay and organic freshwater mud up to 
about 1.5–2 m thick, including the west Runton Freshwater 
Bed (upper Freshwater Bed of Reid, 1882) at west Runton 
[TG 189 431], Norfolk, the type section. The beds were 
deposited under temperate climate conditions. The section 
is the stratotype for the cromerian interglacial (cromerian 
I-II).

bactOn MeMbeR

of cromerian Iv age, the Bacton Member comprises clays 
and organic muds up to about 1.5 m thick, including the 
Arctic Freshwater Bed of Reid (1882).

10.2.1.4 MiltOn fORMatiOn

The Milton Formation (MlTs) (Belshaw et al., 2005; 
Barron et al., 2006; sinclair and smith, p. 43 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises up to 13 m of pebbly sands with a wholly 
locally derived gravel fraction, which occur in a number of 
widely separated outcrops on the interfluves of the upper 
reaches of the welland and Nene rivers. The formation has 
yet to be formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Belshaw et 
al. (2005) considered it possible that the original drainage 
system pre-dates the development of the Bytham River, 
implying that the Milton Formation is of early Pleistocene 
age.

10.2.2 Kesgrave Catchment Subgroup

The name Kesgrave sands and Gravels was given by Rose 
et al. (1976) to a group of quartz- and quartzite-bearing 
sands, gravels and silts which chronologically precede and 
widely underlie the glacigenic deposits of the lowestoft 
Till Formation (of Arthurton et al., 1994) over much of 
essex and southern suffolk. They were later renamed 
as the Kesgrave Formation (Rose and Allen, 1977; Hey, 
1980; Rose et al., 1985), and were shown to be of braided 
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fluvial origin, formed during successive periglacial periods 
and representing early terraces of the River Thames (Rose 
and Allen, 1977). More recently they have been treated as 
the Kesgrave Group by whiteman (1992) and whiteman 
and Rose (1992), and divided into the sudbury and 
colchester formations, but the term Kesgrave Formation 
was retained by Bowen (1999). The BGs framework now 
establishes the unit as the Kesgrave catchment subgroup 
(section 3.2.3.1), comprising the Sudbury and Colchester 
formations (Tables 3, 15, 17, 18a and 18b). Most of the 
terrace deposits of the Northern drift Formation and ‘pre-
diversionary Middle Thames’ formations of Bowen (1999) 
are subsumed into the sudbury Formation (see also section 
12.3.2).

10.2.2.1 sudbuRy fORMatiOn

From the oldest terrace aggradation in east Anglia and the 
Middle and upper Thames districts downwards, whiteman 
and Rose (1992) named the first six members of the sudbury 
Formation as the Stoke Row Member, the Waterman’s 
Lodge Member, the Westland Green Member, the Satwell 
Member, the Beaconsfield Member and the Gerrards Cross 
Member (Gibbard, 1985; Hey, 1965, 1980). However, 
many synonyms have been used for the terraces of the 
ancestral Thames, as correlated by whiteman and Rose 
(1992, Table 1). The members are described in sections 
11.1.1.1 and 12.3.2.1 of this report. The six members are 
characterised by quartz and quartzite from the Triassic, 
carboniferous and devonian rocks of the west Midlands, 
welsh Borderland and possibly south-western Pennines, 
and acid volcanic rocks from northern wales. The aggrada-
tions comprise bodies of cross-bedded, moderately sorted 
sand and gravel typically 5–10 m thick. They are usually 
entrenched into bedrock, with at least 10 m difference in 
surface elevation between members, and comprise the most 
extensive sediment aggradations of the ancestral river. They 
lie at an elevation that takes them above the lowest col of 
the cotswold escarpment, and the pebble content implies 
that the ancestral River Thames flowed from north wales. 
The large size of some of the erratics and the presence of 
glacially-fractured sand grains are taken to indicate glacial 
erosion in the headwater regions.

Name
sudbury Formation (sBRy) (after whiteman and Rose, 
1992).

Lithology
Formation encompasses fluvial, lacustrine and organic 
deposits of the pre-diversionary River Thames. Most of 
the surviving deposits are fluvial gravels, with sedimen-
tary structures indicating deposition by a braided river. 
lacustrine silts and clays and organic peats are present 
but uncommon. The formation represents the first signifi-
cant input of far-travelled materials into the Thames river 
sediments, and is characterised by quartz and quartzite 
from the Triassic, carboniferous and devonian rocks of 
the west Midlands, welsh Borderland and possibly south-
western Pennines, and felsic volcanic rocks from northern 
wales. The presence of mega-erratics and glacially-frac-
tured sand grains indicate glacial erosion in the headwater 
regions of the river. The fluvial gravels occupy terrace 
levels and the members are defined on the basis of altitude 
and pebble clast content. The members comprise bodies 
of cross-bedded and massive, moderately sorted sand and 
gravel. The aggradations are generally entrenched into 
bedrock with a difference in surface elevation of at least 
10 m.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into members: stoke Row (informal), 
waterman’s lodge sand and Gravel, westland Green 
Gravel, satwell Gravel (informal), Beaconsfield Gravel and 
Gerrards cross Gravel in east Anglia (Tables 3 and 15) 
and, with the chorleywood Gravel the Middle Thames val-
ley (Table 18a); the waterman’s lodge sand and Gravel, 
Ramsden Heath sand and Gravel, Gordon House sand and 
Gravel, North leigh sand and Gravel, and combe sand and 
Gravel members in the upper Thames valley (Table 17); 
the Three Pigeons sand and Gravel (informal) and Princes 
Risborough sand and Gravel members in the Thame 
and windrush valleys (Table 17); the cold Ash Gravel, 
Bucklebury common Gravel, and Beenham stocks Gravel 
members in the Kennet valley (Table 18a); the surrey Hill 
Gravel in the Blackwater–loddon and Mole valley districts 
(Table 18a); and the woodford Gravel, dollis Hill Gravel 
and Gerrards cross Gravel members in the lower Thames 
valley (Table 18a).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The course of the pre-diversionary River 
Thames from stebbing, essex to claydon, suffolk [Tl 66 
24–TM 13 49] (whiteman and Rose, 1992).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock: cretaceous, Palaeogene and 
crag Group. differentiation from the crag Group can be 
difficult where the latter is reworked, and the distinction 
must be made on the basis of sedimentological struc-
tures: the crag Group is marine, the Kesgrave catchment 
subgroup is fluvial.

commonly overlain by mid-Pleistocene glacigenic 
deposits. upper boundary may be difficult to determine 
where overlain by glaciofluvial sand and gravel, but the 
presence of more angular clasts, chalk, and poorer sorting 
in the latter is usually helpful.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial, lacustrine and organic deposits of the pre-diver-
sionary River Thames.

Thickness
About 18 m. Individual terrace aggradations typically 
5–10 m thick.

Distribution and extent
Formation is restricted to the Thames valley, essex and 
suffolk. It does not extend into Norfolk (Hamblin and 
Moorlock, 1995).

Age
early to Middle Pleistocene (MIs 61–13).

10.2.2.2 cOlcHesteR fORMatiOn

The youngest four terrace aggradations in the Kesgrave 
catchment subgroup are placed in the colchester Formation 
by whiteman and Rose (1992, Table 1). They are named 
the Waldringfield Member, the Ardleigh Member, the 
Wivenhoe Member and the Lower St. Osyth Member 
(Allen, P, 1984; Bridgland, 1988). of these currently only 
the waldringfield Member is formally defined in the BGs 
lexicon. The Westmill Gravel Member and the Winter Hill 
Gravel Member of the Thames have also been named within 
this formation (section 12.3.2.2, Tables 18a and 18b). The 
deposits of the colchester Formation are less extensive 
than those of the sudbury Formation, and are characterised 
by lower quartz and quartzite content, although large errat-
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ics and welsh felsic volcanic rocks occur with a greater 
frequency. The deposits are typically 5 to 12 m thick and 
comprise bodies of cross-bedded and massive, moderately-
sorted sand and gravel, entrenched into bedrock, with 
around 5 m difference in surface elevation between mem-
bers. Intraformational ice-wedge casts and pollen (west, 
1980) indicate periglacial, cool temperate and warm tem-
perate environments. The terraces follow a relatively sinu-
ous course, at elevations below that of the lowest col of the 
cotswold escarpment. whiteman and Rose (1992) suggest 
that the upper part of the Thames catchment was beheaded 
due to glacial erosion of the soft rocks between the welsh 
Borderland and the cotswolds, by a glaciation earlier than 
any of those which reached east Anglia. Alternatively it 
may have been captured by the developing River severn, or 
by the proto-soar (sumbler, 1996).

Name
colchester Formation (ccHR) (after whiteman and Rose, 
1992).

Lithology
lithologies include gravel, sand, silt, clay and peat. Most 
of the deposits are gravels, with sedimentary structures 
indicating deposition by a braided river. lacustrine silts 
and clays and organic peats are uncommon. The gravels of 
the formation are characterised by quartz and quartzite from 
the Triassic, carboniferous and devonian rocks of the west 
Midlands, welsh borderland and possibly south-western 
Pennines, and felsic volcanic rocks from northern wales. 
These lithologies form a lower percentage than in the 
sudbury Formation, and are believed to have been derived 
from that formation, but mega-erratics and felsic volcanic 
rocks from wales and the welsh borderland occur with a 
generally greater frequency than in the sudbury Formation. 
The fluvial gravels occupy terrace levels and the members 
are defined on the basis of altitude and pebble clast content. 
The members comprise bodies of cross-bedded and mas-
sive, moderately-sorted sand and gravel. The aggradations 
are generally entrenched into bedrock with a difference in 
surface elevation in the order of 5 m. Intraformational ice 
wedge casts and pollen indicate periglacial, cool temperate 
and warm temperate climates.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the westmill Gravel Member of the colne 
valley and winter Hill Gravel Member (section 12.3.2.2 
and Tables 3, 18a and 18b); includes the waldringfield, 
Ardleigh, wivenhoe, and lower st osyth members in east 
Anglia (Tables 3 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The course of the pre-diversionary River 
Thames from chelmsford to colchester, essex (whiteman 
and Rose, 1992).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock: cretaceous, Palaeogene and 
crag Group. differentiation from the crag Group can be 
difficult where the latter is reworked, and the distinction 
must be made on the basis of sedimentological struc-
tures: the crag Group is marine, the Kesgrave catchment 
subgroup is fluvial.

commonly overlain by mid-Pleistocene glacigenic deposits. 
upper boundary may be difficult to determine where over-
lain by glaciofluvial sand and gravel, but the presence of 
more angular clasts, chalk, and poorer sorting in the latter is 

usually helpful. The uppermost 1.0–1.5 m of the formation is 
commonly affected by the valley Farm soil, a rubified and 
clay-enriched horizon, and/or by the Barham Arctic structure 
soil, a complex pedogenic horizon (Rose et al., 1985).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial, lacustrine and organic deposits of the pre-diver-
sionary River Thames.

Thickness
Individual terrace aggradations are typically 5–12 m thick, 
but may locally reach about 21.3 m.

Distribution and extent
The formation is restricted to the Thames valley, essex 
and suffolk. It does not extend into Norfolk (Hamblin and 
Moorlock, 1995).

Age
early to mid-Pleistocene (pre-MIs 13).

WaldRingfield MeMbeR (Wald)

The waldringfield Member comprises up to 5.3 m gravels 
composed of flint, quartz and quartzite (Rose and Allen, 
1977; Allen, P., 1984). It rests on bedrock and is overlain 
by till of the lowestoft Formation.

10.2.3 Bytham Catchments Subgroup

The deposits of the Bytham River comprise a series of 
quartz- and quartzite-rich fluvial sediments similar to 
those of the Kesgrave catchment subgroup, but generally 
richer in quartzite. They can be traced discontinuously from 
warwickshire to eastern suffolk (Rose, 1987), and were 
laid down by a single river system flowing from the west 
Midlands and southern Pennines, across the area now occu-
pied by Fenland, and crossing the chalk outcrop at Bury 
st. edmunds. From diss to Beccles they roughly follow the 
line of the present-day River waveney. They are directly 
overlain by the Happisburgh and lowestoft formations.

Rose (1994) and Bateman and Rose (1994) use the name 
Bytham sands and Gravels to apply to the deposits throughout 
the length of the river, and this practice has been followed by 
BGs on 1:50 000 sheets e176 and e190 in the lowestoft 
and eye districts (Moorlock et al., 2000a). Adopting this 
definition, the BGs framework establishes a single Bytham 
catchments subgroup (Tables 3 and 15; section 3.2.3.1), sub-
divided into a series of formations and members. However, 
it should be noted that around Redgrave, in the waveney 
valley, deposits of the subgroup had previously been named 
as the Ingham sand and Gravel (clarke and Auton, 1982), 
and this name was used by lewis (1993) for the formation 
throughout suffolk. lewis (pp. 10–19 in Bowen, 1999) 
used the terms Bytham Formation to describe the deposits 
in lincolnshire (west of the Fens), shouldham Formation in 
western Norfolk (on the east side of the Fens) and in western 
suffolk, and Ingham Formation in eastern suffolk.

10.2.3.1 bytHaM sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

The formation encompasses fluvial, lacustrine and organic 
deposits of the pre-Glacial Bytham River from castle 
Bytham east through witham-on-the-Hill, lincolnshire 
towards the Fen edge south of Bourne.

Name
Bytham sand and Gravel Formation (ByTH) (after Rose, 
1987, Rose, 1994 and Bateman and Rose, 1994).
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Lithology
commonly a basal coarse-grained gravel is overlain by red 
fine- to medium-grained sand. The gravels are composed 
of Triassic grey and purple quartzite, vein quartz, Jurassic 
limestone and ironstone, and carboniferous sandstone and 
chert. The gravels are distinguished from the Baginton sand 
and Gravel Formation to the west by their inclusion of a sig-
nificant proportion of Jurassic as well as Triassic material.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 3 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: Gravel pit, Thunderbolt Pit [sK 998 
184], 800 m east of castle Bytham (Rose, 1989b; lewis, 
1993).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformably overlies Jurassic bedrock.

commonly overlain by mid-Pleistocene glacigenic depos-
its. upper boundary may be difficult to determine where 
overlain by glaciofluvial sand and gravel, but the presence 
of more-angular clasts, chalk, and poorer sorting in the lat-
ter is usually helpful.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace deposits. sedimentary structures imply depo-
sition in a braided river environment.

Thickness
Individual aggradations are usually 3–5 m thick; may total 
18 m locally.

Distribution and extent
The deposits occupy the valley of the pre-glacial Bytham 
River from castle Bytham east through witham-on-the-
Hill towards the Fen edge south of Bourne. west of castle 
Bytham it is replaced by the Baginton sand and Gravel 
Formation (section 11.1.2.1).

Age
early Pleistocene (pre-MIs13).

10.2.3.2 ingHaM sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

lewis (1993) raised four members in the Ingham Formation, 
which represent successive sediment aggradations and associ-
ated terraces in central east Anglia and the waveney valley. 
From the highest downwards, these are the seven Hills 
Gravel Member, the Ingham Gravel Member, the Knettishall 
Gravel Member and the Timworth Gravel Member. Bowen 
(1999) dropped the descriptor gravel from the names of the 
members, and amended Ingham Gravel Member to Ingham 
Farm Member. The BGs framework proposes that the four 
units be called the Seven Hills Gravel Member, the Ingham 
Farm Gravel Member, the Knettishall Gravel Member, and 
the Timworth Gravel Member of the Ingham sand and Gravel 
Formation. None of the members are formally defined in the 
BGs lexicon. only the lowest three are known on the diss 
(175) and lowestoft (176) sheets, and it appears that the ter-
race deposit referred to as Ingham sand and Gravel in the 
memoir for the diss sheet (Mathers et al., 1993) is in fact the 
Knettishall Gravel Member of lewis (1993). At Kessingland 
in north-eastern suffolk, strata previously included in the 
cromer Forest-bed Formation (section 10.2.3) are now 
believed to represent the estuarine deposits of the Bytham 
River, and it is proposed that these strata be included here in 
the Bytham catchments subgroup.

Name
Ingham sand and Gravel Formation (IsAG) (after clarke 
and Auton, 1982, lewis, 1993; Ingham Formation of lewis, 
p. 19 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
lithologies include sand, gravel, clay and silt. deposits of 
four separate terrace levels are recognised as members of 
the formation. commonly a basal fine- to coarse-grained 
sandy gravel is overlain by fine- to coarse-grained pebbly 
sands, with few clay and silt beds. The gravels contain a 
high proportion (up to 54%) of rounded pebbles of grey 
and purple ‘Bunter’ quartzite of Triassic derivation, up to 
47% vein quartz, and up to 56% flint derived from the local 
chalk. There are traces of chalk and of igneous and meta-
morphic rocks. sedimentary structures indicate deposition 
by braided rivers. The formation can be distinguished from 
formations of the Kesgrave subgroup by the high ratio of 
quartzite to vein quartz in the gravels.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into four informal members, the seven Hills 
Gravel, the Ingham Farm Gravel, the Knettishall Gravel, 
and the Timworth Gravel members (Tables 3 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: Gravel pit 550 m north of Ingham [Tl 
855 715] (lewis and Bridgland in lewis et al., 1991).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock of the chalk Group and crag 
Group. commonly overlain by Middle Pleistocene glaci-
genic deposits.

upper boundary may be difficult to determine where over-
lain by glaciofluvial sand and gravel, but the presence of 
more angular clasts, chalk, and poorer sorting in the latter 
is usually helpful.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Formation encompasses fluvial (river terrace), lacustrine 
and organic deposits of the pre-Glacial Bytham River in 
central east Anglia.

Thickness
About 13 m.

Distribution and extent
Recognised over a wide area of central east Anglia, from 
the lark valley in the west, to Knettishall in the valley of 
the little ouse, and along the valley of the waveney to the 
North sea coast at Pakefield and Kessingland.

Age
early to mid-Pleistocene (pre-MIs 13).

10.2.3.3 sHOuldHaM sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

The BGs framework adopts the shouldham Formation of 
lewis (1993), here named the shouldham sand and Gravel 
Formation, which is present in Norfolk. It has four members, 
the Shouldham Thorpe Gravel Member (which remains 
informal), the Fodderstone Gravel Member, the Lakenheath 
Gravel Member and the High Lodge Silt Member (after 
lewis, p. 19 in Bowen, 1999). They are distinguished from 
one another by their difference in height above sea level.

Name
shouldham sand and Gravel Formation (sMsG) (after 
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lewis, 1991, 1993; shouldham Formation of lewis, p. 19 
in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
lithologies include sand, gravel, clay and silt. At the type 
site, yellowish red to brownish yellow cross-stratified sands, 
with minor beds of pebbly sand, overlie sands and gravels. 
In the lower unit, massive and planar cross-stratified grav-
els alternate with planar cross-stratified, thick bedded, or 
massive pebbly and trough-bedded sands. clast analysis of 
the gravels (11.2–16.0 mm fraction) found 60.1% quartz 
and quartzite, 19.0% flint, 12.1% chert and 7.0% ironstone. 
The quartzite is derived from Triassic pebble beds to the 
west, chert from the carboniferous, and flint from the local 
chalk.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into four members, the shouldham Thorpe 
Gravel, Fodderstone Gravel, lakenheath Gravel, and the 
High lodge silt members (Tables 3 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: Gravel pit [TF 657 085], 800 m north-
west of shouldham Thorpe (lewis in lewis et al., 1991).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on cretaceous bedrock. commonly over-
lain by mid-Pleistocene glacigenic deposits.

upper boundary may be difficult to determine where over-
lain by glaciofluvial sand and gravel, but the presence of 
more angular clasts, chalk, and poorer sorting in the latter 
is usually helpful.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation encompasses fluvial, lacustrine and organic 
deposits of the pre-glacial Bytham River in Norfolk.

Thickness
About 6 m.

Distribution and extent
deposits occupy the valley of the pre-glacial Bytham River 
from shouldham Thorpe, Norfolk, southwards along the 
eastern margin of the Fens, as far south as High lodge, 
Mildenhall.

Age
early to mid-Pleistocene (pre-MIs 13).

sHOuldHaM tHORpe gRavel MeMbeR

The shouldham Thorpe Gravel Member (unit 1, shouldham 
sands and Gravels of lewis, pp. 127–130 in lewis et al., 
1991) comprises 3 m of gravel composed of quartz, quartz-
ite and flint.

fOddeRstOne gRavel MeMbeR (fOgR)

The Fodderstone Gravel Member (unit 2, shouldham 
sands of lewis, pp. 127–130 in lewis et al., 1991) com-
prises up to 3 m sand with gravel beds composed of quartz, 
quartzite and flint.

lakenHeatH gRavel MeMbeR (lHtH)

The lakenheath Gravel Member comprises up to about 3 m 
of quartz- and quartzite-rich gravel. The stratotype is in 

gravel pits near the summit of Maidcross Hill, lakenheath 
(Rose, 1987; lewis, 1993).

HigH lOdge silt MeMbeR (Hlsi)

The High lodge silt Member (High lodge Member of 
Ashton, p. 19 in Bowen, 1999) comprises up to about 5 m 
of brown silty clay and clayey silt with thin sand laminae 
(cook et al., pp. 59–69 in lewis et al., 1991). Pollen and 
coleopteran assemblages indicate cool temperate conditions 
and boreal forest vegetation (Hunt, 1992). There is a sparse 
mammalian fauna (stuart, 1992).

10.2.3.4 pedOstRatigRapHical units OveRlying 
fORMatiOns Of tHe kesgRave and bytHaM subgROups

Two fossil soils, developed upon the sands and gravels of 
the Kesgrave and Bytham subgroups, are important strati-
graphical units representing the depositional hiatus between 
the pre-glacial fluvial formations and the glaciations that 
formed the corton and lowestoft formations (Kemp et al., 
1993). Neither term yet appears in the BGs lexicon.

The Valley Farm Soil (Kemp, 1985) is rubified and mot-
tled, and contains substantial quantities of translocated clay. 
It affects the topmost 1.5 m of various formations of the 
Kesgrave and Bytham subgroups. originally it was attrib-
uted solely to temperate pedogenesis during the cromerian 
stage, but as the age range of the Kesgrave subgroup has 
become extended, so the valley Farm soil has come to be 
regarded as a complex stratigraphical unit spanning cold 
and temperate intervals over more than a million years, 
from Pre-Pastonian to cromerian (Kemp et al., 1993).

The Barham Soil (Rose et al., 1985), of early Anglian 
age, is developed on sediments of the Kesgrave subgroup 
or superimposed on the valley Farm soil. It reveals a 
variety of large- and small-scale cryogenic features. The 
most widespread are periglacial involutions, disrupting 
sedimentary bedding to a maximum depth of 1.8 m, also 
frost-shattering of stones and fragmentation or deformation 
of the illuvial clay coatings developed in the valley Farm 
soil (Kemp et al., 1993).

10.3 ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

10.3.1 Formations

There are currently no subgroups for the deposits of 
the Albion Glacigenic Group lying to the south of the 
devensian Ice limit. Most of the glacial deposits of east 
Anglia are assigned to the group (Table 7b). In recent 
times these have generally been accepted as being wholly 
of Anglian (MIs 12) age (Bowen, 1999), and to be derived 
from two distinct ice-sheets, the ‘scandinavian Ice-sheet’, 
which entered the area from the north or just east of 
north and deposited what has traditionally been known 
as the ‘North sea drift’ and latterly the North sea drift 
Formation, and the ‘British eastern Ice-sheet’, which 
entered the area from the west and north-west, and depos-
ited the bulk of the Anglian deposits, which belong to the 
Lowestoft Formation.

The ‘British eastern Ice-sheet’ brought erratics derived 
from Mesozoic outcrops to the north-west, principally the 
chalk and Jurassic clay formations. In eastern Norfolk 
and north-eastern suffolk, by contrast, the North sea drift 
Formation (Reid, 1882; Banham, 1988; Hart, 1987; Hart 
and Boulton, 1991, lunkka, 1994) was thought to have been 
derived dominantly from the supposed ‘scandinavian Ice-
sheet’, which was considered to be characterised by a suite 
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of igneous and metamorphic erratics from the oslofjord 
region. The term corton Formation was introduced by 
Arthurton et al. (1994) in the Great yarmouth district 
(Table 7b), to include deposits that correlate with the lower 
part of the North sea drift Formation. However the corton 
Formation is superseded in this report by the Happisburgh 
Glacigenic Formation (after lee et al., 2004).

The stratigraphy of the North sea drift Formation is 
complicated by glacial tectonics and apparently has never 
been fully understood: conflicting stratigraphies have been 
published in recent years (Hart, 1987; Hart and Boulton, 
1991; lunkka, 1994). The traditional stratigraphy of the 
North sea drift has been rendered redundant by the BGs 
survey of the cromer district, which has demonstrated that 
the lowest but one till in the North sea drift Formation 
(the walcott diamicton of lunkka, 1994) equates with the 
lowestoft Formation till elsewhere. Also the distinction 
between the North sea and British eastern ice-sheets has 
become less certain, since on-going research by BGs in 
collaboration with Royal Holloway university of london 
has failed to find evidence of scandinavian erratics in any 
of the three North sea drift tills (for discussion see Hoare 
et al., 2006 and lee et al., 2006), but has found micro-
flora that originated from northern Britain. Thus in the 
present report the ‘North sea drift Formation’ is replaced 
by four new glacigenic formations (Tables 7a, 7b and 
15). The Happisburgh Glacigenic Formation includes 
the lowermost tills of the North sea drift Formation (the 
Happisburgh diamicton of lunkka, 1994, and the till at 
corton), the Lowestoft Formation is retained and includes 
the walcott diamicton (Table 7b). A third formation, here 
named the Sheringham Cliffs Formation (after lee et al., 
2004), is raised to incorporate the third North sea drift till 
(the corton Till of lunkka, 1994). A further formation, the 
Briton’s Lane Formation (lee et al., 2004), is raised to 
include a suite of gravels of North sea and scandinavian 
origin which overlie the lowestoft and sheringham cliffs 
formations (Tables 7b and 15). A cross section from lee et 
al. (2004) shows the stratigraphical relationships between 
the four formations (Figure 20). dating of these four for-
mations is currently uncertain: in this report it is tentatively 
postulated that they are correlated with MIs 16, 12, 10, and 
6, respectively.

10.3.1.1 HappisbuRgH glacigenic fORMatiOn

The Happisburgh Glacigenic Formation comprises diamic-
tons (tills), sands and sandy gravels, and subsidiary lami-
nated and massive lacustrine clays. The formation equates 
with the lower part of the North sea drift of Reid (1882) 
and with the corton Formation of Arthurton et al. (1994).

The deposits of the Happisburgh Glacigenic Formation 
have traditionally been ascribed to the Anglian stage and to 
MIs 12 age (Bowen, 1999), as has the lowestoft Formation 
(see below). However, Rose et al. (1999a) record the dis-
covery of boulders of mafic volcanic rocks, high-grade 
metamorphic rocks and carboniferous limestone, many of 
which have angular edges, in the second Terrace depos-
its of the Bytham sand and Gravel Formation (Bytham 
catchments subgroup). These erratics are of northern 
British provenance and are interpreted to be of glacial ori-
gin. This interpretation is supported by the presence of clasts 
of sandy till, similar to that in the Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation. These discoveries led Hamblin et al. (2000) to 
equate the second Terrace of the Bytham sand and Gravel 
Formation with the Happisburgh Glacigenic Formation, 
and to postulate that if the lowestoft Formation dates from 
MIs 12, then the Happisburgh Glacigenic Formation may 
date from MIs 16.

Name
Happisburgh Glacigenic Formation (HPGl) (after lee et 
al., 2004, and Hamblin et al., 2005).

Lithology
consists of a range of diamictons, sands and gravels, sands 
and laminated silts and clays. The diamictons (Happisburgh 
Till, corton Till and california Till members) are typically 
sandy matrix-supported diamictons that contain a greater 
abundance of flint and quartzose lithologies relative to 
chalk, distinguishing them from the more chalky tills of the 
overlying lowestoft Formation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Happisburgh Till, ostend clay, 
Happisburgh sand, corton Till, starston Till, Banham, 
leet Hill sand and Gravel, corton sand, and california Till 
members (Tables 7a, 7b and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: coastal cliff sections beneath Happisburgh 
lighthouse, located 1 km south-east of Happisburgh village. 
At this locality an 8 m-thick sequence is evident, com-
prising Happisburgh Till Member, ostend clay Member, 
Happisburgh sand Member, corton Till Member and 
corton sand Member (lee et al., 2004).

Lower and upper boundaries
The lower boundary of the Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation is commonly erosional in north-east Norfolk and 
the waveney valley and truncates shallow marine deposits 
of the wroxham crag Formation. More rarely, such as at 
sites like leet Hill in southern Norfolk, coarse-grained 
outwash deposits (the leet Hill sand and Gravel Member) 
exhibit a gradational lower contact with river terrace depos-
its of the Bytham catchments subgroup.

The upper boundary of the Happisburgh Formation is ero-
sional and angular, and truncated by the more chalky tills of 
the lowestoft Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to about 20 m.

Distribution and extent
The southern limit of the Happisburgh Glacigenic Formation 
occurs within the lowestoft district. From there it can 
be traced northwards across the Great yarmouth, North 
walsham and Mundesley districts, and westwards into the 
Norwich and diss districts. In coastal sections, deposits of 
the formation can be observed discontinuously between 
Pakefield (near lowestoft) to overstrand in north-east 
Norfolk.

Age
Pleistocene (MIs ?16).

Happisburgh Till Member (HPTI)

The Happisburgh diamicton of the north-east Norfolk coast 
sections (Hart and Boulton, 1991; lunkka, 1994) is now 
known to be lower in the succession than the till at corton 
(J R lee, written communication), and is here named the 
Happisburgh Till Member (lee et al., 2004). Both the 
Happisburgh and corton Till members are exposed in the 
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sea cliffs at Happisburgh [TG 389 305]. studies of clast 
lithologies and allochthonous palynomorphs (lee et al., 
2002; Riding, 2002; Hamblin et al., 2005) demonstrate 
that the two tills of the Happisburgh Glacigenic Formation 
were deposited by an ice-sheet that flowed from central and 
southern scotland, eroding materials from eastern england 
and the western margins of the North sea Basin, and show 
no evidence of scandinavian derivation.

Ostend clay MeMbeR

The informal ostend clay Member is composed of strati-
fied diamicton and of clay-silt rhythmites with occasional 
sand ripples. It occupies troughs between ridges on the 
upper surface of the Happisburgh Till Member (lee et 
al., 2004), occurring in cliff sections from ostend to 
Happisburgh lighthouse.

HappisbuRgH sand MeMbeR (Hpsa)

The Happisburgh sand Member consists of yellowish 
brown and yellow-orange stratified sands. The sands exhibit 
a range of bedding structures including planar and trough 
cross-bedding, ripples, horizontal bedding, channel struc-
tures and sporadic horizons of convolute bedding. The 
transition from the laminated silts and clays of the ostend 
clay Member (also part of the Happisburgh Formation) to 
the sandy facies of the Happisburgh sand Member is ero-
sional and marked by a thin gravel lag. The change from the 
laminated silts and clays of the ostend clay Member (also 
part of the Happisburgh Formation) to the sandy facies of 
the Happisburgh sand Member is erosional and marked by 
a thin gravel lag (lunkka, 1994).

cORtOn till (cOti) and cORtOn sand (cORs) MeMbeRs

In the Great yarmouth and Mundesley and North walsham 
districts (BGs 1:50 000 sheets e162 and e132/148) the 
corton Formation (see above) was divided into arenaceous 
and argillaceous deposits. At corton, which is near the 
southern limit of the Happisburgh Formation outcrop, the 
strata comprise till overlain by sand. The till comprises 
a homogeneous sheet of dark brown, very sandy clay or 
clayey sand, coarsely laminated with sand interbeds and 
containing chalk pellets, rounded flints and shell frag-
ments. It was named the cromer Till or Norwich Brickearth 
(Banham, 1971; Mitchell et al., 1973a; Bridge and Hopson, 
1985), being equated with the till around Norwich that 
has traditionally been called Norwich Brickearth (Baden-
Powell and west, 1960). However the term Norwich 
Brickearth is colloquially used in east Anglia to refer to 
any weathered till suitable for brick-making, and also for 
wind-blown cover silts similarly utilised, so its use is not 
to be recommended (Rose et al., 1999b). In this framework 
it is named Corton Till Member (coTI) (lee et al., 2004). 
The sand unit at corton has been named the corton sands 
(Baden-Powell, 1950; Bridge and Hopson, 1985), corton 
Beds (Banham, 1971; Mitchell et al., 1973a), or corton 
Member (lewis, p. 20 in Bowen, 1999). Here, it is named 
the Corton Sand Member (lee et al., 2004).

staRstOn till MeMbeR (stil)

In southern Norfolk, a till within the Happisburgh Formation 
has been termed the starston Till (lawson, 1982; Mathers 
et al., 1993) or starston Member (lewis, p. 20 in Bowen, 
1999), and is here named the starston Till Member. This 
can be up to 11.5 m thick and consists generally of struc-

tureless clayey sands, sandy diamictons and laminated sedi-
ments, with scattered chalk pebbles and fine flint gravel. 
It is most likely the lateral equivalent of the corton Till 
Member. The starston Till as proposed by lawson (1982) 
was included in the Beccles Beds. In the diss district, Auton 
et al. (1985) and Mathers et al. (1993) showed from bore-
hole evidence an upward succession of sands and pebbly 
sands informally named the Pebbly series, the Mendham 
Beds, Beccles Glacial Beds (Bec), and starston Till. At 
Knettishall, suffolk, the informal Coney Weston Sand and 
Gravel Member (cNysG) is considered by lewis and Rose 
(1991) to be outwash deposits associated with an underly-
ing diamicton comparable with the starston Till Member.

banHaM MeMbeR (banM)

The Banham Member (after Mathers et al., 1993) comprises 
up to 9 m of lithologically variable silt and clay, with sub-
ordinate diamicton, and sand and gravel characterised by 
abundant quartz and quartzite pebbles. Referred to as the 
Banham Beds (Mathers et al., 1987), and interpreted as gla-
cial lake deposits they are confined to the Banham and east 
Harling areas, north-west of diss.

leet Hill sand and gRavel MeMbeR (leHi)

The leet Hill sands and Gravels (Hopson and Bridge, 
1987) or leet Hill Member (lewis, p. 20 in Bowen, 1999) 
underlies the corton Till Member in the lower waveney 
valley inland of corton. It is here named the leet Hill sand 
and Gravel Member (lee et al., 2004). It comprises cross-
bedded pebbly sands and sandy gravels, and is interpreted 
as proximal glaciofluvial outwash.

califORnia till MeMbeR (cati)

The california Till Member (lee et al., 2004), previously 
the Norwich Brickearth of lunkka (1994) and corton Till 
of Arthurton et al. (1994) consists of a stratified matrix-
supported diamicton that comprises beds of massive brown 
sandy diamicton, separated by beds of massive and horizon-
tal-bedded chalky sand with sporadic augen-shaped lenses 
of fine silty sand. It is similar in lithology to the corton 
Till Member. It has been logged in cliff sections between 
california Gap and scratby, to the north of Great yarmouth.

10.3.1.2 lOWestOft fORMatiOn

Baden-Powell (1948) introduced the term lowestoft 
Boulder clay, while Bridge and Hopson (1985) and Hopson 
and Bridge (1987) formally defined a lowestoft Till Group. 
The term lowestoft Formation (Mathers et al., 1987; lewis, 
pp. 19–20 in Bowen, 1999) is accepted here, and includes 
associated outwash deposits as well as the tills (lee et al., 
2004).

The lowestoft Formation is generally ascribed to MIs 12 
(Bowen, 1986), principally because deep-sea data show 
this to be one of the coldest stages of the mid-Pleistocene. 
support for a MIs 12 age for the lowestoft Formation 
comes from u-series dating of Hoxnian interglacial depos-
its at Marks Tey, essex (Rowe et al., 1999), which can 
be reliably correlated with the type site of the Hoxnian at 
Hoxne, both of which interglacial sites directly overlie the 
lowestoft Formation.

Name
lowestoft Formation (loFT) (after Baden-Powell, 1948, 
Mathers et al., 1987, and lewis, pp. 19–20 in Bowen, 1999; 
revised by lee et al., 2004).
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Lithology
lithologies include diamictons, sands and gravels. The 
tills within the lowestoft Formation typically contain a 
significantly higher percentage of chalk than the under-
lying tills. The gravels in the dunwich Group contain a 
significant amount of quartzose lithologies and only very 
minor quantities of erratics and chalk, whereas the gravels 
in the lowestoft Formation contain common erratics from 
scotland and northern england, and abundant chalk where 
not decalcified.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into mainly informal members in east Anglia 
(after Moorlock et al., 2000a; lee et al., 2004). The 
oulton clay, Aldeby sand and Gravel, High lodge Gravel 
and Haddiscoe sand and Gravel members are formally 
defined in the BGs lexicon. other units include the 
lowestoft Till, walcott Till, Pleasure Gardens Till, woolpit 
Beds, Barham sand and Gravel and observatory mem-
bers (Tables 7a, 7b and 15). In lincolnshire the wragby, 
calcethorpe and Belmont tills of straw (1966, 1983), 
members of the lowestoft Formation of lewis and sumbler 
(pp. 10–13 in Bowen, 1999), who included the Belmont 
Till in their calcethorpe Member, and the welton le wold 
Formation remain informal units (Table 15). Note that the 
wragby Member has also been assigned to the wolston 
Glacigenic Formation of the Bain valley (section 11.2.1.1 
and Table 16).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: cliff sections at corton [TM 546 968], 
Norfolk (Moorlock et al., 2000a).

Lower and upper boundaries
The lowestoft Formation unconformably overlies a range 
of Mesozoic and cenozoic (Palaeogene–Neogene) bedrock 
formations, and in eastern east Anglia also unconformably 
overlies the older glacigenic deposits of the Happisburgh 
Formation (formerly corton Formation) and fluvial sands 
and gravels of the dunwich Group.

The lowestoft Formation is overlain unconformably by 
deposits of the Britannia catchments Group and in north-
eastern east Anglia by the sheringham cliffs Formation. 
where the uppermost part of the lowestoft Formation 
comprises sand and gravel, its upper boundary is difficult 
to determine if overlain by younger sand and gravel, but in 
general the younger sand and gravel is better sorted and is 
chalk-free.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
extremely variable. It is thickest in buried valleys where 
locally as much as 60 m may be present. Thick accumu-
lations are also more generally present beneath much of 
northern essex and south suffolk.

Distribution and extent
There is some debate as to the extent of the lowestoft 
Formation. It is extensive over east Anglia having its south-
ern limit near Romford, essex and in north london. It is 
probable that most of the chalky tills in central east Anglia 
are also part of the lowestoft Formation. In northern east 
Anglia the very chalky tills, commonly referred to infor-
mally as the ‘marly drift’, were generally included within 
the lowestoft Formation, but recent work has indicated 

that these may belong to a younger glaciation. likewise, 
chalky tills in the south and east Midlands have commonly 
been linked with the lowestoft Formation, but these may be 
younger. It is also uncertain how the pre-devensian tills in 
lincolnshire relate to the lowestoft Formation.

Age
Anglian (MIs 12).

lOWestOft till MeMbeR (ltil)

At its type site at corton (Baden-Powell, 1948), the 
lowestoft Formation is divided into three units (Banham, 
1971; Arthurton et al., 1994). The lowest is referred to sim-
ply as lowestoft Till by Banham (1971) and as lowestoft 
Till Formation (undivided) by Arthurton et al. (1994). It is 
here named the lowestoft Till Member (lee et al., 2004). It 
comprises olive-grey, sandy, silty clay with scattered lithic 
clasts. The matrix is largely composed of reconstituted 
Kimmeridge clay and the clasts consist of subangular to 
subrounded fragments of chalk, flint, older Mesozoic lime-
stones and sandstones, and quartz and quartzite pebbles.

The type site at corton [TM 546 968] is recognised as 
the stratotype for the Anglian stage, correlated with MIs 12 
(see lewis, pp. 19–20 in Bowen, 1999).

WalcOtt till MeMbeR (Wati)

In the north-east Norfolk, BGs survey of the cromer sheet 
(Hamblin et al., 2000) has shown that the second cromer Till 
of Banham (1968) or walcott diamicton of lunkka (1994) is 
the local representative of the lowestoft Till Member, and this 
is here named the walcott Till Member after lee et al. (2004).

OultOn clay (Oult) and pleasuRe gaRdens till MeMbeRs

At corton the main till of the lowestoft Formation is over-
lain by the oulton Beds (Banham, 1971). These comprise 
stiff grey laminated clay overlain by grey to buff sand 
with ripple-drift bedding. Banham believed them to have 
been deposited in water ahead of the retreating lowestoft 
ice-sheet, over a lateral extent of a few square kilometres. 
They are overlain by the Pleasure Gardens Till (Banham, 
1971). This unit is similar in character to the lowestoft Till 
Member but has a more chalky matrix and contains smaller 
chalk erratics. The two members are here named the oulton 
clay Member and the Pleasure Gardens Till Member (after 
lee et al., 2004). (currently only the oulton clay Member 
is defined in the BGs lexicon).

The name woolpit Beds has been given to a high-level 
‘brickearth’ in the woolpit area of suffolk (Bristow and 
Gregory, 1982) and mapped on BGs 1:50 000 sheets e189 
(Bury st edmunds) and e190 (eye). The deposits comprise 
buff laminated silt, fine-grained sand, silty clay and clayey 
silt, up to at least 23 m thick (Bristow, 1990). A sparse 
fauna of Pleistocene foraminiferids has been obtained, but 
the deposit is unlikely to be marine and in situ, in view of its 
elevation (60 m above od) and its distance from the coast 
(35 km) or from the nearest known Middle Pleistocene 
marine deposits (45 km). More likely the sediment and its 
fauna have been washed out of ice surrounding a terrestrial 
hollow in the till (Bristow, 1990). The deposits are here 
named the woolpit Beds (wPIT).

HaddiscOe sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Hgv)

Gravels flanking the valleys of the rivers yare and waveney 
are referred to as the Haddiscoe sands and Gravels 
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(Arthurton et al., 1994; Moorlock et al., 2000a). These 
include black, well-rounded fine- to coarse-grained flint 
gravels, and large rotated blocks of sand which Bridge and 
Hopson (1985) consider could only have been incorporated 
in a frozen condition. This unit is here named the Haddiscoe 
sand and Gravel Member.

aldeby sand and gRavel MeMbeR (asag)

Another gravel unit, the Aldeby sands and Gravels (Hopson, 
1991) similarly flanks the valleys of the waveney, its tribu-
tary the Broome Beck, and the Hundred River to the south 
of the waveney. This deposit comprises gravels dominated 
by angular flint with some quartz and quartzite, also lenses 
of chalky till up to more than a hundred metres in lateral 
extent, discrete beds of sand and clay, reconstituted chalk, 
and masses of sand apparently transported from the corton 
sand. This unit is here named the Aldeby sand and Gravel 
Member.

ObseRvatORy MeMbeR

The informal observatory Member (lewis and Boreham, 
p.20 in Bowen, 1999) appears to be the earliest evidence 
of the River cam system, but is included in the lowestoft 
Formation as it may be mostly composed of glacial meltwa-
ter gravels (Marr, 1920).

baRHaM sand and gRavel MeMbeR (bHsg)

Glaciofluvial deposits laid down ahead of the advancing 
Anglian ice in suffolk, which contain much quartz and 
quartzite derived from the Kesgrave catchment subgroup, 
were named the Barham sands and Gravels by Allen, P 
(1984), and are here named the Barham sand and Gravel 
Member of the lowestoft Formation.

HigH lOdge gRavel MeMbeR (HlOgR)

Glaciofluvial deposits within the palaeovalley of the River 
Bytham in the Mildenhall area of suffolk, comprising 
gravel and sand that is predominantly composed of flint 
and chalk with quartz and quartzite and traces of other far-
travelled rock-types including Rhaxella chert. These depos-
its were named as the Mildenhall upper sands and Gravels 
by cook et al. (pp. 59–69 in lewis et al., 1991). They rest 
unconformably, locally in channels, on the High lodge silt 
Member (shouldham sand and Gravel Formation).

The informal Welton le Wold Formation (Bowen, 
p. 13, in Bowen, 1999) forms part of the glacial sequence 
of the lincolnshire wolds in the vicinity of welton le wold 
[TF 282 884] where a sequence of gravels and tills was iden-
tified in quarry workings (Alabaster and straw, 1976). The 
glacigenic welton Member (Bowen, p. 13, in Bowen, 1999) 
was suggested to represent a glaciation intermediate between 
the Anglian and devensian glaciations (Bowen et al., 1986). 
This continues to be its current status although it could 
equally be the same age as the lowestoft Formation and 
thus Anglian. Thus correlation with MIs 6 is only tentative.

10.3.1.3 sHeRingHaM cliffs fORMatiOn

The sheringham cliffs Formation is introduced here (after 
lee et al., 2004) to include the Third cromer Till of the 
North sea drift Formation (Banham, 1968, 1988), the 
cromer diamicton of lunkka (1994), and associated out-
wash and lacustrine members.

The age of the sheringham cliffs Formation is uncer-
tain. At Trimingham, the Bacton Green Till (see below) is 

overlain by an interglacial deposit of proposed Hoxnian age 
(Hart and Peglar, 1990). This date is currently not proven, 
but if it is correct then the sheringham cliffs Formation 
could be correlated with MIs 12, as is the lowestoft 
Formation. However, Rowe et al. (1997) recorded a peat 
of MIs 9 age directly overlying a chalky till at Tottenhill 
in north-west Norfolk, implying an age of MIs 10 for the 
till, and that age has been provisionally adopted for the 
sheringham cliffs Formation.

Name
sheringham cliffs Formation (sMcl) (after lee et al., 
2004 and Hamblin et al., 2005; includes cromer diamicton 
of lunkka, 1994, and members of the Beeston Regis 
Formation of Moorlock et al., 2000b, 2002b).

Lithology
There are several distinctive lithofacies. The basal member 
is the Mundesley sand Member, which consists of strati-
fied fine-grained sands; this is overlain by the laminated 
silts and clays of the Ivy Farm laminated silt Member. 
overlying these water-lain sediments are the Runton Till 
and Bacton Green Till members; these are matrix-supported 
diamictons, which in turn are overlain by thin units of 
clay (Trimingham clay Member) and sand (Trimingham 
sand Member). These deposits are truncated by the chalky 
weybourne Town Till Member, a highly consolidated 
matrix-supported diamicton, and finally by the Runton 
cliffs sand and Gravel Member, which forms the highest 
stratigraphical unit within the Formation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Bacton Green Till, Hanworth Till, 
Runton cliffs sand and Gravel, Runton Till, weybourne 
Town Till, Trimingham clay, Trimingham sand, Ivy Farm 
laminated silt, and Mundesley sand members (Tables 7a, 
7b and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The stratotype area for the sheringham cliffs 
Formation is located within the coastal section between 
west Runton and sheringham. At this location, tills of the 
sheringham cliffs Formation can be seen overlying pregla-
cial deposits of the wroxham crag Formation, and being 
overlain in turn by sand and gravel of the Briton’s lane 
Formation (lee et al., 2004).

Lower and upper boundaries
Two different stratigraphical associations of the lower 
boundary of the formation can be observed. Firstly, where 
the Mundesley sand Member rests upon the upper sur-
face of the walcott Till Member (lowestoft Formation) 
it exhibits a slightly scoured, erosional contact, and litho-
logical transition from till to sand. secondly, where the 
Runton Till Member truncates shallow marine sediments 
of the wroxham crag Formation, the contact is commonly 
marked by a sharp plane of décollement.

The upper boundary is a sharp, erosional contact at the base 
of the overlying Briton’s lane Formation. The lithological 
change is from till to sand and gravel.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 40 m.
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Distribution and extent
The sheringham cliffs Formation has been mapped exten-
sively in northern Norfolk and crops out in the cromer, 
Aylsham and wells districts.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 10).

Mundesley sand MeMbeR (Mysa)

The Mundesley sand Member comprises up to 9 m dull 
yellow-orange to dull yellowish brown stratified silty 
sands with a high abundance of detrital chalk in the lower 
horizons, and opaque heavy minerals. Typical bedding 
structures include planar cross-bedding, horizontal bedding, 
massive beds, climbing ripples and convolute bedding.

bactOn gReen till MeMbeR (bgti)

The Bacton Green Till Member (lee et al., 2004) com-
prises up to 15 m of generally clayey, silty sand, with a 
small content of pebbles of apparent North sea origin. It is 
interbedded with ‘marly drift’ formed from reconstituted 
chalk. The ‘marly drift’ varies from stringers only centime-
tres thick interbedded with the till, to incorporated masses 
hundreds of metres across. Rafts of upper chalk of very 
local derivation and even larger size are also known, for 
instance at west Runton. The Bacton Green Till is typically 
very highly tectonised, with the interbedded sandy till and 
marly drift commonly occurring as isoclinal folds, forming 
the ‘contorted drift’ of Reid (1882).

HanWORtH till MeMbeR (Hati)

occurring to the south of the cromer Ridge, the Hanworth 
Till Member comprises up to 25 m of unbedded clayey, 
silty sand, incorporating masses of ‘marly drift’. It differs 
from the Bacton Green Till in not being contorted.

Because of the traditionally assumed scandinavian ori-
gin for the tills of both the Bacton Green Till Member 
and the Hanworth Hill Till Member, Moorlock et al. 
(2000b) included them in the overstrand Formation (now 
superseded, section 10.3.1.4) and in the Beeston Regis 
Formation (BeRe) of the cromer district (Moorlock et al., 
2002b). However, this association has been disproved by 
lee et al. (2004) who refer the tills to the sheringham cliffs 
Formation. studies of the palynology of the Bacton Green 
Till (Riding, 2001a, b) reveal levels of carboniferous and 
Jurassic microflora which imply derivation from northern 
Britain.

ivy faRM laMinated silt MeMbeR (ifls)

The Ivy Farm laminated silt Member comprises up to 22 m 
of clays, silts and sands. It consists of two distinctive litho-
facies: (a) rhythmically-bedded dark grey clays and pale 
grey silts that grade upwards into a pale yellow laminated 
marl; (b) horizontally bedded and rippled fine-grained pale 
grey sand rich in the heavy mineral zircon.

RuntOn till MeMbeR (Ruti)

The Runton Till Member comprises up to 9 m of dark grey 
to greyish brown matrix-supported diamicton that contains 
highly attenuated lenses and laminations of sand, chalk and 
reworked inclusions of older and more chalk-rich till of the 
walcott Till Member (lowestoft Formation).

tRiMingHaM clay MeMbeR (tRiMc)

The Trimingham clay Member (Trimingham clays of Hart 
and Boulton, 1991, Hart, 1992, and lunkka, 1994) com-
prises up to 2.2 m of rhythmically laminated clays and pale 
grey silts.

tRiMingHaM sand MeMbeR (tRiMs)

The Trimingham sand Member (Trimingham sands of Hart 
and Boulton, 1991, Hart, 1992, and lunkka, 1994) com-
prises up to 0.3 m of horizontally bedded and massive sand 
with sporadic ripple structures. The Trimingham sands 
were previously assigned to the Beeston Regis Formation 
(Moorlock et al. 2002b).

WeybOuRne tOWn till MeMbeR (Wtti)

The weybourne Town Till Member comprises up to 9 m of 
highly calcareous silt and chalk-rich matrix-supported diam-
icton. It is generally massive in structure, but locally, such 
as at the unit’s stratotype locality, the diamicton is highly 
stratified, consisting of highly attenuated and deformed 
inclusions of pre-existing till (Bacton Green Till Member).

RuntOn cliffs sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Rucsg)

The Runton cliffs sand and Gravel Member comprises 
up to 10 m of planar cross-bedded, rippled, channelised 
and horizontally-bedded yellow to olive brown sands with 
sporadic beds of massive or cross-bedded gravel. The flint 
gravel content (about 82%) is low compared to other out-
wash lithofacies in north Norfolk, but it contains a high 
content (about 3–4%) of far-travelled erratics including 
carboniferous limestone, micaceous schist, quartz-schist, 
granodiorite, felsic porphyry and andesite.

10.3.1.4 bRitOn’s lane fORMatiOn

The Briton’s lane Formation (after lee et al., 2004, 
Moorlock et al., 2008) consists of several coarse-grained 
sand and gravel outwash lithofacies that truncate and 
drape pre-existing sediments in the cromer and Mundesley 
districts. No in-situ till deposits have been identified, but 
thrust slabs of till have been recognised at several locali-
ties. The Briton’s lane Formation subsumes the overstrand 
Formation, which had been introduced by Moorlock et al. 
(2000b, 2002a, b) to include widespread glacial deposits of 
northern British, North sea and scandinavian origin, which 
succeed the lowestoft Formation in northern Norfolk.

Name
Briton’s lane Formation (BRlA) (after lee et al., 2004 and 
Hamblin et al., 2005; overstrand Formation of Moorlock et 
al., 2000b, 2002a, b).

Lithology
The Briton’s lane Formation consists of several coarse-
grained sand and gravel outwash lithofacies that trun-
cate and drape pre-existing sediments in the cromer and 
Mundesley districts. No in-situ till deposits have been iden-
tified to date, but thrust slabs of till have been recognised at 
several localities.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Tottenhill sand and Gravel, stow Hill 
sand and Gravel, Beacon Hill sand and Gravel, corton 
woods sand and Gravel, and Briton’s lane sand and 
Gravel members (Tables 7a, 7b and 15).
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Type area/Reference section
Partial type section: The stratotype for the Briton’s lane 
Formation is Briton’s lane Quarry at Beeston Regis near 
sheringham in north Norfolk. At this site, up to 40 m of 
outwash sand and gravel can be observed. large erratics of 
both British and scandinavian outwash have been recorded. 
It should be noted, however, that all of the lithofacies of 
this formation cannot be seen in superposition in any one 
section (lee et al., 2004).

Lower and upper boundaries
The lower boundary of the formation is erosional, and sands 
and gravels truncate earlier deposits of the sheringham 
cliffs Formation.

The Briton’s lane Formation is commonly exposed at the 
surface although in places it has a thick palaeosol developed 
within the upper 2–3 m.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glaciofluvial deposits.

Thickness
Maximum thickness of the formation is estimated to be in 
the region of 50 m.

Distribution and extent
The Briton’s lane Formation crops out across much of 
northern Norfolk, from Trimingham in the east to edgefield 
and Holt in central north Norfolk.

Age
Mid-Pleistocene (possibly MIs 6)

tOttenHill sand and gRavel MeMbeR (tOtl)

At Tottenhill in north-west Norfolk, flint-dominated sands 
and gravels (ventris, 1985, 1986) are named the Tottenhill 
sand and Gravel Member (after lewis, p. 18 in Bowen, 
1999). The sequence has been interpreted as sub-aquatic 
deltaic outwash from an adjacent ice-sheet, some time 
between MIs 11 and 5e (Gibbard et al., 1991b, 1992; lewis 
and Rose, 1991). The Tottenhill sand and Gravel Member 
is tentatively correlated with MIs 6 by lewis (p. 18 in 
Bowen 1999).

stOW Hill sand and gRavel MeMbeR (stHsg)

The stow Hill sand and Gravel Member (after lee et al., 
2004) comprises up to 8 m of matrix-supported gravel sepa-
rated by thick beds of horizontally-bedded sand. up to 92% 
of the clast content is flint, with a small (about 6%) sub-
sidiary quartzose content. The deposits rest unconformably 
on the Bacton Green Till Member between Bacton Green 
[TG 338 345] and Mundesley [TG 319 361], and on the 
weybourne Town Till Member within large, tectonically-
controlled synclines, between Trimingham [TG 279 389] 
and sidestrand [TG 265 397].

beacOn Hill sand and gRavel MeMbeR (bHil)

The Beacon Hill sand and Gravel Member (lee et al., 
2004) comprises up to 12 m of shelly, cross-bedded and 
rippled sands with flint-rich gravel seams and sporadic 
intraformational ice wedge casts and drop-soil structures 
(periglacial involutions). The lower horizons of the deposits 
are intensely glaciotectonised.

cORtOn WOOds sand and gRavel MeMbeR (cWsg)

At corton the Pleasure Gardens Till (lowestoft Formation) 
is overlain by at least 4 m of gravels referred to as Plateau 
Gravels by Banham (1971) and as corton wood sands and 
Gravels by Arthurton et al. (1994). They comprise reddish 
brown to orange-brown sands and medium-grained, strong-
ly imbricated, quartz- and quartzite-bearing flint gravels. 
Arthurton et al. (1994) do not include them in the lowestoft 
Till Formation as their mineralogy does not accord with that 
of the till (Bridge and Hopson, 1985), and it is tentatively sug-
gested that they belong to the Briton’s lane Formation. They 
are here named the corton woods sand and Gravel Member.

bRitOn’s lane sand and gRavel MeMbeR (bRlsg)

The Briton’s lane sand and Gravel Member (member 
of the overstrand Formation of Moorlock et al., 2000b) 
comprises up to 40 m of horizontal, massive and low angle 
planar cross-bedded gravels and cobble gravels with thin 
seams of horizontal and rippled sand. A thick sequence of 
coarse gravels and sands which form a major topographic 
ridge south of cromer are well exposed in 30 m-high 
sections in a gravel pit in Briton’s lane, Beeston Regis, 
where they are rich in scandinavian erratics. The deposits 
form a part of a major sandur deposit. elsewhere along 
the cromer Ridge, the sandur deposits pass out into very 
gravelly till, provisionally informally named the stody 
Member with a type section at a gravel pit on the stody 
estate [TG 056 345] (Hamblin, 2001b). This deposit is 
unbedded and demonstrates ice-contact structures, and is 
interpreted as a till. However, in view of the dominantly 
gravelly nature of this till, it was not possible to distinguish 
it from the Briton’s lane sand and Gravel Member dur-
ing resurvey of the cromer district (BGs 1:50 000 sheet 
e131).

10.4 CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

10.4.1 North Sea Coast Glacigenic Subgroup

10.4.1.1 HOldeRness fORMatiOn

Till and associated outwash deposits of devensian age 
extending a short distance inland from the north coast of 
Norfolk are correlated by Moorlock et al. (2002a, 2008) 
with the Holderness Formation of the yorkshire and 
lincolnshire coasts (Tables 8, 14 and 15, Figure 3; section 
9.3.1.1) (lewis, Mccabe and Bowen, p. 13–14 in Bowen, 
1999). The term Hunstanton Formation (after Hunstanton 
Till of Gallois, 1978, 1994, Gale et al., 1988, and Gale and 
Hoare, 2007) was proposed by lewis (p.18 in Bowen, 1999) 
for the Norfolk succession, but this name is pre-occupied as 
a formal term for the ‘Red chalk’ at Hunstanton (Gallois, 
1994; owen, 1995).

Three members are of the Holderness Formation are rec-
ognised in Norfolk (Moorlock et al., 2008; BGs 1:50 000 
sheet e131):

HOlkHaM till MeMbeR (HOti)

The Holkham Till Member (Hunstanton Till of Gallois, 
1978, 1994, Gale et al., 1988, and Gale and Hoare, 2007; 
Holkham Member of the Hunstanton Formation, lewis, 
p. 18 in Bowen, 1999) comprises up to 10 m of dull reddish 
brown sandy clay, commonly containing chalk clasts, flint 
pebbles, carboniferous and Triassic pebbles, and igneous 
and metamorphic rocks (Gallois, 1978, 1994).
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Red liOn till MeMbeR (Rlti)

The Red lion Till Member, restricted to the area around 
stiffkey [TF 969 434], is a chalk-rich diamicton, up to 4 m 
thick, overlying a heavily disturbed chalk surface (england 
and lee, 1991; Hoare and connell, 2003).

Ringstead sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Rdsg)

The Ringstead sand and Gravel Member (Ringstead 
Member of lewis, pp. 18–19 in Bowen, 1999) comprises 
generally less than 3 m of glaciofluvial sands and gravels, 
ranging from rounded cobbles to subangular and angular 
clasts, mainly flint. deposits of the Hunstanton esker in old 
Hunstanton Park [TF 694 340] (straw, 1960) are included 
in this member.

10.5 BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

10.5.1 Formations of the British Coastal Deposits 
Group

10.5.1.1 naR clay fORMatiOn

The Nar Member of Bowen (1999) has appeared on BGs 
maps as the Nar valley clay and is now established as the 
Nar clay Formation (including both the marine Nar clay 
and the underlying Nar valley Freshwater Beds).

Name
Nar clay Formation (NAcl) (after ventris, 1985, 1986; 
Nar Member of Nar valley Formation of lewis, p. 18 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
The Nar clay Formation consists of finely laminated 
marine clays, silts and silty clays, and peat of the Nar valley 
Freshwater Peat Beds. Brickpits have yielded a rich fauna 
of well preserved bivalves and gastropods, foraminiferids, 
ostracods and diatoms. The clay has also yielded the bones 
and teeth of mammals.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Includes the Nar valley Freshwater Bed (Tables 5 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: BGs Nar valley Borehole, setch, registered 
No. TF61se25 [TF 6377 1435], 5.6–17.5 m (Gallois, 
1976).

Lower and upper boundaries
clays of the Nar clay Formation overlie freshwater peat of 
the Nar valley Freshwater Beds (which are included in the 
formation), and oversteps onto a variety of older rocks with 
marked unconformity. At east winch the base of the clays 
is marked by a shell bed composed almost entirely of the 
oyster ostrea edulis.

The Nar clay Formation is present at surface. It is locally 
overlain unconformably by the Tottenhill sand and Gravel 
Formation (Briton’s lane Formation).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Mainly marine deposits but including the organic deposits 
of the Nar valley Freshwater Beds.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The Nar clay Formation is restricted to the Nar valley, 
Norfolk.

Age
? Hoxnian (MIs 11).

10.5.1.2 fenland fORMatiOn

The Fenland Formation was named by Mccabe and Bowen 
(p. 14 in Bowen, 1999) to include all the Holocene marine 
alluvium and peats of the Fenland Basin. such deposits 
have appeared as named beds on BGs maps, including the 
Nordelph Peat (NP) (elevated in this framework to a mem-
ber), the Barroway Drove Beds (Byd) (Neolithic) and the 
Terrington Beds (TTB) (Romano-British). The formation is 
also extended to include older beach face gravels preserved 
on the inner margins of the Fens; those that have appeared 
with formal names on BGs maps, and which are here 
elevated to member status, are the March Gravels Member 
(MRcG) (possibly pre-Ipswichian) and the Abbey Sand and 
Gravel Member (ABsG) (devensian).

Name
Fenland Formation (FeNd) (after Mccabe and Bowen, 
p. 14 in Bowen, 1999, but includes pre-Holocene beach 
deposits of the inner margins of the Fens).

Lithology
The formation includes fresh and brackish water peats, salt 
marsh clays, fluvial silts and fine-grained sands, marine 
sands, and beach-face sands and gravels. In the centre of the 
Fen Basin, five stratigraphical units are present. In ascend-
ing order these are the basal sand and gravel, the Fen lower 
Peat Bed, Barroway drove Beds, Nordelph Peat Member 
and Terrington Beds (Gallois, 1979). The Barroway drove 
Beds comprise intertidal soft grey clays and silty clays 
cut by tidal channels and creeks infilled with silt and fine-
grained sand. The Terrington Beds comprise marine and 
brackish water silts and fine-grained sands. older marine 
sands and gravels marginal to the Fen Basin (Fen Gravel, 
FeG, of skertchly, 1877, Fen-margin Gravel of Prentice, 
1950, and described by castleden, 1980, Horton, 1989a, 
and Booth, 1982, 1983) are represented by two members of 
the Fenland Formation: the March Gravels Member (sandy 
gravel to clayey pebbly sand) and the Abbey sand and 
Gravel Member (clayey, sandy gravels).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into several members. Formal members are 
the March Gravels, Abbey sand and Gravel, and Nordelph 
Peat. Informal units of member status include the Fen 
lower Peat, crowland Bed, Barroway drove Beds, and 
Terrington Beds. Tables 5 and 15.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The Fens of cambridgeshire and lincolnshire 
[TF 57 63–Tl 57 86].

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests unconformably on glacial deposits or on Jurassic and 
cretaceous bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The Formation encompasses the marine, estuarine and 
terrestrial deposits that were formed in the Fens and adja-
cent areas during the Holocene and previous interglacial 
periods.
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Thickness
About 35 m.

Distribution and extent
The Fens of cambridgeshire and lincolnshire, and continu-
ing along the coast of lincolnshire as far as Humberston 
near cleethorpes.

Age
Pre-Ipswichian to Holocene (MIs 7–1).

MaRcH gRavels MeMbeR (MRcg)

Boreholes indicate that the March Gravels Member (March 
Formation of Keen and Green, p. 44 in Bowen, 1999) can 
vary from sandy flint gravel to clayey, silty, pebbly sand. 
The deposit, which can be up to 5 m in thickness, is com-
monly cross-bedded and shelly. locally the gravels contain 
pebbles of limestone and ironstone in addition to flint. The 
fauna includes marine bivalves and gastropods, and mamma-
lian bones have also been recorded (Keen et al., 1990). The 
deposits are tentatively correlated with MIs 7 (Bridgland et 
al., 1991; Keen and Green, p. 44 in Bowen, 1999).

abbey sand and gRavel MeMbeR (absg)

The Abbey sand and Gravel Member (devensian), for-
merly an undifferentiated part of the Fen Gravel, comprises 
up to about 5 m of sands and gravels, some with marine 
shells, including clayey, sandy gravels and pebbly sands. 
They are overlain by pebbly, silty, sandy clays and clayey 
sands of the Crowland Bed (cRwB) (Booth, 1982). In the 
absence of the crowland Bed, they may not be separable 
from the lowest part of the Barroway drove Beds. They 
pass laterally into First Terrace deposits (e.g. of Nene and 
welland rivers). The Barroway Drove Beds (Byd) are 
mainly silts and clays (older salt Marsh and Tidal creek 
deposits), which overstep the Fen Lower Peat (FlPT). 
In places this can be several metres thick, representing a 
sequence of mixed forests passing up into sphagnum bogs 
(Gallois, 1994).

nORdelpH peat MeMbeR (np)

The Nordelph Peat (Gallois, 1978) (upper Peat of Godwin, 
1940) (Holocene) contains trunks and roots of oaks and 
small trees, some in situ, and woody debris from alder, 
birch, sallow, buckthorn and pine are common. In the more 
seaward areas the peat is composed largely of stems and 
rhizomes of sedges and reeds. In southern Fenland the peat 
contains thin, but extensive, lenticular deposits of shell marl 
that formed in shallow meres within the peat fens. The peat 
is generally less than 1 m thick but can be up to 3 m. It is 
disconformably overlain by the Terrington Beds (TTB). 
The Terrington Beds result from a transgression that caused 
marine and brackish water silt and fine-grained sand to be 
deposited far inland along the major river courses and gave 
rise to extensive salt-marsh deposits of interlaminated dull, 
reddish brown clays and pale brown silts. which were suf-
ficiently well drained by the time of the Roman occupancy 
for them to have been extensively colonised.

10.5.1.3 MORstOn fORMatiOn

Raised beach deposits at Morston, north Norfolk, are con-
sidered to be interglacial, most likely of Ipswichian age 
(Gale et al., 1988; Gale and Hoare, 2007). At the type sec-
tion [TF 987 441], about 2.3 m of rounded flint cobbles and 
gravel overlie laminated mud with pollen suggesting warm 

climatic conditions. These deposits (named the Morston 
Member of the Hunstanton Formation by lewis, p. 18 in 
Bowen, 1999), are here referred to the Morston Formation.

Name
Morston Formation (MoRs) (after Gale et al., 1988, and 
Gale and Hoare, 2007).

Lithology
Interglacial raised beach deposits: gravel of rounded flint 
cobbles and pebbles overlying finely laminated mud.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Raised beach at Morston [TF 987 441] (Gale 
et al., 1988).

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests unconformably on till of the lowestoft Formation.

overlain by till of the Holderness Formation (till of the 
north Norfolk coast).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Beach deposits. Pollen from the finely laminated mud sug-
gests warm climate conditions.

Thickness
About 2.3 m.

Distribution and extent
The coast of north Norfolk.

Age
Ipswichian (MIs 5e) ; uncertainty expressed by Gale et al. 
(1988).

10.5.1.4 bReydOn fORMatiOn

The Breydon Formation (Arthurton et al., 1994) is the 
name given to the Holocene marine and estuarine sequence 
underlying the marshland that occupies the floodplains of 
the waveney, yare and Bure rivers and their tributaries 
(Figure 21). The Formation as defined by Arthurton et al. 
was formed under estuarine to marine conditions, and is not 
intended to include fluvial deposits beyond estuarine influ-
ence, or deposits formed after the sea had been artificially 
excluded from the area and the marshland drained.

Name
Breydon Formation (BRyd) (after Arthurton et al., 1994).

Lithology
This formation, which underlies much of the marshland in 
the Great yarmouth district, is dominated by unconsolidat-
ed silt and clay with a shelly marine fauna. sand is generally 
a minor component, though locally substantial sand bodies 
interrupt the argillaceous succession. Peat, of freshwater 
and brackish origins, is a major component adjacent to 
much of the marshland margin and particularly in the val-
leys of the River yare and tributary streams. It also occurs 
as three widespread though locally impersistent layers: at 
the base of the formation, within it, and at the top, mainly 
in the marshland fringe.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into informal members, the Basal or lower 
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Peat (BRy1), lower clay (BRy2), Middle Peat (BRy3), 
upper clay (BRy4) and the marginal upper Peat (BRy5); 
Tables 5 and 15; Figure 21.

Type area/Reference section
Type section: North crains Borehole TG 50Nw417, sited 
on southern shore of the eastern end of Breydon water 
(Arthurton et al., 1994).

Lower and upper boundaries
commonly unconformably overlies tills and outwash sands 
and gravels of the Happisburgh and lowestoft formations 
and also sands, gravels and silts of the crag Group. Also 
overlies gravels of the yare valley Formation (as in the 
type section). In the west of the outcrop the base of the 
formation locally overlies rocks of the chalk Group and 
london clay Formation (Thames Group).

Ground surface or overlain by deposits of the North denes 
Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine and estuarine deposits.

Thickness
up to 22 m, but thins towards the margins of the outcrop.

Distribution and extent
confined to the valleys of the River Bure and River yare 
near Great yarmouth.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1)

10.5.1.5 nORtH denes fORMatiOn

The North denes Formation (Arthurton et al., 1994) com-
prises the deposits of a coastal barrier, a kilometre wide 
and eight kilometres long, extending from caister-on-sea 
to Gorleston-on-sea. It consists of sand and subordi-
nate gravel, with a little silt and clay, up to at least 25 m 
thick. It forms the eastern limit of the estuarine Breydon 
Formation, which it overlies unconformably (Figure 21), 
and is Holocene (MIs 1) in age.

Name
North denes Formation (NRd) (after Arthurton et al., 
1994).

Lithology
consists of an elongate, wedge-shaped body of sand with 
subordinate gravel and thin layers of silty clay.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Marine outfall Borehole 8, TG50Nw542 
[TG 5325 0999] (Arthurton et al., 1994).

Lower and upper boundaries
The North denes Formation rests unconformably mostly 
on the silts, clays and sands of the Breydon Formation, but 
also on the sands and gravels of the crag Group, and to a 
lesser extent on the glacigenic deposits of the Happisburgh 
Formation.

surface, or else covered by blown sand.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine deposits.

Thickness
About 26 m.

Distribution and extent
The formation comprises a coastal barrier, 1 km wide by 
8 km long, between caister-on-sea and Gorleston-on-sea. 
The present coastline is taken as an arbitrary eastern limit.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

10.6 BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

10.6.1 Formations of the Britannia Catchments 
Group

The Britannia catchments Group includes all of the post-
glacial organic and lacustrine deposits, colluvium, cover 
loam and cover sands and mass movement (head) deposits 
in east Anglia. These deposits are currently shown on BGs 
maps as lithogenetic units.

deposits of head and colluvium are not as widespread 
throughout the region as might be expected bearing in mind 
the long periods of periglacial activity that have occurred 
since most of the region was last glaciated. This may be due 
to the climate being very dry during the periglacial periods. 
whilst most of the head and colluvium is considered to be 
of devensian age, some might be older.

cover loam (loess) of devensian age is widespread 
in north-east Norfolk, from west of cromer to south of 
lowestoft and mostly extending up to 15 km from the coast 
(catt, 1977; Ballantyne and Harris, 1994, fig. 8.21). This 
varies in consistency from silt to sand. cover sands are wide-
spread around Thetford. The provenance of both the cover 
sands and cover loams has been postulated by catt (1977) to 
be from the devensian ice-sheet (s.l.) but these deposits are 
not necessarily of the same age as each other, nor was either 
of them necessarily formed in a single episode.

Post-Anglian fluvial deposits of the rivers of east Anglia, 
together with interbedded organic and lacustrine deposits, 
are assigned to formations of three subgroups, the Ouse–
Nene Catchments, the Yare Catchments, and the Suffolk 
Catchments subgroups (sections 10.6.2 to 10.6.4, Tables 6 
and 15, Figure 4).

10.6.2 Ouse–Nene Catchments Subgroup

The ouse–Nene catchments subgroup is established to 
encompass all the post-glacial fluvial deposits of the rivers 
which flow into the wash, and includes the Holocene lacus-
trine and organic deposits of the Fenland Basin (Tables 6 
and 15).

Name
ouse–Nene catchments subgroup (oNcA) (after 
McMillan, 2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium comprises soft silts and clays, com-
monly with beds of peat and a basal bed of sand and 
gravel. River terrace deposits are largely sand and gravel, 
the constituents of the gravel components reflecting the 
source rocks in each catchment. lacustrine deposits are 
dominantly soft silts and clays. Minor marine deposits are 
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included where they are intercalated in dominantly fluvial 
formations.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Nene valley, ouse valley, Nar valley, 
lark valley, cam valley, and slea valley formations 
(Tables 6 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valleys of the rivers Nene and ouse and 
their tributaries in eastern england [TA 40 00–Tl 55 35].

Lower and upper boundaries
Formations of the ouse–Nene catchments subgroup rest 
with marked unconformity on Middle Pleistocene glacial 
deposits and on cretaceous and Jurassic bedrock.

surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The ouse–Nene catchments subgroup encompasses all the 
fluvial, lacustrine and organic deposits of the rivers that 
occupy the catchment area of the rivers ouse (Norfolk) and 
Nene and their tributaries.

Thickness
up to 14 m.

Distribution and extent
The entire catchments of the rivers Nene and ouse and their 
tributaries including the Nar, cam, lark, and slea.

Age
Hoxnian to Holocene (MIs 11–1).

10.6.2.1 slea valley fORMatiOn

Name
slea valley Formation (slvy) (after Berridge et al., 1999).

Lithology
The floodplain deposits comprise soft clays, silts and fine 
sands, with bodies of peat, overlying sands and gravels. The 
terrace deposits comprise sands, gravelly sands and sandy 
gravels, deposited by braided rivers in a periglacial environ-
ment. The pebbles include much buff ooidal limestone from 
the lincolnshire limestone Formation, and flint, ironstone 
and sandstone, and are up to about 40 mm in diameter.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Includes the sleaford sand and Gravel of Berridge et al. 
(1999). see Tables 6 and 15.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of River slea from Grantham to sleaford 
[sK 92 34–TF 09 47], lincolnshire (Berridge et al., 1999).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on mid-Pleistocene glacial deposits, and on 
Jurassic bedrock.

surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation encompasses the fluvial, lacustrine and 
organic deposits of the River slea and its tributaries.

Thickness
up to 7 m.

Distribution and extent
The entire catchment of the River slea and its tributaries, 
lincolnshire.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene.

10.6.2.2 nene valley fORMatiOn

Name
Nene valley Formation (NeNe) (after castleden, 1976, 
1980, Horton et al., 1992, and Green and Keen, pp. 43–44 
in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Gravel with sand, clay and locally peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into three informal members, the ecton Member 
(Floodplain Gravels of castleden, 1976), Grendon Member 
(second Terrace Gravels of castleden, 1980) and woodston 
Member (Third Terrace Gravels of castleden, 1980) (Tables 
6 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the Nar River, Norfolk [TF 91 
19–TF 62 13] (ventris, 1986).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on mid Pleistocene glacial deposits, and on 
bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial.

Thickness
up to 7.6 m (Grendon Member), up to 4.5 m (ecton 
Member), up to 3 m (woodston Member).

Distribution and extent
The catchment of the Nene valley.

Age
Pleistocene (probably as early as Hoxnian) to Holocene 
(MIs ?11–1).

WOOdstOn MeMbeR (Wtb)

Formerly the woodston Beds, the woodston Member com-
prises up to 3 m of fluvial silt and sand. Pollen, plant macrofos-
sil, coleopteran, molluscan, ostracod and mammalian evidence 
indicates deposition under temperate conditions. The deposits 
which correlate with MIs 9 (Keen and Green, p. 44 in Bowen, 
1999) are recorded under the Third Terrace of the Nene from 
orton waterville [Tl 157 960] eastward for about 3 km 
(Horton et al., 1992; BGs 1:50 000 sheet e172 Ramsey).

gRendOn MeMbeR (gRen)

The Grendon Member comprises up to 7.6 m of fluvial 
gravel with sand. The unit comprises the second Terrace 
gravels of castleden (1980) from Billing [sP 808 621] near 
Northampton to stanground [Tl 210 971] near Peterborough.

ectOn MeMbeR (ectn)

The ecton Member comprises up to 4.5 m of gravel 
with sand, clay and locally peat. The unit comprises the 
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Floodplain Gravels of castleden (1976), and the type area 
is at ecton [sP 826 617], Northamptonshire.

10.6.2.3 naR valley fORMatiOn

The Nar valley Formation was named by lewis (p. 18 
in Bowen, 1999) to include the post-Anglian deposits of 
the Nar valley of north-west Norfolk. Members raised 
by Bowen (1999) and accepted here in the Nar valley 
Formation are the Wormegay Member, the Pentney Priory 
Bed (MIs 5e), the Pentney Member and the Marham 
Member. currently only the wormegay Member is for-
mally defined in the BGs lexicon. The Nar Member of 
lewis (p. 18 in Bowen, 1999) has appeared on BGs maps 
as the Nar valley clay and is now established as the Nar 
Clay Formation (including both the marine Nar clay and 
the underlying Nar valley Freshwater Beds — section 
10.5.1.1). The Tottenhill Member of lewis (p. 18 in 
Bowen, 1999) is here included as the Tottenhill sand and 
Gravel Member of the Briton’s lane Formation (section 
10.3.1.4).

Name
Nar valley Formation (NARc) (after ventris, 1985, 1986).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium comprising soft clay, silts and fine 
sands, with bodies of peat, overlying sands and grav-
els. River terrace deposits (wormegay Member, Pentney 
Member and Marham Member of lewis, p. 18 in Bowen, 
1999) comprise sands, gravelly sands and gravels, with 
the pebbles dominantly of angular to subrounded flint, and 
chalk.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into three members, the wormegay, Pentney, 
and Marham members, together with the Pentney Priory 
Bed (Tables 6 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the Nar River, Norfolk [TF 91 
19–TF 62 13] (ventris, 1986).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on mid-Pleistocene glacial deposits, and on 
bedrock.

surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The Nar valley Formation encompasses the fluvial, lacus-
trine and organic deposits of the Nar River and its tributar-
ies.

Thickness
up to 5 m.

Distribution and extent
The entire catchment of the Nar River and tributaries, in 
Norfolk.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs ?6–1).

WORMegay MeMbeR (Wgay)

The wormegay Member comprises up to 2.5 m of fluvial 
sand and gravel forming the wormegay Terrace between 
wormegay and Narborough (ventris, 1985, 1986). It rests 

unconformably on the Tottenhill sand and Gravel Member 
(Briton’s lane Formation).

10.6.2.4 laRk valley fORMatiOn

The lark valley Formation was named by lewis (p. 21 in 
Bowen, 1999) to include the post-Anglian fluvial deposits 
of the valley of the River lark. Five terraces were identi-
fied by clayton (1983). Members raised by lewis (p. 21 
in Bowen, 1999) and accepted here are the Sicklesmere 
Member, the Eriswell Member, the Fornham Member, the 
Kentford Member, the Cavenham Member and the Lackford 
Member.

Name
lark valley Formation (lKvy) (after clayton, 1983, and 
lewis, p.21 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Formation encompasses the fluvial, lacustrine and organic 
deposits of the River lark and its tributaries. Five terraces 
are identified. The terrace deposits comprise well bedded 
to rather poorly bedded sands and sandy gravels, deposited 
by braided rivers in a periglacial environment. The pebbles 
are dominantly angular to rounded flints up to about 10 cm 
across, with a few glacial erratics. The three highest terraces 
are cryoturbated. The floodplain alluvium comprises silts, 
clays and fine sands, with bodies of peat, overlying sands 
and gravels.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into informal members, the sicklesmere, 
eriswell, Fornham, Kentford, cavenham, and lackford 
members (Tables 6 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of the River lark from near Bury 
st edmunds to near littleport [Tl 85 65–Tl 56 87] 
(clayton, 1983).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on mid-Pleistocene glacial deposits and on 
bedrock (Kimmeridge clay to chalk Group).

surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial, lacustrine and organic deposits.

Thickness
up to 14 m.

Distribution and extent
The entire catchment of the River lark and its tributar-
ies, from near Bury st edmunds, suffolk to littleport, 
cambridgeshire.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs ?11–1).

sicklesMeRe MeMbeR (sklM)

The sicklesmere Member comprises up to 3.5 m of organic 
muds with plant remains and wood overlying chalky till. 
The pollen assemblage indicates forest vegetation corre-
lated with the sequence at Hoxne (west, 1981).

eRisWell MeMbeR (eRis)

The Eriswell Member comprises up to 1.6 m of gravelly 
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sand forming the Fifth Terrace of the lark valley (clayton, 
1983).

fORnHaM MeMbeR (fHaM)

The Fornham Member generally comprises about 4 m of 
sand and gravel with beds of clayey, pebbly silt forming the 
Fourth Terrace of the lark valley (clayton, 1983; Bristow, 
1990; BGs 1:50 000 sheet e189).

kentfORd MeMbeR (kfRd)

The Kentford Member generally comprises about 4 m of 
sand and gravel forming the Third Terrace of the lark val-
ley (clayton, 1983; Bristow, 1990; BGs 1:50 000 sheet 
e189).

cavenHaM MeMbeR (cavM)

The cavenham Member generally comprises about 4 m of 
sand and gravel but is locally up to 13 m thick. The deposits 
form the second Terrace of the lark valley (clayton, 1983; 
Bristow, 1990; BGs 1:50 000 sheet e189).

lackfORd MeMbeR (lfRd)

The lackford Member comprises between 4 and 5 m of 
sand and gravel with interbedded clay. locally the deposits 
may be more than 9 m thick. The deposits form the First 
Terrace of the lark valley (clayton, 1983; Bristow, 1990; 
BGs 1:50 000 sheet e189).

10.6.2.5 caM valley fORMatiOn

The cam valley Formation was named by lewis (p. 21 
in Bowen, 1999) to include the fluvial and lacustrine 
deposits associated with the River cam and its tributar-
ies. It is characterised by gravels and sands dominated by 
angular flint and quartz. Four terraces are defined on BGs 
maps which are referred to named members by lewis and 
Boreham (pp. 21–22 in Bowen, 1999): Little Wilbraham 
and Huntingdon Road members (both Fourth Terrace), 
Histon Road Member (part of Third Terrace), Barnwell 
Abbey Member (Third Terrace), Sidgwick Avenue Member 
(second Terrace), and Barnwell Station Member (First 
Terrace).

Name
cam valley Formation (cAMv) (after lewis, p. 21 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
The terrace deposits comprise well bedded to rather 
poorly bedded sands and sandy gravels, deposited by a 
braided river in a periglacial environment. The pebbles are 
dominantly rounded chalk and rounded to angular flint, 
with a few glacial erratics. The three higher terraces are 
cryoturbated. Alluvial fan deposits comprise poorly sorted 
flinty chalky sand and gravel, with boulders of basalt and 
quartzite. The floodplain alluvium comprises silts, clays 
and fine sands, with bodies of peat, overlying sands and 
gravels.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into nine members by lewis and Boreham 
(pp. 21–22 in Bowen,1999). These are the North Hall, 
Bordeaux Pit, little wilbraham, Huntingdon Road, Histon 
Road, Barrington village, Barnwell Abbey, sidgwick 
Avenue, and Barnwell station members (Table 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of the River cam and its tributaries from 
saffron waldon to little Thetford [Tl 54 39–Tl 53 74] 
(worssam and Taylor, 1969).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on mid-Pleistocene glacial deposits and on 
bedrock.

surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation encompasses the fluvial, lacustrine and 
organic deposits of the River cam and its tributaries.

Thickness
up to 13 m.

Distribution and extent
entire catchment of the River cam and its tributaries, from 
near saffron waldon, essex to near ely, cambridgeshire.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs ?10–1).

nORtH Hall MeMbeR

The North Hall Member (after Boreham, p. 21 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises lacustrine sediments in the upper cam 
valley. Pollen assemblages indicate correlation with the first 
half of the Hoxnian (Baker, 1977).

bORdeaux pit MeMbeR (bpit)

The Bordeaux Pit Member comprises sand and gravel in the 
upper cam valley (sparks, 1955) forming the Third Terrace 
of the River cam (BGs 1:50 000 sheet e205). The deposits 
may be the equivalent of the little wilbraham Member.

little WilbRaHaM MeMbeR (lWib)

The little wilbraham Member comprises at least 3 m of 
brown sand and gravel forming the Fourth Terrace of the 
River cam, east of cambridge (Penning and Jukes-Browne, 
1881; worssam and Taylor, 1969; BGs 1:50 000 sheet 
e188).

HuntingtOn ROad MeMbeR (HuRd)

The Huntington Road Member comprises about 2 m of sand 
and gravel forming the Fourth Terrace of the River cam, 
north of cambridge (Marr and King, 1932; BGs 1:50 000 
sheet e188).

HistOn ROad MeMbeR (HnRd)

The Histon Road Member comprises up to about 8 m of 
organic muds, shelly sand and silty marl. Pollen assem-
blages indicate correlation with the Ipswichian (sparks and 
west, 1959). The deposits form part of the Third Terrace of 
the River cam (worssam and Taylor, 1969; BGs 1:50 000 
sheet e188).

baRRingtOn village MeMbeR

The Barrington village Member comprises dominantly fluvi-
al deposits with pollen and faunal assemblages indicative of 
correlation with the Ipswichian (Gibbard and stuart, 1975).
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baRnWell abbey MeMbeR (baby)

The Barnwell Abbey Member (Highest terrace of Penning 
and Jukes-Browne, 1881) comprises up to about 7 m of 
sand and flint gravel forming the Third Terrace of the 
River cam (Marr, 1920; worssam and Taylor, 1969; BGs 
1:50 000 sheets e188 and e205).

sidgWick avenue MeMbeR (skav)

The sidgwick Avenue Member comprises up to about 6 m 
of sand and fine gravel forming the second Terrace of the 
River cam (Penning and Jukes-Browne, 1881; lambert et 
al., 1963; worssam and Taylor, 1969; BGs 1:50 000 sheets 
e188 and e205).

baRnWell statiOn MeMbeR (bsta)

The Barnwell station Member comprises about 4 m of fos-
siliferous sand and flint gravel forming the First Terrace of 
the River cam (Penning and Jukes-Browne, 1881; Bell and 
dickson, 1971; worssam and Taylor, 1969; BGs 1:50 000 
sheets e188 and e205).

10.6.2.6 Ouse valley fORMatiOn

Name
ouse valley Formation (ouse) (after Rogerson et al., 
1992, Green et al., 1996, and Green and Keen, p. 44 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Gravel with sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into informal units including the Biddenham 
Member, stoke Goldington Member, Felmersham Member, 
Ravenstone Member and woolpack Farm Bed. Tables 6 
and 15.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the River Great ouse.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on mid Pleistocene glacial deposits, and on 
bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial deposits.

Thickness
up to 8 m (stoke Goldington Member).

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River Great ouse in Buckinghamshire, 
Bedfordshire, cambridgeshire and Norfolk.

Age
Pleistocene (possibly as early as Hoxnian) to Holocene 
(MIs ?11–1).

RavenstOne MeMbeR

The informal Ravenstone Member, defined from the strato-
type in the former Hartigan’s Pit [sP 853 490] (Green, Keen 
and coope, p. 44 in Bowen, 1999) comprises fossiliferous 
clays, equivalent to bed d–f of Green et al. (1996). The 
deposits are correlated with the Ipswichian (MIs 5e).

WOOlpack faRM bed

The stratotype of the woolpack Farm Bed (woolpack 
Member of Green, p. 44 in Bowen, 1999) is in a pit 
200 m east of woolpack Farm [Tl 299 685], Fenstanton. 
It comprises 3.6 m of sand and gravel with mammalian 
remains, mollusca and coleoptera indicative of temperate 
conditions. The deposits are correlated with the Ipswichian 
(MIs 5e).

biddenHaM MeMbeR (bidM)

The Biddenham Member comprises up to 4 m of flu-
vial gravel with sand containing thin fossiliferous clay 
layers with a temperate molluscan fauna. It underlies the 
third terrace of the River Great ouse. The type section is 
the spinney Pit [Tl 023 503], Biddenham, Bedfordshire 
(Green and Keen, p. 44 in Bowen, 1999; BGs 1:50 000 
sheet e185 Northampton).

stOke gOldingtOn MeMbeR (stgO)

The stoke Goldington Member comprises up to 8 m of flu-
vial gravel with sand under the second terrace of the River 
Great ouse. The type section is Hartigan’s Pit [Tl 006 
586] near stoke Goldington, Buckinghamshire (Green et 
al., 1996; Green and Keen, p. 44 in Bowen, 1999; BGs 
1:50 000 sheet e185 Northampton).

felMeRsHaM MeMbeR (felM)

The Felmersham Member comprises up to 3 m of fluvial 
gravel with sand under the first terrace of the River Great 
ouse. The type section is a former pit [Tl 006 586] near 
Radwell, Bedfordshire (Rogerson et al., 1992; Green and 
Keen, p. 44 in Bowen, 1999; BGs 1:50 000 sheet e185 
Northampton).

10.6.3 Yare Catchments Subgroup

The yare catchments subgroup is named here to encom-
pass all the post-glacial fluvial deposits of the valleys of 
the rivers yare, waveney and Bure, including the Norfolk 
Broads (Table 15).

Name
yare catchments subgroup (ycAT) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium comprising soft silts and clays, com-
monly with beds of peat and a basal bed of sand and gravel. 
River terrace deposits are largely sand and gravel. The grav-
els are dominantly composed of subrounded to angular flint, 
including large cobbles, also rounded pebbles of quartz and 
quartzite, northern British erratics of glacial derivation, and 
a little chalk. Peat is a minor component, and minor marine 
deposits are included where they are intercalated in domi-
nantly fluvial formations.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the yare valley, Blakeney valleys, 
waveney valley, and Bure valley formations. Tables 6 
and 15.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valleys of the River yare and its tributaries 
[TF 85 28–TG 52 07], in Norfolk.
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Lower and upper boundaries
Formations of the yare catchments subgroup rest uncon-
formably on glacial and periglacial deposits and upon crag 
Group, london clay Formation and chalk Group bedrock.

surface, or overlain by deposits of the Breydon Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The yare catchments subgroup encompasses all the fluvi-
al, lacustrine and organic deposits of the rivers that occupy 
the catchment area of the River yare and its tributaries, 
and also the other minor rivers that flow into the North sea 
along the coast of Norfolk.

Thickness
About 18 m.

Distribution and extent
The entire catchment of the River yare and its tributaries, 
and the whole of Norfolk to the north of that catchment.

Age
Hoxnian to Holocene (MIs 11–1).

10.6.3.1 yaRe valley fORMatiOn

The yare valley Formation, as defined by Arthurton et al. 
(1994), underlies the Breydon Formation (Holocene) to 
infill the lowest levels of the buried valley system through-
out the catchment of the rivers yare, waveney and Bure. It 
is dominated by fine- to coarse-grained gravel, mostly of 
flint, and fine- to coarse-grained sand, with a little silt, shell 
debris and chalk. These deposits are mainly devensian to 
early Holocene. However, the formation includes all the 
post-glacial fluvial deposits of the River yare, including a 
range of river terrace deposits and alluvium, but not those 
of the waveney and Bure.

Name
yare valley Formation (yv) (after Arthurton et al., 1994).

Lithology
The formation includes floodplain alluvium and a restricted 
development of river terrace deposits. The floodplain allu-
vium comprises soft clays, silts and fine-grained sands, with 
bodies of peat, overlying fine- to coarse-grained sands and 
gravels. These commonly silty but rarely shelly gravels are 
mostly composed of rounded flint pebbles and cobbles, with 
a little chalk. The gravels commonly occur in buried chan-
nels overlain by the Breydon Formation. The river terrace 
deposits are largely gravel and sand. The gravel is domi-
nated by subangular to rounded flint, including large cob-
bles, with some pebbles of quartz and quartzite. Gravelly 
sediments belonging to this formation have been recorded 
in boreholes offshore.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Runham/yare Borehole 8, BGs Registered 
No. TG50Nw480 [TG 5165 0810].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable upon glacial and solifluction deposits and 
upon crag Group, london clay Formation and chalk 
Group bedrock.

surface, or overlain by deposits of the Breydon Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation encompasses the fluvial, lacustrine and 
organic deposits of the River yare.

Thickness
About 18 m.

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River yare and its minor tributaries, from 
near shipdham to its mouth at Great yarmouth, Norfolk, 
and also the offshore extensions of the buried valley of the 
River yare, but not including the valleys of the rivers Bure 
and waveney and their tributaries.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs ?2–1).

10.6.3.2 blakeney valleys fORMatiOn

The Blakeney valleys Formation includes all the Holocene 
and Ipswichian coastal deposits of the north Norfolk coast.

Name
Blakeney valleys Formation (Blyv) (after Moorlock et 
al., 2002a).

Lithology
The formation includes floodplain alluvium and a restricted 
development of river terrace deposits. The floodplain allu-
vium comprises soft clays, silt and fine-grained sands, with 
bodies of peat, overlying fine- to coarse-grained sands and 
gravels. The river terrace deposits are largely gravel and 
sand. The gravels are dominated by subangular to rounded 
flint, including large cobbles, but also include rounded 
pebbles of quartz and quartzite, northern British erratics of 
glacial derivation, and a little chalk.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: The valley of the River Glaven, North 
Norfolk [TG 14 44–TG 16 38] (Moorlock et al., 2002a).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on glacial and solifluction deposits and on 
crag Group and chalk Group bedrock.

surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation encompasses the fluvial, lacustrine and 
organic deposits of the rivers that flow into the North sea 
along the coast of north Norfolk.

Thickness
About 5 m.

Distribution and extent
North Norfolk, north of the watershed defining the catch-
ment of the River Bure.

Age
Ipswichian to Holocene (MIs 5e–1).

10.6.3.3 Waveney valley fORMatiOn

The waveney valley Formation comprises the fluvial 
and associated organic deposits of the River waveney. 
Members raised by lewis (p. 25 in Bowen, 1999) are the 
Broome, wortwell and shotford members. Also included 
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as members are Bowen’s Bobbitshole Formation (cor-
related with MIs 5e; Bowen et al., 1989; lewis, p. 25 in 
Bowen, 1999) and Hoxne Formation (wymer in Bowen, 
1999; Hoxne Beds of west, 1956). The latter comprises 
up to 15 m of fluvial sand, silt and gravel overlying peats 
and lacustrine clays, which in turn rest upon the lowestoft 
Formation till at Hoxne, suffolk. The Hoxne section forms 
the stratotype of the Hoxnian interglacial stage, which suc-
ceeds the Anglian; support for a MIs 11 age comes from 
u-series dating of Hoxnian interglacial deposits at Marks 
Tey, essex (Rowe et al., 1999), which can be reliably corre-
lated with the type site at Hoxne. The Marks Tey Formation 
of lewis (p. 26 in Bowen, 1999) and the Hitchin Formation, 
Hertfordshire (lewis, p. 27 in Bowen, 1999) (shown in 
Table 15) have yet to be formalised in the BGs lexicon.

Name
waveney valley Formation (wAvv) (after waveney 
valley, Athelington, st cross, south elmham, Hoxne, 
Brundon, stutton, stoke Tunnel and Bobbitshole forma-
tions of lewis, pp. 23–25 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
The formation includes floodplain alluvium and a restricted 
development of river terrace deposits. The floodplain allu-
vium comprises soft clays, silts and fine-grained sands, with 
bodies of peat, overlying fine- to coarse-grained sands and 
gravels. River terrace deposits are largely gravel and sand. 
The gravels are dominated by subangular to rounded flint, 
including large cobbles, also rounded pebbles of quartz and 
quartzite and a little chalk.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into members after lewis, pp. 23–25 in Bowen 
(1999), including the Hoxne Member, Broome Member, 
Bobbitshole Member, and shotford Member. The wortwell 
Beds are included within the Bobbitshole Member (Tables 
6 and 15). All but the Broome Member are currently unde-
fined in the BGs lexicon.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of River waveney from diss to near 
lowestoft [TM 11 79–TG 42 02] (coxon, 1984).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable upon glacial and solifluction deposits and 
upon crag Group and chalk Group bedrock.

surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation encompasses the fluvial, lacustrine and 
organic deposits of the River waveney and its tributaries.

Thickness
About 5 m.

Distribution and extent
valley of River waveney and its tributaries, from west of 
diss, suffolk, to its junction with the River yare north-west 
of lowestoft.

Age
Hoxnian to Holocene (MIs 11–1).

bROOMe MeMbeR (bRMe)

The Broome Member comprises 2 to 4 m of fluvial sand and 

gravel with silty lenses, forming a bench above the present 
floodplain of the River waveney between wortham and 
Broome Heath (sparks and west, 1968). The deposits rest 
unconformably on sands of the Happisburgh Formation.

bObbitsHOle MeMbeR

The type locality of the currently informal Bobbitshole 
Member (Tables 6 and 15; Bobbitshole Formation of 
lewis, p. 25 in Bowen, 1999) is Bobbitshole [TN 148 414], 
near Ipswich, suffolk. The Bobbitshole Member comprises 
up to about 3.5 m of lacustrine silts and clay. Pollen analy-
sis shows the deposit to represent the earlier part of an inter-
glacial succession (west, 1957). It is correlated with MIs 5e 
(Bowen et al., 1989).

Bobbitshole is the type locality for the Ipswichian 
(Mitchell et al., 1973a).

10.6.3.4 buRe valley fORMatiOn

The Bure valley Formation is named here to encompass all 
the post-glacial fluvial deposits of the River Bure.

Name
Bure valley Formation (BuRv) (after Moorlock et al., 
2002b).

Lithology
The formation includes alluvium and a restricted develop-
ment of river terrace deposits. The floodplain alluvium 
comprises soft clays, silts and fine-grained sands, with 
bodies of peat, overlying fine- to coarse-grained sands and 
gravels. The river terrace deposits are largely gravel and 
sand. The gravels are dominated by subangular to rounded 
flint, including large cobbles, but also include rounded 
pebbles of quartz and quartzite, northern British erratics of 
glacial derivation, and a little chalk.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of the River Bure from near cromer to 
near Great yarmouth [TG 23 37–TG 49 08] (Moorlock et 
al., 2002b).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable upon glacial and solifluction deposits and 
upon crag Group and chalk Group bedrock.

surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Formation encompasses the fluvial, lacustrine and organic 
deposits of the River Bure and its tributaries.

Thickness
About 5 m.

Distribution and extent
valley of River Bure and its tributaries in North Norfolk to 
its junction with the River yare near Great yarmouth.

Age
Hoxnian to Holocene (MIs? 11–1).

10.6.4 Suffolk Catchments Subgroup

The suffolk catchments subgroup (Tables 6 and 15) is 
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named here to encompass all the fluvial and organic deposits 
of the valleys of the rivers which flow into the North sea 
along the coast of suffolk and essex from the Hundred River 
south of lowestoft to the River crouch. Formations, as yet 
undefined, will take the names of the individual river valleys.

Name
suffolk catchments subgroup (sucA) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium comprising soft silts and clays, com-
monly with beds of peat and a basal bed of sand and gravel. 
River terrace deposits largely made of sand and gravel. The 
gravels are dominantly composed of subrounded to angular 
flint, including large cobbles, also rounded pebbles of quartz 
and quartzite, northern British erratics of glacial derivation, 
and a little chalk. Marine deposits are included where they 
are intercalated in dominantly fluvial formations.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions. Formations yet to be defined (Tables 6 
and 15).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The area covered by the valleys of the rivers 
of suffolk and essex that flow into the North sea [TM 50 
75–TQ 80 95].

Lower and upper boundaries
units of the suffolk catchments subgroup rest unconform-

ably upon glacial and periglacial deposits, and upon crag 
Group, london clay Formation and chalk Group bedrock.

surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial, lacustrine and organic deposits.

Thickness
About 10 m.

Distribution and extent
Restricted to that area of suffolk and essex that lies 
between the catchments of the River Thames and the River 
waveney and their tributaries, on BGs 1:50 000 sheets 
e176, 189–191, 205–208, 222–225, 240–242, 259.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (?pre MIs 5–1).

The lexden Beds (lexden Member of Turner, p. 26 in 
Bowen, 1999) are defined from their stratotype in a former 
brick pit at lexden [Tl 978 253], essex. The deposits 
comprised peat and organic clay with mammalian remains, 
pollen and coleoptera indicative of an interglacial (shotton 
et al., 1962). They were overlain by brickearth in the ter-
race deposits of the River colne. The unit was considered 
by Turner to be technically a member of the lowestoft 
Formation but was correlated with MIs 5e in Table 6 of 
Bowen (1999). Here it is assigned as standalone division of 
the suffolk catchments subgroup.
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This chapter describes the Quaternary deposits of much of 
the Midlands from the Bristol channel into lincolnshire, 
including the valleys of the Trent, proto-Trent, upper 
Thames, Avon and severn and their tributaries (Tables 3, 6, 
7, 15, 16 and 17). The oldest superficial deposits of the dis-
trict are Pre-Anglian (early to mid-Pleistocene age) fluvial 
deposits of the Dunwich Group (see also section 10.2). The 
earliest glacigenic deposits refer to the Anglian Glaciation 
and are assigned to the Albion Glacigenic Group. deposits 
of the Britannia Catchments Group range in age from 
pre-Anglian to Holocene. Formal lithostratigraphy for the 
terrace deposits of the rivers Trent, Thames and severn 
has already become widely used. Most of the formal terms 
already in use by BGs are retained together with modified 
definitions published by Bowen (1999).

11.1 DUNWICH GROUP

11.1.1 Kesgrave Catchment Subgroup

11.1.1.1 sudbuRy fORMatiOn

The Kesgrave catchment subgroup (see also sections 
10.2.2 and 12.3.2) includes sand and gravel deposits of 
early and Middle Pleistocene age characterised by quartz 
and quartzite pebbles, mainly derived from the Triassic 
Kidderminster Formation (once known as the Bunter Pebble 
Beds) of the english Midlands. The subgroup includes scat-
tered outliers adjacent to the evenlode valley and in the 
oxford–Abingdon area that were formerly thought to be gla-
cial deposits and termed Northern drift (the Northern drift 
Formation of Bowen, 1999). They are now recognised as ter-
race deposits of Thames–evenlode river (Hey, 1986) and are 
consequently included in an extended sudbury Formation. 
several members are identified on the basis of elevation 
and clast lithology. These have been equated with units of 
the sudbury Formation of the Middle Thames in various 
different ways (e.g. Hey, 1986; whiteman and Rose, 1992; 
Bridgland, 1994; Rose et al., 1999a), but long distance cor-
relation, particularly of the oldest units, remains speculative, 
and even the local subdivision is somewhat dubious, given 
the remanié nature of most of the deposits, the inadequate 
maps and very few pebble counts on which it is based.

seven terrace deposit members of the sudbury Formation 
in the valley of the upper Thames, upstream of oxford, are 
identified in published accounts (e.g. Bridgland, 1994) 
(Tables 3 and 17). Figure 23 illustrates an idealised sec-
tion through five of the terrace deposits of the sudbury 
Formation in the evenlode valley. downstream equivalent 
flint-rich terrace deposits of the pre-diversionary Thames 
and its tributaries of the Maidenhead-vale of st Albans area 
(the Middle Thames) are referred to in section 12.3.2.1.

WateRMan’s lOdge sand and gRavel MeMbeR (WMlO)

The waterman’s lodge sand and Gravel Member, type local-
ity: stag’s Plain [sP 326 182], west of waterman’s lodge, is 
the oldest fluvial unit yet identified in the sudbury Formation 
of the upper Thames, although scattered pebbles of Northern 
drift type occur at higher elevations (over 300 m od) in the 

north cotswolds. It is characterised by a particularly high 
ratio of quartz to quartzite pebbles and possibly equates with 
the westland Green Member downstream (Hey, 1986).

RaMsden HeatH sand and gRavel MeMbeR (RaH)

The Ramsden Heath sand and Gravel Member, type local-
ity: Ramsden Heath [sP 345 158], possibly equates with the 
satwell Member of Hey (1986) downstream.

gORdOn HOuse sand and gRavel MeMbeR (gOH)

The Gordon House sand and Gravel Member, type locality: 
Gordon House [sP 371 192], was introduced by whiteman 
and Rose (1992) to include higher parts of the wilcote Member 
of Hey (1986). It possibly corresponds with the Beaconsfield 
Member downstream (Bridgland, 1994; sumbler, 1995).

nORtH leigH sand and gRavel MeMbeR (nle)

The North leigh sand and Gravel Member, type locality: 
North leigh [sP 385 130], was introduced by whiteman 
and Rose (1992) to include lower parts of the wilcote 
Member of Hey (1986), such as that at the latter’s original 
type locality (wilcote [sP 370 153]), suggested to corre-
spond with the Gerrards cross Member downstream (Hey, 
1986; sumbler, 1995), but see notes for the combe sand 
and Gravel Member (below).

tHRee pigeOns sand and gRavel MeMbeR

The Three Pigeons sand and Gravel Member represents 
the oldest fluvial deposit of the River Thame, a north bank 
tributary of the Thames that drains the vale of Aylesbury. 
The type locality is Milton common where it forms a pla-
teau about 45 m above the present floodplain (the ‘Three 
Pigeons Plateau’ of Arkell, 1947a, b, named from an inn 
[sP 652 034]). It corresponds with the seventh Terrace 
deposits of the Thame district (BGs 1:50 000 sheet e237), 
and is considered to correspond with the combe sand and 
Gravel Member (sumbler, 1995; Horton et al., 1995).

pRinces RisbOROugH sand and gRavel MeMbeR (pRsg)

The Princes Risborough sand and Gravel Member is a large-
ly decalcified chalk-flint gravel which in-fills the Princes 
Risborough Gap [sP 805 000] in the chilterns escarpment 
on the margins of the Thame basin. similar deposits occur 
in analogous ‘wind gaps’ elsewhere, e.g. near wendover and 
Tring (sherlock, 1922). such gravels appear to have been 
deposited by an early drainage system of streams flowing 
down the dip slope of the chalk, and entering the Thames to 
the south-east. The unit probably relates to the Beaconsfield 
Gravel or Gerrards cross Gravel members (sumbler, 1995; 
Horton et al., 1995) (section 12.3.2.1).

cOMbe sand and gRavel MeMbeR (cMbe)

The combe sand and Gravel Member, type locality: combe 
[sP 410 163], corresponds with the combe Terrace deposits 

11 The english Midlands: Trent Basin, upper Thames and severn 

valleys
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of Arkell (1947a, b). It is now recognised as youngest unit 
of the sudbury Formation (sumbler, 2001) of the upper 
Thames and by inference is equated with the Gerrards cross 
Member of the Middle Thames area (see also whiteman and 
Rose, 1992; Bridgland, 1994). However, the Gerrards cross 
Member is somewhat higher than would be expected for the 
downstream representative of the combe and correlation 
with the younger winter Hill Gravel Member (colchester 
Formation), assigned to the early part of MIs 12 remains 
a possibility (Gibbard, 1985; Hey, 1986; sumbler, 1995), 
though with ramifications that affect the deduced chronolo-
gy of the wolston Glacigenic Formation (section 11.2.1.1).

11.1.2 Bytham Catchments Subgroup

11.1.2.1 bagintOn sand and gRavel fORMatiOn

The pre-Anglian deposits of the warwickshire and 
leicestershire areas are assigned to the Baginton sand and 
Gravel Formation of the Bytham catchments subgroup 
(Tables 3, 16 and 17; Figure 22). The formation comprises 
mainly quartz and quartzite-bearing sand and gravel of 
the Proto-soar (shotton, 1953), which formed the upper 
reaches of the Bytham River (section 10.2.3). Relationships 
at stretton-on-Fosse suggest that this unit post-dates the 
youngest member (combe sand and Gravel Member) of the 
sudbury Formation (section 11.1.1.1).

Name
Baginton sand and Gravel Formation (BGsG) (after 
Baginton sand and Baginton–lillington Gravel of shotton, 
1953; Baginton Formation of Maddy and sumbler, p. 36 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
The deposits are sands and gravels, with lenses of silt 
and clay. In the type area around coventry, the formation 
includes gravels (the Thurmaston Gravel Member) overlain 
by sand (the Baginton sand Member). The gravels are up to 
98% composed of grey and purple quartzite and vein quartz, 
largely of Triassic derivation, with a little Jurassic lime-
stone, ironstone and robust fossils. The sands are fine- to 
medium-grained, clean and well-sorted. The deposits differ 
from the Bytham sand and Gravel Formation by having a 
low proportion of Jurassic material.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into four informal members, the Thurmaston 
Gravel, stretton sand, lillington Gravel and Baginton sand 
(Tables 3, 16 and 17).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Gravel pit north-east of Baginton [sP 348 
750] (shotton, 1953).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on pre-Quaternary bedrock.

commonly overlain by Middle Pleistocene glacigenic 
deposits. upper boundary may be difficult to determine 
where overlain by glaciofluvial sand and gravel, but the 
presence of more angular clasts, flint and chalk, and poorer 
sorting in the latter is usually helpful.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation encompasses fluvial, lacustrine and organic 
deposits of the Proto-soar River. The deposits are interpret-
ed as the deposits of low-sinuosity braided rivers dominated 
by longitudinal bars.

Thickness
About 16.5 m

Distribution and extent
The valley of the Proto-soar River around coventry, extend-
ing as far west as stratford-on-Avon and Moreton-in-Marsh. 
North-eastwards it extends as far as castle Bytham where it 
is replaced by the Bytham sand and Gravel Formation.

Age
early Pleistocene (pre-MIs12).

The formation is divisible into four informal members 
(Table 17):

tHuRMastOn gRavel MeMbeR

The type locality for the Thurmaston Gravel Member is 
Thurmaston Pit [sK 646 162]. The unit is the Thurmaston 
sand and Gravel of Rice (1968), or Baginton Gravel of 
shotton (1953). It is composed of Bunter pebble-rich grav-
els forming the lower part of the Baginton sand and Gravel 
Formation in coventry to leicester area.

The Baginton sand and Gravel Formation of the 
coventry–leicester area includes the possibly composite 
Waverley Wood Beds, organic, channel-filling silts which 
at their type locality (waverley wood, near leamington) 
underlie the Thurmaston Gravel Member, but at Brandon 
a few kilometres to the north, presumed equivalents (based 
on similar flora and fauna) are intercalated within the 
Thurmaston Gravel Member. At waverley wood these strata 
are of cromerian age (pre-MIs 12) based on mammal faunas 
amongst other evidence. Amino acid ratios suggest a MIs 15 
age (Bowen et al., 1989) but may be consistent with MIs 13.

stRettOn sand MeMbeR (stsa)

The stretton sand Member (type locality stretton-on-Fosse Pit 
[sP 218 382]; sumbler, 2001) comprises clean pink to brown 
sand beneath the Paxford Gravel Member (wolston Glacigenic 
Formation — section 11.2.1.1) at stretton and neighbouring 
Paxford/ditchford Hill. It has yielded a small fauna (shotton, 
1973; lister, 1989), including the straight-tusked elephant, 
Palaeoloxodon antiquus, as in the Thurmaston Gravel Member 
of warwickshire, its presumed equivalent.

lillingtOn gRavel MeMbeR

The lillington Gravel Member comprises the lillington 
Gravels of shotton (1953) and the snitterfield sands and 
Gravels of Maddy and lewis (1991). It is composed of 
locally derived, Jurassic-rich gravels present at the base of 
the Baginton sand and Gravel Formation in the stratford–
Hemington area, resting on bedrock.

bagintOn sand MeMbeR

The Baginton sand Member is a sand sequence forming the 
upper part of the Baginton sand and Gravel Formation in 
coventry–leicester area. Named thus by Maddy and lewis 
1991, from the Baginton sand of shotton (1953), it was termed 
the Brandon Member by Maddy (p. 36 in Bowen, 1999).

11.2 ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

11.2.1 Formations of the Albion Glacigenic Group

Glacigenic deposits lying to the south of the devensian 
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ice sheet limit are assigned to the Albion Glacigenic 
Group. Following Maddy and other authors (pp. 28–44 in 
Bowen, 1999) formally defined units include the wolston 
Glacigenic, Nurseries Glacigenic, and Ridgacre formations. 
The Risbury Glacigenic Formation, also described in this 
section, remains informal.

11.2.1.1 WOlstOn glacigenic fORMatiOn

The wolston Glacigenic Formation comprises the glacial 
succession of much of the english Midlands (shotton, 1953, 
1983; sumbler, 1983a, b). The possibility exists that the 
Wragby Till Member and outwash deposits of lincolnshire 
were deposited during a later glaciation and consequently 
may have to be assigned separate formational status. 
However, in the present account, all of the glacial deposits 
of the Midlands to the west and north of the chalk escarp-
ment, including the wragby Till Member, are assigned to 
the wolston Glacigenic Formation (Tables 7a, 15, 16 and 
17). Figure 22 shows the stratigraphical relationships of 
constituent members of the wolston Glacigenic Formation.

The type locality of the wolston Glacigenic Formation 
is wolston Pit [sP 410 746]. The formation comprises the 
glacigenic sediments of the wolston series of shotton (1953). 
In the type area it overlies the Baginton sand Member of the 
Baginton sand and Gravel Formation (Bytham catchments 
subgroup) and is dissected by the Avon river system and the 
terrace deposits of the warwickshire Avon valley Formation 
(Britannia catchments Group). designated the stratotype of the 
(post-Hoxnian) wolstonian stage by Mitchell et al. (1973a) it 
was later shown to equate with the older (Anglian) lowestoft 
Formation of east Anglia (Perrin et al., 1979; sumbler, 
1983a,b; Rose, 1987). on this basis it is generally assigned 
to MIs 12, although it has been argued that parts (notably the 
oadby Till Member and associated outwash deposits) may 
date from the younger MIs 10 (sumbler, 1995, 2001).

Name
wolston Glacigenic Formation (wols) (after wolston 
Formation of sumbler, p. 37 in Bowen, 1999; includes 
‘Moreton drift’ of Tomlinson, 1929, and Bishop, 1958, and 
glacigenic sediments of the wolston series of shotton, 1953).

Lithology
Predominantly tills, sands, gravels and laminated clays. 
In the type area and elsewhere it constitutes a succession 
including a basal reddish brown Trias-rich till of essentially 
northern provenance (Thrussington Till Member; Moreton 
Member), glaciolacustrine muds (wolston clay Member 
and Bosworth clay Member), an upper grey, chalky till with 
Jurassic and cretaceous material, essentially of north-east-
ern provenance (oadby Till Member), and flint-rich outwash 
gravels (dunsmore Gravel Member). characteristically 
lacks scottish and lake districts erratics (which characterise 
the devensian stockport Glacigenic Formation), and west-
ern (welsh, etc.) erratics (which are found in the probably 
equivalent Nurseries Glacigenic and Ridgacre formations to 
the west of the wolston Glacigenic Formation).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into several members: Tables 7a, 15, 16 and 17 
and Figure 22.

Type area/Reference section
Type section: wolston Pit, near coventry [sP 410 746] 
(shotton, 1953; sumbler, 1983a, b).

Type area: Area between coventry, Rugby and leamington 
spa, warwickshire (shotton, 1953; sumbler, 1983a,b; old et 
al., 1987).

Lower and upper boundaries
overlies the pre-glacial fluvial sands and gravels of the 
Baginton sand and Gravel Formation or, more generally, 
bedrock (mainly Triassic and Jurassic).

Ground surface or various younger Quaternary deposits 
(head, fluvial deposits).

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
About 25 m at type locality; elsewhere may be represented 
by up to 80 m of deposits.

Distribution and extent
english Midlands east of Birmingham, and as far south 
as the Moreton-in-Marsh and Tewkesbury areas. Precise 
limits in east and north somewhat uncertain and conten-
tious, but essentially lies north-west of the chalk scarp of 
the chilterns and Norfolk and west of the Fens (including 
lower witham of lincolnshire) and west of the lincolnshire 
limestone scarp of north lincolnshire, and (mostly) south 
and east of the Trent.

Age
Anglian (MIs 12 and MIs 10; sumbler, 1995, 2001).

Avon valley (Warwickshire) and Leicestershire

The following members of the wolston Glacigenic Formation 
are identified (Table 7a and 17; Figure 22 shows a simpli-
fied model of some of the stratigraphical relationships):

tHRussingtOn till MeMbeR (tHt)

The Thrussington Till Member (Thrussington Member of 
Maddy, p. 38 in Bowen, 1999) is the Thrussington Till of 
Rice (1968, 1981). It is a mainly reddish-brown Trias-rich 
till extending over a large part of the Midlands. similar tills 
are included in the Moreton Member at Moreton-in-Marsh 
in the upper Thames valley (see below).

WOlstOn clay MeMbeR (WOc)

The wolston clay Member comprises bedded, in some cases 
laminated, lacustrine clay and silt, which in the type area 
overlies the Thrussington Till Member, and is overlain by the 
dunsmore Gravel Member. The type locality is wolston Pit 
[sP 410 746]. The unit is the wolston clay of several authors 
(shotton, 1953; sumbler, 1983a; old et al., 1987), or the 
Grounds Farm Member of Maddy (p. 37 in Bowen 1999). It 
is generally 10–20 m thick, though probably exceeds 30 m in 
the Brinklow area [sP 43 79]. It contains local lenses of sand, 
including the widespread Knightlow sand Member, which 
divides it into lower and upper leaves. Particularly in its 
upper part, it contains sporadic drop-stones, mainly of chalk 
and flint, and bodies of till. It is well-developed in the Rugby, 
coventry and leamington area, with outliers occurring fur-
ther south (e.g. snitterfield, stretton-on-Fosse [sP 22 38]). 
North of stretton under Fosse [sP 45 81], the lower leaf 
passes into the lithologically similar Bosworth clay Member, 
and the upper leaf is replaced by the oadby Till Member.

snitteRfield sand MeMbeR

The snitterfield sand Member (snitterfield Member of 
Maddy, p. 37 in Bowen, 1999) comprises lacustrine sands 
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overlying the Baginton sand Member of the Baginton sand 
and Gravel Formation (Bytham catchments subgroup). It 
is succeeded by the wolston clay Member (see above) at 
Hutchins Brickyard, snitterfield [sP 234 596] (Maddy and 
lewis, 1991). It is probably included with the wolston clay 
on BGs 1:50 000 sheet e183 (Redditch).

knigHtlOW sand MeMbeR

The Knightlow sand Member (Knightlow Member of 
sumbler, p. 38 in Bowen, 1999) is a lenticular body of glaci-
ofluvial sand, generally from 1–3 m in thickness, within the 
wolston clay Member. The unit is the wolston sand (and 
Gravel) of shotton (1953), sumbler (1983a) and old et al. 
(1987). The type locality is wolston Pit [sP 410 746], at the 
foot of Knightlow Hill, and the deposit is developed princi-
pally in the Rugby–leamington area. At the type locality it 
lacks cretaceous erratics and as such probably equates with 
the wigston sand and Gravel Member, although elsewhere it 
is likely that similar sand bodies occur at other horizons with-
in the wolston clay succession (e.g. in the stretton under 
Fosse [sP 45 81] area; sumbler, 1983a; Bridge et al., 1998).

WigstOn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Wigs)

The wigston sand and Gravel Member (wigston Member 
of sumbler, p.38 in Bowen, 1999) comprises glaciofluvial 
sands and gravels with clasts generally dominated by lithol-
ogies such as Bunter pebbles and coal, suggesting derivation 
from the western ice that deposited the Thrussington Till 
Member. The type area is wigston, south-east leicester, 
and the type locality is cadeby Pit [sK 435 028]. The unit 
was variously termed the wigston sand and Gravel (Rice, 
1968), the cadeby sand and Gravel (douglas, 1980) and the 
wolston sand and Gravel (Rice, 1981; Bridge et al., 1998). 
It is well-developed in the area between Market Bosworth, 
leicester and Monks Kirby [sP 46 83]. To the south it 
is probably represented by the Knightlow sand Member 
(see above) at the latter’s type locality. It attains a prob-
able maximum thickness of over 25 m in the area between 
leicester and coventry.

bOsWORtH clay MeMbeR (bOsW)

The Bosworth clay Member (Bosworth Member of sumbler 
and douglas, p. 38 in Bowen, 1999) comprises lacustrine, 
commonly laminated clays and silts lying between the 
Thrussington Till Member and the wigston sand and Gravel 
Member. The type locality is cadeby Pit [sK 435 028]. The 
member was formerly termed the Bosworth clays and silts 
(shotton, 1976; douglas, 1980; Rice, 1981; worssam and 
old, 1988), the Glen Parva/Rotherby clays (Rice, 1968) 
(the informal Glen Parva, GPcl and Rotherby, Rycl 
members) and the wolston clay (Bridge et al., 1998). It 
reaches over 25 m in thickness in the wolvey area [sP 
43 87] and is developed between Market Bosworth and 
leicester, extending to stretton under Fosse in the south 
(i.e. the area where it is always overlain by wigston sand 
and Gravel or oadby Till members, and where there is no 
‘upper wolston clay’). Beyond stretton it passes into the 
lower leaf of the wolston clay Member.

HillMORtOn sand MeMbeR (Hisa)

The Hillmorton sand Member (Hillmorton Member of 
sumbler, p. 37 in Bowen, 1999) consists of glacioflu-
vial sand with some gravel lenses, which in-fills a bedrock 
channel (probably a modified pre-glacial valley) east of 

Rugby. The type locality is Hillmorton Pit [sP 542 737]. 
The unit is the Hillmorton sand of sumbler (1983a) and 
old et al. (1987) and is up to 50 m thick. The Hillmorton 
sand Member passes westwards and northwards into the 
lacustrine wolston clay Member. At the type locality it 
is overlain by the dunsmore Gravel Member but south-
eastwards passes below the oadby Till Member. It probably 
represents outwash associated with the advance of the ice 
that deposited the oadby Till Member.

sHaWell sand and gRavel MeMbeR (slsg)

The shawell sand and Gravel Member (shawell Member of 
sumbler, p.37 in Bowen, 1999; shawell Gravel of sumbler, 
1983a, b and Bridge et al., 1998) comprises a body of clast-
supported flint and limestone-rich gravels and cross-bedded 
sands, intercalated within the oadby Till Member in an area 
between Rugby and lutterworth. The type locality is Gibbet 
lane Quarry, shawell [sP 540 806]. It is up to about 11 m 
thick and represents proximal outwash derived from the 
oadby Till Member. It is probably slightly younger than the 
wigston sand and Gravel Member and the main bed of the 
Knightlow sand Member.

Oadby till MeMbeR (Odt)

The oadby Till Member (oadby Member of Maddy and 
sumbler, pp. 38–39 in Bowen, 1999) is a diamicton with 
mainly lias-derived matrix and characteristically chalk and 
flint erratics together with other components notably round-
ed quartzose sandstone cobbles (mainly carboniferous), 
traceable over a wide area of the Midlands (coventry–
Grantham–Bedford area), and including the Moreton-in-
Marsh area (see below) where relationships with the upper 
Thames valley Formation imply correlation with MIs 10 
(sumbler, 1995, 2001).

dunsMORe gRavel MeMbeR (dMg)

The dunsmore Gravel Member (dunsmore Member of 
sumbler, p. 37 in Bowen, 1999) is a flint-rich, poorly 
sorted glaciofluvial outwash sand and gravel which caps 
the glacial succession of the wolston Glacigenic Formation 
in the area between Hinckley in the north (where it overlies 
the oadby Till Member) and leamington spa in the south 
(where it overlies the wolston clay Member). The type 
locality is linghall Quarry [sP 449 729], lawford Heath, 
Rugby (as yet undescribed), which shows the dunsmore 
Gravel on wolston clay. It typically forms plateaux such as 
that of dunsmore in the Rugby area. The member is gener-
ally 2–4 m thick, but highly variable due to the channelled 
base. It is considered to grade downstream into an older 
part of the (probably composite) Pershore sand and Gravel 
Member (Avon Fifth Terrace) of the warwickshire Avon 
valley Formation (section 11.3.4.1) and may be equated 
with the spring Hill Member (sixth Terrace) of the severn 
valley Formation (Table 17) (sumbler, 1983a, 1995; old et 
al., 1987) that is assigned to MIs 10 (Bowen, 1999).

Proto-Trent valley, west of the Lincoln Gap

The following member of the wolston Glacigenic Formation 
is recognised (Table 16):

skellingtHORpe clay MeMbeR

At skellingthorpe, just west of lincoln, glaciolacustrine 
deposits of the skellingthorpe clay Member (skellingthorpe 
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Member of Brandon and sumbler, p. 41 in Bowen, 1999; 
skellingthorpe clay of Howard, 1993) are generally present 
beneath the eagle Moor Member (Brandon and sumbler, 
1988) (eagle Moor sand and Gravel Member, Trent valley 
Formation, section 11.3.2.1). BGs borehole sK96Nw4 
[sK 9123 6976] (Jackson, 1977, p.10) proved a maximum 
thickness of 6.6 m of laminated clay and silt.

Proto-Trent valley, east of the Lincoln Gap and the Bain 
Valley

The following members of the wolston Glacigenic 
Formation are identified (Table 16):

WRagby till MeMbeR

The wragby Till Member is a chalk-bearing till with a matrix 
derived chiefly from Middle and upper Jurassic mudstones 
(notably oxford clay to Kimmeridge clay). The type local-
ity is wragby [TF 133 781]. The unit is the wragby Till of 
straw (1966, 1983) and its variants (notably the Heath Till), 
assigned by lewis and sumbler (pp. 10–13 in Bowen, 1999) 
to the lowestoft Formation (Table 15). It passes westwards 
into the lias mudstone-rich oadby Till Member.

kiRkby MOOR sand MeMbeR

The Kirkby Moor sand Member (the Kirkby Moor sands 
of straw, 1958) comprises up to about 10 m of generally 
gravel-free, well-bedded sands forming the high ground of 
Kirkby Moor. The type locality is a sand pit [TF 228 627] 
east of Kirkby-on-Bain. The relationship to the contiguous 
Tattershall Airfield sand and Gravel Member (see below) 
is not clear; the latter may represent the terraced basal part 
of the Kirby Moor Member. The Kirkby Moor Member was 
inferred to be distal glaciofluvial outwash (worsley, 1991).

Lower Derwent valley downstream of Derby to the 
confluence with the River Trent

The following members of the wolston Glacigenic 
Formation are identified (Table 16):

Mill Hill sand and gRavel MeMbeR

The type area of the Mill Hill sand and Gravel Member 
is Mill Hill [sK 462 345] where it comprises a sand and 
gravel terrace outlier, about 2 m thick at 57 m above od. It 
is mapped as a glaciofluvial deposit (Brandon, 1996).

tHRussingtOn till MeMbeR (tHt)

see above (Avon valley and leicestershire).

Oadby till MeMbeR (Odt)

see above (Avon valley and leicestershire).

Lower Soar valley and Loughborough district to the 
confluence with the River Trent

The following members of the wolston Glacigenic 
Formation are identified (Table 16):

HatHeRn gRavel MeMbeR (HngR)

The type locality of the Hathern Gravel Member (Hathern 
Member of Brandon, p. 39 in Bowen, 1999) is a series of 

pits dug at Hathern [sK 503 214] (Brandon, 1995; carney 
et al., 2001), the only known locality. The deposit compris-
es up to 3 m of mainly coarse gravel with its base at 53 m 
above od, situated between bedrock and the Thrussington 
Till Member. It contains abundant carboniferous limestone 
chert and limestone clasts, the latter particularly as angular 
cobbles. It was probably deposited as southerly-directed 
glaciofluvial outwash along pre-existing Proto-derwent 
valley (Brandon, 1995).

In the loughborough, Burton and derby district (BGs 
1:50 000 sheet e141) the informal Findern Clay Member 
(Fc) (Brandon, 1997; carney et al., 2001) represents gla-
ciolacustrine deposits developed within deep channels or 
tunnel valleys (the elvaston palaeochannel) cut into bed-
rock or till by sub-glacial water.

tHRussingtOn till MeMbeR (tHt)

The Thrussington Till Member contains more carboniferous 
material than in the type area (Brandon 1995) (see above — 
Avon valley and leicestershire).

Oadby till MeMbeR (Odt)

see above (Avon valley and leicestershire).

Uppermost Evenlode valley (a Thames tributary) around 
Moreton-in-Marsh

The following members of the wolston Glacigenic 
Formation are identified (Table 17):

paxfORd gRavel MeMbeR (pa)

The Paxford Gravel Member (after sumbler, 2001) originates 
from the Paxford Gravel described by dines (1928) and cor-
responds to the ditchford Gravel of Tomlinson (1929). The 
unit comprises limestone-dominant gravels occurring at the 
base of the wolston Glacigenic Formation in the area imme-
diately north of Moreton-in-Marsh. The type locality is the 
former Paxford Gravel Pit [sP 188 380]. The unit includes 
bodies of purplish clay (cf. Moreton Member), and has an 
interfingering relationship with evident outwash gravels. It 
is probably a composite deposit of scree/head gravels partly 
reworked by outwash during ice advance. The gravels have 
yielded a molar of mammoth (Richardson and sandford, 
1960). Previous suggestions that the deposit represents the 
upstream equivalent of the Hanborough sand and Gravel 
Member (upper Thames valley Formation) of the evenlode 
(Arkell, 1947a; see discussion by sumbler, 1995) are unten-
able. The Thames/evenlode was truncated at a much earlier 
date (sumbler, 2001).

MORetOn MeMbeR (MtOn)

The Moreton Member (after sumbler, 2001) comprises 
heterogeneous silts, sands and clays, occurring around 
Moreton-in-Marsh [sP 205 323]. The bulk of the member 
is composed of red, soft silty clays, laminated reddish or 
grey clays and silty fine-grained sands with a few scat-
tered pebbles. It includes bodies of reddish brown, Trias-
rich till, similar to the Thrussington Till Member, and 
the silts are analogous to the wolston clay Member (see 
above — Avon valley and leicestershire). To the south-
west of Moreton-in-Marsh, assorted quartz/quartzite-rich 
outwash gravels grade into the profile of Freeland Terrace 
and are consequently classified as the Freeland sand and 
Gravel Member (upper Thames valley Formation).
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Oadby till MeMbeR (Odt)

The oadby Till Member comprises chalky diamictons in 
sequences of variable thickness ranging from about 5 m up 
to 15 m (at wolford wood [sP 236 332], sumbler, 2001). 
Associated bodies of flint- and chalk-rich glaciofluvial 
deposits occur near the base of the succession. The diamic-
tons are essentially indistinguishable from those developed in 
the type area (see above — Avon valley and leicestershire). 
Near Moreton-in-Marsh, it overlies the Moreton Member, or 
locally rests on Paxford Gravel Member.

WOlfORd HeatH sand and gRavel MeMbeR (WOHe)

The wolford Heath sand and Gravel Member is a val-
ley sandur deposit of more-or-less flinty outwash gravels, 
derived from the oadby Member (sumbler, 2001). It grades 
southwards and, beyond the southern limit of the Moreton 
drift, is represented by the daylesford Member of the 
upper Thames valley Formation (on the basis of elevation 
and clast content).

Area east of the Cherwell and north of the Ray in the 
neighbourhood of Aylesbury and Buckingham

The glacial deposits of this region have not yet been 
formally subdivided into named units. However, in the 
Buckingham district (BGs 1:50 000 sheet e219; sumbler, 
2003), they comprise a similar succession to the wolston 
Glacigenic Formation of the Moreton-in-Marsh area, with 
older mainly locally-derived tills with quartz/quartzite 
erratics, local glaciolacustrine sands and silts (cf. Moreton 
Member), and younger chalk-flint-rich tills and mainly 
flint-bearing sands and gravels (oadby Till Member). As 
with the Moreton drift, it may be that these deposits cor-
relate with both MIs 10 and 12 (sumbler, 1995, 2001). 
They are consequently included in the wolston Glacigenic 
Formation, and it may be appropriate to extend this term 
to all the ‘Anglian’ glacial deposits in the Midlands, to the 
north and west of the chilterns.

Wellingborough and Bedford districts

The informal Bozeat Till (BoZe), assigned to the wolston 
Glacigenic Formation, has been identified in the western 
part of the wellingborough and Bedford districts (Barron et 
al., 2006; 2010) (Table 15). It comprises up to 5 m of dark 
bluish grey diamicton with clasts of Jurassic lithologies and 
rare chalk. The deposits underlie the oadby Till Member 
(wolston Glacigenic Formation).

Birmingham and Wolverhampton district

The following members of the wolston Glacigenic 
Formation are identified (Table 17):

tHRussingtOn till MeMbeR (tHt)

The Thrussington Till Member (see above — Avon val-
ley and leicestershire) is a red Triassic-rich till occur-
ring beneath the woolridge sand and Gravel Member at 
woolridge (see below), and present at several other locali-
ties in the region. It corresponds with the eastnor Boulder 
clay of Hey (1959, 1963).

WOOlRidge sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Wdge)

The woolridge sand and Gravel Member (woolridge 
Member of Maddy and sumbler, p. 34 in Bowen, 1999) 

comprises generally less than 2 m of clayey sand and gravel 
beneath the woolridge Terrace of wills (1938) and is found 
as outliers 70–80 m above the floodplain downstream of 
Tewkesbury. The type locality is woolridge [so 806 237] 
(Maddy et al., 1995). The member is believed to be gla-
ciofluvial outwash associated with the Thrussington Till, 
although some mapped outcrops may include younger head 
or fluvial gravels.

11.2.1.2 nuRseRies glacigenic fORMatiOn 

The Nurseries Glacigenic Formation probably equates 
with the lower part of the composite wolston Glacigenic 
Formation (section 11.2.1.1).

Name
Nurseries Glacigenic Formation (NuRs) (after Horton, 
1974, and Maddy, p. 34 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
comprises the older of the two pre-devensian glacial suc-
cessions identified in the Birmingham area. Predominantly 
tills, sands and gravels and laminated glaciolacustrine clays. 
characteristically lacks scottish and lake districts erratics 
(which characterise the devensian stockport Glacigenic 
Formation), and northern and eastern (e.g. cretaceous) 
erratics (which are found in the wolston Glacigenic 
Formation). At the type locality it comprises brown till 
with abundant erratics (mainly local upper carboniferous 
coal Measures rocks (duigan, 1956; Kelly, 1964; Powell 
et al., 2000) but including rocks of western derivation such 
as North welsh rhyolite), together with sands and gravels 
and laminated clays. Represented by sand and gravel and 
laminated clay at Nechells (Horton, 1989b; Powell et al., 
2000, fig. 25).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 7a and 17).

Type area/Reference section
Type locality: Quinton [so 992 847] near Birmingham 
(Horton, 1974) where it underlies the temperate Quinton 
Peat Formation (section 11.3.1.1).

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests upon Permo-Triassic and Palaeozoic bedrock.

At the type locality and at Nechells, overlain by the organic 
Quinton Peat Formation (Hoxnian). elsewhere and more 
generally, inferred to be overlain by the Ridgacre Formation, 
or depending on lateral extent, younger Quaternary deposits 
or ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
About 20–25 m at type locality and Nechells.

Distribution and extent
Full extent highly uncertain pending further work, but 
likely to be fairly widespread in and to the south of the 
Birmingham (Redditch and Birmingham districts) (BGs 
1:50 000 sheets e168, 182 and 183) beyond the limit of the 
stockport Glacigenic Formation (devensian), both beneath 
the Ridgacre Formation and beyond its limits. currently 
positively identified only in sections at Quinton and 
Nechells. Remnants may be present within the devensian 
limit beneath the stockport Glacigenic Formation.
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Age
Anglian (MIs 12).

11.2.1.3 RisbuRy glacigenic fORMatiOn

The ‘older drift deposits’ of the lugg valley, wye valley 
and valleys west and south of the Malvern Hills were 
assigned by Brandon, Richards and Maddy (pp. 28–32 in 
Bowen, 1999) to the Risbury Formation and considered 
to correlate with the Anglian stage (MIs 12). It comprises 
ice-contact, glaciolacustrine, glaciodeltaic and glaciofluvial 
deposits that occur as remnants above 80 m od outside 
the late devensian terminal moraine from leominster to 
areas south and east of Hereford (Brandon, 1989; Richards, 
1994). currently the Risbury Glacigenic Formation (as 
it is here known) and component members are informal 
units and only the White House Silts Member (wsI) and 
the Coddington Till Member (codT) (white House and 
coddington members of Brandon and Richards, p. 32 in 
Bowen, 1999) have been described in the BGs lexicon, 
based on Richards (1994) and Barclay et al. (1992). At 
the coddington type locality [so 73 43] the coddington 
Till Members comprises up to 10 m of reddish brown tills 
of northern provenance with a significant component of 
Triassic quartzite and quartz clasts. It corresponds with the 
Thrussington Till Member (wolston Glacigenic Formation) 
of the areas to the north-east (section 11.2.1.1).

other informal units described by Brandon and Richards 
(pp. 28–29 in Bowen 1999) include:

The Newton Farm Member, stratotype: Newton Farm 
[sd 627 516], comprises glacitectonised, glaciodeltaic 
sands and gravels up to 26 m thick. The deposits were laid 
down at the margins of a large ice-dammed lake: Glacial 
lake Bromyard (Richards, 1994). The deposits were for-
merly mapped as older Fluvioglacial Gravel deposits 
(Brandon, 1989).

The Kyre Brook Member, stratotype: Hall Farm [so 
642 624], comprises Humber Formation sands and grav-
els reworked by catastrophic drainage from Glacial lake 
Bromyard (Richards, 1994). cross-bedded sand units and 
overlying cross-bedded gravel up to 6 m thick form a low 
terrace from collington [so 645 597] to Tenbury wells 
[so 680 610], with a base at 100 m to 120 m od.

The Stoke Lacy Member, stratotype: windmill Hill [so 
606 487], comprises glacitectonised sand, gravel and till 
units up to 15 m in thickness (Richards, 1994). Formerly 
it was mapped as older Fluvioglacial Gravel deposits 
(Brandon, 1989).

The Stoke Prior Member, type area: stoke Prior–steens 
Bridge–Bowley court [so 555 524] to [so 555 580], com-
prises glacigenic deposits forming hill cappings between 80 
and 140 m above od. The member includes till, glaciola-
custrine, glaciofluvial and glaciodeltaic deposits represent-
ing ice-marginal deposition and the formation of Glacial 
lake Humber during a recessional phase of a pre-Hoxnian 
glaciation (Richards, 1994). Formerly it was mapped as 
older Fluvioglacial Gravel deposits (Brandon, 1989).

The Franklands Gate Member, stratotype: Franklands 
Gate [so 549 456], comprises channelised glaciotecton-
ised, ice-marginal sands and gravels up to 8 m thick with 
a base at 80 m above od at the type site, 98 m above 
od at Norton court [so 539 495] to 115 m above od at 
vennwood [so 5485 4900]. Formerly it was mapped as 
older Fluvioglacial Gravel deposits (Brandon, 1989).

The Portway Member, type area: Burghill [so 488 448] 
(Brandon and Hains, 1981), comprises glacitectonised, glaciol-
acustrine and glaciofluvial deposits up to 12 m thick, which are 
interpreted to represent ice-marginal fluctuation and deposition 
during a recessional phase of a pre-Hoxnian glaciation. Gravels 

of this member are dominated by locally-derived devonian 
clasts and the absence of northerly-derived components 
(Brandon, 1989; Richards, 1994). The member occurs beyond 
or beneath the deposits of the late devensian Herefordshire 
Formation of Brandon (p. 31 in Bowen, 1999) which includes 
the Hereford Till Member (HdTI) (in this framework assigned 
to the Brecknockshire Glacigenic Formation; section 8.2.2.1). 
The Portway Member was formerly named the Portway sand 
and Gravel by Brandon and Hains (1981).

11.2.1.4 RidgacRe fORMatiOn

deposits of the Ridgacre Formation lie mainly beyond the 
limit of the late devensian glaciation, although remnants 
may be concealed by the stockport Glacigenic Formation 
within the devensian limit. The Ridgacre Formation over-
lies the temperate Quinton Peat Formation (Hoxnian) 
(section 11.3.1.1).

Name
Ridgacre Formation (RIdG) (after shotton, 1989, and 
Maddy, p. 34 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
comprises the younger of the two pre-devensian glacial suc-
cessions identified in the Birmingham area. Predominantly 
sands and tills, which characteristically lack scottish and 
lake districts erratics (which characterise the devensian 
stockport Glacigenic Formation), and northern and eastern 
(e.g. cretaceous) erratics (which are found in the pre-
devensian wolston Formation). At the type section it com-
prises glacigenic reddish-brown and orange sand with clay 
partings, overlain by reddish brown till with Trias (mainly 
Bunter quartz/quartzite) and upper carboniferous erratics; 
similar deposits of sand and gravel occur at Nechells.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions. Tables 7a and 17.

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Quinton [so 992 847] near Birmingham.

Lower and upper boundaries
At the type section and at Nechells, the Ridgacre Formation 
overlies the organic Quinton Peat Formation (Hoxnian). 
More generally, inferred to rest upon Nurseries Glacigenic 
Formation or Permo-Triassic or Palaeozoic bedrock.

Ground surface or various younger Quaternary depos-
its. Remnants may be present inside the devensian limit 
beneath the stockport Glacigenic Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
About 8 m at type locality; elsewhere may be represented 
by up to 50 m of deposits.

Distribution and extent
Full extent highly uncertain pending further work, but likely 
to be widespread in and to the south of the Birmingham area 
beyond the limit of the devensian stockport Glacigenic 
Formation, and probably makes up the great bulk of the pre-
devensian glacigenic deposits there, and possibly in adjoin-
ing districts. currently positively identified only in sections 
at Quinton and Nechells where it overlies the temperate 
(Hoxnian) Quinton Peat Formation. Possibly also repre-
sented by till at stourport beneath the Holt Heath sand and 
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Gravel Member of the severn valley Formation (dawson, 
1988; Maddy et al., 1995), and by gravels farther upstream 
in the stour valley (Maddy et al., 1995). Remnants may be 
present inside the devensian limit beneath the stockport 
Glacigenic Formation.

Age
The age and correlation of the Ridgacre Formation is con-
tentious; it is probably related to the wolston Glacigenic 
Formation (e.g. shotton, 1989), and was assigned to MIs 10 
by sumbler (1995), but Maddy et al. (1995) believed it to 
represent a separate and younger glaciation (MIs 6) partly 
from cl36 dates.

11.3 BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

11.3.1 Formations of the Britannia Catchments Group

11.3.1.1 quintOn peat fORMatiOn

within the Britannia catchments Group the Quinton 
Peat Formation (Tables 6 and 17) overlies the Nurseries 
Glacigenic Formation (Albion Glacigenic Group) at 
Quinton (Horton, 1974, 1989b) and Nechells (duigan, 
1956; Kelly, 1964; shotton and osborne, 1965; Powell et 
al., 2000, fig. 26). The formation is assigned to the Hoxnian 
stage on the basis of the pollen and insect content (duigan, 
1956; Kelly, 1964) and as such is assigned to MIs 11. 
similar deposits were proved in boreholes at Grimstock 
Hill, near Gilson [sP 192 902] (Brown, 1980) and Trysull 
[sJ 85 95] (Morgan, 1973) where they comprise the Trysull 
Silt Formation (section 8.4.1.1, Table 13).

Name
Quinton Peat Formation (QuIP) (after Kelly, 1964 and 
Horton, 1989b; Quinton Formation of Maddy and sumbler, 
p. 34 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Peat, organic sand, silt and humic clay with root traces and 
drifted wood.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 6 and 17).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Quinton [so 992 847] near Birmingham 
(Horton, 1974, 1989b).

Lower and upper boundaries
overlies Nurseries Glacigenic Formation (Albion Glacigenic 
Group) at Quinton and Nechells.

overlain by Ridgacre Formation (Albion Glacigenic Group) 
at Quinton and Nechells.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Temperate organic and lacustrine deposits.

Thickness
up to 15 m.

Distribution and extent
Quinton and Nechells districts of Birmingham.

Age
Hoxnian (MIs 11) or MIs 9.

Post-Anglian fluvial deposits of the Midlands, upper 
Thames and severn valleys are assigned to formations of 
three subgroups, the Trent–Witham Catchments, Thames 
Catchments and the Severn and Avon Catchments sub-
groups.

11.3.2 Trent–Witham Catchments Subgroup

All of the terrace deposits of the Trent Basin are included in 
the Trent–witham catchments subgroup (Tables 6 and 16). 
The basin came into existence at the end of the Anglian gla-
ciation, generally considered to be MIs 12. However, verti-
cal separation of the terraces in the Trent valley suggests 
that the oldest unit, the eagle Moor Member, is the earliest 
representative of Trent Basin drainage and, as distal glacial 
outwash, is likely to date from MIs 10 (cf. the correla-
tive dunsmore Gravel Member of the wolston Glacigenic 
Formation). equivalents of the eagle Moor Member include 
the Martin sand and Gravel Member and the Tattershall 
Airfield sand and Gravel Member of the ‘Proto-Trent’ and 
Bain valley (see above and Table 16). In this account, all 
three units are placed in the Trent valley Formation.

It seems likely that the glaciation responsible for the 
deposition of the Thrussington Till Member belongs to 
MIs 12. The drainage of the east Midlands prior to this gla-
ciation had a very different configuration. The Proto-soar 
or Bytham River was the main trunk river and the north–
south derby River was a major tributary. Their deposits are 
included in the dunwich Group (section 10.2.3). Terrace 
deposits are known which predate MIs 13 but the last depo-
sition by these rivers was during MIs 12.

The present River Trent valley enters the Humber north 
of scunthorpe, but in pre-Ipswichian (MIs 5e) times the 
‘Proto-Trent’ flowed from Newark through the lincoln Gap 
[sK 980 710] to the wash. This route was abandoned by the 
Trent during the late devensian, but was taken up by the 
River witham, the latter river abandoning its former course 
through the Ancaster Gap [sK 980 440] which, contrary 
to much literature, seems to be an entirely post-Anglian 
feature.

other major basin tributaries whose deposits have been 
recently researched and for which there is a significant 
amount of data are the lower dove, derwent, soar, wreake 
and Bain. Apart from the lower dove and wreake, which 
share nomenclatures with the Trent and soar valleys respec-
tively, the deposits of the major tributaries are grouped into 
their own valley formations. This is mainly because of the 
enormous lithological variations in the composition of the 
gravels. All these valleys contain a flight of river terraces 
that can readily be correlated by altimetry. discoveries at 
several sites each of interglacial and interstadial deposits 
with biota referable to MIs 2, 5a or 5c, 5e and 7 have 
strengthened the correlations proposed, as have comparison 
of details of internal terrace stratigraphy, sedimentology, 
presence of rubified soil, degree of cryoturbation and so 
forth in terrace deposits in different valleys. Head deposits 
have been extensively mapped in all the valleys but head 
terrace sequences are particularly preserved in clay vales 
adjacent to the Trent, notably the vale of Belvoir. There, 
they have been named the Langar Head (lRHd), Harby 
Head (HyHd), and Pen Hill Head (PHHd), while in the 
wreake valley (i.e. stapleford vale) they are the Burton 
Lazars Head (BlHd) and Stapleford Head (sdHd) (see 
BGs 1:50 000 sheet e142, Melton Mowbray). These 
deposits may be referred to the appropriate valley formation 
but are not described herein. A summary of the nomencla-
ture is given in Table 16.
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Name
Trent–witham catchments subgroup (TRwcA) (after 
the Trent catchments subgroup of McMillan, 2005, and 
McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
sand, gravel, silt and organic deposits. The sands and grav-
els contain clasts derived from rocks cropping out in the 
Midlands of england (mainly Triassic ‘Bunter’, ironstone 
and chert, carboniferous sandstone, lias siltstone, lime-
stone and ironstone).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Trent valley, soar valley and Bain 
valley formations (Tables 6 and 16).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The catchment of the valleys of the River Trent 
and witham, soar, Bain and their tributaries south and east 
of the Peak district including lincolnshire. see also strato-
types of constituent formations.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable contact with units of Albion Glacigenic 
Group and bedrock.

Generally the ground surface, but units of this group locally 
interfinger with units of the British coastal deposits Group.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The Trent–witham catchments subgroup comprises a suite 
of fluvial, lacustrine, mass movement (head), periglacial and 
organic (peat) deposits. The subgroup includes the alluvium 
and river terrace deposits of the Trent and witham valleys 
and pre-diversionary valleys (Trent valley Formation), the 
soar valley (soar valley Formation) and the Bain valley 
(Bain valley Formation) and their respective tributaries, 
including the rivers derwent (derbyshire), dove and devon.

Thickness
About 25 m at type locality; elsewhere may be represented 
by up to 80 m of deposits.

Distribution and extent
The catchments of the valleys of the River Trent and 
witham, soar and Bain and their tributaries south and east 
of the Peak district and including lincolnshire.

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

11.3.2.1 tRent valley fORMatiOn

The Trent valley Formation is established to include all 
terrace deposits of the Trent valley. There is difficulty in 
correlating terraces upriver of the Trent Trench (between 
Nottingham and Newark) with those developed beyond 
Newark in the ‘Proto-Trent’ route through the lincoln 
Gap [sK 980 710]. upstream of Nottingham, there is no 
biostratigraphical control available for deposits older than 
MIs 5e, and the terrace deposits are correlated by altimetry.

Name
Trent valley Formation (TRvA) (modified after Brandon, 
p.41 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Mainly sand, gravel and mud; divided (in type area) into six 
principal ‘terrace’ members (eagle Moor, etwall, egginton 

common, Beeston, Holme Pierrepont and Hemington 
members), plus Holocene alluvium (the Trent Member 
of Bowen, 1999) and with local named organic deposits. 
Includes contemporaneous head, colluvium and soil depos-
its. Gravel composition varies substantially throughout 
the catchment but is generally dominated by pebbles of 
‘Bunter’ quartzite and other lithologies derived from the 
Triassic sherwood sandstone Group, together with a pro-
portion of material from local bedrock sources and from 
glacial deposits of the Anglian wolston Formation and, 
in the youngest terraces, from the devensian stockport 
Glacigenic Formation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into terrace deposit members: see below and 
Tables 6 and 16.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Middle Trent valley, Burton upon Trent to 
Nottingham [sK 43 00] (clayton, 1953; Posnansky, 1960; 
carney et al., 2001, 2002a).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, commonly channelled base on bedrock 
or glacial deposits (mostly Anglian wolston Glacigenic 
Formation, or, in the uppermost Trent, devensian stockport 
Glacigenic Formation).

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial terrace and alluvial deposits and related organic 
deposits of the River Trent from its source to the Humber, 
and those of its tributaries excluding the soar and possibly 
others, pending review. The formation includes deposits of 
older river course via the lincoln Gap.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
Modern Trent catchment (excluding derwent and soar) and 
the course of the ‘Proto-Trent’ from Newark and through 
the lincoln Gap.

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

Trent valley, upriver of Newark

The following six members of the Trent valley Formation 
are identified:

eagle MOOR sand and gRavel MeMbeR (eMsg)

The eagle Moor sand and Gravel Member (Brandon and 
sumbler, 1991) is probably equivalent to the upper Hilton 
glaciofluvial terrace gravels (clayton, 1953; Posnansky, 
1960) forming terraces about 58 m above od (see also 
Martin sand and Gravel Member).

etWall sand and gRavel MeMbeR (etsg)

The etwall sand and Gravel Member underlies the dis-
sected terrace remnants at 60–65 m above od along the 
northern side of the lower dove into the Trent valley. The 
type area is Hilton–etwall–willington [sK 250 315–295 
298]. The main deposit consists of up to 3 m of cryotur-
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bated sands and gravels It is the probable equivalent, in part, 
of the deposits of the upper Hilton Terrace (clayton, 1953; 
Posnansky, 1960). It is separated from the lower egginton 
common sand and Gravel Member by a 3 m rock step.

The Hykeham Soil of the egginton common sand and 
Gravel Member lies on the surface of the etwall sand 
and Gravel Member in its type area of Hilton–etwall–
willington [sK 250 315–295 298].

eggintOn cOMMOn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (egsg)

The egginton common sand and Gravel Member underlies 
an extensive terrace on the northern side of the lower dove 
into the Trent valley at 60–55 m above od The type area 
is Hilton–etwall–willington [sK 252 307–290 286]. The 
main deposit (the egginton common sand and Gravel) 
comprises up to 3 m of cryoturbated sands and gravels. It is 
correlated with the lower Hilton Terrace deposits (clayton, 
1953; Posnansky, 1960). It includes the rubified temperate 
Hykeham soil.

beestOn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (bssg)

The Beeston sand and Gravel Member underlies a dissected 
terrace up to 7 m above the River Trent floodplain. The type 
area is long eaton to Beeston [sK 480 345–5309 370]. The 
main deposit is the Beeston sand and Gravel, up to 5 m 
thick. It corresponds with that part of Beeston Terrace depos-
its of the Trent (not derwent) defined by clayton (1953) and 
Posnansky (1960), lying upriver of the Trent Trench.

HOlMe pieRRepOnt sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Hpsg)

The Holme Pierrepont sand and Gravel Member was 
formerly termed the Floodplain Terrace (clayton, 1953) 
and Floodplain sand and Gravel (Brandon and sumbler, 
1988). The stratotype is defined at the Holme Pierrepont 
sand and gravel pits [sK 62 38], Nottingham (charsley et 
al., 1990). The main deposit, the Holme Pierrepont sand 
and Gravel comprises immature sandy gravels, up to about 
10 m thick. It forms an extensive valley sandur along Trent 
valley downriver of the former late devensian ice front 
at uttoxeter and upriver of Burton upon Trent. It occurs 
beneath alluvium and Hemington Terrace deposits and also 
forms low terraces about 1–2 m above the floodplain. A 
fauna of cold stage large mammals has been listed from the 
deposit (e.g. Posnansky, 1960).

HeMingtOn gRavel MeMbeR (Hetd)

The Hemington Gravel Member forms a terrace up to about 
1 m above the floodplain in an area from shardlow to long 
eaton [sK 43 30–49 31]. In contrast to the alluvium it com-
monly exhibits medieval ridge and furrow systems. The 
stratotype is the Hemington Pit [sK 464 306]. The member 
overlies the Holme Pierrepont sand and Gravel Member 
and comprises a lower unit of laterally accreted gravels, 
the Hemington Gravel, and an upper unit of overbank 
silts totalling about 2 m. Basal silts in channels below the 
Hemington Gravel contain late-glacial to early Holocene 
pollen and are radiocarbon dated at 10 320 ± 160 years BP 
(coope and Jones in shotton, 1977). The member merges 
with the Ambaston Terrace deposits (Ambaston Gravel 
Member) of the lower derwent (Brandon, 1996).

Derwent Valley

The following members and beds are identified:

eagle MOOR sand and gRavel MeMbeR (eMsg)

The eagle Moor sand and Gravel Member (Brandon and 
sumbler, 1991) is probably equivalent to the upper Hilton 
glaciofluvial gravels (clayton, 1953; Posnansky, 1960) 
forming terraces about 58 m above od.

OckbROOk sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Oksg)

several minor highly cryoturbated remnants of sand and 
gravel along the north side of valley below derby at 
between 56 and about 52.5 m above od are assigned to 
this unit. The maximum thickness of the unit is about 2 m 
(Brandon, 1996). The type area is ockbrook [sK 425 348] 
where there is the largest sand and gravel terrace remnant. 
The deposits were included in the upper Hilton Terrace by 
clayton (1953) and Posnansky (1960).

bORROWasH sand and gRavel MeMbeR (bOsg)

The Borrowash sand and Gravel Member forms a well-
developed, dissected, highly cryoturbated gravel flat (lower 
Hilton Terrace; clayton, 1953; Posnansky, 1960) along the 
north side of derwent valley below derby, at between 53 
and 44 m above od. The type area is Borrowash [sK 4167 
3425], where there is the largest sand and gravel terrace 
remnant. The maximum thickness of the unit is about 4.5 m 
(Brandon, 1996).

allentOn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (alsg)

The Allenton sand and Gravel Member is composed of 
2–4 m of gravels underlying a vast cryoplanation terrace 
feature, about 2–6.5 m above the floodplain alluvium, 
on both sides of derwent below derby. The type area 
is Allenton [sK 36 34–41 31]. They are evidently post-
Ipswichian (post-MIs 5e) on the basis of hippopotamus 
remains in the underlying crown Inn Bone Beds, and 
pre-late devensian by the degree of post-depositional 
cryogenic disturbance (Brandon, 1996). They were previ-
ously correlated with the Beeston Terrace of the Trent (e.g. 
swinnerton, 1937; clayton, 1953; Posnansky, 1960; Jones 
and stanley, 1974).

The Crown Inn Bone Beds comprise about 3 m of 
clays, silts and gravels (Bemrose and deeley, 1896). The 
type locality is a well at the yard of the former crown 
Inn, Allenton [sK 379 326]. sand towards the base of the 
sequence contains bones of mammals including hippopota-
mus, considered diagnostic of the Ipswichian Interglacial 
(MIs 5e). The beds infill a palaeochannel below gravels of 
the Allenton sand and Gravel Member (Brandon, 1996). 
Gravels described by Jones and stanley (1974) (Alvaston 
Formation of Thomas, p. 97 in Bowen, 1999) from nearby 
Boulton Moor [sK 385 315] are probably from the same 
channel.

HOlMe pieRRepOnt sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Hpsg)

As described in the Trent valley.

aMbastOn gRavel MeMbeR (aMtd)

The Ambaston Gravel Member underlies an extensive 
terrace about 1–1.5 m above the derwent floodplain. The 
terrace is extensively ridged and furrowed. The type area 
is Ambaston [sK 42 32]. The deposit (the older alluvium 
of Fox-strangways, 1905, p. 43) overlies the eroded Holme 
Pierrepont sand and Gravel Member. The deposit com-
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prises gravel overlain by silt, together totalling up to 3 m 
in thickness. It passes into the coeval Hemington sand and 
Gravel Member of the Trent valley.

Valley of the Proto-Trent River west of the Lincoln Gap

The following six members of the Trent valley Formation 
are identified:

eagle MOOR sand and gRavel MeMbeR (eMsg)

The eagle Moor sand and Gravel Member comprises up 
to 6 m of glaciofluvial sandy gravel. Between Newark 
and lincoln this member forms terraced outliers from 
danethorpe Hill [sK 84 57] northwards to eagle Moor [sK 
890 684], the type area, the surface falling from about 36 m 
(i.e. about 25 m above the Trent floodplain) to 32 m above 
od.

WHisby faRM sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Wfsg)

The whisby Farm sand and Gravel Member was formerly 
worked extensively from pits situated about 0.8 km to the 
south-west of the stratotype gravel pit [sK 925 676], near 
whisby Farm, between whisby and Hykeham, lincoln. up 
to 3 m of reddened sand and gravel form a terrace about 
5 m above the Balderton Member and separated from it by 
a rock step (Brandon and sumbler, 1991, p. 119, fig. 3). 
Bedding indicates deposition from the north-west into the 
Balderton course of the Trent valley. It is head gravel large-
ly derived from the eagle Moor sand and Gravel Member 
and provisionally correlated with MIs 8.

baldeRtOn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (bdtn)

The Balderton sand and Gravel Member is found between 
Newark [sK 79 53], Balderton [sK 82 51] and Hykeham 
[sK 95 69], lincoln, and is well exposed in a series of grav-
el pit sections documented by Brandon and sumbler (1991). 
The stratotype is a gravel pit [sK 896 663] at whisby, near 
Thorpe on the Hill, lincoln. The deposits infill a sinuous 
channel, 1.5 to 3 km wide, that is directed towards the 
lincoln Gap. Its surface falls steadily northwards from 
18 m above od (about 7 m above the Trent floodplain) 
to about 11 m od. It includes several separate units, as 
described below. The main deposit comprises 7–8.5 m of 
sand and gravel (the Balderton sand and Gravel). This has 
yielded cold stage large mammals dominated by M. primi-
genius and C. antiquitatus, molluscs, beetles and pollen. 
electron spin resonance (esR) ages on elephant molars 
and amino acid ratios from molluscs indicate correlation 
with MIs 6 (Brandon and sumbler, 1991). A line of outli-
ers through whatton [sK 745 388] (the whatton sand and 
Gravel) possibly formed in a tributary valley of the main 
Balderton Member river (Howard et al., 2008).

The Thorpe on the Hill Bone Bed comprises sandy silts 
with sands and basal gravel up to 1 m thick with base at 
about 1 m above od. The stratotype is a pit [sK 896 663] 
at whisby, near Thorpe on the Hill, lincoln. The bed 
occurs in a bedrock channel beneath the Balderton sand 
and Gravel Member. Its biota consists of temperate large 
mammals, molluscs, pollen, macroplants and beetles. Its 
position below the Balderton sand and Gravel (MIs 6) and 
the presence of the bivalve Corbicula fluminalis suggests 
correlation with MIs 7.

Patchily preserved on the Balderton Terrace is the 
Whisby Sand Bed (stratotype: pit [sK 930 673], whisby, 
lincoln), which comprises red sand of fluvio-aeolian origin 

up to 1.5 m thick that occurs in cores of ice-wedge casts 
and other late devensian cryogenic involutions on top of 
the Balderton sand and Gravel Member. It was probably 
deposited after the Proto-Trent route to the lincoln Gap was 
abandoned (Brandon and sumbler, 1991).

The Hykeham Soil is developed on the surface of 
the Balderton Terrace. It is probably of Ipswichian age 
(MIs 5e), but includes ice wedge casts developed during 
the late devensian. The type locality of the Hykeham Soil 
is as for the whisby sand Bed. It occurs as a rubified hori-
zon affecting the whisby sand Bed and the top 2 m of the 
Balderton sand and Gravel. It is preserved in cores of ice 
wedge casts and other late devensian cryogenic involutions 
and is inferred to represent MIs 5e (Brandon and sumbler, 
1991).

fulbeck sand and gRavel MeMbeR (fulb)

The Fulbeck sand and Gravel Member was deposited by 
an extended River Brant that flowed northwards to the 
lincoln Gap from an area, west of Grantham, now occu-
pied by the headwaters of the River devon (a minor tribu-
tary of the Trent). Brandon and sumbler (1988) inferred 
that the ‘Fulbeck River’ also shared headwaters with the 
modern River witham, but it is now thought that most of 
the Fulbeck sand and Gravel predates any input from the 
witham: until late devensian times the latter flowed east-
wards through the Ancaster Gap [sK 980 440] (Berridge et 
al., 1999). Nevertheless the witham may have contributed 
to the later phases of the Fulbeck sand and Gravel after its 
initial westward diversion, before taking up its present even 
more westerly loop to the lincoln Gap.

The Fulbeck sand and Gravel comprises strongly cryo-
genically involuted, lincolnshire limestone-rich sandy 
gravel, up to 3 m thick, infilling a broad, shallow channel 
from woolsthorpe [sK 84 35] to Hougham [sK 89 45] 
(where it is cut across the course of the modern River 
witham), and thence northwards to Aubourn [sK 94 63] 
(where it rejoins the witham). The type area is Fulbeck 
Airfield area [sK 89 50], lincolnshire. The gravel is the 
greater part of the Fulbeck sand and Gravel of Brandon 
and sumbler (1988). The member is considered to have 
been deposited mostly during early devensian cold stages 
(mainly MIs 4; Berridge et al., 1999). A mammoth molar 
was found in the deposit [sK 8800 4198] near Marston.

The Little Syke Bone Beds occur at little syke drain [sK 
896 538] and several other localities at the base and close 
to the western margin of the Fulbeck sand and Gravel. 
The beds comprise up to about 0.5 m of strongly involuted 
clayey gravel which contains common mammal fossils, 
notably of hippopotamus (Brandon and sumbler, 1988), 
and is consequently assigned an Ipswichian age (MIs 5e).

scaRle sand and gRavel MeMbeR (scsg)

The scarle sand and Gravel Member forms a gravelly ter-
race 3–4 m above the Trent floodplain with both surface 
and base higher than corresponding levels of the nearby 
Holme Pierrepont sand and Gravel Member. The type area 
lies between North collingham [sK 830 620] and North 
scarle [sK 840 670]. The main deposit is the scarle sand 
and Gravel Member. It probably aggraded when the Trent 
route to the lincoln Gap was to the west and north of eagle 
Moor. It is correlated with the Fulbeck sand and Gravel of 
the witham (Brandon and sumbler, 1988, Table 1) that is 
probably an early devensian (mainly MIs 4) cold stage 
deposit (see above). It has yielded reindeer (R. tarandus) 
and steppe Bison (B. priscus) from beds (informally named 
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the South Scarle Bone Beds) in a pit [sK 8552 6400] south 
scarle (A. Brandon, unpublished). The unit was unaffected 
by the development of the Hykeham soil.

HOlMe pieRRepOnt sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Hpsg)

The Holme Pierrepont sand and Gravel Member (Trent 
valley Formation — see above) was probably deposited by 
the Trent, partly en route to the lincoln Gap via west and 
north of eagle Moor, and partly after its diversion north to the 
Humber (Brandon and sumbler, 1988, p. 130). The Holme 
Pierrepont sand and Gravel Member includes the Spalford 
Sand (type area: spalford [sK 840 690], Nottinghamshire). 
The spalford sand comprises spreads of pale brown, fine-
grained blown sand, up to about 3 m thick, overlying the 
sand and gravel. It is thought to be late devensian (MIs 2), 
possibly late Glacial in age (Brandon and sumbler, 1988). 
It was also reworked during the Holocene (MIs 1).

Valley of the Proto-Trent River east of the Lincoln Gap

Although straw (1958, p. 37) described the following sand 
and gravel terrace deposits as ‘witham Terraces’, the depos-
its are placed in the Trent valley Formation, as for much of 
its history the Trent flowed through the lincoln Gap, down 
what is now the lower witham valley, to the wash, whilst 
the present headwaters of the witham flowed from the 
Grantham area, via the Ancaster Gap [sK 980 440] directly 
to the wash, and not through lincoln as at present (Brandon 
and sumbler, 1988; Berridge et al., 1999). The following 
three members of the Trent valley Formation are identified:

MaRtin sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Mtnsg)

The Martin sand and Gravel Member (Martin Member 
of Bowen, 1999) is believed to be equivalent to the eagle 
Moor sand and Gravel Member to the west of the lincoln 
Gap (Brandon and sumbler, 1988) (see above).

sOutHRey sand and gRavel MeMbeR (sOysg)

The southrey sand and Gravel Member (after straw, 1958) 
is distributed along the north side of the present witham 
valley from southrey [TF 13 66] to Kirkstead [TF 19 60] 
(where it passes into the Thorpe Member of the Bain) as 
a series of much dissected remnants with a surface falling 
from about 8–about 5 m above od (i.e. 6–3 m above the 
witham floodplain). The type area is the woodhall spa–
Kirkstead Bridge area [TF 18 62]. The deposits comprise 
quartzite-rich to flint-rich sandy gravels up to 6 m thick, 
correlated by altimetry with the Balderton sand and Gravel 
Member (MIs 6). At two localities north of woodhall spa, 
interglacial silts have been found, apparently within narrow 
channels, either incised into, or overlain by the southrey 
sand and Gravel. Interpretation of the pollen and molluscs 
from these coronation Farm Beds is inconclusive, but the 
silts are tentatively assigned to MIs 5e, although an older 
MIs 7 or MIs 9 age cannot be excluded.

kiRkstead sand and gRavel MeMbeR (ksdsg)

The Kirkstead sand and Gravel Member is a quartzite-rich 
sandy gravel deposited by the Trent and penetrated by 
many boreholes beneath the Fen alluvium of the modern 
witham valley. The type locality comprises BGs boreholes 
at Kirkstead [TF 1630 6114]. The deposits are considered to 
be coeval with the castle sand and Gravel Member of the 
Bain valley Formation and, at least in part, with the lower 

part of the Holme Pierrepont Member of the Trent valley 
Formation west of the lincoln Gap. They are thought to be 
early to late devensian in age (MIs 4–2).

11.3.2.2 sOaR valley fORMatiOn

The soar valley Formation is established to include all the 
Anglian to Holocene fluvial deposits of the soar valley.

Name
soar valley Formation (soARv) (after Brandon, 1995, 
1999, and Maddy, p. 39 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Mainly sand, gravel and mud; includes contemporane-
ous head, colluvium and soil deposits. Gravel is gener-
ally dominated by ‘Bunter’ quartzite pebbles and flints in 
roughly equal proportions, plus other components including 
charnian material.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided (in type area) into five principal ‘terrace’ 
members, the Knighton sand and Gravel, Birstall sand and 
Gravel, wanlip sand and Gravel, syston sand and Gravel, 
and Hemington members, together with Holocene alluvium 
(the soar Member of Bowen, 1999) (Tables 6 and 16).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: lower soar valley, loughborough area [sK 52 
00] (Brandon, 1999; carney et al., 2001; 2002a, b).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, commonly channelled base on Anglian 
glacial deposits (wolston Glacigenic Formation) or on pre-
Quaternary bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Mainly post-Anglian fluvial terrace and alluvial deposits of 
the River soar of leicestershire and those of its tributaries 
such as the wreake, but excluding Anglian/pre Anglian 
deposits of the Proto-soar or Bytham River.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
catchment of the modern soar (including wreake).

Age
Post-Anglian to Holocene (MIs 8–1).

The formation comprises five terrace deposit members. 
From oldest to youngest these are:

knigHtOn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (knsg)

The Knighton sand and Gravel Member comprises up to 
1 m of sand and gravel of the Knighton Terrace of Rice 
(1968), named after the Knighton district [sK 60 01] of 
leicester. It is not present in the lower soar valley.

biRstall sand and gRavel MeMbeR (bisg)

The Birstall sand and Gravel Member comprises up to 
2.5 m of gravel deposits of the Birstall Terrace of Rice 
(1968). The base is 9–12 m above the present alluvium 
at loughborough. The member is correlated with the 
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Balderton Member of the River Trent (MIs 6) (Brandon, 
1995).

Wanlip sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Wasg)

The wanlip sand and Gravel Member comprises between 
1.5 and 3 m of gravel of the wanlip Terrace (Rice, 1968; 
Brandon, p. 39 in Bowen, 1999). The bedrock step is about 
3 m above floodplain alluvium in the loughborough area. 
The gravels are severely affected by post-depositional 
cryoturbation inferred to be of late devensian age. A record 
of the elephant Palaeoloxodon antiquus (Plant, 1859) at 
Barrow upon soar [sK 560 170] is probably from below 
the wanlip Terrace and may be Ipswichian (MIs 5e) in age. 
The wanlip sand and Gravel is correlated with Allenton 
Member of lower derwent (early devensian, possibly 
mainly MIs 4, Brandon, 1995).

systOn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (sysg)

The syston sand and Gravel Member comprises deposits of 
the syston Terrace (Rice, 1968) together with those of the 
Quorndon Terrace of Rice (1968) not now recognised as 
a separate aggradation (Brandon, 1995; Bowen, 1999). At 
syston the unit contains a flora and fauna that are indicative 
of a late devensian age (e.g. Bell et al., 1972). The member 
includes both suballuvial and terrace deposits bordering 
the soar floodplain. Trough cross-bedded gravels contain 
syndepositional ice wedge casts but are not affected by 
later cryoturbation. The unit is correlated with the Holme 
Pierrepont Member of the Trent.

HeMingtOn MeMbeR (Hetd)

see Trent valley, upriver of Newark (above).

11.3.2.3 bain valley fORMatiOn

The Bain valley Formation includes all the Anglian to 
Holocene fluvial deposits of the Bain valley.

Name
Bain valley Formation (BAINv) (after Brandon and 
sumbler, p. 14–15 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Mainly sand, gravel and mud; divided (in type area) into 
two principal ‘terrace’ members (Thorpe sand and Gravel 
and castle sand and Gravel) plus alluvium (Bain Member 
of Bowen, 1999), and an older (late Anglian) terrace 
(Martin/Tattershall Airfield member of Bowen, 1999), plus 
local named organic deposits. Includes contemporaneous 
head, colluvium and soil deposits. Gravel dominated by 
flint and chalk pebbles, and other Jurassic/cretaceous mate-
rial derived mainly from glacial deposits of the Anglian 
lowestoft Formation, plus an additional component of 
upper Jurassic and cretaceous material from bedrock of 
the catchment.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Tattershall Airfield sand and Gravel, 
Thorpe sand and Gravel and castle sand and Gravel mem-
bers (Tables 6 and 16).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: lower Bain valley, Kirkby-on-Bain [TF 24 63] 
to Tattershall [TF 21 59], lincolnshire [TF 20 60–TF 30 
70] (Brandon and sumbler, pp. 14–15 in Bowen, 1999, and 
unpublished data).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, commonly channelled base on Anglian 
glacial deposits or on pre-Quaternary bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial terrace deposits and alluvium of the River Bain.

Thickness
up to 8 m.

Distribution and extent
Bain catchment, from headwaters near donington on 
Bain [TF 23 83] to confluence with River witham near 
Tattershall [TF 21 59].

Age
Post-Anglian to Holocene (MIs 7–1).

The Bain valley Formation includes three terrace deposit 
members with associated organic beds:

tatteRsHall aiRfield sand and gRavel MeMbeR

The Tattershall Airfield sand and Gravel Member 
(Tattershall Airfield Member of the lowestoft Formation 
of Brandon and sumbler, p. 14 in Bowen, 1999) forms a 
terrace about 3 m above the Thorpe Terrace, and its depos-
its pass beneath the Thorpe sand and Gravel Member. The 
type locality is the Tattershall Airfield gravel pit [TF 218 
617]. The unit comprises up to 7 m of sand and gravel 
overlying the wragby Till Member (wolston Glacigenic 
Formation — section 11.2.1.1) between woodhall spa and 
Kirkby on Bain. From lithology and disposition the deposit 
is inferred to be glaciofluvial outwash and as such probably 
equates with the Martin sand and Gravel Member or the 
eagle Moor sand and Gravel Member of the proto-Trent 
(section 11.3.2.1).

tHORpe sand and gRavel MeMbeR (tHsg)

The Thorpe sand and Gravel Member (Thorpe Member of 
Brandon and sumbler, p. 14 in Bowen, 1999) (type locality 
Tattershall Thorpe gravel pit [TF 225 603]) occurs along 
the Bain valley from Kirkby on Bain to Tattershall Thorpe 
where it forms a terrace about 2 m above the castle Terrace. 
downstream it merges with the southrey Member of the 
Proto-Trent. It comprises about 6 m of sand and gravel 
with both syn- and post-depositional ice wedge casts. It has 
yielded a cold stage mammal fauna originally thought to 
be devensian (Rackham, 1978) but closely similar to that 
of the pre-devensian Balderton sand and Gravel Member 
(section 11.3.2.1), which is now known to be correlative. 
Thermoluminescence dates of about 199 ka BP, obtained 
from the lower part of the deposit (Perkin and Rhodes, 
1994), are consistent with esR dates on mammoth molars 
that indicate the end of MIs 6 (Brandon and sumbler, 
2001). Radiocarbon dating giving mid-devensian ages 
(Girling, 1977, 1980; Holyoak and Preece, 1985) is now 
thought to be unreliable. In Holyoak and Preece (1985), the 
deposit was not separated from the younger castle sand and 
Gravel Member.

The Kirkby Silt Beds (Kirkby Bed of Brandon and 
sumbler, p. 14 in Bowen, 1999) comprise up to 3.3 m of 
mainly grey silt, exposed over many years during quarry-
ing in adjacent pits, infilling a channel cut beneath Thorpe 
sand and Gravel. The type locality is a gravel pit [TF 2246 
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6040]. The deposit was deduced to be Ipswichian (MIs 5e) 
on the basis of molluscs and pollen (Holyoak and Preece, 
1985). Amino acid epimerization data suggests a MIs 5e or 
MIs 7 (Holyoak and Preece, 1985) or a MIs 5e (Bowen et 
al., 1989) age. The silt contains a temperate fauna and flora 
and molluscs (including Corbicula fluminalis), beetles, pol-
len and large mammals including Palaeoloxodon antiquus. 
Mapping, stratigraphy, biostratigraphy and geochronomet-
ric dating of sediments within and above the member indi-
cate a MIs 7 age (Brandon and sumbler, 2001).

The Thorpe Soil is correlated with the Hykeham soil at 
the top of the Balderton sand and Gravel Member (Trent 
valley Formation). The type locality is a gravel pit [TF 
225 603] near Tattershall Thorpe. Its distribution is as for 
the Thorpe sand and Gravel Member. The top 2 m of that 
deposit is rubified and disturbed by cryogenic involutions 
and ice wedge casting. The Thorpe soil is thought to be 
MIs 5e by relation to adjacent deposits.

castle sand and gRavel MeMbeR (cassg)

The castle sand and Gravel Member (castle Member of 
Brandon and sumbler, p. 15 in Bowen, 1999) forms an 
extensive terrace along the River Bain from Kirkby on Bain 
downstream to Tattershall castle beyond which it passes 
beneath the witham floodplain deposits. The type locality 
is in the gravel pits [TF 211 571] near Tattershall castle 
described by Holyoak and Preece (1985). It comprises up to 
about 8 m of mainly sand and gravel with syndepositional 
ice wedge casts. The unit is thought to be mainly of late 
devensian age (MIs 2; Brandon and sumbler, 2001), which 
would seem to be confirmed by thermoluminescence dates 
of about 29 ka BP (Perkin and Rhodes, 1994).

Associated silts are represented by the following units:

The Tattershall Silt Beds (Tattershall Bed of Brandon and 
sumbler, p. 14–15 in Bowen, 1999) comprise about 2 m 
of grey silt and detrital mud in a channel cut into wragby 
Till (wolston Glacigenic Formation) and beneath the 
castle sand and Gravel at the Tattershall castle gravel pit 
(Holyoak and Preece, 1985). The beds contain a temperate 
fauna and flora including molluscs and mammals including 
the elephant Palaeoloxodon antiquus (Holyoak and Preece, 
1985; Rackham, 1981). dates using various techniques 
suggest an Ipswichian age (MIs 5e) (Holyoak and Preece, 
1985).

The Castle Silt Bed (the ‘upper temperate silts’) com-
prises grey organic silts in a channel within the castle 
sand and Gravel Member at Tattershall castle gravel pit 
[TF 209 570–TF 210 570] (of Holyoak and Preece, 1985; 
Girling, 1974, 1977, 1980). Radiocarbon dates of about 
42–43 ka BP, ‘upton warren’ temperate beetles and mam-
mals including reindeer (R. tarandus) and Bison sp. suggest 
a mid-devensian (MIs 3) age (Girling, 1974, 1977, 1980; 
Rackham, 1978).

11.3.3 Thames Catchments Subgroup

The Thames catchments subgroup comprises river terrace 
deposits of Anglian and younger age of the River Thames and 
its tributaries. Mass movement deposits and organic depos-
its (organic clay, tufa and peat) of the catchments are also 
included. The Thames river system is one of the most inten-
sively studied in Britain. organic fossiliferous beds interbed-
ded with the ‘cold stage’ terrace sand and gravel aggradations 
have been correlated with interglacial ‘warm stages’ allowing 
the establishment of a detailed climate-related stratigraphical 

framework. debate has continued regarding the lithostrati-
graphical status of the river terrace deposits with some 
researchers advocating member status (e.g. Gibbard, 1995) 
and others favouring formation status (e.g. Bridgland, 2006). 
This report treats the deposits as members and in the upper 
Thames (i.e. upstream of Goring) the terrace deposits are 
currently assigned as members of the Upper Thames Valley 
Formation (see this chapter, below) with terrace deposits of 
the Middle and lower Thames and most tributaries assigned 
as members of the Maidenhead Formation (redefined after 
Gibbard in Bowen, 1999) (section 12.5.1.1).

Name
Thames catchments subgroup (THcAT) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Mainly river terrace sand and gravel, brickearth silt and 
alluvial floodplain silt, silty clay and sand. The subgroup 
includes interbedded units of locally fossiliferous silty 
sand, silt, together with organic clay, tufa and peat which 
are biostratigraphically correlated with interglacial (warm) 
stages. Terrace deposit gravel clasts are mainly Jurassic 
limestone lithologies (upper Thames) and flint, vein quartz 
and local bedrock lithologies including chert (Middle and 
lower Thames).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
The subgroup is currently divided into the upper Thames 
valley Formation and the Maidenhead Formation (Middle 
and lower Thames valley) for deposits of the main valley 
and some tributary valleys. The Kennet valley Formation 
and the Medway valley Formation is established for ter-
race deposits of those valleys. see Tables 6, 17, 18a and 
18b.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The Thames valley and tributaries.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on older Pleistocene strata or bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace deposits and floodplain.

Thickness
single terrace aggradations range from 3–12 m. Interglacial 
units are up to 12 m thick.

Distribution and extent
The valley of the River Thames and its tributaries.

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

11.3.3.1 uppeR tHaMes valley fORMatiOn

The upper Thames valley Formation (upper Thames 
Formation of Gibbard and sumbler, pp. 47–48 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises the Anglian and later fluvial deposits 
of the upper Thames (i.e. upstream of Goring) and its 
tributaries, of which the principal ones are the Thame, ock, 
cherwell, evenlode and windrush. This formation has tra-
ditionally been treated as a separate entity from the terrace 
deposits of the Middle and lower Thames (Maidenhead 
Formation) because of uncertainties of correlation (section 
12.5.1).
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Name
upper Thames valley Formation (uTMs) (after sandford, 
1924, Briggs et al., 1985, Gibbard and Allen, 1995; upper 
Thames Formation of Gibbard and sumbler, p. 47–48 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Mainly river terrace sand and gravel, brickearth silt and 
alluvial floodplain silt, silty clay and sand. The forma-
tion includes interbedded units (representing interglacials) 
of locally fossiliferous silty sand and silt, together with 
organic clay, tufa and peat. Terrace deposit gravel clasts are 
mainly Jurassic limestone lithologies.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into members (Table 17).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of the River Thames and its tributaries 
upstream of Goring (Gibbard and sumbler, pp. 47–48 in 
Bowen, 1999).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on older Pleistocene strata or bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial sand and gravel aggradations developed under 
mainly periglacial climates, and interbedded interglacial 
deposits.

Thickness
single terrace aggradations range from 3–12 m.

Distribution and extent
The valley of the mainstream River Thames upstream 
of Goring and the valleys of the Thame, ock, cherwell, 
evenlode and windrush.

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

In the upper Thames and tributaries including the Thame, 
cherwell, evenlode and windrush, the formation includes 
sixteen members that have been described in the litera-
ture (Table 17). Figure 23 illustrates an idealised section 
through some of these members in the evenlode. From old-
est to youngest, the members of the upper Thames valley 
Formation are:

tiddingtOn sand and gRavel MeMbeR

The Tiddington sand and Gravel Member is represented 
by outcrops of sand and gravel in the neighbourhood of 
Tiddington [sP 650 052], which comprise the sixth Terrace 
deposits of the River Thame (BGs 1:50 000 sheet 237). It 
probably corresponds with the Freeland sand and Gravel 
Member of the upper Thames and evenlode (sumbler, 
1995; Horton et al., 1995).

fReeland sand and gRavel MeMbeR (fl)

The Freeland sand and Gravel Member was formerly regard-
ed as the youngest deposit of the Northern drift Formation 
(Gibbard and sumbler, p. 47 in Bowen, 1999; i.e. sudbury 
Formation of this account), but is now classified as oldest 
unit of upper Thames valley Formation (sumbler, 2001). 

The member, type locality Freeland [sP 414 128], corre-
sponds with the Freeland Terrace deposits of Arkell (1947b) 
and is equated with the Black Park Gravel Member of the 
Maidenhead Formation (section 12.5.1.1) of the Middle 
Thames (Gibbard, 1985; Hey, 1986; whiteman and Rose, 
1992; Bridgland, 1994; sumbler, 1995, 2001). Relationships 
near Moreton-in-Marsh indicate a genetic link with Trias-
rich tills in the older part (Moreton Member) of the wolston 
Glacigenic Formation there (sumbler, 2001). Near oxford 
[sP 5152 0143], the Sugworth Beds, channel-filling organic 
silts, are generally thought to underlie the Freeland Member. 
A ‘cromerian’ age (MIs 13 or older) may be indicated 
by biostratigraphy of these beds (shotton et al., 1980), but 
Gibbard (1985) suggested a Hoxnian age on the basis of ter-
race stratigraphy. A MIs 11 (Hoxnian) age is suggested by 
amino acid geochronometry (Bowen et al., 1989) and was sup-
ported by sumbler (1995), but a reassessment of the age of the 
older combe sand and Gravel Member (sudbury Formation) 
removes the objection to a cromerian age (sumbler, 2001).

cHilWORtH sand and gRavel MeMbeR

The chilworth sand and Gravel Member is represented by 
small remnants of sand and gravel that comprise the Fifth 
Terrace deposits of the River Thame on BGs 1:50 000 
sheet e237. The type locality is at chilworth House [sP 
632 048], Great Milton. The member is thought to corre-
spond with the Hanborough Member of the upper Thames/
evenlode (sumbler, 1995; Horton et al., 1995).

spelsbuRy gRavel MeMbeR (spby)

The spelsbury Gravel Member is composed of limestone-
dominant gravels forming terraces along the upper evenlode 
valley, between lyneham [sP 263 212] and spelsbury. 
It includes the Bledington Terrace deposits as described 
by Tomlinson (1929) but this term is now abandoned due 
to the presence of the daylesford Member at Bledington 
(sumbler, 2001). It corresponds with the Fourth Terrace 
deposits of BGs 1:50 000 sheet e218 (Horton et al., 1987) 
and probably equates in part at least with the Hanborough 
Member, but may also include younger materials (sumbler, 
2001). The type locality is a gravel pit at dean Grove, 
spelsbury (or chadlington) [sP 340 213] (Arkell, 1947a,b).

HanbOROugH gRavel MeMbeR (Han)

The Hanborough Gravel Member (Hanborough Member 
of Gibbard and sumbler, p. 47 in Bowen, 1999) is repre-
sented by the Han(d)borough, or 100-foot Terrace deposits 
(sandford, 1924; Arkell, 1947a, b), corresponding with 
the Fourth Terrace of BGs maps. The unit consists of 
limestone-dominated gravels, up to about 6 m thick, that are 
well-developed in the lower evenlode, and to a lesser extent 
along the upper Thames and lower cherwell, and is the old-
est terrace deposit to occur on the Thames upstream of the 
confluence with the evenlode at eynsham. It is essentially 
a cold climate aggradation probably dating mainly from 
the early part of MIs 10, but contains temperate indicators 
such as straight-tusked elephant in the lower part, probably 
derived from earlier sediments of MIs 11 date (Briggs 
et al., 1985; Bridgland, 1994). The type locality is long 
Hanborough Gravel Pit [sP 418 136].

blackditcH sand and gRavel MeMbeR

The Blackditch sand and Gravel Member comprises the 
sand and gravel of the Fourth Terrace of the River Thame 
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on BGS 1:50 000 Sheet E237. It is thought to correspond 
with the Wolvercote Sand and Gravel Member of the Upper 
Thames. Upstream, near Aylesbury, the deposits appear to 
grade into glaciofluvial outwash deposits associated with 
the Oadby Till Member (Wolston Glacigenic Formation) 
(Sumbler, 1995; Horton et al, 1995). The type locality is 
Blackditch Farm [SP 722 046], Thame.

DaylesforD sanD anD Gravel MeMber (Day)

The Daylesford Sand and Gravel Member (Daylesford 
Member of Gibbard and Sumbler, p. 48 in Bowen, 1999) 
was included in the Moreton Drift by Tomlinson (1929) and 
corresponds with the Third Terrace deposits of Horton et al. 
(1987). It consists of flint-bearing sands and gravels form-
ing a terrace in the upper reaches of the Evenlode. The flint 
content indicates that the deposit is coeval with, or young-
er than, the Wolston Glacigenic Formation, and traced 
upstream, the terrace profile grades into that of the Wolford 
Heath Member (Wolston Glacigenic Formation). It prob-
ably equates with Wolvercote Sand and Gravel Member 
downstream. Around Bledington (e.g. at Bledington Pit [SP 
248 233]) the more or less limestone-poor gravels overlie 
limestone-rich gravels. The latter are probably merely the 
lower, less decalcified parts of the deposit but may be the 
older Spelsbury Gravel Member (Arkell, 1947a, b; Horton 
et al., 1987), implying a crossing of the terrace profiles. 
This was thought to support the equivalence of the Paxford 
Gravel Member (Wolston Glacigenic Formation) and 
Hanborough Gravel Member (see above) but such equiva-
lence has been shown to be untenable (Sumbler, 2001). The 
type locality is Daylesford Gravel Pit [SP 244 244].

Wolvercote sanD anD Gravel MeMber (Wv)

The Wolvercote Sand and Gravel Member (Wolvercote 
Member of Gibbard and Sumbler, pp. 47–48 in Bowen, 
1999) is represented by the Wolvercote or 50-foot Terrace 
deposits (Sandford, 1924; Arkell, 1947a,b), corresponding to 
the Third Terrace of BGS maps. It forms a weakly developed 
terrace chiefly in the Oxford area, but is apparently recog-
nizable along much of the Upper Thames and to a lesser 
extent, the lower Evenlode and lower Cherwell. It comprises 
limestone-dominant gravels containing a proportion of flint 
and consequently said to be derived from the Wolston 
Glacigenic Formation (the Moreton Drift of Arkell, 1947a, b; 
Sumbler 1995, 2001) and thus is probably equivalent to the 
Daylesford Sand and Gravel Member of the Upper Evenlode 
that is inferred to date from the latter part of MIS 10. The 
type locality is Wolvercote Brick Pit [SP 498 105]. The 
Wolvercote Channel Beds, channel-filling sands, gravels and 
clays associated with the Wolvercote Member at the former 
Wolvercote Brick Pit [SP 498 105], have yielded a temper-
ate fauna of molluscs and mammals (such as straight-tusked 
elephant and narrow-nosed rhinoceros) and palaeolithic 
artefacts (Briggs et al., 1985). The deposits are tentatively 
ascribed to MIS 9 (Bridgland, 1994) although it remains 
unclear whether they are beneath, within, or incised into the 
gravels of the Wolvercote Sand and Gravel.

shabbinGton sanD anD Gravel MeMber

The Shabbington Sand and Gravel Member corresponds 
with the deposits of the Third Terrace of the River Thame on 
BGS 1:50 000 Sheet E237. The type locality is Shabbington 
[SP 666 070]. It is equated with the Summertown–Radley 
Sand and Gravel Member of the Upper Thames (Sumbler, 
1995; Horton et al., 1995) and includes the North Weston 

Beds, which comprise clay, sandy clay and gravels at base 
of the Shabbington Member recorded by Codrington (1864) 
in a now disused railway cutting [SP 674 054] 0.6 km 
south-west of North Weston. These beds yielded freshwa-
ter and terrestrial molluscs, and a mixed cold-temperate 
mammal fauna including mammoth, woolly rhinoceros 
(Coelodonta antiquitatis), narrow-nosed rhinoceros and 
hippopotamus. The beds probably relate to the Eynsham 
and Stanton Harcourt Beds (see below) (Sumbler, 1995).

sherborne sanD anD Gravel MeMber (she)

The Sherborne Sand and Gravel Member comprises lime-
stone-rich gravels beneath the poorly-formed Second Terrace 
of the River Windrush in the Vale of Bourton (near Bourton-
on-the-Water). It consists of more or less reworked head 
gravels and has yielded woolly mammoth and woolly rhi-
noceros (Coelodonta antiquitatis) (Richardson and Sandford, 
1960; O’Neil and Shotton, 1974). It is probably broadly 
equivalent to the Summertown–Radley Sand and Gravel 
Member, but may conceivably include older materials.

suMMertoWn–raDley sanD anD Gravel MeMber (sura)

The Summertown–Radley Sand and Gravel Member 
(Summertown–Radley Member of Gibbard and Sumbler, 
p. 48 in Bowen, 1999) is defined from joint type localities at 
Radley [SP 525 987] and Webb’s Pit, Summertown [SP 505 
086] (no longer exposed). The primary reference section is 
the Stanton Harcourt Gravel Pit [SP 415 052] (Bridgland, 
1994). It comprises terraced sand and gravel deposits that 
are well-developed along the Upper Thames and lower 
parts of some tributaries (notably the Evenlode) forming the 
Summertown–Radley or 20-foot terrace (Sandford, 1924), 
corresponding with the Second Terrace of BGS maps. It 
includes several fossiliferous beds. The Stanton Harcourt 
Beds are organic silts that infill channels beneath or within 
gravels of the Summertown–Radley Member at Stanton 
Harcourt Gravel Pit [SP 415 052] (Briggs et al., 1985) and 
elsewhere. These beds have yielded a temperate fauna of 
mammals and molluscs including Corbicula fluminalis and 
are assigned to MIS 7 on the basis of biostratigraphy and 
geochronometry. The Eynsham Beds are organic beds in 
the upper part of the Summertown–Radley Sand and Gravel 
Member. They have yielded a temperate fauna including 
hippopotamus, recorded form several sites in the Oxford 
area including the former Eynsham Station Pit [SP 430 087] 
(Sandford, 1924). The beds correspond with the Eynsham 
Gravel of Briggs et al. (1985).

ickforD sanD anD Gravel MeMber

The Ickford Sand and Gravel Member is represented by 
the Second Terrace deposits of the River Thame on BGS 
1:50 000 Sheet E237. The type locality is at Ickford [SP 
649 073]. The deposits are generally contiguous with, and 
extend below those of the Quarrendon Sand and Gravel 
Member. They are equated with older, mid-Devensian 
aggradation within Northmoor Sand and Gravel Member 
of the Upper Thames (Sumbler, 1995; Horton et al., 1995).

QuarrenDon sanD anD Gravel MeMber

The Quarrendon Sand and Gravel Member is represented 
by the First Terrace deposits of the River Thame (BGS 
1:50 000 Sheet E237). The type locality is Quarrendon [SP 
805 149], in north-west Aylesbury. It is equated with the 
younger, Late Devensian aggradation within Northmoor 
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sand and Gravel Member of the upper Thames (sumbler, 
1995; Horton et al., 1995).

RissingtOn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Rin)

The Rissington sand and Gravel Member is composed 
of limestone-rich gravels forming the First Terrace of the 
River windrush in the vale of Bourton. The gravels extend 
beneath the alluvium. channel-filling silts beneath cryotur-
bated gravels have yielded molluscs and pollen indicative 
of cold interstadial conditions (Gilbertson in Roe, 1976; 
Brown et al., 1980) and woolly mammoth has been record-
ed from several sites (o’Neil and shotton, 1974; Briggs in 
Roe, 1976; Briggs et al., 1985, p. 32; Brown et al., 1980).

nORtHMOOR sand and gRavel MeMbeR (nO)

The Northmoor sand and Gravel Member (Northmoor 
Member of Gibbard and sumbler, p. 48 in Bowen, 1999) 
comprises deposits of the Northmoor or Floodplain Terrace 
(Arkell, 1947a,b; sandford, 1924) of the upper Thames 
corresponding with the First Terrace of BGs maps. The 
type locality is at Northmoor [sP 421 029]. well-developed 
terraces of sand and gravel adjoin and extend beneath the 
Holocene alluvium of the floodplain of the upper Thames 
(and also in some tributary valleys such as the lower 
evenlode). At least two aggradations are represented, 
forming separate terraces in places. Probable correlatives 
of these are separately named on the River Thame (see 
Quarrendon sand and Gravel and Ickford sand and Gravel 
members, above).

staines alluviuM MeMbeR

The staines Alluvium Member (staines Member of Gibbard 
and sumbler, p. 48 in Bowen, 1999) comprises Holocene 
alluvium and contemporaneous deposits within it such as 
peats and calcareous tufas.

11.3.4 Severn and Avon Catchments Subgroup

The severn and Avon catchments subgroup (Tables 6, 17 
and 19) comprises formations, of Anglian to Holocene age, 
of river terrace sand and gravel, and alluvial floodplain 
silt, silty clay and sand within the catchments of the River 
severn and its tributaries. currently, three formations have 
been formally established, the Warwickshire Avon Valley 
Formation, the Severn Valley Formation and Bristol 
Avon Valley Formation (section 13.4.4.1; Table 19).

other units in Herefordshire and worcestershire, 
described by Brandon and Maddy (pp. 28–32 in Bowen, 
1999), include the Mathon valley, Humber, lugg valley, 
wye valley, Glynch valley, and cradley valley forma-
tions. These formations and constituent members currently 
remain informal (section 11.3.4.3).

Name
severn and Avon catchments subgroup (sAcA) (after 
McMillan, 2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium comprising soft silts and clays, com-
monly with beds of peat and a basal bed of sand and gravel. 
River terrace deposits are largely sand and gravel. The grav-
els include a wide range of Palaeozoic and Mesozoic rocks, 
and much glacial material. Peat is a minor component, and 
minor marine deposits are included where they are interca-
lated in dominantly fluvial formations.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the warwickshire Avon valley Formation, 
the severn valley Formation and Bristol Avon valley 
Formation (sections 11.3.4.1, 11.3.4.2 and 13.4.4.1; Tables 
6, 17 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: River valleys within the catchment areas of the 
River severn, the warwickshire Avon, the Bristol Avon, 
those rivers which flow from wales into the Bristol channel 
as far as Port Talbot, and all their tributaries.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on glacial and periglacial deposits and on 
Palaeozoic and Mesozoic bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and alluvium with minor, associated lacustrine 
organic and marine deposits.

Thickness
up to 10 m

Distribution and extent
catchments of the River severn, the warwickshire Avon, 
the Bristol Avon, those rivers which flow from wales into 
the Bristol channel as far west as Port Talbot, and all of 
their tributaries.

Age
cromerian to Holocene (MIs 13–1)

11.3.4.1 WaRWicksHiRe avOn valley fORMatiOn

The warwickshire Avon valley Formation comprises 
the fluvial deposits of the River Avon and its tributaries 
(Maddy, pp. 37–38 in Bowen, 1999). All the terrace depos-
its are lithologically similar with Bunter and flint pebbles 
present as well as other, including locally derived, litholo-
gies.

Name
warwickshire Avon valley Formation (AvoN) (after Avon 
valley Formation of Maddy, pp. 37–38 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Mainly sand, gravel and mud; includes contemporaneous 
head, colluvium and soil deposits. Gravels are principally 
composed of ‘Bunter’ quartz/quartzite, flint and Jurassic 
(mostly lias) lithologies, derived from the Baginton sand 
and Gravel Formation, wolston Glacigenic Formation and 
the local bedrock of the catchment.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into seven sand and gravel terrace deposit mem-
bers (Frog Hall, Pershore, strensham, cropthorne, New Inn, 
wasperton and Bretford members), the Holocene elmore 
Alluvium Member (elmore Member of Bowen, 1999) and 
local named organic deposits (see below and Table 17).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: lower Avon valley, stratford-upon-Avon to 
Tewkesbury (Tomlinson, 1925).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, commonly channelled base on pre-Quater-
nary bedrock, or on glacial deposits (till, sands and grav-
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els) of the wolston Glacigenic Formation, or pre-glacial 
fluvial sands and gravels of the Baginton sand and Gravel 
Formation.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial terrace and alluvial deposits of the warwickshire 
River Avon and all its tributaries.

Thickness
up to 9 m.

Distribution and extent
Avon catchment (warwickshire, Rugby to Tewkesbury 
area).

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

eight members are identified (Table 17). From oldest to 
youngest they are:

fROg Hall sand and gRavel MeMbeR (fRHa)

The Frog Hall sand and Gravel Member (Frog Hall 
Member of Maddy, p. 37 in Bowen, 1999) was defined by 
sumbler (1989) and described as Alluvial Fan deposits 
by old et al. (1987). The type locality is Frog Hall Quarry 
[sP 416 736]. The principal outcrops comprise up to 12 m 
of silts, sands and gravels which infill a channel incised 
below the level of the dunsmore Gravel Member (young-
est unit of the wolston Glacigenic Formation), and though 
lithologically similar to the latter, it includes clasts of 
secondary iron pan derived from it. It probably relates to 
the Pershore sand and Gravel Member of the downstream 
Avon, upon which is developed a facet of the Fifth Terrace. 
Its apparent relationship to the local Fourth Terrace deposits 
(cropthorne Member) of the River leam (sumbler, 1989) 
may indicate that the Fourth and Fifth terraces converge in 
the upper Avon. It overlies the organic Frog Hall Silt Beds 
(Frog Member of Bowen, 1999) in Frog Hall Quarry that 
have yielded a temperate flora and fauna and amino acid 
ratios from molluscs suggesting MIs 9.

peRsHORe sand and gRavel MeMbeR (peRt)

The Pershore sand and Gravel Member (Pershore Member 
of Maddy, pp. 37–38 in Bowen, 1999) represents the Fifth 
Terrace deposits of Tomlinson (1925) and of BGs Maps. 
locally [so 938 464] it overlies the Allesborough Beds 
(the Pershore Fossil Bed of Maddy et al., 1991) that yield 
a temperate flora and fauna probably broadly equivalent 
to Frog Hall silt Beds upstream, and Hill House Beds (of 
the severn), assigned to MIs 9. It probably equates with 
Bushley Green Member of the severn valley Formation 
(Table 17).

stRensHaM sand and gRavel MeMbeR (stRsg)

The strensham sand and Gravel Member (strensham 
Member of Maddy, p. 38 in Bowen, 1999) consists of ter-
race deposits of uncertain status which according to Maddy 
(in Bowen 1999), are intermediate in height between the 
cropthorne Member and Pershore Member. The deposits 
were included in the Pershore Member by Barclay et al. 
(1997). As mapped, it locally overlies the Strensham Court 
Clay Bed of Maddy (p. 38 in Bowen, 1999; strensham Bed 

of de Rouffignac et al., 1995), which may be correlated with 
MIs 7 on the basis of amino acid ratios (cf. the Ailstone 
Bed of Maddy and Keen, p. 38 in Bowen, 1999, and Bowen 
et al., 1989), hence Maddy’s assignment of the overlying 
gravels to the strensham (rather than Pershore) Member. 
If these beds do indeed equate with the Ailstone Bed (see 
below) it might suggest that the cropthorne and strensham 
members are equivalent.

cROptHORne sand and gRavel MeMbeR (cRtd)

The cropthorne sand and Gravel Member (cropthorne 
Member of Maddy, p. 38 in Bowen, 1999; Ailstone Member 
of Maddy et al., 1991) corresponds with the Fourth Terrace 
of BGs maps. locally it overlies channel-filling lag gravels 
and fossiliferous sands of the Ailstone Bed (AIlT) that yield 
the bivalve Corbicula, and are thus assigned to MIs 7. The 
cropthorne sand and Gravel Member probably equates with 
the Kidderminster station sand and Gravel Member of the 
severn valley Formation (section 11.3.4.2 and Table 17).

neW inn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (nit)

The New Inn sand and Gravel Member (New Inn Member 
of Maddy, p. 38 in Bowen, 1999) corresponds with the 
weakly developed Third Terrace deposits of Tomlinson 
(1925) and of BGs maps. It locally overlies the channel-
filling Eckington Beds (formerly the New Inn Fossil Bed 
of Maddy et al., 1991) that contain an Ipswichian (MIs 5e) 
fauna of molluscs and hippopotamus.

WaspeRtOn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (Wat)

The wasperton sand and Gravel Member (wasperton 
Member of Maddy, p. 38 in Bowen, 1999) comprises cold-
climate gravels forming the second Terrace of BGs maps. 
The unit has yielded a fairly extensive, mainly cold-climate 
mammal fauna and it includes the Fladbury Beds, which are 
channel-filling organic silts beneath the gravels at Fladbury 
and Bretford. These are supposedly ‘Mid-devensian’ in age 
and have been compared with the Upton Warren Beds of 
the severn valley (see below) (coope, 1968; Kelly, 1968; 
shotton, 1968) but are probably older. The wasperton sand 
and Gravel Member probably equates with Holt Heath 
sand and Gravel Member of the severn valley Formation 
(section 11.3.4.2 and Table 17).

bRetfORd sand and gRavel MeMbeR (bRet)

The Bretford sand and Gravel Member (Bretford Member 
of Maddy, p. 38 in Bowen, 1999) comprises 3–4 m of pre-
dominantly cold phase sands and gravels that form the First 
Terrace deposits of BGs maps, on the upper Avon at least 
(sumbler, p. 38 in Bowen, 1999). Precise correlation with 
members of the severn valley Formation is problematic.

elMORe alluviuM MeMbeR

The elmore Alluvium Member (after Hewlett and Birnie, 
1996; elmore Member of Maddy, p. 36 in Bowen, 1999) 
comprises valley floor clastic alluvial sediments of Holocene 
age (section 11.3.4.2).

11.3.4.2 seveRn valley fORMatiOn

The severn valley Formation comprises the mainly post-
Anglian fluvial deposits of the River severn and its tribu-
taries such as the stour (wills, 1938: Maddy et al., 1995), 
but excluding the Avon (see warwickshire Avon valley 
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Formation, above) and the Teme and its tributaries.

Name
severn valley Formation (sevN) (after wills, 1938, Maddy 
et al., 1995, and Maddy, pp. 34–36 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Mainly sand, gravel and mud; includes contemporaneous 
head, colluvium and soil deposits. Gravels are principally 
composed of Palaeozoic, Triassic and (mainly below the 
Avon confluence at Tewkesbury) Jurassic material from the 
local bedrock of the catchment, with an admixture of glacial 
material from the Anglian wolston Glacigenic Formation, 
etc. and, in the younger terraces, a substantial admixture 
of Irish sea basin glacial material from the devensian 
stockport Glacigenic Formation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into six sand and gravel terrace deposit members 
(spring Hill, Bushley Green, Kidderminster station, Holt 
Heath, worcester, Power House members), the Holocene 
elmore Alluvium Member (elmore Member of Bowen, 
1999), and with local named organic deposits (see below 
and Table 17).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: lower severn valley, Bridgnorth to Gloucester 
[so 80 60–so 90 70] (wills, 1938).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable, commonly channelled base on pre-Quater-
nary bedrock.

surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial terrace and alluvial deposits of the River severn and 
tributaries excluding the Avon (see warwickshire Avon 
valley Formation) and possibly others, pending review.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
severn catchment (excluding warwickshire Avon).

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs12–1) 

The severn valley Formation comprises seven members 
(Table 17). From oldest to youngest they are:

spRing Hill sand and gRavel MeMbeR (spHt)

The spring Hill sand and Gravel Member (spring Hill 
Member of Maddy and sumbler, pp. 34–36 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises up to about 7 m of sand and gravel rec-
ognised in the worcester–Tewkesbury area, at a height of 
about 55 m above the modern floodplain. The unit corre-
sponds, at least in part, with the sixth Terrace deposits of 
BGs maps (Barclay et al., 1997). The type locality is spring 
Hill [so 808 232] (Maddy et al., 1995).

busHley gReen sand and gRavel MeMbeR (bgt)

The Bushley Green sand and Gravel Member (Bushley 
Green Member of Maddy and sumbler, p. 36 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises up to about 7 m of sand and gravel 

beneath the Bushley Green Terrace of wills (1938) or the 
Fifth Terrace of BGs maps (worssam et al., 1989; Barclay 
et al., 1997). The type locality is Bushley Green [so 862 
351] (Maddy et al., 1995). This unit can be traced within 
the lower severn valley from worcester to the Gloucester 
area with an upper surface about 45 m above the present 
river. It includes the Hill House Beds (Bushley Green Beds 
of Maddy et al., 1995), comprising up to 1.5 m of sand and 
gravel at the base, containing molluscs of cool temperate 
aspect (Bridgland et al., 1986). Amino acid ratios suggest a 
MIs 9 age for these beds (Bowen et al., 1989).

kiddeRMinsteR statiOn sand and gRavel MeMbeR (kRt)

The Kidderminster station sand and Gravel Member 
(Kidderminster station Member of Maddy and sumbler, 
p. 36 in Bowen, 1999) comprises up to 8 m of sand and 
gravel beneath the Kidderminster Terrace of wills (1938) 
or the Fourth Terrace of BGs maps (e.g. worssam et al., 
1989). The type locality is yates’s Pit near Kidderminster 
railway station [so 839 763] (Maddy et al., 1995). It can be 
traced from Kidderminster in the stour valley downstream 
to beyond Gloucester. It is the oldest of the severn valley 
Formation members to contain significant quantities of 
Permian clent Breccia.

HOlt HeatH sand and gRavel MeMbeR (HHsg)

The Holt Heath sand and Gravel Member (Holt Heath 
Member of Maddy and sumbler, p. 36 in Bowen, 1999) is 
probably composite and comprises up to 10 m of sand and 
gravel beneath the Main Terrace of wills (1938) or the Third 
Terrace of BGs maps (worssam et al., 1989; Barclay et al., 
1997). It contains a significant proportion of Irish sea basin 
erratics thought to be derived from the devensian stockport 
Glacigenic Formation. The type locality is Holt Heath [so 
827 627] (dawson and Bryant, 1987; Maddy et al., 1995). 
The member can be traced from Bridgnorth where the depos-
its lie approximately 30 m above the modern floodplain to 
Gloucester where it passes beneath alluvium. It includes 
the Upton Warren Beds, which are channel-filling silts at 
upton warren [so 935 673], supposedly of Mid devensian 
age (coope et al., 1961) based largely on radiocarbon dates 
(about 42 ka) that are, however, probably underestimates. 
Amino acid ratios (Bowen et al., 1989) suggested a MIs 5a 
age but were later revised (Bowen et al., 2002) to 57 ka 
(MIs 3). The member also includes the Stourbridge Beds at 
the base at stourbridge [so 895 855] (Boulton, 1917) that 
have yielded hippopotamus indicating MIs 5e.

WORcesteR sand and gRavel MeMbeR (WORt)

The worcester sand and Gravel Member (worcester 
Member of Maddy and sumbler, p. 36 in Bowen, 1999) 
comprises sand and gravel underlying the worcester 
Terrace of wills (1938) which is the second Terrace of 
BGs maps (worssam et al., 1989; Barclay et al., 1997). The 
upper surface lies approximately 8 m below the Holt Heath 
sand and Gravel Member and is traceable from Bewdley 
to Tewkesbury. The type locality is Grimley [so 835 608] 
(dawson, 1989).

pOWeR HOuse sand and gRavel MeMbeR (pstt)

The Power House sand and Gravel Member (Power House 
Member of Maddy and sumbler, p. 36 in Bowen, 1999) cor-
responds to the deposits of the Power House Terrace of wills 
(1938) or the First Terrace of BGs maps (Barclay et al., 
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1997). The type locality is wilden [so 824 730] (shotton and 
coope, 1983). The member is traceable downstream from 
Bridgnorth where the terrace is 8 m above the modern flood-
plain. south of worcester it underlies the modern alluvium.

elMORe alluviuM MeMbeR

As for the alluvium of the warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation (section 11.3.4.1).

11.3.4.3 fluvial and lacustRine depOsits Of 
HeRefORdsHiRe and WORcesteRsHiRe

Fluvial sand and gravel deposits of the Mathon and lugg 
valleys (Herefordshire and worcestershire), interpreted to 
pre-date the ‘older drift deposits’ of the Risbury Glacigenic 
Formation (Brandon, 1989; Maddy et al., pp. 28–32 in 
Bowen, 1999; section 11.2.1.3) are herein assigned to the 
informal Mathon Sand and Gravel Formation (MAsG) 
and the Humber Sand and Gravel Formation (Table 17). 
Both formations are provisionally assigned to the severn 
and Avon catchments subgroup.

The Mathon sand and Gravel Formation (Mathon valley 
Formation of Bowen, 1999) comprises pre-glacial flu-
vial sand and gravels infilling a palaeovalley west of the 
Malvern Hills. The type section at the Brays Pit [so 729 
441], Mathon, Herefordshire, exposed the Brays Bed (Brays 
Silts Bed, BRsI) a 1 m-thick bed of silt with fossil fauna and 
flora indicative of deposition within an interglacial during 
the mid-Pleistocene.

The Humber sand and Gravel Formation (Humber 
Formation of Bowen, 1999) comprises 2–8 m of northerly-
derived fluvial sand and gravel with clasts of pre-cambrian, 
lower Palaeozoic, devonian, carboniferous and Triassic 
rocks that from terrace remnants in the lugg valley. These 
deposits are locally overlain or reworked by glacial deposits 
of the Risbury Glacigenic Formation (section 11.2.1.3).

Post-Anglian fluvial deposits, assigned to members of 
the Glynch Valley Formation (GlvA), and the informal 
Wye Valley Formation and Lugg Valley Formation 
(after Brandon, 1989, worssam et al., 1989, and Brandon, 
pp. 29–32 in Bowen, 1999) may be correlated by altimetry 
with members of the severn valley Formation (section 
11.3.4.2). Thus, the Heath Member (HeATH) (Fifth Terrace 
deposits) of the Glynch valley Formation, the Holme Lacy 
Member (Third Higher River Terrace of Brandon and 
Hains, 1981) of the wye valley Formation, and the Sutton 
Walls Member (Fourth Terrace deposits) of the lugg 
valley Formation are correlated with the Bushley Green 
sand and Gravel Member (MIs 8).

The Redmarley Member (RMly) (Fourth Terrace 
deposits) of the Glynch valley Formation, the Hampton 
Member (second Higher River Terrace of Brandon 
and Hains, 1981) of the wye valley Formation and the 
Kingsfield Member (Third Terrace deposits) of the lugg 
valley Formation are correlated with the Kidderminster 
station sand and Gravel Member (MIs 6).

The Staunton Member (sTAu) (Third Terrace deposits) 
of the Glynch valley Formation, the Bullingham Member 
(First Higher River Terrace of Brandon and Hains, 1981) 
of the wye valley Formation and the Moreton on Lugg 
Member (second Terrace deposits) of the lugg valley 
Formation are correlated with the Holt Heath sand and 
Gravel Member (devensian, MIs 5d–2). Inferred late 
devensian terrace sands and gravels of the Marden Member 
(Marden deposits of Brandon, 1989) are also assigned to 
the lugg valley Formation.

The Rudford Member (RdFd) (second Terrace deposits) 
of the Glynch valley Formation is correlated with the 
worcester sand and Gravel Member (MIs 2–1).

Middle to late devensian fluvial (river terrace) and 
lacustrine deposits associated with the proto-Teme drain-
age system between the present day valleys of the Rivers 
Teme and lugg were described by cross and Hodgson 
(1975). The deposits include the Bank Farm Sand and 
Gravel (BFsG), Shakenhurst Sand and Gravel (sTsG), 
Little Hereford Sand and Gravel (lHsG), Ashford Sand 
and Gravel (AdsG), Bromfield Sand and Gravel (BMsG), 
and Woofferton Sand and Gravel (wNsG). McMillan et 
al. (2005) proposed that these informal units be assigned 
to the Teme Palaeovalley Formation (currently undefined 
in the BGs lexicon) of the severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup.

late devensian sub-alluvial sands and gravels of 
the Boddenham Member (Newer Fluvioglacial Terrace 
deposits of Brandon, 1989) and other glacigenic deposits of 
the Herefordshire Formation of Brandon (p. 31 in Bowen, 
1999) are provisionally assigned to the Brecknockshire 
Glacigenic Formation (section 8.2.2.1).

In the vale of severn near cheltenham the informal 
Cheltenham Sand and Gravel (cHsG) comprising the 
basal Fan Gravel of worssam et al. (1989) and overly-
ing aeolian sands, probably derived from terraces of the 
River severn (Briggs, 1975), is correlated broadly with 
the Northmoor sand and Gravel Member (sumbler et al., 
2000) of the upper Thames valley Formation, and so 
with the Power House, worcester and upper part of the 
Holt Heath sand and gravel members of the severn valley 
Formation (Table 17).

The informal Cradley Valley Formation (Brandon, 
p. 32 in Bowen, 1999) contains the Cradley Silts Bed 
(cRsI) and the Colwall Gelifluctate Member (cGel) 
(cradley Bed and colwall Member of Brandon, p. 32 in 
Bowen, 1999). The type section of the cradley silts Bed is 
a shallow auger hole [so 7381 4000], near colwall, drilled 
and described by the British Geological survey. The bed, 
up to 1 m thick, yielded molluscs and pollen indicative 
of sub-arctic to temperate conditions. It is correlated with 
the Hoxnian stage (MIs 11) (Barclay et al., 1992). The 
overlying colwall Gelifluctate Member comprises 2–4 m 
of yellow-brown diamicton forming an extensive dissected 
solifluction terrace at colwall. It is tentatively correlated 
with MIs 6 (Barclay et al., 1992).
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This chapter describes the mainly Neogene and Quaternary 
deposits of the london Basin, Kent, sussex and Hampshire 
together with the valley of the Middle and lower Thames 
and its tributaries (Tables 18a and 18b). The oldest super-
ficial deposits of this district, which originated in pre-
Neogene time, are the clay-with-flints of residual origin 
(Residual deposits Group). Fluvial deposits of early to mid-
Pleistocene age are referred to the dunwich Group. The ear-
liest glacigenic deposits refer to the Anglian Glaciation and 
are assigned to the lowestoft Formation (Albion Glacigenic 
Group), as described in section 10.3.1.2 and by ellison et 
al. (2004). deposits of the Britannia catchments Group and 
British coastal deposits Group range in age from Anglian 
to Holocene. Formal lithostratigraphy for the terrace depos-
its of the River Thames has already become widely used but 
because of uncertainties of correlation, in this framework 
the Anglian and post-Anglian terrace deposits of the upper, 
Middle and lower Thames are currently referred to two 
formations, the upper Thames valley Formation (section 
11.3.3.1) and the Maidenhead Formation (section 12.5.1.1).

Most of the formal terms already in use by BGs are 
retained. The terminology proposed by Bowen (1999) has 
been adopted where it is appropriate.

For deposits in each group the equivalent terms used by 
Bowen are given where appropriate. Allocation of deposits 
within the framework is based on (i) location in relation to 
the established geological history of the Thames valley (ii) 
clast composition and (iii) genesis. un-named head deposits 
of the Thames catchments subgroup are not included in the 
tables.

12.1 RESIDUAL DEPOSITS GROUP

12.1.1 Formations of the Residual Deposits Group

Representatives of the Residual deposits Group (including 
the Clay-with-flints Formation) are common in the area 
south of the Anglian and devensian limits (Tables 4, 18a 
and 19). Their origin and development is probably more 
ancient and longer term than those deposits within glaciated 
areas and as such are generally polyphase deposits incorpo-
rating material laid down in a number of fully periglacial to 
temperate fluvial and possibly marine environments.

The Residual deposits Group includes a broad range of 
lithologies, not generally recognised as having terrace form, 
that occur on the crest and dip slope of the North downs, 
chiltern Hills and elsewhere in the chalk downlands. 
The majority of them rest unconformably on an irregu-
lar karstic chalk surface, and are derived from a former 
cover of Palaeogene sediments that consisted largely of 
clay, fine- to medium-grained quartz sand and flint pebble 
gravel. some of those at the highest topographical level 
appear on BGs maps under the names deposits of doubtful 
age, older Gravel, and lenham Beds (now the Lenham 
Formation). These may have been deposited in a Pliocene 
marine transgression (see worssam, 1963, for a review). 
Most have been subjected to dissolution and disturbance, 
so are included within the Residual deposits Group. other 
deposits, of broadly similar composition, that occur at lower 
elevations, have been transported downslope largely by 

solifluction and are included in the appropriate subgroup of 
the Britannia catchments Group.

12.1.1.1 clay-WitH-flints fORMatiOn

The clay-with-flints Formation is generally considered to 
be derived from a former Palaeogene cover (Figures 24 
and 25). Pebbly clay and sand, and disturbed Blackheath 
Beds (dBlB) are regarded as lithological variants of the 
clay-with-flints, mapped only locally in the North downs 
(dines and edmunds, 1933; BGs 1:50 000 sheet e286). 
The informal Headley Heath Member (Hdy) occurs in the 
Reigate and dorking district (dines and edmunds, 1933).

Name
clay-with-flints Formation (cwF) (after dines and 
edmunds, 1933, catt, 1986, ellison et al., 2004, and 
McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
A residual deposit formed from the dissolution, decalcifica-
tion and cryoturbation of bedrock strata of the chalk Group 
and Palaeogene formations and, in the extreme west of the 
outcrop, the upper Greensand Formation. It is unbedded 
and heterogeneous. The dominant lithology is orange-
brown and red-brown sandy clay with abundant nodules and 
rounded pebbles of flint. Angular flints are derived from the 
chalk, and rounded flints, sand and clay from Palaeogene 
formations. There is commonly a discontinuous basal 
layer up to 10 cm thick, with dark brown to black matrix, 
stiff, waxy and fissured, with relatively fresh flint nodules 
stained black or dark green with manganese or glauconite. 
The deposit locally includes bodies of yellow fine- to 
medium- grained sand, reddish brown clayey silt, and sandy 
clay with beds of well-rounded flint pebbles, derived from 
Palaeogene formations. In the extreme west of the outcrop, 
in devon, the deposit locally comprises sand and clayey 
sand containing angular, shattered blocks of chert. This is 
derived wholly from the upper Greensand Formation, in 
areas where the chalk Group has been removed by erosion.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No formal subdivisions (Tables 4, 18a and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: coincidental with the outcrop of the chalk Group, 
along the chiltern Hills as far as Royston (Hertfordshire), 
the North downs as far as dover, the south downs as far 
as eastbourne, westwards to sidmouth (devon), with exten-
sion across the upper Greensand outcrop of devon and 
somerset as far as the Blackdown Hills above wellington, 
somerset.

Lower and upper boundaries
The clay-with-flints Formation rests upon Palaeogene for-
mations, the chalk Group or the upper Greensand. where 
it rests upon a Palaeogene formation or upper Greensand, 
the base is taken at the base of intense cryoturbation. The 
base may be flat or may be highly uneven where it rests 
in dissolution hollows, particularly where it rests upon the 
chalk. If the material is soliflucted and comes to rest on an 
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inclined surface on a hillside, then it is classed as head and 
not as a part of the clay-with-flints Formation.

commonly occurs at surface. Mainly overlain by Middle 
Quaternary glacial deposits, particularly in Hertfordshire. 
locally overlain by late Quaternary head or fluvial deposits.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A residual deposit formed from the dissolution, decalcifica-
tion and cryoturbation of bedrock strata of the chalk Group 
and Palaeogene formations and, in the extreme west of the 
outcrop, the upper Greensand Formation.

Thickness
up to about 10 m, but very variable where let down into 
dissolution pipes in the chalk Pipes and hollows may be 
1–50 m in diameter.

Distribution and extent
coincidental with the outcrop of the chalk Group, along 
the chiltern Hills as far as letchworth (Hertfordshire), the 
North downs as far as dover, the south downs as far as 
eastbourne, westwards to sidmouth (devon), with exten-
sion across the upper Greensand outcrop of devon and 
somerset as far as the Blackdown Hills above wellington, 
somerset.

Age
Palaeogene to Pleistocene (MIs Pre-103–?).

12.1.1.2 cHelsfield gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
chelsfield Gravel Formation (cHGR) (after whitaker and 
davies, 1920, Berdinner, 1936, and ellison et al., 2004).

Lithology
well-rounded flint pebble gravels, sandy gravels, peb-
bly sands and sands. lithologies similar to those in the 
Harwich Formation (formerly Blackheath Beds or disturbed 
Blackheath Beds) from which the deposit is thought to have 
been mainly derived.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 4 and 18a).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: slight positive feature on chalk dip slope at 
court lodge Farm [TQ 476 642], chelsfield; soil con-
tains numerous well-rounded black flint pebbles, generally 
<3 cm diameter.

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on the upper chalk or Thanet sand, locally 
let down into dissolution hollows. Poorly exposed.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
A head deposit or reworked clay-with-flints (ellison et al., 
2004).

Thickness
variable and uncertain, not exposed. Typically 2–5 m. May 
be 10 m where infilling hollows or pipes in chalk.

Distribution and extent
The deposit extends for 500 m in the type area: other 
deposits occur in the dartford district (BGs 1:50 000 sheet 

e271) from Knockmill [TQ 57 61] to Holly Hill [TQ 66 62]. 
deposits may be present also south of the dartford district.

Age
Pliocene.

12.1.1.3 lenHaM fORMatiOn

Name
lenham Formation (lNM) (after Reid, 1890, and worssam, 
1963).

Lithology
Ferruginous sand, brightly coloured red, pink, yellow, 
orange and pale grey, fine-grained, micaceous and glau-
conitic. Beds of small, black, well-rounded, flint pebbles 
near base.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 4 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Abandoned brickpit near Friningham, Kent 
[TQ 820 583] (worssam et al., 1983).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on rocks of the white chalk subgroup, 
commonly preserved in dissolution hollows.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine origin, disturbed by dissolution of the underlying 
chalk.

Thickness
up to 3 m. commonly occurring as in-fills of dissolution 
pipes in chalk.

Distribution and extent
Restricted to the North downs north-east of lenham, Kent, 
above 180 m above od.

Age
Pliocene.

12.2 CRAG GROUP

12.2.1 Formations of the Crag Group

The most extensive of the early Pleistocene high-level 
interfluve gravels (now mainly ascribed to the dunwich 
Group, section 12.3) is the Stanmore Gravel Formation, 
which may be a marine littoral deposit coeval with the Red 
crag Formation (Mathers and Zalasiewicz, 1988; ellison 
et al., 2004). This unit together with the Well Hill Gravel 
Formation (wooldridge, 1960) is assigned to the crag 
Group. The informal Netley Heath Beds (Netley Heath 
Member of Gibbard, p. 53 in Bowen, 1999) is also assigned 
to the Red crag Formation.

12.2.1.1 stanMORe gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
stanmore Gravel Formation (sTGR) (after ellison et al., 
2004; Plateau Gravel of dewey et al., 1924; warley Gravel or 
Pebble Gravel of dines and edmunds, 1925, and Bromehead, 
1925; stanmore and warley members of Pebble Gravel 
Formation of Gibbard, pp. 48 and 50 in Bowen, 1999).
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Lithology
Gravel and sand, clayey near base. Gravel mostly composed 
of flints, up to 150 mm in diameter, with a little quartz, 
quartzite and lower Greensand chert in the fine fractions. 
Matrix of orange-brown, pale grey, red mottled clay and 
sandy clay, with pockets of coarse sand. locally with layers 
of silt, clay or peat.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 2, 18a and 18b).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: stanmore common, described in BGs boreholes 
TQ19se5 [TQ 1550 9394] and TQ19se6 [TQ 1647 9360].

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests unconformably on london clay bedrock, base of 
deposit at 105–128 m above od.

overlain in places by till of the (Anglian) lowestoft 
Formation, but generally at surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Plateau cappings, interpreted as offshore or beach gravels 
(ellison et al., 2004), or possibly fluvial (Bridgland, 1994).

Thickness
up to 7 m, average 3 m. A thickness of 4.80 m is recorded 
in BGs stanmore common borehole (TQ19se102).

Distribution and extent
Thames valley and colne and lea valleys region; plateau 
cappings from stanmore, Middlesex to Billericay, essex, 
and shooter’s Hill, Kent.

Age
Pliocene to Pleistocene (? MIs pre-82).

12.2.1.2 Well Hill gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
well Hill Gravel Formation (wHGR) (after dewey et al., 
1924, and ellison et al., 2004; Plateau Gravel of Peake, 
1982).

Lithology
Gravel and sandy gravel; subangular, partly water-rolled 
flints up to 0.3 m across. lower Greensand cherts comprise 
up to 10% of the formation. other pebbles include many 
decomposed brown flints; matrix of coarse sand, mostly 
quartzose, some flint; rare lenses of clay are present.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 2 and 18a).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: capping hill top alongside well Hill Road north 
for 700 m from main east-west road (Rock Hill) in well Hill 
village [TQ 4965 6388–TQ 4977 6448] (dewey et al., 1924).

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests unconformably on bedrock: lambeth Group 
(woolwich and Reading Beds).

surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Plateau capping possibly of marine origin.

Thickness
2–4 m.

Distribution and extent
Geographically isolated from other superficial deposits, 
155–167 m above od, capping a hill at well Hill, Kent.

Age
early Pleistocene (? MIs pre-82).

12.2.1.3 Red cRag fORMatiOn

The Red crag Formation includes all the strata bounded by 
the marine transgression during the Pre-ludhamian and the 
regression during the Thurnian. It thus includes all the Pre-
ludhamian, ludhamian and Thurnian sediments known in 
east Anglia (section 10.1.1.2). It is represented locally by 
the informal Netley Heath Beds, as well as possibly by the 
stanmore Gravel Formation.

netley HeatH beds (neHe)

The Netley Heath Beds (Netley Heath Member of the Red 
crag Formation of Gibbard, p. 53 in Bowen, 1999) com-
prises sand and gravel with marine fossils (Tables 2 and 
18a). The deposits lie between 150 and 223 m above od 
at Netley Heath, surrey, at the western end of the North 
downs [TQ 080 495] (dines and edmunds, 1929; ellison 
et al., 2002).

12.3 DUNWICH GROUP

12.3.1 Formations of the Dunwich Group

The earliest deposits of the dunwich Group include the 
‘high level’ interfluve gravels, not associated with present 
day valleys, of the south chilterns, south Hertfordshire 
and south–central essex areas. These deposits occur as 
dissected remnants and comprise local lithologies includ-
ing well-rounded flints derived from Palaeogene deposits 
and a significant proportion of lower Greensand chert 
clasts. Although the origin of the deposits is uncertain, 
they may be, at least in part, the remnants of fluvial 
deposits laid down in rivers draining northwards from 
the weald. Assigned provisionally to a ‘Pebble Gravel 
Group’ (Pebble Gravel Formation of Gibbard, p. 48 in 
Bowen, 1999) most of the deposits are now placed in the 
dunwich Group. However the stanmore Gravel Formation 
(Member in Gibbard’s scheme) now assigned to the crag 
Group (section 13.2 above). other outcrops in surrey, 
mapped as ‘Gravel of uncertain age and origin’ and the 
Caesar’s Camp Gravel Formation are small isolated hill 
cappings lying unconformably on Palaeogene sediments. 
The caesar’s camp Gravel Formation of surrey and the 
Nettlebed Formation (section 10.2.1.1) are assigned to 
the dunwich Group.

12.3.1.1 caesaR’s caMp gRavel fORMatiOn

Name
caesar’s camp Gravel Formation (ccGR) (after dines 
and edmunds, 1929, and clarke and Fisher, 1983; caesars 
camp Formation of Gibbard, p. 53 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
unbedded and thickly bedded cobble gravel with interbed-
ded coarse sands. Gravels are dominantly nodular flint to 
0.2 m diameter, with subordinate quartz and Greensand 
chert. The sand is subangular, dominantly quartz with 
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some flint, and occurs as horizontal planar-bedded units, 
cross-bedded lenses, and channel-fill sands and silts. well-
defined palaeosol in upper part of gravelly deposits, over-
lain by silty fine sand of aeolian origin.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 3, 18a and 18b).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Plateau remnant 3 km north of Farnham [su 831 
493], at 175–187 m above od (clark and Fisher, 1983).

Lower and upper boundaries
sharp, highly irregular contact with Palaeogene sands, 
obscured by a veneer of solifluction deposits.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Plateau cappings; the deposits are fluvial and periglacial in 
origin and laid down by rivers draining to the north-west.

Thickness
up to 6 m.

Distribution and extent
Restricted to plateau remnants between Aldershot and 
Farnham, surrey.

Age
early Pleistocene.

12.3.2 Kesgrave Catchment Subgroup

Terrace deposits of the pre-diversionary ancestral River Thames 
in the Middle (Maidenhead–vale of st Albans) to lower 
Thames districts are assigned to the Sudbury Formation 
and the Colchester Formation of the Kesgrave catchment 
subgroup (after whiteman and Rose, 1992) (section 10.2.2). 
correlation of the units is shown in Table 18a.

12.3.2.1 sudbuRy fORMatiOn

The oldest terrace deposits are assigned to the sudbury 
Formation (section 10.2.2.1; Table 3; Figure 25). They 
differ from the equivalent terrace deposits in the Thames 
valley upstream (section 11.1.1.1) in that they contain a 
large proportion of flint derived directly from the chalk 
outcrop. The following units (oldest to youngest) appear on 
BGs maps:

Westland gReen gRavel MeMbeR (WggR)

The westland Green Gravel Member (westland Green 
Member of the Middle Thames Formation of Gibbard, p.48 
in Bowen, 1999) comprises 1–5 m of variably sandy and 
clayey gravel. Its type area is the Goring district and south-
ern east Anglia. The gravel rests unconformably on bed-
rock of Palaeogene–Neogene (Tertiary) to cretaceous age. 
This unit previously included a high level gravel remnant at 
stoke Row [su 686 834] (Gibbard, 1985) which has subse-
quently been named the stoke Row Member of the Middle 
Thames Formation (Gibbard, p. 48 in Bowen, 1999).

cHORleyWOOd gRavel MeMbeR (cWgR)

The chorleywood Gravel Member (chorleywood Member 
of the Middle Thames Formation of Gibbard, p. 48 in 
Bowen, 1999) is named on BGs 1:50 000 sheet e255 

(Beaconsfield). Its type section is at chorleywood [TQ 023 
953] (Bridgland, 1994).

beacOnsfield gRavel MeMbeR (bdgR)

The Beaconsfield Gravel Member (Beaconsfield Member 
of the Middle Thames Formation of Gibbard, pp. 48–49 in 
Bowen, 1999) comprises 1–7 m of variably sandy and clay-
ey gravel. Its type area is the Beaconsfield (BGs 1:50 000 
sheet e255) and type section is at Beaconsfield station [su 
940 912] where 6 m of gravel overlie the chalk (Gibbard, 
1985). It was previously referred to as ‘Plateau Gravel’ and 
‘Higher Gravel Train’.

geRRaRds cROss gRavel MeMbeR (gcgR)

The Gerrards cross Gravel Member (Gerrards cross 
Member of the Middle Thames Formation of Gibbard, p.49 
in Bowen, 1999) comprises 1–10 m of sand and gravel, 
locally with lenses of silt, clay or peat and organic mate-
rial. The unit occurs in the colne valley near watford up to 
about 90 m above od (ellison et al., 2004). Its type section 
is Gerrards cross Quarry [su 940 912] (Gibbard, 1985).

London area and Lower Thames

Additionally, in the london area and lower Thames 
(ellison et al., 2004; BGs 1:50 000 sheet e256), the follow-
ing units have been defined within the sudbury Formation:

WOOdfORd gRavel MeMbeR (WOgR)

The woodford Gravel Member (after strange, 1992; 
woodford Green Member of the epping Forest Formation 
of Gibbard, p. 50 in Bowen, 1999) comprises 1–10 m of 
sand and gravel, locally with lenses of silt, clay or peat and 
organic material. It occurs as isolated hill top gravel patches 
at woodford, lying at 50–80 m above od. The type area is 
based on a series of boreholes at the North circular Road, 
woodford [TQ 3973 9047]. Here the unit is 3–4 m thick. 
The unit is in part overlain by till of the Anglian glaciation. 
dollis Hill Gravel Member (dHGR).

The dollis Hill Gravel Member (after Gibbard, 1979, 
and strange, 1992) comprises 1–15 m of gravel, sandy and 
clayey in part, with laminated beds of silty clay, peat and 
organic material. It was defined at a temporary section on 
dollis Hill [TQ 2353 8825] near Hendon (BGs 1:50 000 
sheet 256; Gibbard, 1979).

In the valley of the Kennet in the Newbury district (see 
Aldiss et al., 2006; BGs 1:50 000 sheet e267), remnants of 
high-level terrace deposits are assigned in this framework to 
three members of the sudbury Formation (for the low-level 
terrace deposits of the Kennet valley Formation section 
12.5.1.2). From oldest to youngest these are:

cOld asH gRavel MeMbeR (cagR)

The cold Ash Gravel Member comprises 3 m of sandy 
gravel on bedrock at cold Ash [su 507 715] (collins, p. 51 
in Bowen 1999) and forms the Ninth Terrace.

bucklebuRy cOMMOn gRavel MeMbeR (bygR)

The Bucklebury common Gravel Member (Bucklebury 
Member of collins, p. 51 in Bowen 1999; eighth Terrace) 
comprises 1–5 m of terraced gravel at Furze Hill [su 426 
687], Bucklebury (white, 1902; collins, 1994). It was pre-
viously named the Plateau Gravel.
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beenHaM stOcks gRavel MeMbeR (bsgR)

The Beenham stocks Gravel Member comprises up to 
4 m of terraced gravel forming the seventh Terrace in the 
Beenham area [su 590 690]. The terrace surface ranges 
from 100–105 m above od. It was previously named the 
Plateau Gravel.

Blackwater and Loddon

In the valleys of the Blackwater and loddon in the Reading 
and windsor districts (BGs 1:50 000 sheets e268 and 269) 
the seventh and eighth Terrace deposits are not distin-
guished by name (cf. Gibbard pp. 52–53 in Bowen, 1999). 
deposits of the Ninth Terrace are referred to the:

suRRey Hill gRavel MeMbeR (suHg)

The surrey Hill Gravel Member is the equivalent of the 
easthamstead, chobham common, Fox Hills members of 
the Blackwater–loddon Formation of Gibbard (p. 53 in 
Bowen, 1999).

12.3.2.2 cOlcHesteR fORMatiOn

In Berkshire, essex and Hertfordshire two terrace deposits 
members of the colchester Formation are defined:

WinteR Hill gRavel MeMbeR (WiHg)

The winter Hill Gravel Member (winter Hill Member of 
the Middle Thames Formation of Gibbard, p. 49 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises 1–8 m of variably sandy and clayey gravel. 
Its type section is at winter Hill [su 880 863] where 6 m of 
gravel was recorded (Gibbard, 1985). It divides into lower 
(fluvial) and upper (deltaic) subunits north of slough. It was 
previously referred to as Plateau Gravel.

WestMill gRavel MeMbeR (WlgR)

considered by Gibbard (1977, 1985) to be the downstream 
continuation of the winter Hill Gravel Member in the vale 
of st Albans, the westmill Gravel Member (westmill 
Member of the Middle Thames Formation of Gibbard, 
p. 49 in Bowen, 1999) comprises up to 5 m of gravel and 
sand, locally with lenses of silt, clay or peat and organic 
material. The gravel is composed of 80–90 per cent flint 
with relatively high percentage (10–15%) of quartz and 
1.5–6% chalk. The unit occurs in the colne valley near 
watford between 60 and 70 m above od (ellison et al., 
2004). Its type section is westmill Quarry, st Albans, 
Hertfordshire. It rests unconformably on chalk bedrock 
of the chalk Group or sands and clays of the Palaeogene 
formations. locally it is overlain by till of the lowestoft 
Formation (Albion Glacigenic Group). otherwise it forms 
the surface deposit. 

12.4 BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

12.4.1 Formations of the British Coastal Deposits 
Group

The British coastal deposits Group includes beach, inter-
tidal and estuarine deposits and other raised marine depos-
its along the south coast of england that are described by 
Gibbard and Preece (pp. 59–65 in Bowen, 1999). These 
authors defined the Rye, cheyne and dungeness members 
of the Romney Marsh Formation of Kent; the West 

Sussex Coast Formation and members for raised beach 
and associated coastal and littoral sediments of sussex (see 
also Hodgson, 1964); and the Poole Harbour Formation 
and chesil Beach Bed of dorset. currently, none of these 
units has been assigned formal formational status in BGs 
publications or the lexicon and currently all marine and 
coastal and deposits are shown as lithogenetic units on BGs 
geological maps.

12.5 BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

12.5.1 Thames Catchments Subgroup

River terrace deposits and associated fossiliferous, organic 
beds laid down by the post-diversionary Thames are 
included within the Thames catchments subgroup (see also 
section 11.3.3).

River terrace deposits of the Middle and lower Thames 
that can be related to an individual aggradation event are 
given member status, being referred to the Maidenhead 
Formation (modified after Gibbard and sumbler, pp. 46–51 
in Bowen, 1999) (Tables 6 and 18a). on BGs maps the 
individual aggradations are either numbered with respect 
to their relative height above the present floodplain or 
assigned lithostratigraphical names (Table 18b). A separate 
formation, the Kennet Valley Formation is proposed 
for the deposits of the Kennet valley. It is also proposed 
to adopt the Medway Valley Formation for deposits of 
the Medway and its tributaries (after Bridgland, pp. 56–57 
in Bowen, 1999). Bridgland’s units include the cobham 
Park, lodge Hill, High Halstow, clinch street (all pre-
MIs 13), dagenham Farm (MIs 12), shakespeare Farm, 
Newhall, stoke (all MIs 6), Binney (MIs 3), Halling 
(MIs 3), Aylesford (MIs 2) and Tilbury ( MIs 1) members.

The widespread head deposits are, for the most part, of 
limited thickness and lateral extent. Their history of for-
mation is often difficult to determine. They may be best 
considered within the denudation chronology of the fluvial 
systems and merely become an informal ‘Head Member’ 
within each fluvial formation. Individual formal names 
for these deposits will depend on the level of information 
available.

12.5.1.1 MaidenHead fORMatiOn

The Maidenhead Formation (here modified to include the 
deposits of both the Maidenhead and lower Thames forma-
tions of Gibbard, pp. 49–51 in Bowen, 1999) is established 
for the terrace deposits of the post-diversionary Middle and 
lower Thames downstream of Goring (Figures 25 and 26). 
The formation is characterised by terrace aggradations of 
gravels dominated by flint with minor local lithologies. 
Interbedded with the gravels are numerous fossiliferous 
beds that provide evidence of deposition in both cold and 
warm (interglacial) climates — only a few are referred to 
in this report (for detailed descriptions of type localities see 
Bridgland, 1994, and Gibbard, pp. 49–51 in Bowen, 1999; 
ellison et al., 2004 provide a summary of interglacial sites 
in london).

sand and gravel of the Maidenhead Formation overlying 
till of the lowestoft Formation in the Hornchurch railway 
cutting, south-west essex [TQ 547 874], was assigned to the 
Black Park Gravel Member by ellison et al. (2004, p. 58) 
but to the Boyn Hill Gravel Member by Bridgland (his 
orsett Heath Gravel; 1994, pp. 176–185, 2006).

The Maidenhead Formation also includes the deposits of 
the valleys of the colne (colne Formation of Gibbard, p. 53 
in Bowen, 1999), Blackwater–loddon (Blackwater–loddon 
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Formation of Gibbard, p. 53 in Bowen, 1999), lea (lea 
Formation of Gibbard, p. 54–56 in Bowen, 1999), wandle 
(wandle Formation of Gibbard, p. 54 in Bowen, 1999), Mole 
and wey (Mole–wey Formation of Gibbard, p. 54 in Bowen, 
1999), and darent and cray (darent Formation of Gibbard, 
p.56 in Bowen, 1999). Many names have been applied to the 
gravels of these tributary valleys (see Gibbard, pp. 52–56 in 
Bowen, 1999) but much of this nomenclature is not currently 
employed in the BGs lithostratigraphical framework. The 
framework mainly adopts the published nomenclature of mod-
ern BGs 1:50 000 scale sheets (Table 18b) including e255 
(Beaconsfield); e269 (windsor); e256 (North london); e270 
(south london); and e271 (dartford). Full definitions of the 
terrace deposit members (Table 18a) remain to be completed 
for the BGs lexicon. lexicon codes (with generic descrip-
tions only) defining numbered terraces have been applied for 
some valleys, e.g. Godalming wey (Gw1–Gw3) (sheets 
300, Alresford, BGs 1999b, and 301 Haslemere, IGs, 1981); 
Bramley wey (Bw1–Bw2) (sheet 301 Haslemere, IGs, 
1981); and Blackwater (Bl2–Bl4) (sheets 285, Guildford, 
BGs, 2001, and 301 Haslemere, IGs, 1981).

correlation with terrace deposits of the Kennet Valley 
Formation of the Reading and Newbury districts (section 
13.5.2) (BGs 1:50 000 sheets e267 and e268) is given 
in Table 18a. correlation with the Upper Thames Valley 
Formation is shown in Table 17.

Name
Maidenhead Formation (MNHd) (modified to include the 
deposits of both the Maidenhead and lower Thames forma-
tions of Gibbard, pp. 49–51 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Mainly river terrace sand and gravel, brickearth silt and 
alluvial floodplain silt, silty clay and sand. The formation 
includes interbedded units (representing interglacials) of 
locally fossiliferous silty sand, silt, together with organic 
clay, tufa and peat. River terrace deposits of the Middle 
and lower Thames contain gravel clasts mainly composed 
of flint, vein quartz and local bedrock lithologies including 
chert. The terrace deposits are depicted on BGs maps using 
numbered terrace symbols. Modern BGs maps also show 
the terrace deposits as named units which are here inter-
preted as members of the Maidenhead Formation.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
The main terrace deposit members are the Black Park 
Gravel, Boyn Hill Gravel, lynch Hill Gravel, Hackney 
Gravel, Taplow Gravel, Kempton Park Gravel, shepperton 
Gravel and staines Alluvium. Brickearth silts and clays 
include the enfield silt, Roding silt, langley silt, dartford 
silt, crayford silt and Ilford silt members (Tables 6, 18a 
and 18b; Figure 26).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: Includes all of the mainstream terrace deposit 
members, brickearth and floodplain alluvium of the Middle 
and lower Thames and tributaries downstream of Goring, 
except the Kennet (modified after Gibbard in Bowen, 
1999).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on glacigenic deposits of the Anglian stage 
or on older Pleistocene strata or bedrock. Individual terrace 
deposit members rest unconformably on older Pleistocene 
strata or bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Terraces of cyclical sequence of fluvial sand and gravel 
aggradations developed under mainly periglacial climates 
and interbedded interglacial deposits.

Thickness
single terrace aggradations range from 3–12 m.

Distribution and extent
The valley of the mainstream River Thames and tributaries, 
other than the Kennet, downstream from the Goring Gap.
Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

The following terrace deposit members (from oldest to 
youngest) are shown on modern BGs maps:

black paRk gRavel MeMbeR (bpgR)

The Black Park Gravel Member (after Hare, 1947, Gibbard, 
1979, 1985, and strange, 1992; Black Park Member of the 
Middle Thames Formation of Gibbard, p. 49 in Bowen, 
1999) represents the deposits of the sixth Terrace on BGs 
maps. It comprises up to 4 m of sand and gravel, with 
lenses of silt, clay or peat. The type section is in Black Park 
country Park [TQ 006 832], slough (Gibbard, 1985).

bOyn Hill gRavel MeMbeR (bHt)

The Boyn Hill Gravel Member (after dewey and 
Bromehead, 1915, Gibbard, 1985, and strange, 1992; 
Boyn Hill Member of the Middle Thames Formation of 
Gibbard, p. 49 in Bowen, 1999; orsett Heath Formation 
of the lower Thames, Bridgland, 2006) represents the 
deposits of the Fifth Terrace on BGs maps. It comprises 
up to 6 m of sand and gravel at Boyn Hill, Maidenhead 
[su 878 809].

The informal Swanscombe Member (Gibbard, p. 50 
in Bowen, 1999), stratotype swanscombe [TQ 595 745], 
comprises fossiliferous fluvial and non-fluvial deposits cor-
related with the Hoxnian stage (MIs 11) (Bridgland, 1994; 
Gibbard, 1994).

finsbuRy gRavel MeMbeR (figR)

The Finsbury Gravel Member (strange, 1992; ellison et 
al., 2004) has been recognised from only a single outcrop 
up to 3 m in thickness, with a base at between 25 and 27 m 
od at Finsbury [TQ 315 829]. Its position is intermediate 
in altitude between those of the lynch Hill and the Boyn 
Hill gravel members nearby. ellison et al. (2004) suggest 
that it is related to a phase of deposition of the lynch Hill 
Gravel in the vicinity of the confluence of the rivers lea and 
Thames, but recent three-dimensional modelling indicates 
instead that it represents a late stage of Boyn Hill Gravel 
deposition (Aldiss, oral communication, 2010).

lyncH Hill gRavel MeMbeR (lHgR)

The lynch Hill Gravel Member (after Hare, 1947, Gibbard, 
1985, and strange, 1992; lynch Hill Member of the 
Middle Thames Formation of Gibbard, p. 49 in Bowen, 
1999; corbets Tey Formation of the lower Thames, 
Bridgland, 2006) represents the deposits of the Fourth 
Terrace on BGs maps. The type section shows up to 6 m 
of sand and gravel at lynch Hill [su 950 822], slough 
(Gibbard, 1985).
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Hackney gRavel MeMbeR (HagR)

The Hackney Gravel Member (after Bromehead, 1925, and 
strange, 1992) represents the deposits of the Third Terrace 
on BGs maps. It comprises up to 10 m of sand and gravel. 
The type section is taken as Hackney downs [TQ 3446 8557] 
where boreholes proved 8.2 m of gravel with a base resting 
on london clay at 12.8 to 13.5 m od (strange, 1992).

taplOW gRavel MeMbeR (tpgR)

The Taplow Gravel Member (after Bromehead, 1912, 
dewey and Bromehead, 1915, Gibbard, 1985, and strange, 
1992; Taplow Member of the Middle Thames Formation of 
Gibbard, p. 49 in Bowen, 1999; Mucking Formation of the 
lower Thames, Bridgland, 2006) represents the deposits of 
the second Terrace on BGs maps. The type section shows 
up to 6 m of sand and gravel at Taplow station [su 919 
816], slough (Gibbard, 1985).

The informal Trafalgar Square Beds (after Gibbard, 
1985, 1994; Trafalgar square Member of the Middle 
Thames Formation of Gibbard, p. 49 in Bowen, 1999) com-
prise, at the stratotype at canada House, Trafalgar square 
[TQ 300 803], up to 12 m of fossiliferous gravel, silt, sand 
and mud resting on earlier Pleistocene deposits (the spring 
Gardens Member of the Middle Thames Formation of 
Gibbard, p.49 in Bowen, 1999) or bedrock. They are cor-
related with the Ipswichian (MIs 5e) (Gibbard, 1985).

keMptOn paRk gRavel MeMbeR (kpgR)

The Kempton Park Gravel Member (after Gibbard et al., 
1982, and strange, 1992; upper Floodplain Terrace of 
dewey and Bromehead, 1921; Kempton Park Member 
of the Middle Thames Formation of Gibbard, p. 50 in 
Bowen, 1999; east Tilbury Marshes Formation of the 
lower Thames, Bridgland, 2006) represents the deposits 
of the First Terrace on BGs maps. The type section shows 
up to 7 m of sand and gravel at Kempton Park [TQ 118 
703], slough (Gibbard, 1985). discontinuous channel-fill 
sediments have yielded faunal and floral fossil assemblages 
indicative of both cold and temperate conditions.

sHeppeRtOn gRavel MeMbeR (sHgR)

The shepperton Gravel Member (after Gibbard et al., 
1985, 1989; shepperton Member of the Middle Thames 
Formation of Gibbard, p. 50 in Bowen, 1999) lies beneath 
the Thames floodplain alluvium (the lower Floodplain 
Terrace of dewey and Bromehead, 1921). up to 12 m of 
sand and gravel was observed at shepperton [TQ 070 669] 
(Gibbard, 1985). It was previously referred to as valley 
Gravel.

staines alluviuM MeMbeR

The staines Alluvium Member (staines Member of the 
Middle Thames Formation of Gibbard, p. 50 in Bowen, 
1999) comprises silt, clay, peat, marl and tufa with sand and 
gravel and was referred to the staines Member by Gibbard 
(1985) based on a stratotype at staines [TQ 042 685]. BGs 
has employed the term Alluvium on all of its maps.

‘bRickeaRtH’ silt depOsits

several members of the Maidenhead Formation are estab-
lished for the ‘brickearth’ silts of the Thames catchment. 
These clayey silts and clays are probably colluvium but may 

be primary loess in places (Gibbard, 1994). They cover fluvial 
aggradations and may be polycyclic in origin. Although shown 
in Table 18a to be tentatively correlated with MIs 3–4, some 
deposits may be older. The distribution of the silts, which are 
generally less than 3 m thick, is shown in ellison et al. (2004). 
The members include the Langley Silt Member (lAsI) (after 
Gibbard, 1995, and strange, 1992; langley Member of the 
Middle Thames Formation of Gibbard, p. 50 in Bowen, 1999); 
Enfield Silt Member (esI) (after strange, 1992); Roding Silt 
Member (RosI), type section: North circular Road [TQ 4105 
9038]; Ilford Silt Member (IlsI) (after Bridgland, 1994), type 
area: old brick pits, Ilford to seven Kings [TQ 443 866 to 
TQ 451 868]; Dartford Silt Member (dAsI) (after Gibbard, 
1994, and ellison et al., 2004), silt and clay (‘wantsant 
loam’) overlying Boyn Hill Gravel Member (see dartford 
Heath Member of Gibbard (p. 50 in Bowen, 1999), type area: 
dartford Heath [TQ 518 738]; and the Crayford Silt Member 
(cFsI) (after Gibbard, 1994, and Bridgland, 1994), type area 
crayford [TQ 514 767].

12.5.1.2 kennet valley fORMatiOn

Full definitions of the Kennet valley Formation (KNTv) 
and its terrace deposit members remain to be completed for 
the BGs lexicon. Reference should be made to the Kennet 
valley Formation of Gibbard and collins (pp. 51–53 in 
Bowen, 1999). older Anglian and pre-Anglian terrace 
gravels in the Kennet valley are referred to the sudbury 
Formation (section 12.3.2.1) or the colchester Formation 
(section 12.3.2.2). All units currently shown on BGs maps 
are presented in Tables 18a and 18b.

The following named terrace deposit members (from 
oldest to youngest) in the Kennet valley are described in 
recently published BGs sheet explanations:

silcHesteR gRavel MeMbeR (sigR)

The silchester Gravel Member represents the deposits 
of the sixth Terrace of the Kennet valley on BGs maps. 
The type area is the Kennet drainage basin and interfluves 
between Newbury (Aldiss et al., 2006; BGs 1:50 000 sheet 
e267) and Reading (BGs 1:50 000 sheet e268). up to 8 m 
of gravel underlie the terrace surface around silchester. It 
was previously known as Plateau Gravel.

HaMstead MaRsHall gRavel MeMbeR (HMgR)

The Hamstead Marshall Gravel Member represents the 
deposits of the Fifth Terrace of the Kennet valley on BGs 
maps (e.g. BGs 1:50 000 sheet e267; Aldiss et al., 2006).

tHatcHaM gRavel MeMbeR (tHgR)

The Thatcham Gravel Member represents the deposits of 
the Third Terrace of the Kennet valley on BGs maps (e.g. 
BGs 1:50 000 sheet e267; Aldiss et al., 2006). It comprises 
3–4 m of gravel underlying the terrace surface at Thatcham. 
The terrace, which is modified by erosion, is about 8–10 m 
about the Kennet Floodplain (chartres, 1975).

beenHaM gRange gRavel MeMbeR (bggR)

The Beenham Grange Gravel Member represents the depos-
its of the second Terrace of the Kennet valley on BGs maps 
(e.g. BGs 1:50 000 sheets e267 and e268; Aldiss et al., 
2006). It comprises up to 10 m of gravel underlying the ter-
race surface. The terrace, which is modified by erosion, lies 
1–3 m above Kennet Floodplain. It was previously known 
as the valley Gravel.
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Heales lOck gRavel MeMbeR (HlgR)

The Heales lock Gravel Member represents the deposits of 
the First Terrace of the Kennet valley in the Reading and 
Newbury districts (Mathers and smith, 2000; Aldiss et al., 
2006).

12.5.1.3 MedWay valley fORMatiOn

Four terrace deposit members of the Medway valley 
Formation (MevA) are shown on BGs 1:50 000 sheets 
e272 (chatham); e288 (Maidstone); and e303 (Tunbridge 
wells) (Table 18b). Reference should also be made to the 
Medway valley Formation and informal units of Bridgland 
(pp. 56–57 in Bowen, 1999) (Table 18a).

Name
Medway valley Formation (MevA) (after Bristow and 
Bazley, 1972, and Bridgland, pp. 56–57 in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
Mainly river terrace sand and gravel, characterised by 
clasts of wealden sandstone, siltstone and sporadic flints, 
and alluvial floodplain silt, silty clay and sand. The terrace 
deposits are depicted on BGs maps using numbered terrace 
symbols.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Four terrace deposit members (Me1–Me4) are shown 
on BGs maps (Tables 18a and 18b); for other units see 
Bridgland (pp. 56–57 in Bowen, 1999).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of the River Medway from Tunbridge 
wells to sheerness [TQ 500 400–TQ 910 750].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock.

Ground surface, locally overlain by head and brickearth.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Terraces of cyclical sequence of fluvial sand and gravel 
aggradations developed under mainly periglacial climates 
and interbedded interglacial deposits.

Thickness
single terrace aggradations range from 3–12 m.

Distribution and extent
valley of the River Medway and its tributaries from 
Tunbridge wells to sheerness, north Kent.

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

12.5.2 South Kent Catchments Subgroup

Alluvium, river terrace deposits and associated fossilif-
erous, organic and lacustrine deposits within valleys of 
rivers which drain to the english channel coast of Kent 
are included within the south Kent catchments subgroup 
(Table 6 and 19). Head and loessic deposits are referred to 
the Britannia catchments Group.

Name
south Kent catchments subgroup (sKcAT) (after 
McMillan, 2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium comprises soft silts and clays, com-
monly with beds of peat and a basal bed of sand and gravel. 
River terrace deposits are largely sand and gravel. Peat is a 
minor component, and minor marine deposits are included 
where they are intercalated in dominantly fluvial forma-
tions.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Kentish stour, Kentish Rother, Kent 
ouse and Pegwell formations (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: River valleys of the catchments of the Kentish 
stour and Kentish Rother and other rivers together with all 
their tributaries which flow to the english channel in Kent.

Lower and upper boundaries
Formations of the south Kent catchments subgroup rest 
unconformably on lower cretaceous bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and alluvium and associated lacustrine and 
organic deposits.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The entire area covered by the catchments of south Kent.

Age
cromerian to Holocene (MIs 13–1).

Gibbard and Preece (pp. 59–61 in Bowen, 1999) defined 
several formations with members and beds for the 
Quaternary deposits of Kent. These include the Kentish 
stour Formation (River stour fluvial deposits), Pegwell 
Formation (devensian loessic deposits of Kent and sussex), 
Brook Formation (late devensian and Holocene slope and 
valley sediments flooring dry valleys) and the Romney 
Marsh Formation (Holocene fossiliferous silts, clays and 
peats together with coastal deposits). The status of some of 
these units for mapping purposes remains to be considered. 
Head deposits, for the most part, are of limited thickness 
and lateral extent. Their history of formation is often dif-
ficult to determine. They may be best considered within the 
denudation chronology of the fluvial systems.

Traditionally BGs maps have shown river terrace aggra-
dations as staircase series of numbered upwards from 
youngest to oldest. The BGs Quaternary lithostratigraphical 
framework currently identifies three formations but they 
and their terrace deposit members are yet to be formally 
defined in the BGs lexicon. These units are:

12.5.2.1 kentisH stOuR fORMatiOn

The Kentish stour Formation was defined by Gibbard 
and Preece (pp. 59–60 in Bowen, 1999) to include the 
fluvial and associated gravel terrace deposits of the River 
stour. They defined the chislet Member (pre-devensian), 
Folkestone Battery Bed (faunal evidence suggests correla-
tion with the Ipswichian, MIs 5e stage) and Kennington 
Member (devensian). BGs maps show up to 10 aggrada-
tions above the alluvium. There are currently no formally 
defined units in the BGs lexicon.
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12.5.2.2 kentisH ROtHeR fORMatiOn

The Kentish Rother has four aggradations (Ro1–Ro4) 
above the alluvium. There are currently no formally defined 
units in the BGs lexicon.

12.5.2.3 kent Ouse fORMatiOn

The River ouse of Kent has two aggradations (oK1 and 
oK2) above the alluvium. There are currently no formally 
defined units in the BGs lexicon.

12.5.2.4 pegWell fORMatiOn

The informal Pegwell Formation (Gibbard and Preece, p. 61 
in Bowen, 1999), stratotype Pegwell Bay [TR 353 644], 
comprises up to 3 m of loessic deposits (also termed ‘head 
brickearth’) with a cold stage molluscan fauna at some sites 
(Preece, 1990). It is of Mid to late devensian age (MIs 3-2).

12.5.3 Sussex Catchments Subgroup

Alluvium, river terrace deposits and associated fossilifer-
ous, organic and lacustrine beds within valleys of rivers 
which drain southwards from the weald are included 
within the sussex catchments subgroup (Tables 6 and 
19). Head and loessic deposits are referred to the Britannia 
catchments Group.

Name
sussex catchments subgroup (sXcAT) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium comprising soft silts and clays, com-
monly with beds of peat and a basal bed of sand and gravel. 
River terrace deposits are largely sand and gravel. Peat is a 
minor component, and minor marine deposits are included 
where they are intercalated in dominantly fluvial formations.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the cuckmere, sussex ouse, Adur, sussex 
Rother, Arun formations (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: River valleys of the catchments of the ouse, 
Arun, sussex Rother and cuckmere and other rivers togeth-
er with all their tributaries which flow southwards from the 
weald to the english channel.

Lower and upper boundaries
Formations of the sussex catchments subgroup rest uncon-
formably on lower cretaceous bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and alluvium associated lacustrine and organ-
ic deposits.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The entire area covered by the catchments of sussex.

Age
cromerian to Holocene (MIs 13–1).

The sussex valleys Formation and its respective mem-
bers was established for the gravels, sands and associated 

organic sediments of the ouse, Arun and cuckmere rivers 
by Gibbard and Preece (pp. 60–62 in Bowen, 1999).

Traditionally BGs maps have shown river terrace aggra-
dations numbered by increasing height from youngest to 
oldest. The BGs Quaternary lithostratigraphical framework 
identifies two formally defined formations and a further 
three formations with terrace deposit members which have 
yet to be formally defined in the BGs lexicon. These units 
are:

12.5.3.1 aRun fORMatiOn

Name
Arun Formation (ARuN) (after Arun Member of sussex 
valleys Formation of Gibbard and Preece, p. 62 in Bowen, 
1999; see also Burrin and scaife, 1984, and Aldiss, 2002)

Lithology
River terrace gravels, sands and associated organic sediments.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
The Arun has seven river terrace aggradations (lexicon 
codes AR1–AR7) above the alluvium (e.g. sheet 301 
Haslemere BGs, 1981) (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of the Arun River and a tributary val-
ley of the River lavant, Haslemere, Horsham, chichester 
district, sussex [TQ 020 060–TQ 200 340] (Aldiss, 2002).

Lower and upper boundaries
The fluvial deposits rest unconformably on Palaeogene 
strata.

At surface or overlain by younger deposits including and 
head.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Floodplain alluvium and river terrace deposits. Terraces of 
cyclical sequence of fluvial sand and gravel aggradations 
developed under mainly periglacial climates, with inter-
bedded interglacial deposits. The older, higher terraces are 
commonly cryoturbated.

Thickness
Average 4 m, although may reach 8–10 m locally.

Distribution and extent
valley of the Arun River, in the Haslemere, Horsham, and 
chichester districts, sussex.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs pre-13–1).

12.5.3.2 sussex ROtHeR fORMatiOn

Name
sussex Rother Formation (RsX) (after Reid, 1903, and 
Aldiss, 2002).

Lithology
sands, sandy gravels, gravels, some being clayey. The 
gravel component is predominantly subangular flint with 
subordinate debris of chert, polished quartz grains and larg-
er fragments of pebbly ferruginous sandstone derived from 
the lower cretaceous sequences to the north. subrounded 
flint nodules are also present in places. locally clayey and 
sandy silt and silty clay mask the sands and gravels, perhaps 
indicating preservation of overbank or aeolian deposits at 
the top of the fluvial cycle.
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Formal subdivisions and correlation table
The River Rother in sussex has five aggradations (River 
Terrace deposit members Rs1–Rs5) above the alluvium 
(Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of the River Rother [su 936 206] (Aldiss, 
2002; Farrant, 2002).

Lower and upper boundaries
Incises bedrock or older superficial deposits.

At surface or overlain by younger deposits including head.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Floodplain alluvium and river terrace deposits. Terraces of 
cyclical sequence of fluvial sand and gravel aggradations 
developed under mainly periglacial climates, with inter-
bedded interglacial deposits. The older, higher terraces are 
commonly cryoturbated.

Thickness
each terrace averages 4 m thick, reaching 8–10 m locally.

Distribution and extent
chichester and Bognor district (BGs 1:50 000 sheets e300, 
301, 317).

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs pre-13–1).

12.5.3.3 cuckMeRe valley fORMatiOn

The cuckmere has two aggradations above the alluvium. 
There are currently no formally defined units in the BGs 
lexicon.

12.5.3.4 sussex Ouse valley fORMatiOn

The sussex ouse has four aggradations above the alluvium. 
There are currently no formally defined units in the BGs 
lexicon.

12.5.3.5 aduR valley fORMatiOn

The Adur has three aggradations (Ad1–Ad3) above the 
alluvium. There are currently no formally defined units in 
the BGs lexicon.

12.5.4 Solent Catchments Subgroup

Alluvium, river terrace deposits and associated fossilifer-
ous, organic and lacustrine beds within valleys of riv-
ers which drain southwards from Hampshire Basin and 
dorset are included within the solent catchments subgroup 
(Table 19). Head and loessic deposits are referred to 
the Britannia catchments Group. The solent catchments 
subgroup includes the deposits of the solent Formation 
and its members (Gibbard and Preece, pp. 60–63 in Bowen, 
1999) that were established for the gravels, sands and asso-
ciated organic sediments of the south bank tributaries of the 
former solent River (Allen and Gibbard, 1994) known for-
merly as Plateau Gravels. Gibbard and Preece (pp. 60–63 in 
Bowen, 1999) also defined the Ringwood Formation for the 
oldest gravels (pre-MIs 13) of the south-easterly flowing 
Avon River and the New Forest Formation and members 
for the solent River in Hampshire.

Name
solent catchments subgroup (sNTcA) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium and river terrace deposits. The flood-
plain alluvium comprises soft silts and clays, commonly 
with beds of peat and a basal bed of sand and gravel. River 
terrace deposits are largely sand and gravel. Peat is a minor 
component, and minor marine deposits are included where 
they are intercalated in dominantly fluvial formations.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Meon, Hamble, Itchen, Test (informal), 
Hampshire Avon, Frome–Piddle, and dorset stour forma-
tions (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: River valleys of the catchments of the ‘solent 
River’, Meon, Hamble, Itchen, Test, Hampshire Avon, 
dorset stour and Frome–Piddle together with other rivers 
and all their tributaries southwards from Hampshire Basin 
and dorset to the english channel.

Lower and upper boundaries
Formations of the solent catchments subgroup rest uncon-
formably on Jurassic to cretaceous bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and alluvium and associated lacustrine and 
organic deposits.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The entire area covered by the catchments of the Hampshire 
Basin and dorset.

Age
cromerian to Holocene (MIs 13–1).

Traditionally BGs maps have shown river terrace aggrada-
tions numbered by increasing elevation from youngest to old-
est. The BGs Quaternary lithostratigraphical framework has 
established the following six formations (their terrace deposit 
members are yet to be formally defined in the BGs lexicon).

12.5.4.1 MeOn fORMatiOn

Name
Meon Formation (MeoN) (after Hopson, 2000, and Farrant, 
2002).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium and river terrace deposits. The flood-
plain alluvium comprises overbank deposits of brown 
organic silty clay and peaty clay, together with peat, over-
lying sand and gravel. Terrace deposits comprise sand and 
gravel, commonly cross-bedded, locally overlain by over-
bank deposits of clayey sandy silts and silty clays. These 
fine-grained deposits may be partly aeolian in origin. The 
major gravel lithology is flint, dominantly subrounded to 
subangular, some of it well-rounded. The sand fraction is 
composed of well-rounded quartz grains and subangular 
flint.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
The surviving river terrace deposits represent seven aggra-
dations above the alluvium. Terrace deposits are currently 
unnamed (Tables 6 and 19).
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Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the River Meon and its tributaries 
in the Fareham to east Meon area [su 53 02–su 63 23] 
(Hopson, 2000).

Lower and upper boundaries
The fluvial deposits rest unconformably on Palaeogene strata.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Terraces of cyclical sequence of fluvial sand and gravel 
aggradations developed under mainly periglacial climates, 
with interbedded interglacial deposits. The older, higher 
terraces are commonly cryoturbated.

Thickness
up to 12 m.

Distribution and extent
The catchment of the River Meon and its tributaries, in the 
Fareham to east Meon area.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs pre-13–1).

12.5.4.2 HaMble fORMatiOn

Name
Hamble Formation (HBle) (after edwards and Freshney, 
1987).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium and river terrace deposits. The flood-
plain alluvium comprises overbank deposits of brown 
organic silty clay, together with peaty clay, and peat, 
overlying sand and gravel. Terrace deposits comprise sand 
and gravel, commonly cross-bedded, locally overlain by 
overbank deposits of clayey and sandy silts and silty clays. 
These fine-grained deposits may be partly aeolian in origin. 
The major gravel lithology is flint, dominantly subrounded 
to subangular, with a little that is well rounded. The sand 
fraction is composed of well-rounded quartz grains and 
subangular flint.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
The surviving river terrace deposits represent three aggra-
dations above the Alluvium. Terrace deposits are currently 
unnamed (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the Hamble River and its tributar-
ies in the southampton area [su 48 06–su 52 13] (edwards 
and Freshney, 1987).

Lower and upper boundaries
The fluvial deposits rest unconformably on Palaeogene 
strata.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Terraces of cyclical sequence of fluvial sand and gravel 
aggradations developed under mainly periglacial climates, 
with interbedded interglacial deposits. The older, higher 
terraces are commonly cryoturbated.

Thickness
up to 12 m.

Distribution and extent
The catchment of the Hamble River and its tributaries, in 
the southampton area.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs pre-13–1).

12.5.4.3 itcHen fORMatiOn

Name
Itchen Formation (ITcH) (after edwards and Freshney, 
1987, Booth, 2002, and Farrant, 2002).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium and river terrace deposits. The flood-
plain alluvium comprises overbank deposits of brown 
organic silty clay, together with peaty clay and peat, over-
lying sand and gravel. Tufa occurs as 1–2 m-high raised 
hummocky spreads. Terrace deposits comprise sand and 
gravel, planar bedded or cross-bedded, locally overlain by 
overbank deposits of clayey and sandy silts and silty clays. 
These fine-grained deposits may be partly aeolian in origin. 
The major gravel lithology is flint, dominantly subrounded 
to subangular and a little that is well rounded, and subor-
dinate quartz, ironstone and ‘sarsens’. The sand fraction is 
composed of fine- to coarse-grained well-rounded quartz 
grains, with subangular flint in the coarse fraction. The 
older, higher terraces are commonly cryoturbated.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
The surviving river terrace deposits represent seven aggra-
dations above the alluvium. The deposits are unnamed 
(Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the River Itchen and its tributaries 
in the southampton–Alresford area [su 42 10–su 60 33] 
(edwards and Freshney, 1987).

Lower and upper boundaries
The fluvial deposits rest unconformably on Palaeogene and 
cretaceous strata.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Terraces of cyclical sequence of fluvial sand and gravel 
aggradations developed under mainly periglacial climates, 
with interbedded interglacial deposits.

Thickness
up to 12 m.

Distribution and extent
The catchment of the River Itchen and its tributaries in the 
southampton–Alresford area.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs pre-13–1).

12.5.4.4 HaMpsHiRe avOn fORMatiOn

Name
Hampshire Avon Formation (HAAv) (after Reid, 1902, 
white, 1917, clarke, 1981, and Bristow et al., 1991).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium and river terrace deposits. The flood-
plain alluvium comprises overbank deposits of mottled dark 
grey and orange organic silt, silty clay and clayey sand, 
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together with peat, overlying sand and gravel. The river ter-
race deposits comprise very sandy gravels. The clasts are sub-
angular to subrounded, poorly sorted up to 5 cm in diameter, 
dominantly flint, with a little upper Greensand chert, ‘sarsen’ 
stone, vein quartz, Jurassic limestone, and well-rounded flints 
from the Palaeogene, in a matrix of clayey sand.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Fourteen river terraces are preserved. Terrace deposits cur-
rently unnamed (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valleys of the Hampshire Avon and its tribu-
taries from christchurch to warminster and devizes [su 08 
62–sZ 18 92] (Bristow et al., 1991).

Lower and upper boundaries
The fluvial deposits rest unconformably on Palaeogene and 
cretaceous strata.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Terraces of cyclical sequence of fluvial sand and gravel 
aggradations developed under mainly periglacial climates 
and interbedded interglacial deposits. deposits of the higher 
terraces are cryoturbated.

Thickness
up to 8 m, including up to 4 m of alluvial overbank depos-
its.

Distribution and extent
The catchment of the Hampshire Avon and its tributaries.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs pre-13–1).

12.5.4.5 fROMe–piddle fORMatiOn

Preece and Gibbard (pp. 64–65 in Bowen, 1999) defined 
the Frome–Piddle Formation and its members for the suc-
cession of terrace deposits in the valleys of the rivers Frome 
and Piddle in dorset.

Name
Frome–Piddle Formation (FRPI) (after Allen and Gibbard, 
1994, and Preece and Gibbard, pp. 64–65 in Bowen, 1999) 

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium and river terrace deposits. The floodplain 
alluvium comprises clay and silt overbank deposits, with local 
peat, overlying sand and gravel. The surviving river terrace 
deposits are largely gravel with interstitial sand. The major 
pebble lithologies are flint, quartz and Mesozoic chert.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Informal terrace deposits defined by Preece and Gibbard 
(pp. 64–65 in Bowen, 1999) (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valleys of rivers Frome and Piddle and their 
tributaries, in the wareham–dorchester area, dorset [sy 63 
95–sy 93 87] (Allen and Gibbard, 1994).

Lower and upper boundaries
The fluvial deposits rest unconformably on chalk Group 
and Palaeogene strata.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Terraces of cyclical sequence of fluvial sand and gravel 
aggradations developed under mainly periglacial climates, 
with interbedded interglacial deposits. The gravels were 
deposited by braided rivers under periglacial conditions.

Thickness
up to 20 m.

Distribution and extent
The catchment of the rivers Frome and Piddle and their 
tributaries, dorset, up to125 m above od or higher.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs pre-13–1).

12.5.4.6 dORset stOuR fORMatiOn

Name
dorset stour Formation (dosT) (after Reid, 1902, white, 
1917, clarke, 1981, and Bristow et al., 1991, 1995).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium and river terrace deposits. The flood-
plain alluvium comprises overbank deposits of mottled 
dark grey and orange organic silt, silty clay and clayey 
sand, and peat, overlying sand and gravel. The river ter-
race deposits comprise very sandy gravels. The clasts are 
subangular to subrounded, poorly sorted, up to 10 cm in 
diameter, dominantly flint, with a little upper Greensand 
chert, ‘sarsen’ stone, vein quartz, Jurassic limestone, 
chalk, and well-rounded flints from the Palaeogene, in a 
matrix of clayey sand. deposits of the higher terraces are 
cryoturbated.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Thirteen river terraces are preserved. Terrace deposits are 
currently unnamed (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valleys of the River stour, River Allen, 
Moors River, uddens water and their tributaries, from 
christchurch to wincanton [sT 72 28–sZ 18 92] (Bristow 
et al., 1991).

Lower and upper boundaries
The fluvial deposits rest unconformably on Jurassic, 
cretaceous and Palaeogene strata.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Terraces of cyclical sequence of fluvial sand and gravel 
aggradations developed under mainly periglacial climates, 
with interbedded interglacial deposits.

Thickness
up to 11 m, including up to 4 m of alluvial overbank 
deposits.

Distribution and extent
The catchment of the dorset stour and its tributaries.

Age
Pleistocene to Holocene (MIs pre-13–1).

British Geological Survey  
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In south-west england, the evidence for much of the 
Quaternary record is fragmentary, with few age determina-
tions, and so there have been few published attempts to 
correlate deposits or equate disparate sequences. The earli-
est deposits described in this report are referred to the st 
erth Formation. These marine sands and clays, which are 
of Pliocene age, occupy a planated surface in cornwall. 
limited evidence provided by glacigenic deposits on the 
northern coastline of cornwall and devon indicates that 
this part of south-west england was glaciated during the 
Anglian or pre-Anglian stages. These deposits are assigned 
to the Albion Glacigenic Group. In the ground between 
the Quantock and Mendip Hills known as the somerset 
levels a series of Ipswichian deposits are present. Tills and 
glaciofluvial deposits on the northern margin of the Bristol 
channel and severn estuary are attributed to the devensian 
ice-sheet and assigned to the caledonia Glacigenic Group. 
Tills occurring in the northern scilly Isles are also likely to 
be related to the devensian glaciation. Terrace deposits of 
the Bristol Avon valley relate to the drainage through an 
extended inner Bristol channel during the devensian. The 
most complete Holocene stratigraphical record occurs in 
the somerset levels where tidal flat and freshwater sedi-
ments accumulated. The Holocene record in devon and 
cornwall is more fragmentary. other sediments present 
in the region that may owe their existence indirectly to 
proximal ice, such as loess, cave deposits and the wide-
spread head, are included within the Britannia catchments 
subgroup. Raised beach deposits are referred to the British 
coastal deposits Group.

13.1 BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

13.1.1 Formations of the British Coastal Deposits 
Group

13.1.1.1 st eRtH fORMatiOn

Remnants of several Pliocene to early Pleistocene marine 
deposits are known in south-west england. These include 
the st erth Beds, which are now established as the st erth 
Formation, and the deposits of st Agnes, cornwall (Tables 
5 and 19) (Mitchell, 1966; edmonds et al., 1975; Mitchell 
et al. 1973b; Roe et al., 1999; Messenger et al., 2005). 
The much-researched beds at st erth occur at about 25 m 
above od. Here, some 4 m of fossiliferous clay overlies 
ferruginous and quartzose sands. The clays have yielded 
abundant marine mollusca and foraminiferids confirming a 
late Pliocene age (Millett, 1895, 1897; Reid, 1890; Jenkins, 
1982; Jenkins et al., 1986).

Name
st erth Formation (se) (after Mitchell, 1966, edmonds 
et al., 1975, Mitchell et al., 1973b, Roe et al., 1999, and 
Messenger et al., 2005).

Lithology
Fossiliferous clay and sandy clay on ferruginous and 
quartzose sands. The clays have yielded abundant marine 
mollusca and foraminiferids.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions.

Type area/Reference section
Type section: vicarage Pit, st erth, cornwall [sw 5565 
3523], based on north section of pit trenched in 1966 and 
reported by Mitchell et al. (1973b).

Lower and upper boundaries
Base of sands not seen but presumed to rest on Mylor slate 
Formation (late devonian). sections recorded by H dewey 
(unpublished IGs records) in the north part of vicarage Pit 
indicate shelly clay resting unconformably on bedrock.

overlain by and in irregular contact with head.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Marine deposits.

Thickness
Greater than 4 m.

Distribution and extent
Isolated outlier, 0.3 x 1.4 km, 1 km east of the village of 
st erth, cornwall.

Age
late Pliocene.

13.1.1.2 buRtle fORMatiOn

In south-west england numerous post-Anglian shore plat-
forms and raised beach deposits occur in the range up to 
20 m above od. shell fauna associated with marine gravels 
from these beach deposits are undated or give ambiguous 
ages.

on the lands end Peninsula, cornwall, campbell et al. 
(pp. 71–73 in Bowen, 1999) have assigned raised marine 
deposits to two formations, the Penlee Formation, corre-
lated with MIs 9, and the Penwith Formation (correlated 
with MIs 7–2). In south devon, campbell et al. (p. 74 in 
Bowen, 1999) refer raised beach, aeolian and head deposits 
to the Torbay Formation (MIs 7–2). These formations are 
not currently described the BGs lexicon.

In somerset, sediments infill a former extensive drain-
age basin largely excavated prior to the Ipswichian 
(edmonds, 1972; Gilbertson and Hawkins, 1978; Bowen, 
1999) (Figure 29). Globally, sea levels were high in the 
Ipswichian; it has been estimated that sea level stood at 
between 5 and 10 m above od in the inner Bristol channel 
and severn estuary. Gilbertson and Hawkins (1978) suggest 
that a maximum wave height may have reached 10–21 m 
above od. A number of shoreline features resulted includ-
ing raised beaches associated with caves in the limestone 
rocks of the welsh coast (Kidson, 1977; Gilbertson and 
Hawkins, 1977; Bowen et al., 1985; sutcliffe et al., 1987). 
In somerset about this time and within a complex of estuar-
ies and creeks, shelly, cross-bedded sands and gravels were 
deposited. The remnants of these occur as isolated outcrops 
typically 7–15 m above od, and were named after the 
nearest village as the Burtle Beds (Bullied and Jackson, 

13 south-west england
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1937, 1941; Kidson et al., 1978). Here they are referred to 
the Burtle Formation (after campbell et al., pp. 77–78 in 
Bowen, 1999). They may represent reworked glaciofluvial 
Kenn gravels (Gilbertson and Hawkins, 1977, 1978) of the 
Kenn Formation (section 13.2.1.1). shoals of shelly gravel 
and sand presumably equivalent to the Burtle Formation 
were also deposited inshore along the north coast of the 
outer severn estuary (Allen, 2000a, 2001a; Andrews et al., 
1984). Allen (2000a) has associated these with coarse beach 
deposits at Goldcliff. No Ipswichian shoreline deposits 
have been recorded upstream of chepstow and Aust (Allen, 
2001b).

Name
Burtle Formation (BuB) (after Gilbertson and Hawkins, 
1977, 1978, and campbell et al., pp. 77–78 in Bowen, 
1999).

Lithology
sands and gravels. The sands are fine-grained and quartzose, 
with beds of comminuted shell. The gravels are composed of 
flint, quartz, sandstone, cherts, rounded lumps of red, green 
and grey Triassic mudstones and liassic fossils. They con-
tain fossilised marine, freshwater and terrestrial shells and 
remains of elephant, rhinoceros, horse, aurochs, red, fallow 
and roe deer, hyena and wolf. The marine shells indicate 
both cold and warm water conditions and sandy, muddy and 
rocky habitat, and the freshwater shell corbicula fluminalis 
indicates a climate warmer than at present.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into three informal members; the Kenn church, 
Grey lake and Middlezoy members (campbell et al., 
pp. 77–78 in Bowen, 1999) (Tables 5 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type section: Greylake No. 2 Quarry [sT 385 336], about 
1 km north-east of Middlezoy (campbell et al., pp. 77–78 
in Bowen, 1999).

Lower and upper boundaries
The formation rests upon Jurassic and Triassic bedrock. It 
commonly overlies or fringes ‘reefs’ or ‘islands’ of lower 
lias or late Triassic rocks.

Ground surface or overlain by Holocene silts, clays and 
peats of the somerset levels Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
coastal and organic deposits. The gravels are marine in 
origin with a few interbedded palaeosols and freshwater 
sands. The deposits form low mounds protruding through 
the surface of the Holocene silts and clays of the somerset 
levels Formation.

Thickness
About 5 m.

Distribution and extent
Restricted to the ‘somerset levels’ of north-east somerset. 
shown on BGs 1:50 000 sheets e279, 280, and 295.

Age
? Hoxnian to Ipswichian (MIs 11–5e).

Raised beach and solifluction deposits of Ipswichian to 
devensian age occur on the Isles of scilly (campbell et 
al., p. 70 in Bowen, 1999). These deposits underlie late 

devensian till of the scilly Till Member of the st Martin’s 
Formation, caledonia Glacigenic Group (section 13.3).

The Watermill Sand and Gravel Member of scourse 
(1991) (watermill Member of the st Mary’s Formation of 
campbell et al., p. 70 in Bowen, 1999), comprises up to 1 
m of clast-supported gravel (granite cobbles and boulders) 
overlain by structureless medium-grained sand. sourse 
(1991) interpreted the deposits as a raised beach. It is 
correlated with the Ipswichian (MIs 5e). Its stratotype is 
watermill cove [sv 925 123] to [sv 924 123], st Mary’s. 

The most widespread Pleistocene deposit in the Isle 
of scilly, the Porthloo Breccia Member of scourse 
(1991) (Porthloo Member of the st Mary’s Formation of 
campbell et al., p. 70 in Bowen, 1999), comprises up to 
5 m of angular granite clasts set in a matrix of granules, 
sand and silt. It is interpreted as a periglacial solifluction 
deposit (scourse, 1987). Its stratotype is Porthloo [sv 908 
115], st Mary’s.

The most complete part of the Quaternary stratigraphical 
record in south-west england occurs within the lower part 
of the severn estuary and comprises mostly Holocene sedi-
ments (Figure 29). A number of named ‘levels’ fringe the 
inner Bristol channel and severn estuary, e.g. the Gwent 
levels (section 8.3.1.4) and the somerset levels; numer-
ous authors have cited these as Holocene ‘type-sites’. The 
depositional environments that these lithologies represent 
include both tidal flats with intertidal silts and freshwater 
supratidal peats.

At the onset of the Holocene, climatic amelioration and 
relative sea-level rise linked to global ice melt were the 
drivers of environmental change. sea-level rise had two 
main effects:

•	 Firstly,	the	sea	rapidly	advanced	eastwards	into	the	
Bristol channel–severn estuary area, inundating the 
late Glacial land surface (Hawkins, 1971; Austin, 
1991), by then locally forested (Allen and Bell, 1991) 
and populated (Allen, 1998; Bell et al., 2000).

•	 Secondly,	rising	sea-level	created	a	growing	water	body	
into which sediments emanating from the rivers could 
accumulate. In this way, the ‘levels’ were created.

The depositional response to sea-level rise within the Inner 
Bristol channel and severn estuary basin was determined 
by local factors described in detail by Allen (2000b). The 
general lithostratigraphical sequence consists of:

•	 a	basal	peat	resting	on	the	pre-Holocene	basement	and	
deposited prior to marine inundation

•	 silts	and	sands	deposited	the	early	Holocene	phase	of	
rapidly rising sea-level

•	 an	interval	of	intercalated	silts	and	peats	approximately	
spanning 6000–2500 BP and reflecting the mid-Holo-
cene slowing of sea-level rise rate

•	 a	late-Holocene	period	of	further	deposition

The Gwent Levels Formation is established for deposits 
which accumulated along the north coast of the severn 
estuary (section 8.3.1.4). Two formations, the Somerset 
Levels Formation and the Oldbury and Avonmouth 
Levels Formation, have been established for the Holocene 
estuarine deposits of somerset and Gloucestershire.

13.1.1.3 sOMeRset levels fORMatiOn

Name
somerset levels Formation (slev) (after Godwin, 1943, 
Kidson and Heyworth, 1976, Green and welch, 1965, and 
Allen, 2000c).

British Geological Survey  
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Lithology
The deposits are dark blue-grey silty clays and silts with 
subordinate sands and beds of peat, submerged forests and 
gravel. River valleys cut into bedrock are infilled with grav-
els and sands, which become shelly upwards.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Informal members include the Nyland Hill clay and Nyland 
Hill Peat (Haslett et al., 1998, Haslett and davies, 2002), 
Tables 5 and 19.

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The somerset levels, from clevedon to 
langport, somerset.

Lower and upper boundaries
The formation rests unconformably on Triassic and Jurassic 
bedrock. The deposits rest on a rockhead platform intri-
cately dissected by river valleys formed when sea levels 
were lower.

Ground surface: the upper surface is approximately level at 
about 4.6–6.7 m above od.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation encompasses the marine, estuarine and ter-
restrial deposits that were formed in the somerset levels 
area during the Holocene transgression.

Thickness
up to 35 m.

Distribution and extent
The somerset levels, from clevedon to langport, south-
east of Bridgewater, somerset.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

13.1.1.4 OldbuRy and avOnMOutH levels fORMatiOn

Name
oldbury and Avonmouth levels Formation (oAlev) 
(after welch and Trotter, 1961, and Allen, 2000c).

Lithology
The deposits are dark blue-grey silty clays and silts with 
subordinate sands and beds of peat, submerged forests and 
gravel. The deposits rest on a rockhead platform intricately 
dissected by river valleys, and their upper surface is approxi-
mately level at about 4.5–7 m od. The river valleys are 
infilled with gravels and sands that become shelly upwards. 
Typically two beds of peat are included, up to 0.6 m thick; 
the lower of these forms the lowest unit in the formation 
except where it rests upon the valley-fill sands and gravels, 
and was formed about 8500–8000 years BP when a birch 
forest was inundated by the rising sea. The other formed 
about 5000–4500 years BP during a slowing down of the 
rising sea level, and is now found resting horizontally at od.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
No subdivisions (Tables 5 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The oldbury and Avonmouth levels, from 
Berkeley, Gloucestershire, to Portishead, somerset.

Lower and upper boundaries
The formation rests unconformably on Triassic bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
The formation encompasses the marine, estuarine and 
terrestrial deposits that were formed in the oldbury and 
Avonmouth levels area during the Holocene transgression.

Thickness
About 10–13 m, increasing to about 21 m in buried chan-
nels.

Distribution and extent
The oldbury and Avonmouth levels, from Berkeley, 
Gloucestershire, to Portishead, somerset.

Age
Holocene (MIs 1).

13.2 ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

13.2.1 Formations of the Albion Glacigenic Group

There are currently no subgroups assigned for deposits 
of the Albion Glacigenic Group lying to the south of the 
devensian ice limit. Few unequivocal glacigenic sediments 
are known in the region, the exceptions being the isolated 
occurrences of tills and associated sand and gravels recorded 
at Kenn, somerset (the Kennpier Till and Kenn Gravels of 
Gilbertson and Hawkins, 1978) and at Fremington, north 
devon (durrance and laming, 1982) (Table 19). The deposits 
at Kenn, here referred to as the Kenn Formation, may relate 
to a pre-Anglian ice-sheet (possibly correlated with MIs 16 
according to campbell et al., p. 75 in Bowen, 1999) thought to 
have encroached across the region as far south as the northern 
coastline of cornwall, devon and somerset (Figure 27).

Glacigenic deposits at Barnstable Bay and lundy Island 
have been assigned to the Barnstable Bay Formation by 
campbell et al. (pp. 74–75 in Bowen, 1999). This forma-
tion, which is not currently in the BGs lexicon, includes 
the Fremington Member (Fremington Till or Fremington 
clay of previous authors) and constituent beds that have 
been variously interpreted to have been deposited by ice 
of Irish sea Basin origin during the wolstonian stage 
(Mitchell, 1960, 1972; stephens, 1966, 1970, 1973) or in 
a glaciomarine environment during the late devensian 
(eyles and Mccabe, 1989).

13.2.1.1 kenn fORMatiOn

Name
Kenn Formation (KNN) (after campbell et al., p. 75 
in Bowen, 1999; Kennpier Till and Kenn Gravels of 
Gilbertson and Hawkins, 1978; Kenn Gravels of Kellaway 
and welch, 1993).

Lithology
The formation includes glacigenic deposits interpreted as 
till, outwash and glacio-marine sediments. coarse out-
wash sands and gravels, poorly to well-sorted, are inter-
bedded with reddish purple till. Both contain clasts of 
carboniferous limestone, upper Greensand chert, Jurassic 
limestone, and cretaceous flint, up to cobble- and boulder-
size, with small quantities of devonian red quartzite, sand-
stones and conglomerates, Pennant sandstone and yellow 
Triassic sandrock.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into five informal members (campbell et al., 
p. 75 in Bowen, 1999). (Tables 7a and 19).
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Type area/Reference section
Type area: Avon and north somerset (campbell et al., p. 75 
in Bowen, 1999).

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests unconformably on Triassic bedrock.

Mostly at ground surface. At Kenn, overlain by estuarine 
deposits of possible cromerian age (MIs 15) (Andrews et 
al., 1984; cf. waverley wood Beds, warwickshire, Bowen 
et al., 1989; shotton et al., 1993 — section 11.1.2.1) and by 
Holocene silts and clays.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Glacigenic deposits.

Thickness
up to 14 m.

Distribution and extent
Restricted to Avon and north somerset; occurrences at 
Kenn, court Hill, Nightingale valley, Failland Ridge, 
Bathampton down and Bleadon Hill.

Age
? cromerian (pre-MIs 13) or Anglian (MIs 12).

13.3 CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

At the time of the last Glacial Maximum, an ice-sheet lying 
to the north and west of the Bristol channel and severn 
estuary extended the inner Bristol channel and severn 
estuary drainage basin as far west as carmarthen Bay 
(Figure 28).

In south-west england glacial deposits comprising tills 
and glaciofluvial sands and gravels with a clear welsh 
provenance (wales Glacigenic subgroup, caledonia 
Glacigenic Group) and lying on the northern margins of the 
Bristol channel and severn estuary are attributed to this 
devensian ice-sheet (squirrell and downing, 1969; waters 
and lawrence, 1987; Barclay, 1989; Harris and donnelly, 
1991).

diamictons occur at various localities in the northern 
islands of the scilly Isles. The scilly Till of the st Martin’s 
Formation (Bread and cheese Formation of scourse, 1991) 
is interpreted as till deposited by grounded ice (scourse and 
Furze, 2001). An Irish sea basin provenance is determined 
by the composition of the deposits. dates from underlying 
beach deposits indicate that the till is of late devensian age 
although the northern scillies may have been glaciated in 
pre-devensian times (Mitchell and orme, 1967).

largely non-glaciated ground beyond the southern shore 
of the estuary lay outside the devensian ice limit but was 
sufficiently close to the ice front to experience marked per-
iglacial conditions. Granite tors considered to have formed 
beyond the limit of grounded ice occur in the southern 
scillies (e.g. Peninnis Point, st Mary’s, scourse and Furze, 
2001; Front cover illustration). All around the Bristol 
channel, ice-wedge casts and other periglacial structures 
are common features in exposed and intertidally exposed 
bedrock and superficial deposits (Allen, 1984, 1987b; Allen 
and Rippon, 1997), as are widespread deposits of head 
(squirrell and downing, 1969; edmonds et al., 1979, 1985a; 
Gilbertson and Hawkins, 1983; Allen, 2000a). locally, 
aeolian sediments of presumed devensian age have been 
recorded (Greenly, 1922; Apsimon et al., 1961; Gilbertson 
and Hawkins, 1978). About this time, humans and a range 

of tundra-steppe animals intermittently occupied some of 
the caves in south wales as well as in the Quantock and 
Mendip Hills (sutcliffe et al., 1987; Aldhouse-Green, 1995; 
Aldhouse-Green and Pettitt, 1998).

13.4 BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

13.4.1 Formations Of The Britannia Catchments 
Group

Non-glacigenic superficial sediments form a widespread 
cover over devon and cornwall. These deposits are largely 
undated. Included in the Britannia catchments Group are the 
extensive spreads of mass movement deposits that comprise 
a continuum from landslide deposits through to mostly solif-
luction deposits (head) blanketing the bedrock interfluves 
and colluvium flanking the low valley sides and infilling low 
ground hollows. In cornwall, campbell et al. (pp. 72–74 
in Bowen, 1999) describe two formations correlated with 
MIs 2, the lizard Formation (formerly the lizard loess 
of scourse, 1996), and the camel Formation of the camel 
estuary. In north devon between Morte Bay and westward 
Ho! Head, raised beach and aeolian deposits are included 
within members of the croyde Bay Formation correlated 
with MIs 7–2 (campbell et al., p. 75 in Bowen, 1999). These 
formations are not currently defined in the BGs lexicon.

cave deposits occur in the Torquay (devonian) lime-
stone of south devon and contain mammal faunas and 
Palaeolithic implements similar in age to the Mendip cave 
deposits. The principal deposit is at Kent’s cavern where 
there are several metres of breccias and sands.

even where dates are available, it is judged here that none 
of these locally mappable units may be sufficiently reliably 
correlated to warrant formational status. Nomenclature is 
provisional and is based on units that form potentially map-
pable subdivisions.

Fluvial (river terrace and alluvial) deposits and associ-
ated lacustrine and organic deposits of devon and cornwall 
are assigned to the Cornubian Catchments Subgroup.

13.4.2 Cornubian Catchments Subgroup

Name
cornubian catchments subgroup (ccAT) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
Floodplain alluvium comprising soft silts and clays, com-
monly with beds of peat and a basal bed of sand and 
gravel. River terrace deposits largely composed of sand 
and gravel. The gravels include a wide range of Palaeozoic 
and Mesozoic rocks, reflecting the rock types cropping out 
in the various catchments. Peat is a minor component, and 
minor marine deposits are included where they are interca-
lated in dominantly fluvial formations.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into the Petrockstow valley, Tamar valley, 
Taw valley, and Torridge valley formations, and the infor-
mal Axe valley Formation (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The area covered by the catchments of the rivers 
of devon and cornwall from the River Axe westwards [sT 
40–sT 32].

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock of devonian to cretaceous age.
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Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
Fluvial (river terrace and alluvium), lacustrine and organic 
deposits.

Thickness
up to 22.5 m recorded in the buried valley of the seventh 
terrace of the Taw valley Formation.

Distribution and extent
The catchments of the rivers of devon and cornwall from 
the River Axe westwards.

Age
? cromerian to Holocene (MIs ?pre-13–1).

Traditionally BGs maps have shown river terrace aggra-
dations numbered by increasing elevation from youngest 
to oldest. The BGs Quaternary lithostratigraphical frame-
work currently formalises four formations and their terrace 
deposit members. These units are:

13.4.2.1 petROckstOW valley fORMatiOn

Name
Petrockstow valley Formation (PeTRo) (after Freshney et 
al., 1979a).

Lithology
The formation includes the deposits of five river ter-
races. The deposits of the first terrace are largely gravel 
of carboniferous sandstone with scattered flints, with thin 
seams of clayey sand and sandy clay, 1.5–7 m thick. The 
pebbles are up to 20 mm in diameter, increasing to 130 mm 
at the base. deposits of the higher terraces are less gravelly, 
and dominantly comprise clay with gravel seams.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into floodplain alluvium and deposits of five 
river terraces (PeT1–PeT5) (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the Petrockstow Basin [ss 485 
138–ss 540 084] (Freshney et al., 1979a).

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests unconformably on Palaeogene and late carboniferous 
bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace deposits and alluvium.

Thickness
up to about 8 m.

Distribution and extent
The Petrockstow Basin, devon (BGs 1:50 000 sheets 307 
and 308 (part), and 309).

Age
?cromerian to Holocene (MIs ?pre13–1).

13.4.2.2 taMaR valley fORMatiOn

Name
Tamar valley Formation (TAvA) (after McKeown et al., 
1973, and Freshney et al., 1979a).

Lithology
The formation encompasses the fluvial, lacustrine and 
organic deposits of the River Tamar and its tributaries. It 
includes floodplain alluvium and the deposits of eight ter-
races. The floodplain alluvium comprises soft poorly-sorted 
clays, silts and fine-grained sands, with bodies of peat, 
overlying sands and gravels. The terrace deposits domi-
nantly comprise silty and sandy pebbly clays but include 
sands and gravels, and silts. The clays are largely derived 
from upper carboniferous and devonian mudstone bed-
rock. Gravels are dominantly formed of rounded pebbles 
up to 50 mm diameter of upper carboniferous sandstone 
but also include vein quartz and lower carboniferous and 
devonian limestone and chert. Tin ore (cassiterite) occurs 
in the deposits near the Bodmin Granite.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into floodplain alluvium and deposits of eight 
river terraces (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the River Tamar from near 
Holsworthy to near Plymouth, devon [ss 28 07–sX 43 67] 
(McKeown et al., 1973).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable on bedrock of carboniferous and devonian 
age, and on intrusive igneous rocks.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace deposits and alluvium.

Thickness
up to about 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The entire catchment of the River Tamar and its tribu-
taries, including the rivers ottery and Thrushel, from 
near Holsworthy to the sea near Plymouth, devon (BGs 
1:50 000 sheets e307 and 308 (part), 322, 323, and 337).

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

13.4.2.3 taW valley fORMatiOn

Name
Taw valley Formation (TAw) (after Freshney et al., 1979a, 
and edmonds et al., 1968, 1985b).

Lithology
The formation encompasses the fluvial, lacustrine and 
organic deposits of the River Taw and its tributaries. It 
includes floodplain alluvium and the deposits of ten ter-
races. The floodplain alluvium comprises soft poorly-sorted 
clays, silts and fine-grained sands, with bodies of peat, 
overlying sands and gravels. The terrace deposits dominant-
ly comprise silty and sandy pebbly clays but include sands 
and gravels and silts. The clays are largely derived from 
upper carboniferous mudstone bedrock. Gravels are domi-
nantly formed of rounded pebbles up to 50 mm diameter of 
upper carboniferous sandstone but also include vein quartz 
and lower carboniferous limestone and chert. Boulders 
of dartmoor Granite and quartz-feldspar-tourmaline rock 
are common in the upper reaches. All the terraces contain 
alluvial tin ore (cassiterite).
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Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into floodplain alluvium and deposits of eleven 
river terraces (TAw1–TAw11) (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the River Taw from dartmoor to 
Barnstaple, devon [sX 65 93–ss 56 33] (Freshney et al., 
1979a).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable upon bedrock of late and early 
carboniferous and Permian age and upon the dartmoor 
Granite.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace deposits and alluvium.

Thickness
up to 22.5 m recorded in the buried valley of the seventh 
Terrace.

Distribution and extent
The entire catchment of the River Taw and its tributaries, 
including the rivers Mole and Bray, from dartmoor and 
exmoor to Barnstaple, devon (BGs 1:50 000 sheets e293, 
309, and 324).

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

13.4.2.4 tORRidge valley fORMatiOn

Name
Torridge valley Formation (ToRR) (after McKeown, et al., 
1973, Freshney et al., 1979a, b, and edmonds et al., 1968).

Lithology
The formation encompasses the fluvial, lacustrine and 
organic deposits of the River Torridge and its tributaries. It 
includes floodplain alluvium and the deposits of eight river 
terraces. The floodplain alluvium comprises soft poorly-
sorted clays, silts and fine-grained sands, with bodies of 
peat, overlying sands and subrounded gravels. The terrace 
deposits dominantly comprise silty and sandy pebbly clays 
but include sands and gravels and silts. The clays are largely 
derived from upper carboniferous mudstone bedrock. 
Gravels are dominantly formed of rounded pebbles up to 
50mm in diameter of upper carboniferous sandstone but 
also include vein quartz and lower carboniferous lime-
stone and chert. Boulders of dartmoor Granite and quartz-
feldspar-tourmaline rock are common in the upper reaches 
of the River okement and its tributaries. The terraces con-
tain alluvial tin ore (cassiterite).

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into floodplain alluvium and deposits of nine 
river terraces (ToR1–ToR9) (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the rivers Torridge and okement 
from dartmoor to Bideford, devon [sX 58 87–ss 44 28] 
(Freshney et al., 1979b).

Lower and upper boundaries
unconformable upon bedrock of early and late 
carboniferous and Permian age and upon the dartmoor 
Granite.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace deposits and alluvium.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
The entire catchment of the River Torridge and its tributar-
ies, including the rivers okement and waldon, between 
dartmoor and Bideford, devon (BGs 1:50 000 sheets 
e292, 307 and 308 (part), 309, 323, and 324).

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

campbell (p. 71 in Bowen, 1999) defines five named mem-
bers of terrace gravels of pre-devensian age belonging to 
the Axe Valley Formation. The formation, together with 
terrace deposits of the Exe Valley Formation, has yet to 
be formally defined in the BGs lexicon. The latter valley 
contains a flight of eight river terraces, as shown on BGs 
1:50 000 sheet e325.

13.4.3 Somerset Catchments Subgroup

The somerset catchment subgroup encompasses all 
the fluvial, lacustrine and organic deposits of the rivers 
whose catchments fall between the Mendip, Quantock and 
Blackdown hills.

Name
somerset catchments subgroup (socA) (after McMillan, 
2005, and McMillan et al., 2005).

Lithology
The deposits comprise gravels, sands, silts, clays and 
peats. Floodplain alluvium comprises soft silts and clays, 
commonly with beds of peat and a basal bed of sand and 
gravel. River terrace deposits are largely sands and gravels. 
The gravels are composed of locally-derived rocks, vari-
ously devonian sandstones, carboniferous sandstones and 
limestones, Triassic sandstones, Jurassic limestones and 
cretaceous chert and flint. Minor marine deposits may be 
included where they are intercalated in dominantly fluvial 
formations.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
Parrett valley Formation (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: valley of the River Parrett and its tributaries 
between Martock and westonzoyland [sT 44 20–sT 36 36].

Lower and upper boundaries
Formations of the somerset catchments subgroup rest 
unconformably on bedrock varying in age from devonian 
to cretaceous.

surface, or locally overlain by clays, silts and peats of the 
somerset levels Formation.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and alluvium and organic deposits.

Thickness
About 10 m.
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Distribution and extent
somerset, constrained by the watersheds formed the 
Quantock Hills to the west, the Mendip Hills to the north 
and the Blackdown Hills to the south.

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

Traditionally BGs maps have shown river terrace aggrada-
tions numbered by increasing elevation from youngest to 
oldest. The BGs Quaternary lithostratigraphical framework 
identifies potentially at least one formation and its terrace 
deposit members yet to be formally defined in the BGs 
lexicon:

13.4.3.1 paRRett valley fORMatiOn

Ten named units (fluvial gravels, sands, silts and organic 
deposits) are described by campbell et al. (p. 78 in Bowen, 
1999) (sheet 295, Taunton, BGs, 1984).

13.4.4 Severn and Avon Catchments Subgroup

Terrace deposits of the Bristol Avon valley relate to the 
westerly drainage through an extended inner Bristol chan-
nel during the devensian and then in Holocene time. A 
range of deposits formed during the devensian glacial 
maxima; they include various fan gravels and cave deposits 
of the Mendips, and the important terraces in the valley of 
the Bristol Avon. The latter are included as members of the 
Bristol Avon Valley Formation.

13.4.4.1 bRistOl avOn valley fORMatiOn

Name
Bristol Avon valley Formation (BAvoN) (after Kellaway 
and welch, 1993; Avon Formation of campbell et al., p. 77 
in Bowen, 1999).

Lithology
The floodplain alluvium comprises soft clays, silts and fine 
sands, with bodies of peat, all overlying sands and gravels. 
The terrace deposits include gravels, sands, silts and clays; 
the gravel clasts are dominantly local Jurassic limestones, 
Triassic sandstones and carboniferous limestone, but also 
include some glacially-derived erratics from north-west 
england and the welsh Borders.

Formal subdivisions and correlation table
subdivided into floodplain alluvium and deposits of three 
river terraces: Ham Green Gravel, stidham Gravel and 
Bathampton Gravel members (Tables 6 and 19).

Type area/Reference section
Type area: The valley of the Bristol Avon river from 
Bathampton to the mouth of the Avon [sT 78 66–sT 50 79] 
(campbell, pp. 76–77 in Bowen, 1999).

Lower and upper boundaries
Rests unconformably on Jurassic, Triassic and carboniferous 
bedrock.

Ground surface.

Landform description and genetic interpretation
River terrace and alluvium, lacustrine and organic deposits.

Thickness
up to 10 m.

Distribution and extent
catchment of the Bristol Avon river and its tributaries, from 
Malmesbury and Frome to the mouth of the river.

Age
Anglian to Holocene (MIs 12–1).

The important gravel terraces in the valley of the Bristol 
Avon, as identified by woodward (1886) and davies and 
Fry (1929) include:

HaM gReen gRavel MeMbeR

The Ham Green Gravel Member comprises gravels, 3–4 m 
thick, with a surface lying about 30 m above the present 
River Avon. A basal lag with the remains of large mammals 
was reported at victoria Pit, Twerton by winwood (1889) 
and davies and Fry (1929). The age is unclear, possibly 
being correlatable with MIs 12 according to Table 18 in 
Bowen (1999).

stidHaM gRavel MeMbeR

The stidham Gravel Member comprises gravels, 2 m 
thick, with a surface lying about 12 m above the present 
River Avon. The remains of ‘mammoth’ were reported by 
winwood (1889) and davies and Fry (1929). The gravels 
are correlated with MIs 8 (campbell, p. 77 in Bowen, 1999).

batHaMptOn gRavel MeMbeR

The Bathampton Gravel Member comprises gravels, 3 m 
thick, with a surface of about 3–5 m above the present 
River Avon. It is considered to be no younger than MIs 6 
(campbell, p. 77 in Bowen, 1999).

The Bathampton Palaeosol is a cryoturbated, rubi-
fied clay-rich soil developed on the Bathampton Gravel 
Member. It is correlated probably with MIs 5e (Hunt, 1990; 
campbell, p. 77 in Bowen, 1999).

BGs 1:50 000 sheet e234 (Gloucester) shows river 
terrace sand and gravel deposits (FR2–FR4) of the River 
Frome, Gloucestershire. These informal units are currently 
assigned to the severn and Avon catchments subgroup.
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Geochronology is the science of dating and determining the 
time sequence of events (salvador, 1994). In recent years 
a wide range of geochronological techniques have been 
applied to British Quaternary deposits. These have shown 
additional events not deduced from the pollen biozone 
record. For brief descriptions of these methods reference 
should be made to Foster et al. (1999). Methods include:

•	 Radiocarbon dating. This is the principal method for 
determining the age of organic materials from the pre-
sent to about 60 000 years ago. A non-linear relationship 
exists between conventional radiocarbon years before 
present (taken as 1950) and calendar (sidereal) years 
(stuiver and Reimer, 1993). dates quoted in this report in 
the style ‘12.5 ka BP’ or ‘14c 11 170 to 10 740 cal. years 
BP’ are calibrated radiocarbon years before present.

• Amino acid dating. This involves the analysis of pro-
teins locked-up in the marine and non-marine bivalves 
and gastropods and tests of foraminiferids (wehmiller 
and Miller, 2000). upon death of these organisms, 
several time-dependent chemical reactions occur that 
provide a means of relative dating. of these, racemisa-
tion is the most useful, involving the transformation of 
l-isomers of individual amino acids into d-isomers. A 
relative timescale may be constructed using the ratios of 
d-alloisoleucine to l-isoleucene (Bowen, 1999, 2001).

•	 Thermoluminescence (Tl) and optically stimulated 
luminescence (osl) dating techniques, which are based 
on the principle that naturally occurring minerals such 

as quartz and feldspar can act as dose meters, recording 
the amount of nuclear radiation to which they have been 
exposed (Miller, 1990). Although not referred to further 
in this report, the methods offer potential for dating 
loess and wind blown sand. They have proved less reli-
able for glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine deposits.

•	 Uranium series 234u/230Th disequilibrium techniques 
on speleothems and wood, applicable up to 400 ka.

•	 Electron spin resonance (esR) dating on fossil tooth 
enamel, applicable up to 600 ka.

•	 Terrestrial Cosmogenic Nuclide dating (TcN) tech-
niques are also used for Quaternary sediments. The 
technique is applied in two types of study, the first and 
simplest is exposure age determination, and the second 
is landscape evolution. TcN dating seeks to determine 
precisely (to the precision of e x 10-14 or better) the 
number of atoms of a series of rare isotopes occurring 
in rocks at the earths surface. These isotopes are pro-
duced when cosmic rays collide with atoms in certain 
minerals, particularly quartz, olivine and pyroxene. The 
mechanisms of production are complex, and it is impor-
tant to note that these rare isotopes are also produced in 
the atmosphere, and may act as contaminants of sam-
ples.

•	 Lichenometry, which uses growth rates of lichens deter-
mined by their presence on surfaces of known age. size 
measurements of other lichens may then be used to pro-
vide dates for their substrates. The method is applicable 
to the last few hundred years.
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Abbreviations
lls loch lomond stadial
wIs windermere Interstadial
ds dimlington stadial
MIs Marine Isotope stage

Supergroup

LEXICON 
CODE

UNIT Parent name Definition

GBG Great Britain superficial deposits 
supergroup*

None chapter 3, lithostratigraphical 
Framework

* the supergroup includes a few residual deposits of Palaeogene age.

Groups

LEXICON 
CODE

UNIT Parent name Definition

AlBI Albion Glacigenic Group

Great Britain superficial deposits 
supergroup

chapter 3, lithostratigraphical 
Framework

BcAT Britannia catchments Group

coAs British coastal deposits Group

cAlI caledonia Glacigenic Group

cRAG crag Group

duNw dunwich Group

ResId Residual deposits Group

.

Appendix 2 lithostratigraphical terms

Subgroups

LEXICON 
CODE

UNIT Parent name District

BcAG Banffshire coast and caithness 
(Albion) Glacigenic subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

Bcd Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BdRGl Borders Glacigenic subgroup caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

BycA Bytham catchments subgroup dunwich Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

section 
3.2.3.1

ccAG central cumbria (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

ccGl central cumbria Glacigenic 
subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

cGAG central Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 
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Subgroups

LEXICON 
CODE

UNIT Parent Name District

BcAG Banffshire coast and caithness 
(Albion) Glacigenic subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

Bcd Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BdRGl Borders Glacigenic subgroup caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

BycA Bytham catchments subgroup dunwich Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

section 
3.2.3.1

ccAG central cumbria (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

ccGl central cumbria Glacigenic 
subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

cGAG central Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cGdR central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cNwcA cheshire– North wales 
catchments subgroup

Britannia catchments Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

cHvG cheviot Glacigenic subgroup caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

clycA clyde catchments subgroup Britannia catchments Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

ccAT cornubian catchments subgroup Britannia catchments Group chapter 13, south-west england

clcA cumbria–lancashire catchments 
subgroup

Britannia catchments Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

eGAG east Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

eGd east Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

FoRcA Forth catchments subgroup Britannia catchments Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

GRcA Grampian catchments subgroup Britannia catchments Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

IAG Inverness (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

INvG Inverness Glacigenic subgroup caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

IscAG Irish sea coast (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

IscG Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

IMcA Isle of Man catchments subgroup Britannia catchments Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man
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KGcA Kesgrave catchment subgroup dunwich Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

section 3.2.3.1

lBAG logie–Buchan (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

lBd logie–Buchan Glacigenic 
subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

MXGl Manx Glacigenic subgroup caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

MdR Mearns Glacigenic subgroup caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

MvG Midland valley Glacigenic 
subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

NHc Northern Highlands and Argyll 
catchments subgroup

Britannia catchments Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

NPeG North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

NscA North sea coast (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

NsG North sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

NcAT Northumbria catchments 
subgroup

Britannia catchments Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

NwHG Northwest Highlands Glacigenic 
subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

oNcA ouse–Nene catchments 
subgroup

Britannia catchments Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

sAcA severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

Britannia catchments Group chapter 12, west Midlands, 
upper Thames and severn 
valleys

sdAG shetland (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

sHeTG shetland Glacigenic subgroup caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

sNTcA solent catchments subgroup Britannia catchments Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

sydR solway catchments subgroup Britannia catchments Group chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

socA somerset catchments subgroup Britannia catchments Group chapter 13, south-west england

sKcAT south Kent catchments subgroup Britannia catchments Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

sudR southern uplands Glacigenic 
subgroup

caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

sucA suffolk catchments subgroup Britannia catchments Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

sXcAT sussex catchments subgroup Britannia catchments Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments
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FORMATIONS

LEXICON 
CODE

UNIT Parent name District

No code, 
informal

Achnacree sand and Gravel 
Formation

central Grampian Glacigenic 
Group

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

ANTI Acklinton Till Formation North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

Adur Formation sussex catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

AFTl Afton lodge clay Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

AIK Aikbank Farm Glacigenic 
Formation

Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

AIll Ailleag diamicton Formation central Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

AlNe Alne Glaciolacustrine Formation North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

Altonside Till Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

AlGR Alturlie Gravels Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

ARds Ardersier silts Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Ardullie silt Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

ARdT Ardverikie Till Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

AHsG Armsheugh sand and Gravel 
Formation

Midland valley Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

ARuN Arun Formation sussex catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

AsGR, 
informal

Ashbourne Gravel Britannia catchments Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

AdsG, 
informal

Ashford sand and Gravel severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

AsGl Assynt Glacigenic Formation Northwest Highlands Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

ATTI Athais Till Formation Inverness Glacigenic subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

AlssG Auchleuchries sand and Gravel 
Formation

logie–Buchan Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Axe valley Formation cornubian catchments subgroup chapter 13, south-west england

AyRe Ayre Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man 

AyRl Ayre lighthouse Formation Irish sea coast (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man
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BGsG Baginton sand and Gravel 
Formation

Bytham catchments subgroup chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BNTI Baillieston Till Formation Midland valley Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

BAINv Bain valley Formation Trent–witham catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Bakewell Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

Balby Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

BAlGH Ballaugh Formation Isle of Man catchments subgroup chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

Balmeanach silt Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Bamburgh Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

BATI Banchory Till Formation east Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BFsG, 
informal

Bank Farm sand and Gravel severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Barnyards silt Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BwsG Baronwood sand and Gravel 
Formation

central cumbria Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

Beauly silt Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BuTI Beinn an uain Till Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BlTI Bellscamphie Till Formation east Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

Becl Benholm clay Formation logie–Buchan (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Bingley Bog Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

BeGR Birnie Gravel Formation east Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BHTI Blackhall Till Formation North sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

BlsG Blackhills sand and Gravel 
Formation

Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BdMo Blairdaff Moraine Formation east Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

Blyv Blakeney valleys Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BlAw Blane water silt Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland
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BHPT Blelham Peat Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

BlGl Blengdale Glacigenic Formation central cumbria Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

BcTI Boyne craig Till Formation central Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BToN Brassington Formation Great Britain superficial deposits 
supergroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

BNocK Brecknockshire Glacigenic 
Formation

wales Glacigenic subgroup chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

BReI Breighton sand Formation yorkshire catchments subgroup chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

BdTI Brewood Till Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

BRyd Breydon Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BAvoN Bristol Avon valley Formation severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 13, south-west england

BRlA Briton's lane Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BMsG, 
informal

Bromfield sand and Gravel severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BRll Broomhill clay Formation Midland valley Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

BHse Broomhouse sand and Gravel 
Formation

Midland valley Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

BuG Buchan Gravels Formation Residual deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BuRv Bure valley Formation ouse–Nene catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BwTI Burrier wick Till Formation shetland Glacigenic subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

BuB Burtle Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 13, south-west england

ByTIl Byth Till Formation east Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

ByTH Bytham sand and Gravel 
Formation

Bytham catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cAdR cadder sand and Gravel 
Formation

Midland valley Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

ccGR caesar's camp Gravel Formation dunwich Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

cAMv cam valley Formation ouse–Nene catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cFTI camp Fauld Till Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
(Albion) Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cBAy cardigan Bay Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man
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cNsI carleton silt Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

cMoGR carn Monadh Gravel Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cARcl carse clay Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

cAss cassie Till Formation Inverness (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cedN castle eden Fissure-fill 
Formation 

Great Britain superficial deposits 
supergroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

ceAR ceardaich sand and Gravel 
Formation

central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cHAK chapelknowe Till Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

cHFds chelford sand Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

cHGR chelsfield Gravel Formation Residual deposits Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

cHsG, 
informal

cheltenham sand and Gravel severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

clsH clava shelly Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cwF clay-with-flints Formation Residual deposits Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

clPT clippens Peat Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

cwydv clwyd valley Formation cheshire–North wales 
catchments subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

clyd clyde clay Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

clvy clyde valley Formation clyde catchments subgroup chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

cBcl clydebank clay Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

ccHR colchester Formation Kesgrave catchment subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

coNwy conwy valley Formation cheshire–North wales 
catchments subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

cQu coquet valley Formation Northumbria catchments 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

ccG coralline crag Formation crag Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

cradley valley Formation severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

cdGR craig an daimh Gravel Formation Inverness (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland
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cRF cromer Forest-bed Formation dunwich Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cBTIl crossbrae Till Formation east Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

cuckmere Formation sussex catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

culbokie silt Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cus cullivait silts Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

cevy cumbrian esk valley Formation cumbria–lancashire catchments 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

cAGH curragh Formation Isle of Man catchments subgroup chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

dNPs dalcharn Palaeosol Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

dsMo dalswinton Moraine Formation southern uplands Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

dHKG deanshillock Gravel Formation central Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

deevA dee valley Formation cheshire–North wales 
catchments subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

dosT dorset stour Formation solent catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

dove Hole Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

dovey dovey valley Formation west wales catchments subgroup chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

dGPs drigg Point sand Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

dGTI drigg Till Formation Irish sea coast (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

dRBG drumbeg sand and Gravel 
Formation

central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

dsG drumlithie sand and Gravel 
Formation

Mearns Glacigenic subgroup chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

dRGR drummore Gravel Formation Inverness (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

duTI dunbeath Till Formation Northwest Highlands Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

eAsN easington Raised Beach 
Formation

British coastal deposits Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

eBsG ebchester sand and Gravel 
Formation

North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

eHeN ehen Alluvium Formation cumbria–lancashire catchments 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man
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elv elvington Glaciolacustrine 
Formation

North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

eRRcl errol clay Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

eRyG eryri Glacigenic Formation wales Glacigenic subgroup chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

esTI essie Till Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

exe valley Formation cornubian catchments subgroup chapter 13, south-west england

FeNd Fenland Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

FINT Finglack Till Formation Inverness Glacigenic subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

FlMP Flanders Moss Peat Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

Focl Forth clay Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

FovA Forth valley Formation Forth catchments subgroup chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

No code, 
informal

Foulis silt Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

FAsG Four Ashes sand and Gravel 
Formation

Britannia catchments Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

FRPI Frome–Piddle Formation solent catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

GPM Gaick Plateau Moraine Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

GATI Gartocharn Till Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

GcBTI Gillcambon Till Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

GlGl Glamorgan Glacigenic Formation wales Glacigenic subgroup chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

GvA Glannoventia Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

GlNBA Glen Balleira Formation Isle of Man catchments subgroup chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

GdsI Glen dye silts Formation east Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

GlvA Glynch valley Formation severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

GoGl Gosforth Glacigenic Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

GRHs Grange Hill sand Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland
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GRos Grange-over-sands Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

Gecl Great easby clay Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

GReT Gretna Till Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

GyTI Greystoke Till Formation central cumbria Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

Glev Gwent levels Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

HAlc Hall carleton Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

HBle Hamble Formation solent catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

HAAv Hampshire Avon Formation solent catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

HPGl Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code Harrogate Till Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

HATT Hatton Till Formation logie–Buchan Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

HeM Hemingbrough Glaciolacustrine 
Formation

North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

Hold Holderness Formation North sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

HNTI Horden Till Formation North sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

HoBGR Howe of Byth Gravel Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Humber sand and Gravel 
Formation 

severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

HyTIl Hythie Till Formation east Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

IsAG Ingham sand and Gravel 
Formation

Bytham catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

ITcH Itchen Formation solent catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

JuRBy Jurby Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

KwTI Kale water Till Formation  cheviot Glacigenic subgroup chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway
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KNFIG Kenfig Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

KNN Kenn Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 13, south-west england

KNTv Kennet valley Formation Thames catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Kent ouse Formation south Kent catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Kentish Rother Formation south Kent catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Kentish stour Formation south Kent catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

KeMo Kerr Moraine Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

KeBR Kessock Bridge silt Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

KBsG Kilblane sand and Gravel 
Formation

Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

KsI Kincurdy silts Formation Inverness Glacigenic subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

KdRd Kiondroughad Formation Irish sea coast (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

KHG Kippet Hills Gravels Formation logie–Buchan Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

KBsI Kirk Burn silt Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

KN Kirkbean sand and Gravel 
Formation

southern uplands Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

lHTI langholm Till Formation southern uplands Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

lKvy lark valley Formation ouse–Nene catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

lemlair sand Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

lNM lenham Formation Residual deposits Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

lTH letchworth Gravels Formation dunwich Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

lewTI lewis Till Formation western Isles Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

ley leys Gravel Formation east Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

leysT leys Till Formation east Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

lGGR limekiln Gill Gravel Formation North sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

lPsI linn of Pattack silt Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

lHsG, 
informal

little Hereford sand and Gravel severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys
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lsTI littlestone Till Formation Midland valley Glacigenic 
subgroup 

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

lITI llanddewi Glacigenic Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

loBsG lobbs sand and Gravel 
Formation

central cumbria Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

lBTI loch Broom Till Formation Northwest Highlands Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

losG lochton sand and Gravel 
Formation

east Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

lNGR longman Gravel Formation Northern Highlands and Argyll 
catchments subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

loFT lowestoft Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

lugg valley Formation severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

luNv lune valley Formation cumbria–lancashire catchments 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

lTHM lytham Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

MHsG Maiden’s Hall sand and Gravel 
Formation

North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

MNHd Maidenhead Formation Thames catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

MAsG, 
informal

Mathon sand and Gravel 
Formation 

severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

MsyT Maudsyke Till Formation central cumbria Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

MevA Medway valley Formation Thames catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

MeoN Meon Formation solent catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

MsyvA Mersey valley Formation cheshire–North wales 
catchments subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

MFT Mill of Forest Till Formation Mearns Glacigenic subgroup chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

MlTs Milton Formation dunwich Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Moniack Peat Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

MoBAy Morecambe Bay Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

MoRs Morston Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

MoHI Mouldy Hills Gravel Formation southern uplands Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

MBP Moy Burn Palaeosol Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland
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NAcl Nar clay Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

NARc Nar valley Formation ouse–Nene catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

NeATH Neath valley Formation west wales catchments subgroup chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

NeNe Nene valley Formation ouse–Nene catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

NBed Nettlebed Formation dunwich Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

NMTI Norham Till Formation Borders Glacigenic subgroup chapter 6, southern scotland and 
Northern cumbria

NRd North denes Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Northton Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

NcG Norwich crag Formation crag Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

NuRs Nurseries Glacigenic Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

oKwdG oakwood Glacigenic Formation Irish sea coast (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

oHT old Hythe Till Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

oAlev oldbury and Avonmouth levels 
Formation

British coastal deposits Group chapter 13, south-west england 

oRRIs orrisdale Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

ouse ouse valley Formation ouse–Nene catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Parrett valley Formation somerset catchments subgroup chapter 13, south-west england

PATT Pattack Till Formation central Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Pegwell Formation south Kent catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

PoTI Penfro Till Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

PesG Peterlee sand and Gravel 
Formation

North sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

PeTRo Petrockstow valley Formation cornubian catchments subgroup chapter 13, south-west england

PIBG Pishlinn Burn Gravel Formation east Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

PowsG Pitscow sand and Gravel 
Formation

east Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

PlsG Plumpe sand and Gravel 
Formation

Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

PlyNT Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation wales Glacigenic subgroup chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

PocKG Pocklington Gravel Formation North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines
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PoA Point of Ayre Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

Poole Harbour Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

PBTI Port Beag Till Formation western Isles Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

QuIP Quinton Peat Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Raincliff Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

ReBu Reay Burn Till Formation Northwest Highlands Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

RdBRN Red Burn Till Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
(Albion) Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

RcGR Red craig Gravels Formation Inverness Glacigenic subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

RcG Red crag Formation crag Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

RedR Reisgill Burn Till Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

RIBv Ribble valley Formation cumbria–lancashire catchments 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

RIdG Ridgacre Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Ringingslow Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

Risbury Glacigenic Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Romney Marsh Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

RoTIl Rottenhill Till Formation east Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Roy Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code, 
informal

sandness Till Formation shetland Glacigenic Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

scMBs seacombe sand Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

seAG seascale Glacigenic Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

sdNsG seisdon sand and Gravel 
Formation

Irish sea coast (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

sevN severn valley Formation severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sTsG, 
informal

shakenhurst sand and Gravel severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys
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sHlAG shellag Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

sMcl sheringham cliffs Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

ssA shirdley Hill sand Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

sMsG shouldham sand and Gravel 
Formation

Bytham catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

sHRew shrewsbury Glacigenic Formation wales Glacigenic subgroup chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

slvy slea valley Formation ouse–Nene catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

sNAeF snaefell Formation Manx Glacigenic subgroup chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

snellings sand Formation Aikbank Farm Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

soARv soar valley Formation Trent–witham catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sesKv solway esk valley Formation solway catchments subgroup chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

slev somerset levels Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 13, south-west england

sosI sourlie organic silt Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

No code, 
informal

south wick Till Formation shetland (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

sAGl st Asaph Glacigenic Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

se st erth Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 13, south-west england

sFsI st Fergus silt Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

st Martin’s Formation caledonia Glacigenic Group chapter 13, south-west england

No code, 
informal

st Mary’s Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 13, south-west england

sTFI stainmore Forest Till Formation North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

sTGR stanmore Gravel Formation crag Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

sTPTG stockport Glacigenic Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

sPey strath spey Formation Grampian catchments subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

sRcK strathendrick Formation clyde catchments subgroup chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

sTAy strathtay Formation Tay catchments subgroup chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

sBRy sudbury Formation Kesgrave catchment subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

suTI suideig Till Formation Inverness (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland
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suGl sulby Glen Formation Isle of Man catchments subgroup chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

suRF surface sands Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

sussex ouse Formation sussex catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

RsX sussex Rother Formation sussex catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

suTN sutton sand Formation yorkshire catchments subgroup chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

TAvA Tamar valley Formation cornubian catchments subgroup chapter 13, south-west england

TAw Taw valley Formation cornubian catchments subgroup chapter 13, south-west england

Tsdc Teesside clay Formation North sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

TFIcl Teifi clay Formation Irish sea coast Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

TeIFI Teifi valley Formation west wales catchments subgroup chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

TelNd Teindland Palaeosol Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code, 
informal

Teme Palaeovalley Formation severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Test Formation solent catchments subgroup chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

THGTI Thornsgill Till Formation central cumbria (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

TKTI Threlkeld Till Formation central cumbria Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

TBXsG Tillybrex sand and Gravel 
Formation

east Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Tofthead Till Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

ToRR Torridge valley Formation cornubian catchments subgroup chapter 13, south-west england

TReGN Tregaron Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

TRvA Trent valley Formation Trent–witham catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

TBPs Troutbeck Palaeosol Britannia catchments Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

TslsI Trysull silt Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

TwvA Tweed valley Formation Tweed catchments subgroup chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway
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Tywe Tyne and wear Glaciolacustrine 
Formation

North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

TyNe Tyne valley Formation Northumbria catchments 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

TywI Tywi valley Formation west wales catchments subgroup chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

uGcl ugie clay Formation logie–Buchan Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

ulGR ullapool Gravel Formation Northwest Highlands Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

uTMs upper Thames valley Formation Thames catchments subgroup chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

uwIs upper western Irish sea 
Formation

British coastal deposits Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

usI ury silts Formation Mearns Glacigenic subgroup chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

vyoRK vale of york Formation North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

wAHG warren House Gill Till Formation North sea coast (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

AvoN warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation

severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

waterworks Till Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

wAvv waveney valley Formation ouse–Nene catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

weTI wear Till Formation North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

weAR wear valley Formation Northumbria catchments 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

wvRvA weaver valley Formation cheshire–North wales 
catchments subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

wHGR well Hill Gravel Formation crag Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

welton le wold Formation Albion Glacigenic subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

wlsG west leys sand and Gravel 
Formation

east Grampian (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

west sussex coast Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

wHGl whitehills Glacigenic Formation Banffshire coast and caithness 
Glacigenic subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

wITI wilderness Till Formation Midland valley Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland
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wMcs windermere clay and silt 
Formation

Britannia catchments Group chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

wocR wolf crags Formation central cumbria Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

wols wolston Glacigenic Formation Albion Glacigenic Group chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

woodside diamicton Formation central Grampian Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

wNsG, 
informal

woofferton sand and Gravel severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

wRcG wroxham crag Formation crag Group chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

wye valley Formation severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

wyRv wyre valley Formation cumbria–lancashire catchments 
subgroup

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

yv yare valley Formation yare catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

yNyss ynyslas Formation British coastal deposits Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

ydTI yorkshire dales Till Formation North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

ysToG ystog Formation Britannia catchments Group chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

MEMBERS

LEXICON 
CODE

UNIT Parent name District

ABsG Abbey sand and Gravel Member Fenland Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

AGsI Abbotsgrange silt Member Forth clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

No code, 
informal

Aldeburgh Member coralline crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

AsAG Aldeby sand and Gravel Member lowestoft Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

AldTI Aldie Till Member whitehills Glacigenic Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

AlsG Allenton sand and Gravel 
Member

Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sTTI Allt an t-strathain Till Member Assynt Glacigenic Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

ANHA Allt na h-Airbhe Member Assynt Glacigenic Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

AoPT Allt odhar Peat Member Moy Burn Palaeosol Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 
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AMTd Ambaston Gravel Member Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Anderson drive diamicton 
Member

whitehills Glacigenic Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

ARBI Arbikie diamicton Member Mill of Forest Till Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

No code, 
informal

Arclid Member chelford sand Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

No code, 
informal

Ardleigh Member colchester Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

ARTI Arnhash Till Member essie Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

AR1, R2, 
AR2A,AR2B 
AR3 AR4 
AR5 AR6 
AR7

Arun Terrace deposit Members 
1,2, 2A, 2B, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Arun Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

AdsG Ashford sand and Gravel Teme Palaeovalley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

AwTI Auchenwinsey Till Member wilderness Till Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

AMNGR Auchmeddon Gravel Member Blackhills sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Aylesford Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Ayre sand and Gravel Member Point of Ayre Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

BGTI Bacton Green Till Member sheringham cliffs Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Bacton Member cromer Forest-bed Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BTI Baddock Till Member Finglack Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Baginton sand Member Baginton sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BdTN Balderton sand and Gravel 
Member

Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BocH Balloch clay Member clyde clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

BAlT Balmakeith Till Member Finglack Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BANM Banham Member Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BFsG Bank Farm sand and Gravel Teme Palaeovalley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BHsG Barham sand and Gravel Member lowestoft Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BBsI Bark Butts silts Member Blengdale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man
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Bsss Barn scar sand and silt Member seascale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

BABy Barnwell Abbey Member cam valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BsTA Barnwell station Member cam valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Barrington village Member cam valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

Byd, 
informal

Barroway drove Beds Fenland Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Bathampton Gravel Member Bristol Avon valley Formation chapter 13, south-west england

BHIl Beacon Hill sand and Gravel 
Member

Briton's lane Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BdGR Beaconsfield Gravel Member sudbury Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Bearnie Till Member whitehills Glacigenic Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

BGGR Beenham Grange Gravel Member Kennet valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

BsGR Beenham stocks Gravel Member sudbury Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

BeNe, 
informal

Bees’ Nest Member Brassington Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

BssG Beeston sand and Gravel Member Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BIll Bellshill clay Member Broomhouse sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

BIdM Biddenham Member ouse valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BIes Bielby sand Member Breighton sand Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

Bigholms Burn Gravel Member Blelham Peat Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

Binney Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

BIsG Birstall sand and Gravel Member soar valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BPGR Black Park Gravel Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Blackditch sand and Gravel 
Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys
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No code, 
informal

Bobbitshole Member waveney valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Boddenham Member Brecknockshire Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

BPIT Bordeaux Pit Member cam valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BosG Borrowash sand and Gravel 
Member

Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

Bosw Bosworth clay Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BKGR Bothkennar Gravel Member Forth clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

BoGR Bothyhill Gravel Member Alturlie Gravels Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BHT Boyn Hill Gravel Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

BoZe, 
informal

Bozeat Till Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BRsA Braicklaich sand Member Alturlie Gravels Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BReT Bretford sand and Gravel 
Member

warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation

chapter 11, west Midlands and 
upper Thames valley

BRoN Bridgeton sand Member clyde clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

No code, 
informal

Bridlington Member Holderness Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

BRlsG Briton's lane sand and Gravel 
Member

Briton's lane Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BMsG Bromfield sand and Gravel Teme Palaeovalley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BRMe Broome Member waveney valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BRBu Broubster Till Member Reay Burn Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BuRG Buchan Ridge Gravel Member Buchan Gravels Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BcHN Buchanan clay Member clydebank clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

ByGR Bucklebury common Gravel 
Member

sudbury Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Bullingham Member wye valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BGT Bushley Green sand and Gravel 
Member

severn valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BuTTI Butterby Till Member wear Till Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines
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No code, 
informal

calcethorpe Till Member lowestoft Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cATI california Till Member Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cyTI cantray Till Member Beinn an uain Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cysI carey silt Member carse clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

cHcl carleton Hall clay Member Glannoventia Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

coGw carse of Gowrie Member carse clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

coscl carse of stirling clay Member carse clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

cAssG castle sand and Gravel Member Bain valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

cGwd catgill wood sand and Gravel 
Member

seascale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

cAvM cavenham Member lark valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cHsG cheltenham sand and Gravel severn and Avon catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

cFB chillesford church sand Member Norwich crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cFc chillesford clay Member Norwich crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

chilworth sand and Gravel 
Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

cwGR chorleywood Gravel Member sudbury Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

cTcl claret clay Member carse clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

clocl clava lodge clay Member clava shelly Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

clinch street Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

cobham Park Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

codT, 
informal

coddington Till Member Risbury Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

cAGR cold Ash Gravel Member sudbury Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

college Farm clay Member Norwich crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cGel, 
informal

colwall Gelifluctate Member cradley valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys
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cMBe combe sand and Gravel Member sudbury Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys 

cNysG, 
informal

coney weston sand and Gravel 
Member

Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

coRse corse diamicton Member whitehills Glacigenic Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

coRs corton sand Member Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

coTI corton Till Member Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cwsG corton woods sand and Gravel 
Member

Briton's lane Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cFsI crayford silt Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

creeting sand Member Norwich crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cRHe crockley Hill esker Member vale of york Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

cRTd cropthorne sand and Gravel 
Member

warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

cRTI crovie Till Member Byth Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cRwB, 
informal

crowland Bed Fenland Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

cuTI culdoich Till Member clava shelly Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cusA culfargie sand Member Forth clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

ceAl cumbrian esk Alluvium Member cumbrian esk valley Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

dRoy dalroy sand Member clava shelly Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

dagenham Farm Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

dAsI dartford silt Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

dAy daylesford sand and Gravel 
Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

den Burn Till Member Banchory Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

doBP dobb's Plantation Member wroxham crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

dog Mills Member orrisdale Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

dHGR dollis Hill Gravel Member sudbury Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments
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dBTI drigg Beach Till Member Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

dGHs drigg Holme sand Member Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

dGMs drigg Moorside silt Member Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

dMBG drummournie Biogenic Member dalcharn Palaeosol Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

dMG dunsmore Gravel Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

eMsG eagle Moor sand and Gravel 
Member

Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

eGTI east Grange Till Member Grange Hill sand Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

ecTN ecton Member Nene valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

edTI edenside Till Member Greystoke Till Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

eGsG egginton common sand and 
Gravel Member

Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

esHTI eglinton shelly Till Member wilderness Till Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

evsG ehen valley sand and Gravel 
Member

seascale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

evsI ehen valley silt Member seascale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

elTI elenid Till Member Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

No code, 
informal

elmore Alluvium Member severn valley Formation;

warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

elwK elwick Moraine Member Horden Till Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

eNdR endrick sand Member strathendrick Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

esI enfield silt Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

eRIs eriswell Member lark valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

eRsK erskine clay Member clydebank clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

esKRM escrick Moraine Member vale of york Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines
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eTsG etwall sand and Gravel Member Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Farm wood Peat Member chelford sand Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

FelM Felmersham Member ouse valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Fern Bank silt Member Hall carleton Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

Fc, informal Findern clay Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

FIGR Finsbury Gravel Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

FwTI Fishgarth wood Till Member Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

Flamborough Member Holderness Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

FoGR Fodderstone Gravel Member shouldham sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

FHAM Fornham Member lark valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

FoTI Forse Till Member Reisgill Burn Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Franklands Gate Member Risbury Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

Fl Freeland sand and Gravel 
Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

FRHA Frog Hall sand and Gravel 
Member

warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

FR2, FR3, 
FR4

Frome Terrace deposits Members 
2, 3 and 4

severn valley Formation chapter 13, south-west england

FulB Fulbeck sand and Gravel Member Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

GcGR Gerrards cross Gravel Member sudbury Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Glen douchary Member Assynt Glacigenic Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

GoH Gordon House sand and Gravel 
Member

sudbury Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

GosA Gourock sand Member clydebank clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

GwR Gowrie Member carse clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

GMsI Grangemouth silt Member carse clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland
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GcTI Green croft Till Member Aikbank Farm Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

GoHl Greenoakhill sand and Gravel 
Member

Broomhouse sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

GReN Grendon Member Nene valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

GFsA Gutterfoot sand Member Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

HAGR Hackney Gravel Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

HGv Haddiscoe sand and Gravel 
Member

lowestoft Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Halling Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Ham Green Gravel Member Bristol Avon valley Formation chapter 13, south-west england

No code, 
informal

Hampton Member wye valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

HMGR Hamstead Marshall Gravel 
Member

Kennet valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

HAN Hanborough Gravel Member upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

HATI Hanworth Till Member sheringham cliffs Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

HPsA Happisburgh sand Member Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

HPTI Happisburgh Till Member Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

HNGR, 
informal

Hathern Gravel Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

Hdy Headley Heath Member clay-with-flints Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

HlGR Heales lock Gravel Member Kennet valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Healey Hill organic Mud 
Member

Blelham Peat Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

HeATH, 
informal

Heath Member Glynch valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

HeTd Hemington Member Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

HRGs Hempriggs sand Member Grange Hill sand Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland
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HdTI Hereford Till Member Brecknockshire Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

No code, 
informal

High Halstow Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

HloGR High lodge Gravel Member lowestoft Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

HlsI High lodge silt Member shouldham sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

HIsA Hillmorton sand Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

HNRd Histon Road Member cam valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

HoTI Holkham Till Member Holderness Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Holme lacy Member wye valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

HPsG Holme Pierrepont sand and 
Gravel Member

Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

Hscly Holmeside clay Member Aikbank Farm Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

HRTI Holmrook Till Member Blengdale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

HHsG Holt Heath sand and Gravel 
Member

severn valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Hornsea Member Holderness Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

HowH How Hill Member wroxham crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

HMTI How Man Till Member Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

Hoxne Member waveney valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Hunsingore esker Member vale of york Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

HuRd Huntingdon Road Member cam valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Ickford sand and Gravel Member upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

IlsI Ilford silt Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Ingham Farm Gravel Member Ingham sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

INvN Inverleven Gravel Member clyde clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

IFls Ivy Farm laminated silt Member sheringham cliffs Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames
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KPGR Kempton Park Gravel Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

KlTI Kendal Till Member Blengdale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

Klow, 
informal

Kenslow Member Brassington Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

oK1, oK2 Kent ouse Terrace deposits 
Members 1 and 2

Kent ouse Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

KFRd Kentford Member lark valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

Ro1, Ro2 
Ro3, Ro4

Kentish Rother Terrace deposits 
Members 1, 2, 3 and 4

Kentish Rother Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

KRT Kidderminster station sand and 
Gravel Member

severn valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

KARN Killearn sand and Gravel 
Member

clyde clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

KIlK Kilmaronock silt Member strathendrick Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

No code, 
informal

Kingsfield Member lugg valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

KNsA Kingston sand Member carse clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

No code, 
informal

Kingswell Till Member Banchory Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

KKsI Kinneil Kerse silt Member Forth clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

No code, 
informal

Kirkby Moor sand Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

KHAM, 
informal

Kirkham Member Brassington Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

KMGl Kirkham Till Member stockport Glacigenic Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

KHlcH Kirkhill church sand Member Blackhills sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

KwsG Kirkland wood sand and Gravel 
Member

Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

KsdsG Kirkstead sand and Gravel 
Member

Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

KIcl Kirkton clay Member Ardersier silts Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

Knettishall Gravel Member Ingham sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Knightlow sand Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys
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KNsG Knighton sand and Gravel 
Member

soar valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

KssA Kokoarrah shelly sand Member Glannoventia Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

Kyre Brook Member Risbury Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

lFRd lackford Member lark valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

lHTH lakenheath Gravel Member shouldham sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

ldTI langland Till Member Brecknockshire Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

lAsI langley silt Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

lAwsG law sand and Gravel Member clyde valley Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

lHF lawns House Farm sand Member Hemingbrough Glaciolacustrine 
Formation

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

lTNd lawthorn diamicton Member littlestone Till Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

leHI leet Hill sand and Gravel 
Member

Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

lesI letham silt Member carse clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

No code, 
informal

lillington Gravel Member Baginton sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

linhope spout Member Kale water Till Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

lIwd linwood clay Member clyde clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

lHsG little Hereford sand and Gravel Teme Palaeovalley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

lwIB little wilbraham Member cam valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

lNTI llangelynin Till Member st Asaph Glacigenic Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

lleyN lleyn Till Member st Asaph Glacigenic Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

lNcH lochwinnoch clay Member clyde valley Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

No code, 
informal

lodge Hill Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

loGG loganhouse Gravel Member Plumpe sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

luGH longhaugh sand and Gravel 
Member

clydebank clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

lMGv low Mill Gravel Member Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man
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lwTI low wath Till Member seascale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

lcTI lowca Till Member seascale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

BRy2 lower clay Member Breydon Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BRy1 lower Peat Member Breydon Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

lower st osyth Member colchester Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

lTIl lowestoft Till Member lowestoft Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

ludham Member Red crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

lcl lunan clay Member errol clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

lHGR lynch Hill Gravel Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

MGw Mainsgate sand and Gravel 
Member

Aikbank Farm Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

MRcG March Gravels Member Fenland Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

MMo Marchfield Moraine Member Kerr Moraine Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

No code, 
informal

Marden Member lugg valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Marham Member Nar valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

MTNsG Martin sand and Gravel Member Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

MwHo Meadow House clay Member Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

MvsG Meadow view sand and Gravel 
Member

seascale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

MNTI Merion Till Member Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

BRy3 Middle Peat Member Breydon Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Middlebank silt Member ehen Alluvium Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

Mill Hill sand and Gravel 
Member

wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

MHsI Milton Hill silt Member Grange Hill sand Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

MToN Moreton Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys
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No code, 
informal

Moreton on lugg Member lugg valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Mundesley Member wroxham crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

MysA Mundesley sand Member sheringham cliffs Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

NABs Naburn sand Member Breighton sand Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

Ness sand and Gravel Member lochton sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code, 
informal

Netherholme sand Member Hall carleton Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

Nethertown Gravel Member Hall carleton Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

NeHe, 
informal

Netley Heath Beds Red crag Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

NATI New Abbey Till Member langholm Till Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

NIT New Inn sand and Gravel 
Member

warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Newbie silt Member carse clay Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

No code Newby wiske-Aldwark esker 
Member

vale of york Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

Newhall Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Newton Farm Member Risbury Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Nigg Till Member Banchory Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

NP Nordelph Peat Member Fenland Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

North Hall Member cam valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

Nle North leigh sand and Gravel 
Member

sudbury Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No Northmoor sand and Gravel 
Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Nyland Hill clay Member somerset levels Formation chapter 13, south-west england

No code, 
informal

Nyland Hill Peat Member somerset levels Formation chapter 13, south-west england

odT oadby Till Member (informal 
facies codes: odTl – lias-rich 
till; odTT – Trias-rich till)

wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

observatory Member lowestoft Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames
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oKsG ockbrook sand and Gravel 
Member

Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

odGR odhar Gravel Member Moy Burn Palaeosol Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code, 
informal

ostend clay Member Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

oulT oulton clay Member lowestoft Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

PAIs Paisley clay Member clyde clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

PAF Park Farm clay Member Hemingbrough Glaciolacustrine 
Formation

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

Paston Member wroxham crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

PA Paxford Gravel Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

PKsA Peckmill sand Member Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

PPsG Peel Place sand and Gravel 
Member

Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

Pelc Pelaw clay Member Tyne and wear Glaciolacustrine 
Formation

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

Pentney Member Nar valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

PeRT Pershore sand and Gravel 
Member

warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

PeT1, PeT2 
PeT3, PeT4, 
PeT5

Petrockstow River Terrace 
deposits Members 1, 2,3, 4 and 5

Petrockstow valley Formation chapter 13, south-west england

PGTI Pitlurg Farm Till Member whitehills Glacigenic Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code, 
informal

Pleasure Gardens Till Member lowestoft Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

PlBT Plump Bridge Till Member Gretna Till Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

PFs Plumpe Farm sand Member Plumpe sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

PoPP Poppleton Glaciofluvial Member vale of york Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

PRTs Portavadie sand and silt Member clyde clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

No code, 
informal

Porthloo Breccia Member st Mary’s Formation chapter 13, south-west england

No code, 
informal

Portway Member Risbury Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Pow Beck Peat Member Blelham Peat Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man
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PsTT Power House sand and Gravel 
Member

severn valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

PGcl Powgavie clay Member Forth clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

PRsG Princes Risborough sand and 
Gravel Member

sudbury Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys 

PRIs Prismatic clay Member Horden Till Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

Quarrendon sand and Gravel 
Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Rabbit cat silt Member Hall carleton Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

Racks Moss Peat Member Blelham Peat Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

RAH Ramsden Heath sand and Gravel 
Member

sudbury Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Ramsholt Member coralline crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

RvTI Ravenglass Till Member seascale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

Ravenstone Member ouse valley Fornation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

RlTI Red lion Till Member Holderness Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Redkirk Point Peat Member Blelham Peat Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

RMly, 
informal

Redmarley Member Glynch valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

RecR Rehiran cryoturbate Member dalcharn Palaeosol Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

RHIR Rhiroy Member Assynt Glacigenic Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

RdsG Ringstead sand and Gravel 
Member

Holderness Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

RIN Rissington sand and Gravel 
Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

RosI Roding silt Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

RssA Ross sand Member Broomhouse sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

RsTI Rothersyke Till Member Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man
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RBNTI Ruabon Till Member Plynlimon Glacigenic Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

RNTI Ruallan Till Member Beinn an uain Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

RdFd, 
informal

Rudford Member Glynch valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

RucsG Runton cliffs sand and Gravel 
Member

sheringham cliffs Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Runton Member

(marine 
deposits)

wroxham crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Runton Member

(non-marine 
deposits)

cromer Forest-bed Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

RuTI Runton Till Member sheringham cliffs Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

RHys Ryhope sand Member Peterlee sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

sandford Bay Till Member Hythie Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

swGR, 
informal

satwell Gravel Member sudbury Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

sBTI scale Beck Till Member Blengdale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

scsG scarle sand and Gravel Member Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

seacote Peat Member Blelham Peat Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

seven Hills Gravel Member Ingham sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

sewerby Member Holderness Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

shabbington sand and Gravel 
Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sTsG shakenhurst sand and Gravel Teme Palaeovalley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

shakespeare Farm Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

slsG shawell sand and Gravel Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sHGR shepperton Gravel Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

sHe sherborne sand and Gravel 
Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys
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No code, 
informal

sheringham Member cromer Forest-bed Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

shotford Member waveney valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

shouldham Thorpe Gravel 
Member

shouldham sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

sKlM sicklesmere Member lark valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

sidestrand Member

wroxham crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

sKAv sidgwick Avenue Member cam valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

sIGR silchester Gravel Member Kennet valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

sZwl sizewell Member Red crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

skellingthorpe clay Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sKTI skipsea Till Member Holderness Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

sKIs skipwith sand Member Breighton sand Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

sdsG sleaford sand and Gravel 
Member

slea valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

snitterfield sand Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

soysG southrey sand and Gravel 
Member

Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sPBy spelsbury Gravel Member upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sPHT spring Hill sand and Gravel 
Member

severn valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sPycl spynie clay Member errol clay Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

sBsG st Bees sand and Gravel Member seascale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

sBsI st Bees silt Member seascale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

sTBT st Bees Till Member Gosforth Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man
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No code, 
informal

staines Alluvium Member upper Thames valley Formation

Maidenhead Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

starling sand and Gravel Member ehen Alluvium Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

sTIl starston Till Member Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

sTAu, 
informal

staunton Member Glynch valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

stidham Gravel Member Bristol Avon valley Formation chapter 13, south-west england

No code, 
informal

stoke Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

sTGo stoke Goldington Member ouse valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

stoke lacy Member Risbury Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

stoke Prior Member Risbury Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

stoke Row Member sudbury Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

Kelv strathkelvin clay and silt 
Member

clyde valley Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

sTRsG strensham sand and Gravel 
Member

warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sTsA stretton sand Member Baginton sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sTHsG stow Hill sand and Gravel 
Member

Briton’s lane Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

sGsI stubble Green silt Member Glannoventia Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

sudbourne Member coralline crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

suRA summertown–Radley sand and 
Gravel Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

suHG surrey Hill Gravel Member sudbury Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

Rs1 Rs1A 
Rs1B Rs2 
Rs3 Rs3A 
Rs3B Rs4 
Rs5

sussex Rother Terrace deposit 
Members 1, 1A, 1B, 2, 3, 3A, 3B, 
4 and 5

sussex Rother Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

sutton walls Member lugg valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys
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No code, 
informal

swanscombe Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

sysG syston sand and Gravel Member soar valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

TPGR Taplow Gravel Member Maidenhead Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Tattershall Airfield sand and 
Gravel Member

Bain valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

TAw1, TAw2 
TAw3, 
TAw4, 
TAw5, 
TAw6, 
TAw7, 
TAw8, 
TAw9, 
TAw10, 
TAw11

Taw River Terrace deposits 
Members 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
10, and 11

Taw valley Formation chapter 13, south-west england

TeGR Tay-earn Gravels Member Forth clay Formation chapter 5, Midland valley of 
scotland

TTB, 
informal

Terrington Beds Fenland Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

THGR Thatcham Gravel Member Kennet valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

THoR Thorganby clay Member Hemingbrough Glaciolacustrine 
Formation

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

THTI Thormaid Till Member Reay Burn Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

THsG Thorpe sand and Gravel Member Bain valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Thorpeness Member Red crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Three Pigeons sand and Gravel 
Member

sudbury Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

THT Thrussington Till Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Thurmaston Gravel Member Baginton sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Tiddington sand and Gravel 
Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

Tilbury Member Medway valley Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

Timworth Gravel Member Ingham sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

Tolsta Head Member Britannia catchments Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland
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ToR1, ToR2 
ToR3, ToR4, 
ToR5, ToR6, 
ToR7, ToR8, 
ToR9

Torridge River Terrace deposits 
Members 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 
9

Torridge valley Formation chapter 13, south-west england

ToTl Tottenhill sand and Gravel 
Member

Briton's lane Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

THBG Townhead Boulder Gravel 
Member

seascale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

TRIMc Trimingham clay Member sheringham cliffs Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

TRIMs Trimingham sand Member sheringham cliffs Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

Tscl Tullos clay Member ugie clay Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BRy4 upper clay Member Breydon Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BRy5 upper Peat Member Breydon Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

wATI walcott Till Member lowestoft Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

wAld waldringfield Member colchester Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

wAsG wanlip sand and Gravel Member soar valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

wAT wasperton sand and Gravel 
Member

warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

wMlo waterman's lodge sand and 
Gravel Member

sudbury Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code, 
informal

watermill sand and Gravel 
Member

st Mary’s Formation chapter 13, south-west england

wllev wentlooge Member Gwent levels Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

No code, 
informal

west Runton Member cromer Forest-bed Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

wGGR westland Green Gravel Member sudbury Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

wlGR westmill Gravel Member colchester Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

wTTI weybourne Town Till Member sheringham cliffs Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

wGGv whin Garth Gravel Member Blengdale Glacigenic Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man
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wcc whinneyhill coppice clay 
Member

Aikbank Farm Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

wFsG whisby Farm sand and Gravel 
Member

Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

wsI, informal white House silts Member Risbury Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

wIGs wigston sand and Gravel 
Member

wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

wING windy Hills Gravel Member Buchan Gravels Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

wIHG winter Hill Gravel Member colchester Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code, 
informal

withernsea Member Holderness Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code, 
informal

wivenhoe Member colchester Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

wolf crags Gravel Member wolf crags Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

No code, 
informal

wolf crags Till Member wolf crags Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

woHe wolford Heath sand and Gravel 
Member

wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

woc wolston clay Member wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

wv wolvercote sand and Gravel 
Member

upper Thames valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

woGR woodford Gravel Member sudbury Formation chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

wTB woodston Member Nene valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

wNsG woofferton sand and Gravel Teme Palaeovalley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

wdGe woolridge sand and Gravel 
Member

wolston Glacigenic Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

woRT worcester sand and Gravel 
Member

severn valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands, Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

wGAy wormegay Member Nar valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code, 
informal

wragby Till Member lowestoft Formation

wolston Glacigenic Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys
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BEDS AND GLACIAL RAFTS

All the units listed in this table are informal.

LEXICON 
CODE

UNIT Parent Name District

AIlT Ailstone Bed cropthorne sand and Gravel 
Member; warwickshire Avon 
valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code Allesborough Beds Pershore sand and Gravel 
Member; warwickshire Avon 
valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BNAN Badentinan sand Bed Moy Burn Palaeosol Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code Bathampton Palaeosol Bathampton Gravel Member; 
Bristol Avon valley Formation

chapter 13, south-west england

Bec Beccles Glacial Beds starston Till Member; 
Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

BlyP Berryley Peat Bed Moy Burn Palaeosol Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

BIeP Bielby Peat Bed skipwith sand Member; 
Breighton sand Formation

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

BIGP Bigholms Burn Peat Bed Blelham Peat Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

BRsI Brays silts Bed Mathon sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

BBP Burn of Benholm Peat Bed Moy Burn Palaeosol Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

BlHd Burton lazars Head Trent–witham catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

cHlGe camphill Gelifluctate Bed west leys sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code castle silt Beds castle sand and Gravel Member 
(Bain valley Formation)

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code coronation Farm Beds southrey sand and Gravel 
Member; Trent valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

cseNd corsend Gelifluctate Bed Rottenhill Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cRsI cradley silts Bed cradley valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

cBFMP crossbrae Farm Peat Bed Moy Burn Palaeosol Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

cBGel crossbrae Gelifluctate Bed crossbrae Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code crown Inn Bone Beds Trent valley Formation chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

dIMs dimlington Bed Holderness Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines
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No code eckington Beds warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code eynsham Beds summertown-Radley sand and 
Gravel Member; upper Thames 
valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

FlPT Fen lower Peat Bed Fenland Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

FslcK Fernieslack Palaeosol Bed Teindland Palaeosol Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code Fladbury Beds wasperton sand and Gravel 
Member; warwickshire Avon 
valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code Frog Hall silt Beds Frog Hall sand and Gravel 
Member; warwickshire Avon 
valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code Garral Hill Gelifluctate Bed Grampian catchments subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code Garral Hill Peat Bed Grampian catchments subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code Glenbervie Peat Bed Grampian catchments subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

HyHd Harby Head Trent–witham catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code Hardslacks Gelifluctate Bed camp Fauld Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code Hill House Beds Bushley Green sand and Gravel 
Member; severn valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

HGGR Hoghill Gravel Bed langholm Till Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

HuHy Hutton Henry Peat (glacial raft) wear Till Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code Hykeham soil egginton common sand and 
Gravel Member; Trent valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code Kincraig Paraglacial Bed Athais Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code Kirkby silt Beds Thorpe sand and Gravel Member; 
Bain valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

KHlPs Kirkhill Palaeosol Bed Pitscow sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

KTNGF Kirkton Gelifractate Bed Pitscow sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

lRHd langar Head Trent–witham catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code lapwing Bed chelford sand Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

No code leasowe Marine Bed lytham Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

No code lexden Beds suffolk catchments subgroup chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames
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No code little syke Bone Beds Fulbeck sand and Gravel 
Member; Trent valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code loch of Park Gytta Bed Grampian catchments subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

MANse Manse Gelifluctate Bed Hythie Till Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code Mendham Beds Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation

chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code Mill Hill Bed Holderness Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code Mill of dyce Peat Bed Grampians catchment subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

No code Moreseat Farm sand Bed Moy Burn Palaeosol Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

MoPT Mosedale Beck Peat Bed Troutbeck Palaeosol chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

NvFB Nar valley Freshwater Beds Nar clay Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code North weston Beds shabbington sand and Gravel 
Member; upper Thames valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code orbliston sand Bed deanshillock Gravel Formation chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

PHHd Pen Hill Head Trent–witham catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code Pentney Priory Bed Nar valley Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code Preesall shingle Bed lytham Formation chapter 8, lancashire, cheshire, 
staffordshire and wales

No code Redkirk Point Peat Bed Blelham Peat Formation chapter 6, southern scotland and 
the solway

sBPT scandal Beck Peat Bed (glacial 
raft)

Gillcambon Till Formation chapter 7, The vale of eden, 
lake district, west cumbria and 
the Isle of Man

sKPe skipwith Peat Bed skipwith sand Member; 
Breighton sand Formation

chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code south scarle Bone Beds scarle sand and Gravel Member; 
Trent valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code stanton Harcourt Beds summertown-Radley sand and 
Gravel Member; upper Thames 
valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

sdHd stapleford Head Trent–witham catchments 
subgroup

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code stourbridge Beds Holt Heath sand and Gravel 
Member; severn valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code strensham court clay Bed warwickshire Avon valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys
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No code sugworth Beds Freeland sand and Gravel 
Member; upper Thames valley 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

swdeN swineden sand Bed west leys sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland 

TGsc Tangy Glen shelly clay Bed British coastal deposits Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code Tattershall silt Beds castle sand and Gravel Member; 
Bain valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code Thinfolds Peat Bed Grampians catchment subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code Thorpe soil Thorpe sand and Gravel Member; 
Bain valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code Thorpe on the Hill Bone Bed Balderton sand and Gravel 
Member; Trent valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

No code Toa Galson Bed Britannia catchments Group chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code Todholes Gravel Bed Grampians catchment subgroup chapter 4, Highlands and Islands 
of scotland

No code Trafalgar square Beds Kempton Park Gravel Member; 
Maidenhead Formation

chapter 12, southern england 
and the Middle–lower Thames 
catchments

No code upton warren Beds Holt Heath sand and Gravel 
Member; severn valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

wAHl warren House Gill loess Bed warren House Gill Till Formation chapter 9, Northumberland, 
durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code waverley wood Beds Thurmaston Gravel Member; 
Baginton sand and Gravel 
Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys

wBds westleton Beds Norwich crag Formation chapter 10, east Anglia and the 
ancestral River Thames

No code whisby sand Bed Balderton sand and Gravel 
Member; Trent valley Formation

chapter 11, The english 
Midlands: Trent Basin, upper 
Thames and severn valleys
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The list is restricted mainly to units which have been referred to on BGs maps and other BGs publications.

Stratigraphical unit Current equivalent term/terms Lex code

Alvaston Formation crown Inn Bone Beds, Allenton sand and Gravel Member AlsG

Assynt Till Formation (AsTI) and 
members Allt sgiathaig Till Member 
(sGTI), loch lurgain Till Member 
(llNN), Traligill Till Member (TRTI), 
unapool Till Member (uPTI)

Assynt Glacigenic Formation AsGl

Belmont Till calcethorpe Till Member (informal) of lowestoft Formation loFT

Beeston Regis Formation (BeRe) Members including the Bacton Green Till Member (BGTI), 
Hanworth Till Member (HATI), and associated outwash gravels 
including the Trimingham sand Member (TRIMs), are assigned 
in this framework to the sheringham cliffs Formation (sMcl)

sMcl

Borders (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup Provisional term listed in McMillan et al. (2005) not required in 
the present framework

No code

Buchan Beds (BucB) Buchan Gravels Formation BuG

clava sand Member (clsA) dalroy sand Member dRoy

clava shelly clay Member (cscl) clava lodge clay Member clocl

clava shelly Till Member (clsT) culdoich Till Member cuTI

congleton sand chelford sand Formation cHFds

corton Formation (colo, coRF, 
cRTB)

Happisburgh Glacigenic Formation HPGl

cromer Till (lowest Member) 
(cMTl)

Happisburgh Till Member HPTI

cromer Till (upper Member) (cMTu) walcott Till Member wATI

denend Gravel Formation (dNdGR) leys Gravel Formation ley

east durham Till Formation Referred to Blackhall Till, Horden Till, Peterlee sand and 
Gravel formations of the North sea coast Glacigenic subgroup

NsG

east leys Till corse diamicton Member coRse

easton Bavents clay (eBc) chillesford clay Member cFc

edderacres Formation (edAc) Tyne and wear Glaciolacustrine Formation Tywe

Fen Gravel (FeG) March Gravels Member and Abbey sand and Gravel Member of 
the Fenland Formation

MRcG, 
ABsG

Filey Formation Holderness Formation Hold

Gimingham sands Runton cliffs sand and Gravel Member RucsG

Glen Parva Member (GPcl) Bosworth clay Member Bosw

Great Britain Glacigenic supergroup Provisional term in draft framework; all superficial deposits 
reassigned to the Great Britain superficial deposits supergroup

GBG

Hunstanton Till Holkham Till Member, Holderness Formation HoTI

Kesgrave Formation (KesF, Kes, 
KGsG)

Kesgrave catchment subgroup KGcA

Manx (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup Provisional term listed in McMillan et al. (2005) not required in 
the present framework

No code

Marly drift weybourne Town Till Member wTTI

Mearns (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup Provisional term listed in McMillan et al. (2005) not required in 
the present framework

MeAG

Appendix 3 superseded terms
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Midland valley (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup

Provisional term listed in McMillan et al. (2005) not required in 
the present framework

No code

Moreton drift wolston Glacigenic Formation wols

Nar valley clay (Nv) Nar clay Formation NAcl

North Britain Glacigenic Group (BRG) Provisional term in draft framework (equivalent of Northern 
Britain Glacigenic Group of McMillan and Hamblin, 2000); 
devensian glacigenic deposits reassigned to the caledonia 
Glacigenic Group

 cAlI

Northern drift Formation (NdR) sudbury Formation sBRy

North Pennine (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup

Provisional term listed in McMillan et al. (2005) not required in 
the present framework

No code

North sea drift Formation Happisburgh Glacigenic Formation and sheringham cliffs 
Formation

HPGl and 
sMcl

Northwest Highlands (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup

Provisional term listed in McMillan et al. (2005) not required in 
the present framework

NwHAG

Norwich diamicton (NdI)/ Norwich 
Brickearth (NBe)

corton Till Member coTI

overstrand Formation (ovsd) Briton’s lane Formation BRlA

Pebble Gravel (PBGR), Plateau Gravel 
(PlG)

stanmore Gravel Formation and well Hill Gravel Formation 
(crag Group)

sTGR and 
wHGR

Rotherby Member (Rycl) Bosworth clay Member Bosw

sand of 25 Foot drift (vale of york) Breighton sand Formation BReI

silts and clays of 25 Foot drift (vale 
of york)

Breighton sand Formation BReI

south Britain Glacigenic Group 
(sBRG)

Provisional term in draft framework (equivalent of southern 
British Glacigenic Group of McMillan and Hamblin, 2000); 
pre-devensian glacigenic deposits reassigned to the Albion 
Glacigenic Group

AlBI

southern uplands (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup

Provisional term listed in McMillan et al. (2005) not required in 
the present framework

No code

speeton Formation, speeton shell Bed Raincliff Formation (informal), British coastal deposits Group. 
see chapter 9, Northumberland, durham, yorkshire and the 
Pennines

No code

Trimingham sand and clay Member 
(TRIM)

Trimingham sand Member and Trimingham clay Member TRIMs and 
TRIMc

wales Glacigenic (Albion) subgroup Provisional term listed in McMillan et al. (2005) not required in 
the present framework

No code

west cumbria drift Group (wcdR) Irish sea coast (Albion) Glacigenic subgroup and Irish sea 
coast Glacigenic subgroup

IscAG and 
IscG

western Isles (Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup

Provisional term listed in McMillan et al. (2005) not required in 
the present framework

wIAG

weybourne crag (wcG) sidestrand Member (No code, informal) of the wroxham crag 
Formation

wRcG

witham valley Formation (wIvy) Trent valley and Bain valley formations BAINv, 
TRvA

wolston sand (and Gravel) Knightlow sand Member, wolston Glacigenic Formation. 
chapter 11 The english Midlands: Trent Basin, upper Thames 
and severn valleys

No code
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BGS 1:50 000 Bedrock and Superficial deposits sheets

This report cites references to many BGs 1:50 000 sheets. 
Below is a complete list of sheets for england, scotland, 
wales and Isle of Man. For further details, see the BGs 
catalogue 2009 (available from www.bgs.ac.uk). 

Bedrock & superficial deposits (B&sup) – formerly ‘solid 
(s) & drift (d)’ – show the bedrock and superficial 
deposits with equal emphasis. These maps give the best 
picture of the surficial or ‘underfoot’ geology: geological 
boundaries and symbols for the surface outcrops of both 
bedrock and superficial deposits are shown, but details of 
bedrock geology are normally abridged. There is no new 
equivalent to the former ‘solid with drift’ (swd) maps on 
which only abridged information is shown for the 
superficial deposits.

‘one-inch-to-one-mile’ scale maps (1:63 360) are still the 
current editions for some districts and are indicated in the 
list by the symbol ‘#’ following the publication date. 
‘Provisional’ editions may include substantial, but not 
complete, revision of the geology, and are indicated by [P]. 
‘Facsimile’ editions are 1:50 000 scale reprints of earlier 
1:63 360 scale maps, and are indicated by ‘F’ after the 
facsimile date. The availability of Geological Memoirs, 
sheet explanations or sheet descriptions produced to 
accompany geological maps is indicated by the symbol 
(M), (se), or (sd) as appropriate.

England and Wales
e1, 2 Berwick on Tweed and Norham (d). 1977. (M).
e3 Ford (s&d). 1979. (M).
e4 Holy Island (s&d). 1925 #. (M).
e4 Holy Island (swd). 1974.
e5 The cheviot (s&d). 1976. (M).
e6 Alnwick (s&d). 1972. (M).
e6 Alnwick (swd). 1972. (M).
e7 Kielder castle (s&d). 1950 #.
e8 elsdon (s&d). 1951 (1993F).
e8 elsdon (swd). 1951 (1993F).
e9 Rothbury (s&d). 1977. (M).
e10 Newbiggin (s&d). 1997. (M).
e11 longtown (s&d). 1925 #. (M). see also: solway 
 east special sheet (scotland).
e12 Bewcastle (s&d). 1969 #. (M).
e12 Bewcastle (swd). 1969 #. (M).
e13 Bellingham (s&d). 1980. (M).
e13 Bellingham (swd). 1980. (M).
e14 Morpeth (s&d). 2001. (se, sd).
e15 Tynemouth (s&d). 1968 #. (M).
e15 Tynemouth (swd). 1975. (M).
e16 see: scotland 1:50 000 series sheet s6w (Kirkbean); 
 solway west special sheet (scotland). (M).
e17 carlisle (s&d). 1925 #. (M).
e17 see also: solway east & west special sheets 
(scotland)
e18 Brampton (s&d). 1980. (M).
e20 Newcastle upon Tyne (s&d). 1992. (M).
e20 Newcastle upon Tyne (swd). 1989. (M).

e21 sunderland (d). 1978. (M).
e22 Maryport (s&d). 1995. (M).
e23 cockermouth (s&d). 1997. (M).
e24 Penrith (s&d). 1974. (M).
e24 Penrith (swd). Reprint of 1974 map. (M).
e25 Alston (s&d). 1973. (M).
e26 wolsingham (s&d). 1977.
e26 wolsingham (swd). 1977.
e27 durham (s&d). 1965 #. (M).
e28 whitehaven (B&sup). 2004. (M).
e29 Keswick (s&d). 1999. (se, sd).
e30 Appleby (s&d). 2004. (se).
e31 Brough under stainmore (s&d). 1974. (M).
e31 Brough under stainmore (swd). 1974. (M).
e32 Barnard castle (s&d). 1969 #. (M).
e32 Barnard castle (swd). 1969 #. (M).
e33 stockton (s&d). 1987.
e34 Guisborough (s&d). [P]. 1998.
e35, pt e44 whitby & scalby (s&d). [P]. 1998.
e36 see: Isle of Man special sheet at the end of this 
section. (M).
e37 Gosforth (s&d). 1999. (M).
e38 Ambleside (s&d). 1998. (M).
e39 Kendal (B&sup). due 2009.
e40 Kirkby stephen (s&d). [P]. 1997. (M).
e41 Richmond (s&d). [P]. 1997. (M).
e42 Northallerton (s&d). 1994. (M).
e43 egton (s&d). [P]. 1992.
e44 see: e35 (whitby & scalby). (M).
e45–6 see: Isle of Man special sheet at the end of this  
 section. (M).
e47 Bootle (s&d). 1997. (M).
e48 ulverston (s&d). 1997. (M).
e50 Hawes (s&d). [P]. 1997. (M).
e51 Masham (s&d). 1985.
e51 Masham (swd). 1985.
e52 Thirsk (s&d). 1992. (M).
e52 Thirsk (swd). 1992. (M).
e53 Pickering (s&d). [P]. 2001.
e54 scarborough (s&d). [P]. 1998.
e55, e65 Flamborough and Bridlington (d). 1986.
e56–7 see: Isle of Man special sheet at the end of this  
 section. (M).
e58 Barrow in Furness (d). 1976. (M).
e59 lancaster (s&d). 1995. (M).
e59 lancaster (swd). 1995. (M).
e60 settle (s&d). 1991. (M).
e62 Harrogate (s&d). 1987. (M).
e62 Harrogate (swd). 1987. (M).
e63 york (s&d). 1983.
e64 Great driffield (s&d). [P]. 1993.
e65 see: e55 (Flamborough and Bridlington).
e66 Blackpool (d). 1975. (M).
e67 Garstang (s&d). 1991. (M).
e67 Garstang (swd). 1990. (M).
e68 clitheroe (s&d). 1975. (M).
e68 clitheroe (swd). 1960 #. (M).
e69 Bradford (s&d). 2000. (se, sd).
e70 leeds (s&d). 2003. (se).
e71 selby (B&sup). 2008.
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e72 Beverley (s&d). [P]. 1995.
e73 Hornsea (s&d). [P]. 1998.
e74 southport (d). 1989. (M).
e75 Preston (s&d). Reprint of 1940 1-inch map. (M).
e76 Rochdale (s&d). 1974. (M).
e76 Rochdale (B&sup). due 2009.
e77 Huddersfield (s&d). 2003. (se, sd).
e78 wakefield (s&d). 1998. (M).
e78 wakefield (swd). 1978. (M).
e79 Goole (s&d). 1971 #. (M).
e79 Goole (swd). 1972 #. (M).
e80 Kingston upon Hull (s&d). 1983. (M).
e80 Kingston upon Hull (swd). 1983. (M).
e81, pts e82 & e90 Patrington (s&d). 1991.
e83 Formby (d). 1974. (M).
e83 Formby (swd). 1976. (M).
e84 wigan (s&d). Reprint of 1935 1-inch map. (M).
e85 Manchester (s&d). 1930 #. (M).
e86 Glossop (swd). 1981. (M).
e87 Barnsley (B&sup). 2008. (se)
e88 doncaster (s&d). 1969 #.
e88 doncaster (swd). 1969 #. (M).
e89 Brigg (s&d). 1982. (M).
e89 Brigg (swd). 1982. (M).
e90 see also: e81 (Patrington).
e90, pt e91 Grimsby (s&d). 1990. (M).
e94 see also: Anglesey special sheet at the end of this  
 section.
e94 llandudno (d). 1989.
e95 Rhyl (s&d). 1970 #. (M).
e96 liverpool (B&sup). 2007. (se).
e97 Runcorn (s&d). 1977.
e98 stockport (s&d). 1962 (1993F).
e99 chapel en le Frith (s&d). 1977. (M).
e99 chapel en le Frith (swd). 1975. (M).
e100 sheffield (s&d). 1974. (M).
e101 east Retford (s&d). 1967 #. (M).
e102 Market Rasen (s&d). [P]. 1999.
e103 louth (s&d). [P]. 1999.
e104 Mablethorpe (s&d). [P]. 1996.
e105–6 see also: Anglesey special sheet at the end of this  
 section.
e107 denbigh (s&d). 1985. (M).
e107 denbigh (swd). 1985. (M).
e108 Flint (s&d). 1999. (M).
e108 Flint (swd). 1999. (M).
e109 chester (s&d). 1965 (1990F).
e110 Macclesfield (s&d). 1968 #. (M).
e110 Macclesfield (swd). 1968 (1990F). (M).
e111 Buxton (s&d). 1978. (M).
e112 chesterfield (s&d). 1963 #. (M).
e113 ollerton (s&d). 1966 #. (M).
e114 lincoln (s&d). 1973.
e115 Horncastle (s&d). [P]. 1995.
e116 skegness (s&d). [P]. 1996.
e119 snowdon (s&d). 1997. (M).
e120 corwen (s&d). [P]. 1993.
e121 wrexham (s&d). [P]. 1993.
e122 Nantwich (s&d). 1967 #. (M).
e122 Nantwich (swd). 1967 #. (M).
e123 stoke on Trent (s&d). 1994. (M).
e124 Ashbourne (s&d). 1983. (M).
e125 derby (s&d). 1972. (M).
e126 Nottingham (s&d). 1996. (M).
e127 Grantham (s&d). 1996. (M).
e128 Boston (s&d). [P]. 1995.
e129 The wash (s&d). 1997.
e129 see also: e145 (King’s lynn & The wash).

e130 wells-next-the-sea (B&sup). 2008.
e131 cromer (s&d). 2003. (se).
e132, pt e148 Mundesley & North walsham (s&d). 1998.  
 (se).
e133 Aberdaron & Bardsey Island (d). 1994. (M).
e134 Pwllheli (s&d). 1999. (M).
e135, pt e149 Harlech (s&d). 1982. (M).
e135, pt e149 Harlech (swd). 1982. (M).
e136 Bala (swd). 1986.
e137 oswestry (s&d). [P]. 1999. (M).
e138 wem (s&d). 1967. (M).
e139 stafford (s&d). 1974. (M).
e140 Burton upon Trent (s&d). 1982. (M).
e141 loughborough (s&d). 2001. (se, sd).
e142 Melton Mowbray (s&d). 2003. (se, sd).
e143 Bourne (s&d). 1964 #.
e143 Bourne (swd). 1964 #.
e144 spalding (s&d). 1992.
e145, pt e129 King’s lynn & The wash (s&d). 1978. (M).
e146 Fakenham (s&d). [P]. 1999.
e148 see also: e132 (Mundesley & North walsham). (M).
e149 cadair Idris (s&d). 1995. (M).
e151 welshpool (B&sup). 2008.
e152 shrewsbury (s&d). 1932 #. (M).
e152 shrewsbury (s). 1978. (M).
e153 wolverhampton (s&d). 2001. (se, sd).
e154 lichfield (s&d). 1922 #. (M).
e154 lichfield (swd). 1926 #. (M).
e155 coalville (swd). 1982. (M).
e155 coalville (B&sup). due 2009.
e156 leicester (B&sup). 2008. (se)
e157 stamford (s&d). 1978.
e158 Peterborough (s&d). 1984. (M).
e159 wisbech (s&d). 1995.
e160 swaffham (s&d). [P]. 1998.
e161 Norwich (s&d). 1975. (M).
e162 see: 1:50 000 coastal Geology Map sheet e162  
 (Great yarmouth) at the end of this section.
e163 Aberystwyth (s&d). 1989. (M).
e165 Montgomery (s&d). 1994. (M).
e165 Montgomery (swd). 1994. (M).
e166 church stretton (s&d). 1967 #. (M).
e166 church stretton (swd). 1974. (M).
e167 dudley (B&sup). 1975. (M).
e168 Birmingham (s&d). 1996. (M).
e168 Birmingham (swd). 1924 (1992F). (M).
e169 coventry (s&d). 1994. (M).
e169 coventry (swd). 1994. (M).
e170 Market Harborough (s&d). 1969 (1997F). (M).
e171 Kettering (s&d). 2002. (se).
e172 Ramsey (s&d). [P]. 1995.
e173 ely (s&d). 1980. (M).
e175 diss (s&d). 1989. (M).
e176 lowestoft (s&d). 1996. (M).
e177 Aberaeron (B&sup). 2006.
e178 llanilar (s&d). 1994. (M).
e178 llanilar (swd). 1994. (M).
e179 Rhayader (s&d). 1993. (M).
e179 Rhayader (swd). 1993. (M).
e181 ludlow (s&d). [P]. 2000.
e182 droitwich (s&d). 1976. (M).
e183 Redditch (s&d). 1989. (M).
e184 warwick (s&d). 1984. (M).
e185 Northampton (s&d). 1980.
e186 wellingborough (B&sup). 2006. (se).
e187 Huntingdon (s&d). 1975. (M).
e188 cambridge (s&d). 1981. (M).
e189 Bury st edmunds (s&d). 1982. (M).
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e190 eye (s&d). [P]. 1995.
e191 saxmundham (s&d). 1996. (M).
e193, pt e210 cardigan and dinas Island (s&d). 2003. (se).
e194 llangranog (B&sup). 2006.
e195 lampeter (B&sup). 2006. (se).
e196 Builth wells (s&d). 2005. (se).
e197 Hay on wye (B&sup). 2005. (se).
e198 Hereford (s&d). 1989. (M).
e199 worcester (s&d). 1993. (M).
e200 stratford upon Avon (s&d). 1974. (M).
e201 Banbury (s&d). 1982. (M).
e202 Towcester (s&d). 1969 #.
e203 Bedford (s&d). Reprint of 1900 1-inch map.
e204 Biggleswade (s&d). 2001. (se).
e205 saffron walden (s&d). 2002. (se).
e206 sudbury (s&d). 1991. (M).
e207 Ipswich (B&sup). 2006. (M, se).
e208, pt e225 woodbridge & Felixstowe (s&d). 2001. (se).
e209 st davids (s&d). [P]. 1992.
e210 see: e193 (cardigan and dinas Island).
e211 Newcastle emlyn (B&sup). 2006. (se).
e212 llandovery (B&sup). 2008.
e213 Brecon (B&sup). 2005. (se)
e214 Talgarth (s&d). 2004. (se).
e215 Ross on wye (s&d). [P]. 2001. (se).
e216 Tewkesbury (s&d). 1988.
e217 Moreton in Marsh (s&d). 2000. (se, sd).
e218 chipping Norton (s&d). 1968 #. (M).
e219 Buckingham (s&d). 2002. (se).
e220 leighton Buzzard (s&d). 1992. (M).
e221 Hitchin (s&d). 1995. (M).
e222 Great dunmow (s&d). 1990. (M).
e223 Braintree (s&d). 1982. (M).
e225 see: e208 (woodbridge & Felixstowe).
e226, pt e227 Milford (s&d). 1978.
e226, pt e227 Milford (swd). 1978.
e228 Haverfordwest (s&d). 1976.
e228 Haverfordwest (swd). 1976.
e229 carmarthen (s&d). 1967 #. (M).
e229 carmarthen (swd). 1977 (1997F). (M).
e230 Ammanford (s&d). 1977. (M).
e230 Ammanford (swd). 1977. (M).
e231 Merthyr Tydfil (s&d). 1979. (M).
e231 Merthyr Tydfil (swd). 1979. (M).
e232 Abergavenny (s&d). 1990. (M).
e233 Monmouth (s&d). 1974. (M).
e234 Gloucester (s&d). 1972.
e235 cirencester (s&d). 1998. (M).
e236 witney (s&d). 1982. (M).
e237 Thame (s&d). 1994. (M).
e238 Aylesbury (s&d). 1923 (1997F). (M).
e239 Hertford (s&d). 1978. (M).
e240 epping (s&d). 1981. (M).
e241 chelmsford (s&d). 1975. (M).
e244, pt e245 Pembroke & linney Head (s&d). 1983.
e246 worms Head (s&d). [P]. 2003.
e247 swansea (s&d). 1972 #.
e247 swansea (swd). 1977.
e248 Pontypridd (s&d). 1975. (M).
e248 Pontypridd (swd). 1963 (1992F). (M).
e249 Newport (s&d). 1969 (1997F). (M).
e249 Newport (swd). 1975. (M).
e250 chepstow (s&d). 1972. (M).
e250-1 see also: Bristol special sheet at the end of this  
 section.
e251 Malmesbury (s&d). 1970 #. (M).
e252 swindon (s&d). 1974 (1992F).
e253 Abingdon (swd). 1971 #.

e253 Abingdon (s&d). 1971 #.
e254 Henley on Thames (s&d). (M). 1980.
e255 Beaconsfield (s&d). 2005. (se).
e256 North london (B&sup). 2006. (M).
e257 Romford (s&d). 1996.
e257–9 see also: 1:50 000 coastal Geology Map e257  
 Inner Thames estuary at the end of this section.
e258, pt e259 southend & Foulness (s&d). 1976. (M).
e261, pt e262 Bridgend (s&d). 1990. (M).
e263 cardiff (s&d). 1988. (M).
e263 see also: 1:50 000 coastal Geology Map e263 
 (Inner Bristol channel) at the end of this section.
e264–5 see also: Bristol special sheet at the end of this  
 section.
e264 Bristol (s&d). 2004. (M, se)
e265 Bath (s&d). 1965 (1997F).
e266 Marlborough (s&d). 1974.
e267 Newbury (B&sup). 2006.
e268 Reading (s&d). 2000. (se).
e269 windsor (s&d). 1999. (se).
e270 south london (s&d). 1998. (M).
e271 dartford (s&d). 1998. (M).
e271–3 see also: coastal Geology Map e257 
 (Inner Thames estuary) at the end of this section.
e272 chatham (s&d). 1977. (M).
e273 Faversham (s&d). 1974. (M).
e274 Ramsgate (d). 1980. (M).
e275–6 see: e292 (Bideford & lundy Island).
e277 Ilfracombe (s&d). 1981. (M).
e278, pt e294 Minehead (s&d). 1997. (M).
e279 weston-super-Mare (s&d). 1980. (M).
e279 see also: 1:50 000 coastal Geology Map e263 
 (Inner Bristol channel) at the end of this section.
e280 wells (s&d). 1984 (1997F). (M).
e280–1 see also: Bristol special sheet at the end of this  
 section.
e281 Frome (s&d). 2001.
e282 devizes (B&sup). 2008.
e283 Andover (s&d). 1975. (M).
e284 Basingstoke (s&d). 1978 (1981F). (M).
e285 Guildford (s&d). 2001. (se).
e286 Reigate (s&d). 1978. (M).
e287 sevenoaks (s&d). 1971 (1990F). (M).
e288 Maidstone (s&d). 1976. (M).
e289 canterbury (s&d). 1982. (M).
e290 dover (s&d). 1977. (M).
e291 see: e292.
e292, pts e275–276 & e291 Bideford & lundy Island  
 (s&d). 1977. (M).
e293 Barnstaple (s&d). 1982. (M).
e294 see also: e278 (Minehead).
e294 dulverton (s&d). 1974.
e295 Taunton (s&d). 1984. (M).
e295 see also: 1:50 000 coastal Geology Map e263 
 (Inner Bristol channel) at the end of this section.
e296 Glastonbury (s&d). 1973.
e297 wincanton (s&d). 1996. (M).
e298 salisbury (B&sup). 2005.
e299 winchester (s&d). 2003. (se).
e300 Alresford (s&d). 2000. (se).
e301 Haslemere (s&d). 1981. (M).
e302 Horsham (s&d). 1972 #. (M).
e303 Tunbridge wells (s&d). 1971 #. (M).
e304 Tenterden (s&d). 1981. (M).
e305, pt e306 Folkestone & dover (s&d). 1974. (M).
e307, pt e308 Bude (s&d). 1980. (M).
e309 chulmleigh (s&d). 1980. (M).
e310 Tiverton (s&d). 1974.
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e311 wellington (s&d). 1976
e311 wellington (B&sup). due 2009. (se)
e312 yeovil (s&d). 1958 (1997F). (M).
e313 shaftesbury (s&d). 1994. (M).
e314 Ringwood (s&d). 2004. (se).
e315 southampton (s&d). 1987. (M).
e316 Fareham (s&d). 1998. (se, sd).
e317, pt e332 chichester & Bognor (s&d). 1996. (se, sd).
e318, 333 Brighton & worthing (B&sup). 2006. (M).
e319, 334 lewes & eastbourne (B&sup). 2006. (M).
e320, pt e321 Hastings & dungeness (s&d). 1980. (M).
e322 Boscastle (s&d). 1969 #. (M).
e323 Holsworthy (s&d). 1974. (M).
e324 okehampton (s&d). 1969 #. (M).
e325 exeter (s&d). 1995. (M).
e326, pt e340 sidmouth (s&d). 2004. (se).
e327 Bridport (B&sup). 2005. (M).
e328 dorchester (s&d). 2001.
e329 Bournemouth (s&d). 1991. (M).
e330 lymington (s&d). 1975 (1997F). (M).
e330–1 see also: Isle of wight special sheet at the end of  
 this section. (M).
e331 Portsmouth (s&d). 1994. (se, sd).
e332 see: e317 (chichester & Bognor).
e333 see: e318 (Brighton & worthing). (M).
e334 see: e319 (lewes & eastbourne). (M).
e335, pt e336 Trevose Head & camelford (s&d). 1994. (M).
e337 Tavistock (s&d). [P]. 1993. (M).
e338 dartmoor Forest (s&d). [P]. (M). 1995.
e339 Newton Abbot (s&d). 1976 (1997F). (M).
e340 see: e326 (sidmouth). (se).
e341, pt e342 west Fleet & weymouth (s&d). 2001. (M).
e343, pt e342 swanage (s&d). 2000. (M).
e344–e345 see: Isle of wight special sheet at the end of  
 this section. (M).
e346 Newquay (s&d). 1981.
e347 Bodmin (s&d). 1982.
e348 Plymouth (s&d). 1998. (M).
e349 Ivybridge (s&d). 1974. (M).
e350 Torquay (s&d). 2004. (se, sd).
e351, pt e358 Penzance (s&d). 1984. (M).
e352 Falmouth (s&d). 1990. (M).
e353, pt e354 Mevagissey (s&d). 2000.
e355, pt e356 Kingsbridge, salcombe & start Point 
(s&d). [P]. 2001.
e357, pt e360 Isles of scilly (s&d). 1975.
e358 see: e351 (Penzance). (M).
e359 lizard (s&d). 1975. (M).
e360 see: e357 (Isles of scilly).

1:50 000 Coastal Geology (England & Wales)
These maps show the geology of selected near-shore, 
estuarine or offshore areas, defined as Quaternary or 
pre-Quaternary strata and deposits. All maps include 
information on the onshore geology although for some 
areas this may only be an outline of the geology or 
simplified geology which is normally published on other 
1:50 000 series Geological Maps.

e162 Great yarmouth (s&d/Q& Pre-Q). 1990. (M).
e257, 258, 259 Inner Thames estuary (Pre-Q/Q). (covers 
parts of e257, 258, 259, 271, 272, 273). 1997. (M).
e263, pts e279, e295 Inner Bristol channel & severn 
estuary (Pre-Q). 1996. (M).
e263, pts e279, e295 Inner Bristol channel &severn 
estuary (Q & Pre-Q). 1996. (M).

1:50 000 Special Sheets (England and Wales)

Anglesey (s&d). special sheet. e92–3, & pts e94,  
 e105–6. 1974.
Anglesey (swd). special sheet. e92–3, & pts e94,  
 e105–6. 1980.
Bristol district (s&d). special sheet. Pts e250–1, e264–5, 
 e280–1. 1962 #. (M).
Isle of wight (s&d). special sheet. Pts e330–1, e344–5.  
 1976. (M).
Isle of Man special sheet (s&d). Pts e36, e45–6, e56–7.  
 2001. (M).

Scotland
s1 see also: Rhins of Galloway special sheet at the end of  
 this section.
s2 whithorn (d). 1987. (M).
s3 stranraer (d). 1982. (M).
s3 see also: Rhins of Galloway special sheet at the end of  
 this section. (M).
s4e wigtown (d). 1981.
s4w Kirkcowan (d). 1982.
s5e dalbeattie (d). 1981. (M).
s5w Kirkcudbright (d). 1980. (M).
s5-6 see also: solway west special sheet at the end of this 
 section.
s6 Annan (d). 1983. western portion largely superseded by 
s6w: see below.
s6e see also: solway east special sheet at the end of this  
 section.
s6w Kirkbean (s&d). 1998.
s6w see also: solway east & west special sheets at the  
 end of this section.
s7 Girvan (d). 1980. (M).
s7 see also: Rhins of Galloway special sheet at the end of  
 this section. (M).
s8e loch doon (d). 1980. (M).
s8w carrick (d). 1981. (M).
s9e Thornhill (d). 1980. (M).
s9e see also: solway west special sheet at the end of this  
 section.
s9w New Galloway (d). 1979. (M).
s10e ecclefechan (d). 1982.
s10e see also: solway east special sheet at the end of this  
 section.
s10w lochmaben (B&sup). 2008.
s10w see also: solway east & west special sheets at the  
 end of this section.
s11 langholm (d). 1968 #. (M).
s11 see also: solway east special sheet at the end of this  
 section.
s12 campbeltown (s&d). [P]. 1996.
s14e cumnock (d). 1980. (M).
s14w Ayr (d). 1978. (M).
s14w Ayr (B&sup). due 2009.
s15e leadhills (s&d). 2004. (se, sd).
s15w New cumnock (s&d). 2000. (se, sd).
s16e ettrick (d). 1987.
s16w Moffat (d). 1987.
s17e Jedburgh (d). 1982.
s17w Hawick (d). 1982.
s19 south Islay (s&d). [P]. 1998.
s20, pt s21w sound of Gigha (s&d). [P]. 1996.
s21e see: s22w (Irvine). (M).
s21w see also: s20 (sound of Gigha) and s29w (Kilfinan).
s22e Kilmarnock (s&d). 2003. (se, sd).
s22w Irvine (d). 1987. (M).
s23w Hamilton (d). 1993. (M).
s24e Peebles (d). 1983.
s24w Biggar (d). 1981.
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s25w Galashiels (d). 1985.
s26 Berwick upon Tweed and duns (s&d). 1969 #.
s27 North Islay (s&d). [P]. 1997.
s28e Knapdale (s&d). [P]. 1996.
s28w south Jura (s&d). [P]. 1996.
s29e see: s29 (Rothesay) & s30w (Greenock).
s29e, pt s21e dunoon & Millport (B&sup). 2008.
s29w, pt s21w Kilfinan (s&d). [P]. 2001.
s30e Glasgow (d). 1994. (M).
s30w, pt s29e Greenock (d). 1989. (M).
s31e Falkirk (s&d). 1997. (M).
Folded: 0751829854.
s31w Airdrie (d). 1992. (M).
s32e edinburgh (B&sup). 2006.
s32w livingston (B&sup). 2008.
s33e, pt s41 dunbar (d). 1978. (M).
s33w, pt s41 Haddington (d). 1978. (M).
s34 eyemouth (d). 1983. (M).
s35 colonsay (s&d). [P]. 1996.
s36 Kilmartin (B&sup). [P]. 2004.
s37w Furnace (B). 2008.
s38e Aberfoyle (B&sup). 2005.
s39e Alloa (d). 1974. (M).
s39w stirling (d). 1974. (M).
s40 Kinross (d). 1973 #. eastern portion available as s&d  
 sheet s40e: see below.
s40e Kirkcaldy (s&d). 1999. (se, sd).
s41 see also: s33e (dunbar) and 33w (Haddington).
s41 North Berwick (d). 1971 #. (M).
s42, pt s51w Tiree & coll (s&d). [P]. 1999.
s43 Ross of Mull (s&d). [P]. 1999. (M).
s43N staffa (s&d). [P]. 1996. (M).
s44 Mull (s&d). 1953 #. (M).
s45 oban (s&d). 1926 #.
s48e cupar (d). 1982. (M).
s48w Perth (d). 1985. (M).
s49 Arbroath (d). 1981. (M).
Flat: 0751809233.
s51e caliach Point (s&d). [P]. 1976. (M).
s51w see: s42 (Tiree & coll).
s52 Tobermory (d). 1968 #. (M).
s53 Ben Nevis (s&d). 1948 #. (M).
s54e loch Rannoch (s&d). 1974.
s54w Blackwater (s&d). 1974.
s60 Rum (s&d). 1994. (M).
s61 Arisaig (d). 1969 #.
s62e loch lochy (d). 1975.
s62w loch Quoich (d). 1975.
s63e dalwhinnie (s&d). 2002.
s63w Glen Roy (s&d). 1995. (M).
s64 Kingussie (s&d). 1913 #.
s64e Ben Macdui (B&sup). due 2009.
s64w Newtonmore (B&sup). due 2009.
s67 stonehaven (s&d). 1999.
s70 Minginish (s&d). 2001.
s71e Kyle of lochalsh (s&d). 1976. (M).
s71e Kyle of lochalsh (swd). 1976. (M).
s71w Broadford (s&d). 2002.
s71w Broadford (swd). 1976.
s72e Glen Affric (sup). 2007.
s72w Kintail (d). 1985. (M).
s74 Granton on spey (s&d). 1914 #.
s74w Tomatin (B&sup). 2004.
s76e Inverurie (s&d). 2002. (M).
s77 Aberdeen (sup). 2004.
s80e Portree (B&sup). 2007. (M).
s80w dunvegan (B&sup). 2007. (M).
s81 see also: s80e (Portree).

s81e loch Torridon (s&d). 1975. (M).
s81w Raasay (B&sup). 2006. (M).
s82 lochcarron (s&d). 1913 #.
s82 lochcarron (swd). 1913 #.
s82e scardroy (s&d). [P]. 1996.
s83 Inverness (s&d). 1954 #. western portion superseded 
 by s83w.
s83w strathconon (s&d). [P]. 2002.
s84e Nairn (s&d). 1978.
s84w Fortrose (s&d). 1997. (M).
s86 Huntly (s&d). 1923 #. eastern portion superseded by 
 s86e.
s86e Turriff (s&d). 1995. (M).
s87e Peterhead (d). 1992. (M).
s87w ellon (s&d). 2002. (M).
s90 staffin (B&sup). 2006.
s91, pt s100 Gairloch (s&d). [P]. 1999.
s92 Inverbroom (s&d). 1913 #.
s93e evanton (B&sup). 2004.
s93w Ben wyvis (B&sup). 2004
s94 cromarty (d). 1972 #.
s95 elgin (d). 1969 #. (M).
s96e Banff (s&d). 2002. (M).
s96w Portsoy (s&d). 2002. (M).
s97 Fraserburgh (d). 1987. (M).
s100 see: s91 (Gairloch).
s101e see: Assynt special sheet at the end of this section.
s101w summer Isles (s&d). [P]. 1998.
s102w see: Assynt special sheet at the end of this section.
s102e lairg (s&d). [P]. 2001.
s103e Helmsdale (s&d). [P]. 1998.
s103w Golspie (s&d). [P]. 2002.
s107e see: Assynt special sheet at the end of this section
s107w Point of stoer (s&d). [P]. 2002.
s108 Altnaharra (s&d). 1931 #.
s108w see: Assynt special sheet at the end of this section
s109 Achentoul (s&d). 1931 #.
s110 latheron (s&d). 1931 #.
s113 cape wrath (s&d). [P].1998.
s115e Reay (B&sup). 2003.
s115w strathy Point (s&d). [P]. 1996.
s116 wick (s&d). 1913 #.
s130 yell (d). 1983. (M).
s131 unst & Fetlar (d). 2002.

1:50 000 Special Sheets (Scotland)
solway east (sup & simplified Bedrock). special sheet  
 s10w, s10e, s11, s6w, s6e, e11, e17. 2006.
solway west (sup & simplified Bedrock). special sheet  
 s5e, s6w, s9e, s10w, e16, e17. 2004.
Arran (d). special sheet s21 & s13. 1985.
central shetland (d). special sheet. 1981 #.
Northern shetland (s&d). special sheet. 1968 (1997F) #.
southern shetland (d). special sheet. 1978.
western shetland (d). special sheet. 1971 #.
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ICS proposal (Aubry et al., 2005) GSSC proposal (Zalasiewicz et al., 2006) and formally 
ratified Quaternary Period (Gibbard et al., 2010)
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Table 1a Formally ratified timescale for the Quaternary Period and Pleistocene series with a base at 2.58 Ma.
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Table 1b summary of Quaternary and Neogene (Tertiary) lithostratigraphical framework for Great Britain and 
the Isle of Man with relationship of groups to Quaternary stages and suggested correlation with marine isotope 
stages.
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Table 2 Formations and members of the crag Group.

lex code = codes from the BGs lexicon of Named Rock units (where assigned). emboldened codes denote 
that the unit has been formally defined in the lexicon. MIs = Marine Isotope stage (inferred correlation).

Group 
and Lex 
code

Subgroup 
and Lex code

Defining 
formations

Lex Code Approx. MIS References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

cRAG 
GRouP 
(cRAG)

subgroups 
unassigned

stanmore 
Gravel 
Formation

sTGR ? Pre-82–? ‘High level’ gravels formerly referred to 
as Plateau Gravel (dewey et al., 1924), 
warley Gravel (dines and edmunds, 
1925), Bagshot Pebble Bed (Bristow, 
1985); ‘Pebble Gravel’ (Gibbard in 
Bowen, 1999, ellison et al., 2004)

Gibbard, p.48

well Hill 
Gravel 
Formation

wHGR ? Pre–82–? dewey et al. (1924); Peake (1982); 
ellison et al. (2004)

No reference

wroxham 
crag 
Formation

wRcG ? 67–? 17 established by Hamblin (2001a) and 
Moorlock et al. (2002b).  dobb’s 
Plantation doBP, How Hill HowH 
and Mundesley members of Rose et al. 
(2001). The sidestrand Member of the 
Norwich crag Formation (lewis in 
Bowen, 1999), and the marine Paston 
and Mundesley members previously of 
the cromer Forest-bed Formation 
(lewis in Bowen, 1999) are included

lewis, p.15

Norwich crag 
Formation

NcG ? 81–68 established by Funnell and west 
(1977). Members include (Mathers and 
Zalasiewicz, 1988, lewis in Bowen, 
1999): the chillesford clay cFc, 
chillesford church sand cFB, college 
Farm clay, creeting sand, easton 
Bavents clay eBc

lewis, p.22

Red crag 
Formation

RcG ? 103–? 82 established by Funnell and west 
(1977). Zalasiewicz et al. (1988) 
defined two members in suffolk: 
sizewell sZwl and Thorpeness 
members. The informal ludham 
Member of Norfolk (lewis in Bowen, 
1999) and the Netley Heath Beds 
NeHe of the western North downs 
(Gibbard in Bowen, 1999) also defined

lewis, p.22 
Gibbard, p.53

coralline crag 
Formation

ccG Pre–103, 
Pliocene

defined by Balson et al. (1993) with 
three members: Aldeburgh, sudbourne 
and Ramsholt members

No reference
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Table 3 subgroups, formations and members of the dunwich Group.

lex code = codes from the BGs lexicon of Named Rock units (where assigned). 
MIs = Marine Isotope stage (inferred correlation).

Group and 
Lex code

Subgroup 
and Lex code

Defining 
formations

Lex Code Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

duNwIcH 
GRouP 
(duNw)

unassigned

Milton 
Formation

MlTs ? Pre–67 Barron et al. (2006, 2010 in press) and 
Belshaw et al. (2005)

sinclair and 
smith, p.43

letchworth 
Gravels 
Formation

lTH Pre–13 defined by smith and Rose (1997) Hopson, p.26

cromer 
Forest-bed 
Formation

cRF Pre–17 Freshwater members of the cromer 
Forest-bed Formation of lewis in Bowen 
(1999)

lewis, p.15

Bytham 
catchments 
subgroup 
(BycA)

shouldham 
sand and 
Gravel 
Formation

sMsG Pre–12 Members include: shouldham Thorpe 
Gravel, Fodderstone Gravel FoGR, 
lakenheath Gravel lHTH, and High 
lodge silt HlsI members

lewis, p.19

Ingham sand 
and Gravel 
Formation

IsAG clarke and Auton (1982). Members 
include: Timworth Gravel, Knettishall 
Gravel, Ingham Farm Gravel, seven 
Hills Gravel 

lewis, p.19

Baginton sand 
and Gravel 
Formation

BGsG shotton (1953); sumbler (1983a,b). 
Members include informal Thurmaston 
Gravel, lillington Gravel and stretton 
sand members

Maddy and 
sumbler, p.36

Bytham sand 
and Gravel 
Formation

ByTH Bytham sands and Gravels defined by 
Rose (1987, 1994) and Bateman and 
Rose (1994). Includes the Ingham sand 
and Gravel as that term was previously 
used (clarke and Auton, 1982, lewis, 
1993, lewis in Bowen, 1999)

lewis, p.19

Kesgrave 
catchment 
subgroup 
(KGcA)

colchester 
Formation

ccHR ? 61–13 colchester Formation (Kesgrave Group) 
of whiteman and Rose (1992). Includes 
lower st osyth, wivenhoe, Ardleigh, 
waldringfield wAld members. Also 
winter Hill Gravel wIHG and westmill 
Gravel wlGR members (ellison et al., 
2004)

lewis, p.22
Allen, p.24
Gibbard, p.57

sudbury 
Formation

sBRy sudbury Formation (Kesgrave Group) of 
whiteman and Rose (1992). Includes 
Beaconsfield Gravel BdGR, satwell 
Gravel swGR, westland Green Gravel 
wGGR, waterman’s lodge sand and 
Gravel wMlo, Ramsden Heath sand 
and Gravel RAH and stoke Row 
members.  Also included, and shown on 
BGs maps are the terrace deposits of the 
chorleywood Gravel, Gerrards cross 
Gravel GcGR, cold Ash Gravel cAGR, 
Bucklebury common Gravel ByGR, 
Beenham stocks Gravel BsGR,  surrey 
Hill Gravel suHG, woodford Gravel 
woGR and dollis Hill Gravel dHGR 
members (e.g. ellison et al., 2004)

Gibbard and 
sumbler, 
pp.47–49 

unassigned

caesar’s camp 
Gravel 
Formation

ccGR Pre–13 dines and edmunds (1929); clarke and 
Fisher (1983)

Gibbard, p.53

Nettlebed 
Formation

NBed ? Pre–67 Horton and Turner (1983); Nettlebed 
Member of Pebble Gravel Formation 
(Gibbard in Bowen, 1999)

Gibbard, p.48
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Table 4 subgroups, formations and members of the dunwich Group.

lex code = codes from the BGs lexicon of Named Rock units (where assigned). 
MIs = Marine Isotope stage (inferred correlation).

Group and 
Lex code

Subgroup and 
Lex code

Defining 
formations

Lex code Approx. MIS References to descriptions 
and subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

ResIduAl 
dePosITs 
GRouP 
(ResId)

subgroups 
unassigned

lenham 
Formation

lNM Pre–65 Pliocene 
to Pleistocene

ellison et al. (2004) No reference

chelsfield 
Gravel 
Formation

cHGR Pre–65 Pliocene 
to Pleistocene 

whitaker and davies 
(1920); Berdinner (1936); 
ellison et al. (2004) 

No reference

clay-with-flints 
Formation

cwF Pre–65 
Palaeogene to 
Quaternary

defined by Pepper (1973), 
catt (1986) and ellison et 
al. (2004)

No reference

Buchan Gravels 
Formation

BuG Pre-103, 
Pliocene

(Merritt et al., 2003)
Buchan Ridge Gravel 
Member BuRG
windy Hills Gravel Member 
wING

No reference

Supergroup and 
Lex code

Group and 
Lex code

Defining 
formations

Lex code MIS References to descriptions 
and subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

GReAT BRITAIN 
suPeRFIcIAl 
dePosITs 
suPeRGRouP 
(GBG)

Group 
unassigned

castle eden 
Fissure-fill 
Formation

cedN Pre–13 Mesozoic 
to cromerian 

defined by smith and Francis 
(1967) and Francis (1970). 
Blackhall colliery Formation of 
Thomas in Bowen (1999)

Thomas, p.98

Brassington 
Formation

BToN Pre–103 Neogene 
(Tertiary)

defined by Boulter et al. (1971) 
and chisholm et al. (1988); 
Bees’ Nest Member BeNe, 
Kirkham Member KHAM, 
Kenslow Member Klow

No reference

Fissure-fill formations currently assigned to Great Britain superficial deposits supergroup.
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Table 5 Formations and members the British coastal deposits Group.

Formations comprise mainly coastal and marine deposits. locally interbedded fluvial and organic deposits may 
also be present.
lls = loch lomond stadial (younger dryas); wI = windermere Interstadial (Bølling/Allerød).
lex code = codes from the BGs lexicon of Named Rock units (where assigned). MIs = Marine Isotope stage 
(inferred correlation).

Group and 
Lex code

Defining formations Lex code Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and subdivisions Reference in Bowen, 
1999

BRITIsH 
coAsTAl 
dePosITs 
GRouP 
(coAs)
(Continued)

Beauly silt Formation No code 1 Informal formations — Beauly Firth. Formerly 
members of the cromarty and clava formations 
(sutherland in Bowen, 1999). Provisionally correlated 
with the carse clay Formation of the Midland valley of 
scotland

sutherland, pp.103–106

Moniack Peat Formation No code

Foulis silt Formation No code

lemlair sand Formation No code

Ardullie silt Formation No code

Balmeanach silt Formation No code 2-1 (lls)

Barnyards silt Formation No code

culbokie silt Formation No code 2 (wI)

Kessock Bridge silt 
Formation

KeBR Kessock Bridge Member of clava Formation of 
sutherland (in Bowen, 1999)

errol clay Formation eRRcl 2 errol Beds of Paterson et al. (1981), errol Member of 
Tay Formation (sutherland in Bowen, 1999) correlated 
with st Abbs Formation (offshore) stoker et al. (1985). 
spynie clay Member sPycl of north-east scotland 
(Merritt et al., 2003) and lunan clay Member lcl of 
the Midland valley (Mccabe et al., 2007)

sutherland, p.114; 
Holmes, p.130

st Fergus silt Formation sFsI st Fergus silt Formation of north-east scotland (Merritt 
et al., 2003)

No reference

clydebank clay Formation cBcl 1 Members (after Browne and McMillan, 1989): sutherland, pp.110–111

Gourock sand Member GosA

erskine clay Member eRsK

longhaugh sand and Gravel Member luGH

Buchanan clay Member BcHN

clyde clay Formation cyld 2 (wI to 
lls)

Inverleven Gravel Member INvN (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989)

Balloch clay Member BocH (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989)

Portavadie sand and silt Member PRTs (after Peacock, 
1997)

linwood clay Member lIwd (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989) 

Paisley clay Member PAIs (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989)

Killearn sand and Gravel Member KARN (after 
Browne and McMillan, 1989)

Bridgeton sand Member BRoN (after Browne and 
McMillan, 1989)

Afton lodge clay Formation AFTl 3 After Gordon (1993a); see also smith (2002) and smith 
et al., in prep. (2009)

No reference

Forth clay Formation Focl 2(wI) 
to 1

units include Powgavie clay PGcl, culfargie sand 
cusA, Tay-earn Gravels TeGR members in the 
Tay-earn area; Kinneil Kerse silt KKsI, Abbotsgrange 
silt AGsI, Bothkennar Gravel BKGR members in the 
Forth area.  units originally established by Paterson et 
al. (1981), Armstrong et al. (1985) and Browne et al. 
(1984)

sutherland, pp.113–114 

carse clay Formation cARcl 2-1 (lls) 
to 1

units include Gowrie GwR, carse of Gowrie coGw, 
carey silt cysI, Kingston sand KNsA, letham silt 
lesI, carse of stirling clay coscl, claret clay 
cTcl and Grangemouth silt GMsI members in the Tay 
and Forth areas. units originally defined originally by 
Paterson et al. (1981) and Armstrong et al. (1985).  
claret clay Member after claret Formation of Barras 
and Paul (1999)

1 Informal Newbie silt Member of the Redkirk Formation 
of sutherland in Bowen, 1999) for the solway area

sutherland, p.107
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Group and 
Lex code

Defining formations Lex code Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and subdivisions Reference in Bowen, 
1999

BRITIsH 
coAsTAl 
dePosITs 
GRouP 
(coAs)
(Continued)

Point of Ayre Formation PoA 1 Thomas in Bowen (1999), revised by  chadwick et al. 
(2001)

Thomas, p.94

Ayre Formation AyRe 5, 7 or 9

lytham Formation lTHM 1 After formation established by Thomas in Bowen 
(1999)

Thomas, p.95

drigg Point sand Formation dGPs Formation established by Merritt and Auton (2000) No reference

surface sands Formation suRF 1 offshore formation cameron, pp.137–138

upper western Irish sea 
Formation

uwIs 4 –1 chadwick et al. (2001) cameron, pp.137–138

Hall carleton Formation HAlc 2 (wI)–1 Nethertown Gravel, Rabbit cat silt, Netherholme sand 
and Fern Bank silt members established by Merritt and 
Auton (2000) 

No reference

Glannoventia Formation GvA ? 3 Formation established by Merritt and Auton (2000). 
carleton Hall clay Member cHcl
Kokoarrah shelly sand Member KssA
stubble Green silt Member sGsI

No reference

Grange-over-sands 
Formation

GRos 1 Formations established by Thomas in Bowen (1999) Thomas, pp.95–96

seacombe sand Formation scMBs 2

shirdley Hill sand Formation ssA 2 –1

Kenfig Formation KNFIG 1 defined by Bowen (1999) Bowen, p.83

ynyslas Formation yNyss After cave and Hains (1986); included within the 
Kenfig Formation of Bowen (1999)

Bowen, p.90

easington Raised Beach 
Formation

eAsN 7 or 9 After smith and Francis (1967) Thomas, p.98

Breydon Formation BRyd 1 Formations defined by Arthurton et al. (1994) for 
north-east Norfolk. subdivided into informal members, 
the Basal or lower Peat BRy1, lower clay BRy2, 
Middle Peat BRy3, upper clay BRy4 and the marginal 
upper Peat BRy5

No reference

North denes Formation NRd 1 Formations defined by Arthurton et al. (1994) for 
north-east Norfolk

Fenland Formation FeNd 7– 1 ventris (1985), Mccabe in Bowen (1999), lewis in 
Bowen (1999). Formal members are the March Gravels 
MRcG, Abbey sand and Gravel ABsG, and Nordelph 
Peat NP. Informal units of member status include the 
Fen lower Peat FlPT, crowland Bed cRwB, 
Barroway drove Beds Byd, and Terrington  Beds TTB

Mccabe, p.14
lewis, p.16

Morston Formation MoRs 5e Formerly Morston Member of Hunstanton Formation 
(lewis in Bowen, 1999) 

lewis, p.18

Nar clay Formation NAcl 11 Nar Member of lewis in Bowen (1999): includes Nar 
valley Freshwater Bed NvFB

lewis, p.18

Romney Marsh Formation No code 1 Formation established by Gibbard and Preece in Bowen 
(1999)

Gibbard and Preece, p.61

west sussex coast 
Formation

No code 13–2 component units described by Hodgson (1964) Gibbard and Preece, 
pp.61–62

Poole Harbour Formation No code 1 Includes Poole Harbour Member of Gibbard and Preece 
in Bowen, 1999

Gibbard and Preece, p.64

Gwent levels Formation Glev 1 wentlooge Member wllev (Gwynllwg Formation of 
Bowen, 1999)

Bowen, p.90

oldbury and Avonmouth 
levels Formation

oAlev 1 After welch and Trotter (1961) and Allen, J R l (2000c)

somerset levels Formation slev 1 defined by campbell et al. in Bowen (1999) campbell et al., p.78

Burtle Formation BuB 11–5e defined as Burtle Formation with several members by 
campbell et al. in Bowen (1999)

campbell et al., pp.77–78

st erth Formation se Pre–103 edmonds et al. (1975); Roe et al. (1999) No reference

Table 5 Continued.
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Table 6 subgroups, formations and members of the Britannia catchments Group.

The catchment subgroups are defined principally by formations of fluvial deposits. The Britannia catchments 
Group also embraces lithogenetic units including mass movement deposits (e.g. head, talus), organic deposits 
(e.g. peat), mountain regolith and cover sand. where appropriate some of these units have been raised to 
formation status. lex code = codes from the BGs lexicon of Named Rock units (where assigned). 
MIs = Marine Isotope stage (inferred correlation).

Group and 
Lex code

Subgroup and Lex 
code

Defining formations Lex 
code

Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

B
R

IT
A

N
N

IA
 c

A
T

c
H

M
e

N
T

s 
G

R
o

u
P 

(B
c

A
T

)

Northern Highlands 
and Argyll 
catchments 
subgroup (NHc)

longman Gravel 
Formation

lNGR 2–1 (lls) After Fletcher et al. (1996). longman 
Member of clava Formation of sutherland 
in Bowen (1999)

sutherland, 
p.103

Grampian 
catchments 
subgroup (GRcA)

strath spey 
Formation

sPey 1 Alluvium and river terrace deposits of the 
River spey and tributaries

No reference

subgroup 
unassigned

Moy Burn Palaeosol 
Formation 

MBP 5d–a Includes odhar Gravel Member odGR and 
Allt odhar Peat Member AoPT (Allt 
Member and odhar Member of the Allt 
odhar Formation of sutherland in Bowen, 
1999); other units include Badentinan sand 
Bed BNAN, crossbrae Farm Peat Bed 
cBFMP, Berryley Peat Bed BlyP and Burn 
of Benholm Peat Bed BBP after Merritt et 
al. (2003)

sutherland, 
pp.101–103, 105

Teindland Palaeosol 
Formation

TelNd 5e After Merritt et al. (2003); includes 
Fernieslack Palaeosol Bed FslcK

sutherland, 
p.102

dalcharn Palaeosol 
Formation

dNPs 5e or 
possibly 
11

After Fletcher et al. (1996).
Rehiran cryoturbate Member RecR 
drummournie Biogenic Member dMBG

sutherland p.103

Tay catchments 
subgroup (TAycA)

strathtay Formation sTAy 2–1 Alluvium and river terrace deposits of the 
rivers Tay, earn and tributaries

No reference

Forth catchments 
subgroup 
(FoRcA)

Forth valley 
Formation

FovA Alluvium and river terrace deposits of the 
rivers Forth and other rivers flowing to the 
Firth of Forth

No reference

subgroup 
unassigned

Flanders Moss Peat 
Formation

FlMP 1 After Paterson et al. (1981) and Browne et 
al. (1984); Flanders Moss Member of 
Grangemouth Formation of sutherland in 
Bowen (1999)

sutherland, 
p.113

clyde catchments 
subgroup (clycA)

clyde valley 
Formation

clvy 2–1 defined by fluvial members (after Browne 
and McMillan, 1989) of the clyde valley 
Formation of sutherland in Bowen (1999) 
including law sand and Gravel Member 
lAwsG (law Borehole), strathkelvin clay 
and silt Member Kelv, and lochwinnoch 
clay Member lNcH (lochwinnoch 
Borehole)

sutherland, 
p.110

strathendrick 
Formation

sRcK Fluvial members of the clyde valley 
Formation of sutherland in Bowen (1999). 
Includes Kilmaronock silt KIlK and 
endrick sand eNdR members (Mains of 
Kilmaronock Borehole) (Browne and 
McMillan, 1989) 

sutherland, 
pp.111–112

subgroup 
unassigned

clippens Peat 
Formation

clPT defined from linwood Borehole (Browne 
and McMillan, 1989)

sutherland, 
pp.111–112

sourlie organic silt 
Formation

sosI 3 Jardine et al. (1988), sourlie, Ayrshire. Red 
Burn Member of sourlie Formation of 
sutherland in Bowen (1999)

sutherland, 
p.109

Tweed catchments 
subgroup 
(Tweed)

Tweed valley 
Formation

TwvA 2–1 Alluvium and river terrace deposits of the 
River Tweed and tributaries

No reference

solway catchments 
subgroup (sydR)

solway esk valley 
Formation

sesKv After McMillan et al. (in prep. 2010) No reference

Note. Additional subgroups for the shetland Isles, orkney Isles, outer and 
Inner Hebrides and Arran may be established.
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Table 6 Continued.

Group and 
Lex code

Subgroup and 
Lex code

Defining formations Lex code Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999
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Northumbria 
catchments 
subgroup (NcAT)

coquet valley 
Formation

cQu 2–1 Alluvium and river terrace deposits No reference

Tyne valley 
Formation 

TyNe

wear valley 
Formation

weAR

Isle of Man 
catchments 
subgroup (IMcA)

sulby Glen Formation suGl 2–1 Formations established by Thomas in 
Bowen (1999) and revised by chadwick et 
al. (2001)

Thomas, p.94

curragh Formation cAGH

Ballaugh Formation BAlGH

Glen Balleira 
Formation

GlNBA

cumbria–
lancashire 
catchments 
subgroup (clcA)

ehen Alluvium 
Formation

eHeN 1 Formation established by Merritt and Auton 
(2000) with informal Middlebank silt and 
starling sand and Gravel members

No reference

cumbrian esk valley 
Formation

cevy 1 Alluvium and river terrace deposits, 
including cumbrian esk Alluvium Member 
ceAl

No reference

lune valley 
Formation

luNv 2–1 Formations defined for fluvial deposits of 
the swettenham Formation and lytham 
formations of Thomas in Bowen (1999)

Thomas, p.95

Ribble valley 
Formation

RIBv

wyre valley 
Formation

wyRv 2–1  Alluvium and two wyre river terrace 
deposit members wyRe1, wyRe2

No reference

subgroup 
unassigned

Blelham Peat 
Formation

BHPT 2 (ds)–1 Blelham Formation of Thomas in Bowen 
(1999) and adopted by Merritt and Auton 
(2000); extended to include Racks Moss 
Peat, Healy Hill organic Mud, Pow Beck 
Peat, seacote Peat, and Bigholms Burn 
Gravel members and Bigholms Burn Peat 
and Redkirk Point Peat beds of the North 
solway area (after units of the Redkirk 
Formation of sutherland in Bowen, 1999) 

Thomas, 
p.96; 
sutherland, 
p.107

windermere clay and 
silt Formation

wMcs 2 
(ds–wI) 

After coope and Pennington (1977), 
Pennington (1977, 1978)

Thomas, p.96

Troutbeck Palaeosol TBPs 5e or 11 After Boardman (1991). Mosedale Beck 
Peat Bed MoPT

Thomas, p.95

cheshire–North 
wales catchments 
subgroup 
(cNwcA)

Mersey valley 
Formation

MsyvA 2–1 Includes fluvial deposits of the swettenham 
Formation and lytham formations of 
Thomas in Bowen (1999)

Thomas, p.95

weaver valley 
Formation 

wvRvA 2–1 Alluvium and river terrace deposits No references

dee valley Formation deevA

conwy valley 
Formation

coNwy

clwyd valley 
Formation

clwyd

subgroup 
unassigned

Four Ashes sand and 
Gravel Formation

FAsG 5e–5a defined by worsley (1991).  Four Ashes, 
wolverhampton

Maddy, p.34

chelford sand 
Formation

cHFds congleton sand of evans et al. (1968); 
three members described by worsley 
(1991)

worsley, 
pp.32–34

Trysull silt Formation TslsI 11 or 9 Morgan (1973), Trysull, staffordshire

Quinton Peat 
Formation

QuIP 11 or 9 Horton (1974, 1989a, b)
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Table 6 Continued.

Group and 
Lex code

Subgroup and 
Lex code

Defining 
formations

Lex code Approx.
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999
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yorkshire 
catchments 
subgroup (yKc)

currently 
lithogenetic units

litho-
genetic 
codes

1 Alluvium and river terrace deposits of the 
(yorkshire) ouse and its tributaries

No reference

sutton sand 
Formation

suTN 2 Gaunt et al. (1991) Thomas, p.97

Breighton sand 
Formation

BReI 2 Bielby sand BIes, Naburn sand NABs and 
skipwith sand sKIs members; Bielby Peat 
Bed BIeP, skipwith Peat Bed sKPe

No reference

Trent–witham 
catchments 
subgroup 
(TRwcA)

Trent valley 
Formation

TRvA 12–1 Members after Brandon in Bowen (1999) Brandon, p.41

Bain valley 
Formation

BAINv Members after Brandon and sumbler in 
Bowen (1999)

Brandon and 
sumbler, 
pp.14–15

soar valley 
Formation

soARv Members after Maddy in Bowen (1999) Maddy, p.39

severn and Avon 
catchments 
subgroup (sAcA)

severn valley 
Formation

sevN 13–1 Members after Maddy and sumbler in 
Bowen (1999)

Maddy and 
sumbler, 
pp.34–36

warwickshire Avon 
valley Formation

AvoN Members after Maddy et al. in Bowen 
(1999)

Maddy et al., 
pp.37–38

Bristol Avon valley 
Formation

BAvoN Members defined within the Avon valley 
Formation of campbell et al. in Bowen 
(1999)

campbell et 
al., p.77

west wales 
catchments 
subgroup 
(wwAcA)

dovey valley 
Formation

dovey 2–1 Tywi after Bowen (1999) but restricted to 
deposits of the Tywi valley. other units are 
new terms

Bowen, 
pp.79–90 
(wales)

Teifi valley 
Formation

TeIFI

Tywi valley 
Formation 

TywI

Neath valley 
Formation

NeATH

subgroup 
unassigned

Tregaron Formation TReGN Tregaron and ystog formations after Bowen 
(1999).

ystog Formation ysToG
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Table 6 Continued.

Group and 
Lex code

Subgroup and 
Lex code

Defining 
formations

Lex 
code

Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999
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ouse–Nene 
catchments 
subgroup (oNcA)

Nar valley 
Formation

NARc ?6 –1 Marham, Pentney, and wormegay wGAy 
members after ventris (1985) and lewis in 
Bowen (1999)

lewis, p.18

lark valley 
Formation 

lKvy ?11–1 lackford lFRd, cavenham cAvM, 
Kentford KFRd, Fornham FHAM, 
eriswell eRIs and sicklesmere sKlM 
members after lewis in Bowen (1999)

lewis, p.21

cam valley 
Formation

cAMv ?10–1 Barnwell station BsTA, sidgwick Avenue 
sKAv, Barnwell Abbey BABy, Barrington 
village , Histon Road HNRd, Huntingdon 
Road HuRd, little wilbraham lwIB, 
Bordeaux Pit BPIT and North Hall 
members after lewis in Bowen (1999)

lewis, pp.21–22

slea valley 
Formation

slvy ?–1 Includes sleaford sand and Gravel sdsG 
of Berridge et al. (1999)

No reference

Nene valley 
Formation

NeNe ? 11–1 woodston wTB, Grendon GReN and 
ecton ecTN members

Green and Keen, 
pp.43–44

ouse valley 
Formation

ouse ?11–1 Biddenham BIdM, Felmersham FelM 
and stoke Goldington sTGo members 

Green and Keen, 
p.44

yare catchments 
subgroup (ycAT)

Blakeney valleys 
Formation

Blyv 5e –1 No subdivisions currently defined No reference

Bure valley 
Formation

BuRv ?11–1 No subdivisions currently defined No reference

waveney valley 
Formation 

wAvv 11–1 Terrace deposits described by Moorlock et 
al. (2000a). shotford, Bobbitshole and 
Broome BRMe members, wortwell Beds 
after lewis in Bowen (1999). Hoxne 
Formation (wymer in Bowen, 1999) 
assigned member status

wymer, p.24, 
lewis, p.25

yare valley 
Formation

yv ? –1 Modified after Arthurton et al. (1994) and 
Moorlock et al. (2000a)

No reference

suffolk 
catchments 
subgroup (sucA)

currently 
lithogenetic units

litho-
genetic 
codes

Pre-5–1 Alluvium and river terrace and lacustrine 
deposits of rivers in suffolk and essex: see, 
for example Marks Tey Formation (not yet 
defined in BGs lexicon)

Turner, p.26

Thames 
catchments 
subgroup 
(THcAT)

upper Thames 
valley Formation 

uTMs 12–1 River terrace deposit members of upper 
Thames (members of the upper Thames 
valley Formation of Gibbard and sumbler 
in Bowen, 1999)

Gibbard, 
pp.47–48

Maidenhead 
Formation

MNHd 12–1 River terrace deposit members and 
‘brickearth’ (loessic) deposits after ellison 
et al. (2004); members of the Maidenhead 
and lower Thames formations of Gibbard, 
in Bowen, 1999)

Gibbard 
pp.48–51

Kennet valley 
Formation

KNTv 8–1 Members after Kennett (sic) valley 
Formation (collins in Bowen, 1999)

collins, 
pp.51–52

Medway valley 
Formation

MevA Pre-13–1 Members after Bridgland in Bowen Bridgland, 
pp.56–57
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Table 6 Continued.

Group and 
Lex code

Subgroup and Lex 
code

Defining 
formations

Lex 
code

Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999
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solent catchments 
subgroup 
(sNTcA)

Meon Formation MeoN Pre-13–1 seven aggradations above alluvium 
(Hopson, 2000)

No reference

Hamble Formation HBle Three aggradations above alluvium 
(edwards and Freshney, 1987)

No reference

Itchen Formation ITcH up to seven aggradations above alluvium 
(edwards and Freshney, 1987)

No reference

Test Formation No code up to eleven aggradations above alluvium No reference

Hampshire Avon 
Formation

HAAv up to eleven aggradations above alluvium 
(Bristow et al., 1991). Includes the 
Ringwood Formation (formerly ‘older 
River Gravel Formation’) and some 
members of the New Forest Formation of 
Gibbard and Preece in Bowen (1999)

Gibbard and 
Preece, p.63

dorset stour 
Formation

dosT defined by Allen and Gibbard (1994). see 
also Bristow et al. (1991). sway Member of 
New Forest Formation of Gibbard and 
Preece in Bowen (1999)

Gibbard and 
Preece, p.63

Frome–Piddle 
Formation

FRPI defined by Allen and Gibbard (1994). 
Members described by Gibbard and Preece 
in Bowen (1999)

Gibbard and 
Preece, p.64

sussex catchments 
subgroup 
(sXcAT)

cuckmere 
Formation

No code ?–1 Two aggradations above alluvium. 
cuckmere Member of the sussex valleys 
Formation of Gibbard and Preece in Bowen 
(1999)

Gibbard and 
Preece, p.62

sussex ouse 
Formation

No code Four aggradations above alluvium. lower 
ouse Member of the sussex valleys 
Formation of Gibbard and Preece in Bowen 
(1999)

Arun Formation ARuN seven aggradations AR1 to AR7 above 
alluvium. Arun Member of the sussex 
valleys Formation of Gibbard and Preece in 
Bowen (1999)

Adur Formation No code Three aggradations Ad1 to Ad3 above 
alluvium

No reference

sussex Rother 
Formation

RsX Five aggradations Rs1 to Rs5 above 
alluvium

No reference

south Kent 
catchments 
subgroup 
(sKcAT)

Kentish Rother 
Formation

No code 1 stratotypes to be defined No reference

Pegwell Formation No code 3–2 Gibbard and Preece in Bowen (1999) Gibbard and 
Preece, p.61

Kent ouse 
Formation

oK 1 Terrace deposits oK1 to oK2 No reference

Kentish stour 
Formation

No code 10–3 Ten aggradations above alluvium. Possible 
members after Gibbard and Preece in 
Bowen (1999)

Gibbard and 
Preece, p.59

somerset 
catchments 
subgroup (socA)

Parrett valley 
Formation

No code 9–2 defined with several members by campbell 
et al. in Bowen (1999)

campbell et al., 
p.78

cornubian 
catchments 
subgroup (ccAT)

Petrockstow valley 
Formation

PeTRo ?pre-13–1 Five terrace deposit members above 
alluvium

No reference

Tamar valley 
Formation

TAMu 12–1 eight terrace deposit members above 
alluvium

No reference

Taw valley 
Formation

TAw 12–1 eleven terrace deposit members above 
alluvium

No reference

Torridge valley 
Formation

ToRR 12–1 Nine terrace deposit members above 
alluvium)

No reference
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Table 7a Formations and members of the Albion Glacigenic Group south of the devensian ice sheet limit.

lex code = codes from the BGs lexicon of Named Rock units (where assigned). 
MIs = Marine Isotope stage (inferred correlation).

Group 
and Lex 
code

Defining formations Lex code Approx. MIS References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in Bowen, 
1999

A
L

B
IO

N
 G

L
A

C
IG

E
N

IC
 G

R
O

U
P

 (
A

L
B

I)

Briton’s lane Formation § BRlA ?6 lee et al. (2004). Beacon Hill sand and 
Gravel Member, Briton’s lane sand and 
Gravel Member, corton woods sand and 
Gravel Member, stow Hill sand and Gravel 
Member (sTHsG), Tottenhill sand and 
Gravel Member 

see lewis, pp.15–20

Ridgacre Formation RIdG Maddy in Bowen (1999) Maddy, pp.34–36

sheringham cliffs 
Formation §

sMcl ?10 lee et al. (2004). Bacton Green Till 
Member, Ivy Farm laminated silt Member, 
Mundesley sand Member, Runton cliffs 
sand and Gravel Member, Runton Till 
Member, Trimingham clay Member, 
Trimingham sand Member, weybourne 
Town Till Member

see lewis, pp.15–20

wolston Glacigenic 
Formation 

wols 12 and 10 sumbler in Bowen (1999) includes the 
following members: oadby Till Member 
odT, Moreton Member MToN, 
Thrussington Till Member THT. Numerous 
other informal and formal members

sumbler, p.37

Nurseries Glacigenic 
Formation 

NuRs 12 Horton (1974) Maddy, pp.34–36

lowestoft Formation § loFT 12–10 Modified from lewis in Bowen (1999). 
Aldeby sand and Gravel Member, 
Haddiscoe sand and Gravel Member, 
lowestoft Till Member, oulton clay 
Member, Pleasure Gardens Till Member, 
walcott Till Member, High lodge Gravel 
Member. Informal welton le wold 
Formation might be part of this unit 

lewis, pp.19–20

Happisburgh Glacigenic 
Formation §

HPTI ? 16 Member of North sea drift Formation after 
lunkka (1994), lewis in Bowen (1999) and 
lee et al. (2004). california Till Member, 
corton sand Member, Happisburgh sand 
Member, Happisburgh Till Member, leet 
Hill sand and Gravel Member, starston Till 
Member

lewis, pp.15–16

Kenn Formation KNN ? Pre-13 or 12 Glacigenic deposits of Avon and somerset 
(Hawkins and Kellaway, 1971; Gilbertson 
and Hawkins, 1978); five members 
described by campbell in Bowen, (1999)

campbell, p.75

llanddewi Glacigenic 
Formation

lITI ?12 After Bowen, p.79 in Bowen, 1999, and 
Bowen, p.148 in lewis and Richards, 2005

Bowen, p.79

Penfro Till Formation PoTI ?16 After Bowen, p.147 in lewis and Richards, 
2005

Bowen, p.83

§ see below for relationship to previous stratigraphical schemes
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Table 7b subgroups, formations and members of the Albion Glacigenic Group north of the 
devensian ice sheet limit.

lex code = codes from the BGs lexicon of Named Rock units (where assigned). 
MIs = Marine Isotope stage (inferred correlation).

Banham  (1968, 
1971)

Lunkka (1994) Bridge and 
Hopson (1985)

Previously 
defined 
formations 

Lewis (pp.16–20 
in Bowen, 1999)

Lee et al. (2004) 
and this report

Briton’s lane 
sand and Gravel

stow Hill sands stow Hill Member Briton’s lane 
Formation†

Briton’s lane, 
corton woods, 
Beacon Hill and 
stow Hill and 
Tottenhill sand 
and gravel 
members

Pleasure Garden 
Till, oulton Beds

Pleasure Gardens 
Till
oulton Beds lowestoft 

Formation after 
Mathers et al. 
(1987), lewis 
(pp.15–20 in 
Bowen, 1999)

Pleasure Gardens, 
oulton, members

lowestoft 
Formation

Pleasure Gardens 
Till and oulton 
clay members 

Marly drift Marly drift 
Member 
(lowestoft Till 
Formation)

lowestoft Till 
(chalky Boulder 
clay of Baden-
Powell, 1948)

lowestoft Till 
Member

lowestoft 
Formation

lowestoft Till 
Member

weybourne Town 
Member of 
lowestoft Fm

sheringham cliffs 
Formation

weybourne Town 
Till Member

Trimingham 
sands and clay 
Member

North sea drift 
Formation after 
Reid, (1882), 
Banham (1988), 
Hart and Boulton 
(1991), lunkka 
(1994), lewis 
(pp.15¬–20 in 
Bowen, 1999)

Mundesley 
-Trimingham 
Member

sheringham cliffs 
Formation

Trimingham 
sand, 
Trimingham clay 
and Ivy Farm 
laminated silt 
members

Gimingham sands sheringham cliffs 
Formation

Runton cliffs 
sand and Gravel 
Member

leet Hill sands 
and Gravels*

leet Hill Member Happisburgh 
Formation*

leet Hill sand 
and Gravel 
Member

corton sands 
(Beds)

corton sands* corton Member corton sands*

Third cromer Till 
‘contorted drift’

cromer 
diamicton, 
Mundesley 
diamicton 
members

Norwich 
Brickearth*

cromer Member sheringham cliffs 
Formation

Hanworth Till 
Member
Bacton Green Till 
Member
Runton Till 
Member

Mundesley sands Mundesley sand 
Member (upper 
sands)

sheringham cliffs 
Formation

Mundesley sand 
Member

second cromer 
Till

walcott 
diamicton 
Member

walcott Member lowestoft 
Formation

walcott Till 
Member

Intermediate Beds lower Mundesley 
sands and 
Happisburgh 
clays

ostend Member Happisburgh 
Formation*

ostend clay 
Member

First cromer Till Happisburgh 
diamicton 
Member

Happisburgh 
Formation*

corton Till 
Member

Happisburgh 
Member

Happisburgh 
Formation*

Happisburgh Till 
Member

* corton Formation of Arthurton et al. (1994), Moorlock et al. (2002a, 2002b),
† overstrand Formation of Moorlock et al. (2000b, 2002a, 2002b)
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Table 7c subgroups, formations and members of the Albion Glacigenic Group, north of the 
devensian ice-sheet limit.

Group 
and Lex 
code

Subgroup and Lex 
code

Defining formations Lex code Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

A
l

B
Io

N
 G

l
A

c
IG

e
N

Ic
 G

R
o

u
P 

(A
l

B
I)

shetland (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup 
(sdAG)

south wick Till 
Formation (currently 
undefined in BGs 
lexicon)

No code 13–6 Mykura and Phemister (1976) and Hall 
(1993a); south wick Member of the 
shetland Formation (sutherland in Bowen, 
1999)

sutherland 
pp.106–107

Banffshire coast and 
caithness (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup 
(BcAG)

camp Fauld Till 
Formation

cFTI possibly 6 Merritt et al. (2003) sutherland 
p.102

Red Burn Till 
Formation

RdBRN Merritt et al. (2003); Red Burn Member of 
Teindland Formation (sutherland in Bowen, 
1999)

east Grampian 
(Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup (eGAG)

Rottenhill Till 
Formation

RoTIl possibly 6 Merritt et al. (2000) and Merritt et al. 
(2003); Rottenhill Member of Kirkhill 
Formation (sutherland in Bowen, 1999). 
Includes the corsend Gelifluctate Bed 
cseNd

sutherland 
pp.100–102

west leys sand and 
Gravel Formation

wlsG possibly 6 
or 12

Merritt et al. (2000) and Merritt et al. 
(2003). Includes camphill Gelifluctate Bed 
cHlGe and swineden sand Bed swdeN

Bellscamphie Till 
Formation

BlTI possibly 6 
or 12

Hall and Jarvis (1995), Merritt et al. (2000, 
2003); elton Member of Bellscamphie 
Formation of  sutherland in Bowen (1999)

Tillybrex sand and 
Gravel Formation

TBXsG possibly 6 After Merritt et al. (2003)

Pishlinn Burn 
Formation

PIGB possibly 6 
or earlier

After Read, 1923; Merritt et al., 2003

crossbrae Till 
Formation

cBTIl possibly 6 crossbrae Member of Kirkhill Formation of 
sutherland in Bowen, (1999). Includes 
crossbrae Gelifluctate Bed cBGel

Birnie Gravel 
Formation

BeGR possibly 6 
or 12

Auton et al. (2000) and Merritt et al. (2003)

Pitscow sand and 
Gravel Formation

PowsG possibly 8 
or older

Merritt et al. (2003); members of Kirkhill 
Formation (sutherland in Bowen, 1999). 
Includes Kirkhill Palaeosol Bed KHlPs 
and Kirkton Gelifractate Bed KTNGF

sutherland 
p.99

leys Gravel 
Formation

ley possibly 8 
or older

leys Till Formation leysT possibly 8 
or older

logie–Buchan 
(Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup (lBAG)

Benholm clay 
Formation

Becl possibly 6 
or 12

Auton et al. (2000); Merritt et al. (2003) No reference

central Grampian 
(Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup (cGAG)

Boyne craig Till 
Formation

BcTI possibly 6 
or 12

Peacock and Merritt (2000b); Merritt et al. 
(2003)

No reference

Pattack Till 
Formation

PATT possibly 6 Keith Formation of Merritt (1999) No reference

Ailleag diamicton 
Formation

AIll possibly 6 
or 12

After Merritt, p.143 in lucas et al. (2004) No reference

deanshillock sand 
and Gravel 
Formation

dHKG probably 6 After Merritt et al. (2003); includes 
orbliston sand Bed

sutherland 
p.102

Inverness (Albion) 
Glacigenic subgroup 
(IAG)

craig an daimh 
Gravel Formation

cdGR possibly 6 
or 12

craig an daimh Member of dalcharn 
Formation of sutherland in Bowen (1999)

sutherland 
p.103

drummore Gravel 
Formation 

dRGR Merritt (1992); members of the clava 
Formation of sutherland in Bowen (1999)

sutherland 
p.103

cassie Till Formation cAss

suidheig Till 
Formation

suTI dearg Till of walker et al. (1992); dearg 
Member of Allt odhar Formation of 
sutherland in Bowen ( 1999)

sutherland 
p.105
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Table 7c Continued.

Group 
and Lex 
code

Subgroup and Lex 
code

Defining 
formations

Lex code Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

A
l

B
Io

N
 G

l
A

c
IG

e
N

Ic
 G

R
o

u
P 

(A
l

B
I)

Irish sea coast 
(Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup (IscAG)

drigg Till 
Formation 

dGTI 6 Glacigenic formation in west cumbria 
established by Merritt and Auton (2000); 
Akhurst et al. (1997)

No reference

Kiondroughad 
Formation

KdRd 4, 6 or 8 Formations revised by chadwick et al. 
(2001). Ayre lighthouse Formation 
formerly the Isle of Man Formation of 
Thomas in Bowen (1999)

Thomas, 
pp.91–94

Ayre lighthouse 
Formation

AyRl 8, 10 or 12

oakwood 
Glacigenic 
Formation

oKwdG ?6 or ?12 worsley in Bowen (1999) worsley, 
pp.32–34

seisdon Glacigenic 
Formation

seIs 10 or 12 worsley in Bowen (1999) worsley, p.32

central cumbria 
(Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup (ccAG)

Thornsgill Till 
Formation

THGTI possibly 
10 or 12

After Thomas in Bowen (1999) Thomas, p.95

North sea coast 
(Albion) Glacigenic 
subgroup) (NscA)

warren House Gill 
Till Formation

wAHl ?6 Thomas in Bowen (1999). warren House 
Gill loess Bed (Trenchman, 1920)

Thomas, p.98
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Table 8 subgroups, formations and members of the caledonia Glacigenic Group mainly north of the 
devensian ice sheet limit.

lex code = codes from the BGs lexicon of Named Rock units (where assigned). 
MIs = Marine Isotope stage (inferred correlation).

Group 
and Lex 
code

Subgroup and 
Lex code

Defining formations Lex 
code

Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

c
A

l
e

d
o

N
IA

 G
l

A
c

IG
e

N
Ic

 G
R

o
u

P 
(c

A
l

I)

shetland 
Glacigenic 
subgroup 
(sHeTG)

Burrier wick Till 
Formation

BwTI 2 Mykura and Phemister (1976) and Hall 
(1993a, b); members of the shetland 
Formation (sutherland in Bowen, 1999)

sutherland, 
p.107

sandness Till 
Formation

No 
code

2

western Isles 
Glacigenic 
subgroup (wIsG)

Port Beag Till 
Formation

PBTI 2 von weymarn and edwards (1973); Port 
Beag Member of the lewis Formation 
(sutherland in Bowen, 1999)

sutherland, 
p.106

lewis Till Formation lewTI ? 4 von weymarn and edwards (1973); dun 
Member of the lewis Formation, formerly 
Ruaival drift (sutherland, 1984; sutherland 
in Bowen, 1999)

sutherland, 
p.106

Inverness 
Glacigenic 
subgroup (INvG)

Finglack Till 
Formation

FINT 2 (ds) Merritt et al. (1995) and Fletcher et al. 
(1996); Baddock Till Member BTI, 
Ardersier (Baddock Member of clava 
Formation of sutherland in Bowen, 1999) 
and Balmakeith Till Member BAlT, 
Nairn–Forres

sutherland, 
p.103

Kincurdy silts 
Formation

KsI 2 (ds) Glaciolacustrine deposits, Black Isle

Red craig Gravels 
Formation

RcGR 4 Fletcher et al. (1996). sutherland in Bowen 
(1999). cromarty Firth

sutherland , 
p.103

Athais Till Formation ATTI ? 4 Allt odhar, Inverness. Includes informal 
Kincraig Paraglacial Bed

Northwest 
Highlands 
Glacigenic 
subgroup 
(NwHG)

ullapool Gravel 
Formation

ulGR 2 (wI) stoker et al. (2009) No references

Assynt Glacigenic 
Formation

AsGl 2 (ds) After stoker et al. (2009) and Bradwell 
(2003): Allt an t-strathain Till Member 
sTTI, Allt na h-Airbhe Member ANHA 
(almost exclusively offshore), Glen 
douchary Member and Rhiroy Member 
RHIR

loch Broom Till 
Formation

lBTI 3–2 (ds) stoker et al. (2009)

Reay Burn Till 
Formation

ReBu 2 (ds) caithness and sutherland (Auton, 2003)

dunbeath Till 
Formation

duTI 4 caithness and sutherland (Auton, 2003) No reference
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Table 8 Continued.

Group Subgroup Formation Lex code Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

c
A

l
e

d
o

N
IA

 G
l

A
c

IG
e

N
Ic

 G
R

o
u

P 
(c

A
l

I)
 c

on
ti

nu
ed

Banffshire 
coast and 
caithness 
Glacigenic 
subgroup 
(Bcd)

Reisgill Burn Till Formation RedR 2 (ds) Forse Till Member (Auton, 2003), 
caithness and sutherland

No reference

Alturlie Gravels Formation AlGR 2 (ds) Fletcher et al. (1996), Merritt et al. 
(2003), Moray Firth. Bothyhill Gravels 
Member BoGR, Braicklaich sand 
Member BRsA

sutherland, 
p.103

Ardersier silts Formation ARds Fletcher et al. (1996), Merritt et al. 
(2003), Kirkton clay Member KIcl

Grange Hill sand Formation GRHs After Peacock et al. (1968);  east Grange 
Till eGTI, Hempriggs sand HRGs, and 
Milton Hill silt MHsI members

No reference

Kirk Burn silt Formation KBsI (Peacock, 1971 and Merritt et al., 2003) sutherland, 
pp.99–102essie Till Formation esTI Arnhash Till Member (after Peacock and 

Merritt, 1997, and Merritt et al., 2003)  

Blackhills sand and Gravel 
Formation

BlsG Auchmeddon Gravel Member AMNGR 
(Hall et al., 1995; Merritt et al., 2000, 
2003), Kirkhill church sand Member 
KHlcH (Merritt et al., 2000, 2003)

whitehills Glacigenic 
Formation

wHGl corse diamicton Member coRse (Hall 
and Jarvis, 1993), Pitlurg Farm Till 
Member PGTI (Hall and Jarvis, 1995), 
Aldie Till Member AldTI, Bearnie Till 
Member, Anderson drive diamicton 
Member (Merritt et al., 2003)

Howe of Byth Gravel 
Formation

HoBGR possibly 3 Hall et al. (1995)

clava shelly Formation clsH 3 Merritt (1992), Moray Firth; clava lodge 
clay Member clocl, culdoich Till 
Member cuTI, dalroy sand Member 
dRoy

east 
Grampian 
Glacigenic 
subgroup 
(eGd)

Blairdaff Moraine Formation BdMo 2 (ds) Formations of Merritt et al. (2003) sutherland, 
p.101lochton sand and Gravel 

Formation
losG

Glen dye silts Formation GdsI

Banchory Till Formation BATI

Byth Till Formation ByTIl Formation of Merritt et al. (2003); crovie 
Till Member cRTI

Hythie Till Formation HyTIl connell et al. (1984). sandford Bay Till 
Member, Manse Gelifluctate Bed (Merritt 
et al., 2003)

logie–
Buchan 
Glacigenic 
subgroup 
(lBd)

ugie clay Formation uGcl 2 (ds) Tullos clay Member Tscl (Merritt et al., 
2003)

Bellscamphie 
Formation of 
sutherland, 
p.102

Hatton Till Formation HATT Formations of Merritt et al. (2003)

Kippet Hills Gravels Formation KHG

Auchleuchries sand and Gravel 
Formation

AlssG No references

central 
Grampian 
Glacigenic 
subgroup 
(cGdR)

Ardverikie Till Formation ARdT 2 (ds) Formations of Merritt (1999) No references

ceardaich sand and Gravel 
Formation

ceAR ? 3

linn of Pattack silt Formation lPsI ? 3

carn Monadh Gravel 
Formation

cMoGR 2 (ds)

Beinn an uain Till Formation BuTI 2 (ds) Ruallan Till Member RNTI
cantray Till Member cyTI

old Hythe Till Formation oHT 2 (ds)

Gaick Plateau Moraine 
Formation

GPM 2 (ds)

drumbeg sand and Gravel 
Formation

dRBG 2 (lls) Formations of Browne and McMillan 
(1989), loch lomond and drymen 
district. Members of clyde valley 
Formation of sutherland in Bowen (1999)

sutherland, 
p.111

Blane water silt Formation BlAw

Gartocharn Till Formation GATI
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Table 8 Continued.

Group and 
Lex code

Subgroup and Lex 
codes

Defining 
formations

Lex 
code

Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

c
A

l
e

d
o

N
IA

 G
l

A
c

IG
e

N
Ic

 G
R

o
u

P 
(c

A
l

I)
 c

on
ti

nu
ed

Mearns Glacigenic 
subgroup (MdR)

drumlithie sand and 
Gravel Formation

dsG 2 (ds) Formations of Merritt et al. (2003); 
members of the Mill of Forest Formation  
(sutherland in Bowen, 1999), Aberdeen – 
stonehaven; Arbikie diamicton Member 
ARBI

sutherland, 
p.114

ury silts Formation usI

Mill of Forest Till 
Formation

MFT

Midland valley 
Glacigenic 
subgroup (MvG)

Broomhouse sand 
and Gravel 
Formation 

BHse 2 (ds 
- wI)

Greenoakhill sand and Gravel Member 
GoHl, Ross sand Member RssA, 
Bellshill clay Member BIll (Ross, 
Bellshill and Broomhouse formations of 
Browne and McMillan, 1989; members of 
clyde valley Formation of sutherland in 
Bowen, 1999)  

sutherland, 
p.109

wilderness Till 
Formation 

wITI 2 (ds) In central Ayrshire two members defined 
after Jardine et al. (1988):

cadder sand and 
Gravel Formation

cAdR ? 4 Formations of Browne and McMillan 
(1989), Glasgow district. Members of 
clyde valley Formation of sutherland in 
Bowen (1999).

Broomhill clay 
Formation

BRll ? 4

Baillieston Till 
Formation

BNTI ? 4

Armsheugh sand 
and Gravel 
Formation

AHsG 4 or 
earlier

Formation after Jardine et al. (1988), 
central Ayrshire

sourlie 
Formation of 
sutherland, 
pp.107–108 in 
Bowen (1999)

littlestone Till 
Formation

lsTI 4 or 
earlier

Formation after Jardine et al. (1988), 
central Ayrshire. Includes lawthorn 
diamicton Member lTNd

southern uplands 
Glacigenic 
subgroup (sudR)

Kirkbean sand and 
Gravel Formation

KN 2 (ds) North solway (McMillan et al., in prep. 
2010)

No references

dalswinton Moraine 
Formation

dsMo

Mouldy Hills Gravel 
Formation

MoHI

langholm Till 
Formation

lHTI New Abbey Till Member NATI

Borders Glacigenic 
subgroup 
(BdRGl)

Norham Till 
Formation

NMTI Merse of Berwickshire (coldstream, sheet 
26w in prep.)

cheviot Glacigenic 
subgroup (cHvG)

Kale water Till 
Formation

KwTI cheviot Hills (after Mitchell, 2005, 2008); 
linhope spout Member (after Thomas in 
Bowen, 1999)

Thomas, p.98
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Table 8 Continued.

Group 
and Lex 
code

Subgroup 
and Lex 
codes

Defining formations Lex code Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and subdivisions Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

c
A

l
e

d
o

N
IA

 G
l

A
c

IG
e

N
Ic

 G
R

o
u

P 
(c

A
l

I)
 c

on
ti

nu
ed

Irish sea 
coast 
Glacigenic 
subgroup 
(IscG)

Kilblane sand and Gravel 
Formation

KBsG 2 (ds) North solway (McMillan et al., in prep. 2009) No references

cullivait silt Formation cus

Kerr Moraine Formation KeMo Marchfield Moraine Member MMo

Gretna Till Formation GReT North solway (McMillan et al., in prep. 
2009). Plump Bridge Till Member PlBT

Plumpe sand and Gravel 
Formation

PlsG Plumpe Farm sand Member PFs and 
loganhouse Gravel Member loGG

chapelknowe Till Formation cHAK ? 2 (ds) 
or 4

North solway (McMillan et al., in prep. 2009)

Morecambe Bay Formation MoBAy 2 (ds) Glacigenic formations in cumbria. After 
Thomas in Bowen (1999)

Thomas, 
pp.95–96

Great easby clay Formation Gecl Great easby Member of Irthing Formation of 
Thomas in Bowen (1999)

Thomas, 
pp.95–96

Gillcambon Till Formation GcBTI 4 defined after Goodchild (1875), eastwood et 
al. (1968) and Huddart (1971b)

No reference

Gosforth Glacigenic 
Formation

GoGl 2 (ds) west cumbria, Merritt and Auton (2000): 
drigg Beach Till dBTI, drigg Holme sand 
dGHs, drigg Moorside silt dGMs, 
Fishgarth wood Till FwTI, Gutterfoot sand 
GFsA, How Man Till HMTI, Kirkland wood 
sand and Gravel KwsG, low Mill Gravel 
lMGv, Meadow House clay MwHo, 
Peckmill sand PKsA, Peel Place sand and 
Gravel PPsG, Rothersyke Till RsTI, st Bees 
Till sTBT members 

No references

Aikbank Farm Glacigenic 
Formation

AIK west cumbria, Merritt and Auton (2000): 
Green croft Till GcTI, Holmeside clay 
Hscly, Mainsgate wood sand and Gravel 
MGw, whinneyhill coppice clay wcc 
members

seascale Glacigenic 
Formation

seAG 3 to 2 Merritt and Auton (2000): Barn scar sand 
and silt Bsss, Ravenglass Till RvTI,lowca 
Till lcTI, st Bees sand and Gravel sBsG, st 
Bees silt sBsI, Townhead Boulder Gravel 
THBG, Meadow view sand and Gravel 
MvsG, low wath Till lwTI, catgill wood 
sand and Gravel cGwd, ehen valley silt 
evsI and ehen valley sand and Gravel 
evsG members

carleton silt Formation cNsI ? 4 Merritt and Auton (2000)

Jurby Formation JuRBy 2 (ds) Isle of Man glacigenic formations. Thomas in 
Bowen (1999) and chadwick et al. (2001)

Thomas, p.94

orrisdale Formation oRRIs

shellag Formation sHlAG

stockport Glacigenic 
Formation

sTPTG defined by worsley (1991). Maddy in Bowen 
(1999). In lancashire the Kirkham Till 
Member KMGl after Thomas in Bowen 
(1999)

Maddy, p.34; 
Thomas, p.95

Brewood Till Formation BdTI 2 (ds) staffordshire No reference

st Asaph Glacigenic 
Formation

sAGl 2 (ds) North and west wales: lleyn Till Member 
lleyN, llangelynin Till Member lNTI

Bowen, p.84 
and 89

cardigan Bay Formation cBAy 4 to 2 
(ds)

offshore formation cameron, 
pp.137–138

Teifi clay Formation TFIcl 2 (ds) After Hambrey et al. (2001) No reference
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Table 8 Continued.

Group and 
Lex code

Subgroup and Lex 
code

Defining 
formations

Lex 
code

Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999
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N
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l
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central cumbria 
Glacigenic 
subgroup (ccdR)

wolf crags 
Formation

wocR 2 (lls) Thomas in Bowen (1999). wolf crags Till 
and wolf crags Gravel members

Thomas, p.96

Baronwood sand 
and Gravel 
Formation

BwsG 2 (ds) Baronwood Member of Penrith Formation 
of Thomas in Bowen (1999)

Thomas, p.96

Greystoke Till 
Formation

GyTI 2 (ds) After eastwood et al. (1968) and Huddart 
(1971b); correlatives of eden and 
lanerstock tills of Thomas in Bowen 
(1999). edenside Till Member (edTI); 
eden Member of Thomas in Bowen (1999)

Thomas, 
pp.95–96

Blengdale 
Glacigenic 
Formation

BlGl 2 Merritt and Auton (2000):  Holmrook Till 
(HRTI), scale Beck Till (sBTI), Bark Butts 
silt (BBsI), whin Garth Gravel (wGGv) 
members; Kendal Till Member (KlTI) in 
southern lake district

No reference

lobbs sand and 
Gravel Formation 

loBsG 2 (ds) Boardman (1982) No reference

Threlkeld Till 
Formation

TKTI 2 (ds) After Thomas in Bowen (1999) Thomas, p.96

Maudsyke Till 
Formation 

MsyT  ? 4 Merritt and Auton (2000)

Manx Glacigenic 
subgroup (MXGl)

snaefell Formation sNAeF 4–2 Isle of Man paraglacial formation. Thomas 
in Bowen (1999) and chadwick et al. 
(2001)

Thomas, p.94

North sea coast 
Glacigenic 
subgroup (NsG)

Holderness 
Formation

Hold 2 (ds) described by catt and Penny (1966); 
includes sewerby , skipsea Till sKTI and 
other members, and dimlington Bed dIMs 
(Mccabe and Bowen in Bowen, 1999): 
Holkham Till HoTI, Ringstead sand and 
Gravel RdsG and Red lion Till RlTI 
members

Mccabe and 
Bowen, p.13

Teesside clay 
Formation

Tsdc Horton et al. (1999) Thomas, p.98

Horden Till 
Formation

HNTI elwick Moraine elwK, Prismatic clay 
PRIs members, stone et al. (2009)

Peterlee sand and 
Gravel Formation

PesG Ryhope sand Member RHys,  stone et al. 
(2009)

Blackhall Till 
Formation

BHTI durham lower Till of Francis (1970); 
stone et al. (2009)

limekiln Gill 
Gravel Formation

lGGR lower Gravels of smith and Francis (1967)
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Table 8 Continued.

Group 
and Lex 
code

Subgroup 
and Lex code

Defining formations Lex 
code

Approx. 
MIS

References to descriptions and 
subdivisions

Reference in 
Bowen, 1999

c
A

l
e

d
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N
IA

 G
l

A
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N
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P 
(c

A
l

I)
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ed

North Pennine 
Glacigenic 
subgroup 
(NPeG)

Pocklington Gravel 
Formation

PocKG 2 (ds) sheet e71 selby (BGs, 2008) Thomas, p.97

Alne Glaciolacustrine 
Formation

AlNe cooper and Burgess (1993)

elvington 
Glaciolacustrine 
Formation

elv sheet e71 selby (BGs, 2008)

Hemingbrough 
Glaciolacustrine 
Formation

HeM Hemingbrough Formation of Thomas in 
Bowen (1999): Thorganby clay Member 
THoR, Park Farm clay PAF, lawns 
House Farm sand Member lHF

vale of york Formation vyoRK Poppleton Glaciofluvial PoPP, crockley 
Hill esker cRHe, Newby wiske-
Aldwark esker, Hunsingore esker, york 
Moraine yoRKM, and escrick Moraine 
esKRM members

ebchester sand and 
Gravel Formation

eBsG Allen and Rose (1986) Thomas, p.98 

wear Till Formation weTI Butterby Till Member BuTTI, stone et 
al. (2009)

Tyne and wear 
Glaciolacustrine 
Formation

Tywe Pelaw clay Member Pelc, stone et al. 
(2009)

Maiden’s Hall sand 
and Gravel Formation

MHsG Basal Gravels of smith (1981); stone 
et al. (2009)

Acklinton Till 
Formation

ANTI stone et al. (2009)

yorkshire dales Till 
Formation

ydTI stone et al. (2009)

stainmore Forest Till 
Formation

sFTI stone et al. (2009)

wales 
Glacigenic 
subgroup 
(wAles)

shrewsbury Glacigenic 
Formation

sHRew 2 (ds) defined by worsley (1991). Maddy in 
Bowen (1999)

Maddy, p.34

eryri Glacigenic 
Formation

eRyG Bowen, p.86 in Bowen (1999) Bowen, 
pp.79–90

Plynlimon Glacigenic 
Formation

PlyNT elenid Till elTI, Ruabon Till RBNTI, 
and Merion Till MNTI members

Brecknockshire 
Glacigenic Formation

BNocK Hereford Till HdTI, and langland Till 
ldTI members

Glamorgan Glacigenic 
Formation

GlGl After woodland and evans (1964)
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Table 9 correlation chart for the Northern and western Highlands and islands.

Western Isles Shetland and Orkney South-west Highlands Beauly Firth and inner Moray Firth

Subgroup for fluvial deposits undefined;
currently lithogenetic units (MIS 2-1)

  
 

  
   

  

    Fluvial deposits currently defined as
lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1) 

   

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP          

Mostly lithogenetic units (MIS 2-1); Northton
Formation (Sutherland p.106 in Bowen,
1999) (MIS 1)

         

  
 

  

Windermere Interstadial (2)  

WESTERN ISLES GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP

   

    

Port Beag Till Formation  
 

  

 

Tolsta Head Member of Lewis Formation
(Sutherland p.106 in Bowen, 1999)

  

 
Lewis Till Formation (possibly MIS 4)

Red Craig Gravels Formation
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North-west Highlands
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Cromarty FirthCaithnessEpoch, British/European Stage and
approximate correlation with MIS
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8

9

Dimlington Stadial (2)

6

5d-a
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te
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n
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Ipswichian/Eemian (5e)

4

3

Goa Galson Bed of Lewis Formation
(Sutherland p.106 in Bowen, 1999)

Subgroup for fluvial deposits
undefined; currently lithogenetic units
(MIS 2-1)

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS
GROUP
Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 2-1) 

SHETLAND GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP
Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 5d-2) 

Burrier Wick Till Formation (Burrier
Wick Member of Shetland Formation
of Sutherland pp.106–107 in Bowen,
1999)

Sandness Till Formation (Sandness
Member of Shetland Formation of
Sutherland pp.106–107 in Bowen,
1999)

Dale Beds and Sel Ayre Beds of
Shetland Formation (Sutherland
p.106–107 in Bowen, 1999)

Fugla Ness Beds (member of
Shetland Formation of Sutherland
p.106 in Bowen, 1999)

SHETLAND (ALBION) GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP

South Wick Member of Shetland
Formation (Sutherland p.106 in
Bowen, 1999) (possibly MIS 12)

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS AND ARGYLL
CATCHMENTS SUBGROUP

Fluvial deposits currently defined as
lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

Argyle Formation (Sutherland p.111 in Bowen,
1999)

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

Fluvial, lacustrine and organic sediments of
Loch Laggan East (Palmer and MacLeod,
2008)

Ardyne Formation (Sutherland p.110–111 in
Bowen, 1999) including Killellan, Toward and
Ardyne Point members (correlatives of the
Clyde Clay Formation)
CENTRAL GRAMPIAN GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP
Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 5d–2)

Roy Formation (Sutherland p.111 in Bowen,
1999)

Achnacree Sand and Gravel Formation
(Etive Formation of Sutherland pp.110–111
in Bowen, 1999)

Barr and Tangy Glen Members of Cleongart
Formation of Sutherland p.111 in Bowen,
1999)

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS AND ARGYLL
CATCHMENTS SUBGROUP

Fluvial deposits currently defined as
lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

NORTHWEST HIGHLANDS GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP

Assynt Glacigenic Formation: Glen
Douchary Member

Assynt Glacigenic Formation

Allt an t-Strathain Till Member

Rhiroy Member

Allt na h-Airbhe  Member

Loch Broom Till Formation

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

Ullapool Gravel Formation

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS AND ARGYLL
CATCHMENTS SUBGROUP

Fluvial deposits currently defined as
lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

NORTHWEST HIGHLANDS GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP

Reay Burn Till Formation

Thormaid Till Member

Broubster Till Member

Dunbeath Till Formation (possibly MIS 4)

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS AND ARGYLL
CATCHMENTS SUBGROUP

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

BANFFSHIRE COAST & CAITHNESS
GLACIGENIC SUBGROUP

Reisgill Burn Till Formation

Forse Till Member

INVERNESS GLACIGENIC SUBGROUP

Finglack Till Formation

Kincurdy Silts Formation

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

Foulis Silt Formation

Lemlair Sand Formation

Ardullie Silt Formation

Balmeanach Silt Formation

Culbokie Silt Formation

Except for Longman Gravel Fm. (below) fluvial
deposits currently defined as lithogenetic units
(MIS 2–1)

Moniack Peat Formation

Newton Burn Gravel Bed

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS AND ARGYLL
CATCHMENTS SUBGROUP 

Longman Gravel Formation

INVERNESS GLACIGENIC SUBGROUP

Finglack Till Formation
Baddock Till Member
Balamakeith Till Member

INVERNESS (ALBION) GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP

Drummore Gravel Formation (possibly MIS 6
or 12)

Cassie Till Formation (possibly MIS 6 or 12)

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

Beauly Silt Formation

Barnyards Silt Formation

Kessock Bridge Silt Formation

BANFFSHIRE COAST & CAITHNESS
GLACIGENIC SUBGROUP
Alturlie Gravels Formation

Bothyhill Gravels Member 

Braicklaich Sand Member

Ardersier Silts Formation

Kirkton Clay Member

Clava Shelly Formation (glacial raft) 

Dalroy Sand Member
Culdoich Till Member
Clava Lodge Clay Member

BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

NB. Formations shown in bold type have been formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Formations in 
underlined plain type are currently not formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members in plain type 
have been  formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members and beds in italic type are currently 
informal units. MIs = Marine Isotope stage.
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Western Isles Shetland and Orkney South-west Highlands Beauly Firth and inner Moray Firth
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(MIS 2-1)
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GROUP
Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 2-1) 

SHETLAND GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP
Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 5d-2) 

Burrier Wick Till Formation (Burrier
Wick Member of Shetland Formation
of Sutherland pp.106–107 in Bowen,
1999)

Sandness Till Formation (Sandness
Member of Shetland Formation of
Sutherland pp.106–107 in Bowen,
1999)

Dale Beds and Sel Ayre Beds of
Shetland Formation (Sutherland
p.106–107 in Bowen, 1999)

Fugla Ness Beds (member of
Shetland Formation of Sutherland
p.106 in Bowen, 1999)

SHETLAND (ALBION) GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP

South Wick Member of Shetland
Formation (Sutherland p.106 in
Bowen, 1999) (possibly MIS 12)

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS AND ARGYLL
CATCHMENTS SUBGROUP

Fluvial deposits currently defined as
lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

Argyle Formation (Sutherland p.111 in Bowen,
1999)

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

Fluvial, lacustrine and organic sediments of
Loch Laggan East (Palmer and MacLeod,
2008)

Ardyne Formation (Sutherland p.110–111 in
Bowen, 1999) including Killellan, Toward and
Ardyne Point members (correlatives of the
Clyde Clay Formation)
CENTRAL GRAMPIAN GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP
Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 5d–2)

Roy Formation (Sutherland p.111 in Bowen,
1999)

Achnacree Sand and Gravel Formation
(Etive Formation of Sutherland pp.110–111
in Bowen, 1999)

Barr and Tangy Glen Members of Cleongart
Formation of Sutherland p.111 in Bowen,
1999)

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS AND ARGYLL
CATCHMENTS SUBGROUP

Fluvial deposits currently defined as
lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

NORTHWEST HIGHLANDS GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP

Assynt Glacigenic Formation: Glen
Douchary Member

Assynt Glacigenic Formation

Allt an t-Strathain Till Member

Rhiroy Member

Allt na h-Airbhe  Member

Loch Broom Till Formation

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

Ullapool Gravel Formation

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS AND ARGYLL
CATCHMENTS SUBGROUP

Fluvial deposits currently defined as
lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

NORTHWEST HIGHLANDS GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP

Reay Burn Till Formation

Thormaid Till Member

Broubster Till Member

Dunbeath Till Formation (possibly MIS 4)

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS AND ARGYLL
CATCHMENTS SUBGROUP

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

Currently lithogenetic units (MIS 2–1)

BANFFSHIRE COAST & CAITHNESS
GLACIGENIC SUBGROUP

Reisgill Burn Till Formation

Forse Till Member

INVERNESS GLACIGENIC SUBGROUP

Finglack Till Formation

Kincurdy Silts Formation

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

Foulis Silt Formation

Lemlair Sand Formation

Ardullie Silt Formation

Balmeanach Silt Formation

Culbokie Silt Formation

Except for Longman Gravel Fm. (below) fluvial
deposits currently defined as lithogenetic units
(MIS 2–1)

Moniack Peat Formation

Newton Burn Gravel Bed

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS AND ARGYLL
CATCHMENTS SUBGROUP 

Longman Gravel Formation

INVERNESS GLACIGENIC SUBGROUP

Finglack Till Formation
Baddock Till Member
Balamakeith Till Member

INVERNESS (ALBION) GLACIGENIC
SUBGROUP

Drummore Gravel Formation (possibly MIS 6
or 12)

Cassie Till Formation (possibly MIS 6 or 12)

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

Beauly Silt Formation

Barnyards Silt Formation

Kessock Bridge Silt Formation

BANFFSHIRE COAST & CAITHNESS
GLACIGENIC SUBGROUP
Alturlie Gravels Formation

Bothyhill Gravels Member 

Braicklaich Sand Member

Ardersier Silts Formation

Kirkton Clay Member

Clava Shelly Formation (glacial raft) 

Dalroy Sand Member
Culdoich Till Member
Clava Lodge Clay Member
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Table 10 correlation chart for the Grampian Highlands.

BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

RESIDUAL DEPOSITS GROUP

NB. Formations shown in bold type have been formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Formations in 
underlined plain type are currently not formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members in plain type 
have been  formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members and beds in italic type are currently 
informal units. MIs = Marine Isotope stage.
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Table 10 Continued.

BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

RESIDUAL DEPOSITS GROUP

NB. Formations shown in bold type have been formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Formations in 
underlined plain type are currently not formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members in plain type 
have been  formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members and beds in italic type are currently 
informal units. MIs = Marine Isotope stage.
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Table 11 correlation chart for the Midland valley of scotland.

BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

NB. Formations shown in bold type have been formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Formations in 
underlined plain type are currently not formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members in plain type 
have been  formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members and beds in italic type are currently 
informal units. MIs = Marine Isotope stage.
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Table 12 correlation chart for the south of scotland, cumbria and the Isle of Man.

BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

NB. Formations shown in bold type have been formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Formations in 
underlined plain type are currently not formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members in plain type 
have been  formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members and beds in italic type are currently 
informal units. MIs = Marine Isotope stage.
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Table 13 correlation chart for lancashire, cheshire, staffordshire, shropshire and wales.

BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

NB. Formations shown in bold type have been formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Formations in 
underlined plain type are currently not formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members in plain type 
have been  formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members and beds in italic type are currently 
informal units. MIs = Marine Isotope stage.
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Table 14 correlation chart for North-east england.

BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

NB. Formations shown in bold type have been formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Formations in 
underlined plain type are currently not formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members in plain type 
have been  formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members and beds in italic type are currently 
informal units. MIs = Marine Isotope stage.
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Table 16 correlation chart for the east Midlands.
In this table, deposits of the wolston Glacigenic Formation are assigned variously to MIs 12 or 10 (see text) although many 
authors consider that the formation (and the Anglian stage) represents MIs 12 only.

BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

DUNWICH GROUP

NB. Formations shown in bold type have been formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Formations in 
underlined plain type are currently not formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members in plain type 
have been  formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members and beds in italic type are currently 
informal units. MIs = Marine Isotope stage.
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Table 17 correlation chart for the west Midlands and upper Thames.

BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

DUNWICH GROUP

NB. Formations shown in bold type have been formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Formations in 
underlined plain type are currently not formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members in plain type 
have been  formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members and beds in italic type are currently 
informal units. MIs = Marine Isotope stage.
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Table 18a correlation chart for the Middle and lower Thames.

BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

DUNWICH GROUP

CRAG GROUP

RESIDUAL DEPOSITS GROUP

NB. Formations shown in bold type have been formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Formations in 
underlined plain type are currently not formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members in plain type 
have been  formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members and beds in italic type are currently 
informal units. MIs = Marine Isotope stage.
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Table 18b Thames terrace deposit nomenclature on published BGs maps.

Sheet
number

Sheet name Parent formation
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Table 18b Continued.
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Table 19 correlation chart for southern england.

Clay-with-flints Formation

BRITANNIA CATCHMENTS GROUP

BRITISH COASTAL DEPOSITS GROUP

CALEDONIA GLACIGENIC GROUP

ALBION GLACIGENIC GROUP

RESIDUAL DEPOSITS GROUP

NB. Formations shown in bold type have been formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Formations in 
underlined plain type are currently not formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members in plain type 
have been  formally defined in the BGs lexicon. Members and beds in italic type are currently 
informal units. MIs = Marine Isotope stage.
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Clay-with-flints Formation
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Figure 1 Generalised relationship of the seven groups belonging to the Great Britain superficial deposits 
supergroup. Bedrock groups and formations of Palaeogene age (not described in this report) are also shown.
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Figure 2 surface distribution of glacigenic groups and subgroups, the crag Group and the courses of the 
ancestral Thames and Bytham rivers.
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Figure 3 distribution of surficial till formations of the caledonia Glacigenic Group.
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Figure 4 distribution of catchment subgroups of the Britannia catchments Group.
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Figure 5 Generalised flow-lines of ice during the Main late devensian Glaciation and profile map of the five 
glacigenic subgroups of the caledonia Glacigenic Group cropping out in north-east scotland (Merritt et al., 2003).
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Figure 6 schematic cross-section across the Highland boundary and strathmore, north-east scotland, 
showing the stratigraphical relationships between formalised glacigenic lithostratigraphical units and informal 
lithogenetic units.
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Figure 7 schematic cross-section south-east of Inverness, showing inter-relationships between 
lithostratigraphical units named in Tables 9 and 10.
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Figure 8 Schematic cross-section from the Cromarty Firth to Clava, showing inter-relationships between 
lithostratigraphical units named in Tables 9 and 10.
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Figure 9 schematic cross-section across caithness and sutherland, showing inter-relationships between 
lithostratigraphical units named in Table 9.
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Figure 10a schematic cross-section across the clyde valley in west Glasgow, showing inter-relationships 
between lithostratigraphical units named in Table 11 (after Browne and McMillan, 1989).
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Figure 10b schematic cross-section from loch lomond to strathblane, showing inter-relationships between 
lithostratigraphical units named in Table 11 (after Browne and McMillan, 1989).
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Figure 11 schematic cross-section across the solway, showing inter-relationships between lithostratigraphical 
units named in Table 12 (BGs 1:50 000 special sheet solway east).
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Figure 12 schematic cross-section across west cumbria, showing inter-relationships between lithostratigraphical 
units named in Table 12 (after Merritt and Auton, 2000, and stone et al., 2009).
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Figure 13 schematic cross-section from the Howgill Fells to the Mersey valley, showing the stratigraphical 
relationships between formalised glacigenic lithostratigraphical formations.
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Figure 14 schematic cross-section of the Pleistocene succession at oakwood, chelford (after worsley, 1991).
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Figure 15 late devensian glacial features in east yorkshire (after catt, 1991).
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Figure 16 schematic cross-section from Teesside to Thirsk, showing the stratigraphical relationships between 
formalised glacigenic lithostratigraphical formations.
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Figure 17 schematic cross-section of the wear valley, showing the stratigraphical relationships between 
formalised glacigenic lithostratigraphical units of the North Pennine and North sea coast glacigenic subgroups.
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Figure 18 detailed section of 
the interbedded diamictons and 
laminated clays of the Tyne and 
wear Glaciolacustrine Formation 
(North Pennine Glacigenic 
subgroup) (after stone et al., 
2009).
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Figure 19 Regional distribution of the crag Group (after 
Arthurton et al., 1994).
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Figure 20 schematic cross-section of the coastal sections between Pakefield and corton in the waveney valley, 
showing the stratigraphical relationships between formalised glacigenic lithostratigraphical units of Albion 
Glacigenic Group (after lee et al., 2004).
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Figure 21 schematic cross-section at Breydon, east Anglia, showing the stratigraphical relationships between 
formalised lithostratigraphical units of the British coastal deposits Group (after Arthurton et al., 1994).
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Figure 22 Model of stratigraphical relationships of members of the wolston Glacigenic Formation (Albion 
Glacigenic Group) and the Baginton sand and Gravel Formation (Bytham catchments subgroup) (after Rice and 
douglas, 1991).
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Figure 23 Terrace deposits of the sudbury Formation (Kesgrave catchment subgroup) and upper Thames valley 
Formation (after Bridgland, 1994).
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Figure 24 schematic cross section to show the lateral variation in the clay-with-flints Formation (after ellison et 
al., 2004).
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Figure 25 Terrace deposits of the sudbury Formation (Kesgrave catchment subgroup) and Maidenhead 
Formation (after BGs 1:50 000 sheet e255, Beaconsfield).
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Figure 26 Terrace deposits of the Maidenhead Formation in london (after Bridgland, 1994, and ellison et al., 2004).
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Figure 27 suggested extent of Anglian glaciation east of the severn estuary (after Gilbertson and Hawkins, 1978).
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Figure 28 Maximum extent of devensian glaciers and pre-Ipswichian buried valleys, Bristol channel and severn 
estuary (after Haslett, 2001).
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Figure 29 The seven estuary levels and distribution of Holocene outcrops (after Allen, 2001b).
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